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OF FLIGHTLESSNESS

IN

RAILS

(GRUIFORMES:
RALLIDAE):
PHYLOGENETIC,
ECOMORPHOLOGICAL,
AND

ONTOGENETIC
BRADLEY

PERSPECTIVES
C. LIVEZEY

Section of Birds, Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213-4080 USA

ABSTRACT.--Morethan 50 speciesof flightlessrails (Gruiformes: Rallidae) have
been discoveredon islandsthroughoutthe world, including membersfrom most
of the tribes and generaof the family. In the presentstudy,qualitative and morphometric analysisof 3,220 study skins, more than 1,200 associated(complete
and partial) skeletons,approximately4,000 disassociatedsubfossilelements,and
pectoraldissectionsof 41 fluid-preservedspecimensformed the primary basisfor
investigation. Analyses emphasizedstatisticalcomparisonsof flightless species
with closestflightedrelatives,augmentedby analysesof data on body mass,wing
areas, wing lengths, clutch sizes, egg dimensions, and ecophysiologicalparameters. These were integratedwith a companioncladisticanalysisand current evolutionary theory.
Flightlessmembersof the Rallidae spanmore than two ordersof magnitudein
body mass. Univadate comparisonsof skin specimensconfirmeda repeatedpattern of relatively or absolutelyshortenedwings and (with a few exceptions)tails
in flightless taxa. Greatest reductions in relative wing size were evident in Habroptila wallacii, Gallirallus australis-group, Tricholimnas spp., Habropteryx insignis,Amaurornis ineptus,and Tribonyx mortierii. These shifts were confounded
by diverse changesin body size; most flightless specieswere characterizedby
increasesin body size of various magnitudes(greatestin Porphyrio mantelligroup, Nesotrochis debooyi, Gallirallus australis-group, Tricholirnnaslafresnayanus, Aphanapteryx bonasia, Erythromachus leguati, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi,
and Amaurornis ineptus),whereasa minority showedsubstantialdecreases(Cabalus modestus),modest decreases(Dryolimnas aldabranus, Railus recessus,Galliraflus wakensis,Atlantisia rogersi, most flightlessPorzana, and Tribonyx hodgenorum), or virtual stasis(Porzana palmeri) in directly measuredor estimated
body masses.Sexual dimorphism was significant in virtually all external dimensions,althoughmagnitudesof thesedifferenceswere substantiallylessthan within-sex differencesbetween congeners.Although confoundedby subspecificvariation in some taxa, indications were found of inflated variance in some external

dimensions(e.g., tail length) of flightlessspeciesrelative to flightedrelatives(e.g.,
Amaurornis ineptus).

Limited data on wing loadings--ratiosof body massdivided by area of wings-confirmed that two flightless specieshad significantly higher values than flighted
relatives of similar size. Only the estimate for bulky Porphyrio hochstetteriex-

ceededthe "thresholdof flightlessness"of Meunier, whereasthe value for tiny,
flightlessPorzana atra was roughly one fourth of the thresholdvalue. The latter
indicatesthe inapplicability of this criterion in taxonomicgroups(e.g., Rallidae)
in which reductionsof the pectoral musculatureare critical to flightlessness.
Principal componentanalyses(PCAs) and canonical analyses(CAs) of study
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skinsprovidedmultidimensionaldiscriminationof speciesand sexeswithin key
cladeswith respectto both size and shape.Thesenot only confirmedthe vailably
pronouncedreductionsin relative wing length and overall size in flightlessspecies
indicated by univariate analyses,but revealed that correspondingmultivariate
shifts were exceptionally great in Porphyrio hochstetteri,Porzana sandwichensis,
and Amaurornis ineptus, and that sexual dimorphism was exaggeratedin P. hochstetteri, Habroptila wallacii, Gallirallus owstonL and Cabalus modestus.PCAs of

lengthsof extractedremigesrevealedthat flightlessspecies,in additionto differences in overall size, were characterizedby disproportionatelyshort (in extreme
cases, absent) distal primary remiges (i.e., had more rounded wings). Remiges
displayed several important trends associatedwith flightlessness:reductionsin

length relative to body size; vailably pronouncedchangesin shape;disproportionate shorteningof the distalmostremiges,resultingin comparativelyrounded
wings; lossesof the distalmostone or two remigesprimarii and severalremiges
secundarii(a minority of taxa); and microanatomicalreductionsin the integrity
of margins of vanes ("fringing").
Univariate comparisonsconfirmed the relative and (in some cases) absolute
reductionsin lengthsof wing elements,and also quantifiedthe reductionsin dimensionsof elementsof the pectoralgirdle and widths of appendicularelements.
These shifts were accompaniedby increasedsize of the craniumand pelvic apparatus in a number of flightless taxa (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri, Gallirallus
australis-group,Amaurornis ineptus,and Tribonyx mortierii). Subfossilcoots(Fulica chathamensis-group
andF. newtoni)largelyqualify as allometricallyenlarged
versions of typical congeners, comparable to two large Andean coots (Fulica
cornuta and F. gigantea). Univariate sexual dimorphismwas significantin most
rallids. However, intersexualdifferencesin bill lengthsof several subfossilrails
(Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Aphanapteryx bonasia, and possibly Cabalus modestus) were exceptionallygreat and suggestiveof intersexualdifferencesin feeding
niche.

Bivariate correlationswithin flightlessspeciesdiffered from thosefor flighted
species,notably in the low correlationsbetween most sternal measurementsand
other osteologicalvariables,a patternindicativeof the virtual disjunctionbetween
sternumand other skeletalelementsin flightlessspecies.Comparisonsof proportions within the pectoral limb revealed that the antebrachium,carpometacarpus,
and (to a generally lesserdegree) the phalangeswere disproportionatelyshort and
the brachium was disproportionatelylong in flightless species.These patternsand
the disproportionatelyrobust alulae in flightlessrails are consistentwith the effects
of two largely perpendiculardevelopmental axes acting on both the skeletal and

muscularderivativesof the mesodermin the avianpectorallimb: a primary,proximal-distal growth axis; and a secondary,cranial-caudal growth axis that principally affects the manus. Proportionswithin the pelvic limb showeda diversity
of shifts associatedwith the loss of flight, one of the most marked being a disproportionate elongation of the pedal digits in highly aquatic Fulica. Ratios of
humeruslength divided by femur length provided a remarkably robustindicator
of flight capacity of rallids (with the exception of natatorial Fulica), with ratios

for righted taxa averagingabove0.90, whereasthosefor flightess taxa averaged
below 0.90. A PCA of detailed matricesof skulls displayedthe diversity of size
and bill manifested by speciesof the Rallidae, among which the most extreme

bill shapes(and probablyforagingmodes)were thoseof severalflightlessspecies
(e.g., Capellirallus karamu, DiaphorapteryxhawkinsLAphanapteryxbonasia,and
Erythromachusleguati). Pectoralallomorphosis(intraspecificallometry)displayed
higherslopesin many flightlessspecies,consistentwith terminationof pectoral
growth at an earlier stageof skeletaldevelopmentthroughheterochrony.CAs of
skeletalmeasurements
within cladesconfirmedrelative magnitudesof shiftsrelated to loss of flight that were broadly consistentwith thoseapparentin PCAs,
and confirmedsignificantincreasesin sexualdimorphismin most flightlesslineages. Qualitative changesassociatedwith flightlessnesswere found in most pec-
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total elements(especiallythe humerusand sternum),with many extendingto the
extinct adzebills (Gruiformes: Aptoruithidae), and corroboratedhomoplasyamong
flightless species.Tallies of these apomorphiesindicated that the most-derived
flightless lineages were Porphyrio hochstetteri,Habroptila wallacii, Gallirallus
australis-group, Cabalus modestus,Capellirallus karamu, and Diaphorapteryx
hawkinsi.

Comparisonsof the pectoralmusculatureof rails revealed that reductionsin
bulk and cranial extents of mm. pectoralis et supracoracoideus
were the most
conspicuousmyological changes.As a percentageof mean body mass,theseunderwent reductionsamong flightlesstaxa as high as 15% (Gallirallus australis
and Tribonyx mortierii) and as low as 5-6% (Dryolimnas aldabranus and Gallinula comeri). Also typical of most flightlessrails was an increasein the prominence
of m. cucullariscapitis pars clavicularis(associatedwith the caudal regressionof
the apex carina sterni),attenuationof ram. bicepsbrachiiet humemtriceps,greater
distal extent of m. pronatorsuperficialisrelative to the underlying(foreshortened)
radius,and a correspondingincreasein the impressiom. brachialisrelative to the
ulna. A minority of flightlessrails also showedvariably pronouncedweakening
of fibrousportionsof m. rhomboideuspmfundus,m. flexor digitorumsuperficialis,
and m. ulnometacarpalisventralis,and increasedconformationalvariationin several musclesof the manus (ram. abductoralulae capita dorsale et ventrale, and
m. extensorbrevis alulae). PCAs of mean muscle measurementsindicatedgreatest
morphometric shifts in Gallirallus australis, G. wakensis,Atlantisia rogersi, Porzana palmeri, and Gallinula comeri, patterns not entirely congruent with reductions in breastmuscles.A correspondence
analysisof ecomorphologicalvariables
principallydiscriminatedthree groups:small crakeson small, extremelyisolated
islands(Porzana palmeri and P. atra), large terrestrialspeciesfrom New Zealand
(Porphyrio hochstetteriand Gallirallus australis), and robust,aquaticspeciesfrom
moderately large islands (Habroptila wallacii, Amaurornis ineptus, and Tribonyx
mortierii).

Most flightless rails manifest variably pronouncedincreasesin size, and in
accordancewith the substantialliteratureon giantism,theseshiftsappearto confer
selectiveadvantagesrelated to thermodynamics,procurementof mates, territoriality, capacity for fasting, and interspecificcompetition. These gains were accompanied by negative implications, including greater total energeticrequirements,
diminished capacity for stealth, and vulnerability to selected environmental and
predatory agents, with the latter contributingto the minority of flightless rails
showingdwarfism. Changesin body size are accompaniedby allometricchanges
in numerous,fundamentalecophysiologicalparameters,among which are several
critical to flight capacity.Departuresfrom familial isometry in relative wing size
accompanyflightlessnessin most cases,but in rails reductionsin pectoralmusculature(and the associatedskeleton)appearto be paramount,changesthat were
associatedwith variably pronouncedchangesin the integument,modificationsin
bill shape,increasedsexualdimorphism,energeticallyefficient reductionsin basal
metabolic rates, and changesin reproductiveand dietary parameters.The latter
are consistentwith r-K shifts in life histories,and most of the ecological changes
are typical of insular birds. Heterochrony,combining pectoral paedomorphosis
with (in most taxa) peramorphosisof the axial and pelvic complexes,appearsto
underlie most anatomicalapomorphiesrelated to flightlessnessin rails. Morphological and ecologicalchangesin flightlessrails provide a strongqualitativeanalogy with thoseof vertebrateand invertebrateendemicsof caves (troglomorphs).
Phylogeneticreconstructionsof railids are replete with morphologicalhomoplasy, apparentirreversibilityof the apomorphyassociatedwith flightlessness,
and
only a few candidatesfor speciationfollowing the lossof flight. Many rails show
metapopulationaldemographiccharacteristics,and a numberof migratory species
show high vagrancyand qualify as consummatecolonistsof islands.These qualities suggestthat a number of flighted rails, especially a core group with high
fecunditiesand long-distancemigratory patterns,may maintain dispersalpoly-
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morphismsin which a minority of progeny are predisposedto vagrancy and colonization of insular habitats.Insular colonizationsoccasionedthereby essentially
represent "permanent migratory stopovers" followed by evolutionary refinements
for year-roundresidency.
The highly convergentmorphologyof flightlessrails indicatesa shared,readily
triggered, canalized bifurcation in ontogeny that leads to the morphological and
physiological changesthat result in fiightlessness.Conditional advantagesof resourcesredirectedin flightlesslineages(e.g., conversionof investmentsin musculature, pectoral skeletons, and metabolic characteristics)are substantial,as indicated by the exorbitant anatomicaland physiologicalrequirementsof the primary capacity surrendered,migration. The potential for this transformationmay
be preserved through dispersal polymorphisms and bet-hedging against overdependenceon ephemeral,variable, natal breeding locales. Alternative patternsof
dispersalalso may be acceleratedin some rallids throughselectivelymaintained,
environmentally induced plasticity through threshold traits or developmental reaction~normswithin small demes subject to founder effects, genetic drift, and
population bottlenecks.Distributions of flightless rails are explainable by a complex history of colonizationsby fiightedancestors,a scantnumberof colonizations
or near-islandexpansionsby flightlesslineages,and extinctionsrelated to small
demes, marginal habitats, earthquakes,volcanoes, E1 Nifio-La Nifia events, and
(especially)tsunamisof islandsduring recent millennia. Many flightlessrails encounteredecologicalopportunitiesbeyond those of continentalconfamilials. Selective advantagesunder these circumstanceswere accrued through decreased
clutch size, increasedegg size, and protracteddevelopmentalperiods.
Flightlessnessin rails representsthe selectively advantageous,ontogenetically
mediated conversion of anatomical and caloric assetsof the pectoral apparatus
and associatedmetabolic parametersrelated to flight toward multiple evolutionary
alternativesof intensified selective importancein insular habitats and the adoption
of a nonmigratory lifestyle. The evolutionary scenario can be summarized as
follows: migration-imposedanatomicaland physiologicalrequirementsfor migration preconditionedkey rallids for a conversionof resources;vagrancy(possibly
enhancedby polymorphism of dispersal and acceleratedcladogeneticcapacity
maintained among metapopuiations)provided opportunitiesfor insular colonization; one or a suite of similar alternative,heterochronic,developmentalavenue(s)
retained by key rallids (perhapstriggered and hastenedas thresholdtraits or by
developmentalreaction norms) facilitated the anatomical and physiologicaltransformation to the local optimal, flightlessphenotype(s)after colonization;successful colonization may have been advancedby differencesin preferred stopover
habitats between sexes and ages, and the acceleration of kin-selected altruism
among close relatives migrating in concert; concomitant changesin size carried
multiple allometrically related changesin physiology and metabolism;and despite
a resilience to natural disasters(notably tsunamis),anthropogenicagenciesultimately led to extinction for most flightless lineages effectively by breaching key
aspectsof insularityessentialto their provisionof refuge. Accordingly,the "ideal
avian colonist" would possessa combinationof a capacity to modulate metabolic
and physiological parameters; manifest dispersal polymorphism that includes
long-distance,gregariousvagrancy as one componenttactic; comparativelyhigh
sexual dimorphism or a potential for such; and expanded ontogenetic variance
and cladogenesisthat facilitates evolutionary changesin size and pectoral paedomorphosis.

INTRODUCTION

I have heretoforeaskedthe questionconcerningMauritius henns[Rallidae:Aphanapteryx bonasia] and dodos [Raphidae:Raphus cucullatus],thatt seeingthosecould
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neither fly nor swymme, beeing cloven footed and withoutt wings on an island far
from any other land, and none to bee seence elce where, how they shold come
thither?--P. Mundy (ca. 1638), as transliteratedby Temple (1919:83)
Who does not know that if we rear some bird of our own climate in a cage and
it lives there for five or six years, and if we then return it to nature by settingit at
liberty, it is no longer able to fly like its fellows, which have always been free? The
slight changeof environmentfor this individual hasindeedonly diminishedits power
of flight, and doubtlesshas worked no changein its structure;but if a long succession
of generations of individuals of the same race had been kept in captivity for a
considerableperiod, there is no doubt that even the structure of these individuals
would gradually have undergone notable changesßStill more, if instead of a mere
continuouscaptivity, this environmental factor had been further accompaniedby a
change to a very different climate; and if these individuals had by degrees been
habituated to other kinds of food and other activities for seizing it, these factors

when combined togetherand becomepermanent would have unquestionablygiven
rise imperceptibly to a new race with quite special characters.--Lamarck (1809: vol.
1,228), as translatedby Elliot (1984:110, emphasisadded)
As ProfessorOwen has remarked [cf. Owen 1848a, 1851, 1856], there is no greater
anomaly in nature than a bird that cannot fly; yet there are severalin this state....
As the larger ground-feedingbirds seldom take flight except to escapedanger,it is
probable that the nearly wingless condition of severalbirds, now inhabiting or which
lately inhabited severaloceanicislands,tenantedby no beastof prey, has been caused
by disuse.--Darwin (1859:106)

Since, therefore,the Struthiousbirds [ratites] all have perfect feathers,and all have
rudimentary wings which are anatomicallythose of true birds, not the rudimentary
forelegsof reptiles, and since we know that in many higher groupsof birds--as the
pigeons and rails--the wings have become more or less aborted, and the keel of the
sternum greatly reduced in size by disuse, it seems probable that the very remote
ancestorsof the rhea, the cassowary, and the Apteryx [kiwi] were true flying birds
....
Wallace (1880:444)

Lamarck's hypothesis of the way of work of the secondary evolutional cause of
Species,by the influence,viz., of circumstancesexciting or checkingthe exerciseof
parts, is more intelligible, more applicable in connexion with observedfacts, to the
before-cited ornithic cases[flightlessPorphyrio and Gallirallus] than is Darwin's or
Wallace's 'Natural Selection'--Owen (1882:695)

ß.. the rails, as a group, may in the past have been slow to acquirethe power of
full flight, or even of flight in moderateperfection,while some,like the fossil forms
mentionedabove [Aphanapteryxand Diaphorapteryx], may never have acquiredit
at all. Rails seem, in fact, to have been primarily and constitutionallyeither bad
fliers or bad 'triers'.---Lowe (1928a: 111)
THE FAMILY

PO•LLIDAE

ECOMORPHOLOGICAL DIVERSITY

Generalities of life history of a taxonomic group are critical to an understanding
of the context and significanceof a repeatedevolutionary trend (eßgß,flightlessness)among membersof the taxon, especiallywhere the trend in questionis rare
among birds generally and is functionally counterintuitive.Rails (family Rallidae)
are a specioseand phenotypically diverse family of primarily terrestrial, typically
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chickenlike birds. They are members of the order Gruiformes (cranes and allies),
an amalgam of families that has proven resistant to anatomical diagnosisand
systematicclassification(Livezey 1998). The type genusRallus derivesfrom Linnaeus (1758) and was erected for the widespreadWater Rail (R. aquaticus) of the
Palaearcticregion, the specificepithet correctly conveyingthe habitat of the species. Other rails originally describedby Linnaeus (1758)--Mediterranean Swamphen (Porphyrio porphyrio), Corn Crake (Crex crex), Sora (Porzana carolina),
Common Moorhen (Gallinula chloropus), and Black Coot (Fulica atra)--solidified the perception of rails as furtive denizens of marshes, moors, and moist
meadows.

Rails are typified by bilaterally compressedbodies, relatively shorttails, short,
rounded wings, strong, variably elongated bills, and, with the exception of the
primitive Nkulengu Rail (Himantornis haematopus),a tufted glandula uropygialis
(Van Tyne and Berger 1976; Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998; Livezey 1998).
In the field, many speciesare known for their stealthymovementsthroughdense
vegetation and reluctance to take flight (even when pursued by dogs), whereas
others (notably Fulica) forage unwarily on open water. During the 250 years
following Linnaeus, the Rallidae were revealed to be diverse in form, global in
modern and fossil distribution,and uniquely disposedto flightlessness,characteristics that enabled members of the family to dominate the endemic avifauna of
oceanic

islands.

The visual impenetrability of the habitatstypical of the Rallidae undoubtedly
contributedto an unfamiliarity with the groupand predictablypromulgateda view
of the Rallidae as occult. Indeed, the calls of most Rallidae on their breeding
groundsare common,but to see the birds in life is anothermatter altogether.This
disparity between visual and acoustical detectability of rails has led to the increasingly widespread use of census techniques that rely on tallies of calls as
indicators of abundance (e.g., Bart et al. 1984; Johnson and Dinsmore 1986a;
Robert and Laporte 1997; Bramley and Veltman 2000). In that the acoustical
properties of habitats are important determinants in the evolution of signaling
systems(Endler 1992), the dense vegetative communities typically inhabited by
rails probablyare relatedto the importanceof penetrating,distinctive,andvariably
complex vocalizations of members of the family (G. W. Kaufmann 1983; Clapperton and Jenkins 1984, 1987; Clapperton 1987). The family name, believed
onomatopoeticof the raspingnoisesmade by common membersof the family in
Europe (Gruson 1972; Morris 1973), affirms acoustical distinctness of member
speciesas focal to the public perception of the group and leitmotif of a considerable literature. The appellation "rail" evidently derived from the French word
reille (Picardy dialect), which then passedthrough the Old French words raale
and raalle and Middle French word rasle. The Latin roots of the word are thought
to be rasclare

and rasiculare.

Variation in body mass among extant Rallidae exceedsthat in any other single
family in the order Gruiformes (Dunning 1993). Upland rallids include sparrowsized crakes averaging 25 g in body mass (e.g., Yellow-breastedCrake [Micropygia schomburgkii]) and fowl-sized wood-rails approaching 1 kg in mass (Giant
Wood-Rail [Aramides ypecaha]), whereas comparatively natatorial forms encompass the modest-sizedSpot-breastedCrake (Porzana porzana; 80 g) and the ponderousswamphens(Porphyrio; 750-2,500 g for extant species)and coots(Fulica;
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FIG. I. Skull of Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi (BMNH A-1913), an extinct. flightlessrail of the Chatham Islands,New Zealand. Specimenis osteologicallycompletewith the exceptionof ossalacrimales
et pterygoidea. Executed by B.C. Livezey.

500-2,500 g). Dimensions of subfossil skeletal elements indicate that several extinct taxa (e.g., Porphyrio mantelli, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, and Fulica chathamensis) also attained substantial body sizes, including the largest for the family
(estimates below).

Rails inhabit all major continental regions exclusive of the Holarctic and a
multitude of oceanic islands (Ripley 1977; Taylor 1996, 1998), yielding one of
the widest geographical distributions for a single family of terrestrial vertebrates
(Olson 1973a). Rails can be found skulking in tussockgrassor fragmented copses,
along margins of ponds and swamps, or in dense, moist meadows. However, the
extinction of many insular endemics has become an unt•munate legacy of the
family during the last several centuries,and many speciesof rail (including many
flightless taxa) are known only from bones moldering in caves or lava tubes where
the birds were entombed centuries earlier (Fig. 1). These extinctions were caused
primarily by hunting by humans, destruction of habitat, or anthropogenic introduction of predators, competitors, or disease (Hahn 1963; Greenway 1967; Olson
1989, 1991). Although commonly considered marsh-dwellers, rails occupy a
broad range of habitats, including mangroves, sparsely vegetated atolls, desolate
islands of southernmost New Zealand, cool-temperate woodlands, tropical forests,
moors, and grasslands(Ripley 1977; Taylor 1996, 1998). Many species of Rallidae are sedentary,whereasothers are migratory; some of the latter are renowned
for remarkable incidents of long-distance vagrancy. A capacity for long-distance
migration of many continental rails contrastswith the reluctanceof most species
to take flight (even when pursued)and the relative frequency of permanentflightlessnessamong insular members of the family (Olson 1977; Ripley 1977).
The early zoological literature is replete with speculations regarding avian
flightlessness(Lamarck 1809; Darwin 1830, 1859; Owen 1848a, 1866a, 1879,
1882; Wallace 1880). Like other examples of evolutionary reduction, flightlessness initially was attributed to the heritable effects of simple disuse (Lamarck
1809), rationalizations involving retarded growth and degeneration within an or-

thogeneticparadigm(e.g., Cope 1868, 1872), or preservationof unrefinedfeatures
in relictual taxa (Darwin 1859). The early ornithological literature understandably
was dominated by generalities taken from the comparatively familiar ratites and
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penguins,impressionsof questionablerelevanceto flightlesscarinatessuchas the
Rallidae.Nevertheless,the implicationsof avianflightlessness
for nascenttheories
of evolutionary change were profound, and the phenomenonpassed from the
marginalia of natural history to a metaphorfor decreasedutility, functional senescence,and evolutionary change (e.g., Fttrbringer 1888, 1902; Wiglesworth
1900; Gadow 1902; Lowe 1926, 1928a, b, 1933, 1934, 1935; Goldschmidt 1940;
Simpson 1944; de Beer 1975). However, thesediverse discussionsled to no consensusfor the phenomenonin generalor amongthe Rallidae (the family accounting for a majority of flightlessspeciesof carinates)for more than a centuryafter
the publication of the magnum opus by Darwin (1859).
FLIGHTLESS RAILS: EARLY DISCOVERY AND DESCRIPTION

As, however, there are strictly aquatic forms of birds deprived, by a low development and special modification of the wings, of the power of flight, so also there
are, in other natural groups of birds, aberrant forms similarly debarred from the

privilege and enjoymentof the characteristickind and field of locomotionof their
class. Apart from the true Struthionidce,we have an instance of this in the Brachypteryx or modified Rail [Gallirallus australis] of New Zealand; [and] the Dodo [Raphus cucullatus] .... --Owen (1848a:8)

Since the time of the first European explorers, accountsincluded mention of
flightless rails. These early narratives included 17th-century referencesto the
"hen(ne)s" and "fowles" of Mauritius Island (20ø15'S, 57ø30'E) and Rodriguez
Island (19ø41'S, 63ø23'E) by voyagersin the Indian Ocean (quotedby Strickland
and Melville

1848; Olson 1977), and notations of similar birds on Ascension

Island (7ø57'S, 14ø22'W) in the mid-Atlantic (P. Mundy, in Temple 1919; Temple
and Anstey 1936). Among the illustrations to derive from these early accounts
was the striking rendition of Aphanapteryx bonasia executed by G. Hoefnagel
(ca. 1610), a work discoveredby Frauenfeld (1868) and published in a paper by
Milne-Edwards (1868).
In the seminal work by Linnaeus (1758), six flightless birds (three ratites and
three carinates)were describedformally: Ostrich (Struthiocamelus),GreaterRhea
(Rhea americanus), Double-wattled Cassowary (Casuarius casuarius), Jackass
Penguin (Spheniscusdemersus), Great Auk (Pinguinus impennis), and the Dodo
(Raphuscucullatus),with only the Dodo being extinct at the time of description.
The flightlessbirds describedduring the remaining decadesof the 18th century
and the first decadesof the 19th century perpetuatedthis compositionalbias-the ratites Dromaius novaehollandiae (Latham, 1790) and Apteryx australis Shaw,
1813, and the penguinsAptenodytespatagonicus Miller, 1778, Pygoscelispapua,
P. antarctica, and Eudypteschrysocome(Forster, 1781). Most referencesto flightless birds in the early classicsof natural history focusedlargely or completelyon
the ratites (e.g., Buffon 1770-1786; Latham 1781-1802; Cuvier 1802). The discovery of remains of the moas (Dinornithiformes) in New Zealand by Owen
(1848a), an ornithological cause c61•breby any standard,solidified the focal role
accordedratites among flightlessbirds. By the end of the 19th century, all 11
modern species of ratites (as well as a number of extinct forms) had been described,as had 17 of 18 modern speciesof penguin(Peters 1931; Brodkorb 1963;
Falla and Mougin 1979; Mayr 1979). The ratites and penguinscame to epitomize
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avian flightlessness,a generalizationunderstandablegiven the conspicuousness
of
these taxa, the timing of their description, and that these remain the only major
avian groups in which flightlessnessuniformly characterizesall members.
The 19th century saw the discoveriesby Darwin (1830) during the voyage of
the Beagle, including seminal observationsand collections of flightless steamerducks (Tachyeres [Livezey and Humphrey 1992]), as well as the initial descriptions of the GalSpagosfinches(Geospizinae),with the latter ultimately considered
paradigmatic of evolutionary radiations (Schluter 2000a, b). Descriptionsof modem species of Hawaiian honeycreepers (Drepanididae), the great majority of
which appearedduring the late 19th century (Greenway 1968), revealed an equally impressivebut less-studieddiversity; like the Rallidae, this insular group would
prove most enlightening only upon the subsequentdiscovery of an extinct majority of members (Amadon 1950; Bock 1970; Dobzhansky 1977; Pimm and
Pimm 1982; McKinney and McNamara 1991). By contrast, only a few species
of GalSpagosfinchesare thoughtto have been extirpatedsincethe first description
of member taxa, local extinctions of subspecificpopulations aside (Grant 1986).
It was during the century following the publication of Linnaeus (1758) that most
families ultimately found to include flightless members were identified (Table 1),
an era that also saw the transformation of ornithology from an avocation of the
affluent to a natural science (Farber 1982).
During these early years of ornithological survey, flightless rallids of a variety

of shapesand sizes were discoveredand, with few exceptions,largely forgotten.
This stealthful passageof taxa, unscrutinizedby most naturalistsof the day, was
hastenedby the rapid, widespreadextinction of many taxa shortly following description (Figs. 2-4). The first flightless rail to be described formally was the
tame and resourceful Weka (Gallirallus (a.) australis (Sparrman, 1786)) of the
South Island of New Zealand, a find followed shortly by the description of the
much rarer Hawaiian Crake (Porzana sandwichensis (Gmelin, 1789)). From a
geographical perspective, these inaugural examples of flightless rallids proved
prophetic, in that New Zealand and Hawaii would come to be known for an
unparalleddiversity and ultimate destructionof most or all of their endemicflightless rails. Evidence indicatesthat the greatestdiversity of rallids sympatricon a
single island in the Hawaiian group (three Porzana, one Gallinula, and one Fulica) approximatesthat originally endemic to Chatham Island (Porphyrio "chathamensis," Gallirallus dieffenbachii, Cabalus modestus,Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi,
and Fulica chathamensis),suggestingthat five may represent an upper limit for
speciesrichness of rallids on a single, small oceanic island. However, each of the
main islands of New Zealand, however, sustained a higher diversity of rallids
(including four or five endemic, flightless species),exceeding many continental
regions in this respect.
By the time of the publication of the Origin of Species (Darwin 1859), seven
flightless speciesof rail had been described,as had flightless membersof several
other carinate families (e.g., two ducks, a parrot, and the solitaire). Darwin (1859)
cited three examples of avian flightlessness,in both the contexts of disuse and
specialization: Ostrich (Struthio), kiwi (Apteryx), and steamer-duck(Tachyeres).
Although the descriptionof new flighted rallids reachedits apex at the middle of
the 19th century, the description of flightless species peaked at the turn of the
century (Fig. 5). By this time, flightless birds from a dozen carinate families had
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FIG. 2. Flightless Rallidae, I (cameo): A, South Island Takahe (Porphyrio hochstetteri:BMNH
1856-5-28-1. sex indeterminate); B, New Britain Barred-Rail (Habropteryx insignis; BMNH
81-3-29-90. holotype. male): C, Aldabra White-throated Rail (Dt3_'olitttttasaldabrantts; BMNH

1968-43-102,
male);andD, Wallace'sRail (Habroptilawallacii;BMNH 1939-12-9-3677,
male).Acrylic paintingsby Julian Pender Hume.
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Flightless Rallidae, 1I (cameo): A, South Island Weka (Gallirallns anstralis; BMNH

52-1-17-19, male); B, Hutton's Rail (Cabalus modestus, entire; BMNH 92-10-31-9, male); C, Dieffenbach's Rail (G. di•ffenbachii; BMNH 42-9-29-12, holotype, sex indeterminate); D, Fiji Bar-winged

Rail (Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus;BMNH 89-11-3-68, male); E, Wake Island Rail (G. wakensis,entire;
BMNH 1908-12-21-7, sex indeterminate); F, Lord Howe Island Rail (Tricholimnas sylvestris; BMNH
98.12-2-538, male); and G, New Caledonian Rail (T. lafresnayanus;BMNH 70.12-3-3, male). Acrylic
paintings by Julian Pender Hume.
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FIG. 4. Flightless Rallidae. II1 ½cameo): A, Laysan Crake (Porzana palmeri, entire; BMNH
1939-12-9-21, male); B, Hawaiian Crake (Porzana sandwichensis, entire; BMNH 1939-12-9-553, sex

indeterminate); C, New Guinea Flightless Bushhen (Arnaurornis ineptus; BMNH 1911-12-20-340,
male); D, Inaccessible Island Crake (Atlantisia rogersi, entire; BMNH 1953-55.105, male); E, Tasmanjan Native-hen (Tribonyx rnortierii; BMNH 89-11-1-403, sex indeterminate); F, Samoan Moorhen
(Pareudiastespacificus: BMNH 1923-9-7-10, sex indeterminate):G, Gough Island Moorhen (Gallinula
comeri; BMNH 1922-12-6-95, male). Acrylic paintings by Julian Pender Hume.
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FIG. 5. Histogram of numbersof speciesof Rallidae describedduring 25-year intervals from the
publicationof Linnaeus(1758) to the present.

been described(Table 1) from sites around the globe, with a higher proportion of
insular rails endemic to the Southern Hemisphere in broad agreement with the
differential distributionof oceanicareasand islandsbetween the hemispheres(Fig.
6). Characteristicsassociatedwith flightlessnessand other unusualapomorphies
(e.g., decurvature or elongation of the bill and large body size), depite convergence, impressed early taxonomists at least as much as plumage patterns or the
more informative features of subfossil remains (Olson 1973a, 1977). This emphasis on general dissimilitude led to the initial allocation or prompt elevation of
a substantialmajority of the flightlessrallids describedbefore 1950 to monotypic
genera. Subsequently,taxonomists (cf. Peters 1934; Olson 1973a, 1977; Ripley
1977) have relegated a number of these narrowly defined (often monotypic) genera (e.g., Notornis, Habroptila, Cabalus, Tricholimnas, Aramidopsis, Nesolimnas,
Habropteryx, Nesoclopeus, Porzanula, Pennula, Megacrex, Tribonyx, Porphyriornis, Pareudiastes, Edithornis, and Palaeolimnas) to synonymy with moreinclusive genera.
FLIGHTLESSRAILS: EXTINCT, ENDANGERED,AND SECURE

Evidence is growing of widespread lossesof insular endemics in Pacific Oceania, including many flightless rails (Olson 1989, 1991; Steadman and Kirch 1990,
1998; Steadman and Pahlavan 1992; Steadman and Rolett 1996; Kirch 1997;

Steadmanand Justice 1998; Steadmanet al. 1999). A number of flightlessrallids,
especially in the New Zealand region (J. H. Fleming 1939a, b; C. A. Fleming
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FIG. 6. Global distributionsof selectedflightlessmembersof the Rallidae: I. North Island, New
Zealand: 2. South Island. Ne• Zealand: 3, New Caledonia:4. Lord Howe Island:5. Chatham Islands:

6, Sulawesi:7• Halmabera;8. Fiji: 9. New Britain: 10, Mangaia: l l, HendersonIsland: 12, Kusaie
Island; 13, Savai'i, West Samoa; 14. San Cristobal. Solomon Islands; 15. Tasmania; 16, Australia

(mainland);17, New Guinea;18,Guam; 19, WakeIsland:20, Okinawa:21, Hawaii. HawaiianIslands;

22, Maul. HawaiianIslands;23, Molokai,HawaiianIslands;24. OahmHawaiianIslands;25, Laysan
Island. Hawaiian Islands;26, GalfipagosIslands:27. Rodriguez.Ma•careneIslands:28. Mauritius.
MascareneIslands:29. Aidabra.Seycbellelslands;30. Tristanda Cunhaand InaccessibleIsland:31,
Gough Island. Tristan group: 32. St. Helena Island: 33. AscensionIsland: 34. Bermuda:35. Greater

andEesserAntilles;36, Haiti;37. Cuba.Islandshostingpoorlyrepresented
taxaarelettered:A. French

Polynesia:
B. EasterIsland:C, Madeira;D, Amsterdam
Island;E. Fiji. Islands
fromwhichtaxalacking
formaldescriptions
(rallidfroraFernando
de Noronha.Brazil),adequate
samples.
or sufficiently
detailedanalyses(e.g.,Hovacrexroberti,Nesotrochis
picapicensis.
Gallirollusriplt?'i,G. rovianae,and
Porzanarua), or thoseof a controversial
natureie.g.. Tricholimnas
comliticius
andPorzana[Railus]
nigra) are excluded.

1960; McDowall 1969; Meredith 1991; Anderson1997), appearto have been
extirpatedby humanimmigrants
beforethearrivalof Europeans.
including(Table
2) New CaledonianTakahe(Porphyriokukwiedei):St. HelenaIslandSwamphen
(Aphanocrex
podarces);severalspeciesof cave-rails(Nesotrochis
spp.):Snipebilled Rail (Capellirallus kara•nu); two endemicrallids of the Mascarenes,herein
treated under separategenera (Aphanapteryxand Erythromachus);Hawkins' Rail

(Dia!•horapter3:r
hawkinxi);AscensionIsland Crake ("Atlantisia" elpenor).referral to a inonotypicgenusunderproposalby Bourneet al. (pets.comm.)to
reflectuncertaintyof genericmembership
(Livezey 1998);a suiteof crakes(Porzana spp.)l¾omthe Hawaiian Islands;St. HelenaCrake (P. astrictocatpus);two
native-hens
(moorhens)
fromAustralasia
(Tribonyxspp.);andthreecoots(Fulica),
two speciesfrom Australasia
andonefromMauritius.Responsibility
of prehistoric
humans(Rouse1986)andEuropean
colonists
for theseextinctions
isproblematic,
but evidenceindicatesculpability of humansin at least somecases.

Most extinct flightlessrallids, and some vulnerablepopulationsof flighted
forms,wereextirpatedduringhistorictimes,principallyas a resultof European
explorationduringthe 17th. 18th,and 19th centuries(Table 2; Lydekker1891;
Rothschild1907a,b: Lainbrecht1933;Vestjens1963;Greenway1967;Halliday
1978a;Fuller 1987,2001;Day 1989).Severalspecieswereextirpated
sorapidly
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after discovery that the taxa are known only from illustrations and descriptions
from life (e.g., the hypothetical "Gallirallus pacificus" of Tahiti; Ripley 1977;
Olson and Steadman 1987; Walters 1988; Taylor 1998), or are representedby a
single skin specimenof a speciesof unknown flight statusand lacking locality
and date of collection (e.g., Gallirallus sharpei [Olson 1986]). For the majority
of insular endemics extirpated during this period (e.g., Porphyrio albus [Lord
Howe Island, 500 km east of Australia], Gallirallus dieffenbachii [Chatham Islands, South Pacific], Porzana rnonasa [Kusaie Island, Caroline Islands, North

Pacific], P. sandwichensis[Island of Hawaii, North Pacific], Pareudiastespacificus [Savai'i, Samoa, South Pacific], and Gallinula nesiotis [Tristan da Cunha,

South Atlantic]), extirpation was complete before more than a few skins were
preserved (Oliver 1955). Internal anatomy of these taxa is known only from skeletal elements subsequentlyrecovered from subfossildeposits(e.g., G. dieffenbachii), imaged by X-ray in study skins (e.g., P. rnonasa [Steadman 1986a]), or a
single fluid-preserved specimen (e.g., Pareudiastespacificus).
Protractedhuman destructionon oceanic islands has led to lossesof multiple
avian endemics,many of which may have disappearedbefore formal description
(e.g., Rabor 1959). Tallies of extinct avian endemics increasingly appear to be a
function of the intensity of historical survey and preservation, especially for the
Pacific islands of the Hawaiian ridge, Austral Seamountchain, and MacDonald

seamount
group(Mielke1989).In lightof continuing
recoveries
ofnew,flightless
speciesfrom Pacific islands (Steadman 1989a, b, 1993a, b, 1995, 1997a, b; Steadman and Intoh 1994; Worthy et al. 1999), and the likelihood that many island
groups having ages of the scale of 107 years coalescedinto larger areas or were
placed in closer proximity by lowered sea levels during the Pleistocene(Watling
1982; Rodda 1994; Carson and Clague 1995), it seemsimplausiblethat substantive and remote islands did not sustainflightless rails before human occupation.
Examples of islands conducive to avian endemism (Steadman 1995) include R6union, Mascarenes, Indian Ocean; Easter Island, easternmost member of the Tuamato Ridge Archipelago (fragmentary remains of two endemic rallids recovered;

Steadman et al. 1994); Tahiti, South Pacific (also in Tuamato group, purportedly
supportedtwo unsubstantiated,extinct species);Taiwan, North Pacific; Falkland
Islands, South Atlantic; and the Galfipagos, an isolated group of volcanic "hotspot" origin (Windley 1995), where an endemic crake (Laterallus spilonotus)
approaches flightlessness (Franklin et al. 1979). Apparent absence of endemic
rallids on the Seychelles (Gaymer et al. 1969) and Kerguelen Island (Weimerskirch et al. 1989) seems likely to be an artifact of preservation rather than a
genuine reflection of former distributions throughout the Indian Ocean. Recent
discovery of fragmentaryremains of rails from the Madeira Islands of the North
Atlantic (Pieper 1985) suggests a strong likelihood of extinct, flightless rallids
having inhabited the more-isolated Azores (36-39øN, 25-31øW) as well. Before
the very early immigration of humans, even comparatively nearshore island
groups (e.g., Canary Islands, Sao Tom6, Princip6, Comoro Islands, and Socotra)
may have supportedendemic, flightless rails, thereby extending the faunal cataclysm to other oceanic regions.
Although the evidenceof extirpatedrallids increasinglydocumentswidespread
destruction,the extreme estimate by Steadman (1995)--that one to four species
of flightlessrails may have been endemic to each island (indicating that -2,000
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species, 20% of all modern avian species, were extirpated in Oceania)--may
representan overestimate.For example, there is a likelihood that extinction-level
events (e.g., tsunamis) would have devastatedlargely terrestrial groups such as
rallids on low-elevation islands (MacArthur and Wilson 1967; see below). How-

ever, estimates by Steadman (1997c) for the comparatively vagile and arboreal

Columbidaeof Polynesia,a grouphuntedto a comparabledegreeas the Rallidae
by human immigrants (Steadman et al. 1999), corroborate the severity of the
faunal catastrophecausedby human immigrants. Of course,any estimateof tax-

onomic diversity is contingenton the speciesconceptadopted(Cracraft 1983,
1988a; Frost and Kluge 1994; Zink and McKitrick 1995), a choice with significant
implicationsfor radiationssuchas the Gallirallus philippensiscomplexand several Pacific Porzana (Livezey 1998), and is doubly problematic for taxa representedonly by fragmentary skeletal remains.
Still other flightless rallids survived into the 20th century (Table 2), only to be
wiped out by comparatively recent destructionof habitat and introductionsof
predatorsby humans,much of which was related to the Pacific campaignof World
War II (Taylor 1996, 1998; see below). Notable among these were the dubiously
flightlessAssumptionIsland Rail (Dryolirnnasabbotti [Meade-Waldo 1908]) and
two rallids extirpated during the early 1940s: the Wake Island Rail (Gallirallus
wakensis; see below) and Laysan Crake (Porzana palrneri; see below). The subspeciesof the White-browed Crake formerly endemicto Iwo Jima (Porzana cinerea brevipes),althoughcapableof flight, suffereda similar fate; the population
evidently was extirpated by introduced cats (Felis cams) by 1925 (Greenway
1967; Ripley 1977).
Unfortunately, some continentaland other insular membersof the Rallidae are
in jeopardy, including a number of speciescapable of flight (W. B. King 1980,
1981; Williams and Given 1981; Collar and Stuart 1985; Fjelds•t 1985; Ripley
and Beehler 1985; Collar and Andrew 1988; Eddleman et al. 1988; Stinson et al.

1991; Collar et al. 1992; Collar 1993; Engilis and Pratt 1993). Negative impacts
of humanson habitats(especially wetlands) and damage causedby commensals
of humans (including predators,herbivores,and introduceddiseases)have been
the causesunderlying most declines of flightless rails and other avian endemics
of oceanicislands (Fosberget al. 1983; Ralph and van Riper 1985; van Riper et
al. 1986; Olson 1989, 1991; Baker 1991; Ritter and Savidge 1999). Flightless
rails are especiallyvulnerable,and membersof a numberof generaare classified
as threatenedor endangered(BirdLife International2000), someof which already
may have becomeextinct (Table 2), includingthe SouthIsland Takahe(Porphyrio
hochstetteri;seebelow); Zapata Rail (Cyanolirnnascerverai), describedas having
"very weak" flight (Garrido and Kirkconnell 2000); Guam Rail (Gallirallus owstoni); New Caledonian Rail (Tricholirnnas lafresnayanus); Lord Howe Rail (T.
sylvestris); Okinawan Barred-Rail (Habropteryx okinawae); and San Cristobal
Moorhen (Pareudiastes silvestris).
The Guam Rail, having survived tremendousdamage to its habitat during
World War II (Jenkins 1979, 1983), survivesonly by means of a captive-rearing
program,the populationin the wild having been extirpatedwithin the spanof a
few decadesby the accidentally introduced brown tree snake (Boiga irregularis
[Savidge 1987]). A trial reintroduction of 16 birds was made in November 1998
(Fritts and Rodda 1998). The Okinawa Barred-Rail, also considered endangered,
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was known only from a few skeletal elements (Olson 1977) and was believed
extinct until a remnantpopulationwas discoveredin 1978, and the external anatomy, ecology, and behavior were describedsoonthereafter (Yamashinaand Mano
1981).

Populationsof a minority of flightlessrallids remain secureto the present(Table
2; Taylor 1996, 1998), althougha number of flightlessrallids currently maintaining stable populationsremain vulnerable to extirpation, in part becauseof restricted distributional ranges (M. Williamson 1981; Watkins and Furness 1986;
Marshall 1988; Johnson and Statterfield 1990; Kuroda et al. 1984; Pimm et al.

1994a, b). These comparativelyfortunatespeciesinclude (BirdLife International
2000) Wallace's Rail (Habroptila wallacii); Aldabra Islands Rail (Dryolimnas
aldabranus); North Island Weka (Gallirallus greyi) and South Island Weka (G.
australis), although the latter is significantly more numerous than its northern
sister-species;Ysabel Bar-winged Rail (Nesoclopeus[woodfordi] immaculatus),
previously classifiedas threatened,was found to be locally common on Isabel,
Solomon Islands (Kratter et al. 2001); Platen's Rail (Aramidopsisplateni); New
Britain Barred-Rail (Habropteryx insignis); InaccessibleIsland Crake (Atlantisia
rogersi); Henderson Island Crake (Porzana atra); New Guinea Waterhen (Amaurornis ineptus); Tasmanian Native-hen (Tribonyx mortierii); and Gough Island
Moorhen (Gallinula comeri). In addition to dedicated efforts of conservationists,

populationsof the SouthIsland Weka owe the comparativestabilityto the robust
constitutionand opportunisticbehavior of the species;Wekas are renownedfor
brazen foraging near human habitationand are known to be predatorsof the eggs
of other New Zealand endemics (Atkinson and Bell 1973; St. Clair and St. Clair
1992).
FLIGHTLESSRAILs OF NEW ZEALAND: DISCOVERY,DEBATE, AND DESTRUCTION

Taxonomyand evolutionary inference.--In addition to providing standardized
names for species,alpha-taxonomicdecisionsform the primary framework for
inferences concerning phylogenetic history, biogeography, and evolutionary
trends.As illustratedby the intertwined controversiespertainingto specieslimits
and flightlessin steamer-ducks(Livezey and Humphrey 1992), the social and
professionalmilieu in which taxonomic diagnosesof rails transpiredprofoundly
influence theories of biogeography,ontogeny,insular ecology, and speciationas
pertainedto the study of arian flightlessness.Furthermore,assumptionsconcerning conspecificstatusof many insular endemicscarried critical implicationsfor
the study and conservation of these variably divergent evolutionary lineages. In
the following accounts,the importanceof taxonomic confusionfor the study and
precariousstatusof flightlessrails--spanning decadesand debatedto the present
day---is exemplified by several endemicsof New Zealand.
Hawkins' Rail: cranial homoplasyand biogeography.--Followinga postscript
to a short notice on New Zealand birds (Forbes 1891), Forbes (1892a) announced

the discovery of the skeletal remains of a new, flightlessrail in a telegram published in Nature (Fig. 1). Forbes(1892b-d) followed theseannouncements
closely
by other brief notices. The remains were found in dune deposits on Chatham
Island, the largest member of an island group located 600 km southeastof the
main islandsof New Zealand (44øS, 176øW)and discoveredby CaptainBroughton
on the Chatham in 1791 (Fig. 7). Beginning with the arrival of Polynesiansca.
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FIG. 7. Map of the New Zealand region, with detailed inset of the Chatham Islands, a small
archipelagolying 865 km eastof the main islandsof New Zealand.

450 BP (McFadgen 1994), theseislandswere destinedto become an abattoirfor
a diverse assemblageof endemicbirds, including severalflightlessrails (Millener
1999). The new specieswas named Aphanapteryxhawkinsi, in honor of Mr. W.
Hawkins, a local collector (Forbes 1892a), and henceforththe specieswas known
in vernacularcontextsas Hawkins' Rail. The first generic assignmentby Forbes
(1892a) was basedon superficialsimilaritieswith subfossil,flightlessrails known
from the Mascarenes(e.g., Aphanapteryxand Erythromachus[see Olson 1977]).
Subsequently,following the suggestionof A. Newton, Forbes (1892e, 1893a)
erected the new genus Diaphorapteryx for the species, although he (Forbes
1893b-d) later reverted to his referral to the genusAphanapteryx based on specimens of the latter at Cambridge. The type specimenfor Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi,
listed erroneously as a skeleton by Brodkorb (1967), may be among a series of
skulls overlooked by Dawson (1958) but subsequentlyrediscoveredat the British
Museum (Olson 1975b).
A seriesof comparativelydetaileddescriptionsand illustrationswere published
within the next decade (Andrews 1896b-d; Milne-Edwards 1896), impacts of
which were both to stabilize recognition of the monotypic genusDiaphorapteryx
for Hawkins' Rail and to lead to confusionconcerningthe biogeographicalimplicationsof flightlessness.
Despite this genericdissassociation
from the Mascar-
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ene rallids, Rothschild (1907b:196) persisted in the view that "... these extinct
Chatham Island birds ... are representative speciesof the forms peculiar three
hundred years ago, to the Mascarene Islands ..." and that "... Diaphorapteryx
and Palaeolimnas [ = Fulica chathamensis]take the place on the Chatham Islands
of the MascareneAphanapteryxbroecki [= bonasia] and Palaeolimnasnewtoni."
The taxonomic puzzlement of Forbes (1892a-c, 1893a, b) and the dubious parallels drawn by Rothschild (1907b) are understandablein light of the fact that the
phylogenetic relationships of both Diaphorapteryx and Aphanapteryx remain
problematic, principally becauseof pronounced apomorphy related to flightlessness and the absenceof anatomical specimens other than subfossil remains (Livezey 1998). Henceforth, Diaphorapteryx was included as a distinct genus in most
compendia (e.g., Lambrecht 1933) and inventories (e.g., Oliver 1930, 1955), and
most authorsjudged similarities with Aphanapteryx to be convergent.
Perhapsthe most apomorphicof all rallids, this sizeablespeciesis known only
from depositsin dunes and adjacent crevices on the main island of the Chatham
group (Turbott 1990), and on the basis of anatomical study the taxon remains sui
generis (Livezey 1998). Diaphorapteryx is estimated to have had a height in life
of roughly 42 cm (16-17 inches [Olson 1977:368]), and its stature, remarkably
reduced wings, robust pelvic limbs, and disproportionatelylarge, strongly decurved bill were among the most distinctive aspectsof its anatomy (Andrews
1896b; Olson 1975b). Early descriptionsof the extinct avifauna of the Chathams
by resident Polynesiansindicate that Diaphorapteryx was reddish brown in color,

slept and foragedin flocks, and soughtfood in rotten logs. The speciesprobably
was extirpatedby humansduring the late 16th or early 17th centuries(J. Cooper
and C. Fisher,pers. comm.). Similarities, notably decurvatureof the bill (Fig. 1),
with other flightless rallids of the region (e.g., Cabalus modestus, Gallirallus
australis, and G. dieffenbachii) and elsewhere (especially the Mascarene Aphanapteryx [Milne-Edwards 1869]), attracted speculation in early works (Andrews
1896c, d).

Two smaller rails from the Chathams: apparent versusgenuinejuvenility.--A
rail describedby G. R. Gray as Rallus dieffenbachii in a narrative of the travels
of Dieffenbach (1843) was known for decadessolely from the holotype (British
Museum of Natural History [BMNH] 42.9.29.12), a study skin collectedin 1840

on the islet of Wharedauriin the Chathamgroup(Warren and Harrison 1973; Fig.
3). The new rail was figured by J. E. Gray (1844) and included in the classification
by G. R. Gray (1862), and often listed under various, more narrowly delimited
genera of the period (e.g., Ocydromus and Hypotaenidia). Dieffenbach (fide
Forbes 1893d:531-532) statedthat the rail "... was formerly very common,but
since cats and dogs have been introduced it has become very scarce .... "
Almost from its original description, a debate commencedconcerningthe taxonomic status and geographicaldistribution of dieffenbachii and subsequently
describedallies, one that primarily turned on issuesof contemporaneoustheories
of paedomorphosisand limits on ecologicalsimilarity among sympatricrelatives.
In plumagepattern and size, Gallirallus dieffenbachiicloselyresembledmembers
of the G. philippensis complex, but dieffenbachii differed most conspicuously
from the latter in its evident flightlessness and distinctly decurved bill. Buller
(1868, 1873a), the preeminentornithologistresiding in New Zealand during this
period, argued against the proposal (e.g., Finsch 1868) that dieffenbachii was
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conspecific with G. (p.) assimilis or the larger philippensis assemblage; Buller
(1874a) later reaffirmed the distinctnessof dieffenbachii in responseto concerns
expressedby Hutton (1873a, b). However, Buller was to adopt an oppositeview

in the most enduringtaxonomiccontroversyconcerningthe rallids from the Chatham Islands, one critical to the recognitionof paedomorphosisin flighfiessrails.
The debate ensued upon the description by Hutton (1972a, b) of a new, smaller
flighfiess rail, Rallus modestus(Fig. 3), later referred to a new genus Cabalus by
Hutton (1872c), the distinctnessof which was supportedby the accountsof the
same expedition by Travers (1872).
However, Buller (1873a) averred that C. modestusmerely representedjuvenile
specimensof dieffenbachii, relegating the former to synonomy. Hutton (1873a,
b) and Travers (1872) resistedthis proposal,circumstantiatingthe original specimens and adducing the likely maturity of at least one of the type series.Hutton
(1873a) also stated that the native Morioris referred to modestusby the name
Matirakahu, but to dieffenbachii as Mohoriki. Buller (1873b, 1874a) defendedhis
position, and bristled (Buller 1874a:94): "I presume that an author who undertakes to write the history of the birds of any country is at liberty to form his own
judgment as to who are 'competent' authorities .... It is neither usual nor necessary in such casesto 'give the names.'"
In contrast to his endorsement of the sympatry of closely related, flighfiess
rallids--for example, the diversity of forms of weka or "Ocydromus" (Gallirallus
australis-group)to which Buller (1873a, 1874b, 1877, 1882, 1888, 1892a)and
others (e.g., Hutton 1873c; Sharpe 1875) accorded species status on the main
islands of New Zealand (Oliver 1968)--Buller (1873a-c, 1874a) rationalized
growing concernsabout variation and classificationof Gallirallus, including hybridization between rails with domestic fowl (Gallus) as a contributory factor
(Buller 1876). Finsch (1874, 1875), however, differed with Buller both with respect to the status of modestus and the taxonomy of "Ocydromus." The hypothesis of hybridization was refuted by Murie (1889) on anatomical grounds, and
Buller (1874c) reversed his stand on the status of C. modestus,a change of mind
repeated by Buller (1875) in responseto the critiques by Finsch (1874) of the
monographby Buller (1973a). The capitulationby Buller (1874c:511) included a
quotation from a letter by A. Newton dated 13 December 1874, in which Newton
noted that "fresh evidence" provided by Hutton (including skeletal elements)had
convinced

J. Murie

of the distinctness

of C. modestus.

A qualified endorsementof the synonymy of dieffenbachii and modestusby
Sharpe (1875) prompted Hutton (1879:454) and Travers (1882, 1883) to bolster
support for species status for modestus.Buller (1878, 1892b, 1896) reaffirmed
the statusof dieffenbachii and modestusas separatespecies,including the supportive anatomical comparisonsby Murie (1888), but revealed an ambivalence
regarding the distinctnessof the two forms (Buller 1882, 1892b) and maintained
the possibility that the original collection of specimens of modestus were all juveniles, contrary to published documentation (Buller 1888). Ultimately, Buller
(1905) acquiescedonce more, retaining modestusseparatelyin Cabalus, while
assigningdieffenbachii to the monotypic genusNesolimnasproposedby Andrews
(1896c), a taxon given only tepid endorsement(e.g., Buller 1905; Oliver 1930,
1955; Lambrecht 1933; Peters 1934). Unfortunately, in England the late 19th
century saw a revival of the notion that C. modestusmerely representedjuvenile
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specimens of G. dieffenbachii, a setback fostered by Sharpe (1875), a 2-year
period of published indecision by Forbes (1892d, 1893d-f), and the omission of
modestusas a member of Cabalus by Sharpe(1893a, b). Six monthslater, Forbes
(1893g, h) joined with Sharpe (1893b-e, 1894) in recognizingthe two speciesas
distinct. However, in February 1894 a further misfortune of publication, in the

serial Catalogue of Birds in the British Museum (Sharpe 1894), repeatedthe
synonymy of C. modestuswith G. dieffenbachii. Fortunately, this lapsus was
correctedamong the addendato the volume by Sharpe (1894), and the distinctness
of modestuswas reaffirmedstronglyby Newton (1896). Thus,recognitionof both
modestusand dieffenbachii as full species,predicted by Salvadori (1893a, b),
prevailed before the turn of the century.
Taxonomyresolved,the fates of the two endemicswere increasinglybecoming
recognizedto be were sealed.Martin (1885) unsuccessfullyhad appealedto preserve both modestusand dieffenbachii through the purchaseof island reserves.
Buller (1888:122) translateda letter from a contemporaryresident of Chatham
Island that "... the Moeriki [dieffenbachii], disappearedin the third year after
the occupationof this island by the Maoris." Under the auspicesof Forbes and
W. Rothschild,W. Hawkins searchedfor living specimensof Cabalus modestus
and G. dieffenbachii during 1892 (Forbes 1893c). This belated effort resulted in
the rediscovery of dwindling numbers of the former on the islet of Mangere, but
establishedthe apparentlossof the latter (Forbes 1893c; Buller 1896). Kirk (1895:
10) concludedthat C. modestuswas "... on the verge of extinction, if it be not
already extinct... the first act of the settler [of Mangere] having been to capture
all the specimensof the Cabalus that he could find, in order to realize their
market-value." Eradication of modestus was realized within the decade (Buller

1905), and Rothschild (1907b:209-210) listed both dieffenbachii and modestus
as "Quite Extinct.--Externally Known."
Skin specimensof these two focal species were inadequate for resolution of
the evolutionary bases for similarity of form and flightlessness.Fortunately,
Forbes (1893c) and Falla (1960) reported subfossil skeletal remains referred to
G. dieffenbachiion Pitt Island, and abundantsubfossilremains of both G. dieffenbachii and C. modestuswere found later on Mangere, the majority recovered
from limestone crevices that entrapped and preserved skeletal elements of both
rallids en masse(Tennysonand Millener 1994; Millener 1999). Evidence indicates
that the two specieswere sympatric(Fig. 7) at least on Chatham (900 km2), Pitt
(62 km2), and Mangere (<1 km2) subsequentto the last glacial period (Olson
1975b; Ripley 1977; Turbott 1990; Tennyson and Millener 1994).
Limiting similarity of sympatricrelatives or Gause'sprinciple (Wattel 1973), a
generality consistentwith the biological speciesconcept(BSC) and related to the
conceptsof ecological isolation and resourcepartitioning (e.g., Lack 1971a; MacArthur 1972a; Cody 1974; Schoener 1974), is of questionableexplanatory power
in many instances(e.g., Porzana of Hawaii [Table 3]). Reproductiveisolationwas
sine qua non of speciesstatusunder the BSC, the dominant perspectiveof ornithological systematicsduring the 20th century (e.g., Mayr 1963, 1969, 1976;
Ripley 1977; American Ornithologists' Union 1983). This view held that limited
differentiation, conterminous distributions, and evidence of hybridization were
characteristicof subspecificstatus.Most other authorities,althoughrecognizing
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that G. dieffenbachiiprobably was closely related to G. philippensis,elevatedthe
former to speciesstatus(e.g., Scarlett 1979; Livezey 1998).
Refugiurnsubl#nus:a tale of two takahes.--Similar in some ways to the foregoing controversy,a pair of unique, flightless rails from the main islandsof New
Zealand suffered taxonomically from a combination of sharedpeculiaritiesand
comparatively subtle differences.This couplet of congenersoffers unique insights
into the evolutionary processesand timescalesassociatedwith the morphological
changes underlying avian flightlessness,an opportunity recognized by Buller
(1894). Owen (1848b) describeda large rail (Notornis mantelli) from the North
Island of New Zealand basedon subfossilelementscollectedby W. Mantell during
the previousyear (Andrews 1988). Europeansettlersin New Zealand adoptedthe
Maori name for the bird--Takahe. Although remarkable for its size and obvious
pectoralreduction,preliminary comparisonsof the material neverthelesspermitted
the early recognition of the close relationship between Notornis and the widespread genus Porphyrio (Owen 1848a, b). Additional skeletal material was recovered from a number of other sites on the North Island (Kinsky 1970). The
ultimate extinctionof the specieswas consideredlikely yearsearlier (Buller 1888),
a fate attributed largely to the ravages of rats (Rattus sp. [Smith 1893:518]) or
introducedferrets (Mustela putorius [Buller 1898]). The last living specimenof
the North Island Takahe appearsto have been capturedin 1894 (Phillipps 1959),
before the preservationof a single skin specimen.
Meanwhile, on the South Island of New Zealand, a flightless relative of Notornis was known from a handful of specimenscollected during the 19th century
(Fig. 2). The first specimenprocured in the southwas taken on Resolution Island
in 1849, and purchasedfor study by W. Mantell, also the discovererof the North
Island form (Andrews 1986); Mantell reportedly saw the skin of a recentlykilled
North Island specimenhangingin a Maori village (Swinton 1958). The discovery
of the first skin specimenwas reported widely (e.g., Mantell 1850, 1852; Gould
1852a, b), and for some years was interpreted as evidence of the survival of
Notornis rnantelli (described from the North Island based solely on osteological
material) on the South Island of New Zealand. However, the southern form was

describedas taxomically distinctby Meyer (1883), who includedit with the northem taxon describedby Owen (1848b) in the narrowly conceivedgenusNotornis
as a distinct species (N. hochstetteri), a proposal also finding favor with Bullet
(1905).
Additional skin specimensof the South Island form were collected in 1851 on
Secretary Island and 1879 in an area north of Mararoa River (Watson 2001), and

Buller (1881:239) was persuadedthat "... many yet survive to reward the future
search of the Southern naturalist." Early works on the South Island Takahe outnumbered the known specimens(e.g., Park 1888a, b, 1890; Melland 1889; Benham 1898a; Henry 1899; Forbes 1901, 1923). The last specimen securedduring
the 19th century was taken near Lake Te Anan in 1898 (Benham 1898a; Buller
1898; Ripley 1977; Andrews 1988). Skeletal remains of the southernform also
were preserved(Parker 1885a, b), and preliminary study of the internal anatomy
of P. hochstetteriensued (Benham 1898b, 1899).
For the next 50 years, the South Island Takahe was not reported again, and the
speciesgenerally was consideredto have followed its northern relative to extinction (e.g., Henry 1899). Therefore, the ornithologicalcommunity celebratedthe
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discovery by G. B. Orbell in 1948 of a population of South Island Takahes,
althoughprior signsof the survival of specieswere found (Reid 1974a), and other
observers subsequentlycame forward to report earlier encounters in the field
(Reid 1978). This remnant populationinhabited a few alpine valleys (750-1,200
m in altitude) in the Murchison Mountains in the extreme southwesternpart of
the South Island (Falla 1949, 1951; Fleming 1951; Turbott 1951a, b, 1967; Williams 1952, 1960; Wisely 1956). Despite intensive management and protection
(Williams et al. 1976; Bunin 1995; Ryan 1997), this population remains critically
endangered(Ballance 2001; Lee 2001). Recovery of the population increasingly
rests on captive breeding (Reid 1969; Bunin and Jamieson 1996a; Bunin et al.
1997; Maxwell and Jamieson 1997; Eason and Williams 2001; Jamiesonand Ryan
2001).

The nominate form of the Takahe differs from its southern counterpart principally in its substantiallylarger size (Williams 1960; Scarlett 1972), althoughsubtle, largely allometric differences in proportions also are evident (Trewick 1996a;
Trewick and Worthy 2001). The two populations are treated commonly as subspecies, either as the sole species in the genus Notornis (Peters 1934; Kinsky
1970; but see Oliver 1955) or as a speciesin the closely related genusPorphyrio
(Ripley 1977). Most recently, Trewick (1996a) and Livezey (1998) advocated a
return to specificrank for the two takahesand the inclusion of the speciesin the
senior genus Porphyrio (Figs. 8, 9), a conservatismfollowed by some (e.g., Trewick and Worthy 2001) but ignored by others (e.g., Eason et al. 2001). The
relationships of these forms to two other extinct, flightless swamphens in the
region (P. albus [Lord Howe Island] and P. kuloviedei [New Caledonia]) and an
unnamed "huge flightless" Porphyrio sp. from New Ireland (Steadman et al.
1999:2566) remain uncertain, although at least the latter two may belong to a
clade including flightless forms (Balouet and Olson 1989; Garnett 1993; Trewick
1996a; Livezey 1998).
The differentiation of conterminous, sister populations of flightless rails on the
North and South islands of New Zealand, is paralleled by parapatricpopulations
of Weka (Gallirallus greyi and G. australis), the gruiform genusAptornis (Owen
1870, 1879; Hamilton 1892; Andrews 1896e; Livezey 1994), and the anseriform
genus Cnemiornis (Hector 1873a, b; Owen 1875, 1879; Livezey 1989a; Worthy
et al. 1997). The survival of a relictual, southern population of these flightless
swamphens,formerly widespread in New Zealand (Reid 1978), as well as their
unique ecology(Trewick 1996b), has inspiredconsiderablediscussionof the likely
causes of the demise

of the northern

and near-demise

of the southern

forms

of

this group. Two primary hypotheses--anthropogenic agencies and climatic effects-have won advocates, and are considered by most experts to have acted
solely or in combination on "Notornis" and Tribonyx (Baird 1984, 1985, 1986,
1991a, 1992; Mills et al. 1984, 1988). The combination of climatic and human
factors have been implicated in other avian extinctions (Burney et al. 1997; Worthy 1999a, b). Given the indisputable,profoundly negative impacts of humans on
the endemic birds of New Zealand (King 1984) and the swamphen of Lord Howe

Island (Hindwood 1940), at least partial culpability of humansseemsinescapable.
UNDECLARED PACIFIC CAMPAIGNS: A LEGACY OF TROPICAL DEVASTATION

Relevance of casualties.--Many speciesof flightlessrails were extirpated within decadesof discovery. Specific examplescan provide compelling insightsinto
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FIG. 8. Selected skeletal elements of Porphyrio melanotus (KUMNH 57529): A, skull and mandibula (lateral view); B, sternum (oblique, ventrolateral view); C, left to right (left elements, ventral
views), humerus, ulna, carpometaearpus,and ossa digiti majoris; and D, femur (right, cranial view).
Anatomical abbreviations are defined in Appendix 3. By B. C. Livezey.
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FIG. 9. Selected skeletal elements of Porphyrio hochstetteri (USNM 612797), illustrating megacephaly, paedomorphicreduction of the sternum (especially carina sterni), relatively underdeveloped
elements of the pectoral limb, and peramorphicpelvic elementsof this flightless species:A, skull and
mandibula (lateral view); B, sternum (oblique, ventrolateral view); C, left to right (left elements,
ventral views), humerus, ulna, carpometacarpus,and ossa digiti majoris; and D, femur (right, cranial
view). Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3. By B.C. Livezey.
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theselosses,and in so doing indicatethe vulnerabilities,avenuesfor conservation,
and possible "overspecialization"of these uniquely apomorphic,evolutionary
lineages. The following accountsdescribethree comparativelywell-documented
examplesof the widespreaddevastationof flightlessrails from a region of unique
diversity of flightlessbirds, the Pacific islands.
Hawaiian Crake (Porzana sandwichensis).--Formerly endemic to the largest
and geologically youngest of the Hawaiian group (Fig. 10), Hawaii proper
(19ø30'N, 156ø30'E), this species is perhaps most comparable among New Zealand rallids to Gallirallus dieffenbachiiin its history after contactwith Europeans.
Hunting, destructionof habitat, and the destructioncausedby both intentionally
and inadvertentlyintroducedpredatorsand pathogensprobablyall contributedto
the extirpation of Porzana sandwichensis,some of which undoubtedlypreceded
the arrival of Europeans (Olson 1999) and led to extinction of many congeners
(Table 3). Last recordedreliably in the mid 1860s, only seven skin specimensof
the speciesare known (Olson and James 1994; Olson 1999). However, variation
in plumage in these few skins motivated early taxonomiststo recognizetwo species (sandwichensisand millsi), considered in recent decadesas age-relatedplumages (Greenway 1967; Ripley 1977) or possiblesubspecies(Olson 1999). The
meagerdata on life history derivesprimarily from secondhandaccountsrecorded
in general faunal compendia.These limited data indicate that the species,like
most insular crakes, evidently inhabited both open country and woodlands, subsistedon a generalizeddiet of invertebrates,nestedon the ground, and probably
was preyed upon by native raptors (Wilson and Evans 1890-1899; Rothschild
1900, 1907a; Henshaw 1902; Perkins 1903).

Wake Island Rail (Gallirallus wakensis).--Described by Rothschild (1903),
most aspectsof the life history of the Wake Island Rail (e.g., egg size) neverwill
be known. Wake Island, to which Gallirallus wakensis was endemic, is one of

the most isolated of Pacific islands (19ø18'N, 166ø35'E), one having little eleva-
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tional or ecological diversity and a total area of only 23 km2 (Fuller 1987, 2001).
Early visitors to the island reported that the specieswas both common and tame
(accountsfrom 1923 by A. Wetmore fide Ripley 1977), and breeding evidently
was most common during the late summer (Fuller 1987, 2001).
Circumstantial evidence establishes beyond reasonable doubt that Gallirallus
wakensis was extirpated by means of the most direct and intense human exterminations suffered by an avian speciesduring moderu times. Although the ultimate annihilation of the speciespresumably was not premeditatedper se, the
purposefuland unrestrainedkilling of birds cannotbe contested(Greenway 1967),
a chronicle that contrastswith the typically collateral extirpation of insular rails
through agrarian activities. Consideredcommon before World War II, not a single
record of a living specimenwas made after the occupationof the island by poorly
provisionedJapanesesoldiersin 1945 (Blackman 1945; Munro 1946), and it is
generally acceptedthat the specieswas hunted to extinction by the starving occupationalforces within a period of a few years, approximately40 years after its
formal description.
Laysan Crake (Porzana palmeri).--This former endemic of tiny Laysan Island
(25ø50'N, 171ø50'E), in the Leeward Islands (1,200 km northwestof Niihau Island, Hawaiian Islands), was first observed upon the discovery of the island by
the sailors of the Moller in 1828 (Kittlitz in Rothschild 1900); the specieswas
extinct 116 years later (Fig. 4). Originally describedby Frohawk (1892), this crake

was placedin the new genusPorzanula to reflect both its small size and obvious
affinities to the typical and widespread crakes of the genus Porzana. Its membership among the crakes never was doubted,but relationshipswithin this complex remain poorly resolved (Livezey 1998; Olson 1999). The former abundance
and late demise of the speciesprovided opportunitiesfor scientific collection
(Greenway 1967). Olson (1999) tallied 259 specimens of Porzana palmeri in
museumsworldwide, comprisingmany study skins,a respectablenumberof skeletons, and a few fluid-preservedspecimens(Wood et al. 1982; Wood and Schnell
1986).
The life history of the speciesis known largely from the firsthand accountsby
Rothschild (1893a), Schauinsland (1899), Fisher (1906), Bryan (1915), Baldwin
(1945, 1947), and Munro (1947); additional data were summarized by Ripley
(1977). Although flightless, this small, inquisitive crake employed movementsof
the wings for balance during terrestrial locomotion, which are pectoral accommodations of broader utility among bipedal tetrapods and in some taxa accom-

paniedby movementsof the tail (Clark and Alexander 1975; Heglund et al. 1982a;
Heglund and Taylor 1988; Gatesy and Biewener 1991; Gatesy and Dial 1993).
Like many insular endemics (Humphrey et al. 1987), the specieswas tame and
unsuspiciousof humans and vulnerable to other introduced mammalian threats.
Frohawk (1892) reported an evening "chorus" of vocalizations variously describedby subsequentobservers.Dill and Bryan (1912) estimatedthe population
on Laysan to number approximately 2,000, implying densities approaching 800
birds per squarekilometer of habitable land; populationsintroducedto Midway
Atoll also attained high densities(Bryan 1915; Blackman 1945; Ely and Clapp
1973). Laysan Crakes built variably canopied terrestrial nests of dry vegetation,
laid only two or three comparatively large eggs (31 X 21 mm), and the young
foraged independentlywithin a few days of hatching. The diet of young and adult
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crakes was varied and opportunistic, and included eggs of other birds, meat scraps,
maggots, insects, and some vegetable matter. Laysan Crakes evidently relied on
the availability of freshwater for survival (Grant 1947).
European hares (Oryctolagus cuniculus)•introduced by commercial miners of
guano in 1903 and exterminated in 1923--destroyed much of the native vegetation of the island and were a principal causeof the extinction of Porzana palmeri
on Laysan, althoughrails were seencommonly on Laysan as late as 1918 (Bailey
1956; Ely and Clapp 1973; Olson 1999). By April 1923, only two crakes were
observedduring a survey of the entire island by the Tanager expedition (Olson
1996). Tragically, although several populations of Laysan Crake introduced on
islandsin the Midway Atoll (Fisher and Baldwin 1946)--Eastern Island in 1891
and Sand Island in 1910--persisted until 1943 (when extirpated by shipborne
rats), the specieswas not reestablishedon Laysan Island after the extinction of
the original population.In what was probably the first reintroductionintendedto

preserve an avian species,eight P. palmeri were releasedon Laysan in April
1923; by then the island was largely defoliated (A. Wetmore fide Olson 1996).
At least two of these introduced birds died within a month, and the failure of the

attemptedtriage was confirmed by subsequentcollectors on the island, despite
the removal of the hares and subsequentregrowth of native vegetation (Bailey
1956).
The extirpationof the Laysan Crake is especiallylamentablein light of the fate
of the sympatric Laysan Duck (Anatidae: Arras laysanenesis),formerly more
widespreadwithin the Hawaiian archipelago(Cooper et al. 1996), which preceded
the crake to the brink of extinction. The suggestionby Ripley (1977:21) that
interspecificcompetition between A. laysanensisand Porzana palmeri was im-

portantif not critical in the ultimate demiseof the latter hasnot receivedempirical
support.The wild population of the duck reached a nadir of six birds in 1911
(Warner 1963), but conservation efforts (deriving from the progeny of a single
fertile female and subsequentcaptive breeding) proved successfulin the preservation of the species(Moulton and Weller 1984).
The recurrentpattern among the decimatedrallids of the Pacific is that a century
of contactwith Europeanimmigrantsis likely to drive flightlesstaxa toward the
brink, if not over the brink, of extinction. To date, restoration efforts have proven

ineffective, especially if efforts are concentratedon the endangeredspeciesper
se instead of land use on the islands. All efforts are undermined during periods
of human warfare or economic destitution in the regions of interest.
MODALITIES AND LOSS OF AvIAN
DIVERSITY

FLIGHT

OF A¾IAN FLIGHT

Regardlessof taxon, a number of anatomicalparametersdetermine the feasibility and characteristicsof flight, with critical dimensions ranging from body
mass (Lull 1906; Brown 1953; Rayher 1988a, 1989, 1990, 1996; Ellington 1991;
MardeL 1994; Speddingand Lissaman 1998; Butler and Bishop 1999) to vortices
and drag (Rayher 1979a, b). Modern birds vary significantly in flying abilities

(Rayher 1988a; Norberg 1990; Spedding 1992), including groupscharacterized
by highly maneuverableflight having substantialcapacityfor changesin direction
or (de)acceleration,for example, aerial foragers and many arboreal songbirds
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(Hails 1979; U. M. Norberg 1979, 1981a, 1986); energetically consumptivehovering powered by unique wing movements, for example, hummingbirds (Rayner
1979a, 1985a; Wells 1993a, b; Chai and Dudley 1999; Cotton 1996; Chai and
Millard 1997; Chai et al. 1997); strongbut undulatingflight, for example, woodpeckers (Rayner 1985b; Tobalske 1996); flight in which critical lift is provided
by rising air columns, for example, soaring birds (Taber 1932a, b; Pennycuick
1972, 1998a; Mendelsohn et al. 1989); sustained,primarily gliding flight in open,
windy environments (Pennycuick 1960, 1971, 1982; Parrott 1970; Tucker and
Parrott 1970; Wood 1973; Tucker 1987); and swift flight powered by virtually
constant wingbeats, for example, gallinaceous birds and waterfowl (R. H. J.
Brown 1948, 1951, 1961; Norberg and Norberg 1971; Van Tyne and Berger 1976;
Pennycuick 1990; Kuz'mina 1992; Hedenstr6m 1993).
To the extent that the nature of flight capacity of fossil taxa can be adduced,
all flightless birds are descendantsof speciespossessedof the last type of flight,
that is, power fliers. In light of this fact, it is surprising that more flightless
galliforms have not been described,althoughthe number of flightlessmegapodes
known to have inhabited Pacifc islands continues to increase (Martin and Stead-

man 1999). Not surprisingly, the Rallidae fall among the power fliers, and although the family manifestssubstantialdiversity of form, it tends to be characterized as well by low wingspansand wing areasrelative to body mass.The latter
generalities also apply to galliforms, waterfowl, grebes, and larger alcids, which
also include flightless members (Rayner 1988a). Given the functional diversity
and obvious utility of flight, it is remarkable that members of more than 30
taxonomic families of birds have lost the capability of flight secondarily (Table
4; Livezey 1995a).
The most massivemembers of a number of avian genera, especially thosewith
refined diving abilities, also approachthe threshold of flightlessness,including
loons (Gaviidae) and some waterfowl (Anatidae: Somateria, Mergus, and Biziura),

a tendencyinferred both from available data on wing loading and field observations of locomotory behavior (Magnan 1922; Poole 1938; Schorger 1947; Savile
1957, pers. comm.; Meunier 1959a, b; Meinertzhagen, unpubl.; Templin 1977;
Livezey 1989b, 1990, 1993a-c; Guillemette 1994). Large size may limit premigratory hyperphagiain Somateria (Guillemette 2001). Temporary flightlessness
resulting from seasonalgains in body fat also has been reported for the Eurasian
Coot (Fulica atra) of the Caspian Sea (M. Patrikeev fide P. B. Taylor 1998).
Fjelds• (1981) suggestedthat age-related gains in body mass in the Giant Coot
(Fulica gigantea) may render adults effectively flightless and restrict dispersal
among lakes to immature birds. Like genuinely flightless species, these taxa
poised at the threshold of flightlessnessalso are power fliers. For example, in
most Anatini (sensuLivezey 1986a, 1991), rapid wingbeats (approximately five

per second)are essentialto the maintenanceof air speedsat which adequatelift
countersthe accelerationof gravity on these heavily wing-loaded birds (Meinertzhagen 1955; Hartman 1961; Greenewalt 1962; Raikow 1973; Livezey 1990).
In some taxa, individuals experiencetemporary flightlessnessstemmingfrom
various causes. These include atrophy of pectoral musculature, which in some
groupsis related to molt (Rosser and George 1985, 1987; Pierstoa 1988; Gaunt
et al. 1990; Marks et al. 1990); and molt of remiges, which often is associated
with seasonalmovementsand temporary occupancyof refugia (Murphy 1936;
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Gullion 1953a; Sullivan 1965; Woolfenden 1967; Salomonsen 1968; Haukioja
1971; Jehl 1990; Marks et al. 1990; Marks 1993). Many Rallidae also are considered to be rendered flightless by synchronousmolt of remiges (Livezey 1998);
the resultantvulnerabilitypresumablyis easedby the comparativelyrefined ability
to swim and dive (Weller 1999), which is less easily accommodatedin moreterrestrial groups. Aerodynamic effects of gaps in remiges during molt (Hedenstr6m and Sunada 1999) and associatedchangesin pectoral musculatureand ectoparasiticloads (Harper 1999) also may constrainpatterns of molt in righted
birds. Other factors that can temporarily impair flight include seasonalfluctuations
in body mass (Jehl 1997) and short-term weight gains during periods of intense
feeding (Humphrey and Livezey 1982; Guillemette 1994).
In a case similar to that of Flying Steamer-Ducks (Anatidae: Tachyerespatachonicus), in which some males are at least temporarily flightless (Humphrey and
Livezey 1982; Livezey and Humphrey 1986), male Musk Ducks (Anatidae: Biziura lobata) are substantially larger than female conspecifics and possesswing
loadings sufficiently great so as to compromise flight (Hobbs 1956; Dickison
1962; Lowe 1966; McCracken et al. 2000). Still other avian taxa, including some
extinct forms, approach(ed)permanentflightlessnessto varying degrees(e.g., Stonor 1942; Raikow 1985b; Zusi 1985; Olson 1990). Predictably, even temporary
flightlessnessin continental communities can increase vulnerability to predation
(Oring 1964), as can temporary gains in body mass (Gosler et al. 1995; Metcalfe
and Ure 1995; Kullberg et al. 1996).
LOCOMOTORY MODULES OF BIRDS

The functional implications of the medium in which specieseffect movements
are the principal selectiveagentsfor anatomicalrefinementsof terrestrial,arboreal,

or aquatic
locomotion
among
rightedAves(R.•. Norberg
1986;Raikow1985a;
Denny 1990; Liem 1990; U. M. Norberg 1990; Brninzeel et al. 2000). The appendicularrefinementsmanifestedamong Aves are complicatedand enrichedby
the generality that most birds possessmultiple locomotor modules (Gatesy and
Dial 1996a), that is, they have achieved locomotory proficiency in at least two
media. Among the Rallidae, locomotory modules other than aerial include terrestrial and aquatic (Sigmund 1959). Goslow (1989) consideredthe evolutionary
innovationspermitted by such locomotory diversity, which turn in part on the
bipedal terrestrial locomotion of birds, a capacity that frees the forelimb for flight
or the sacrifice thereof. However, functional reductions of the forelimb in most

other tetrapods would have critical implications for all modes of locomotion,
including terrestrial.
However, the subtlety of the anatomical changesassociatedwith the loss of
flight among carinate birds, coupled with an understandablepreoccupationwith
the evolutionary development of complex structuresas opposedto their diminution (e.g., Arthur 1984, 1988, 1997; Atchley and Hall 1991; Hall 1996; Hansen
and Martins 1996; Wagner and Altenberg 1996; Wagner et al. 1997; Wagner and
Schwenk 2000), belie the significanceof the functional and evolutionary tradeoffs representedby avian flightlessness.Flightless birds are distinguishedfrom
their plesiomorphically righted relatives by a convergent sacrifice of the locomotory option deemed quintessentialof Aves. Despite considerablevariation in
efficienciesin alternativelocomotory modes (e.g., Brninzeel et al. 2000), pelvic
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anatomy provides the clearest indications of specialization for ambulatory locomotion. However, the morphologicalcorrelatesof terrestrial habits generally are
less pronounced than their natatorial counterparts (Stolpe 1932; Raikow 1985a),
and for this reason most such comparisonsare based on the relative length and
robustnessof appendicularelements.
DIVERSE PERCEPTIONS OF AVIAN

FLIGHTLESSNESS

The great bird will take its first flight, from the back of the great Cecero, filling
the universe with wonder, filling all writings with its fame, and eternal glory to the
nest where it was born.--Leonardo da Vinci (1505: inside back cover), translation
by Marinoni (1976:81)

But the conditions of life were altogether too easy for it; a superabundanceof
food, to be had for the picking of it up, and an absenceof any enemiesto interfere
with it, producedtheir usual result, and degenerationset in--a result, I may remark,
by not means confined to the Dodo, but one of which, under similar circumstances,
proud Man himself furnishes conspicuousexamples.--Wiglesworth (1900:24)
Birds, in short, from the first were destined by Nature to possessthe air .... In
birds the fore-limb has in all cases served as an organ of flight; even where this
member has been reducedto the merestvestige,it is clear that the modelling thereof
is that of a wing.... The factor which, more than any other, has securedfor birds
the high place which they hold in the affections of men, is unquestionablythat of
flight. Thereby they ever keep themselves,as it were, before the public, and give
life and beauty to the world around them.--Pycraft (1910:1-2)

... the strongly built New Guinea Flightless Rail, rejoicing in the inappropriate
scientific speciesname ineptus--a formidable creaturequite able to defend itself and
hardly seeming 'inept' to me ... we found perching solitary high up in mangrove
bushes.--Ripley (1977:xv-xvi)
RELIGIOUS AND POPULAR VIEWS

Historical interpretationsand directionsof scienceare influenced by prevailing,
nonempirical views of the times. The sentimentsexpressedby Leonardo da Vinci
(1505) in the Codex speak clearly to the reverance with which humans view the
flight of birds. Da Vinci was motivated to study avian wings, at least in part, by
an abiding interest in angelic imagery and an obsessionto contrive a machine by
which a human might ascendto the heavens. Admiration for avian flight is mirrored in the works of classicalartists: angels and many earlier pagan deities were
depicted unmistakably as possessingthe wings of birds, replete with distinguishable, often realistically enumeratedremiges (Rowland 1978; Janson1991; Fellows
1995; Knapp 1999). Migratory flocks, one of the most conspicuousexamples of
avian flight, were considered by the ancient Greeks to be messengersfrom the
Olympian gods (Dorst 1962). A heavenly perspectiveon birds among Christians
accordswith the first mention of the group in Genesis (verse 20), where creation
purportedlywas directed to "... let birds fly beneaththe dome of the sky" and
a command (verse 28) to humans to extend their domination to "...

the birds of

the air" (C. L. Harris 1981). In his single scientific dialogue, Plato cast the creation of birds, one of the first tasks assignedto the lesser gods by the "creator,"
as correspondingto the provision of the air itself (C. L. Harris 1981).
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The classicalview of avian flight is as clearly defined as the loss of this faculty,
with avian flightlessness having been characterized as exemplifying ineptitude
(e.g., specific epithet of Amaurornis ineptus); stupidity (Cuppy 1951); degenera-

tion, sometimesexplicitly from original perfection (Owen 1866a; Wiglesworth
1900; Lull 1935); atrophy (Owen 1866a, b); arresteddevelopment (Darwin 1859);
monstrosity (Goldschmidt 1940); clumsiness (Wiglesworth 1900); indolence
(Cunningham 1871); aberration or anomaly of nature (Owen 1848a; Beddard
1898; Wiglesworth 1900); grotesqueness(Halliday 1978a); anachronism(Amadon
1966b); or "terminal" phylogenetic status (Gould 1966). The Ostrich, the first
flightlessbird (excluding domesticatedfowl) to become widely known in Europe,
was used to symbolize gluttony, bloodlust, parental negligence, forgetfulness,
cowardice, imbecility, hypocrisy, and sloth, among other qualities (Rowland
1978); its flightlessnesswas likened to "... the man weighed down with 'affecyons and othire vanytes'" (R. Rolle, 14th century, fide Rowland 1978:114).
Even where flightlessnesswas viewed less fancifully, the functional sacrifice
of flight by avian lineages is accorded an exaggerated status among comparable
evolutionary phenomena, for example, the more extensive reduction represented
by limblessnessin reptiles (Stokely 1947; Gans 1975; Lande 1978). By contrast,
many evolutionary trade-offs in structure and function such as relative respiratory
efficiency, capacity for terrestrial flight, or refinements for feeding are rarely or
never cited in this context. This disparity of perceptionoften turns on the historical
extinction of many flightlessbirds, in which ultimate demise is taken as evidence
of evolutionary folly. Ironically, in light of the fates of many righted endemics
on oceanic islands subsequentto the arrival of humans (James and Olson 1991;
Freed 1999; BirdLife International 2000), the retention of flight may not have
saved insular rallids from the coming anthropogeniconslaught.Subjected to virtual ignorance by the public were (are) many flighfiess lineages extinguished
before the historical narratives by Europeans, including extinct anseriforms Cnemiornis of New Zealand (Owen 1875, 1879) and moa-nalos of Hawaii (Olson
and James 1991).

Unlike the publicized instancesof evolutionary "links" among fossil taxa (e.g.,
Archaeopteryx [C. L. Harris 1981]) or modern groups achieving semipopularnotoriety (e.g., Opisthocomus),flightlessbirds (with the exception of ratites) seldom
were held to be instrumental in the reconstruction of relationships among natural
groups (e.g., Olson 1985; Sibley and Ahlquist 1990). Although perennial discussions of the evolutionary implications of Archaeopteryx are understandable,speculations in recent decades concerning the flight capacity of this fossil taxon and
the origin of avian flight are secondaryat best for phylogeneticpurposes(Padian
and Chiappe 1998), and primarily reflect the traditional equationof flight capacity
with avian status.In contrast,flightless birds were viewed as somewhatparadoxical in the retention of some characters identifying them as birds (e.g., feathers)
but deprived of the one capacity (flight) consideredquintessentiallyavian.
Although mistaken (Halliday 1978a), the popular view of the Dodo as an aberrant, overly specialized, degenerate, evolutionary oddity preordained to extinction ascendedto legendarystatus(cf. Owen 1866a; Cuppy 1941; Greenway 1967).
Flightlessrails may conform most closely with this popular perceptionin being
(for the most part) small, trusting, insular, and vulnerable to the guile of the
outside world. With respect to extirpation, the ultimate demise of the Great Auk,
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the last of which were dealt a coup de grace by hunters informed of the rarity of

the species(Livezey 1988; Gaskell 2000), certainlycontributesto the fabledhelplessnessand naivet6 of flightlessbirds.
PREVIOUS SCIENTIFIC STUDIES OF FLIGHTLESS CARINATES

The singularcuriosity of avian flightlessnessstimulatednumerouscommentaries in the classical ornithological literature, many of which included examples
from both ratites and carinares(e.g., Stricklandand Melville 1848; Owen 1879;
Wiglesworth 1900; Henry 1903; Lucas 1916; Boubier 1934). In a classic series
of works, Lowe (1928a, b, 1930, 1933, 1934, 1935, 1939, 1942, 1944)wrestled
with the related issuesof neoteny,recapitulation,and phylogenyof flightlessbirds.
Prone to view many flightless birds as anachronistic relicts of land massesconnectedduring ancienttimes, Lowe found only limited receptionof his ideas(Livezey 1995a). Goldschmidt(1940) cited the flightlessGalapagosCormorant(Snow
1966; Livezey 1992a) as an example of his new evolutionary concept of the
"hopeful monster," but contributedlittle information on this remarkablebird not
presented in the classic work by Gadow (1902). A half-century later, a critical
need for anatomical study of avian flightlessesswas reaffirmed by George and
Berger (1966).
The century-longdebateconcerningthe taxonomy and flightlessnessof steamer-ducks(Anatidae: Tachyeres)was sustainedinto the 20th century with the landmark works by Lowe (1934) and Murphy (1936). This dispute, seemingly resolved by Murphy (1936), was rejoined with the descriptionof a new, flightless
speciesin the genus in the early 1980s (Humphrey and Livezey 1982; Livezey
and Humphrey 1986, 1992). As one of the first flightless taxa to be formally
described(Table 1), the genus Tachyeresalso is notable for the fact that three of
four extant speciesare flightless.The steamer-duckswere the most renownedof
flightlessanseriformsuntil a spateof extinct, flightlesswaterfowl were described
recently from the Hawaiian Islands (Olson and James 1991). The study of steamerducks led to parallel examinations of flightlessnessin a number of other carinate
groups,including alcids (Livezey 1988), grebes(Livezey 1989d), other waterfowl
(Livezey 1989b, 1990, 1993c), penguins (Livezey 1989c), cormorants(Livezey
1992a), parrots (Livezey 1992b), columbiforms (Livezey 1993b), and the gruiform Aptornis (Livezey 1994).
Despite the number of flightlessRallidae (Table 1), flightlesstaxa in taxonomic
groupscharacterizedby large size or conspicuouslymodified pectorallimbs (e.g.,
ratites and penguins) have received comparatively more study. Among terrestrial
neognaths,the Dodo came to epitomize the popular view of avian flightlessness,
including great bulk, purportedly ponderous gait, and tameness interpreted as
stupidity, the latter conducive to its ultimate extirpation (Strickland and Melville
1848; Hachisuka1953; Livezey 1993b), but despitethis notorietythe phylogeny
of the raphids remains only poorly understood(Livezey 1993b; Shapiro et aL
2002). Olson (1973a) revived interest in arian flightlessnessand its ontogeny,
begun by the classic study of Atlantisia rogersi by Lowe (1928a), with a com•
parative study of flightlessnessin several insular rallids of the South Atlantic,
includingtwo known only from subfossilremains.Subsequentstudiesof flightless
rails include the myology of Gallirallus australis by McGowan (1986), further
studiesof Atlantisia rogersi by Ryan et al. (1989) and Fraser et al. (1992), and
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the taxonomic works by Diamond (1991) and Olson and James (1991). During
this same period, ecological works on flightless birds included that by Weller
(1975) on the Auckland Islands Flightless Teal (Anas aucklandica) and an overview of avian fiightlessnessby Ml•ovsky (1982).
In a survey of fiightlessnessin insects and birds, Roff (1994a) noted the likely
evolutionary independenceof fiightlessnessin most carinate birds, with penguins
being a notable exception(Livezey 1989c), but rightly pointed out that uncertain
relationshipswithin some avian groups having multiple flightless members (no-

tably the rails) render possiblethe plesiomorphyof fiightlessness
in somecases.
McNab (1994a) summarized available physiological data for flightless birds, including several rails, and confirmed that fiightlessnessconferred significantbenefits (where ecologicallypermissible)throughenhancedmetabolicefficiency,and
subsequentlypredicted physiological gains for the Kakapo (Psittacidae:Strigops
habroptilus [McNab and Salisbury 1995]). Trewick (1996a) performed a morphometric analysis of the flightless swamphens(Porphyrio). He concluded that
three speciesshould be recognized and that the group may be polyphyletic. Sequence data for these and a number of other Rallidae of the New Zealand region
formed the basis for a companionphylogeneticanalysisby Trewick (1997a) and
a closely related assessmentrestricted to two rails endemic to the Chatham Islands
(Trewick 1997b).

In a family-level survey of relative wing length and fiightlessness,McCall et
ai. (1998) attemptedto control for higher-orderphylogeneticdifferencesin body
form by using the phylogenetichypothesisproposedby Sibley and Ahlquist
(1990), and confirmed that nonpasseriformgroups characterizedby relatively
shortwings (e.g., waterfowl and alcids) appearto be predisposedto fiightlessness.
However, despite the optimistic retrospectivecited (Mooers and Cotgreave 1994),
the phylogenetic hypothesisby Sibley and Ahlquist (1990) has been challenged
from a number of methodological and philosophicalperspectives(Cracraft 1987,
1992; Houde 1987; Sarich et al. 1989; Lanyon 1992; Harshman 1994). Cubo and
Arthur (2001) tested for correlatedmorphologicalchangesassociatedwith avian
flightlessness
and found that pectoralreduction,pelvic enlargement,and apomorphy of the skull co-occurredin a higher-orderphylogeneticcontext. Also, interfamilial relationshipsinferred in a number of subsequentphylogeneticanalyses-including molecular (e.g., Helm-Bychowski and Cracraft 1993; Hackett et al.
1995; Groth and Barrowclough 1999; Mindell et al. 1997, 1999; Klicka et al.
2000), morphological(e.g., McKitrick 1991a;Griffiths 1994; Livezey 1997a), and
combinedapproaches(Lee et al. 1997)--•havediffered importantlyfrom the those
depictedby Sibley and Ahlquist (1990). Disputed groupingsinclude the Rallidae
and closely related families (Houde 1994; Houde et al. 1997; Trewick 1997a, b;
Livezey 1998). Phylogenetic issues aside, assessmentsby McCall et al. (1998)
were limited to family-level patternsamong selected,extant taxa in relative wing
length, and therefore did not considerchangesin body size per se, sexual dimorphism, feather shape, skeletal features, or pectoral musculaturewithin groups
(including the Rallidae), and made no attempt to evaluate underlying ontogenetic
mechanisms,evolutionary preconditions,or likely agenciesof natural selection.
Despite uncertaintiesin some aspectsof the phylogenyof the Rallidae, however,
definition of subgroupsincluding flightless taxa is possible with current reconstructions(notablyLivezey 1998). Inferencesderivingfrom this level of precision
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provide important insights into this important evolutionary phenomenonand are
the focus of the following analysesand integration with modern theory.
OBJECTIVES OF THIS

STUDY AND ORGANIZATION

OF THIS PAPER

This paper describesa comprehensiveexamination of the morphologicalbases,
probable ontogenetic mechanisms, phylogenetic patterns, and ecogeographical
correlates of flightlessnessin the rails. Throughout, an attempt was made to integrate these findings with historical and modern perspectives of popular and
scientific origin. The phenomenonof avian flightlessnessstandsat the nexus of
multiple of evolutionary, morphological, and historical issues--for example, evolutionary trends, homoplasy, adaptive compromise, insularity, ontogeny, and extinction-and the diversity of form and circumstance manifested by flightless
rallids exceedsmere curiosity or aberrationof nature. Simply in terms of sheer
numbers, flightlessnesshas evolved at a frequency in the Rallidae that exceeds
by an order of magnitude any other taxonomic group of neognathousbirds and
uniquely qualifies the Rallidae for the comparative study of this multifaceted
evolutionary phenomenon.
Flightless rails came to exploit insular habitats ranging from upland forests
(e.g., Gallirallus dieffenbachii and Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi) to open water (e.g.,
Fulica chathamensis)in the Chatham Islands alone (Fig. 7; Atkinson and Millenet
1991), with examples at a global scale (Fig. 6) representingthese extremes and
virtually all intermediatehabitatsknown from oceanicislands.This contrastswith
the comparatively narrow ranges of habitats exploited by flightless members of
other avian families (Table 4). Most examples are (were) restricted to upland
habitats (ratites, galliformes, geese, raphids, a parrot, West Indian owls, raphids,
and acanthisitids), to ecotonal zones between uplands and wetlands (ibises and
some Anas), or to largely or wholly aquatic habitats (most anatids, a cormorant,
alcids, and penguins). Flightless rails, as will be documented,underwent diverse
changes in body size and cranial conformation, and even expanded to include
diurnal, crespuscular,and nocturnal specialists(Ripley 1977; Atkinson and Millener 1991). This survey includes a number of extinct species,many of which
are known only from subfossilremainsand include someof the most apomorphic
flightless members of the family (e.g., Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Aphanapteryx
bonasia, and Capellirallus karamu).
Some of the salient characteristicsof the better-known flightlessrails have been
the subject of commentary since the 19th century, and brief accountsof these
discussionsare included in the Introduction. Although the present analysisdetails
theseand other qualitativefeatures,this studyemphasizesthe applicationof modern statisticaltechniques,ontogeneticinformation, and phylogenetic frameworks
to accomplish family-wide synthesesand explicitly historical reconstructions.
Both a detailed presentationof data and a thorough review of the literature are
appropriatefor the monographicformat. The latter are detailed in the Materials
and Methods, and applied to the present data in the Results. Throughout, an
attempt was made to thoroughly integrate the published wealth of literature to
these issues, including methodological details to enable parallel analyses of other
taxonomic groups,and to provide both historical and state-of-the-artperspectives
on pertinenttopics. Finally, the Discussionconsidersnewly developedevolutionary theory with respectto the morphologicaland ecologicalgeneralitiesof flight-
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less rails and their righted relatives, most not applied previously in this or any
other ornithological context, both those inferred to be essentialpreconditionsas
well as those potentially causal with respect to the loss of flight. The dimensions
examined include the importance of ontogeny in evolutionary change,recent the-

ory bearing on developmentalgeneticsand demographics,maintenanceof multiple modesof dispersal,and the possiblerelevanceof the conceptsof innovation,
adaptation,specialization,and progresswith respectto avian flightlessness.
MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

CLASSIFICATION AND INCLUDED TAXA

The Rallidae comprise approximately 135 modem species(tally varying with
authority) and a number of fossil and subfossil species (Peters 1934; Brodkorb
1967; Wolters 1975; Bock and Farrand 1980; Taylor 1996). Recent systematic
assessmentsof the family include those by Sibley and Ahlquist (1990) and Sibley
et al. (1993) based on DNA hybridization, and those by Houde et al. (1997),
Trewick (1997a, b), and Slikas et al. (2002) based on DNA sequencedata. However, the studiesby Olson (1973a), Ripley (1977), P. B. Taylor (1996, 1998), and
Livezey (1998) were the only comprehensive surveys of the Rallidae available
for this study.
Accordingly, I follow the last work for purposesof inferences of closestrelatives of flightless forms and for delimitation of speciesin the present study. As
in previous works (e.g., Livezey 1997c), the latter classificationwas largely consistentwith the phylogenetic speciesconcept and treated many taxa as full species
that were previously relegated to subspecific status, in part to communicate
through taxonomy the evolutionary differentiation of insular forms (Hazevoet
1996). In this context, I point out that my use of parentheticaltaxa as the second
component in trinomials is to group members of superspecies,as opposed to
interpolating ranks transitional between species and subspeciesas advocatedby
Amadon and Short (1976), a compromise especially critical for widespread, poly-

typic forms such as the P. porphyrio~group,Gallirallus philippensis-group,and
G. pectoralis-group (e.g., Sclater 1868; Rothschild 1893b; Ridgway and Friedmann 1941; Voous 1961, 1962; Dowsett and Dowsett-Lemaire 1980). However,

two departuresfrom the classificationproposedby Livezey (1998) were adopted
here. First, the original genus Erythromachus of Milne-Edwards (1874) was resurrected for the flightless subfossilrail leguati from Rodriguez, referred to Aphanapteryx by Gtinther and Newton (1879), provisionally maintained as congeneric
with A. bonasia of Mauritius by Olson (1973a, 1977), and consonant with the
treatment by Mourer-Chauvir6 et al. (1999).
Secondly, similar phylogenetic uncertaintiesnecessitateda provisional substitution of the genericclassificationof the subfossilrail "Atlantisia" elpenor (Olson
1973a, 1977) to "Atlantisia" (Bourne et al., pers. comm.) to reflect the uncertainty
of phylogenetic relationships of this taxon (sensu Livezey 1998). Olson (1977:
355) revealed that his concept of the enlarged Atlantisia met the conventional
definition of polyphyly: "Atlantisia elpenor probably descendedfrom a volant
pro-Rallus stock that independently gave rise to flightless forms on Ascension
[elpenor], St. Helena [podarces], and Inaccessible Island [rogersi] in the Tristan
da Cunha group." A third case, the referral by Olson (1973a) of Aphanocrex
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podarces (Wetmore 1963) to the modern genus Atlantisia, also failed to be confirmed (Livezey 1998), and the original binomen is recognized herein; in this
context, it is noted that the evolutionary speculationsoffered for this speciesby
Rowlands et al. (1998) were made within the earlier inclusion of the taxon within
Atlantisia. The referral of these two flightless, subfossil rallids to Atlantisia by

Olson (1973a) is especiallyproblematicgiven the persistentuncertaintiesregarding the phylogenetic relationship of the comparatively well-known, extant type
speciesof the genus,A. rogersi (Livezey 1998).
All modern flightless species of Rallidae and their closest relatives were included for analysis. In this context, "modern" refers to taxa for which at least
one study skin or fluid-preserved specimen is available. The rare, poorly known
Rallus wetmorei, considered to possess "emerging flightlessness" by Ripley
(1977:136), was not included becauseof an extreme paucity of specimens.Data
were collected from a series of study skins of the Galapagos Crake (Laterallus
spilonotus)becauseof its weak flight and relatively short wings (Gifford 1913;
Franklin et al. 1979). Unfortunately, neither skeletonsnor fluid-preserved specimens of this species were available.
Members of a few completely flighted genera were included to broaden the
basesfor comparison:Porphyrula, Gymnocrex,Aramides, Canirallus, Rougetius,
Ortygonax, Laterallus, Coturnicops, Crex, and Gallicrex (Table 5). Three large
rallids that have been described as showing labored or reluctant flight also were
sampled(especially for assessmentof allometry with increasingbody size): Chestnut Rail (Eulabeornis castaneoventris),a large-bodied resident of mangroves of
tropical Australasia considered to have weak flight (Barnes 1997; P. B. Taylor
1998); Giant Coot (Fulica gigantea), a sedentaryresident of Andean lakes, in
which adults attain weights that evidently render them flightless at least temporarily, although this inference is controversial (Ripley 1977; Fjeldsfi 1981; P. B.
Taylor 1998); and Horned Coot (F. cornuta), another massive, Andean endemic
described as "reluctant" to fly at times (P. B. Taylor 1998). Adequately represented subfossilrallids also were included in analyses (Table 2), especially a
number from the New Zealand region (Worthy and Holdaway 1994, 1996; Worthy
1998a, b; Millener 1999) and several describedsince the review by Olson (1977)
or within the last few years (e.g., Olson and Wingate 2000, 2001). In total, this
scheme resulted in the inclusion of 82 modern species or species groups (sensu
Livezey 1998; Table 5), of which about one-third are (were) flightlessor nearly
so (Olson 1973a, 1977; Ripley 1977).
Poor samples or inaccessibility of specimensnecessitatedthe exclusion of several other subfossil taxa in some analyses:Porphyrio paepae (Steadman 1988);
Nesotrochispicapicensis (Fischer and Stephan 1971b), although some data were
taken from the description; Dryolimnas augusti (Mourer-Chauvir• et al. 1999);
Gallirallus ripleyi (Steadman 1986a), G. minor (Hamilton 1893; Olson 1975b),
G. huiatua (Steadmanet al. 2000), an undescribedrail from Fiji (worthy et al.
1999), an undescribed rail from the Brazilian island of Fernando de Noronha
(Olson 1977, 1982); Porzana rua (Steadman 1985, 1986a), several additional

unnamed Porzana noted by Olson and James (1991); Tribonyx repertus (Olson
1975d); and Hovacrex robertl (Andrews 1897). A number of additional Pleistocene rallids known from very meagermaterial, of dubioustaxonomicvalidity, or
inferred not to have been flightless (Olson 1974b, 1975b, 1977) also were ex-
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cluded from study here and in the companion phylogenetic analysis (Livezey
1998).

The genusAptornis (Owen 1848a, b), comprisingtwo extraordinaryspeciesof
extinct, flightless Gruiformes endemic to New Zealand, formerly was considered
to be allied with the Rallidae (e.g., Farbringer 1888; Oliver 1945, 1955). However,
in recentyears,the genushas been inferred to be more closelyrelatedto the Kagu
(Rhynochetidae: Rhynochetosjubatus) of New Caledonia (Parker 1869; Olson
1975a, 1985; Livezey 1998; but see Weber and Hesse 1995; Houde et al. 1997).
Inclusion of the uniquely derived Aptornis was limited to comparisonswhere
insights pertaining to comparatively extreme changesrelated to flightlessnessin
rallids were deemed especially likely.
SPECIMENS AND RELATED DATA

SKIN SPECIMENS

A total of 3,220 skin specimensfrom more than 80 speciesor speciesgroups
of Rallidae (sensu Livezey 1998) were sampled for this analysis (Table 5). Together with supplementaryinformation where available, this comprisedapproximately 20,000 measurements.Study skins, flat skins, or mounted specimensof
all modern species of Rallidae in the analysis were examined, with most taxa
being assessedon the basis of seriesof specimens.The sole exceptionpertained
to the extinct, evidently flightlessPorzana rnonasa.Two unique skin specimens
were collected during 1827-1828 by Kittlitz, and are held at the Academy of
Sciences,Zoological Institute, St. Petersburg,Russia. Traditional dimensionsof
the skin for this specieswere taken from the literature. Direct study of extinct
Porphyrio albus (Hindwood 1932, 1940, 1965; Fuller 1987, 2001; Hutton 1991;
Gamett 1993) included one specimen held at Merseyside Museum, Liverpool,
U.K. (Sharpe 1894; Rothschild 1907a; Wagstaffe 1978). The holotype, held in
Vienna (Salvin 1873; Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998), was measuredfor
this study by E. Bauernfeind, who used instructionsprovided by the author.Dieffenbach'sBanded-Rail (Gallirallus dieffenbachii),althoughrepresentedby abundant subfossilskeletal elements, is known from but a single skin specimen.This
skin, the holotype (Knox and Walters 1994), was studiedduring severalvisits to
the BMNH. The unique specimen of Gallirallus (Stictolimnas)sharpei (Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke Historie; Olson 1986), the unique holotype of G. rovianae (American Museum of Natural History; Diamond 1991), and a recently
acquired flat skin of the newly described Habropteryx okinawae (Museum of
Zoology, University of Michigan) also were exanfined directly. Additional mensural data for rare rallids held in foreign museumsgenerouslywere provided on
request by curatorial staff who were provided with written instructions.
The unique specimenof the so-called Gilbert Island Rail (Tricholimnas conditicius [Bangs 1930]), the taxonomic statusof which remains in dispute (Greenway 1952; Walters 1987; Olson 1992), was included in this study as a member
of the Tricholirnnassylvestris-group,but exemplifies the broader problem of representation and contingent delimitation of taxa. The taxonomic validity of the
Tahitian Crake (Porzana [Rallus] nigra), based solely on a brief description by
Gmelin (1789) and a painting by G. Forster made during Cook's secondvoyage,
is disputed(Ripley 1977; Olson and Steadman1987; Walters 1988; Taylor 1998).
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Information subsequentlyreferred to this taxon suggeststhat the species was
flightless and may have occurred on both Tahiti and Mehetia islands, and was
extirpated on these islands by introducedmammalian predatorsduring the late
19th and early 20th centuries,respectively (Greenway 1967; Bruner 1972; W. B.
King 1981; Day 1989; Taylor 1998). Subsequentillustrations attributed to this
taxon include those by J. E Miller (Shaw 1784) and Keuleman (in Rothschild
1907a: fig. 1, pl. 26). Given the absenceof anatomicalmaterial and contradictory
information (P. B. Taylor 1998), this taxon was excluded from further consideration here. Similar circumstancespertain to the reportedpresenceof an endemic,
flightlessPorphyrio on the Mascarenes(Schlegel 1866).
In addition, descriptionsof new taxa (Worthy 1997a, b; Lambert 1998a, b) and
reports of still-undocumented forms continue (Baltzer 1990; Steadman 1992,
1999; P. B. Taylor 1998; Worthy et ai. 1998), and a number of phylogeneticrelationshipsin the Rallidae remain unresolved(Livezey 1998). For example, taxonomic divisionsand numberof includedspecies(by whateverspeciesconcept)are
uncertainin severalgenera including flightlessmembersor that are closely related
to genera having flightlessmembers (Livezey 1998). These include the Porphyrio
porphyrio-group (Trewick 1996a, 1997a; Sangster1998), taxa commonly included
within Aramides cajanea (Bangs 1907; Hellmayr and Conover 1942; Meyer de
Schauensee1966), the "superspecies"comprisingRallus longirostrisand R. elegans (Oberholser 1937; Ridgway and Friedmann 1941; Ripley 1977; Avise and
Zink 1988; Bledsoe 1988; Olson 1997; Eddieman and Conway 1998), and the
Gallirallus philippensiscomplex (Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1997, 1998) and close
allies (Trewick 1997a, b). In these instances,where samplespermitted,a conservative approach was adopted (sensu Livezey 1998); that is, diagnosablydistinct
terminal lineages were distinguishedin plots and morphometricsummaries.

Adequate sampling of osteologicalspecimensnecessitateduse of collections
worldwide through loans or visitation (see Acknowledgments). Most specimens
of extant taxa were studied during visits to the American Museum of Natural
History (New York), U.S. Nationai Museum of Natural History (Washington,
D.C.), and the Natural History Museum (U.K.).
SKELETAL SPECIMENS

A total of 1,200 associated(complete or partial) skeletonsfrom more than 65
speciesor speciesgroupsof Rallidae (sensuLivezey 1998) were measuredin this
study (Table 5), approximating 45,000 measurements.Many extant speciesof
Rallidae are poorly representedin osteologicalcollections (Wood and Schnell
1986), whereassomeextinct rails are better known osteologicallythan are a number of extant confamilials (Olson 1977). Complete skeletonswere unavailable for
a number of flightless rallids and close relatives (Wood and Schnell 1986), including GyrnnocrexrosenbergiLG. plurnbeiventris,Rougetiusrougetii, Cyanolirnhas cerverai, Tricholirnnas lafresnayanus, Ararnidopsis plateni, Pareudiastes pa-

cificus,Edithornissilvestris,and severalspeciesof both Porzana andArnaurornis.
Inclusion of partial skeletonsretained during preparationof study skins--in which
preservedelementstypically were limited to certainpartsof the vertebralcolumn,
both appendiculargirdles, femora, and (often) proximal humerus--resultedin
larger sample sizes for some elements (e.g., sterna) than for complete skeletons
in some taxa.
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In several cases, osteological specimens (Wood and Schnell 1986) were augmented by elements removed from study skins (Gymnocrex plumbeiventris, Eulabeornis castaneoventris, Rougetius rougetii, Habropteryx insignis, Nesoclopeus
poecilopterus, and Amaurornis ineptus) and measurementsof elements during
dissectionof fluid-preservedspecimens(Gymnocrexplumbeiventris,Cyanolimnas
cerveraL N. poecilopterus, Gallirallus okinawae, A. ineptus, and Pareudiastes
pacificus). Mensural data for skeletal elements of C. cerverai, deriving largely
from subfossil elements recovered from the Isle of Pines (Olson 1974b), were
supplementedby data given by Fischer and Stephan (1971b; under Rallus sumi-

derensis).Lengths of most major appendicularelementsfrom a single specimen
of Amauornis ineptus (UF 41507) were provided by J. K. Sailer (Florida Museum
of Natural History). Finally, alar phalanges were measured by using parallaxcorrectedof images in X-ray photographsof skin specimensfor two extinct rallids
of the Chatham Islands--Gallirallus dieffenbachii (BMNH 1842.9-29.12, holotype) and Cabalus modestus(BMNH 1893-6-24-5, female).
SUBFOSStL ELEMENTS

In total, more than 4,000 subfossilelementsrepresenting28 speciesof Rallidae
(sensu Livezey 1998) were included for study (Table 5), representingmore than
12,000 measurements.The best-known subfossilrails (e.g., Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Cabalus modestus,and Fulica chathamensis)typically were representedby
adequatenumbers of all major skeletal elements, and permitted robust estimates
of all included dimensionsfor both putative sex classes.Where summary statistics
of samplesof comparable (but not strictly identical) dimensionswere available-for example, for Porphyrio mantelli (Trewick and Worthy 2001), Gallirallus dieffenbachii (Cracraft 1973a), and Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi (Cracraft 1973a)-•estimates of first and secondmomentswere reassuringlysimilar. However, even for
the best-representedsubfossilrallids, undamagedexamples of comparativelyfragile elements (e.g., maxillary rostrum, furcula, or distal alar phalanges)were rare,
and most subfossil rallids (e.g., Nesotrochis debooyi, Aphanapteryx bonasia, Capellirallus karamu, and "Atlantisia" elpenor) lacked considerablymore elements.
In some subfossil taxa, unavailability or poor condition of elements significantly limited the scopeof analysis.For example, Gallirallus ripleyi and Porzana
rua, both describedand judged to have been flightlessby Steadman(1986a), were
representedtoo poorly for inclusion in these analysesor for confirmation of flight
status. Similar considerationsnecessitatedthe exclusion of two other poorly represented subfossilrallids, Hovacrex roberti of Madagascar (Andrews 1897), and
Porphyrio paepae of the Marquesas Islands (Steadman 1988). A recently discovered, unnamed, evidently flightless ?orphyrio, and another flightless Gallirallus
sp. from New Ireland (Steadmanet al. 1999) were not available for study. Finally,
comparisons of Nesotrochis picapicensis of Cuba were limited to figures and
tabulated measurementspresentedby Fischer and Stephan (1971b; under the genus Fulica) becausethe specimenscould not be located (O. H. Garrido, pers.
comm.).
FLUID-PRESERVED

SPECIMENS

Species of Rallidae included in pectoral dissections were determined largely
by availability of targeted taxa (Wood et al. 1982). Two unique anatomical spec-
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imens of endangered or extinct species--Nesoclopeus poecilopterus and Pareudiastespacificus--were made available for limited dissectionat the BMNH (Blandamer and Burton 1979). Seventeen flightless species were dissected,and these
necessitatedthe myological study of 20 species of closely related, righted rails
(Table 5). With several exceptions(detailed below), dissectionsencompassedthe
musculatureof the entire wing and pectoral girdle of one side of each specimen
and included the removal of the remiges intact for measurement in seriatim.
MISCELLANEOUS

INFORMATION

To supplementmeasurementsmade directly from specimens,essentialdata on
external measurements,body masses,and wing areas of Rallidae were taken primarily from 10 key published compilations (Mtillenhoff 1885; Magnan 1912,
1913a, b, 1922; Poole 1938; George and Nair 1952; Meunier 1959a; Hartman
1961; Cramp and Simmons 1980) and unpublishedtabulationsand wing tracings
by R. Meinertzhagen (Snow 1987). Additional anatomical information for rallids--including body masses,compositionand sizes of eggs, dimensionsof major
skeletal elements, and other metric data--was taken from a critical but widely
scatteredliterature. A summary of body massesand wing lengths of Rallidae also
was prepared (Appendix 1), and published sourcesfor other ancillary data also
were compiled (Appendix 2). Volumes and masses of eggs were taken from the
compilations by Schtnwetter (1960a); restriction of the analysis to a single taxonomic family renderedunnecessarythe more sophisticatedmethodsof estimation
by Preston (1953, 1974) and Hoyt (1979).
During dissections,a number of sources were consulted for study of the musculature, including those including both qualitative and metric comparisons(Hudson 1937; Hudson and Lanzillotti 1955, 1964; Hudson et al. 1966, 1969, 1972;

Vanden Berge 1970; Livezey 1990, 1992a, b) and largely descriptiveworks (Berger 1956a, b, 1966; Kuroda 1961; Simic and Andrejevic 1963, 1964; George and
Berger 1966; Nagamura et al. 1974, 1976; Raikow 1985a; Rosser and George
1986; McKitrick 1991b). In combination with the monograph by Ripley (1977),
the timely publication of several recent compendia on rails (P. B. Taylor 1996,
1998) obviated the compilation of an exhaustive bibliography for documentation
of the general habits and distribution of the Rallidae. However, inferences regarding the foraging habits of rails known only from skeletal remains, are problematic, but there is precedent for such extrapolations based on extant relatives
(Hespenheide 1973; Lauder 1981, 1995; Kooyman 1991; Hertel 1995), especially
where a phylogenetic hypothesisis available (Lauder 1982, 1990, 1991; Witmer
and Rose 1991; Witmer 1995).
GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE CONVENTIONS
DEFINITION

OF FLIGHTLESSNESS

Throughout this work, I reserved the term "flightless" to those avian taxa in
which adults are characterizedby the permanent inability to achieve takeoff and
maintain level, powered flight for a significant distance unassistedby substantial
head winds or net downward trajectory. The young of all birds pass through a
period of flightlessnessduring early development,but all individuals of flightless
speciesare incapable of flight throughoutlife, with the possibleexceptionof some
marine populations of Tachyeres patachonicus (Humphrey and Livezey 1982;
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Livezey and Humphrey 1986, 1992). The term "righted" is used herein in referenceto thoselineagescapableof aerial locomotiondescribedabove,as opposed
to the common term "flying," with the latter restrictedherein to referencesto
birds in the act of flight. The term "righted" is intentionally distinctive and
permits logical reference to individuals or classesthereof, uncategorizedin other
aspects of their life histories, but possessingthe capacity for flight. The term
"righted" is adopted in lieu of the term "volant," the latter having been applied
by some to tetrapodscapable of extendedbut passive,aerial descent,for example,
someprimates(Dermoptera) and tree squirrels(Rodentia, Sciuridae:Glaucomys).
The related terms "fledging" (the process)and "fledgling" (a bird at the completion of the process) are of inconsistent usage in the ornithological literature
(Middleton and Prigoda 2001). Inasmuch as there is no evidence of membersof
any flightless speciesof rail having passedthrough even a righted developmental
stage, however brief, in this work the term "fledging" refers to the acquistionof
a complete complement of feathers (including remiges), which in righted rails
generally preceeds first flight by a week or more (P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998).
"Fledglings" are individuals at the developmental stage at which the acquisition
of remiges reaches completion.
ANATOMICAL

NOMENCLATURE

The nomenclature advocated by the International Comnfittee on Avian Anatomical Nomenclature was used in the description of anatomical characters(Baureel and Raikow 1993; Baumel and Witmer 1993; Clark 1993a, b; Vanden Berge
and Zweers 1993), as opposedto perpetuatingthe vernacularschemefor osteology
popularized by Howard (1929). Supplementary anatomical resourcesthat were
consulted included Butendieck (1980), Butendieck and Wissdorf (1982), and
Schummer et al. (1992). Abbreviations used are listed in Appendix 3.
DISSECTIONS OF PECTORAL MUSCULATURE

Dissections of the musculature of the pectoral girdle and limb were accomplished by using standardtechniques,with orientation of fibersenhancedby iodine
stain (Bock and Shear 1972). Dissections included selected aspectsof the overlying integument (e.g., propatagium and accessorytendons and ligaments), with
comparative information taken from Brown et al. (1994, 1995). Most dissections
were unilateral, with the right side typically chosen to facilitate comparisons
acrosstaxa and illustration. The microscopeused was a Nikon SMZ-U binocular
dissectionscope. Preliminary figures were prepared by using a Nikon drawing
tube; the resultant pencil drawings were refined through reference to the specimens, transferredin ink to Mylar drafting film, and these were digitally scanned
for labeling and publication.
Essential references consulted during dissectionsthat pertained to Gruiformes
and (especially) the Rallidae were Fisher and Goodman (1955), Berger (1956a,
b, 1966), Allen (1962), George and Berger (1966), and Rosser et al. (1982).
Especially useful were the myological works by Fisher and Goodman (1955) on
the Whooping Crane (Grus americana), Allen (1962) and Tipton (1962) on the
Limpkin (Aramusguarauna), Rosser(1980) and Rosseret al. (1982) on the American Coot (Fulica americana), and McGowan (1986) on the flightlessWeka (Gallirallus australis).
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DATA

INTEGUMENT

Most mensural data were continuousand analytical protocolsdependedon objective and precision (Rohlf 2001). Six measurementswere made on study skins
(Livezey 1989b-d, 1990, 1992a, b, 1993a, b), most of which conform with traditional methodology (Baldwin et al. 1931). These were culmen length, bill depth
at gonys, wing length, tail length, tarsus length, and middle-toe length. In those
taxa in which a frontal shield (crista carnosafrontalis) is characteristicbut varying
with age and sex (e.g., Porphyrio, Habroptila, Amaurornis ineptus, Tribonyx,
Pareudiastes, Gallinula, and Fulica), culmen length was measured exclusive of
this caudal extension of the integument. For Tribonyx, opacity and conformation
of the rhamphotheca and shield made measurement of culmen length exclusive
of the shield especially challenging. The most reliable comparisonsof bill length
in this and other genera having "shields" were based on skeletal specimens(below). Wing length (chord of flattened wing) was measured by using dividers and
a ruler (small birds) or an end-stop ruler (large birds). Bill depth was measured
by using dial calipers with an approximate precision of +-0.5 mm based on informal estimatesof "pure error" (repeatedmeasurementsof the same dimensions
on a single individual). Other external dimensions were measured by using dividers and a ruler. Although wing length can be used as an index to body size in
many applications (Rand 1961a, b; James 1970; Lack 1971a; Snyder and Wiley
1976; Payne 1984; Jehl and Murray 1986; Zink and Remsen 1986), it has proven
suboptimal in others (Rising 1988), and is inappropriate a fortJori where relative
wing length is itself a variable of primary interest (e.g., McCall et al. 1998). In
addition, where molt or limitations of preparations permitted, counts of primary
remiges were conducted on both wings. Qualitative characters of remiges also
were compiled for flightless speciesand their close relatives. Wing areas were
measured from tracings of specimensof extended wings (or those prepared by
others with freshly collected birds) by using a compensatingpolar planimeter;
these areas were doubled to estimate the total wing areas of individual birds
(Raikow 1973; Blem 1975). Wing loadings were calculated as the ratio of body
mass (g) divided by total wing area (cm2) (Clark 1971).
Although body massis variable (Amadon 1943a) and is only one of many indices
to size (Piersma and Davidson 1991), mean body massesfor arian taxa are critical
indicators of a suite of important ecological parameters(Nice 1938; Clark 1979;
Mendelsohnet al. 1989). Distributionsof arian body massesare known for several
spatiotemporalscalesand a diversity of taxonomic groups(Van Valen 1973a; Uchmanski 1985; Maurer and Brown 1988; Bush 1993; Nilalas 1994; Blackburn and

Gaston 1996). Unlike some other sexually dimorphic traits (e.g., Anderssonand
Andersson1994), mean body massis a reliable measureof sexual size dimorphism
(Livezey and Humphrey 1984a). Surrogateestirnatorsof overall size can approximate body mass closely in practical applications(Amadon 1947; Senar and Pascual
1997), the most accurateof which tend to be multivariate (e.g., Willig et al. 1986;
Gilliland and Ankney 1992). Some of these were employed herein.
SKELETON

Forty-one skeletal dimensions were used in this study (including one comprising three summed dimensions), most of which are self-explanatory and all of
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which were measuredby using Helios dial calipers equipped with opposingneedle-points and long, flat surfacesproviding measurementsat a scale of 0.1 mm.
Except in those specimensfor which fewer than one of a pair of elements was
available or one was afflicted with deformity, measurementswere taken without
regard for sidedness.This practice implicitly assumesbilateral symmetry, a condition subjectto stabilizing selection for a multitude of reasons(Charnov 1993),
whereas significant asymmetry tends to be rare, subject to negative selection, or
indicative of developmentalinstability or stress(Parsons1992; M011erand Swaddle 1997; Graham et al. 1998; M011er 1998). However, several included measurementsare not standard, differed from those used in previous works (Livezey

and Humphrey 1984a, 1986, 1992; Livezey 1986b, 1988, 1989a-d, 1990, 1992a,
b, 1993a-c), or posed special challengesfor speciesshowing strong, flightlessness-relatedchanges.Only maximal and least widths at midpointsof appendicular
elements (MWM and LWM, respectively) and shaft widths of the tarsometatarsus
were not standard. In addition to these previously described measurements,a
detailed suite of 21 measurementsof the skull was compiled for an assessment
of cranial variation in the Rallidae, generally restricted to single exemplars of
taxa.

PECTORAL MUSCULATURE

In addition to qualitative descriptionand illustration,a suite of 81 standardized
measurementsof most pectoral musclesor named parts thereof was compiled for
dissectedspecimens(details of measurementsgiven in tables of summary statistics). Measurements of muscles were made by using needle-point dial calipers;
preservational variation and malleability of soft tissuesmagnified mensuralerror
relative to that of dimensionsof the integument and substantiallymore than that
of the skeleton (approximately 0.5-1.0 mm). Abbreviations adoptedfor names of
muscles and related anatomical features in tables and figures are listed in Appendix 3.
NATURE OF MENSURAL

DATA

INTERSPECIFIC COMPARABILITY OF VARIABLES

Although use of dial calipers, with a mechanical precision exceeding 0.1 mm,
contributedto a confidencein the accuracyof measurementscompiled, there were
additional sourcesof error which were quantified or controlled less easily. In
general, skeletal variables likely were measured most precisely because of the
clean, hard surfacespresented.However, among skeletaldimensions,severalmeasurementsof the sternum were confounded by interspecific variation in the conformation of this element (especially carina depth and basin widths), and several
dimensionsof the skull were subjectto warping or variation in anglesof articulation among specimens.Similarly, among external measurements,wing length
proved comparativelyvariable becauseof differencesamong individuals in wear,
and length of the middle toe (digit III) was troublesomein a substantialnumber
of study skins becauseof variation in the position of the toe in preserved specimens. Measurements of muscles were least precise because of the inherent difficulty of delimiting boundariesof soft, variably distinguishablebodies of muscle
tissue. Counters to such challenges consisted of limiting the vast majority of
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measurementto the author and to defining measurementsso as to minimize error
stemming from such nuisancemorphological attributes.
MEASUREMENT(PURE) ERROR

"Pure" or measurementerror is variance attributable to inconsistencyof data
collection (Yezerinac et al. 1992), as opposedto natural or "fabricational" variation (Seilacher 1975) among individuals not attributable to traditional grouping
variables (e.g., species or sex). Measurement error can be treated as a separate
partition of variance in morphometric data (Bailey and Byrnes 1990) and may
achieve levels having practical analytical implications in fine-scale comparisons
(e.g., Grant 1979a, b; Zink 1983, 1986). However, detailedquantificationof measurementerror (e.g., variation amongrepeatedmeasurementsof singlespecimens)
was not undertakenin the present study for three reasons:the vast majority of
external measurementsand all skeletal and myological data were compiled by the
author; pilot assessments
revealed that the magnitude of such variance was low
relative to intersexual (e.g., Eason et al. 2001), interspecific,and other, less interesting sourcesof variance (e.g., wear of feathers or subfossilelements); and
inclusion of this factor in the present study was deemed prohibitive. However,
regardlessof the low relative magnitude of such variance, measurementerror can
be assumed to have increased estimates of residual variance in statistical tests,

thereby rendering associatedtests of main effects somewhatconservative.
The possibility that within-locality morphometric variation may magnify
among-localitydifferences--that is, the Kluge-Kerfoot effect (Kluge and Kerfoot
1973; Johnston 1976a; Sokal 1976; Rohlf et al. 1983)--was not a problem per
se in these analysesin that the finest scale of study applied was phylogenetic
speciessensuLivezey (1998). However, a related artifact afflicting relative variation, in which widespreadtaxa comprisingmultiple subspecifictaxa (e.g., Railus
longirostris, Porzana pusilla, and Fulica atra) manifested predictably inflated
variancesrelative to insular endemics,was apparentin some comparisons.Where
these discrepanciesmay have affected statisticaltests or other comparisions,the
potential for limited comparabilitywas noted or the widespreadtaxon subdivided
accordingly(e.g., Fulica atra, nominate and australis groups).
PHYLOGENY-BASED

COMPARISONS

Comparative studiesencompassingtaxa of differing degreesof phylogenetic
relationship have been fundamental throughout the history of evolutionary study
(Ridley 1983; Eldredge 1985; Rieppel 1988). In addition to simple mapping of
attributes on phylogenetic reconstructions (e.g., Livezey 1995b-d, 1996a-c,
1997a, b), refinementsfor comparativeassessments
basedon phylogenyhave been
detailed in recent years (Funk and Brooks 1990; Brooks and McLennan 1991;
Harvey and Pagel 1991; Gittleman and Luh 1992); these can provide insights into
the interplay of ecological factors and historical predisposition(Ligon 1993) and
bridge within-lineage variation with phylogenetically ramified traits (Winkler
2000). The crux of these approachesis the avoidance of redundant tallies of

"apomorphic"traitsin descendants
that are attributable,by meansof phylogenetic
hypotheses,to as few as one evolutionary change in an ancestralnode. Roff
(1992) cited a doubly relevant example in the fleas (Siphonaptera,in excessof
2,000 species), in which uniform flightlessnesspresumably derives from one or
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at most a few ancestral(synapomorphic)event(s),whereasflightlessness
in several
other orders of insects(Dermaptera, Diptera, Mallophaga, and Anoplura) presents
more complex phylogenetic patterns.
The most widely used testsbasedon phylogenetichierarchiesare the univariate
"concentrated-changetest" and the bivariate "correlated-changetest" (Maddison
1990). These are conditional on the nature of the data to be explored (e.g., morphological, behavioral, or life-historical), and assumptionsimposed on rates and
types of permissableevolutionary change (van Rhijn 1984, 1990; Vogl and Wagner 1990; Diniz-Filho 2001). Unfortunately, with the appreciation of the importance of phylogeny for evolutionary insights came the realization that virtually
nothing was known of the phylogenetic relationshipsof most taxonomic groups
targetedfor study.The treesusedfor suchexaminationsof purportedevolutionary
patterns are critical (Smith and Patterson 1988; Sil16n-Tullberg1993). For example, the phylogeneticassessmentof selectedtraits in cranesby Mooers et al.
(1999) basedon the tree by Sibley and Ahlquist (1990) would be altered significantly if optimized instead on the phylogeny inferred by Livezey (1998). Optimizations and other phylogeny-basedtests herein were based in large part on the
companionstudy of the phylogeny of grniforms (Livezey 1998). Although fossil
taxa can be important for phylogeneticreconstruction(Donoghue et al. 1989; Nee
et al. 1994), the virtual absenceof information on life histories renders such forms
opaque to most comparative assessments.Although some historical likelihoods
can be surmised amidst substantial uncertainty regarding phylogenetic relationships (Martins 1996), the inclusion of the additional missing data characteristic
of fossil taxa may worsen problems of polytomy and undermine supportof retained nodes,both of which can lead to problems in performing phylogeny-based
comparisons (Donoghue and Ackerly 1996). Finally, a recent examination of the
effects of taxon sampling, incorporation of information on branch lengths, and
statistical method showed that all of these considerations carry critical implications for power, bias, and critical values of phylogeneticallybased comparisons
(Ackerly 2000).
Unresolved polytomies remain the b6te noire of phylogenetic models of character evolution and anathema to associatedstatisticaltests. Despite substantial
advances in the resolution of relationships among the Rallidae (Livezey 1998)
and higher-order groups (Livezey and Zusi 2001), many nodesremain unresolved
and many terminal taxa lack data of critical attributes.Therefore, fully resolved
tress(even provisionally) were required to permit at least exploratory assessments.
Resolution of polytomies for these purposeswere consistentwith the set of shortest trees originally recovered (Livezey 1998), but were further resolved conditional on ancillary criteria, notably biogeographical plausibility and reasonable
judgments based on charactersof plumage, behavior, and molecular data (Olson
1973a, 1975b, 1977; Ripley 1977; Trewick 1997a, b). Unfortunately, all available
data and ancillary insights do not permit fine-scale resolution of phylogenetic
relationships among flightless rails, even within single archipelagossuch as the
Hawaiian or Chatham islands (Trewick 1997a, b; Coyne and Price 2000).
Following an assessmentof limited sequencedata and morphometriccomparisons, Trewick (1997b: fig. 6) entertainedat least three sets of phylogenetichypothesesand associatedevolutionary scenariosviable for the New Zealand members of Gallirallus and closely related Cabalus and Capellirallus alone. There is
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limited supportfor the latter two taxa being sisterlineagesand thereforecongeners
(substantivedecurvature of the mandibula in excessof that sharedby Gallirallus
dieffenbachii, an extensive symphysis mandibulae, and extensive amphikinesis
[Livezey 1998]), which favors inclusion of this arrangementamong the alternative
topologiesconsidered(cf. Trewick 1997b: fig. 6ii). These and other hypotheses
are broadly consistent with available evidence pertaining to phylogenetic relationshipsof flora and fauna and the geological history of the main islandsof New
Zealand and the Chatham Islands (Craw 1988). Quantitative assessmentsof traits
basedon fully resolvedphylogenies(e.g., Thorpe and Malhotra 1996, 1998) must
await a fine-scale analysis of Gallirallus philippensis and derivatives. Unfortunately, such molecular reconstructionsmay be more challengingthan originally
anticipated(e.g., Marshall and Baker [1999] for Fringilla of Atlantic islands),at
least for the fine-scale determinationstypically sought(e.g., probable sequenceof
avian colonizations on islands).

Phylogeny-contingenttests of evolution and correlation among attributeswere
accomplishedby using MACCLADE¸ (Maddison and Maddison 2000).
UNIvARIATE
ANALYSIS

AND BIVARIATE MORPHOMETRICS

OF VARIANCE

Untransformed linear skeletal dimensions were compared by using two-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with species and sex as fixed effects, in which
levels of significance (sensu critical level or, and level of significance 1 generally employed the conventionalvalues of 0.05 and 0.95, respectively.Orthogonalcontrastsbetween selectedgroupsof interestalso were specifiedto partition overall differencesmeaningfully.Where main effects were significant,pairwise differenceswere assesseda posterioriby using Bonferroni adjustments;robusinessof such multiple comparisonswas confirmed as well through the alternative protocolsof Scheff•, Tukey, and Duncan (Miller 1981). In sometests,small
sample sizes limited power significantly; therefore, the implicit confirmation of
the null hypothesisshouldbe viewed with caution (Levinton 1982a). In spite of
the rigor to be gainedthroughthe clear definition of competinghypotheses(Strong
et al. 1979; Strong 1980; Gotelli and Graves 1996), the use of null hypothesesin
many ecoevolutionary contexts shouldbe implemented and interpretedwith care,
especially in light of the probabilistic advantage conferred upon the pattern designated as the null hypothesis(Quinn and Dunham 1983).
Coefficientsof variation (SD/œ,expressedas percentages)were usedto compare
the relative variability of measurementsbetween groups (Lewontin 1966; Lande
1977), with a significancetest available (Sokal and Braumann 1980). Equality of
group varianceswas tested by using Levene's tests (Brown and Forsythe 1974;
Schultz 1985), especiallywith respectto hypothesisof greatervariability in some
attributes of flightless species.Partial correlations (e.g., between variables x and
y), correctedfor variance attributableto a covariate (e.g., z), were symbolizedas

r (x, ylz).
ESTIMATION OF MEaN BODY MASSES, LENGTHS, AND AREAS OF WINGS

Diverse means of estimating size of birds known only from skeletal remains
have been used (e.g., Northcote 1982; Wiedenfeld 1985; Damuth and MacFadden
1990), includingestimatesof body massesof somesubfossilrallids given (without
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detail) by Atkinson and Millener (1991). Mean lean body massesof provisional
sex classesof subfossilrallids were estimatedby using type-I regressions(Draper
and Smith 1981; Weisberg 1985; McArdle 1988; Chatterjeeet al. 1999) of mean
body massesof modern rallids on two separateskeletal indicatorsof body mass,

after transformationof data to natural logarithms(base e). Three predictorvariables were used for estimatesof body mass, all of which revealed exceptionally
low errorsabout the regressionlines and lacked outliers (Daniel and Wood 1980;
Barnett and Lewis 1984). The first estimatorwas mean femur length, includedin
previousworks by the author (Livezey 1988, 1989b, 1993b, c) and widely available in the literature.

The

second

variable

was an estimate

of the mean

cross-

sectional area of the tibiotarsusat its midpoint (CAT), in which the mean MWM
and LWM of the element were used as estimatesof the major and minor axes of
the ellipse, respectively.Symbolically, the tibiotarsal cross-sectionalestimate is
given as:
CATI = •r.(MWM/2)-(LWM/2).

In other applications(e.g., interspecificscalingof relative robustness
of limb elements),similar estimatorswere usedfor other appendicularelementshavingroughly elliptical cross-sectional
profiles (e.g., humeri, ulnae, radii, and femora). A third
estimatorfor approximationof body mass (as well as in other assessments
of
allometry) was the cross-sectionalarea of the tarsometatarsusat its midpoint
(CATA). Conceptually similar to the estimatefor the tibiotarsus,this variable was
availablefor somesubfossiltaxa for which a completespecimenof the longer and
more fragile tibiotarsuswas not available (e.g., Porzana rua and Gallinula nesiotis),
or for modem taxa for which bones extractedfrom study skins lacked a complete
tibiotarsus (e.g., Gymnocrex rosenbergiLAmauromis akool, and A. isabellinus).
Like other surrogatesfor size, cross-sectionalareas are not free of iraprecision
(Motani 2001). Becauseof the rectangularconformationof the corpustarsometatarsi, the cross-sectional
area of the element (CATA) was approximatedas:
CATA = (MWM)-(LWM).

Linear regressions(type I) based on log-transformeddata were employed for
estimatesof mean wing lengthsof selectedsubfossilrallids basedon meanlengths
of the underlying skeletal elements (Bochenski and Bochenski 1993), although
this procedureis reliable only for taxa in which lengthsof remigesdo not deviate
greatly from thoseof typical, flighted species.Unfortunately,estimatesof wing
areascould not be made basedon mean wing lengthsfor flightlessrails, because
it has been documentedthat the wings of flightlessrails tend to becomemore
roundeddistally throughdifferential shorteningof primary remiges,for example,
Barbour (1928: fig. 3) for Cyanolimnas cerverai and Lowe (1928a) for Atlantisia
rogersœ
ANALYSES OF ALLOMETRY

Methodologicaland theoreticalessentials.---Allometryhasbeen definedsimply
as "... the study of size and its consequences"(Gould 1966:587). Study of
allometry typically is performed within bivariate contextsin which the primary
focus is the quantificationof scalingof one variable with another(Huxley 1932;
Teissier 1948, 1955; Hayami and Matsukuma 1970; Alexander 1971; Corruccini
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1972; Sweet 1980; Harvey 1982; Lande 1985a; Zeng 1988). In addition to the
searchfor fundamentallaws of scalingin biology (e.g., West et al. 2000), selection
for increasedbody size has been interpreted to have led to the evolution of "bizarre" or "maladaptive" structuresand exemplied the evolutionary constraintand
"inevitability" attributedto some observedallometric trends (e.g., Trueman 1922;
Simpson 1949, 1953a; Dodson 1960). However, with closer scrutiny, such cases
have been debunked(e.g., Gould 1972, 1974), and allometry generally is viewed
from traditional evolutionary perspectives(Bonner and Horn 2000). The significance of ecophysiologicalscaling with body size enjoyed a renaissanceof sorts
in the mid-1980s, during which four books dedicated to the subject appeared
within 2 years (Peters 1983; Calder 1984; Schmidt-Nielsen 1984; Jungers1985),
and a recent volume (Brown and West 2000) affirmed a continued relevance to
researchersin diverse fields. Each of these reviews emphasizedtotal mass as the
estimator of size, although fresh body mass is among the most rarely recorded
data for bird specimens(Fisher 1955), despite important early works that relied
on such data (e.g., Heinroth 1922; Huxley 1927).
Allometric methods are most often employed to assesschangesin selected
linear or two-dimensional morphometric characterswith another consideredindicative of size (e.g., Radinsky 1985), with primary emphasisplaced on the exponent or slope (White and Gould 1965). Isometry generally is used in reference
to the preservationof constantshape with varying size (see challengesof this
semantic distinction, below). One perspectiveto be gained from allometric analysis is the quantitativeelucidation of geometricor functional similarity (Gtinther
1975; Gtinther and Morgado 1982; Cubo and Casinos 1997; Berrigan and Seger
1998). Variables consideredwith respectto size in studiesof interspecificmorphologicalallometry include brain size (Bennett and Harvey 1985a, b; Pagel and
Harvey 1992) and locomotory capacity (Fleagle 1985). In intraspecificcontexts,

relative growth of selectedbody parts with body massfor single specieswas the
seminalfocus of study (Lurner 1936, 1939; Lumer et al. 1942; Reeve and Huxley
1945; Richards and Kavanagh 1945; Laird 1965, 1966a, b; Laird et al. 1968; Shea
1985a; Riska 1986; Petrie 1992; Bj6rklund 1994), but subsequentlywas extended
to a diversity of ecologicaland physiologicalattributesthat emphasizedtaxonomic
scalesof higher order (Zar 1969; Reynolds 1977; Platt and Silvert 1981; Smith
et al. 1986; McArdle 1988; Riska 1991).

Allometry occursat multiple scales(Cheverud 1982; Shea 1985b) and has been
extendedto a limited degreeto multivariateapplications(Jolicoeur1963; Hopkins
1966; Klingenberg and Froese 1991). Typically, for a given group of taxa, intraspecific allometry and interspecific allometry manifest different slopes (Gould
1966), and althoughintraspecificslopesgenerally are lessthan thosefor the same
variates evaluated at interspecific scales (Green et al. 2001), the evolutionary
principlesbearing on thesetrendsremain a point of controversy(Kozlowski and
Weiner 1997).

Identification of interspecific trends and outliers were primary foci in the present study. These were undertaken while cognizant of several methodological
concernsrelated to interspecificanalysesof allometry, including optimal estimators of essentialparmnetersand fitting of curves (Kidwell and Chase 1967; Manaster and Manaster 1975; Prothero 1986; Martin and Barbour 1989), bias associated with estimatesbasedon group averages(Welsh et al. 1988), and violations
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of the statistical assumptionof independencein analyses based on related taxa
(Pagel and Harvey 1988, 1989). The utility of allometric analysisfor the diagnosis
of heterochronyhas broadened the relevance of the technique to systematists
(Klingenberg 1998).
I followed standardnotation for the bivariate allometric equation and associated
parameters (Huxley 1932; Gould 1966; Sprent 1972; Kuhry and Marcus 1977;
Schmidt-Nielsen 1984; Rayner 1985c; Jolicoeur 1990). The nonlinear (general)
form relating dependentvariate y to independentvariable x is:
y =ax ø.
The linear form of this equation, in which both variates are log-transformed,
reveals the basis for the namesof the parametersas standardfor linear regressions:
logy = loga + blogx,

wherein log a is the intercept and b is the slope.
Although most applicationsemploy simple linear regressionof log-transformed
dependent variables on independent variables primarily because of ease of calculation of standarderrors of estimatesof slope and intercept, this approach(like
any application of standardlinear regression)is unrealistic in attributing all residual variance to the dependentvariate (Snedecor and Cochran 1967, 1980; Weisberg 1985; McArdle 1988; Chatterjee et al. 1999), and can lead to biasedestimates
(Zar 1968a; Sprugel 1983). Nonlinear regressionsavoid an additional problem
with the simple linear approach that of minimizing log-transformed residuals
rather than untransformed residuals--but nonlinear estimates of parameters suffer
higher influence from outliers (Seim and Saether 1983), and this method suffers
from the same unilateral attribution of error to the dependentvariable as the more
direct linear approach.
Gould (1979) pointed out that the interceptsof allometric equationscan present
challenges of interpretation, a perspective not as widely appreciated during the
heyday of island biogeography as among contemporary morphometricians. Another symptom of interpretationalexcessis the attribution of almost any morphological trend or difference between taxa solely to allometry, examples of which
include Dobzhansky (1977), who regarded the striking diversity of bill shapeand
size within the Hawaiian honeycreepers(Drepanididae) and Galfipagos finches
(Geospizinae) as the product of allometry, and Houck et al. (1990), who relegated
the morphological variation among and within taxa of Archaeopteryx to simple
ontogeneticallometry within a single species.
Most estimates of allometric slope (b) presentedhere were based on geometricmean regressions,in which the geometricmean of estimatesderivedfrom standard
and inverse (log-log) linear regressionsis used (Ricker 1984). A direct means for
estimation of the geometric-mean slope is the quotient of the traditional linear
slope divided by the correlation coefficient for the line. Higher-order relationships
among morphometric variables were displayed by way of agglomerative cluster
analysesbased on these coefficients (Anderberg 1973), despite the limitations of
hierarchical representationof multidimensional similarities (de Queiroz and Good
1997).

Where two groups share allometric slopes (b), as indicated by the absenceof
significant differencesbetween groupwise estimatesthereof (b• • b2 -• b), the
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group intercepts(a• and a2) can be comparedby using the scaleratio or criterion
(s) of geometric similarity (White and Gould 1965; Gould 1968, 1971, 1972):
/

\l/(1-b)

s = (aq
[a21

,

b 1.

This criterion estimatesthe ratio of the magnitudesof the dependentvariable (y)
for membersof the two groupsat the samevalue of the independentvariable(x);
however, if isometry pertains, the common slope (b) is one, rendering the expression mathematically undefined.
Allometry of wing size with body mass.---Allometric analysesof relative wing

size are diverse both with respectto taxa and underlying data (e.g., Brower and
Veinus 1981; Pennycuick 1988; Rayner 1988a). Among comparativelymassive
power fliers, relative wing length is an informative index to flight capacity and
general locomotory habits, a relationshipthat is progressivelymore precisewith
more narrowly defined taxonomic groups (Hartman 1961; Greenewalt 1962; Livezey 1988, 1989b-d, 1990, 1992a, b, 1993a--c; Rakotomanana 1998). In many
groupsconsideredto date, flightlessmembersappearas variably extremeoutliers,
including flightless dabbling ducks as modest outliers (Livezey 1990) and the
GalapagosCormorant as an extreme outlier (Livezey 1992a). In bivariate contexts
wherein both variables are log-transformed,the slope of the line representing
isometryof wing area with body masshas a slopeof 2/3; this corresponds
to the
ratio of the physical dimensionality (Gould 1966) of the two variables involved,
wing area (two-dimensional) divided by mass (three-dimensional).
Other allometric relationships.--Other applicationsof regressionanalysesin
the context of allometry used in this study included a test for increasing sexual
size dimorphism with increasingbody mass among species(Rensch 1950, 1959).
To reduce artifacts of scale (Reiss 1986, 1989), data were treated in various ways,
including two in which mean body masseswere log-transformed and related to
different metrics of sexual dimorphism.Allometry within and among species,
based on a range of methodologies,has been the subjectof theoretical works and
empirical syntheses(Bonner 1952; Cock 1966; Arthur 1982a, b, 1984, 1988,
1997; Cheverudet al. 1983; Goodwin 1984; Starck 1993; Wolpert et al. 1997).
Allometry of developmentunderliesmany of the differencesproducedthrough
heterochrony(Klingenberg 1998), and changesin developmentalallometry can
produce functionally influential changesin body size (Koehl 2000). Differences
in scaling of selectedskeletal elementswith body size within species(allomorphosis),especiallybetweenrighted and flightlessspecies,can serve as an index
to suchheterochronyin the absenceof known-age developmentalseriesof specimens. Allometry among adults within speciescan be consideredan approximation of ontogeneticallometry (Gould 1966). However, in taxa showing significant
sexual size dimorphism, marked allometry of selecteddimensionswith body mass
can result in pronouncedintersexual differences in shape that are essentially artifacts of size differences(Abouheif and Fairbairn 1997). Therefore, where sample
size permitted comparisonsconfined to righted congenerspartitioned by both
species and sex, consistentdifferences in within-group allometry acrossgenera
were interpreted as reflections of relative ontogenetic scaling at the terminus of
growth, thereby providing ancillary insights into heterochronyrelated to flightlessness(Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1989d).
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The disproportionateincreasein the robustnessof the supportingskeletonwith
increases in body mass was among the first allometric trends recognized (e.g.,
Galilei 1637), and the evolutionary implications of this relationship remain of
interest (Alexander 1996a, L0vtrup and Mild 1979; Lanyon 1981; Biewener 1982,
2000; Rubin and Lanyon 1984). The scaling of robustnessof limb elements with
increasing mean length was explored interspecifically by the fitting of allometric
curves among speciesmeans, wherein robustnesswas estimated by estimatesof
cross-sectional areas of shafts (see above) and separately performed for three
major elementsof both the pectoral and pelvic appendagesfor flighted and flightless species.
ESTIMATION

OF MISSING

DATA

Before multivariate analysis, data sets for external, sternal, and skeletal measurements were subjected to a procedure that provided proxies for missing data
(Table 6). Estimates were based on stepwise regressionsof available measurements for the same taxon (excluding juveniles), and the precision of the estimates
generally was comparable to that attending the use of dial calipers, hence the
surrogatefigures were superior to mere ersatz interpolations. No more than one
half of the measurementswere estimated for specimens(i.e., 3, 2, and 20 measurementsfor external, sternal, and [complete] skeletal records,respectively), although the vast majority of specimensfor which estimateswere made lacked only
one or two data points (Table 6). These procedures resulted in 507 estimates
involving 414 study skins (2.7% of the data set for 3,220 skin specimens)and
2,104 estimatesinvolving 564 complete or partial skeletons(4.8% of the data set
for 1,200 skeletal specimens).Assignmentsand revisions of recorded data on sex
were based on multivariate methods, described below (discriminant functions and
K-means cluster analyses).
RATIOS

AND PROPORTIONS

Statistical properties.--Numerical properties of ratios, some of which pose special problems for distributional assumptionsand hypothesistests, have been the
subjectof substantialstudy (Atchley et al. 1976; Corruccini 1977; Albrecht 1978,
1979; Atchley 1978; Atchley and Anderson 1978). Accordingly, in this work,
ratios and related estimatesof dispersion(e.g., standarddeviations for ratios of a
sample) generally are presented as heuristic aids, with P-values associatedwith
intergroup comparisonspresentedwith appropriatecaution. Proportionsconstituted by skeletal elementswithin the wings (humerus,ulna, and carpometacarpus)
and legs (femur, tibiotarsus, tarsometatarsus,and middle toe), a special class of
ratios in which the numeratorand denominatorare not strictly independent,were
compared by using two-way ANOVAs of proportionstransformed to arcsinesof
square roots. Relative thicknesses (shaft widths divided by shaft lengths) of selected pelvic elementswere comparedby using two-way ANOVAs of ratios transformed to natural (base e) logarithms. Selected ratios of skeletal measurements
were compared by using ANOVAs of similarly transformed data; analyses based
on proportionstransformedto arcsinesof squareroots producedinferentially identical results.

Dimorphism ratios and surrogate metrics. Within taxa, ratios of mean measurements (e.g., body mass) of males divided by those for females were used as
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indices to univariate sexual size dimorphism (henceforth termed "dimorphism
ratios"). Compared means generally were not transformed for simplicity of interpretation among closely related measurementsor for the same ratios among
closely related species(e.g., Lindenfors and Tullberg 1998). Where interspecific
comparisons encompass substantial size differences, scale of the incorporated
means becomes important (e.g., comparison of dimorphism ratios of body mass
in crakes and coots), prompting log-transformationof included means before division (e.g., Livezey and Humphrey 1984a). Such ratios approach the simple
index employed by Leutenegger and Chevernd (1985), log(male mean - female
mean), a precaution similar to that employed by McGillivray (1985) for Bubo
virginianus.
Wing loadings and aspect ratios.--The aerodynamic and mechanical implica-

tions of anatomical form for avian flight have been recognized for centuries,
including the insightsby Leonardo da Vinci (1505; translationby Marinoni 1976)
concerningdistribution of mass, movement of the wings, propertiesof feathers
(remiges, alula, and rectrices), and productionof lift. Increasingly sophisticated
functional and evolutionaryinterpretationshave been undertakensincethe middle
of the 19th century (Gladkov 1937a; Pennycuick 1986; Lighthill 1974). Following
the recommendationby Clark (1971), wing loading was defined in this study by
using metric units for body mass (g) and wing area (cm2), as follows:
wing loading ----(body mass)/(wing area),

wherein wing area was the doubled area of a single, extended wing. Despite
comparativelyhigh variancesassociatedwith both body massand wing area (e.g.,
individual variation in body mass, wear of feathers, and imprecision of measurement), wing loading provides the best single index to flight capacity in birds.
Wing loadings tend to be high in power fliers, that is, taxa dependenton high air
speedsto create sufficient lift), and comparatively low in soaringbirds, that is,
species exploiting rising air columns as an additional or primary source of lift
(Hedenstr6m and Alerstam 1992; Hedenstr6m 1993). Among taxa in the former
group, wing loadingsgenerally provide a reliable reflectionof the power required
to become airborne, achieve the air speedrequired to generateadequatelift, and
thereby maintain level (powered) flight (Rayner 1988a, 1993, 1996; Hedenstrfm
and MOller 1992; Hedenstrfm and Alerstam 1995).

Among modern carinates,mean wing loadingsof flightlessspeciesare notably
greater than those of flighted congeners(Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey
1988, 1989b-d, 1990, 1992a, b, 1993a-c). Among power fliers having comparable
pectoral muscles(e.g., Anatidae, Podicipedidae,and Phalacrocoracidae),flightless
members generally have mean wing loadings approaching or exceeding 2.0
g-cm-2, consistentwith the theoretical thresholdof flightlessnessof 2.5 g.cm-2
proposed by Meunier (1951). Flightlessnessin steamer-ducks(Tachyeres) conformed closely with the latter figure (Humphrey and Livezey 1982; Livezey and
Humphrey 1986).
Wingspanalone can influenceflight characteristics,notably parametersof gliding flight (Tucker 1987). However, aspect ratios provide additional information
on flight abilities, especially maneuverability and lift, with marked differencesin
this parameter typically limited to comparisonsamong higher taxonomic groups
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(Pennycuick 1975, 1978; U. M. Norberg 1981a, b; Rayner 1988a; Spear and
Ainley 1997; Hertel and Ballance 1999). This ratio is defined as:
aspect ratio --- (wingspan)2/(wing area),

and through cancellation of units, the resultant measure is dimensionless.Traditionally, wingspan is measured from an intact specimen with both wings completely extended and includes the width of the back between the wings (Pennycuick 1975; Warham 1977); therefore, neither published data on standardwing
lengths nor study skins can be used to estimate this dimension. As a result, data
on aspect ratios of avian taxa are rare. Difficulties of measurementand appression
of wings to the body in typical study skins precluded the routine assessmentof
wing curvature, a variable of some aerodynamic consequencein birds (Taber
1932a, b). For similar reasons,assessmentsof other details of wing shape (e.g.,
pointedness,gaps between extended remiges, and relative length of the alula
[Rensch 1938; Kokshaysky 1973; U. M. Norberg 1981, 1995a, b; Mulvihill and
Chandler 1991; Senar et al. 1994; Mfnkkfnen 1995; Lockwood et al. 1998]) were
limited to qualitative comparisons of closely related righted and flightless taxa.
Intra-appendicular skeletal proportions.--Skeletal wing length (SWL) was defined as the sum of the lengths of the humerus, ulna, carpometacarpus,and the
two major phalangesof the major alar digit. SLL was defined as the sum of the
lengths of the femur, tibiotarsus (including crista cnemialis), tarsometatarsus,and
the three proximal phalanges of the third pedal digit. In modern taxa, the proportions of the total lengths of the wing and leg composed by the constituent
elements were calculated by using associatedspecimens;that is, the proportions
of total limb length representedby each element within individual birds were
averaged across individuals for comparisonsof groups. Intra-appendicular proportions of subfossilrallids were based on unweighted means for available specimens

of each element.
NONPARAMETRIC

STATISTICS

For thosevariablesfor which specificdistributionalassumptionswere not valid,
routine nonparametric statisticswere employed (Conover 1980; Fienberg 1980;
Agresti 1984). For example, tests of similitude of multivariate distancesbetween
taxa basedon different suitesof variables and assessmentsof congruencebetween
correspondingelements of eigenvectorsderived by different means (i.e., vector
correlations)were testedfor bivariate relationshipsby using Spearmanrank correlations (Snedecor and Cochran 1967, 1980), herein symbolized as rs.
MULTIVARIATE

ANALYTICAL

MORPHOMETRICS

COMMONALITIES AND APPROACH

Many data in this study were associated(i.e., suitesof measurementspertaining
to the same specimenor taxon) and therefore amenableto representationby using
multivariate techniques(Gnanadesikan 1977; Mardia et al. 1979; Reyment 1991).
However, certain characteristicsof the data precludedparticular multivariate approachesor distinguishedother methods as optimal. First, suites of osteological
measurements were based on linear dimensions of disarticulated skeletons, hence

analyses contingent on positional relationships between elements were not appli-
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cable. Similarly, variation in orientation of parts of study skins stemming from
preparatory differencesrendered such holistic methodsof descriptioninappropriate for external measurements.Second, althoughhomologouslandmarks were the
primary meansby which the linear dimensionsof skins or skeletal elementswere
identified and compiled (G. R. Smith 1990), use of graphical deformations of
Cartesiannetworks (Thompson 1961; Bookstein 1977; Corruccini 1988) was limited to preliminary explorations and not used to describe deformationsof shape.
For similar reasons,the resultant data did not describe static, essentially twodimensionaloutlinesor contourseffectively summarizedby methodsintendedfor
analysisof closedor open curves (e.g., splines,Bezier curves,or Fourier descriptors [Waters 1977; Younker and Ehrlich 1977; Bookstein et al. 1982; Ehrlich et

al. 1983; Rohlf and Archie 1984; Lestrel 1997]), procrusteanreconstructionof
geometrically related points (Borg and Lingoes 1987; Rohlf and Slice 1990), or
other approachesoptimized for landmark data (Bookstein 1978, 1980, 1984, 1991;
Brower and Veinus 1978; Humphties et al. 1981; Strauss and Bookstein 1982;
Bookstein et al. 1985). Although outline-basedmethods(MacLeod 1999) are theoretically applicableto single skeletalelements(e.g., sternaand humeri), variation
in single elements was assessedby comparatively familiar multivariate methods
(describedbelow) also applied to suitesof measurementsdescriptiveof multiply
jointed, three-dimensional skeletons and encompassingmultiple elements and
structures.Use of outline-basedmethodsfor descriptionperimetersdefinedby the
remiges was not possiblein that naturally extendedwings were not available for
most taxa, and attemptsto estimatetheseby using extractedremigesproved unsuccessful.Fortunately, pervasive multivariate patterns in bones and suites of
feather measurementsgenerally are revealed by diverse analytical methods, that
is, redundantpatterns(those presumablyreflecting important underlying mechanisms) are robust to a substantialextent to the details of the comparativetechniquesemployed,given adequatesamplesizes(Oxnard 1969a, b, 1978). Symbols
used in accompanyingfigures are given in Appendix 4.
Several problems invited the use of curvilinear regressions,readily implemented throughpolynomial regressions(Rohlf 1990). Polynomial regressionsof
order p for two variables x and y, having independentrandom error term e - N
(0, tre2),assumedthe parametric form:

y = [30
xø + [3ix+ [32x
2 + [33x
• + ... + [3pxP
+ t.
Notable among theseapplicationswere the quantificationof curvilinearity in logtransformedplots (i.e., where allometric relationshipsapproachasymptotesat extreme values), including those relating body massesof adults with massesof eggs
or clutches; and parsimonious fitting of heuristic curves of associatedpairs of
measurementsfrom developmental series of preserved specimensfor which age
(time) was not available for use as independentvariable and for which standard
growth curves (e.g., logistic, Gompertz, and von Bertalanffy) thereforecould not
be used (Ricklefs 1968, 1969, 1973, 1983a; Konarzewski et al. 1998; Ricklefs
and Starck 1998a, b; Starck and Ricklefs 1998a-c). Although coefficientsof higher-order terms pose problems of interpretation, such curves provide a graphical
alternative to simple citation of outliers.
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CLUSTER ANALYSIS

Methodological essentials.--With the rare exception of the preservationof the
elements of individual specimensin situ (e.g., some Thambetochen [Olson and
James 1991]), subfossil elements generally are collected as aggregations of disassociatedelements. This intermingling of elements not only precluded multivariate techniquesfor which complete (associated)skeletonsare required, but such
collections also can be assumed to include elements from both sexes (assuming
that included taxa can be segregatedby other, preferably qualitative diagnostic
criteria). Hence, samplesof subfossilelementsrepresentdemographicversionsof
mixture distributions(Titterington 1985; McLachlan and Basford 1988; Kaufmann
and Rousseeuw 1990).

Grouping subfossil elements by sex.--Although sympatric species of rallids
generally were separableby qualitative characters,the grouping of elements by
sex could be approached only by statistical means. Therefore, before statistical
comparisons,sex classes(within species)of elements with adequatesample sizes
(humeri, radii, ulnae, femora, tibiotarsi, and tarsometatarsi) were estimated

through K-means clustering (McLachlan and Basford 1988; Kaufmann and Rousseeuw 1990). In the case of discrimination of two sexeswithin a single species,
K = 2. This method iteratively reallocates specimensinto two optimally discriminatory sex groupsby using variance-standardizedEuclidean distancesbased on
the dimensions available for each element. Beginning with two seed vectors derived from initial appraisals of central tendencies suggested by the univariate
distributionsof measurements,the procedure generally accomplishedthe desired
partitioning of samplesin a single interation; in a few cases,seed vectorswere
revised so as to effect partitions having within-group variances of comparable
magnitudes (a condition typically substantiatedin samplesfor which sexeswere
known). An application of this technique to samples of subfossil elements of
raphids was described by Livezey (1993b).
As indicated by the multifactorial means employed to infer sex of an extant
flightless rail for which comparatively complete data are available (Eason et al.
2001), sexual dimorphism and the allocation of specimensto sex classesis not a
trivial problem for some taxa of Rallidae. Distinctness of the resultant sex groups
was assessedby a subsequentone-way ANOVA. Samples comprising too few
specimensfor partitioning with clusteringalgorithms were sortedinto provisional
sex groups based on assessmentsof apparentbimodalities of univariate distributions of associatedmeasurements.For multivariate comparisons(see below), ratios of available measurementsfor other species-sex groups were used to approximate those few dimensionslacking for another,related taxon-sex group.
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS

Principal component analysis (PCA; Appendix 2) is a common means of multivariate comparisonof morphological dimensionsamong taxonomic or taxonsex groups (Jolliffe 1986; Flury 1988; Jackson 1991), a special case of a classof
techniques used in factor analysis (Harman 1967; Lawley and Maxwell 1971;
Catell 1978; Cooper 1983; Bartholomew 1987). Associated anatomical measurements typically show strong structure(e.g., Livezey 1986b, 1988, 1989b-d, 1990,
1992a, b, 1993b, c), and deviate substantially from eigenstmcturesemanating
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from random data (Stauffer et al. 1985). Because this technique seeks synthetic,
mutually orthogonal, multivariate axes that are maximally explanatory of dispersion among included points regardlessof group membership,group means frequently are analyzed to avoid differential influence on axes by differing sample
sizes, although methodsfor multiple-group analyseshave been employed (Airoldi
and Flury 1988a, b; Thorpe 1988). This robustnesssometimesis achieved through
distortion among covariance structures (Houle et al. 2002). In the present study,
applications of PCA are consistentwith exploratory factor analysis, in which no
assumptionsabout eigenstructuresare assumeda priori; this contrastswith confirmatory factor analysis, in which both the number and composition of factors
are predetermined(Reyment and J6reskog 1993; Basilevsky 1994).
In this study, PCA primarily was used in the sense of R-analysis (Jackson
1991), that is, for assessingrelationshipsamong n observationsin a spacedefined
by p measurements (dimension), and having maximal rank of min (n - 1, p).
Such implementations were applied to mean vectors of suites of measurements
for species(Appendix 2). The suites of measurements(dimensionp) were those
for study skins (p -- 6), complete skeletons(p = 41), partial skeletonsin which
dimensionsof the most fragile, often absent elements (alar and pedal phalanges
and furcula) either were lacking or excluded (p -- 35), detailed skulls (p = 25),
and sterna (p = 5). Where means for groups were analyzed, estimateswere based
on all available data for each variable. Consequently, sample sizes for the constituentmeansmay vary for a given group, a situationthat is typical in subfossil
taxa for which associatedskeletonswere unavailable (e.g., Radinsky 1985; Livezey 1988, 1993b, c). Suites of myological measurementswere comparedby using
PCA becausemost taxa were representedfor these data by single specimens;such
limited samplesare not suitable for analysis by several alternative means.
CANONICAL

ANALYSIS

AND DISCRIMINANT

FUNCTION ANALYSIS

Canonical (variate) analysis (CA; Appendix 2), the two-group method first proposed by Fisher (1936), derives mutually orthogonal multivariate axes that maximally discriminate predefined (here taxon-sex) group means relative to pooled
within-group variances (Pimentel 1979; Albrecht 1980; Campbell and Atchley
1981; Gittins 1985; McLachlan 1992; Huberty 1994). Analyses presentedwere
limited to linear discriminant functions (Lachenbruch 1975; Tabachnick and Fidell

1989), as opposed to quadratic discriminant functions, which implicitly assume
homogeneity of within-group covariance matrices (Reyment 1962; Johnsonand
Wichern 1982; James and McCulloch 1990).
Discriminatory axes, termed canonical variates (CVs), were based on subsets
of rn external or skeletal measurements(log-transformedto homogenizevariances
among variables [Bryant 1986]) that were backstep-selectedfrom the complete
set of measurementsbasedon partial F-statistics.Magnitude of total among-group
variation representedby the set of CVs for a given statisticalsample is explicitly
parameterized by using likelihood ratios (Wilks' X) correspondingto the appropriate tripartite degreesof freedom: rn (variables included in model); g (groups)
- 1; and n (total specimens) - g. In that tables of critical values for such likelihood ratios are comparatively uncommon and the statisticitself is unfamiliar to
most morphometricians,the large-sample approximation to the F-distribution is
cited in the text (degrees of freedom for which are functionsf• and f2 of dimen-
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sionsm, g, and n). Symbolically,this convergencein distributionsbetweenWilks'
h and the more-familiar F-ratio is given as:
D

Wilks' X(m,g_l,n_g
) '•>F(fl[m,g,n]),f2[m,g,n])
, asn -->•.
Multivariate differencesbetween specificgroupswere testedby using associated
pairwise F-statistics and Bonferroni P-values. Mahalanobis distances(D) were
calculated to summarize the multivariate distancesbetween group centroids.
Canonical analysis,like all multivariate methodsfor which underlying theory
was basedon Gaussiandistributions,assumesmultivariatenormalityof the measurementsanalyzed(Mardia 1975; Davis 1980), a conditiongenerally approached
or met with associated anatomical dimensions. These multivariate distances, to-

gether with related metrics (e.g., Pillai's trace and Wilks' X), were used to summarize intersexual differences within species.Although single specimenscan be
plotted a posteriori on the resultant axes, only groups representedby adequate
samples(i.e., informative regarding within-group covariancestructure)were used
to define the CVs.

Interpretation of CVs was more challenging, in that these variates are corrected
for pooled within-group size and therefore typically none of the variates clearly
representsthe highly correlatedvariation in size among groups.Interpretationsof
variateslargely were restrictedto Spartanassessments
of the coefficientsinvolved
in substantialcontrasts(a function of algebraic signs and magnitudesof coefficients), bolstered by correlationsof mean group body masseswith variates as
indications of the size included by each CV and direct examination of the first
principal component(PC-I) of the pooled within-group covariancematrices.The
size-correctionrepresentedby such standardizationincorporatesthat effect by
shearing, that is, partitioning from the variance of interest that attributable to
within-group size (Humphties et al. 1981; Bookstein et al. 1985; Rohlf and Bookstein 1987). This approachincludesall measurementsin the interpretationof CVs
(regardlessof the subsetof variables entered into the model), and provides measuresof pattern that are independentof pooled within-group variance and comparatively stable with respect to magnitude of intergroup differences and multicolinearity of variables.
Jackknifed classifications(Lachenbruch and Mickey 1968) associatedwith the
CAs, confidencesof which are reflected in associatedposterior probabilities of
assignmentto each of the compared groups, were used to cross-validateand determine the sexes of specimenslacking this information. In this study, classifications were of traditional or complete form, in which all individuals were classified (ultimately) into predefined groups. This is to be distinguishedfrom partial
discriminant analysis, in which cases not meeting establishedcriteria of assignment remain of indeterminatemembership(M. E. Johnson1987); however, in the
stagewise implementation that follows, the temporary retention of unclassified
casesduring preliminary passesaccordswith the intention of partial classificatory
techniques.Classificationswere executedin three successivepassesfor skin specimens (excludingjuveniles): specimensof unknown sex were assignedif posterior
probability of classification(Pc) was 0.900, and sex was reassignedif Pc -> 0.950;
specimensof unknown sex were assignedif Pc -->0.750, and sex was reassigned
if Pc -->0.975; and remaining specimensof unknown sex were assignedto the
sex for which Pc me 0.50, and sex was reassignedonly for specimensfor which
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sex was assigned in the second or third steps on the basis of the larger Pc. A
similar three-passprocedurewas implemented for skeletal specimens,except that
the greater precision of mensural data for skeletonspermitted the Pc for reassignment of sex to 0.950 and 0.990 for the first and secondpasses,respectively.
A total of 460 unsexed study skins (involving 53 modem species) and 262
skeletons(involving 36 modern species)were classifiedby this protocol (Table

6). Exceptionsto this procedure,limited to taxa having adequatenumbersof
skeletal specimensreliably assignedto sex and for which K-means clusteringwas
employed (see section above) were Porphyrula alleni, Tricholimnas sylvestris,
Porzana tabuensis,P. palmeri, Amaurornis moluccanus, and Gallinula (c.) pyr-

rhorrhoa. Several otherssimply lacked adequateskeletal material for sex-specific
analyses, including Gallirallus pectoralis, Atlantisia rogersL Gallinula sandvicensis,and Fulica alai. Subfossilrails seldomwere representedadequatelyfor
inclusion in CAs of skeletal measurementseven as compositevectors of means
(with exceptionsbeing "Atlantisia" elpenor and Fulica chathamensis),in part
because some of the variables most useful for distinguishing flightless rails
(lengths of alar phalangesand dimensionsof carina stemi) were lacking for most
of these extinct taxa. Furthermore, becausesamplesof associatedskeletonswere
not available for any subfossil rallid, the few taxa that could be included were
eligible only for plotting a posteriori and therefore did not contribute to the definition of the discriminatoryaxes (e.g., plotting flightlessF. chathamensison axes
contrastingmodern, highted congeners).
CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS

Methodological essentials.--Like multidimensional scaling (Davison 1983),
correspondenceanalysis graphically assessesrelationshipsamong classesof var-

iables by means of patternsof sharedobservationsamong multiway frequency
tables (Greenacre 1984; Lebart et al. 1984; Palmer 1993), the contributions of

which are indicated by two criteria: distancesof points vis-h-vis the origin (i.e.,
point having zero coordinates on both axes), indicating the magnitude of relationshipsamong variables (contra P. J. Taylor 1998); and the relative polar position(s) of thesepoints(approximatedby the four quadrantsof the plane, sequenced
in clockwisefashion), reflecti.ngthe nature or sign of the relationships(Greenacre
1984; Moran and Gombein 1988).
Taxonomic, morphological, and ecogeographical associations.--In this paper,
the primary use of correspondenceanalysis was to assign flightless species of
Rallidae (objects) to a comparativelysparsemultiway contingencytable of categorical variables. In this context, such variables included characteristicsof the
speciesper se (e.g., estimated anatomical changesfrom highted relatives, dietary
group, and status at present) and ecogeographicalparameters of the islands inhabited (e.g., distance from continent, area, and latitude). The analysis was designed to reduce information on associationsinto a very limited number of summary axes and statistics,and to assessthe magnitudesand nature of relationships
among the variables with respect to these summary axes by way of one or more
plots simultaneouslydisplaying characteristicsof both flightlessrails and the ecogeographicalcircumstancesunder which they evolved (Appendix 2).
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ANALYSES

Mensural data were imported into analytical programsby using Microsoft Excel¸. Morphometric analyses,principally traditional methods (James and McCulloch 1990; Marcus 1990; Marcus et al. 1996), primarily were executed by
using BMDP¸ statistical software (Dixon 1992), especially programs 1D, 5D,
6D, 7D, 8D, 1M, 2M, 4M, 7M, AM, KM, 1R, 3R, 5R, 6R, and 3S. In addition,

customized combinations of programs were designed to accomplish novel analyses,for example, modified PCAs (programs4M and 6R), PCAs of pooled withinspeciescovariance matrices (programs AM and 4M), and cluster analysesof correlation coefficients for pooled within-species correlation matrices (programs AM
and 1M).

Digital refinement of graphical presentationsand labeling of anatomical illus-

trationswere executedwith Photoshop¸ (Adobe Systems2000) and Canvas•
(Deneba Software 1998); limited plotting and mathematicalapplicationswere implemented with Mathematica¸ (Wolfram 1996). Several novel approaches to
graphicalpresentationof summaryfindingsfrom the foregoinganalyses(e.g., dot
charts) were inspired by Cleveland (1985).
RESULTS
PHYLOGENY-BASED
ANALYTICAL

EXPLORATIONS

CONSIDERATIONS

Despite recent efforts to reconstructphylogeneticrelationshipsof the Rallidae
with sequencedata (Trewick 1997a, b) and morphological characters(Livezey
1998), many nodes and placementsof taxa remain unresolved, and these deficits
curtailed a number of phylogeny-basedassessments.
These points of uncertainty,
as well as substantialmissing data for many modern and subfossiltaxa for optimizations of interest, precludedempirically grounded,family-wide phylogenetic
analysesof ecomorphologicalattributesfor rails. Nonetheless,a companionanalysis (Livezey 1998) establishedmonophyly of a number of cladeshaving flighted
and flightlessmembers (Fig. 11), therebyjustifying the independentanalysesof
the lossesof flight in these phylogenetically delimited subgroupsthat follow this
section. Specifically, some taxa either are the only flightless members of their
genus (e.g., Dryolimnas aldabranus, Amaurornis ineptus, and Gallinula nesiotisgroup) or were inferred to representthe flightlesssister-groupof a flighted clade
(e.g., Cyanolimnas cerverai and Habroptila wallacii), thereby obviating the need
for wider phylogenetic resolution for tree-basedassessments.A few other flightless genera can be compared provisionally to a single modern genus becauseof
higher-orderphylogeneticposition and biogeographicalconsiderations(e.g., Nesotrochis with Aramides; Aphanapteryx with Old World Rallus).
Most vexing from the phylogeneticstandpoint,however, is the poor resolution
amonga critical set of generaof typical rails from the Australasianregion, namely
Gallirallus and allies Tricholimnas, Nesoclopeus, Cabalus, Capellirallus, and
Diaphorapteryx (Livezey 1998). For the former set of genera, trees used for optimizations and tests for correlated changes were based on those presented by
Livezey (1998), with unresolvedportions subjectedto alternativetopologicalarrangementsbasedvariously on suggestionsby Olson (1973a, 1975b), taxonomically limited inferencesby Trewick (1997a, b), and an attempt to render proposed
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Other Gruiformes

L_•Psophiidae
Aramidae
Gruidae
Heliornithidae
Himantornis

Porphyrio*

['-'Porphyrula
[-- Habroptila**
Gymnocrex
Aramides
Nesotrochis**
Eulabeornis
Canirallus
Anurolimnas
Amaurolimnas

Rougetius
Rallina

L• Rallicula
Sarothrura

L• Cyanolimn
Ortygonax

Pardirallus

Dryolimnas*
Railus*
Gallirallus*
Tricholimnas**

Nesoclopeus**
Aramidopsis**
Habropteryx*
Cabalus**

t

Cape

Aphanapteryx**

Diaphorapt
eryx**
Atlantisia**
Laterallus

Micropygia

Coturnicops
Porzana*
Crex
Amaurornis*
Gallicrex

Porphyriops
Pareudiastes**

Tribonyx*
Gallinula*
Fulica*
FIG. 11.

Simplified phylogenetictree for families of Gruesand generaof Rallidae basedon Livezey

(1998). Generaincludingbothflightedandflightlessmembersarefollowedby a singleasterisk;genera
including only flightless members are followed by two asterisks.
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r Habropteryx

A

B

c

FIG. 12. Fully dichotomized variants of the phylogeny of Gallira#us and allied genera (Livezey
1998). in which mean body massesare symboli•'ed by density of branch shading: A, topology in
which monophyly of flightless rallids of Australasian region was conserved. in which Uapelliralhts
karamu Js shown as sister group of (•abahts modestus.Diaphorapteryv hawl,insi is shown as sister
group of Gallirallu.• rotstraits-group. and parsimon5 of body mass is high {length = 2.733): B, topology in which monophyly of flightlessrallids of New Zealand was conserved,in which Uapelliralht•
ktzramlt is shown as sister group of Ctlbttlttx modcxttt.•and parsimony of body mass is moderately
high (length = 2.880): C, topology in which monophyly of flightless rallids of the Chatham Islands
was conservedand parsimony of body mass is moderately low (length = 3.446).

relationships consistent with the biogeographical distributions or' insular taxa (Fig.
12A-D). Taxa lacking the attributes to be optimized were trimmed from the topology (e.g.. Capelliralhts and Diaphorapteo,x were excluded lBr all considerations other than flight status. estimated body mass, or bill shape). Unl•rtunately
for Habropte•3'r and probable sister-groupAramidopxis, exceptionally poor data
for most or all flightless members rendered phylogenetic optimizations fruitless.
Several other genera including flightless members either remain of indeterminate monophyly (Por,-xma and Crex) or intergeneric relationship (Athmtixia). In
the former case, critical characterswere optimized on trees consistent with available phylogenetic analyses (Livezey 1998) and favored from the standpoint of
biogeography (Fig. 13). Flightless moorhens and coots were placed with moderate
precision within the Fulicarina (Livezey 1998), permitting phylogenetic optimizations for all flightless members (data permitting) at a tribal level (Fig. 14).
SPECIFIC PHYLOGENETIC

PATTERNS

AND IMPLICATIONS

Although poorly resolved portions of the only generic or species-level phylogenetic hypothesis remain (Livezey 1998) and unavailability of data afflicts a
number of crucial taxa (e.g., body mass and wing lengths of subfossil species),
the genus-level framework (including establishment of monophyly and composition of genera, tribes, and subfamilies) provides an essential subdivision of taxa
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] Coturnicops
I Micropygia
Crex

• P.
cinerea
P. marginalis

1P. erythrops-gp.
--

P. carolina

--

P. porzana

l P. astrictocarpus'
P. sandwichensis*
--P.

fusca

paykullii

r'--'• 2
r--q3
•4

paltoefl *

•1o

rnonasa*
a tra*

FIG. 13. Fully dichotomlzed variant of the phylogeny of Pacific Porzana (after Livezey 1908k
including other genera of subtribe Crecina as outgroups, showing optimization of mean body masses
(length = 353). Taxa lacking data for body masses (P. olivieri, P. bicolor, and Hawaiian subfossils)
were omitted, and flightless taxa are indicated by asterisks.

for standard univariate and multivariate analyses. Unfortunately. implementation
of quantitative tests of correlation or concentratedchanges require complete resolution, no missing data• and binary states of the charactersinvolved, a challenge
exacerbated by the confounding effects of parallelism on reconstructions(Marques
and Gnaspini 2001). Transformations of states and deletions of taxa that would
meet these conditions rendered the analyses less informative• therelore less-formal
approacheswere elnployed. Moreover, species-level proposals made by other authors, suggested by biogeographic distributions, and consistent with the phylo-
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[•Ama
G. dnerea

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

P. melanops

I P. silvestris'

I

IT.ventralis
T. hodgenorurn*
corneri*
nesiotis*
tenebrosa

angulata

chloropus-gp.
F.

rufifrons

I F. leucoptera
F.

armillata

F. cornuta

gigantea
prJsca*

•

I

[•

2

[-•

F. chathamensis*

3

F. newtoni*

4

--

F. cristata

I

6

__

F.atra

I
ls

7

I9
110

•

equivocal

F. ardesiaca

Im•

!•iiiit
F.
alai
F. caribaea

F.americana

FiG. 14. Fully dichotomized variant of the phylogeny of m(x)thens. coots. and allies (subtribe
Fulicarina). alter Livezey (1998). showingoptimizahonof mean body masses(length 6.113) when
u,ing Ama,ror, is as outgroup. One taxon lacking data I•r body mass (Pareudias'test,ac'ific,s) was
omitted. and flightless speciesare indicated by asterisks.
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genetic information available (Livezey 1998) permitted some more-detailed explorations (Figs. 12-14).
The topological variants depicted for Gallirallus and allies demonstratedthe

poor resolutionof the relationshipsof this group, in which severalbiogeographically compellingarrangementsrenderone or more of the included "genera" paraor polyphyletic (Fig. 12). Until an empirical resolution of this complex is available, however, the constituent "genera" are retained to illustrate clearly the uncertaintiesof relationshipsamong members,as opposedto merging all members
into a single genus Gallirallus (cf. Olson 1973a) and thereby obscuring the weak
evidencesupportingthe included subgroupsor the diversity of form that engendered a conservativetreatmentof generain historical and recent works (Livezey
1998). These uncertaintiesnotwithstanding,several provisional topologies for
Gallirallus and allies proved instructive for optimizations (Fig. 12). Of particular
interest was the pattern of body size, bill shape, and sexual dimorphism in the
clade, and possible evidence for a direct relationship between mean body mass
and magnitude of sexual size dimorphism among species (Rensch 1950, 1959;
Reiss 1989).

Two topological variants consistentwith increasinglynestedbiogeographicpatterns (Fig. 12A, B) permittedmore parsimoniousoptimizationsof body massthan
the proposalperserving monophyly of Chatham endemics(Fig. 12C). All three
examples presented suggesteda modest, direct associationbetween body mass
and flightlessness,a trend supportedlargely by a number of comparativelymassive taxa, most of which are not likely sister-taxa: Gallirallus australis-group,
Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus-group,and both speciesof
Tricholimnas. The overall tendency for flightless Gallirallus-type rallids to be
massive was diminished by such flightless "dwarfs" as Gallirallus wakensisand
Cabalus modestus,taxa almost certainly having evolved flightlessnessand small
size independently of each other (Fig. 12A). This variant did not delimit an association between body mass and sexual size dimorphism or a notable phylogenetic pattern in bill shape.
Topological variant C for Gallirallus and allies (Fig. 12), in which monophyly
of Chatham Island endemics (Gallirallus dieffenbachii, Cabalus modestus,and
Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi) was preserved, defined a clade comprising three taxa
showing uniquely high sexual dimorphism in bill lengths and other skeletal dimensions, and three of four members of the group showing strong decurvature
of the bill. The latter feature was one of several morphologicalcharacterssupporting a sister-grouprelationship between Cabalus modestusand Capellirallus
karamu, the latter confined to the North Island of New Zealand (Livezey 1998).
For these reasons,this specific topology is comparatively appealing (at least with
respectto biogeographiccriteria), but the preservationof monophyly of Chatham
endemicsimplies a significantrevision of generic taxonomy and contributedlittle
toward an explanation of the evolutionary processesthat led to the unique morphologies of Cabalus modestusand (especially) Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi (Fig.
12C).

Optimization of available data on body masseson a geographicallybased
trimmed tree consistentwith available phylogeneticinformation (Livezey 1998)
for Pacific crakes (subtribe Crecina) revealed that little or no associationoccurred
between body mass and flightlessnessin this group (Fig. 13). Consideration of
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the Liliputian examples of flightless subfossil crakes from Hawaii of uncertain
interrelationships(e.g., Porzana menehune or P. ziegleri) would undermine further any associationbetween these two variables. If anything distinguishesthe

phylogeneticpattern of flightlessnessand form among the Pacific crakes,it is the
widespread occurrence of flightlessnessand the absence of apparent morphological correlates beyond the pectoral apparatus (e.g., changes in body mass, increasedsexual dimorphism, or size and decurvature of the bill).
Mapping of body masses on a phylogenetic tree for the moorhens and coots
(subtribe Fulicarina) based on the analyses by Livezey (1998) revealed that a
limited associationexists between increasedbody mass and the evolutionary loss
of flight (Fig. 14). This pattern largely reflects the comparatively large sizes of
Tribonyx mortierii and the subfossil Fulica (the latter only provisionally flightless), and several exceptions are notable (Tribonyx hodgenorum and Gallinula
nesiotis-group). The allometric enlargement and incipient flightlessnessof the
Andean Fulica gigantea and F. cornuta suggestsan evolutionary pathway to
flightlessnessin coots that may have pertained to the subfossil Fulica of New
Zealand and the Chatham Islands (Fig. 14).
MORPHOMETRICS OF EXTERNAL CHARACTERS
UNIVARIATE

COMPARISONS OF MEANS AND VARIANCES

Interspecific differences among roeans.--Significant differences among species-sex groups in mean measurementsof study skins were the rule in most
taxonomic partitions (e.g., genera or closely related groups of genera), and were
the combined outcome of generally adequate sample sizes, subtle but substantial
differences among speciesand (to a lesser extent) sexes, and comparatively limited variation within species-sex groups (Table 7). Where significant differences
were not revealed, most of the groups involved either were very closely related
(e.g., righted members of Porphyrio porphyrio superspecies),showed negligible
sexual dimorphism, were of the minority of cases for which sample sizes were
too small for reasonablestatisticalpower, or group differenceswere basedin large
part on samples allocated to sex a posterJorior measuredby third parties (Table
7). Consequently,for the sake of brevity and focus, a comprehensivesummary
of test statistics pertaining to differences among means will not be presented;
instead, the discussionis limited to those comparisonsof primary interest (i.e.,
those pertaining to flightlessness)and will emphasize those in which an unexpected absenceof significantdifferenceswas indicated or where differencesexceeded expectations.In this section,differences among taxa will be considered,
whereas

intersexual

differences

in means and variances

are considered

under sex-

ual dimorphism.
Among the greater swamphens (Porphyrio, n -- 481), the extraordinary dimensions of the Takahe (P. hochstetteri) contributed in large part to the great
differences among taxa (ANOVA, P < 0.0001; Bonferroni t-tests, P < 0.0001)
in all six external measurements(Table 7). Modest differences among righted
Porphyrio and within Porphyrula also contributed to interspecific variation, although pairwise comparisonswithin these groupsoften failed to achieve critical
values. The Takahe was uniquely large in all dimensions except wing length, a
dimension in which some of the larger righted taxa approached or exceeded
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flightless P. hochstetteri (Table 7). The reputedly flightless, extinct Porphyrio
albus was not adequatelyrepresentedfor formal inclusion in the statisticalanalyses, but summary statisticssuggestthat it possessedcomparatively short wings
for a swamphen of such robustness(Table 7). Interspecific differences within
Porphyrula (n = 135) generally were lesspronouncedthan those among species
of Porphyrio becauseof the absenceof a uniquely large, flightless member; the
primary contributor to interspecificdifferenceswas the comparatively diminutive,
paedomorphicPorphyrula fiavirostris (Table 7).
Comparisons of external measurements among the "basal rails" (n = 277;
Gymnocrex, Habroptila, Aramides, Eulabeornis, Canirallus, and Rougetius) demonstratedhighly significantinterspecificdifferencesin all six external dimensions
(ANOVA, P < 0.0001), an outcomepredictablegiven the genericdiversity compared (Table 7). Flightless Habroptila wallacii is possessedof a substantial,falchion-shapedbill, and was the largest in both bill measurements.Habroptila also
was approximately equal to the more massiveAramides ypecaha in tarsuslength,
second only to Aramides in middle-toe length, but among the smallest in tail
length, and the smallest of all the basal rails in wing length (Table 7).
Ortygonax and Cyanolimnas (n -- 48) manifested significant interspecificvariation among means (ANOVA; P < 0.0005), wherein the flightless Zapata Rail
(C. cerverai) was smaller than either speciesof Ortygonax in all dimensionsbut
bill height (Table 7). However, the shortnessof the wings of the latter exceeded
other dimensionsin magnitude of differences, and wing lengths of Cyanolimnas
did not overlap with those of Ortygonax and averaged only two-thirds those of
Ortygonax (Table 7). A similar pattern in mean tail length characterized these
taxa (Table 7), a finding confirming the descriptionby Bond (1980:70) of the tail
of Cyanolimnasas "short and decomposed."Within the white-throatedrails (Dryolimnas; n -- 95), the six measurementsof study skins (Table 7) showed significant interspecific differences in means (ANOVA; P < 0.0005); subsequentpairwise comparisonsrevealed that most of the interspecific effects were attributable
to the comparatively small, flightless D. aldabranus (Bonferroni t-tests). Univariate comparisons,as well as other analysesand comparisonspresentedbelow,
were consistentwith the prevailing view that the extinct D. abbotti was not flightless.

Four species of the genus Rallus (n = 122) showed significant differences in
all external measurements(ANOVA; P < 0.0001), with the greater part of this
variation (Table 7) stemming from differences between the two smaller species
(R. aquaticus and R. limicola) and the two larger species(R. longirostris and R.
elegans). In comparisonsof 16 speciescomprising samples of both sexesin the
Pacific genera Gallirallus, Cabalus, Tricholimnas,Nesoclopeus,Aramidopsis, and
Habropteryx (n -- 634), interspecificdifferenceswere significantin all six external
dimensions (ANOVA; P < 0.0001). Lengths of the wing and tail were reduced
in most flightless taxa relative to other dimensions. However, shifts in tail length
varied markedly, with some taxa increasing tail length (e.g., Gallirallus australis
and Tricholimnas lafresnayanus), whereas other taxa (e.g., Aramidopsis plateni
and Habropteryx insignis) approachedexternal taillessness(Table 7). In two extinct speciesrepresentedby single specimens,Gallirallus sharpei showed only a
suggestionof the reductionsin wing and tail indicative of flightlessness,whereas
G. dieffenbachiiclearly showedreductionof the wing (Table 7).
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Fourteen speciesof crakes (Coturnicops,Atlantisia, Crex, Laterallus, and Porzana) were sampledin sufficientquantity (n = 454) to permit two-way comparisons of species-sex groups (Table 7). For these taxa, interspecificdifferences
were significant (ANOVA; P < 0.0001) in all six external dimensionscompared
(Table 7), with the largest differencesbeing associatedwith the relatively short
wings and tails of A. rogersi and P. palmeri (with P. atra being intermediate),
and the relatively short toes of Coturnicopsnoveboracensis.P. palmeri had short
toes as well, but in concert with other dimensions.Reduction in tail length among
flightlesscrakeswas typical, althoughthe relative truncationevident in A. rogersi,
P. sandwichensis,and P. palmeri was exceptionallygreat. In two speciesof crakes
lacking adequate samples of specimensof known sex--Porzana sandwichensis
(n = 7) and P. monasa (n = 2)--the former showed truncation of both wing and
tail, whereasthe latter only manifesteddefinitive shorteningof the wing (Table 7).
Seven taxa of bushhens(Amaurornis, including flightless "Megacrex" ineptus)
were subjectedto two-way comparisons(n = 270), and interspecificdifferences
were highly significantin all six external measurements(ANOVA; P < 0.0001).
Comparisonsof means (Table 7) and examination of pairwise comparisons(Bonferroni t-tests)substantiatedthat the great majority of the specieseffects stemmed
from the generally large dimensionsof flightlessA. ineptus, the means for which
(exclusive of length of wing and tail) were at least twice those of all flighted
congeners(Table 7). The two aerofunctionaldimensions--lengths of wing and
tail--departed markedly from this patternof generalenlargement(Table 7), with
the former being only marginally longer (especiallycloselyapproachedby likely
sister-species
A. isabellinus)and the latter being distinctly shorterin flightlessA.
ineptus than in its generally smaller, flighted congeners(Table 7).
Twelve taxa of moorhens and allies permitting two-way comparisons(Gallicrex, Gallinula including Porphyriornis, and Tribonyx; n = 404), confirmed interspecific differences (ANOVA; P < 0.0001) in all six external variables (Table
7). One-way comparisonsof species(sexespooled), which permittedthe inclusion
of flightless Pareudiastespacificus (n = 8) and P. silvestris (n = 1), confirmed
the highly significant (P < 0.0001) specieseffects in all six dimensions.Both
analyses,pairwise comparisonsof means(Bonferroni t-tests),and examinationof
summary statistics (Table 7) revealed that much of the variation in dimensions
unrelated to flight derived from differences among three broad groups: small
species(Gallicrex and Gallinula exclusive of Porphyriornis), medium-sized species (Porphyriornis, Pareudiastes,and Tribonyx ventralis), and the large Tribonyx
mortierii (Table 7). One departure from this general pattern pertained to the relatively shorttoes of Pareudiastespacificus,with which no other taxon overlapped
(Table 7). Although clearly related to flight capacity,wing length showedsignificantly different patterns across genera. Wing lengths of Pareudiastes and the
subgenusPorphyriornis were the shortestamong all taxa of moorhenscompared,
with the shortestabsolutewing lengthsoccurringin Pareudiastespacificus(Table
7). In the comparatively massive Tribonyx mortierii, wing lengths were only
slightly shorterthan in its much smaller,flighted congenerT. ventralis (Table 7).
However, wing lengths in all flightlessmoorhenswere substantiallysmaller relative to dimensions indicative of general body size than in flighted relatives (Table
7). Tail lengthsvaried differently with respectto both genus and flight capacity;
the rectrices were of uniform length in Gallicrex and Gallinula, exceptionally
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foreshortenedin both speciesof Pareudiastes,and comparativelylong in Tribonyx. Within the last genus, the flightless T. mortierii had only slightly longer
rectrices than its much smaller congener, T. ventralis (Table 7).
Six speciesof coots (Fulica) were subjectedto two-way comparisonsof external measurements(n = 212), and all of them showed highly significantinterspecific differences in all six dimensions analyzed (ANOVA; P < 0.0001). Examination of pairwise comparisons(Bonferroni t-tests) and examinationof summary
statisticsindentified the primary source of these highly significant effects as the
differencesin size betweenthe two large cootsof the Andes (F. gigantea and F.
cornuta) and all other congeners.Generally, the former pair averaged50% larger
than the four more-typicalspeciesin mostexternalmeasurements
(Table7). Moreover, within thesetwo partitions,included specieswere comparativelyuniform in
overall conformation;differencesbetween specieswithin partitionsgenerally did
not differ in one or more measurements(same-sexcomparisons),includingseveral
dimensionsbetween F. gigantea and F. cornuta (Table 7).
Differences in group variances.--In most of the genera and supergeneric
groups examined, significant differencesin variances(Levene's test; P < 0.05)
were detectedin most external variables among species,between sexes,and (less
frequently) species-sexinteractions(i.e., intersexualdifferencesin variancesoccurred in some speciesin a group but not in others).This generalitycharacterized
most variablesamong speciesof Porphyrio (P < 0.05), six generaof basalrallids,
four speciesof Rallus, 16 speciesof Pacific rails (Gallirallus and allies), and
Fulica gigantea and F. cornuta (middle-toe lengths), but comparisonsrevealed
that those groups showing comparatively high variability were those for which
geographicaldelimitationof taxa, subspecificvariation,or sourceof dataremained
problematic (Table 7). In several other groups, differences in variances among
species-sexgroupswere significantbut remained unexplainedand evidently unrelated to flightlessness,including 14 taxa of crakes and moorhens sensu lato
(Fulicarina exclusive of Fulica [Table 7]). Virtual homogeneity of variances
among speciesand sexes(Levene's test; P < 0.05) was indicatedin Dryolimnas.
Heterogeneity of variances among species-sex groups (Levene's test; P < 0.05)
that appear to pertain to the loss of constraintrelated to flight (even if effects of
size were minimized by comparisonsof coefficientsof variation) was found in
Amaurornis (bill height and tail length), indicating that flightlessA. ineptusis not
only giant but variable in at least theseexternal dimensions.
UNIVARIATE

SEXUAL DIMORPHISM

In the greater swamphens(Porphyrio), sexual dimorphismwas marked in five
of the six external measurementscompared(Table 7; ANOVA; P < 0.0001), with
tail lengthsshowing only marginal intersexualdifferences(ANOVA; P < 0.05).
In addition, species-sex interaction effects were pronounced in the former five
dimensions (ANOVA; P < 0.005) and marginal in tail lengths (ANOVA; P <
0.05), indicating that magnitude of sexual dimorphism differed among speciesin
most or all dimensions.Examination of means for sexeswithin speciesand the
results of pairwise comparisons(Bonferroni t-tests) indicated that P. rnelanotus
was most dimorphic of the taxa compared,but that the closely related, flightless
P. hochstetterialso showedsubstantialdimorphism,despitethe small samplesize
for the latter (Table 7). Lesser swamphens(Porphyrula) showed sexual dimor-
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phism comparable to that inferred for Porphyrio, but unlike the latter, no differences were found among speciesin the magnitude of sexual differences.
The five genera of basal rallids including flightlessHabroptila wallacii showed
significant sexual dimorphism in all external measurements (ANOVA; P <
0.0001). However, any specific inferences to be made concerning H. wallacii were
compromisedby the dubious identification of sexesin a majority of the skins of
this taxon (Table 7). Allocation to sex a posteriori and variable preparation of
skins may accountfor the variable sexual differencesin Habroptila, accounting
for the significant species-sex interaction effects (ANOVA; P < 0.05).
Intersexual differences of meso-rallids (Ortygonax and Cyanolimnas) were significant in external measurements (ANOVA;

0.001 < P < 0.01), but the absence

of significant species-sexinteraction effects (P > 0.05) indicated that magnitudes
of sexual dimorphism were comparable across taxa. Intersexual differences in
external measurementsin Dryolimnas were significant (ANOVA; P < 0.01), except in wing length (ANOVA; P > 0.65). Species-sexinteractioneffectsgenerally
were weak (ANOVA; 0.05 < P < 0.20), indicating that sexual dimorphism was
of comparable magnitude in all three speciesin the genus.
Substantial intersexual differences were detected in the four speciesof Rallus
compared (ANOVA; P < 0.0005) in all six external measurements (Table 7).
Species-sex interaction effects in bill height (P < 0.0001), wing length (P <
0.005), tail length (P < 0.001), tarsus length (P < 0.01), and middle-toe length
(P < 0.05) apparently stemmed principally from subspecificvariation in the two
larger species(Table 7). Among the 16 speciesof Gallirallus and allies compared
(Table 7), intersexual differences were pronounced in all six external dimensions
of skin specimens (ANOVA; P < 0.0001). Species-sex interaction effects in
Gallirallus and allies were significantin bill height (P < 0.0001), wing length (P
< 0.0005), tail length (P < 0.01), tarsuslength (P < 0.01), and middle-toe length
(P < 0.0005). Exaggeratedsexual dimorphismwas indicated in some of the dimensions compared in a minority of species (Table 7), notably several flightless
taxa (Tricholimnas sylvestris, G. australis, G. owstoni, and Cabalus modestus),

In the 14 speciesof crakes (Crecina) for which samplespermitted comparisons
by speciesand sex (Table 7), intersexual differenceswere highly significant(ANOVA; P < 0.0001) in all but tail length; overall sexual differences in the latter
were only marginally significant (ANOVA; P < 0.05). Species-sex interaction
effects were highly significant only in wing length (ANOVA; P < 0.0001); examination of pairwise comparisons(Bonferroni t-tests) indicated that sexual dimorphism in this dimension (Table 7) was comparatively great in three sizable,
migratory species (Coturnicops noveboracensis, Porzana carolina, and P. albicollis) and comparatively small in two flightless species(P. atra and P. palmeri).
Sexual differencesin flightlessAtlantisia rogersi were of a magnitudecomparable
to the majority of other crakes (Table 7).
The seven taxa of bushhens (Amaurornis) permitting two-way comparisons
manifested significant intersexual differences (ANOVA) in culmen length (P <
0.0001), bill height (P < 0.0001), wing length (P < 0.0001), tarsuslength (P <
0.0001), and middle-toe length (P < 0.0001). Magnitudes of these differences
were exceptionally high throughout the genus (Table 7). Species-sex interaction
effects, indicating taxonomic differences in magnitude of sexual dimorphism,
were significant in wing length (P < 0.05), and there only marginally so. Ex-
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amination of group means and a posteriori pairwise comparisons(Bonferroni ttests) indicated that this heterogeneity reflected the comparatively high sexual
dimorphism in wing lengths of speciesother than A. akool and the allospeciesA.
moluccanus and A. ruficrissus (Table 7).
The 12 taxa of moorhenssensulato permitting comparisonsof sexesconfirmed
significant intersexual differences in all six external dimensions(ANOVA; P <
0.0001). Species-sex interaction effects were found for culmen length (P <
0.0005), bill height (P < 0.0005), wing length (P < 0.0001), tail length (P <
0.01), and tarsus length (P < 0.0005). Only middle-toe length lacked significant
variation in sexual dimorphismamong taxa (P > 0.10). Examination of pairwise
comparisons (Bonferroni t-tests) indicated that the interspecific differences in
magnitudesof sexual dimorphismin five of the six external dimensionslargely
reflected the exceptionally large intersexualdifferencesin Gallicrex cinerea (Table
7), one of the few speciesof Rallidae also characterizedby conspicuoussexual
dichromatism of plumage (Livezey 1998). Mean intersexual differences for this
specieswere at least two to three times as great as those for other moorhens.
The six speciesof coots (Fulica) subjectedto two-way comparisonswere characterized by significant intersexual differences in means of all six external measurements:culmen length (P < 0.001), bill height (P < 0.0001), wing length (P
< 0.0001), tail length (P • 0.07), tarsus length (P < 0.0001), and middle-toe
length (P < 0.0001). Species-sex interaction effects were significant in wing
length (P < 0.0005), tail length (P < 0.05), and middle-toe length (P < 0.05).
Pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni t-tests) and summary statistics revealed the
nature of this heterogeneityin sexual dimorphism (Table 7). Wing lengthsshowed
weak female-largerdimorphismin F. gigantea, whereasthis measurementshowed
disproportionatemale-larger dimorphism in F. americana, F. alai, and F. atra;
tail lengths showed a similar, but more tenuousfemale-larger dimorphismin F.
gigantea; and sexual dimorphism in middle-toe lengths ranged from essentially
zero in F. gigantea to pronouncedin F. cornuta, F. alai, and F. atra. In light of
the modest magnitude of the reversal in dimorphism in F. gigantea and variation
deriving from third-party provision of data for this species,the heterogeneityin
sexual dimorphism may prove to be artifactual.
UNIVARIATE

GENERALITIES OF THE INTEGUMENT

Comparisons of means of external measurementsrevealed that statistical significance was the rule in interspecificcomparisons,with both classificatoryand
flightlessness-related
partitions being contributory. In aggregate,most flightless
taxa tended toward increasedbody size, although instancesof approximate stasis
(e.g., Pareudiastes, Porphyriornis, and Porzana atra) or apparentdwarfism (e.g.,
Dryolimnas aldabranus, Gallirallus wakensis,Atlantisia rogersi, and the smallest
Porzana) were evident. Of the six external variables compared by univariate
means, lengths of the wing and tail were the external dimensionsmost predictably
related to flight capacity, but thesedeparturesfrom the flighted norm varied across
taxonomicgroups(Table 7). Varianceswithin species-sexgroupsdiffered in many
cases,but the majority of these appearedto derive largely from sourcesother than
flight capacity. Uncertain allocation of specimensto sex classes(primarily Habroptila), merging of variably differentiatedsubspecifictaxa (e.g., somemembers
of the Porphyrio porphyrio complex), heterogeneityin measurementerror (no-
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tably third-party data for Fulica gigantea), and the confounding,broad association
between mean and variance (e.g., Amaurornis ineptus) often were implicated in
variation among secondmoments for groups. Univariate sexual dimorphism was
typical in most dimensionsof most taxa regardlessof flight capacity. Exceptionally great intersexualdifferenceswere associatedeither with lossof flight capacity
(Porphyrio hochstetteri, with predisposition indicated in likely sister-speciesP.
melanotus), comparatively intense migratory habit (e.g., Coturnicops noveboracensis and Porzana carolina), or extreme and anatomically pervasive, sexually
selected dimorphism including marked dichromatism (e.g., Gallicrex cinerea),
which is rare among the Rallidae.
INTERSPECIFIC AND INTERSEXUAL PATTERNS IN BODY MASS

Mean body massesof righted rallids ranged from 25 g for Micropygia fiavi~
renter to approximately 2,400 g for Fulica gigantea (Appendix 1; average for
sexes).Modem flightlessrallids, many of which lack recordeddata on body mass,
range at least from a minimum of 40 g for Atlantisia rogersi to a maximum of
more than 2,700 g for Porphyrio hochstetteri(Appendix 1). Osteologically based

estimatesof body massesof subfossilrallids indicatethat extinct, flightlessrallids
encompassedbody massesas low as 25 g (small Porzana) and exceeded4 kg for
Porphyrio mantelli (Table 8). Although body massesof captive-reared males of
the smaller P. hochstetteri can exceed 4 kg (P. B. Taylor 1998), a similar estimate
for the mean body mass for P. mantelli is descriptive of a rail of ponderousbody
size. The estimated body massesof the endemic, terrestrial rallids of the Chatham
Islands are -60 g for Cabalus modestus,-340 g for Gallirallus dieJfenbachii,
and -1,900 g for Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi. The three species,when ordered by
size, comprise a graded series in which body mass increasesinterspecificallyby
a factor of six. Also notable was that Aphanapteryx bonasia exceeded 1 kg in
body mass, and the two extinct Fulica from the New Zealand region were only
slightly smaller than the extant, weakly righted F. gigantea and F. cornuta (Appendix 1). Where separateestimatesfor provisional sex groupswere feasible (see
K-meansclustering),no strongevidencewas found for unusuallylarge sexualsize
dimorphism in the subfossiltaxa, including those in which evidence for exceptional dimorphismof the bill was detected(e.g., Aphanapteryxbonasia, Erythromachus leguati, and Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi).
Where the same taxa were considered, the estimated body massespresented
here compare well with those compiled by Atkinson and Millener (1991), but less
favorably with those presentedby Holdaway (1999). The latter estimates were
based on more-general models derived from a wide range of taxonomic groups
by Campbell and Tonni (1983) and Andersonet al. (1985). Log-scale regression
models among taxa predictably shift toward higher slopesand lower interceptsas
the diversity of taxonomic groups included in the estimatorsis increased(Gould
1966; Cheverud 1982; Shea 1985b; Rayner 1985c) and thereforetend to provide
biased estimates relative to.those based on intensive sampling of the taxonomic
group of interest.
BIVARIATE

CORRELATIONS AND REGRESSIONS

Relative wing lengths.--As is typical of most avian families (Hartman 1961;
Greenewalt 1962), rails (even including flightless species) show a direct associ-
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ation between wing size and body mass (Fig. 15). A regressionof mean wing
length on mean body mass for all flighted speciesof Rallidae for which data for
thesetwo variableswere available in the literature or in label data (Appendix 1;
pooling G. philippensis-group)provideda quantitativeestimateof this relationship
for the Rallidae and taxonomic and functional subgroupsthereof. For 107 flighted

taxa,a virtuallyisometric
relationship
(/• + SE = 0.34 +__
0.01)wasinferred
with
high statisticalsignificance(F = 1,647.1; d.f. = 1, 105; P < 0.0001; r = 0.97).
The linear allometric regressionfor 14 flightless species(Table 7; Appendix 1)
also was highly significant (F = 385.3; d.f. = 1, 12; P < 0.0001; r = 0.98), with

anestimated
slope(/• +_SE)of 0.33+_0.02.Themodels
forflighted
andflightless
speciesdiffered significantly (F = 52.0; d.f. = 2, 117; P < 0.00001). The model
for flighted rallids was slightly improved (partial F = 5.52; d.f. = 1, 104; P --<
0.01; multiple r = 0.97) by the addition of a negative quadratic term, which was
an order of magnitude smaller than the linear term. This nonlinear component
(Fig. 15) was largely attributableto the disproportionatelyshort wings of Fulica
gigantea and F. cornuta, an inference confirmed by the insignificance of the
quadratic term if these two taxa were excluded from the analysis (partial F =
1.06; d.f. = 1, 102; P > 0.25). Hence the simple linear model was considered
sufficiently explanatory for finer comparisons of effects of taxon and flight capacity. The high correlation coefficientsrendered negligible the difference between the slopes,differing by a factor of l/r, of the standardand geometric-mean
regressions.

Flighted and flightless taxa differed in intercept terms (g = 3.13 and 2.95,
respectively). When using the criterion (s) of geometric similarity (White and
Gould 1965; Gould 1971, 1972), this transpositionis summarized (by using an

average/•
of 0.33)by a slightlylowercriterion
of geometric
similarity
(s)of 1.09.
This index means that the mean wing length of a flighted rallid would be 9%
longer on average than that of a flightless species at the same (log-transformed)
body mass. To the extent that slopeswere of comparablemagnitude,the intercept
term for flighted rallids (3.13) was similar to those for other comparativelyheavy
power fliers (Hartman 1961; Greenewalt 1962) (e.g., waterfowl [Livezey and
Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1990] and grebes [Livezey 1989d]), and significantly
lower than several others (e.g., cormorants [Phalacrocoracidae;Livezey 1992a]).
Separate regressions for flighted species (Appendix 1; excluding unique Himantornis) in nine taxonomic groups (swamphens [10 species],basal rallids [14
species], meso-rallids [four species], typical rallids [11 species], flufftails and
allies [15 species], crakes [28 species], bushhens [five species], moorhens [10
species], and coots [nine species]) documented significantly different models
among groups (F = 4.84; d.f. = 16, 88; P < 0.00001). Seven of the nine groups
manifested highly significantlinear relationshipsbetween mean wing lengths and
body mass (P < 0.005). Only the poorly sampled meso-rallids (Ortygonax, Pardirallus, and Dryolimnas) and bushhens(Amaurornis) had insignificant slopes(P
> 0.05). Of the remaining groups,allometric models ranged from those with high

intercepts
andlow slopes
(swamphens
[• = 3.60,/• = 0.29 + 0.02;P < 0.0001],
moorhens
[• = 3.53, /• = 0.28 _+0.06; P < 0.005],andcoots[• = 3.43, /v =
0.29 _+0.03; P < 0.0001]) to groups describedby low interceptsand high slopes

(basalgenera[g = 3.29,/• = 0.32 _+0.04;P < 0.0001],flufftailsandallies[g
= 3.25,/• = 0.31 _+0.02;P < 0.0001],andthetypicalrails[g -- 3.28,/• = 0.30
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Estimates of mean body masses (g) of subfossil and other selected

speciesof Rallidae, by provisional sex group, based on linear regressionsof selected osteological dimensions of the pelvic limb. Stepwise linear regressionof
loge-transformedvariables significantly entered into model (P < 0.05). Estimates
are presentedfor all specimenspooled, followed (where partitioning feasible) by
separateestimates for provisional (bracketed) or actual sex groups. Final model
for loge-transformeddata (n = 86): mass = 2.11443 + 2.3220 (tibiotarus maximal

width at midpoint);Ra2dj
= 0.9597, SE (estimate)= 0.2212. Single elementsof
partial skeletonswere limited to linear regressionsbased on femoral measurements
(Gymnocrex rosenbergii and Tricholimnas lafresnayanus) or tibiotarsal least
width at midpoint (Porzana rua and P. toonasa). Former model (n = 85) included

threeestimatorvariables,R•dj= 0.9286, SE (estimate)= 0.2968. Latter,singlepredictormodel (n = 86) was comparablyprecise,R•2dj
----0.9399, SE (estimate)
= 0.2700.
Measurements available
Femoral

and

tibiotarsal

Single elements

Taxon

Sex

Porphyrio rnantelli

All
[M]

4,141
4,565

I
--

IF]

3,899

--

Porphyrio kukwiedei
Aphanocrex podarces
Gymnocrex rosenbergii
Habroptila wallacii
Nesotrochisdebooyi

All

2,316

--

All

702

--

All
All

-886

385
--

or part

All

1,338

--

Nesotrochissteganinos
Cyanolimnas cerverai

All

385

--

All

241

--

Dryolirnnas abbotti
Rallus ibycus

All

192

--

All

102

--

[M]
[•

108
91

---

Rallus

recessus

Gallirallus dieffenbachii

Gallirallus

wakensis

Tricholimnas lafresnayanus
Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus-group*
Cabalus

modestus

All

224

--

[M]
[F]

244
210

---

All

340

--

[M]
IF]

360
310

---

All
All

113
--

-868

All
All

487
58

---

62
55

---

[M]
IF]

Capellirallus karamu

Habropteryx insignist
Aphanapteryx bonasia

Erythromachus leguati
Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi

"Atlantisia " elpenor

All

240

--

[M]
[F]

235
196

---

All

515

--

All

1,143

--

[M]
[F]

1,326
1,075

---

573

--

All

All
[M]
[F]

1,910
2,095
1,742

----

All

83

--

[M]
IF]

91
80

---
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Continued.
Measurements

Taxon

available

Femoral and
tibiotarsal

Sex

Single elements
or part

Porzana sandwichensis*

All

49

--

Porzana palrneri

All

45

--

Porzana rua?
Porzana monasap

All
All

Porzana piercei

All
[M]
[F]

Porzana astrictocarpus
Porzana ziegleri

All
All

33
37
32
45
28

Porzana rnenehune

All

24

Porzana keplerorurn

All

33

--

Porzana severnsi
Arnaurornis
isabellinus*

All
All

92
318

---

All

278

--

[M]
[F]
All
[M]
[F]
All
[M]
[F]
All

313
263
1,847
1,910
1,725
1,910
2,035
1,707
1,287

----------

Tribonyx hodgenorum

Fulica chathamensis

Fulica prisca

Fulica newtoni

---

72
150
----

----

* Measurementswere taken from elementsremovedfrom skin specimens(see text).
? Measurementswere basedon tabulationsor figurespresentedby Steadman(1986a).

RALLIDAE
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FIG. 15. Bivariate plot of log-transformed,mean body massesand wing lengths of speciesof
Rallidae (Appendix 1). Separateregressionlines were fitted for flighted(circles)andflightless(squares)
species;trianglessignify taxa for which body masswas estimated.
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+ 0.03; P < 0.0001]). The crakes were described by a model that combined an
extraordinarily low intercept with a slope indicative of significantpositive allom-

etry(• -- 2.77,/• = 0.43+- 0.04;P < 0.0001).Plotting
species
for whichbody
mass was estimatedin associationwith these allometric regressionscontinned the
tendencyfor flightless speciesof all sizes to possessvariably low relative wing
lengths (e.g., Habroptila wallacii, Cyanolimnas cerverai, Gallirallus dieffenbachii, G. wakensis, Cabalus modestus, Tricholirnnas lafresnayanus, Nesoclopeus
poecilopterus, Habropteryx insignis, Porzana sandwichensis,and P. palrneri), including some extreme outliers relative to righted rallids (Fig. 15).
A surrogatefor body mass in morphometric studiesof birds (especially intraspecific) is mean wing length (e.g., Hamilton 1961; Rand 1961a; Visser 1976;
Fjeldsfi 1977; Bochenski and Bochenski 1993). However, in light of the obvious
implications of flightlessnessfor the interspecificrelationshipbetween wing length
and body size, this alternative is not appropriatein the present context. However,
tarsus length is a standard measurementof study skins that generally provides
flight-independent information of size within reasonably constrainedtaxonomic
groups (Cock 1966; Grant 1966b, 1971), and this dimension is available for a
number of flightless rallids lacking data on body mass (Table 7). Furthermore,
the utility of the ratio of mean wing length to mean tarsuslength as an index of
flight capacity has been shown for flighted and flightlesscongenersin the Anatidae (e.g., Livezey and Humphrey 1992: fig. 24). A linear regressionof mean
wing lengthson mean tarsuslengths(log-transformeddata) for 69 righted species
of Rallidae revealed a strong interspecificrelationshipbetween thesetwo external
dimensions (F = 791.0; d.f. = 1, 67; P < 0.0001; r = 0.96). The estimated slope

(/• _+SE) for the standard
regression
(0.92 -+ 0.03) indicated
slightnegative
allometry (i.e., isometry for two unidimensionalvariables would have unit slope),
but statistical significance of this difference in slopes was only marginal (P <
0.10). A regression of wing length on tarsus length for 29 flightless rallids was
of comparable significance(F = 213.5; d.f. -- 1, 27; P < 0.0001; r = 0.94), for
which the estimated slope (0.93 -+ 0.06) did not differ significantly from that for
isometry. In light of the similarity of slopes, the significant overall difference
between the two regressions(F = 16.3; d.f. = 2, 94; P < 0.00001) indicatesthat
the two virtually isometric relationshipsdiffer by a transpositionof intercepts(t•),
wherein that for righted rallids (1.39) was predictablyhigher than that for flightless confamilials (1.18).
These sameprimary study speciesof Rallidae also confirmedthe similitude of
correlation between wing length and body mass (Table 7). The linear allometric
equationrelating wing length to body massfor 54 flighted speciescontinnedthat

tarsus
leng•th
(F = 541.7;d.f. = 1, 53;P < 0.0001;r -- 0.96),andtheestimate
of slope (b +- SE = 0.34 _+0.01) indicatedvirtual isometry of wing length (onedimensional variable) with respect to body mass (three-dimensionalvariable). A
slight negative curvilinearity was confirmed for the flighted taxa by a marginally
significant reduction in residual variance (partial F -- 7.29; d.f. = 1, 51; P --<
0.01; multiple r = 0.91), which was attributable to the disproportionately short
wings of the two large Andean speciesof coots (Fulica gigantea and F. cornuta),
as shown by the insignificance of the quadratic term if these two species were
excluded from analysis (partial F -- 1.39; d.f. -- 1, 50; P > 0.25). The latter
curvilinearity was not indicated in the analysisbasedon tarsuslengths.The wing-
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tarsus relationship among flightless rallids revealed a pattern comparable to the
general case.However, a highly significantdifferencebetweenthe separatelinear
models based on body massesfor flighted and flightless rallids (F = 49.9; d.f. =
2, 65; P < 0.00001) reaffirmed the difference in interceptsbetween the groups
(flightlesstaxa, a = 2.95; flighted taxa, a -- 3.18) inferred from the more-inclusive
data set, and one comparableto those models based on tarsuslengths.
Body mass and sexual size dimorphism.--Rensch (1950, 1959) inferred that
magnitude of sexual size dimorphism generally increasedwith mean body size
among species,a generality disputed as artifactual by Reiss (1986, 1989). To test
for sucha patternamongthe speciesof the Rallidae, the mean differencesin body
massesof male and female conspecificswere regressedagainstthe mean massof
the species(Appendix 1), and this regressionwas performed for all species(n =
100) and was restrictedto flighted species(n = 91). Also, three specificmetrics

of sexualmassdimorphismwere usedas dependentvariablein theseregressions.
Model a used the difference between the raw (untransformed) mean masses of
the sexes (i.e., mean for males - mean for females. Model b used the difference

between the log-transformedmean massesof the sexes(i.e., In(mean for males)
- ln(mean for females). Model c used the log-transformeddifference between
the mean masses of the sexes (i.e., In(mean for males - mean for females)).
Where differencesin mean massesof sexesincluded negativenumbers,an equal
constantwas added to all data before log-transformationsto avoid mathematical
singularities.In the analysisof raw differencesbetween meansfor the sexes(model a), untransformedmean massesfor the specieswere used as the independent
variable;the independentvariable(meanbody mass)was log-transformedin models a and b.

Regressionsbased on raw differences (model a) resulted in strongly positive
correlationsfor all species (r -- 0.87; P < 0.0001) and analysis restricted to
flighted rails (r = 0.86; P < 0.0001). Regressionsbased on differencesbetween
log-transformed masses (model b) revealed substantially lower correlations,
which, nevertheless,remained significantfor all species(r = 0.32; P < 0.005)
and flighted species(r = 0.32; P < 0.005). This reductionin proportionof variance due to sexual size dimorphism evidently resulted at least as much from logtransformation of the independentvariable as that of the dependentvariable. Finally, log-transformeddifferences(model c) producedcorrelationsof intermediate
magnitude,both for all Rallidae (r = 0.75; P < 0.0001) and for flighted species
alone (r = 0.72; P < 0.0001). Taken together, these exercises indicate that a
significantand positive correlationwas found between mean body massesof
speciesand magnitudeof sexual differencesamong the Rallidae. Although there
was some inflation of the correlation related to simple scaling effects, the relationship remained significantunder the most stringenttransformationregimes.
Flightlessnesswas not an important confoundingfactor in any of the models.
Hierarchical correlation structure.-•A hierarchyof correlationsamong six external measurementsfor 69 flighted speciesof Rallidae (total n = 2,283) emerged
by means of a cluster analysisof the pooled within-speciescorrelationmatrices
(Figs. 16, 17). All correlationcoefficientsbetween pairs of the six external measurementswithin flighted speciesof Rallidae fell within the interval 0.23 < r <
0.67. Two couplets of anatomically related variables showed predictably high
correlationswithin species(r > 0.74): culmen length and bill height, and lengths
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Flighted Rails:
Skin Specimens

Culrnen length

0.73

Bill height

0.62
Tarsuslen•h

0.77

Middle-toe length

0.72
0.52

Wing length

Tail length

FIG. 16. Dendrogram depicting hierarchy of pairwise associationsamong six external measurements for 69 flighted speciesof Rallidae based on a cluster analysis of the pooled within-species
correlation matrix (pooled n = 2,283).

of the tarsus and middle toe. These two couplets were then united at slightly
higher mean correlation to each other than this foursome was to wing length. The
last to be joined for flighted species(i.e., the least correlatedwith other dimensions
within species)was tail length (Fig. 16).
A similar exercisefor 22 flightlessspeciesof rallids (total n = 1,245) indicated
generally higher correlation coefficientsbetween pairs of the six external measurementswithin flightlessspecies(0.47 < r < 0.77), and revealed a similar pair
of fundamentalcoupletsof bill and pelvic dimensions(Fig. 17). However, wing
length was correlatedmore tightly with the pelvic couplet in flightlesstaxa than
the latter was to the pair of bill measurements.Together these five dimensions
were joined last by tail length, but at a slightly higher correlation than for flighted
confamilials (r at last linkage approximating0.30 and 0.45 in flighted and flightless species,respectively).Despite the limited dimensionalityof the suite of external measurements, weak evidence was found that external measurements of

flightless taxa are generally more highly correlated with each other than their

pairwise counterpartsin flighted taxa, and that wing length followed pelvic dimensionsmore closely in flightlessspeciesthan in flighted relatives.
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Flightless Rails:
Skin Specimens

Culmen h•ngth

0.61

Bill height

0.52

Tarsuslength

0.64

0.51
Middle-toe length

0.29
Wing length

Tail length

FIG. 17. Dendrogramdepictinghierarchyof pairwise associationsamong six externalmeasurementsfor 22 flightlessspeciesof Rallidaebasedon a clusteranalysisof the pooledwithin-species
correlation matrix (pooled n = 1,245).

RATIOS

AND PROPORTIONS

Wing loadings.--Estimatesof wing loadingsfor 33 speciesof Rallidae (g/cm2)
were available

from

the literature

and various

combinations

of direct measurement

(Table 9), and a first examination confirmed that wing loadings were associated
directly with body mass among fiighted specieswithin avian families (Hartman
1961; Greenewalt 1962). Although these figures reveal that wing loadings of
rallids averaged lower than members of most other nonpasseriform families having a minority of flightless members (e.g., Anatidae, Podicipedidae,Phalacrocoracidae, and Alcidae [Hartman 1961; Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1988,
1989d, 1990, 1992a, 1993c]), rails were characterized by high wing loadings
relative to mean body masses (Hartman 1961: fig. 6). Of the species of Rallidae
for which estimates of wing loading were feasible (Table 9), only two were flightless (Porphyrio hochstetteri and Porzana atra). Both of the flightless examples,
especially massive P. hochstetteri, affirm the predicted increase in wing loadings
with loss of flight. The estimate for P. hochstetteri(2.76 g/cm2) also exceeded
the estimatedthresholdof flightlessnessof 2.5 g/cm2 of Meunier (1951), a critical
value that did not incorporate information on relative massesof the pectoral mus-
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TABLE9. Wing loadings (g.cm-2) of selectedspeciesof Rallidae. Taxonomy and
sequence follow Livezey (1998). Summary statistics are mean +_ standard deviation and range, with sample size for wing areasin parentheses.Where associated
body masseswere not available, numerator of estimateswere means compiled for
correspondingspeciesand sex (Appendix 1).
Taxon

Porphyrio poliocephalus
Porphyrio madagascariensis
Porphyrio melanotus
Porphyrio hochstetteri
Porphyrula martinica
Aramides ypecaha
Aramides cajanea
Sarothrura

Wing loading

0.79
-- (1)
0.63 -+ 0.05
0.604).66 (2)
0.93 +- 0.04
0.90-0.95 (2)
2.76
-- (1)
0.50
-- (12)
0.66
-- (1)
0.63 -+ 0.10
0.554).77 (4)

boehmi

0.30

-Rallus

limicola

Rallus aquaticus
Rallus longirostris

Rallus elegans
Gallirallus pectoralis

Gallirallus

striatus

0.39

Crex crex

0.39

0.514).76 (8)
0.36
-- (1)
0.36
-- (16)

Porzana

0.53 -+ 0.04

0.484).57 (4)
0.30 _+ 0.07
0.254).35 (2)

0.42
0.4243.43 (2)

Porzana

tabuensis

associated

Spreadwing with associatedbody mass(male)
Spreadwing with body mass(1 male); spread
wings without masses(1 male, 2 females)
Spreadwing with associatedbody mass (male)
male, 2 females)
Wing areas with associatedbody masses(13

males, 11 females);Meinertzhagen(unpubl.)
Spreadwings without associatedbody masses(4
males, 1 female)

Spreadwing without associatedbody mass
(male), and one ratio from Poole (1938)
Spread wings without associatedbody masses(2
males, 2 females), and one ratio from Mtillenhoff (1885)

Spreadwings without associatedbody masses(2
males, 5 females, 1 of undetermined sex)
Spreadwing without associatedbody mass(female)
Hartman (1961)

Associateddata from Magnan (1922)

Porzana porzana

Porzana fiuminea

sex and without

body mass
Associated data from Hartman (1961)

male)

0.49

Porzana pusilla

Area of undetermined

Spreadwings without associatedbody mass(fe-

-- (1)
0.40 + 0.01
0.40-0.41 (2)

carolina

1 female)

Spreadwing (female) and area of undetermined
sex, both without associatedbody mass

Spreadwings without associatedbody masses(1

0.3743.41 (3)
0.96 ñ 1.93
0.40-0.67 (24)
0.73 -+ 0.06
0.66-0.77 (5)
0.63 -+ 0.29
0.42-0.84 (2)
0.46 -+ 0.05
0.434).52 (5)

Gallirallus philippensis-group 0.60 ñ 0.09

Laterallus albigularis

Spread wing with associatedbody mass (sex undetermined)
Wing areas with associatedbody masses(1 male,

(1)

_+ 0.02

-- (1)

Laterallus leucopyrrhus

Basisfor estimate

0.31 ñ 0.01

0.304).32 (2)

Spreadwings with associatedbody masses(1
male, 1 female); Meinertzhagen(unpubl.)
Spreadwings without associatedbody masses(22
males, 1 female, 1 of undetermined sex)
Spreadwing with (male) and without (female) associatedbody masses
Spreadwings with (sex undetermined)and without (male) associatedbody masses
Spreadwings with and without associatedbody
masses (1 female each)

Porzana atra

0.58 _+ 0.04

Porzana fiavirostra

0.41 -+ 0.02

Amaurornis

0.53 +- 0.03

Spreadwings without associatedbody masses(1

0.514).56 (2)
0.54 ñ 0.04
0.514).57 (2)

Spreadwings without associatedbody masses(1

Tracingsof spreadwings with associatedbody

0.544).68 (10)
0.40-0.43
olivaceus

Amaurornis ruficrissus

(2)

masses (3 males, 6 females, I juvenile)

Spreadwings without associatedbody masses
(sexes undetermined)

male, 1 female)
male, 1 female)
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Continued.
Taxon

Wing loading

Tribonyx ventralis

0.75 -+ 0.08
0.64-0.83 (4)

Gallinula

0.92

tenebrosa

+ 0.10

0.81-1.08 (7)

Gallinula chloropus-group

0.82 -+ 0.11

Fulica

1.13

0.55-1.07 (72)
americana

-+ 0.18

0.84-1.35 (8)
Fulica

atra

1.20 -+ 0.17

Fulica

cristata

1.42 -+ 0.00

1.63-0.84 (36)
1.42-1.42 (2)

Basisfor estimate

Spread wings without associatedbody masses(3
males, 1 of undetermined sex)
Spread wings without associatedbody masses(2
males, 4 females, 1 of undetermined sex)
Spreadwings with associatedbody masses(40
males, 32 females); Meinertzhagen (unpubl.)
Spread wings without associatedbody masses(3
males, 3 females, 2 of undeterminedsex)
Spreadwings with associatedbody masses(21
males, 15 females); Meinertzhagen (unpubl.)
Spreadwings with associatedbody masses(2
males); Meinertzhagen(unpubl.)

culature. The importance of the latter in the flightlessnessof many rallids is
demonstratedby the estimated wing loading for small, flightless Porzana atra
(0.58 + 0.04 g/cm2), roughly one fourth of the threshold inferred by Meunier
(1951).
Aspect ratios.--For the reasons given above, direct measurementsof aspect
ratios are comparativelyrare for most taxonomic families of birds, including the
Rallidae. Hartman (1961) compiled aspectratios for the following five flighted
speciesof rail (œ _ SD, n): Porphyrula martinica (2.29 + 0.04, 14), Aramides
cajanea (1.67 - 0.04, 9), Laterallus albigularis (1.65 _+ 0.04, 16), Gallinula
cachinaans (2.09 _+ 0.03, 11), and Fulica americana (2.32 - 0.10, 9). These
estimatescompared favorably with figures given by Hartman (1961) for representativesof closely related gruiform families: Aramus guarauna (2.55 + 0.50,
2) and Heliornisfulica (2.07 _+0.03, 5). Given that this dimensionlessratio tends
to decreasewith a tendency toward short, broad wings, the rounding of wings
evident in flightlessrallids (see below) suggeststhat aspectratios of rallids would
averagelower in flightlessmembersthan in their flighted relatives. Becauseaspect
ratio is a reflection of maneuverability in flight, changes following the loss of
flight capacity reflect the indirect effects of selection againstnonfunctionalstructures as mediatedby ontogenyand not functional adaptationsin themselves.
MULTIVARIATE

PATTERNS

Principal component analyses.--PCA served as a natural launching point for
multivariate analysesin that it was used to compare differencesamong meansfor
taxa, with within-taxon variation being relegated to the more powerful but assumption-laden CAs to follow. In comparisonsof the externum, PCA was used
in direct assessments
of relationshipsof variables (Q-mode PCA), relationships
among taxa based on measurementsof study skins (R-mode PCA of skins) and
remiges (R-mode PCA of remiges), and within-species multivariate dispersion
common to flighted and flightless taxa (R-mode PCA of pooled within-species
covariance matrices).
The general characteristicsof the relationshipsamong skin measurementswere
assessedby using separateQ-mode PCAs for flighted and flightless rallids (Table
10). In a morphometriccontext,this methodtendsto ordinatevariablesby overall
scale (mean size) on the first componentand display relative multivariate com-
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TABLE10. Mean correlation coefficients (?) and summary statisticsfor first two
principal components of separate Q-mode analyses of correlation matrices for six
external measurementsof 69 righted and 29 flightless species of Rallidae, by

taxonomicgroup.Numbersof righted (ns)andflightlessspecies(rig),respectively,
are given in parenthesesafter genus names.
Flighted species(69)

Genera(nf,ns)

Porphyrio and Porphyrula (14, 2)
Gymnocrex and Habroptila (2, 1)
Eulabeornis, Aramides, Canirallus, and Rougetius
(7, 0)
Cyanolimnas,Ortygonax,and Dryolimnas (4, 2)
Rallus, Gallirallus, Cabalus, Tricholimnas, Habropteryx,and allies (10, 13)
Atlantisia, Laterallus, Crex, Coturnicops, and Porzana (11, 5)

PC-I

Flighfiessspecies(29)

PC-II

PC-I

PC-II

0.984
0.980

-0.158
0.138

0.949
0.982

-0.080
0.137

0.985
0.980

0.106
0.186

-0.988

-0.099

0.982

0.166

0.983

-0.041

0.994

-0.008

0.983

0.015

0.996
0.979

-0.035
-0.095

0.970
--

0.050
--

27.751
95.7

0.729
2.5

Amaurornis, Gallicrex, Pareudiastes, Gallinula,

and Tribonyx (15, 6)
Fulica (6, 0)
Eigenvalue (hl)
Percentageof variance explained

67.241
97.5

1.090
1.6

monalities on the second component (with outliers being relatively independent
of other variables). In both flighted (69 species) and flightless (29 species)rallids,
the first component separatedthree broad scales of skin measurements(Table 10;
Figs. 18, 19): a comparatively minute measurement(bill height), dimensionsof
intermediate magnitude (lengths of culmen, tarsus, middle toe, and tail), and a
variable having uniquely great mensural scale (wing length). In both groups, all
taxa showed very high correlationswith the first component(Table 10). However,
the secondcomponentshad much lower correlationsin taxon space, and the multivariate relationships among variables differed between the two groups. Among
flighted rallids, culmen length was singled out as comparatively independent of
other skin measurements(Fig. 18), whereas in flightless speciestail length was
uniquely disassociatedfrom other external dimensions(Fig. 19).
Standard R-mode PCA of the six external measurements for 98 species of
Rallidae identified three componentsof particular interest in the present context,
which together summarized 95% of the total dispersion among species(Table 11).
Predictably, the first component (PC-I) represented a general size axis having
strong, positive correlationswith all six variables. Scoreson this axis were highly
correlatedwith mean body masses(Table 11). Accordingly, Porphyrio hochstetteri
had the highest score on this axis and a collection of tiny crakes were the smallest
taxa sampled (Fig. 20). Changes in size on PC-I associatedwith flightlessness
(Fig. 20) included increases(e.g., P. hochstetteri,Habroptila wallacii, Gallirallus
australis-group, Tricholimnas sylvestris, T. lafresnayanus, Habropteryx okinawae,
Porzana atra, Amaurornis ineptus, Tribonyx mortierii, and Pareudiastes spp.),
decreases(e.g., Dryolimnas aldabranus, Gallirallus wakensis, Cabalus modestus,
Atlantisia rogersi, and Porzana palmeri), and cases of virtual stasis (e.g., Porphyrio albus, Gallirallus owstoni, and Gallinula nesiotis-group).
Principal componentII and PC-III had very similar eigenvalues,and correla-
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F•G. 18.
Plot of six external measurementson first two Q-mode principal componentsfor flighted
speciesof Rallidae.
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FIG. 19.

Plot of six externalmeasurementson first two Q-mode principalcomponentsfor flightless
speciesof Rallidae.
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TABLE 11.

Correlation coefficients (r) and summary statisticsfor first four principal componentsof six external skin measurements(mm) for 98 speciesof Rallidae.
Correlationcoefficient(r)
Variable

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsuslength
Middle-toe length
Correlation (r) with body mass (n = 69)
Eigenvalue (hl)
Percentageof variance explained

PC-I

PC-II

PC-Ill

PC-IV

0.779
0.937
0.958
0.812
0.974
0.926

0.614
-0.201
-0.016
-0.073
0.088
-0.135

-0.071
-0.204
0.113
0.562
-0.061
-0.099

-0.085
-0.198
0.187
-0.125
0.086
0.294

0.910
0.746
82.0

0.083
0.064
7.0

-0.198
0.057
6.3

0.060
0.030
3.3

tions between these two components and the original variables suggest that the

comparativelymodestproportionsof total variancesummarizedby PC-II and PCIII togetherdisplay changesin body proportionsorthogonalto size (not depicted).
PC-II contrastedculmen length with bill height and middle-toe length, whereas
PC-III contrastedbill height with tail length. With respect to these shifts in external shape, changeswere diverse in direction, largely as a result of the taxonomically divergent shifts in lengths of bill and tail, changesthat are only marginally related to capacity for flight (Table 11).
A fourth axis (PC-IV) accountedfor a significantportion of the variationamong
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•
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A. platen/
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ß ß
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--
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--ß
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•
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

-2.4

-1.8

-1.2

-0.6

0

0.6

1.2

1.8

2.4
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PRINCIPAL COMPONENT I
Fro. 20.
Plot of mean scoresfor 98 speciesof Rallidae on first two standard(R-mode) principal
componentsof six external measurements.Flighted speciesare signified by circles, and flightless
speciesare signifiedby squares.
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taxa, and principallycontrastedlengthsof the wing and middletoe with bill height
and tail length (Table 11). Scores revealed that this dimension augmentedthe
discriminationof comparativelynatatorialtaxa (notably subtribeFulicarina, especially large Fulica) from other taxa, especiallythose characterizedby deep bills
or elongated tails (e.g., Gallirallus dieffenbachii and Porphyrio hochstetteri).

An R-mode PCA of pooled within-speciescovariancematricesof externalvariables partitionedintraspecific,multivariate variation commonto speciesincluded
in the analysis. This portion of total sample variance accountsfor all variance
other than that attributedto taxon, including both sexual differencesand variation
with sexesfor each species.BecauseCA employs a standardizationof data that
is basedon multivariatedispersiondescribedby a pooledwithin-groupcovariance
matrix, examinationof the qualitiesof the variancedescribedis useful.Regardless
of whether the speciesincluded in the estimateof within-group dispersionwere
flighted, flightless,or combinedboth groups,the first three PCs of the pooled
within-group covariancematriceswere extremely similar (Table 12). In all three
partitions,PC-I was interpretableas a general size axis and accountedfor more
than 10% more of total variancein flightlessspeciesthan in flightedspecies(Table
12). Furthermore, correlations between correspondingelements of PC-I of the
standard(R-mode) PCA and those of pooled within-speciescovariancematrices
for the six externalmeasurementswere similar in eigenstructurewhetherthe latter
pertained to flighted (r s = 0.77; P < 0.05), flightless(rs = 0.60), or all species
(rs = 0.60). In all three analyses,PC-1I contrastedtail length with all others.PCIII was similar for the three analysesand contrastedwing length with all others
(Table 12).
Lengthsof the calami and rachisesof primary remigesfor 41 speciesof Rallidae were recorded, either during dissectionof pectoral musculatureor from a
small seriesof critical specimensfor which skeletalelementswere removedfrom
one side of a single skin specimen,with a template for extendedwings of rallids
basedon that for Porzana carolina (Fig. 21). A standardPCA of thesedata (with
R-matrix) identifiedthree readily interpretablemultivariateaxesthat togethersummarized more than 98% of the total variance in these data. PC-I was highly
correlatedwith all variables(ri > 0.91, V 1 -- 1..... 20), representeda general
size axis for the 20 dimensions of primary remiges, and was highly correlated
with mean body massesof these taxa (Table 13; Fig. 22). PC-II was positively
correlatedwith lengthsof the three outermostprimary remigesand negativelyso
with lengthsof the five innermostprimary remiges, essentiallyrepresentingrelative pointednessof the wings (Table 13). PC-Ill representeda contrastbetween
lengthsof calami and rachisesof all but the outermostprimary remex.
A plot of specieson the first two components,in which the implied vectorsof
changeare shownbetweenflightlesstaxa and their flighted relatives,revealedthat
modestreductionsin overall wing size and a marked shift toward comparatively
roundedwings (i.e., smaller wings showing trimcation or loss of severaloutermost
remiges) characterizedchangesassociatedwith flightlessness
in most taxa (Fig.
22). Notable exceptionsto this general pattern were the dwarfed Dryolimnas aldabranus (substantialreduction in size with no change in shape), and the three
giant lineages, Gallirallus australis, Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus,and Amaurornis
ineptus(modestincreasein size with significantincreasein rounding).PC-IV (not
shown) representedonly a modicum of the total variance(Table 13), but this axis
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.TABLE13. Correlation coefficients (r) and summary statisticsfor first four principal componentsof lengths of extracted primary remiges for 41 speciesof Rallidae. Analysis was based on measurementsfrom single specimens(dissections
or bone-salvaged study skins) except for five species for which data from two
specimens were averaged (Porphyrio rnelanotus, P. hochstetteri, Gyrnnocrex
plurnbeiventris, Porzana tabuensis, and P. atra). In P. hochstetteri, an apparent
1lth remex primari was treated as the first remex secundari for comparison of
outlines (see text).
Correlation coefficient (r)
VatSable

Remex primart 10, calamus
rhachis

Remex primart 9, calamus
rhachis

Remex primart 8, calamus
rhachis

Remex primart 7, calamus
rhachis

Remex primart 6, calamus
rhachis

Remex primart 5, calamus
rhachis

Remex >nman 4, calamus
rhachis

Remex primart 3, calamus
rhachis

Remex pnrnan 2, calamus
rhachis

Remex pnrnan 1, calamus
rhachis

Correlation (r) with body mass (n = 23)
Eigenvalue
Percentageof variance explained

PC-I

PC-II

PC-III

PC-IV

0.915
0.924
0.951
0.974
0.967
0.975
0.976
0.986
0.981
0.987
0.984
0.982
0.987
0.976
0.982
0.971
0.978
0.965
0.974
0.961

0.281
0.227
0.247
0.085
0.185
0.020
0.142
-0.071
0.118
-0.105
0.022
-0.168
-0.003
-0.205
-0.008
-0.224
- 0.009
-0.242
-0.029
-0.229

0.153
0.260
- 0.043
0.153
-0.076
0.125
-0.106
0.101
-0.113
0.078
-0.145
0.064
-0.103
0.060
-0.161
0.057
-0.185
0.054
-0.155
0.014

0.224
0.088
- 0.053
-0.113
- 0.076
-0.155
-0.048
-0.088
-0.034
-0.069
-0.011
-0.030
-0.014
0.005
0.041
0.043
0.063
0.058
0.091
0.098

0.873
18.815
94.1

-0.196
0.516
2.6

0.054
0.309
1.5

0.082
0.149
0.7
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FiG. 22. Plot of mean scoresfor 41 speciesof Rallidae on first two st•d•d (R-mode) principal
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Recons•cted oudines of wings (based on template from Porzana carolina; Fig. 21): A, Po•hyrio
melanotus(Aus•alian Museum 452); B, Porphyrio hochstetteri(NZNM A-2); C, Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus(BMNH 1940-12-8.8); D, Porzana carolina (CM 6718); •d E• Ariantibia rogerM (AMNH
320106).

usefully extracted residual variance in relative length of the 10th primary remex,
singling out those flightless specieshaving lost this (and only this) quill (Gallirallus owstoni, G. wakensis, and Porzana atra). The next axis (PC-V; not shown

or tabulated) primarily singled out the only species(Porzana palrneri) analyzed
that had lost one or more additional primary remiges (see below).
Inclusion of measurementsof extracted secondary remiges added a substantial
amount of additional information to the comparisons,but becausemany of the
taxa lacked a substantialnumber of the secondaryremigesthroughoriginal preparation of the specimens,molt, damage, or disease, this extended analysis was
limited to only 27 taxa. As in the foregoing analysis,PC-I for primary and secondary remiges was a well-defined general size axis (eigenvalue = 41.6, -85%
of total variance) that largely reflected intergenericdifferencesin body size. However, PC-II was a comparatively complex contrastthat combined a measureof
rounding of the wing (i.e., relative lengths of the outer and inner remiges) with
a measureof lengthsof calami relative to associatedrachises(the latter reflected
by Pc-m for primary remiges).
A plot of the smaller series of taxa (not figured) continned the general trend
in flightless lineages toward decreasedsize of remiges, accompaniedby an increased rounding of the wing combined with a reduction in the relative lengths
of calami. However, patternsin this analysisof higher dimensionbut lower tax-
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T•LE 14. Standardized coefficients and summary statistics for first three canonical variates and two flighted-flightless contrastsbasedon external dimensions
stepwise-selected(P < 0.05) from six skin measurementsfor 30 taxon-sex groups
of Porphyriornithini.Porphyrio albus, for which only two specimensof undetermined sex exist, also was included a posteriori in plots.
Flightless contrast
Canonical variate *

Variable

I

II

III

Both genera?

Porphyrio
only$

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsuslength
Middle-toe length

-0.119
0.889
0.296
-0.168
0.288
-0.181

-0.327
- 0.654
0.799
-0.269
0.020
0.733

-0.083
0.118
-0.510
0.929
-0.506
0.756

0.150
1.085
-0.392
0.156
0.169
-0.587

-1.198
-0.478
0.229
--0.579

Eigenvalue
Cumulative variance (%)

65.5
88.0

6.54
96.9

1.36
98.7

9.72
--

9.27
--

0.931

0.759

0.952

0.950

Canonical

R

0.992

* Wilks'h (d.f.= 6,30,587)= 0.000¾;
P18o,
3341
= 53.7(P< 0.0001).

? Wilks' h (d.f. = 6, 1,586) = 0.093; F6 •Sl = 941.2 (P < 0.0001).

$Wilks'h (d.f.= 4, 1,457)= 0.097;
P•'.
454
= 1,051.7
(P< 0.0001);
excluded
sixspecies-sex
groups
ofPorphyrula.

onomic diversity differed from that based only on primary remiges, in that Dryolimnas aldabranus manifested a change in wing shape (as well as a decreasein
size), and the giant flightless Tribonyx mortierii was shown, in addition to Gallirallus australis and Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus,as having undergonea modest
general increase in lengths of the remiges. However, the latter three speciesalso
have undergone increasesin body size (not shown in the analyses of remiges),
which togetherresultedin a reductionin remex size relative to body size. As in
the analysisof primary remiges,immediately subsequentcomponents(PC-IV and
PC-V) emphasizedresidual variance associatedwith the loss of one or more of
the outermostprimaries.
Canonical analyses. Where samples of multiple groups are representedby
associatedsuites of attributes or measurements,CA provides a powerful means
for multivariate discrimination of groups while conserving information on dispersion within groups. Phylogenetic subdivision of taxonomic groups permitted
the analyses to focus on multivariate differences among comparatively closely
related taxa, both overall differences and contrastsdistilling differencesrelated to
flightlessness(Tables 14-22; Figs. 23-31). The technique was used as well to
derive family-wide contrastsof righted and flightless species(Table 23; Fig. 32).
Furthermore, the technique has the advantage of incorporating information on
both within-group and among-group variation, especially where augmented by
ANOVA of scores on the resultant canonical axes (see below), and permitting
formal, parametric tests of interspecificand intersexual effects through specification of appropriatemultivariate analysesof variance (MANOVAs) (Tables 2426). However, the canonical axes generally are less readily interpretablein terms
of size and shape than those based on PCAs of morphological measurements,
although this can be overcome to some extent through examination of correlations
of mean scoreson the axes with mean body masses(see below). One affirmation
of the discriminatory power of CA in the presentcontext was the number of CVs
in each taxonomic subgroup for which significant interspecific, intersexual, or
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TABLE 15. Standardized coefficients and summary statistics for first three canonical variates and two flighted-flightless contrastsbasedon external dimensions
stepwise-selected(P < 0.05) from six skin measurementsfor 20 taxon-sex groups
of basal Rallidae. The group comprises Gymnocrex, Habroptila, Aramides, Eulabeornis, Canirallus, and Rougetius.
Canonical

Variable

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsuslength
Middle-toe length

I

variate*

Flighted-flightless contrast

II

0.499
0.118
0.353
0.268
0.242
0.141

III

-0.088
0.552
-0.700
0.004
-0.257
0.814

All genera?

0.446
-0.688
-0.167
-0.590
0.439
0.118

-0.502
-0.384
-0.543
--0.371
-0.249

--0.763
0.482
---0.462

34.53

Eigenvalue

60.66

18.58

14.67

6.63

Cumulative variance (%)

59.5

77.7

92.0

--

Canonical

R

0.992

Sister genera:•

0.974

0.968

0.932

-0.986

* Wilks'X (d.f. = 6, 19,257) = 0.0000012;
/Zn4
' 1.458
= 123.2(P •Z 0.0001).
? Wilks'k (d.f. = 5, l, 257) = 0.1311;P• 223= 335.4(P • 0.0001).

:•Wilks'k (d.f.= 3, 2,58)= 0.028
l; P3.
•6= 644.5(P• 0.0001);
contrasted
flightless
Habroptila
withtwospecies
ofGymnocrex.

species-sexinteraction effects in scoreswere found throughtwo-way ANOVAs.
In most instances, significant differences among group means (species, sexes, or
both) were found on all CVs derived (with the maximum number being six for
all but the taxonomically depauperateDryolimnas, the meso-rallids Cyanolimnas

and Ortygonax,and sampledspeciesof Fulica), includingmany axesaccounting
for 1% or less of the total variation among groups.

Interspecific differences in the swamphens (Porphyrio, including flightless
"Notornis" hochstetteriand P. albus, and Porphyrula) were found on all six CVs
(ANOVA of scores;P < 0.05). FlightlessP. hochstetteriwas discriminatedfrom
flighted congenerson both the first canonicalvariate (CV-I) and (especially)the
secondcanonical variate (CV-II; Table 14; Fig. 23). CV-I was dominated by bill
TABLE 16. Standardized coefficients and summary statisticsfor first three canonical variates and flighted-flightless contrastbasedon external dimensionsstepwise-selected (P < 0.05) from six skin measurementsfor six species-sex groups
of pardirallinerallids. Comparisonsincludedtwo speciesof Ortygonaxand monotypic, flightless Cyanolimnas.
Canonical variate*
variable

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsus length

Middle-toe length

lI

I

-0.609
-0.545
-0.594

-0.166
-0.007
-0.347

-0.786
0.120
0.510

contrast?

0.379
-0.723
0.488
0.549

....

-0.287

0.889

Eigenvalue

19.68

1.56

Cumulative variance (%)

89.2

Canonical R

Flightedflightless
III

96.3

0.976

* Wilks'X (d.f. = 4, 5, 42) = 0.01019/520.•
0 = 19.5(P < 0.0001).
t Wilks'k (d.f.= 4, 1,42) = 0.0694;P4.39
= 130.7(P < 0.0001).

0.780

-0.022

0.79

--

13.41

99.8

--

0.664

0.965
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TABLE 17. Standardized coefficients and summary statistics for first three canonical variatesand flighted-flightless contrastbasedon external dimensionsstep-

wise-selected(P < 0.05) from six skin measurementsfor six species-sexgroups
of Dryolimnas.
Canonical variate*
Variable

I

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsus length
Middle-toe length

-0.859
0.206
0.908
0.282
0.132
....

Eigenvalue

20.74

Cumulative variance (%)

91.2

Canonical

R

Flightedflightless

II

III

0.605
-0.063
0.096
-0.150
0.605

-0.140
-0.923
0.262
-0.497
0.689

-0.914
0.318
0.834
0.369
--

0.51

10.34

1.44
97.5

0.977

contrast?

99.8

0.768

--

0.582

0.955

* Wilks'X(d.f.= 5, 5, 89)= 0.0118;
•2s.3•7= 29.2(P< 0.0001).

? Wilks' X (d.f. = 4, 1, 89) = 0.0882 F• 868= 222.4 (P < 0.0001).

height and lengths of the wing and tarsus,and strongly correlatedwith body mass
(r = 0.98; P << 0.01). CV-I primarily discriminatedthe two genera, although
interspecific differences within genera (especially between P. hochstetteri and
flighted congeners)and sexual differenceswithin speciesalso contributedto the
variance on this axis (ANOVA of scores;P < 0.05). CV-II primarily distinguished
flightless P. hochstetteri from all other taxa (Fig. 23). Coefficients of variables
indicates that this delineation resulted from the relatively short wings and toes of
the flightless species(Table 14); mean scoreson CV-II showed a moderate, negative correlation with mean body masses(r = -0.42; P < 0.05). Also notable

TABLE 18. Standardized coefficients and summary statisticsfor first four canonical variates and two flighted-flightless contrastsbased on external dimensions
stepwise-selected(P < 0.05) from six skin measurementsfor 40 taxon-sex groups
of "typical" rails. "Typical" rails here compriseRallini exclusive of Dryolimnas
(treated separately).General analysisalso included samplesof three specieslacking adequatenumbersof specimensof determinedsex (Gallirallus dieffenbachik
G. sharpei, and Habropteryx okinawae).
Flighted-flightlesscontrast
Canonical

vailate*
All

Variable

I

II

III

IV

Without

genera?

Rallus$

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsuslength
Middle-toe length

0.338
-0.562
-0.341
-0.311
-0.400
-0.104

1.047
-0.557
0.053
-0.001
-0.287
0.399

-0.069
0.186
0.086
-0.945
0.494
0.053

0.385
0.761
-0.623
0.007
-0.654
0.288

0.445
-0.964
---0.407
--

-0.230
-0.578
0.271
-0.153
-0.321
-0.274

Eigenvalue
Cumulative variance (%)

47.64
62.9

13.45
80.7

7.61
90.8

5.08
97.5

5.46
--

3.51
--

0.990

0.965

0.940

0.914

0.919

0.882

Canonical

R

* Wilks'X(d.f.= 6,41,707)= 0.00001•
•246
4.182
= 107.7
(P• 0.0001).

? Wilks' X (d.f. = 3, 1,707) = 0.1547; Fa.705= 1,283.9 (P •

0.0001).

$ Wilks'X (d.f.= 6, 1,595)= 0.2219;
P6.5.908
= 344.8(p < 0.0001);
excluded
eightspecies-sex
groups
ofRallus
sensu
stricto.
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TABLE 19. Standardized coefficients and summary statistics for first three canonical variates and two flighted-flightless contrastsbasedon external dimensions
stepwise-selected(P < 0.05) from six skin measurementsfor 28 taxon-sex groups
of crakes (Crecini). General analysisalso included samplesof two specieslacking
adequatenumbersof specimensof determined sex (Porzana toonasaand P. sandwichensis).
Flighted-fiightless contrast
Canonical

vailate*
Crex and

Variable

I

II

III

All genera?

PorzanaS;

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsuslength
Middle-toe length

-0.201
0.208
0.992
-0.163
0.252
-0.064

-0.639
-0.228
0.507
-0.264
-0.263
-0.337

0.087
-0.639
-0.210
0.871
-0.018
0.240

-0.340
0.109
1.101
-0.209
---

-0.241
-0.998
-0.139
--

Eigenvalue
Cumulative variance (%)

59.09
72.7

11.61
87.0

6.21
94.7

21.05
--

14.50
--

0.992

0.960

0.928

0.977

0.967

Canonical

R

* Wilks'3.(d.f. = 6, 29, 424) = 0.0001P•?4
2447
= 81.3(P < 0,0001),

?Wilks'
3.(d.f.= 4, 1,417)= 0.0453;
P•4,4•4
= 2,179.0
(P< 0,0001);
excluded
twospecies
forwhich
sexwasundetermined.
$ Wilks' 3. (d,f. = 3, 2, 321) = 0.0645; F3,3•9= 1,542.0 (P < 0.0001); excludedLaterallus,Atlantisia,and Coturnicops.

was the modest shift shown by P. albus toward the uniquely derived position of
P. hochstetteri on the first two CVs (Fig. 23). The essential differences in proportions associatedwith flightlessnessindicated by CV-II for swamphenswere
confirmed by canonical contrastsbetween P. hochstetteri and other taxa (Table
14). None of the remaining axes augmented the discrimination of flightless P.
hochstetteriappreciably, although all four showed significant interspecificdifferences in scores,and CV-III and CV-V included significantintersexualdifferences
(ANOVA

of scores; P < 0.05).

Ten speciesof basal rallids representing six genera manifested substantialdiversity of form (Table 15). CV-I representedvariation among groups of compaTABLE 20. Standardized coefficients and summary statisticsfor first three canonical variates and flighted-flightless contrastbasedon external dimensionsstepwise-selected (P < 0.05) from six skin measurementsfor 14 taxon-sex groups of
Amaurornis.
Canonicalvailate*
Variable

I

II

Flightedflightless
III

contrast?

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsuslength
Middle-toe length

-0.479
-0.353
-0.396
0.452
-0.368
0.023

-0.292
-0.074
0.915
0.118
-0.190
0.151

0.896
-0.682
-0.231
0.339
-0.325
0.213

0.538
0.319
0.250
-0.449
0.390
--

Eigenvalue
Cumulative variance (%)

29.40
81.6

3.89
92.4

1.71
97.2

21.26
--

0.983

0.892

0.794

0.977

Canonical

R

* Wilks'
3.(d.f.= 6, 13,256)= 0,0011
•P78
•390
= 43.7(P< 0.0001).

? Wilks' 3. (d.f. = 5, 1, 256) = 0.0449;F5,2s
6 = 1,071.3(P < 0.0001).
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TABLE 21. Standardized coefficients and summary statisticsfor first three canonical variatesand two flighted-flightlesscontrastsbasedon externaldimensions
stepwise-selected
(P < 0.05) from six skin measurementsfor 24 taxon-sex groups
of moorhens.The group comprisedGallicrex, Tribonyx, Gallinula, and Porphyriornis; general analysis also included samplesof two specieslacking adequate
numbers of specimensof determined sex (Pareudiastes pacificus and P. silvestris).
Flighted-flightless contrast
Canonical

Variable

variate*

II

HI

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsuslength
Middle-toe length

-0.047
-0.394
-0.333
-0.215
-0.790
0.834

0.174
-0.810
0.966
-0.227
-0.127
0.064

0.341
-0.223
-0.188
0.085
0.213
0.814

-0.251
-0.641
0.285
0.316
-0.773
0.927

--0.594
0.426
-0.343
-0.466
-0.253

Eigenvalue
Cumulative variance (%)

26.36
52.6

13.30
79.2

8.37
95.9

2.77
--

31.72
--

0.982

0.964

0.945

0.857

0.985

Canonical

R

All generM-

Tribonyx
only•

I

* Wilks'h (d.f.= 6, 23, 371)= 0.00006;Pm.2.m = 66.4(P < 0.0001).

•-Wilks'
h (d.f.= 6, 1,378)= 0.0449;
•6.373
= 172.2
(P < 0.0001);
included
Pareudiastes.
$ Wilks' h (d.f. = 5, 1, 129) = 0.0306; Fs.•25= 792.9 (P • 0.0001).

rable magnitude to that for swamphens(eigenvaluesof 60.7 and 65.5, respectively), althoughthis axis accountedfor a substantiallysmaller proportionof the
total variation among groupsin the basal rallids (Table 15). Coefficientsof variables (Table 15) and a strong correlation with mean body masses(r = 0.93; P
<< 0.01) indicated that this variate essentiallyreflected general body size (Fig.
24). In light of the standardizationto which CA imposesvariances,this partition
of size would correspondto that in addition to variation among specimenswithin
groups. CV-II for basal rallids essentially contrasted lengths of the wing and
middle toe with bill height (Table 15), an axis uncorrelated with body mass (r =
0.13; P > 0.05). This proportionality placed flightless Habroptila wallacii at one
TABLE22. Standardizedcoefficientsand summary statisticsfor first three canonical variatesand contrastof "mega" taxa basedon external dimensionsstepwise-selected(P < 0.05) from six skin measurementsfor 12 species-sexgroups
of coots (Fulica).
Canonical variate*
Variable

Flightedflightless
contrastS-

I

II

IIl

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsus length
Middle-toe length

....
-0.354
0.597
0.216
0.692
0.143

-0.623
-0.633
-0.119
0.500
0.571

- 1.00
0.562
0.109
-0.509
0.513

0.236
-0.666
-0.226
-0.661
--

Eigenvalue
Cumulative variance (%)

30.02
90.6

2.29
97.5

0.65
99.5

21.29
--

0.984

0.834

0.628

0.977

Canonical

R

* Wilks'h (d.f.= 5, 11,200)= 0.0051;•P55.9•
= 35.3(P < 0.0001).
•- Wilks' h (d.f. = 4, 1, 200) = 0.0449; F< •97= 1,048.4 (P < 0.0001).
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FIG.23. Plot of 30 species-sexgroupsof swamphens
(PorphyrioandPorphyrula)on the firsttwo
canonicalvariatesfor six externalmeasurements.
Exceptfor Porphyrioalbus,ellipsesfor groups
delimit summarystatisticsfor scores(• _+SD). Approximateorientationof vectorsfor meanbody
massesof taxa ("mass") and apparentthresholdof fiightlessness
(T, positionedon the flightlessside
of boundary) are indicated.
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FIG. 24. Plot of 20 species-sexgroupsof basalrallids (Gymnocrex,Habroptila, Aramides,Eulabeornis, Canirallus, and Rougetius)on the first two canonicalvariatesfor six external measurements.
Ellipsesfor groupsdelimit summarystatisticsfor scores(œ_+SD). Approximateorientationof vector

for meanbodymassesof taxa ("mass")andapparentthresholdof flightlessness
(T, positioned
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flightlessside of boundary)are indicated.
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F[•. •5. Plot of six species-sex•roups of m•so-raflids (Or•on•
•d Cy•nolimn•) on the first
two canon•c• v•ates for six ½xte•a] me•urements. Eflips•s for •roups delimit summ• statistics
for scores(• ß SD). Appmx•mat• orientationof vector fo; m•
bod• massesof taxa ("m•s") •d
app•nt t•shold of fii•hd•ssn•ss (% positionedon • fi]•htl•ss side of bound•) • indicated.

extreme and its sister genus (Gymnocrex) at the other, with all other included
genera (Canirallus, Rougetius, Eulabeornis, and Aramides) being intermediate in
this respect (Fig. 24). Contrasts between H. wallacii and flighted relatives were
comparatively simple contrastsbetween wing length and all other included variables, axes that were oblique to both CV-I and CV-II, but coefficients indicate
that the contrast between flighted and flightless species was most similar to CVII discriminating all species-sexgroups (Table 15). Of the remaining four canonical axes, all of which included significant interspecific and three of which in-
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FIG. 26. Plot of six species-sex groups of white-throated rails (Dryolirnnas) on the first two canonicalvariatesfor six externalmeasurements.
Ellipsesfor groupsdelimit summarystatisticsfor scores
(œ -+ SD). Approximate orientationof vector for mean body massesof taxa ("mass") and apparent
threshold of flightlessness(•, positioned on the flightless side of boundary) are indicated.
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Plot of 40 species-sexgroupsof typical rails (tribe Rallini exclusive of Dryolimnas) on

the first two canonicalvariatesfor six externalmeasurements.
Exceptfor taxa represented
by inadequate samples(Gallirallus dieffenbachii,G. sharpei,and Habropteryxokinawae),ellipsesfor groups
delimit summary statisticsfor scores(X - SD). Approximateorientationof vector for mean body
massesof taxa ("mass") and apparentthresholdof flightlessness
(% positionedon the flightlessside
of boundary) are indicated.

cluded significantintersexualdifferences(ANOVA of scores;P < 0.05), only
CV-IV contributedsubstantialseparationof flightlessH. wallacii from other taxa.
In large part, this axis reflected the relatively long tarsi and short toes of H.
wallacii, with secondarydiscriminationbasedon the relatively deepbills of this
flightless species.
Despite the limited morphometricdimensionalityafforded by the two species
of meso-rallids(Ortygonax and flightlessCyanolimnascerverai), three CVs were
extractedthat describedsignificantdifferencesamong species-sexgroups(ANOVA of scores; P < 0.05). CV-I for these meso-rallids accounted for almost 90%

of the total varianceamong groups,principally discriminatedflightlessC. cerverai
from Ortygonax (Fig. 25), and essentiallycontrastedwing length with the three
other variables significantly entered into the model (Table 16). CV-I was not
significantly correlated with body mass (r -- 0.18; P > 0.05). This first axis was
similar in composition(but oppositein sign) to a contrastbetweenflightlessC.
cerverai and flighted Ortygonax (Table 16), confirmingthat CV-I summarizedthe
variance associatedwith flightlessness(and perhapsother intergenericdifferences). CV-II for meso-rallids accounted for differences between species of Ortygonax and (uniquely for this set of taxa) sexual dimorphism common to all three
species(ANOVA of scores;P < 0.05), a discrimination largely effected by a
contrastbetweenlengthsof the tail and middle toe (Table 16; Fig. 25) and significantly correlatedwith mean body mass (r = 0.98; P < 0.01). CV-III for meso-

rallidsrepresented
residualdifferences
betweenOrtygonax
nigricansandtheother
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l•a. 29. Plot of 14 species-sexgroupsof bushhens(Amaurornis) on the first two canonicalvariates
for six external measurements.Ellipses for groups delimit summary statisticsfor scores(œ +_ SD).
Approximateorientationof vectorfor mean body massesof taxa ("mass") and apparentthresholdof
flightlessness(% positionedon the flightlessside of boundary) are indicated.
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FIG. 31. Plot of 12 species-sexgroups of coots (Fulica) on the first two canonical vadates for six
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TABLE23. Standardizedcoefficientsand summary statisticsfor flighted-flightless contrast based on external measurementsstepwise-selected(P < 0.05) from
six variablesfor 96 speciesgroupsof Rallidae. Size of problem dictatedthat sexes
be pooled within taxa for analysis.
Variable

Culmen length
Bill height
Wing length
Tail length
Tarsus length
Middle-toe length
Eigenvalue*
Cumulative variance (%)
Canonical

R

Correlation with body mass (n = 70)

Coefficient

-0.642
-0.271
0.897
0.064
-0.081
0.548
1.65
-0.789

0.745

* Wilks'k (d.f.= 6, 1, 3,033)- 0.3781;P6.3.o2s
- 829.9(P • 0.000l).

two included taxa (ANOVA of scores;P < 0.005) as well as supplementalsexual
dimorphism (ANOVA of scores;P < 0.000l), an axis that crosseddelimitations
of genus or flight capacity and emphasized relative bill height and tail length
(Table 16).

Comparablein its modestdimensionalityto the analysisof meso-rallids(Table
17), the CA of external measurements of Dryolimnas identified three variates
possessingsignificant differences among means of species-sexgroups (ANOVA
of scores;P < 0.05). CV-I for Dryolimnas contrastedculmen length with the four

other variables entered significantly.Of the latter, wing length was the primary
contributor(Table 17). CV-I was strongly correlatedwith mean body mass (r =
0.92; P < 0.01), and placed flightless, dwarfed Dryolimnas aldabranus at the low
extreme, extinct D. abbotti at an intermediate position, and flighted D. cuvieri at
the high extreme(Fig. 26). The strongassociationbetweenreducedbody size and
flightlessnessin Dryolimnas (Fig. 26) resulted in a decided similarity between
CV-I and a contrast between D. aldabranus and its flighted congeners,with the
latter largely contrastinglengths of the culmen and wing (Table 17). Additional
interspecific differences, largely distinguishingD. abbotti from its two congeners
and uncorrelatedwith mean body mass (r -- 0.47; P > 0.05), were incorporated
into CV-II for Dryolimnas (ANOVA of scores;P < 0.0001), as were essentially
all intersexual differences for members of the genus (ANOVA of scores; P <
0.0001). CV-III for this genus extractedresidual differencesbetween D. abbotti
and its congeners(ANOVA of scores;P < 0.0001), and stressedmagnitudes of
bill height and tail length relative to tarsus length (Table 17).
The sheerdiversity of included taxa, incompleteresolutionof phylogeny, and
the multiple instancesof flightlessnessin the typical rails (subtribe Rallina, exclusive of Dryolimnas [Livezey 1998]) rendered simultaneousinference of morphometric patterns in this group challenging at best, despite the exclusion of
several flightless allies (e.g., Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Aphanapteryx bonasia,
Erythromachus leguati, and Capellirallus karamu) lacking skin specimens.Interspecificdifferencesin mean scoreswere highly significanton all six CVs (ANOVA of scores;P < 0.0001), and intersexual differences were significanton the
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Dot chart of mean scoresfor 96 speciesof Rallidae on a global contrastof flighted and
flightless taxa for six external measurements.Flighted species are symbolized by circles, flightless

speciesare symbolizedby squaresand emphasizedby arrows,and uncertainflight statusof Laterallus
spilonotusis indicated by a hollow square.
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TABLE 25. Summary statistics for sex-related interaction effects for selected
flightlessspeciesof Rallidae and righted relativesbasedon stepwisemultivariate
analyses of variance (P < 0.05) of six external measurements.Approximate Fstatisticscorrespondto Wilks' k (see text).
Species-sexinteraction

Taxonomic
group

P•.,

Flight-sex interaction

P-value

P-value

Porphyrio
andPorphyrula

F•i,
586
= 4.4

<0.05

•2,385
= 4.8
FI 42 : 0.8

Porphyrio
BasalRallidae*
HabroptilaandGymnocrex

F•l,437= 7.2
F•2,
256= 5.3
F•3,56= 13.1

<0.01
<0.01
<0.0001

F•2,
456• 4.9
F•3,
255= 11.2
F^3.56
= 11.0

Cyanolimnasand Ortygonax

F• 42 = 2.1

>0.15

Oryolimnas

F•11
89= 5.6

<0.05

P•11894.1

TypicalRallidae?
Gallirallusandcloserelatives
Crakes(Crecina)
CrexandPorzana
Amaurornis
Moorhens
sensu
lato$
Gallinula
Tribonyxõ

F•3,
,05= 4.8
F•,593= 5.8
F•2,4•6
= 6.8
F•2,
320= 8.3
F•l,256= 2.5
F•,•5 = 2.7
F•,206: 6.1
F•3,
•27= 12.8

<0.005
<0.001
<0.005
<0.005
>0.10
>0.10
<0.05
<0.0001

F•2,
706= 7.4
F•i,595= 4.1
F•l,417
= 3.1
F•l,32•= 7.0
F•,256= 2.3
F•2,
•vo= 8.3
F•2,
205: 5.7
F•,•27- 12.8

Fulica

F•, 200= 9.7

<0.005

F2,•90: 8.711

<0.01

<0.01
<0.0001
<0.0001
>0.35
<0.05
<0.001
<0.05
<0.10
<0.01
>0.10
<0.0005
<0.01
<0.0001
<0.0001

* Paraphyleticseries(Gymnocrex,Habroptila, Aramides,Eulabeornis,Canirallus, and Rougetius).
? Railus, Gallirallus, and close allies, following Livezey (1998).
• Gallicrex, Pareudiastes,Gallinula (includingPorphyriornis),and Tribonyx.
õ Tests identical for this taxon.
I[Fulica gigantea and F. cornuta treatedas flightlessfor this comparison.

first four CVs (P < 0.0001). CV-I for typical rails conformed with the general
pattern for other groups in being uniquely highly correlated with mean body
masses(r -- -0.96; P << 0.01), on which massive Gallirallus australis-grouphad
the lowest scores and comparatively petite Cabalus modestushad the highest
scores(Fig. 27). Coefficients of variables for CV-I indicated that all but culmen
length varied directly with this index to size, reflecting a variation in bill length
among included taxa that is unrelated to other external dimensions(Table 18).
The range of scoresshown by flightlesstaxa on CV-I foreshadowedthe difficulties of delineating species by flight capacity in this group, a complexity exacerbated by the range of values assumedby flightless species on CV-II and
subsequentaxes. CV-II for typical rails was uncorrelatedwith body mass (r =
-0.03; P >> 0.05); essentially contrastedlengths of the culmen and middle toe
with bill height and tarsus length (Table 18); and amplified the separationof
groups by flight capacity, sex, and (to a lesser extent) discriminatedRailus from
Gallirallus in general (Fig. 27). A bivariate plot of taxa on the first two variates
tended to position flightless taxa in the lower left part of the plane and righted
taxa in the upper right, with a sinuous,diagonally oriented partition between the
two groups. This nonlinear thresholdbetween righted and flightlesstaxa indicated
an ambiguity of flight statusfor the righted Gallirallus philippensis-groupand
Habropteryx torquatus-groupby intrusionsinto the flightless domain (Fig. 27).
The third CV further separatedflightless taxa in general and Aramidopsisplateni and Habropteryx insignis in particular (not shown), principally displaying a
contrastbetween tail length and tarsuslength (Table 18); specieswith high scores
were typified by relatively short to obsolescenttails. CV-IV largely contrastedbill
dimensionswith lengthsof the wing and tarsus(Table 18), and especiallysingled
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out two flightless species (Tricholimnas sylvestris and Cabalus modestus)having
long bills relative to their limbs.
No combination of these four axes unequivocably circumscribedthe flightless

speciesof typical rails in a bivariate space, indicating that despiteconformance
with the generality that flightless rails have relatively short wings, standardexternal measurementsfail to concisely discriminate flightless membersof the typical rails (comprisingtaxa disparatein size and relative lengthsof bills, tarsi, and
tails) from their flighted relatives. This conclusionwas supportedby explicit unidimensionalcontrastsof speciesin these genera by flight capacity. The contrast
for all genera of typical rails emphasizedculmen length relative to two other
dimensions(with wing length not being entered significantly) and accountingfor
little more of the among-groupvariancethan that incorporatedby CV-IV. A contrast excluding Rallus proved to be an unremarkableindex to relative wing length
accountingfor a comparableproportion of the dispersionamong group means
(Table 18). Neither canonicalcontrastof flighted and flightlesstypical rails with
external measurementsresolved an ordination in which the two groups were dichotomized. Instead, these attemptseduced the inadequacyof such data for diagnosisof flight capacity in these taxa (especially for dwarfed flightlessspecies
and flighted Habropteryx). The contrast including all genera resulted in the following sequenceof taxa, from lowest to highest mean scores(with males having
lower means than females in all taxa for which sex was specified): Gallirallus
australis, G. greyi, Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus-group, Habropteryx insignis, H.
okinawae, H. sulcirostris, H. celebensis, G. owstoni, Tricholimnas sylvestris, T.
lafresnayanus, Aramidopsis plateni, H. torquatus, G. sharpei, G. dieffenbachii,
Rallus elegans, G. philippensis-group, G. striatus, G. wakensis, R. longirostris,
R. aquaticus, Cabalus modestus, G. pectoralis, and R. lirnicola.
Secondonly to the typical rails in taxonomic diversity of flightlessforms, the
external measurementsof crakes (including Atlantisia, Laterallus, Coturnicops,
Crex, and Porzana) spanned six CVs showing signficant differences among
groups. Two extinct, flightless crakes (Porzana sandwichensisand P. monasa)
were included in the analyses,but becausethe small samplesof specimensavailable for these taxa were of unknown sex (Table 7), these groupswere represented
as single taxonomic groups. All six CVs included highly significant interspecific
differences in mean scores (ANOVA of scores; P < 0.0001), and the first three
of these also included significant intersexual differences (P < 0.005). CV-I for
external

measurements

of crakes accounted

for almost three fourths of the total

dispersionamong groups. Scoreson CV-I were highly correlated with mean body
masses(r = 0.85; P < 0.01), but coefficients of variables indicated that the size
reflected by CV-I also was influenced by relative wing length (Table 19). Positions
of taxa on CV-I affirmed this interpretation:small, brevipennateAtlantisia rogersi
and Porzana palrneri had the lowest scores;intermediate-sized species(including
P. sandwichensis,P. rnonasa, P. atra, and P. tabuensis) assumed a range of
somewhat larger scores;and large, strongly flighted Crex crex had the highest
scores (Fig. 28).
The secondCV essentiallyaccountedfor residual differencesamong groupsin
relative wing length (Table 19) that was uncorrelated with mean body masses(r
-- -0.30; P > 0.05). Three flightless species (Atlantisia rogersi, Porzana atra,
and P. rnonasa)had the lowest scoreson this axis, followed closely by two other
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flightless crakes (P. palmeri and P. sandwichensis).The plane spannedby the
first two variates displayed flighted and flightless crakes neatly partitioned by a
diagonal line (Fig. 28). The position of Laterallus spilonotusas approachingthe
threshold of flightlessnessfor crakes was noteworthy, in that observationsindicate
that this speciesis weakly flighted if not flightless.
The third CV for crakes largely contrastedbill height with tail length (Table
19). In addition to amplifying differencesamong flighted taxa (not shown), this
axis demarcatedflightlessspecieshaving relatively thick bills and shorttails (Porzana sandwichensisand P. palmeri) from others having intermediate (P. atra) or
oppositeproportions (Atlantisia rogersi and P. monasa). Interspecific differences
(ANOVA of scores;P < 0.0001), unconfounded by intersexual differences (P >
0.25), also were detected on CV-IV, CV-V, and CV-VI for crakes (not shown).
Mean scoresindicated that none of these last three CVs amended the morphological correlatesof flightlessnessin crakes:CV-IV primarily separatedCrex crex
and Atlantisia rogersi from Porzana flavirostra and P. pusilla, with other species
being intermediate on this axis; CV-V distinguishedLaterallus spilonotusand P.
flavirostra from other species;and CV-VI principally separatedL. leucopyrrhus
from

other crakes.

In canonical contrastsresolving the essential differences between species-sex
groupsof crakes solely on the basis of flight capacity (one contrastincluded all
genera and one was limited to Crex and Porzana), wing length was contrasted
with variable combinationsof other, significantly entered dimensions(Table 19).
The flight contrast for all genera of crakes, unlike those for typical rails in which
manifold changesin size were associatedwith loss flight, displayed an intuitive
ordinationof species.The sequenceof specieson this variate (Table 19), in order
of increasing mean score and in which females had lower average scoresthan
male conspecifics,was Atlantisia rogersi, Porzana palrneri, Laterallus spilonotus,
P. sandwichensis,P. rnonasa, P. tabuensis,P. atra, L. leucopyrrhus,P. pusilla,
Coturnicops noveboracensis, P. olivieri, P. flavirostra, Crex albicollis, P. carolina, and C. crex. The contrastlimited to Crex and Porzana preservedthe same
sequencefor included members of these two genera. The logical rankings recovered for the crakes (excepting the transpositionof P. tabuensisand P. atra), in
stark contrastto those among typical rails, evidently stemsfrom the absenceof
both marked dwarfism and giantism among flightless species,a situation that
compromiseda linear ordination of taxa with respect to capacity for flight.
The first CV for extemal measurementsof species-sexgroupsof the bushhens
(Arnaurornis) integrated much of the variation of interest in the present context,
accountingfor 82% of the differences among groups (Table 20), including highly
signficiant differences both among species and between sexes in mean scores
(ANOVA of scores; P < 0.0001), being strongly (negatively) correlated with
mean body masses(r = -0.99; P << 0.01), and reflecting the vast majority of
the divergenceof flightlessA. ineptus from its flighted congeners(Fig. 29). However, coefficients of variables on CV-I unexpectedly emphasized relative tail
length as the primary discriminatorof flight capacityamong groups,with middletoe length contributing negligibly to this axis (Table 20). Predictably from the
strong correlation between CV-I and body mass, males on average were plotted
as comparatively more flightless than female conspecifics, a proportionality that
would be expected to have practical implications for A. ineptus in that no other
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speciesof Amaurornis approachedthe apparent thresholdof flightlessnesssuggestedby external dimensions(Fig. 29). The virtually completesummary of variation amongAmaurornis related to flight capacityby CV-I was confirmedby the
close similarity of coefficients(irrespectiveof a reversal of sign) for this contrast
for the genus (Table 20).
The second CV for external measurementsof Amaurornis conveyed an additional 10% of the total variation amonggroups(Table 20). CV-II essentiallyrepresented relative wing length not subsumedby CV-I, residual variation that was
not significantly correlated with mean body mass (r = -0.15; P > 0.05) but
included significant interspecific differences in scores (ANOVA of scores;P <
0.0001), and which separatedflightlessA. ineptus and three righted species(A.
moluccanus,A. ruficrissus,and A. akool) from three other righted congeners(A.
olivaceus,A. isabellinus,and A. phoenicurus),with the former group having relatively shorter wings (Fig. 29). CV-III contrasted lengths of the culmen, tail, and
middle toe with bill height, wing length, and tarsuslength (Table 20); included
significantinterspecificdispersionof means (ANOVA of scores;P < 0.0001);
and primarily amplified the discriminationof A. phoenicurusand A. akool from
other Amaurornis. Although CV-IV and CV-VI for Amaurornis provided modest
but significantdiscriminationof species(ANOVA of scores;P < 0.01), and CVIV and CV-V contributedadditional discriminationof sexeswithin species(ANOVA of scores;P < 0.01), none of these last three variates highlighted morphometric corollaries of flightlessnessin Amaurornis.
Another group having multiple flightlessmembersis the moorhens(Gallicrex,
Gallinula, Pareudiastes, and Tribonyx). All six CVs for external measurements
of these taxa revealed highly significant interspecific differences (ANOVA of
scores;P < 0.0001). The first, third, fourth, and fifth variates commingled these
with significant intersexual differences (ANOVA of scores; P < 0.0001). CV-I
for external measurementsof these taxa accounted for roughly one half of the
total variation among groups and essentiallycontrastedmiddle-toe length with all
other dimensions (Table 21); mean scoreson this axis were highly (negatively)
correlated with mean body mass (r = -0.78; P < 0.01). The gamut of body sizes
manifested by flightless moorhens rendered CV-I relatively uninformative concerningthe morphometriccorrelatesof flightlessness,
with only the comparatively
small size and score of flighted Gallinula angulata imposing a suggestionof
flight-related discrimination based on these data (Fig. 30).
The second CV

for external

measurements

of moorhens

extracted

much of the

interspecificdifferencesassociatedwith flightlessness
(Fig. 30). Coefficientsfor
this axis revealed that it contrastedwing length and (to a lesser extent) culmen
length with other dimensionsexclusive of the generally contrarian middle-toe
length (Table 21); mean scoreson CV-II were uncorrelatedwith mean body mass
(r = -0.04;

P 3• 0.05). CV-III

for these taxa revealed additional differences

among species(not shown), in which the comparativelydiminutive Gallinula
angulata had uniquely low scores, most flightless species (Gallinula nesiotisgroupand Pareudiastes)and Tribonyxventralishad intermediatescores,andother
species(including the large, flightlessTribonyx rnortierii) had high scores.
The remaining three CVs each provided additional discriminationof the two
speciesof the flightlessPacific genusPareudiastesfrom all othermoorhens(adding 2%, 1%, and 0.5% of total dispersionamong groups), regardlessof flight
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capacity of the latter (not shown). These differences did not consider the possible
contributions of sexual dimorphism in either species of Pareudiastes, because
neither species in the genus permitted partitioning by sex (Table 7). These last
three axes particularized slight differencesamong groupsin size-standardizedproportionalities: CV-IV contrastedthe lengths of tarsus and tail with the four other
variables;CV-V contrastedlengthsof the culmen and tarsuswith other variables;
and CV-VI contrastedlengthsof the culmen and tail with the remaining external
dimensions.Together these last three variates accentuatedthe unusually short
pelvic appendagesand tails of Pareudiastes relative to other dimensions, subtle
residual proportionalitiesnot accountedfor by the first three CVs.
A canonical contrast of righted and flightless moorhensof all genera successfully divided the two groups on a single multivariate axis that contrastedculmen
length, bill height, and tarsus length with lengths of the wing, tail, and middle
toe (Table 21). This contrastranked the species,in order of increasingmean scores
(with males having lower mean scoresthan female conspecifics,where determinable), as follows: Pareudiastes silvestris, P. pacificus, Tribonyx mortierii, Gallinula comeri, G. nesiotis, T. ventralis, Gallicrex cinerea, Gallinula sandvicensis, G.

pyrrhorrhoa, G. tenebrosa, G. chloropus, G. cachinaans, G. galeata, and G. angulata. The sequenceof taxa on this ordination, inter alia, indicates that among
the righted species, Tribonyx ventralis most closely approachedthe proportions
characteristic of flightlessnessin moorhens; among the members of the Gallinula
chloropussuperspecies,insular G. sandvicensismost closely approachedflightless

moorhensin form; and acrossall taxa, proportionsof males tended to approach
those of flightless taxa more than female conspecifics.A contrast of Tribonyx
ventralis and flightlessT. mortierii differed in compositionfrom that for moorhens
generally (Table 21), and was a comparatively simple contrast between wing
length and other variables (exclusive of culmen length, not entered significantly
in this restricted analysis).
Although no extant coot (Fulica) is truly flightless, the pronouncednegative
pectoral allometry (Fig. 31) shown by the Andean coots F. gigantea and F. cornuta, and the similar tendencies inferred for several subfossil congeners(F. newtoni, F. chathamensis,and F. prisca) generally consideredto have been flightless
or weakly righted, justify comparable morphometric assessmentsof this group.
The 12 species-sex groups of Fulica manifested ample diversity of form (Table
22), minimally comprisingthree dimensionsfor depiction (Fig. 31). The first three
CVs for external variables of coots included highly significant interspecific differences in scores(ANOVA of scores;P << 0.0001), and marginal differences
among species were detected (P < 0.05) on CV-IV as well (Table 22). Sexual
differences within species also were highly significant on CV-I (ANOVA of
scores;P < 0.0001), with supplemental sexual dimorphism of substantialmagnitude (P • 0.0001) but varying among species(species-sex interaction effects;
P • 0.005) revealed on CV-III.

The first CV for Fulica accountedfor more than 90% of the total dispersion
among groups (Table 22), was strongly correlated with mean body mass (r =
0.98; P << 0.01), and discriminatedgroupsin canonicalspacethrougha contrast
of bill height with other external dimensionsexclusive of culmen length. The
latter variable was not entered significantly in the model for this genus because
variation in this feature was redundant with interspecific differences in one or
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more of the variables retained. CV-I primarily discriminated F. gigantea and F.
cornuta from other, more-typical congeners(Fig. 31). CV-II for coots amplified

differencesbetweenF. armillata and F. gigantea and the four other species(Fig.
31). This axis was not significantly correlated with body mass (r = -0.23; P >
0.05) and contrasted lengths of the tarsus and middle toe with the other three
variablesentered(Table 22). CV-III, which contrastedbill height and tarsuslength
with other dimensions (Table 22), augmented the discrimination between sexesto
varying degrees among speciesand supplementedthe separationof F. alai from
its congeners (not shown). CV-IV contributed marginal ancillary separation of
two of the smaller species (F. armillata and F. atra) from other included taxa. A
canonical contrastbetween the two large Andean speciesFulica and their smaller
congenerswas only marginally enlightening,in that this unidimensionalabstraction significantly incorporated only four of the six dimensions analyzed, and accomplishedthis strongly size-relateddiscriminationthrough a comparativelyunintuitive contrastbetween bill height and three other variables(Table 22).
Given the general power of CA and the demonstratedefficacy of such analysis
to distinguish flightless and flighted relatives in most groups of rallids (Tables
14-22), the feasibility of a canonical contrast between all flighted and flightless
rails based on the six external measurementswas attemptedfor all sampled taxa
from the entire family. The resultant analysis, in which sexes were pooled within
speciesto accommodatelimitations of problem size, identified a single numerical
abstractionthat maximally discriminatedthe two groups(relative to pooled within-group variation) acrossthe 96 speciesof Rallidae sampled (Table 23). The
canonical axis essentially contrastedculmen length and bill height with lengths
of the wing and middle toe, in that the standardizedcoefficients for two of the
variables were of sufficiently small magnitude to be discountedfor purposesof
interpretation (Table 23). Mean scores on the canonical contrast for all Rallidae
were moderately correlated with mean body mass (r = 0.74; P << 0.01), that is,
55% of the variation among taxa (R2) on this axis was explainable simply by
body mass. In light of the divergent trends in size associatedwith flightlessness
in several of the subgroupsanalyzed (e.g., Dryolimnas, typical rails, and crakes),
as well as the probably substantialviolation of the statistical assumptionof homogeneity of within-group covariance matrices across such diverse taxa, it was
not unexpected that the the discrimination of flightless species throughout the
family when using the paltry suite of external measurementswould be but an
heuristic exercise (Fig. 32).
The importance of body size in separatingrallids generally and the extraordinary pectoral reduction in several of the smallestflightless species(e.g., Porzana
palmeri, P. sandwichensis,Atlantisia rogersi, and Cabalus modestus)resulted in
the correct grouping of small flightlesstaxa among other predominantlyflightless
taxa; that is, these taxa had low scores on the canonical contrast (Fig. 32). However, althoughmost larger flightless specieswere shifted toward lower scoresthan
would have been predicted on the basis of size alone (e.g., Pareudiastessilvestris,
Tricholimnas sylvestris, Habropteryx insignis, and Porphyrio hochstetteri), ambiguousplacementsof a numberof small, flightedrallids (e.g., Porzana tabuensis,
Laterallus leucophyrrus, Coturnicops noveboracensis, Gallirallus pectoralis, and

Amaurornis akool) and large flightless species (e.g., Habroptila wallacii, Nesoclopeus poecilopterus-group, Gallirallus australis-group, and Tricholimnas la-
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fresnayanus) were evident (Fig. 32). The generally massive stature and deceptively long (but subtly modified) wings and tails of the last group of taxa apparently concealedthe flightlessnessmore readily diagnosablein more narrow taxonomic contexts or on the basis of other, comparatively trenchant, anatomical
traits. The extremely low score of Laterallus spilonotus,a speciesof uncertain
flight status, as well as the relatively high scoresof two speciesof impeachable
flight status(Gallirallus sharpei and Porphyrio albus) are noteworthy, shortcomings of the global discrimination notwithstanding(Fig. 32).
Interpretativecomplexitiesof CVs aside, the stepwiseprocedurethat underlies
stepwisediscriminantanalysispermits the specificationof selectedMANOVAs,
and the subsetsof variables significantly entered in these models can be used to
derive Mahalanobis distancesbetween pairs of groups. Given the statisticalpower
of this methodology, documentation of significant differences between naturally

delimited groups(speciesor sexes)is readily accomplishedin most applications.
Comparisonsof speciesand sexesin the subgroupsof the Rallidae discussed
above revealed similarly strong structure,in which multivariate differencesamong
speciesand between sexeswere highly significant(P < 0.0001) in all cases(Table
24). Although not strictly comparable,exceptionally high F-statisticstended to
pertain to interspecific comparisonsinvolving more than one genus. Exceptions
to this general pattern included the relatively small values associatedwith two
groups comprising comparatively similar genera (meso-rallids and crakes), and
the extraordinarilyhigh F-value deriving from the contrastof the two speciesof
Tribonyx (Table 24). The high interspecific F-statistic for Tribonyx is consistent
with other multivariate comparisonsof external measurementswithin genera or
thoseinvolving severalcloselyrelated generawhere one or more includedspecies
is flightless(Table 24). Throughoutthe family, especiallywherecomparisons
were
limited to congeners,the multivariate F-statistic associatedwith flight capacity
(or the loss thereof) was generally substantiallygreater than those deriving from
overall differences between speciesirrespectiveof flight capacity, and substantially greater than those associatedwith intersexualdifferencesin the same taxonomic groups (Table 24). That is, the effect of flightlessnesson multivariate
differences in external measurements,regardlessof the details of the changesin
proportions involved, was larger in magnitude than interspecific or intersexual
differences, complicationsof intergeneric differences aside.
Multivariate interaction effects in external measurementswithin taxa quantified
differencesin magnitudesof effects attributableto one groupingfactor (e.g., sex)
among different values of another grouping factor (e.g., species).In most taxonomic groupsof rallids, species-sexinteractioneffects were significant(P < 0.05)
in MANOVAs of external measurements (Table 25). Even those taxa in which
such effects were not substantiated (Cyanolimnas and Ortygonax, Amaurornis,
and moorhens),thesedifferences approachedsignificance(0.10 < P < 0.15), with
marginalities probably reflecting inadequate samples for critical taxa (Tables 7,

25). This generality of interspecificheterogeneityof sexualdimorphismwas consistentwith the spectrumof magnitudesof sexual dimorphism in external dimensions estimated for the Rallidae sampled, although the pattern of relative magnitudeswas complex (Table 26). A similar heterogeneityin magnitudeof sexual
dimorphismpertained to flight capacity. Multivariate interactioneffects between
flight statusand sex were significant(P < 0.05) in external measurements(Table
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25) for all but two of the samepoorly sampledtaxonornicsubsetsidentified above
(Cyanolimnas and Ortygonax, and Amaurornis), with crakes closely approaching
significance (P < 0.10). These findings suggestthat the fabric of interspecific
patterns in magnitudesof sexual dimorphism were related, at least in part, to the
confoundinginteractionbetween sexualdimorphismand flightlessness(Table 26).
Summariesof summary statisticspertainingto multivariate sexualdimorphism
in external measurements(Table 26) revealed flightless speciescharacterizedby
significantly greater sexual dimorphism than righted relatives, summarizedby
Mahalanobis distances(D) between species:Porphyrio hochstetteri with D roughly twice that for righted congeners,Habroptila wallacii with D at least twice that
for Gymnocrex spp., Gallirallus owstoni with D roughly twice that of righted
congeners,Cabalus modestuswith D roughly !.5 times that of righted allies, and
Gallinula nesiotis-group with D roughly 1.5 times that of righted congeners.
Notable in this contextwas the exceptionalsexualdimorphismof a righted moorhen (Table 26), Gallicrex cinerea, one of a small minority of species of the
Rallidae showing sexual dichromatism (Livezey 1998). One additional flightless
species showed suggestivelylarger dimorphism, Cyanolimnas cerverai with D
approximately 1.5 times that of Ortygonax spp., but sample sizes undermined
significance(Tables 25, 26). One flightlessspecies,one inferred to have undergone
a reduction in overall size, Dryolimnas aldabranus with D no more than one third
that of righted congeners,showed multivariate dimorphism in external dimensions of a smaller magnitude than that estimated for righted relatives. However,
most other flightless rallids, including Gallirallus australis-group, G. wakensis,
Tricholimnas spp., Aramidopsisplateni, Habropteryx insignis,Atlantisia rogersi,
Porzana palmeri, P. atra, Amaurornis ineptus, and Tribonyx mortierii, exhibited
sexualdimorphismin externalmeasurements
of magnitudescomparableto those
shown by righted relatives (Table 26).
QUALITATIVECHARACTERSOF PLUMAGE

General characteristicsof plumage.--As exemplified by the storied Cabalus
modestus,some flightlessrallids exhibit a generalizedaspectof juvenility in definitive body plumage. However, this appearancecan involve at least two distinct
classesof characters:retention of plumage patterns similar to those found in
juveniles of close relatives; and degenerationin gross and microscopicstructure
of the plumage, in which contour feathers (regardlessof color pattern) assumea
weakenedor poorly developedaspect.The latter was found in a numberof flightless rallids to variable degrees,being significantin flightless members of most
genera (Table 27). Notably, several extinct rallids of questionable flight status
(Porphyrio albus, Gallirallus sharpei, and Gallinula comeri) manifested negligible changesin general plumage structure, a condition consistenteither with a
retention of (probably weak) flight or comparativelyrecent loss of flight in these
taxa (Table 27), and Dryolimnas abbotti showedno apomorphiesof the plumage,
consistentwith its exclusion from considerationas flightless.The most substantial
structural changes in body plumage were found in several profoundly derived
dwarf lineages (e.g., Cabalus modestus,Atlantisia rogersi, and Porzana sandwichensis) and a number of the larger flightlesstaxa (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri,
Habroptila wallacii, Tricholimnas spp., and Amaurornis ineptus).Unfortunately,
the condition of the plumage of severalextremely derived, subfossilrallids (e.g.,
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Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Aphanapteryx bonasia, and Capellirallus karamu) must
remain the subjectof conjecturebecauseof the unavailability of even single feathers for these taxa.

An objectiveassessment
of the paedomorphicretentionof juvenile plumagepatternsis more problematic.Comparativelyobviousexamplesof paedomorphicplumagesamongflightlessrallids includethoseof Gallirallus dieffenbachii,G. australisgroup, Tricholimnas sylvestris,Cabalus modestus,and possiblyAtlantisia rogersi.
In a minority of cases(e.g., G. dieffenbachii and C. modestusas paedomorphsof
G. philippensis),retention of juvenile plumages substantiatedearlier conjectures
(Olson 1973a), although in many cases such definitive plumages were as easily
describedas nondescriptor cryptic. As notedpreviously,at leastone righted rallid
(Porphyrula fiavirostris) shows marked paedomorphismof plumage pattern (cf.
Ripley 1977; Taylor 1998). Equivocationsof assessment
notwithstanding,clear cases of paedomorphicplumage patternsin flightlessrallids remain few relative to
other changesof the plumageassociatedwith flightlessness,
and can be considered
among the rarer signaturesof paedomorphosisin flightlessrails (Tables 27-29),
and the occurrencein at least one righted speciesrenders this only ambiguously
indicative of flightlessnessin the rails. The early extirpationof a number of the
more-derived flightlesstaxa (e.g., Capellirallus karamu, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi,
Aphanapteryxbonasia, Erythromachusleguati, and Hawaiian Porzana) precludes
a knowledge of their plumages. However, the relative osteologicalapomorphy
shownby thesetaxa (below) suggeststhat at least someof thesetaxa would show
comparativelyextreme changesin the integumentas well.
Numbers of remigesand rectrices.--Numbers of rectricesand (especially) remiges vary little within taxonomic families of birds (Gadow 1888; Verheyen 1958;
Stresemann 1963), and only rarely are reduced in flightless or flight-impaired
carinates(Livezey 1990, 1993b). Likewise, the vast majority of rallids conserve
the plesiomorphicnumbers of primary remiges (10) and show substantialconservatism with respect to changes in the numbers of rectrices (Livezey 1998),
including a distinguishable diastema (Pycraft 1899; Steiner 1956). Therefore, the
general pterylography of most rallids (including a number of flightless species)
can be approximatedby using any righted rallid (Fig. 22) and would conform
with that described for Fulica atra by Jeikowski (1971). However, such uniformity, would not extend precisely to numbersof secondaryremiges and associated
coverts (Table 28). A reduction in the number of primary remiges in Porzana
palmeri was noted by Greenway (1973) and Van Tyne and Berger (1976), and
additional casesof lossesof primary remiges were documentedhere among other
flightless rallids (Table 28). Losses of primary remiges in rallids were restricted
to the distalmostmembers, as shown by vestigial remiges at the end of the wing
in P. palmeri and Atlantisia rogersi, and characterizedonly a minority of flightless
rallids (Figs. 33-37), a pattern consistentwith relative rates of development (Gadow 1888). Apparent augmentationof the primary remiges in Porphyrio hochstetteri, suggestedby initial appraisalsof dissectedwings during this study, ultimately was attributed to a relative shift of the distalmost secondary remex immediately distal to the wrist, causedby the shorteningof the underlying skeletal
elements and the absenceof lossesamong the distalmostprimary remiges.
Shape and structure of remiges and rectrices.--A series of gross structural
changesin the flight feathers (remiges and rectrices) was observed to varying
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T•d•LE28. Qualitativechangesin generalstructureof body plumageand modal
numbersof remiges(excludingremicle) of flightlessspeciesof Rallidae. Conclusionsare basedon comparisonswith flighted, closerelatives. "Degeneration"of
plumage refers to loss of rigidity and integrity of margins or contourfeathers,
resulting in increasedloosenessand semiplumaceousaspectof body plumage.
Degenerationwas classifiedas negligible, minor, or moderate.Bracketsindicate
weakly substantiated
inferences,and dashesindicatethat requisitespecimenswere
not available (data for Porzana monasa and all subfossiltaxa were unavailable).
Structural

Modal

Modal number of

degeneration
of
body plumage

numberof primary
remiges(change)

Porphyrio albus
Porphyriohochstetteri
Habroptila wallacii

Negligible
Moderam
Moderam

10 (0)
10 (0)•'
10 (0)

-- 15 (0)

Cyanolimnascerverai

Negligible

10 (0)

- 13 (0)

Dryolimnas aldabranus
Gallirallus sharpei
Gallirallus australis
Gallirallus greyi
Gallirallus dieffenbachii
Gallirallus owstoni
Gallirallus wakensis
Tricholimnaslafresnayanus

Negligible
Negligible
Minor
Minor
Minor
Minor
Minor
Moderam

10 (0)
10 (0)
10 (0)
10 (0)
10 (0)
9 (- 1)
9 ( - 1)
10 (0)

--13 (0)
--13 (0)
- 11 (- 1 or - 2)
--

Tricholimnassylvestris

Moderam

10 (0)

Tricholimnas conditicius

Moderam

10 (0)

Nesoclopeus
poecilopterus
Nesoclopeuswoodfordi

Minor
Minor

10 (0)
10 (0)

Nesoclopeusimmaculatus
Aramidopsisplateni
Cabalus modestus
Habropteryx insignis
Habropteryx okinawae
Atlantisia rogersi

Minor
Moderate
Moderate
Minor
Negligible
Moderate

10 (0)
10 (0)

Porzana sandwichensis

Moderate

Porzanapalmeri

Minor

Porzana atra
Amaurornis ineptus

Minor
Moderate

9 (- 1)
10 (0)

Pareudiastespacificus

Negligible

10 (0)

Pareudiastes silvestris

Minor

10 (0)

Tribonyxmortierii

Minor

10 (0)

- 13 (0)

Gallinula nesiotis
Gallinula comeri

Negligible
Negligible

10 (0)
10 (0)

--12 (0)

Taxon

9 (- 1)
10 (0)
10 (0)
9 (- 1)
9 (- 1)

7-8 (-2 or -3)

secondaryremiges
(change)

--

13 (0)
--

-13 (0)
------11 (- 1)•'
--

- 11 (- 1)
-12 (0)
--

13 (0)
--

* Countreflectsinterpretation
of apparentaugmentation
of remigesprimariiby oneas resultingfrom truncationof manusrelativeto
overlying integument(see text).

'• Basedon comparisons
with Crex crex, Coturnicops
noveboracensis,
Laterallusleucopyrrhus,
flightedPorzana,andsmall,fiighted
Railus.

degreesamong flightlessrallids (Tables 27-29; Fig. 38), a diverse pattern of
apomorphythat correspondsonly to a limited degree with other indicatorsof
flightlessness
(e.g., relative wing length, and osteologicalchanges).Unlike the
generality applicableto most birds, in which lengths and diametersof primary
remigesare isometricwith body masswhereasflexural stiffnessof primary remiges is negativelyallometricwith body mass (Worcester1996), flightlessrails
showconsiderablevariationin suchparametersthat bear little obviousrelationship
with body mass (Tables 27-29; Fig. 38).
Generally,flightlessrallids more frequentlyshowedchangesin ridgity, profile,
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TABLE29. Qualitative changesin form and number of rectricesof flightless
speciesof Rallidae. Conditionseither were treatedas binary or were partitioned
into severalcategoriesbasedon subjectivecomparisonswith flighted, close relatives:unchangedversusminor, moderate,or major.Magnitudeof reduction:minor-reduced, but not markedly;moderate--reducedmarkedly,but tail not obsolete;major--greatly reduced,tail obsolete.Bracketsindicatemarginalchanges,
and dashesindicatethat specimenswith developed,undamagedrectriceswerenot
available (data for Porzana rnonasaand all subfossiltaxa were unavailable).
Taxon

Porphyrio albus

Lengthsof
rectrices

--

Rigidity of
rectrices

Integrity of
vexillae of
rectrices

Modal
numberof
rectrices

Reduced

Reduced

Porphyriohochstetteri
Habroptila wallacii
Cyanolirnnas
cerverai
Dryolirnnasaldabranus
Gallirallussharpei
Gallirallusaustralis
Gallirallusgreyi
Gallirallusdieffenbachii
Gallirallus owstoni
Galliralluswakensis

Minor shortening
Minor shortening
Minor shortening
Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged
Minor shortening
Minor shortening

Reduced
Reduced
Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Unchanged
Reduced

Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Unchanged
Unchanged
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced

Unchanged
Reduced
Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged
[Unchanged]
[Unchanged]
Unchanged
[Reduced]
Unchanged

--

Tricholirnnaslafresnayanus

Unchanged

Reduced

Reduced

Reduced

Tricholirnnas
sylvestris

Minor shortening

Reduced

Reduced

Unchanged

Tricholirnnasconditicius
Nesoclopeus
poecilopterus
Nesoclopeuswoodfordi
Nesoclopeusirnrnaculatus
Ararnidopsisplateni
Cabalusmodestus

Minor shortening
Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged
Major shortening
Major shortening

Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced

Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced

[Reduced]
[Reduced]
[Reduced]
[Reduced]
[Reduced]
[Reduced]

Habropteryxinsignis
Habropteryxokinawae
Atlantisiarogersi
Porzana sandwichensis
Porzanapalrneri
Porzanaatra

Moderateshortening
Unchanged
Moderateshortening
Major shortening
Moderateshortening
Minor shortening

Reduced
Unchanged
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Unchanged

Reduced
Unchanged
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced
Reduced

[Unchanged]
-Unchanged
Reduced
Unchanged
Unchanged

Arnaurornis ineptus

Major shortening

Reduced

Reduced

Reduced

Pareudiastespacificus
Pareudiastessilvestris

Major shortening
Major shortening

Reduced
Reduced

Reduced
Reduced

Reduced
Reduced

Tribonyxrnortierii
Gallinulanesiotis
Gallinulacorneri

Minor shortening
Unchanged
Unchanged

Reduced
Reduced
Unchanged
Unchanged Unchanged Unchanged
Unchanged Unchanged Unchanged

and curvatureof the remigesand rectricesthanin relativelengths(Tables28, 29).
As with the structural
changes
manifested
by thebodyplumage,severalpurportedly
flightlessspeciesshowednegligiblestructuralchangesin the flight feathers(e.g.,
Porphyrioalbus and Gallirallus sharpei),and severalother speciesknown to be
flightlessalsoshowedminimal changes(e.g.,Dryolimnasaldabranusand Gallinula
nesiotis-group).The most extreme structuralchangesin flight featherswere characteristicof Porphyrio hochstetteri,Gallirallus australis-group,Tricholimnassylvestris,Aramidopsisplateni, Atlantisia rogersi, and Porzana sandwichensis.
Relative shorteningof the remiges,extreme casesof which show tectrices(coveas) that almost completely conceal the underlying remiges, was made more
conspicuousin some specieshaving disproportionatelyelongateremigesalulae
(e.g., the latter were 70 mm long in dissectedNesoclopeus
poecilopterus).In those
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Fro. 33.
(USNM

Diagrammatic illustration of the remiges and tectricesmajores of Gallirallus wakensis

289313), dorsal view.

taxa having remiges truncatedrelative to the overlying coverts, care is advisedin
measuringwing lengths, in that uncritical handling of the specimenmay result in
the resultant wing lengths being a variable reflection of lengths of remiges or
coverts. The distinctive increase in relative lengths of the remiges alulae and
tectrices majores of the remiges primarii et secundarii was accompanied by a
disproportionatelylarge unguis alularis (alular or wing spurs) in most flightless
species,with the latter being most notablein the least massivespecies(Table 27).
In combination with the disproportionatereduction in distal skeletal elements in
the pectoral limb (see below), these integumentary signaturesof flightlessness
produce the peculiar aspect of a generally diminutive, distally truncated wing
bearing loosely structuredfeathers, in which coverts approachremiges in lengths
and a disproportionatelyrobust unguis alularis is retained.
Microstructure offeathers.•The superficiality of the plumage of a bird insured
that modifications thereof figured in the descriptionsof flightless rails from the

Propß
•gg.
•'•• •/•,•
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et
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interram.
maj.
Calamus
prim.
,ram.
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primß
et •

u//• tact.
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dors.
tact.
primß
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•
FIG. 34.

Diagrammaticillustration of the remiges and tectricesmajoresof Nesoclopeuspoecilop-

terus (BMNH

1940.12.8-87), dorsal view.
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prim.
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/

••• Fol.vest
tect.
dots. prim. 10

1 MM

Calamus vest.,
rem. prim. 10

Fol., tect. dots. prim.

Calamus,rein. prim. 9

FIG. 35. Diagrammatic illustration of the remiges and tectrices majores of Atlantisia rogersi
(USNM 320106), dorsalviews: A, remigeset tectricesprimariorumet secundariorum;
and B, detail
depicting aborted,outermost(10th) remex primafl.

early ornithological literature to the present day. The loose, hairlike structure of

the body feathersof flightlessspecies,as well as reducedrigidity of the remiges,
were noted frequently (e.g., Lowe 1928a; Ripley 1977; P. B.Taylor 1998), whereas
McGowan (1989:543) performed a comparative survey (including flighted and
flightless rails) and reported that few structural differences were found between
flighted and flightlesscadnates. Moreover, it is known that the functional properties of remiges extend beyond aerodynamicsto storage of elastic energy in
calami (Pennycuick and Lock 1976).
Possible

structural

corollades

between

structure of feathers and terrestrial

and

aquatic habit (Chandler 1916; Rijke 1967, 1968, 1970a, b) were not of obvious
importance,evidently becausedegreeof such specializationamongrallids varied
little. Nevertheless,variation in the microstructureof remiges existed, vadation
that produced some of the grossdifferences detectablein superficialexamination.
Images of ventral and dorsal views of barbaefrom the vexillum internum of pars
pennacea(at approximatemidpoint of the rachis) of the distal remigessecundadi
of selected taxa were made with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Taxa
imaged by SEM were Gallirallus philippensis, G. australis, Cabalus modestus,
Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus, Tricholirnnassylivestris,Habropteryx insignis,Later-
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FIG. 36.

Diagrammaticillustration of the remiges and tectricesmajoresof Porzana atra (AMNH

9901), dorsal view.

allus jamaicensis, Atlantisia rogersi, Porzana palrneri, Amaurornis olivaceus, A.
isabellinus, A. ineptus, Tribonyx ventralis, and T. rnortierii.
At lower magnifications (Fig. 39), landmarks include crita ventralis (including
tegmen and villi) and crista dorsalis of barba, with comparatively simple barbulae
proximales (with rugae proximales having dorsal, gutterlike arcus dorsalis) and
the comparatively foliate barbula distalis (comprising basis [including dens ventralis] and pennula [comprising cilia dorsales, cilia ventrales, and ventrally directed hamuli]). Most flightless rallids tended to have comparatively short bases
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1940.12.8.13), including a•ed,
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Vex.
pen.
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pen.
Rhac. pen.

Vex.
ext.
•

Barb.

Vex. int.

pen. apex

Vex. pen. marg.

Vex, plum.

Fro. 38. Illustrations(natural size) of outermostprimary remiges (dorsal surfaces)of selected
membersof the Rallidae (right side, unlessotherwise indicated): A, Porphyrio melanotus(S¾-452);
B, Porphyrio hochstetteri(NZNM-1); C, Gymnocrexplumbeiventris(AMNH 545554, left); D, Eulabeorniscastaneoventris
(AMNH 545692, left); E, Aramidescajanea (CM 4457); F, Rougetiusrougetii (AMNH 545411); G, Ortygonax sanguinolentus (USNM 227903); H, Cyanolimnas cerverai
(USNM 343159); I, Dryolimnas cuvieri (BMNH 1935.10.19.1); J, Dryolimnas aldabranus (BMNH
1979.10.1); K, Rallicula rubra (AMNH 338586, left); L, Gallirallus philippensisgoodsoni(USNM
542344); M, Gallirallus owstoni (USNM 503792); N, Gallirallus wakensis (USNM 289313); O, Gal-

lirallus australis (USNM 511701, left); P, Tricholimnassylvestris(USNM 18407); Q, Nesoclopeus
(p.) poecilopterus (BMNH 1940.12.8.87); R, Nesoclopeus (p.) woodfordi (AMNH 545539, left); S,
Habropteryx torquatus(USNM 318003); T, Habropteryx insignis(AMNH 333796, left); U, Atlantisia
rogersi (USNM 320106); V, Laterallus leucopyrrhus(CM 5322); W, Coturnicopsnoveboracensis
(CM 2333); X, Crex crex (USNM 539754); Y, Micropygia schomburgkii(AMNH 323254, left); Z,
Porzana carolina (CM 6718); AA, Porzana tabuensis (AMNH 10224); BB, Porzana atra (AMNH

9901, left); CC, Porzanapalmeri (BMNH 1940,12.8.13);DD, Neocrexerythrops(AMNH 525544,
left); EE, Arnaurornis akool (AMNH 142922); FF, Arnaurornis isabellinus (AMNH 546502); GG,
Amaurornis ineptus (AMNH 265851); HH, Pareudiastespacificus (BMNH 1874.2.20.38); H, Gallinula (c.) cachinaans(USNM 122197); JJ, Gallinula comeri (BMNH 1922.12-6.221); KK, Tribonyx

ventralis(AMNH 7081); LL, Tribonyxmortierii (AMNH 10079); MM, Fulica americana(CM 6765).
Abbreviationsfor anatomicalstructuresare given in Appendix 3.

of the barbulae distales and few, only incompletely formed hamuli. These conditions result in a larger portion of the pars pennaceaof respectiveremiges (and
other pennae contomae) being pars pennacea sine barbulis (i.e., a broader, loosely
organized fringe), sectionsthat reduce the zona impendens (regions of adjacent
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Continued.

remiges that overlap and engage in limited interlocking). That is, the essential
microstructural difference giving rise to the loosenessof remiges and pennae
contornaein general among flightless rallids is, as observed by Lowe (1928a) in
Atlantisia rogersL that completely formed and functional hamuli were comparatively restricted to the barbulae proximales (especially distally in the vexilium),
with the barbulae distales bearing imperfectly formed hamuli and therefore effecting at most weak interlocking with opposing rugae distales (Fig. 39). Topographical variation in the rudimentationof hamulaein remiges (and other pennae
contornae),both among feathersand tracts and within feathers,appearsto account
for much of the structural "degeneration" manifestedto varying degreesin flightless rallids.

Like other apomorphiesof the integument (Tables 27-29), the distribution and
relative degreeof thesemodificationsvaried amongthe flightlessrallids, andthese
variable interspecificdifferenceswere obscuredfurther by variation amongfeathers (with remigesbeing more stronglystructuredthan other feathers),within feathers (wear and frictional degradationof microstructureincreasingtoward the apices
of feathers), age of individual birds, and the interval since the feather examined
was producedthrough molt. Some species(e.g., Tricholimnas sylvestris,Cabalus
modestus,Atlantisia rogersL and Porzana palmeri) were characterized by pronouncedloosenessof hhebody feathersand remiges,a generaldifferencethat was
confoundedby the structuraleffects of wear, age, and preservationof study skins
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Barbl. penn.

Barbl, penn,

inter.•

1
FtG. 39. Anatomical and microanatomical l•atures or' pennae contornae. followed by scanning
electron microphotographs of sections of barbae from the vexilium internurn of remiges secundarii
I sixth) (d' selected species of Rallidae (dorsal views unless otherwise indicated): A, Gallirallus
philippenMs good•tmi (CM 11606). B, G. australiv (CM 24250). C, Cahalus mt•destus(CM 24270),
D, Tricholimnas sylvestris {AMNH 545306). E, Atlantixia rogersi (AMNH 300590L and F. T•ibomw
mt•rtierii (AMNH 546453). Abbreviations fi•r anatomical •tructure• are given in Appendix 3. individual scales (•) given.
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(Fig. 39). In addition, segmentsof some remiges of flighted rallids such as Gallirallus philippensis or Laterallus jamaicensis can generate aspects at least as
"loose" or "worn" as those of flightless species such as Habropteryx insignis
and Amaurornis ineptus, a finding indicative that reliance on single specimensfor

interspecificgeneralizationsis fraught with difficulties.In addition,the qualitative
comparisonsundertakenhere were conservativein that close relatives of flightless
specieswere used as "controls," for example, Gallirallus philippensiswas used
to representa typical flighted rail even though this speciesitself is insular and
may have undergonelimited apomorphicchangesconvergentwith thoseobserved
in flightless relatives.
Accordingly, a conclusive comparison would have to be based on stratified
samplesof specimensand feathers,and sampleswould have to be taken at parallel
suitesof micropositionedexcisionsin each, with the differencesmade quantitative
through countsof key structuresper unit length of barbule (e.g, number of complete hamulae). Quantification and detailed comparisons of structural variation in
the feathers of rails must await the systematicsampling of series of skins and
standardizedpreparationsof such specialized surveys(e.g., Rutschke 1960; Brom
1986; Mtiller and Patone 1998; Dove 2000).

Comparably modest modifications of the microstructureof contour feathers
were documentedin Strigops by Livezey (1992b). The structuralapomorphies
found in flightless members of the Rallidae were qualitatively similar but much
less extensive than those documented for ratites; the latter show additional struc-

tural changes and extraordinary degrees of modification of feathers throughout
the plumage (McGowan 1989). The extreme apomorphiesof the body feathersof
ratites were among the most readily diagnosedsourcesof taxonomic variation
and functional corollaries in surveys of the avian integument (Chandler 1916;
Stresemann1932; Sick 1937), and provide a standardfor diagnosesof apomorphy
in flightless members of other avian groups (Brom and Prins 1989).
Miscellaneousfeatures of the integument.--Comparatively prominent ungues
alularesand use of them by nestlingshave been noted in severalflightlessrallids,
for example, Gallirallus australis (Beauchamp 1998b) and Atlantisia rogersi
(Lowe 1928a). Although relatively large on the generally diminutive wings of
flightless rails (Figs. 33-37), ungues alulares are present in all rallids (Livezey
1998) and are known from a number of avian families (Wetmore 1922b; Tordoff
1952; Rand 1954; Stephan 1992), and use of the claw in locomotion has been
documentedin flighted rails as well (e.g., Coturnicops noveboracensisand Gallinula chloropus [P. B. Taylor 1998]). The relevance of the disproportionately
robust ungues alulares and tectrices majores of the remiges primarii and (especially) secundariiin the wings of highly derived, flightless rallids to avian developmentalpatternsand paedomorphosisis consideredbelow.
MORPHOMETRICS OF SKELETAL CHARACTERS
UNIVARIATE MORPHOMETRICS

Interspecific differences among means.--Summary statisticsof skeletal measurementsfor modernand subfossilrallids (Tables30-33), directlypartitionedby
sex directly or (for subfossilspecies)indirectly by using K-means clustering (see
detailsunder multivariate statistics),revealed a diversity of variational scalesper-
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taining to taxonomicgroup, sex, and flight capacity.Salient differencesin means
and variances were subjected to formal statistical testing (two-way ANOVA)
where samples allowed; pairwise comparisons(Bonferroni t-tests) and informal
comparisonswith other groupsfollowed. As a rule, statisticalsignificanceof differenceswas high for skeletal comparisons,a reflection of both manifold diversity
of form and the precision of skeletal measurements(the latter were conducive to
low within-group variances and increased statisticalpower). Unfortunately, skeletal data were less widely available than measurementsof study skins,precluding
statisticalcomparisonsfor a number of taxa (e.g., Gyrnnocrexspp., Ortygonax
spp., Cyanolimnascerverai, Tricholimnas lafresnayanus,Amaurornis ineptus,Fulica chathamensis,and F. newtoni). However, subfossilremains permitted informal consideration of a number of taxa not available as study skins. As in the
comparisonsof external measurements,the focus here remains on those comparisons related to loss of flight or those in which an unexpected absenceor magnitude of differences was indicated. Differences among taxa will be considered
first, whereas intersexual differences in means and variances are considered under

sexual dimorphism.
Three speciesof greater swamphens(Porphyrio; n = 105) were sampled in
sufficient quantity to permit formal statisticalcomparisonsof skeletons(P. madagascariensis,P. melanotus,and flightlessP. hochstetteri),with unassociatedsubfossil remainsfor one other flightlesscongener(P. mantelli) availablefor informal
consideration(Tables 30-33). Interspecific differences were highly significant
(ANOVA; P -< 0.0001) in all 41 dimensions analyzed (only a subset of which
are tabulated). A posteriori pairwise comparisons (within sexes) revealed that
theseinterspecificeffects were due largely to the distinctcharacteristicsof flightless P. hochstetteri,although most variables differed less dramatically but significantly (Bonferroni t-tests, P < 0.05) between the two flighted taxa as well (P.
rnelanotuswas generally larger than P. madagascariensis,especially males). In
comparison with its more-typical congeners,flightless P. hochstetteri was characterized by being larger in dimensionsof the skull, scapula,coracoid, furcula
height, sternalwidths, two dimensionsof the pelvic girdle, and proximal segments
of the pelvic limb, but absolutely smaller in least depth of the carina sterni and
lengths of the alar and pedal phalanges(Tables 30-33). These differenceswere
sharedand generally of greater magnitude in the extinct, generally larger P. mantelli. Available elements indicate that the poorly representedP. kukwiedei had
undergone comparable or greater pectoral reduction (Tables 30-33).
Comparisonsof lesser swamphens(Porphyrula; n = 42) confirmed significant
interspecificdifferences(ANOVA; P < 0.01) in all 41 of the dimensionsanalyzed,
with P. fiavirostris averaging the smallestof the three species(Tables 30-33), a
pattern consistentwith mean body masses(Appendix 1) and notable relative to
the paedomorphicplumage pattern of this species(Livezey 1998). Summary statistics of extinct Aphanocrexpodarces, qualitatively allied with Porphyrula (Livezey 1998), indicate that this specieswas distinguishedby a comparativelylarge
cranium and only weakly reduced pectoral elements (Tables 30-33).
Of the basal genera of rallids (Livezey 1998), samplesof skeletonspermitted
the formal analysisof only three taxa (n = 69)--Habroptila wallaciL Aramides
cajanea-group, and A. ypecaha)-•of which only the first is flightless. Limited
mensuraldata for additional taxa permittedlimited informal comparisons(Tables
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31. Univariate summary statistics (œ _+ SD (n)) for six measurements
(mm) of the pectoralgirdle of modem and subfossilspeciesof Rallidae, by species
and sex. Provisional sex groupsor approximationsare enclosedby brackets.Superspecieswithin Porphyrio, Aramides, Railus, Habropteryx, Amaurornis, Gallinula, and Fulica follow Livezey (1998).

Taxonomicgroup

Swamphens
Porphyrio madagascariensis

Porphyriomelanotus

Scapula
length

Sex

M
F
M
F

62.2
59.2
67.6
62.2

+ 1.4 (8)
+ 2.7 (9)

-+ 2.5 (32)
-+ 2.3 (19)

Coracoidlength

36.0
35.5
40.5
37.6

-+ 1.8 (8)
-+ 1.6 (9)
+ 1.7 (33)
-+ 1.1 (20)

Porphyrio
mantelli

[M]
{
[F]

73.3
(5) 46.0
-+2.0
-+4.1
41.2
(1)(5)

Porphyrio hochstetteri

M
F
M
F
M
F
M

75.6
72.2
42.9
38.5
46.4
44.2
33.8

Porphyrula alleni
Porphyrula martinica
Porphyrulafiavirostris

F
Wallace's

-+ 1.7 (14)
+ 1.2 (18)
-+ 1.1 (3)
-+ 2.4 (5)
+ 0.7 (15)
-+ 0.9 (14)
-+ 0.6 (3)
--

M
F

51.6 -+ 0.7 (3)
48.7 + 2.3 (3)

32.7 +- 0.6 (3)
31.1 -+ 0.4 (3)

-M
F
M
F
-----

56.5 (1)
60.1 -+ 2.9 (4)
56.9 + 1.7 (8)
49.3 -+ 1.5 (24)

34.3 (1)
40.2 + 1.0 (4)
38.4 -+ 1.I (8)
31.2 -+ 1.1 (27)

47.6 -+ 1.8 (24)
41.0 (1)
36.5 -+ 1.4 (3)
57.5 (1)
--

30.1 + 1.5 (23)
26.1 (1)
23.1 + 0.4 (3)
33.1 (1)
--

---

31.8 (1)
41.5 (1)

18.9 -+ 1.2 (3)
23.1 (1)

and allies

Eulabeornis castaneoventris
Aramides ypecaha
Aramides cajanea-group
Canirallus oculeus
Canirallus kioloides
Nesotrochisdebooyi
Nesotrochis steganinos
Zapata Rail and allies
Cyanolimnas cerverai
Ortygonax sanguinolentus
White-throated

rails

Dryolimnas cuvieri
Dryolimnas aldabranus
Dryolimnas abbotti
Railus

43.0
41.3
24.4
23.0
26.6
25.6
20.1

Rail and allies

Habroptila wallacii
Cave-rails

+ 3.4 (13)
_+2.1 (16)
+ 2.7 (3)
-+ 1.6 (5)
-+ 1.3 (15)
_+ 1.7 (I4)
+ 0.8 (3)
32.5 (1)

M
F
M
F
--

43.0
43.0
35.0
33.3

M
F
M
F
[M]
[F]
M
F

36.9
34.9
33.1
30.6

-+ 1.6 (3)
_+2.3 (3)
-+ 1.0 (10)
+ 0.6 (6)
--

25.8 + 0.3 (3)
26.3 -+ 1.4 (3)
22.0 -+ 0.5 (10)
20.5 -+ 0.4 (6)
23.7 (I)

sensu stricto

Railus aquaticus
Railus limicola
Railus ibycus

Railus longirostris-group

Railus elegans-group

Railus
recessus

-+ 1.2 (17)
-+ 1.7 (21)
+ 1.1 (20)
-+ 1.4 (I6)
--46.3 -+ 1.4 (17)
44.2 -+ 2.1 (15)

21.0
19.9
18.6
17.2
18.4
16.2
27.8
26.6

+ 0.7
-+ 0.7
-+ 0.5
+ 0.8
+- 7.7
+ 4.5
-+ 0.9
-+ 1.0

(17)
(21)
(21)
(I8)
(8)
(5)
(17)
(16)

M

51.0 -+ 1.9 (22)

30.6 -+ 1.0 (25)

F

48.1 -+ 1.3 (12)

28.7 + 0.5 (11)

[M]
{
[F]

40.6
+
(6) 21.7
23.9
-+
(14)
- 2.3
q- 0.5
0.7 (6)
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Extended.

Sternum

Carina depth

Corpus

Carina length

Least width

Length

Oblique

55.623.0(9)
53.4-+3.4(9)
64.3-+4.0(31)
58.1-+2.7(20)

62.2-+3.0(9)
13.3---0.8(9)
57.4-+4.5(9)
12.9+-1.0(9)
70.0-+4.0(29)14.0-+1.1(32)
63.2-+2.9(20)13.8-+1.1(20)

51.4 -+ 2.7 (10)
49.0 -+ 2.0 (17)
36.2 +- 4.3 (2)
30.3 +- 2.3 (5)
39.6 -+ 2.3 (15)
38.2 -+ 2.4 (14)
28.4 +_ 0.2 (3)
29.0 (1)

65.8 ñ 3.4 (10)
62.9 -+ 2.3 (17)
38.4 -+ 4.3 (2)
34.0 -+ 1.9 (5)
41.3 -+ 1.7 (15)
40.4 -+ 2.2 (15)
30.9 -+ 0.8 (3)
32.2 (1)

24.6
23.5
8.9
9.3
9.1
8.6
6.8

49.6 -+ 2.9 (3)
46.0 +- 0.8 (3)

56.3 -+ 2.3 (3)
52.0 -+ 0.5 (3)

10.6
9.9

50.5 (1)
76.1 -+ 2.4 (4)
76.6 -+ 4.6 (8)
58.4 +- 2.9 (23)
57.6 -+ 2.9 (23)
48.3 (1)
43.5 -+ 1.8 (3)

52.8 (1)
73.8 -+ 1.7 (4)
73.6 -+ 3.0 (8)
57.7 -+ 2.9 (24)
57.1 +- 2.8 (23)
46.3 (1)
45.5 -+ 2.2 (3)

Perpendicular

20.7 -+ 1.0 (9)
20.4 -+ 1.0 (9)
22.8 -+ 1.3 (32)
21.1-+1.3(20)

15.7 -+ 0.9 (9)
15.3 -+ 0.8 (9)

17.0 -+ 1.1 (31)
16.3-+1.3(20)

{ 21.1
+2.0(12)
{ 6.5-+0.9(10)

25.4 (1)
40.1 (1)

-+ 2.6 (11)
-+ 1.3 (18)
-+ 0.6 (3)
-+ 2.0 (5)
-+ 0.4 (15)
-+ 0.6 (15)
-+ 0.8 (3)
7.6 (1)

20.7 +_ 1.6 (11)
20.5 -+ 0.8 (17)
13.1 -+ 0.6 (3)
12.9 +_ 0.7 (5)
14.5 -+ 0.6 (15)
14.1 -+ 0.8 (15)
10.7 -+ 1.1 (3)
12.0 (1)

7.6 -+ 1.1 (10)
7.1 -+ 0.8 (17)
11.4 -+ 1.0 (3)
10.7 -+ 0.5 (5)
12.7 -+ 0.7 (15)
12.3 -+ 0.8 (15)
90.1 -+ 0.7 (3)
10.0 (1)

12.6 -+ 1.2 (3)
12.5 _+ 0.5 (3)

6.3 -+ 0.7 (3)
6.1 -+ 0.5 (3)

11.7 (1)
15.1 ñ 2.0 (4)
14.5 -+ 0.6 (8)
10.3 -+ 0.9 (26)
10.2 -+ 0.8 (23)
10.5 (1)
8.2 -+ 0.1 (2)

14.8 (1)
19.1 -+ 1.1 (4)
17.4 -+ 1.5 (8)
14.0 -+ 0.8 (25)
14.0 -+ 1.0 (24)
12.3 (1)
12.5 -+ 0.6 (3)

12.3 (1)
18.6 -+ 0.9 (4)
16.7 -+ 1.7 (8)
13.1 -+ 0.7 (24)
13.0 -+ 1.0 (23)
12.3 (1)
10.7 -+ 0.9 (3)

11.6 (1)

10.7 (1)

5.2 (1)

8.8 (1)
7.4 (1)

9.1 (1)
13.8 (1)

4.2 (1)
12.3 (1)

0.4 (3)
0.9 (3)

30.0 (1)
41.6 (1)

45.7 -+ 0.9 (3)
43.8 +- 4.5 (3)
31.0 -+ 1.7 (7)
30.1 -+ 1.0 (5)
41.4 (1)

46.3 -+ 2.6 (3)
44.1 -+ 3.8 (3)
35.2 -+ 0.7 (10)
33.9 -+ 0.6 (6)
41.3 (1)

7.8
7.9
7.5
6.6

-+ 0.7 (3)
-+ 0.6 (3)
-+ 0.2 (10)
-+ 0.2 (5)
7.5 (1)

13.3 +- 1.7 (3)
13.1 -+ 1.7 (3)
10.7 -+ 0.5 (7)
10.0 +_ 0.4 (5)
11.3 (1)

12.5 -+ 1.3 (3)
12.3 -+ 1.5 (3)
8.0 ñ 0.3 (7)
7.7 -+ 0.4 (5)
11.1 (1)

36.2 -+ 1.2 (17)
33.8 -+ 1.6 (20)
31.5 -+ 1.1 (20)
28.8-+1.6(12)

37.8 -+ 1.1 (17)
35.7 -+ 1.4 (19)
33.1 -+ 1.1 (19)
30.9+-0.6(15)

5.6
5.2
5.3
4.9

+- 5.2
-+ 0.3
-+ 0.4
-+ 0.3

12.8
12.3
11.9
11.7

11.6
11.2
10.9
10.5

48.3
45.5
55.1
50.6
30.5
27.7

49.9
47.2
54.9
51.0
35.0
32.2

6.3
5.9
7.0
6.5
7.5
7.2

(17)
(19)
(20)
(17)

-+ 0.6
-+ 0.6
-+ 0.6
-+ 0.6

(17)
(19)
(19)
(13)

-+ 0.5
-+ 0.7
-+ 0.7
+- 0.7

(17)
(19)
(19)
(13)

7.6-+
0.9(4)
{ 8.1
-+0.6
(7){ 4.1
-+0.4
(7)
+- 4.2
-+ 2.7
-+ 2.7
+- 2.2
-+ 1.4
-+ 0.7

(16)
(16)
(25)
(10)
(6)
(15)

-+ 3.1
+- 2.2
-+ 2.2
-+ 1.8
-+ 1.1
-+ 1.0

(16)
(17)
(24)
(11)
(6)
(15)

-+ 1.1
-+ 0.6
-+ 0.6
-+ 0.6
-+ 0.5
-+ 0.6

(16)
(17)
(22)
(11)
(6)
(15)

16.2
15.5
17.1
16.3
11.6
10.6

_+ 1.1
-+ 1.0
-+ 0.8
-+ 0.9
-+ 1.0
-+ 0.2

(17)
(16)
(24)
(10)
(6)
(15)

15.4
14.5
16.4
15.6
8.4
7.5

-+ 1.1
-+ 0.9
-+ 0.6
-+ 0.8
-+ 0.6
-+ 0.5

(17)
(16)
(24)
(9)
(6)
(15)
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Taxonomicgroup

Gallirallus

MONOGRAPHS

Scapula
length

Coracoidlength

+ 1.0 (7)
+ 1.3 (3)
+ 0.3 (2)
+ 1.9 (17)
-+ 1.3 (13)
+ 3.8 (4)
-+ 1.6 (4)
-+ 1.8 (15)
+ 1.9 (20)
+ 1.1 (19)
+ 1.1 (9)
-+ 1.9 (14)
+ 1.6 (18)
+ 0.8 (20)
+ 0.9 (10)
-45.3 -+ 2.6 (4)
41.8 + 0.6 (2)
49.0 (1)
22.1 - 0.8 (14)
20.0 + 0.5 (14)
28.0 (1)
24.1 + 0.9 (3)
42.9 -+ 0.3 (4)
40.2 + 1.5 (8)
42.0 (1)

17.3 + 0.6 (8)
23.3 + 2.2 (4)
21.8 + 0.2 (2)
32.4 -+ 1.0 (18)
28.7 -+ 1.1 (12)
31.2 + 2.5 (4)
28.5 + 1.1 (4)
22.8 -+ 1.1 (16)
22.4 + 0.9 (21)
23.1 -+ 0.6 (23)
21.3 + 0.5 (12)
22.7 + 1.2 (13)
21.3 -+ 0.8 (16)
16.4 + 0.6 (19)
15.6 + 0.3 (10)
23.5 (1)
26.1 -+ 0.5 (4)
24.3 + 0.8 (2)
28.0 (1)
12.6 - 0.4 (14)
11.6 + 0.3 (14)
15.3 -+ 0.4 (7)
13.7 +- 0.1 (2)
26.0 -+ 0.6 (4)
23.7 -+ 0.9 (8)
26.8 (1)

Sex

and allies

Gallirallus pectoralis-group

--

Gallirallus

striatus

M

Gallirallus

australis

M

F
F

Gallirallus greyi

M

Gallirallus philippensis-group

M

Gallirallus dieffenbachii

[M]

F
F

[FI
Gallirallus

owstoni

M

Gallirallus

wakensis

M

F
F

Tricholimnas lafresnayanus
Tricholimnas sylvestris

-M

Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus*
Cabalus modestus

Habropteryx torquatus-group

-[M]
IF]
[M]
[FI
M

Habropteryx okinawae

--

F

Capellirallus karamu

F

Problematic

30.7
37.4
37.7
51.4
45.4
49.9
44.8
39.8
39.3
36.9
34.3
40.8
38.8
29.1
28.2

subfossil rails

38.6 + 0.2 (2)

Aphanapteryx bonasia

[M]

50.5-+2.9(3)

Erythromachus leguati

[F]
--

Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi

[M]

64.6 - 2.0 (21)
58.9 + 1.6 (12)

40.6 q- 1.8 (21)
37.0 -+ 1.6 (24)

18.9 + 1.2 (6)

10.6 + 0.5 (7)
15.6 q- 0.2 (5)

IF]
Atlantisia

32.1- 1.2(5)

and allies

Atlantisia rogersi
Mundia elpenor

Laterallus leucopyrrhus

-[M]
IF]
M
F

Coturnicops noveboracensis

M

Crex crex

M

Crex albicollis

M

F
F
F

Gray crakes and allies
Porzana palmeri

M
F

Porzana carolina

M

Porzana pusilla

M

Porzana tabuensis

M

F
F

25.6q-0.7(4)

14.8- 0.4(11)

24.8
23.6
27.5
25.6
43.5
41.5
33.1
34.2

q- 0.6
q- 1.1
- 1.4
q- 1.8
- 2.1
q- 1.8
q- 2.7
q- 0.8

(7)
(21)
(15)
(19)
(13)
(11)
(2)
(2)

14.7
14.2
15.8
14.8
22.1
21.5
20.1
19.3

-+ 0.5
q- 0.8
+ 0.7
q- 0.4
+ 1.0
q- 0.6
+ 0.8
q- 0.8

(7)
(20)
(115)
(20)
(13)
(11)
(2) (2)

19.8
19.3
32.3
30.6
26.2
25.0
24.5

+ 1.2
q- 0.7
+ 1.3
q- 1.2
q- 1.8
+ 1.5
+_ 1.1

(6)
(6)
(13)
(15)
(9)
(14)
(5)

11.0
10.6
17.2
16.4
14.4
13.8
14.4

+ 0.2
q- 0.3
+ 0.5
q- 0.3
q- 0.9
+ 0.8
q- 0.2

(6)
(6)
(15)
(15)
(10)
(15)
(5)
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Continued, Extended.
Sternum

Corpus

Carinadepth

Carinalength

Length

Leastwidth

Oblique

Perpendicular

29.5 -+ 2.1 (8)
39.3 -+ 4.0 (3)
38.5 -+ 2.1 (2)
34.0 -+ 1.9 (19)
29.9 ñ 1.4 (13)
32.9 + 1.1 (4)
29.8 + 0.9 (4)
40.9 -+ 2.5 (14)
41.9 -+ 3.1 (21)
30.3 --+1.5 (20)
27.8 -+ 1.2 (9)
32.2 ñ 2.0 (14)
29.9 ñ 1.8 (18)
21.5 -+ 1.1 (20)
21.1 -+ 1.9 (10)

31.4 -+ 1.6 (8)
40.0 _+3.0 (3)
39.0 -+ 1.6 (2)
41.0 _+1.9 (19)
36.0 ñ 1.8 (13)
40.3 - 1.4 (4)
35.7 -+ 1.7 (4)
40.8 _+ 1.8 (15)
41.3 -+ 2.6 (20)
36.2 ñ 1.4 (20)
33.0 -+ 0.9 (9)
36.5 ñ 1.3 (14)
34.8 ñ 1.6 (18)
23.9 -+ 1.4 (20)
23.8 -+ 1.3 (10)

4.6 _+0.4 (8)
5.1 -+ 0.4 (4)
5.0 -+ 0.2 (2)
11.3 ñ 0.9 (19)
10.1 -+ 1.0 (13)
11.6 - 0.9 (4)
10.1 -+ 0.6 (3)
6.9 -+ 0.9 (15)
6.3 -+ 0.8 (21)
9.5 - 0.5 (20)
9.0 -+ 0.6 (9)
7.5 -+ 0.7 (14)
7.5 ñ 0.8 (17)
6.8 -+ 0.5 (20)
6.6 -+ 0.3 (10)

10.2 -+ 0.6 (8)
13.0 -+ 1.6 (3)
12.6 -+ 1.1 (2)
12.7 ñ 1.0 (18)
10.6 -+ 1.0 (13)
10.8 ---2.2 (4)
10.5 -+ 2.0 (4)
13.1 -+ 1.1 (15)
13.3 -+ 1.0 (20)
12.6 ñ 0.7 (20)
11.3 -+ 0.6 (9)
11.0 -+ 0.8 (14)
10.8 ñ 0.65 (18)
7.9 -+ 0.6 (20)
7.5 -+ 0.4 (10)

9.7 ñ 0.6 (8)
12.0 -+ 0.9 (3)
12.2 -+ 1.1 (2)
7.3 -+ 0.6 (18)
6.1 ñ 0.8 (13)
5.7 -+ 0.5 (4)
5.6 -+ 0.2 (4)
12.6 ñ 1.0 (15)
12.5 -+ 1.0 (20)
8.5 -+ 0.6 (20)
7.7 -+ 0.6 (9)
8.5 -+ 0.7 (14)
8.0 +- 0.8 (18)
5.3 -+ 0.8 (20)
5.4 -+ 0.5 (10)

--

34.0 ñ 1.8 (4)
30.5 ñ 0.8 (2)
44.0 (1)
12.0 _+0.7 (18)
10.5 ñ 0.5 (10)

--

38.3 ñ 1.6 (4)
34.9 _+0.2 (2)
47.0 (1)
16.3 ñ 0.7 (18)
15.0 ñ 0.7 (10)

10.5 (1)

13.0 (1)

7.0 (1)

10.3 ñ 0.9 (4)
9.3 _+0.8 (2)
16.0 (1)
7.0 _+0.5 (18)
6.7 ñ 0.5 (10)

11.1 ñ 0.7 (4)
11.3 ñ 0.4 (2)
12.0 (1)
6.7 ñ 0.6 (18)
6.2 ñ 0.6 (10)

8.1 +- 1.0 (4)
8.5 -+ O.1 (2)
8.5 (1)

2.9 -+ 0.9 (18)
2.4 -+ 0.3 (10)

{17.1+-0.5(2){23.3-+0.5(3){9.0-+0.7(6){8.1-+1.0(8
ñ 0.4 (8)

40.9 ñ 2.1 (5)
37.1 -+ 1.8 (8)
34.1 (1)

43.0 ñ 1.8 (5)
39.6 -+ 1.7 (8)
40.0 (1)

8.2 ñ 0.5 (5)
7.5 -+ 0.6 (8)
10.3 (1)

13.3 ñ 0.8 (5)
12.2 -+ 0.8 (8)
12.7 (1)

11.6 -+ 1.1 (5)
10.5 -+ 0.8 (8)
8.5 (1)

{ [37.0](1)?
{ [52.0](1)?
{ 15.9-+
3.6(4)
{ 15.9-+2.9(5)
{ 7.5

-+ 2.9 (6)

32.9 ñ 4.3 (3)
52.2 -+ 2.4 (13)
42.2 ñ 3.9 (12)

41.5 -+ 2.1 (3)
60.0 -+ 2.0 (13)
55.0 ñ 3.3 (12)

10.7 -+ 0.3 (3)
16.9 -+ 1.2 (13)
15.2 ñ 1.1 (12)

12.4 -+ 0.8 (4)
13.2 -+ 1.4 (13)
12.8 -+ 1.2 (12)

8.1 -+ 1.1 (4)
5.8 ñ 0.7 (13)
5.5 +- 0.9 (12)

7.7 -+ 0.9 (8)

12.5 ñ 0.8 (8)

5.7 ñ 0.3 (8)

6.4 ñ 0.6 (8)

2.4 -+ 0.1 (7)

16.4ñ
1.0(8){
20.2-+
1.3(8){
6.7-+0.6(12,
{ 5.2-+0.4(13){
2.4

+- 0.4 (12)

22.0 -+ 1.2 (7)
20.6 -+ 1.5 (17)

24.7 ñ 1.5 (7)
23.9 -+ 1.4 (17)

6.1 ñ 0.4 (6)
5.8 -+ 0.4 (18)

8.6 -+ 0.5 (7)
8.4 -+ 0.5 (18)

6.8 -+ 0.4 (7)
6.4 _+0.5 (18)

24.3 ñ 1.4 (12)
23.3 ñ 1.0 (14)
44.0 -+ 0.4 (12)
42.6 ñ 1.9 (11)
34.5 -+ 0.8 (2)
32.0 -+ 1.3 (2)

26.6 ñ 1.1 (12)
25.6 ñ 1.1 (13)
40.7 -+ 1.6 (13)
39.4 -+ 1.7 (11)
35.9 - 2.2 (2)
34.3 -+ 1.3 (2)

5.8
5.5
6.3
6.4
5.6
6.7

-+ 0.3 (11)
-+ 0.3 (16)
-+ 0.5 (13)
-+ 0.8 (11)
- 0.1 (2)
-+ 0.4 (2)

10.8 ñ 0.3 (12)
10.3 -+ 0.5 (16)
14.4 -+ 0.9 (13)
13.8 -+ 0.8 (10)
11.5 -+ 0.1 (2)
11.2 -+ 0.1 (2)

9.5 ñ 0.5
9.2 -+ 0.6
14.4 ñ 0.9
13.8 -+ 0.8
10.2 -+ 0.5
10.2 -+ 0.3

11.1 ñ 0.7 (6)
10.9 ñ 0.7 (5)
27.5 -+ 1.3 (12)
25.7 ñ 1.6 (14)
23.3 -+ 2.6 (7)
21.0 -+ 2.2 (15)
19.4 ñ 1.1 (4)

14.3 -+ 0.6 (6)
14.5 ñ 0.9 (5)
29.0 -+ 1.1 (12)
27.3 -+ 1.2 (14)
25.0 -+ 1.9 (7)
23.4 -+ 1.5 (15)
23.0 -+ 1.0 (5)

5.9 -+ 0.5 (6)
5.5 -+ 0.5 (5)
7.6 -+ 0.6 (14)
7.0 -+ 0.5 (15)
5.0 -+ 0.5 (8)
5.0 -+ 0.6 (14)
5.2 -+ 0.5 (5)

5.7 -+ 0.7 (6)
5.9 ñ 0.9 (5)
11.2 -+ 0.5 (12)
11.0 -+ 0.8 (15)
9.6 -+ 0.9 (9)
9.4 -+ 0.6 (15)
8.3 ñ 0.4 (5)

3.9 -+ 0.4 (6)
3.8 -+ 0.4 (5)
10.4 -+ 0.4 (12)
9.9 -+ 0.6 (15)
8.8 -+ 0.7 (9)
8.4 -+ 1.0 (15)
6.5 -+ 0.8 (5)

(12)
(16)
(13)
(10)
(2)
(2)
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Continued.

Taxonomicgroup

Porzana atra

Porzanafiavirostra

Sex

Scapula
length

Coracoidlength

F
M
F
M
F

24.1 _+ 1.0 (6)
27.1 (1)
25.5 -+ 1.9 (3)
30.6 + 1.5 (16)
29.9 + 1.0 (16)

14.0 _+0.4 (6)
15.5 (1)
14.5 -+ 0.3 (2)
17.9 -+ 0.7 (17)
17.5 -+ 0.7 (18)

Porzana
piercei

[M]
{
[F]

17.5
(1)

Porzana keplerorumS
Porzana severnsiS

---

-22.6 (1)

10.6 -+ 0.1 (5)
-12.2 (1)

11.3
+0.2
(9)

M
F
M
F
M
F
--

43.0 + 1.1 (5)
40.9 -+ 0.8 (4)
41.3 + 1.6 (3)
37.9 +- 0.5 (2)
41.9 -4-1.4 (15)
39.9 + 1.9 (15)
57.0 (1)

25.1 -4-0.8 (5)
24.2 -+ 1.3 (4)
23.5 -4-1.0 (3)
21.8 -+ 0.5 (2)
24.9 + 0.8 (16)
23.6 -+ 0.9 (15)
36.0 (1)

M

55.5 -+ 2.3 (8)

30.8 -+ 1.6 (8)

F
-M
F
M
F

45.7 + 0.1 (2)
33.0 (1)
55.7 -+ 1.5 (25)
52.0 + 2.3 (19)
64.7 _+ 1.2 (8)
63.9 -+ 3.0 (9)

25.3 -+ 1.3 (2)
20.0 (1)
29.8 + 1.0 (24)
27.9 +- 1.3 (19)
35.6 -+ 1.2 (8)
35.0 -+ 1.6 (9)

Waterhens

Amaurornis olivaceus
Arnaurornis moluccanus
Amaurornis phoenicurus

Amaurornis ineptus*
Moorhens

and allies

Gallicrex cinerea
Pareudiastespacificus*
Tribonyx ventralis
Tribonyx mortierii

Tribonyx
hodgenorum

[M]
[F]

37.2+
2.2(3)
-

--+ 0.7
20.2
0.7
(12)
18.5 +
(8)

Gallinula nesiotis
Gallinula comeri
Gallinula tenebrosa

--M
F
M
F
M
F
--

46.1
49.1
60.3
58.8
49.8
48.0
52.6
49.3
47.2

-+ 1.6 (5)
+ 1.0 (4)
+ 1.9 (6)
-+ 2.6 (8)
-+ 3.6 (8)
-+ 3.3 (16)
-4-2.0 (12)
-+ 2.5 (8)
-+ 0.9 (4)

24.9
26.5
33.4
32.1
27.0
26.5
29.4
27.5
26.9

-- 1.3 (5)
-4-1.0 (4)
+ 0.8 (6)
-4-1.1 (8)
-+ 2.1 (10)
- 1.9 (19)
-+ 1.1 (12)
-4-0.9 (9)
-+ 0.5 (5)

--M
F
M

66.1
88.1
87.1
79.6
60.3

-+ 2.8
-+ 2.3
+ 2.9
-+ 6.2
+ 2.5

36.1
48.6
48.4
45.4
32.7

+- 1.9 (4)
+ 1.3 (2)
-+ 1.3 (6)
+ 2.2 (5)
_+ 1.4 (17)

Gallinula chloropus
Gallinula cachinaans
Gallinula sandvicensis
Coots

Fulica armillata
Fulica cornuta
Fulica gigantea
Fulica americana

F

(4)
(2)
(6)
(5)
(17)

55.9 -+ 2.3 (15)

30.5 -+ 1.2 (15)

M
F
M
F
[M]
[F]

60.8
55.5
62.6
61.1
76.0
71.0

32.1
29.4
33.7
32.5
44.0
41.5

Fulica
prisca

[M]
[F]

76.0+
2.8(2)
-

Fulica newtoni

--

Fulica alai
Fulica atra (atra-group)
Fulica chathamensis

-+ 2.8 (7)
-+ 3.3 (7)
-+ 2.2 (15)
+- 2.5 (21)
-+ 2.2 (19)
-+ 1.5 (7)

--+ 1.3
42.4
39.6 +
1.6 (13)
(4)

--

* Measurements
takenon elementsduringmyologicaldissection.
•- Measurementestimatedfrom photographs
of mountedspecimenat MauritiusInstitutetakenby J. Hume.
$ Samplesbased in part on measurementstabulatedby Olson and James (1991).
õ Measurementbased on Mourer-Chauvir6 et al. (1999: fig. 131).

_+ 1.7 (7)
-+ 0.9 (8)
+ 1.7 (15)
-+ 1.6 (22)
-+ 1.4 (18)
-+ 0.9 (14)

[41.0 (1)]õ
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Continued, Extended.

Carina depth

Co•us

Carina length

Length

18.4 + 1.1 (6)
15.5 (1)
15.2 +- 0.3 (3)
27.1 +- 1.0 (13)
27.1 +- 1.3 (17)

22.0 _+0.8 (6)
21.8 (1)
21.8 + 0.5 (3)
30.5 + 0.7 (13)
30.4 _+ 1.3 (16)

--

Oblique

Perpendicular

8.6 +- 0.7 (6)
10.1 (1)
9.4 +- 0.1 (3)
10.1 +- 0.5 (15)
10.0 +- 0.4 (16)

6.9 -+ 0.7 (6)
5.8 (1)
5.7 -+ 0.2 (3)
8.2 +- 0.6 (15)
8.0 -+ 0.4 (16)

Least width

5.0 _+0.5 (6)
6.4 (1)
6.2 +_0.6 (3)
6.9 _+0.6 (12)
6.6 _+0.5 (16)

5.2 (1)

1.6 (1)

12.0 (1)

18.3 (1)

--

13.1 (1)

--

7.0 (1)

1.0 (1)

39.2 +- 0.8 (4)
37.7 -+ 0.9 (4)
38.7 +- 2.7 (3)
36.5 -+ 0.7 (2)
42.8 -+ 2.4 (16)
39.4 -+ 2.0 (15)
50.0 (1)

41.9 +_0.9 (5)
40.9 +_0.6 (4)
40.6 +- 2.8 (3)
39.3 +_0.1 (2)
43.6 +_2.0 (16)
40.3 _+1.8 (15)
54.0 (1)

9.4 _+0.6 (5)
8.9 _+ 1.0 (4)
8.3 +- 0.4 (3)
8.4 + 0.1 (2)
8.5 _+0.6 (16)
7.7 _+0.6 (15)
23.0 (1)

11.1 +_0.8 (4)
10.6 +--0.7 (3)
13.2 -+ 0.6 (3)
12.7 _+0.5 (2)
12.5 _+0.9 (16)
11.8 + 0.7 (15)
12.5 (1)

9.1 +- 0.4 (4)
8.6 +- 0.4 (3)
11.9 -+ 0.7 (3)
10.8 +- 0.4 (2)
11.5 +_0.8 (16)
11.1 _+0.5 (15)
8.0 (1)

59.7 ñ 3.4 (8)
48.3 ñ 5.7 (2)

57.4 _+3.1 (8)
47.8 _+4.7 (2)

24.0 (1)
54.8 ñ 2.5 (26)
50.1 +_3.0 (19)
54.0 _ 2.0 (9)
51.6 ___
2.4 (9)

32.0 (1)
51.5 _+ 1.8 (25)
47.5 _+2.6 (18)
55.8 +- 1.7 (9)
54.2 _+2.4 (9)

7.5 +_0.7 (8)
5.4 _+0.9 (2)
10.0 (1)
14.4 _+ 1.0 (25)
13.2 _+0.8 (19)
20.8 +- 1.4 (9)
19.4 _+0.6 (9)

16.1 -+ 0.8 (8)
14.2 -+ 0.9 (2)
12.0 (1)
17.1 m 0.8 (25)
16.0 + 0.9 (19)
13.2 -+ 1.2 (9)
13.2 -+ 0.7 (9)

15.7 _+ 1.0 (8)
13.4 +- 0.8 (2)
7.0 (1)
16.2 +- 0.7 (25)
15.0 -+ 0.8 (19)
9.6 +- 1.2 (9)
10.4 + 1.3 (9)

7.5
(l)

25.0(1)
{ 27.6(1){ 13.1(1)
34.6
38.6
60.1
59.3
46.6
44.5
50.5
46.7
42.1

_+2.4 (5)
+_ 1.2 (4)
_+ 1.6 (6)
- 1.6 (8)
_+ 3.0 (10)
_+3.4 (18)
+_2.6 (12)
_+2.6 (8)
+_ 1.3 (4)

38.9
42.3
57.8
55.5
45.4
43.4
48.8
45.5
41.1

+_2.4 (5)
_+2.1 (4)
+_ 1.9 (6)
+_3.4 (8)
+_ 3.0 (10)
_+ 3.1 (18)
_+0.8 (12)
+_ 2.3 (8)
+_ 1.1 (4)

64.6
84.8
84.7
80.0
56.1
51.5
55.5
49.9
60.2
58.0
72.8
68.7

_+3.7 (4)
+- 2.9 (2)
+_2.8 (6)
_+4.8 (5)
+_3.0 (17)
_+2.3 (12)
+- 2.1 (7)
+- 3.3 (7)
_+2.4 (15)
_+3.1 (22)
_ 1.8 (19)
_+2.5 (5)

62.7
82.7
85.6
78.7
54.6
50.0
54.2
49.7
57.0
55.0
72.9
70.1

_+ 3.7 (4)
_+ 1.6 (2)
+__
2.4 (6)
_+5.6 (5)
+_2.3 (17)
_+ 1.8 (12)
+_ 1.8 (6)
+ 3.2 (7)
_+2.2 (15)
_+2.5 (22)
+_ 1.7 (19)
_+ 1.6 (5)

14.1 +_ 1.5 (5)
15.9 +_0.6 (4)
15.6 +_0.9 (6)
15.5 +_ 1.1 (8)
12.7 +_ 1.3 (10)
112.1 _+ 1.0 (19)
14.5 +_0.8 (12)
14.0 _+ 1.3 (8)
14.0 + 0.7 (3)
22.6
30.7
30.7
27.7
19.1
17.1
18.7
17.5
18.8
18.2
27.2
26.0

+_ 1.3 (4)
-+ 2.1 (2)
+- 1.1 (6)
_+2.9 (5)
_ 0.7 (17)
+_ 1.2 (15)
+- 1.2 (7)
+_0.8 (7)
+ 1.0 (15)
_+ 1.2 (21)
+ 1.1 (19)
_+0.7 (5)

__•

11.8
12.0
17.9
17.1
15.7
14.7
15.9
15.3
14.0

+- 0.7 (5)
+ 0.8 (4)
+- 1.2 (6)
-+ 1.0 (8)
+- 1.2 (10)
+- 1.3 (19)
-+ 0.6 (12)
+- 1.1 (8)
+- 0.6 (5)

8.3
8.5
16.9
15.8
14.6
13.7
15.1
13.9
12.8

+- 0.7 (5)
-+ 0.8 (4)
-+ 0.4 (5)
-+ 1.0 (6)
--+1.1 (10)
-+ 1.4 (19)
-+ 0.7 (12)
+- 0.8 (8)
-+ 0.8 (5)

19.0
27.8
23.9
23.0
18.3
17.5
18.2
16.8
18.5
18.4
20.0
18.7

+- 2.2 (4)
-+ 1.2 (2)
-+ 1.4 (6)
-+ 1.3 (5)
-+ 0.7 (16)
--- 0.7 (15)
-+ 0.7 (6)
+- 1.2 (7)
+- 1.0 (15)
+- 1.1 (22)
+ 1.0 (19)
+ 0.4 (5)

16.7
22.5
20.1
20.0
16.6
15.4
15.7
14.8
16.8
16.5
15.6
15.2

+ 1.9 (3)
-+ 1.4 (2)
-+ 0.8 (3)
+- 1.3 (4)
-+ 0.8 (16)
-+ 0.8 (14)
+- 1.0 (7)
+- 0.8 (7)
-+ 0.9 (15)
+- 1.1 (21)
+- 1.3 (19)
+ 0.6 (5)

64.9_+2.9(4)
{ 66.1
_+
2.9
(4){ 27.7_+
1.4
(5) { 19.8
-+1.4
(7){ 14.3
+-1.8
(7)
66.5 (1)

65.3 (1)

20.0 (1)

19.9 (1)

17.0 (1)
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30-33). Nonetheless, interspecific differences in these three species were highly
significant (P < 0.0001) in all skeletal dimensionscompared. Summary statistics
revealed that H. wallacii was comparable to or slightly smaller than mediumsized A. cajanea in pectoral dimensions, but comparable to or slightly smaller
than large A. ypecaha in other measurements,with this combination of differences
accountingfor the interspecificeffects and together reflecting the pectoral reduc-

tion of H. wallacii (Tables 30-33). Other less well-representedtaxa of "basal"
rallids (Tables 30-33) either were comparable to Aramides in general body form
(e.g., Eulabeornis), were distinctly smaller but displayed the proportionstypical
of flighted rallids (e.g., Canirallus and Rougetius), or showed variably strong
indications of pectoral reduction at least as great as that evident in Habroptila
(e.g., Nesotrochis spp.).
Two species of white-throated rails (Dryolimnas cuvieri and D. aldabranus; n
-- 22) were amenable to formal comparisonsof skeletons (two-way ANOVA),
with only limited, informal comparisonsof summary statisticsfeasible for extinct
congenerD. abbotti (osteologically limited to subfossilremains) and two poorly
representedmeso-rallids (Ortygonax sanguinolentusand flightless Cyanolimnas
cerverai). Formal comparisonsof skeletal variables of flighted Dryolimnas cuvieri
and flightless D. aldabranus revealed a pattern of divergence distinct from those
indicated for flightless swamphensor basal rallids (Tables 30-33). Interspecific
differences were significant (P < 0.05) in all but 3 of the 41 variables compared
(bill length and the two furcular widths), averaginglarger in respectivesex-groups
in D. cuvieri in the other 38 dimensions. Summary statisticsfor D. abbotti indicated that D. abbotti was intermediate to its two extant congenersin size, with
relative sizes indicating that D. abbotti did not share the disproportionatereduction in selectedpectoral dimensionsindicated for D. aldabranus (Tables 30-33).
Similar assessments
of summary statisticsrevealed that Cyanolimnascerverai was
larger than Ortygonax sanguinolentusin dimensionsof the pelvic apparatusbut
substantially smaller than its flighted relative in available pectoral dimensions
(Tables 30-33).

Typical rails (Rallus, Gallirallus, Tricholimnas, and Habropteryx) having adequate samplesfor two-way analysisof skeletal dimensionscomprised 11 species
(n = 327), of which 4 (T. sylvestris, G. australis-group, G. owstoni, and G.
wakensis) were flightless. An additional nine taxa were included for informal
comparisonsbecause they were representedby samples too limited for formal
analysisor were representedonly by unassociatedsubfossilelements (Tables 3033). These were congenersof the foregoing taxa, members of allied genera (Nesoclopeus,Cabalus, and Capellirallus), or specimensof three problematic,monotypic genera most comparablemorphologically with typical rails (Diaphorapteryx,
Aphanapteryx, and Erythromachus).Among those amenableto two-way ANOVA,
taxon effects were highly significant in all 41 skeletal variables (P < 0.0001).
Consideration of summary statisticsof other, less well-represented taxa added to
the interspecific differences in osteological dimensions. Most notable were the
modest pectoral changesof Rallus recessus;pronouncedrelative pectoral reductions indicated for flightlessR. ibycus (cf. G. owstoni), Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus
(cf. T. sylvestris), G. dieffenbachii (cf. G. wakensis), Habropteryx insignis, and
H. okinawae; and the extreme pectoral reductions of Cabalus modestusand Capellirallus karamu (Tables 30-33). Summary statisticscompiled here for C. mo-
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destusand G. dieffenbachii (Tables 30-33) comparedvery closely to those for
samples(not partitioned to sex) presentedby Trewick (1997b).
Crakes (Laterallus, Coturnicops, Crex, and Porzana) having adequatesamples
for two-way analysisof skeletal dimensionscomprised 10 species(n = 213), of
which 2 (P. atra and P. palmeri) were flightless. A number of additional species,
either congenericwith the aforementionedtaxa or members of allied taxa, were
available for comparisonsof summary statisticsbut were representedby unsexed
specimensor disassociatedsubfossilelementsnot suitablefor two-way statistical
comparisons (Tables 30-33). These secondary species included a number of
flightless forms: Atlantisia rogersi, "Atlantisia" elpenor, P. sandwichensis,P.
monasa, P. pierceL P. rua, P. astrictocarpus, and five other Porzana from the
Hawaiian Islands. Those taxa permitting two-way comparisonsmanifested significant interspecific differences in all 41 skeletal dimensions (ANOVA; P <
0.05). Comparisonsof summary statisticsfor thesetaxa and those not subjected
to formal analysesrevealed that a considerablerange in general body size is
encompassedby crakes,ranging from the smaller subfossilendemicsof the Hawaiian Islands (P. menehune and P. ziegleri) to the comparatively large species
of Crex (Tables 30-33). Flightless species,regardlessof whether samplesperreitted two-way comparisons,showedvariably pronouncedbut significantpectoral
reduction. The most pronounceddiminutions of pectoral elements (relative to
nonpectoraldimension) were presentin A. rogersi and most of the subfossilHawaiian Porzana, and notablyless substantialreductionswere found in P. atra and
P. piercei (Tables 30-33).
Only two taxa of bushhens(Amaurornis) were representedadequatelyfor twoway analysis(A. phoenicurusandA. olivaceus-group).Three others(A. akool,A.
isabellinus,and flightlessA. ineptus)were limited to data permittingonly informal
comparisonagainst the summary statisticsof these benchmark, flighted groups (n
= 45). Despite the limited disparity between the two speciessubject to two-way
analyses(both flightedand of medium size), 19 of 41 skeletaldimensionsshowed
significantinterspecificdifferences(ANOVA; P < 0.05). Summary statisticsfor
congenersrepresentedby very limited samplesindicatedthatA. akool was smaller
and A. isabellinusof approximatelyequal overall size to the better-sampledspecies (Tables 30-33). However, to the extent permittedby the very limited skeletal
data available, flightlessA. ineptusdepartedsubstantiallyfrom the proportionsof
its flighted congeners,being much larger in cranial and pelvic dimensionsbut
approximatelyequal to or slightly smaller in pectoral dimensions.
Six taxa of moorhens (sensu lato) were represented by samples (n -- 153)
suitable for two-way analysis (Gallicrex cinerea, Gallinula chloropus-group,G.
tenebrosa,G. comeri, Tribonyx ventralis, and T. mortierii), with four othershaving limited data permitting limited, informal comparisons(Pareudiastespacificus,
T. hodgenorum, G. nesiotis, and G. sandvicensis[Tables 30-33]). This diverse
assemblagemanifestedhighly significantintersexualdifferencesin all 41 of the
skeletal dimensionscompared (ANOVA; P < 0.05). Summary statisticsfor these
taxa and those not amenable to formal analysesrevealed that flightless species
tended to be larger than flighted relatives in all but pectoral dimensions(Tables
30-33), a generality epitomized by the contrastbetween the comparativelywellsampledflighted T. ventralis and its flightlesscongenerT. mortierii.
Only two taxa of coots(Fulica) were amenableto two-way ANOVA (F. amer-
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icana and F. atra [n = 69]). Four other specieswere sampledfor which available
specimenspermitted one-way ANOVA among taxa (F. armillata, F. gigantea, F.

cornuta, and F. alai In = 32]), and three more (comprisingthe only flightless
speciesin the genus) were representedby samplesof subfossilelementsof marginal, subanalyticalquality (F. chathamensis,F. prisca, and F. newtoni [Tables
30-33]). Despite a predictableaffinity between the two well-representedspecies
of Fulica, interspecificdifferenceswere significant(P < 0.05) in all but 2 of the
41 skeletaldimensionscompared,with the EurasianF. atra averagingslightly but
significantly larger (sex for sex) than F. americana of the New World (Tables
30-33). One-way comparisonsof the enlarged series of six speciesconfirmed
highly significantinterspecificdifferences(P < 0.0001) in all 41 skeletaldimensions,reflectingin large part the differencesin overall size betweenF. gigantea
and F. cornuta and other speciesof coots. Summary statisticsfor the three subfossil speciesindicatedthat thesespecieswere comparablein overall size to the
two large Andean species (e.g., dimensions of the skull and pelvic limb), but
showedrelative reductionsin most pectoral measurements(Tables 30-33).
Differences in group variances.--In the greater swamphens(Porphyrio), differencesin group variances(two-way Levene'stests)of skeletaldimensionslargely were restrictedto interspecificvariation.Significantdifferencesamongspecies
were found in 14 of 41 measurements
compared(P < 0.05), whereasintersexual
effects and species-sexinteractioneffects were significant(P < 0.05) in only 6
and 3 variables,respectively(Tables30-33). The interspecificdifferencesderived
principallyfrom the comparativelylarge variancesof somemeasurements
in P.
hochstetteri;large size and the proportionof skeletonsassignedto sex a posteriori
renderthis patternlessthan compelling.Among the lesserswamphens(Porphyrula), differences in group variances achieved significance(P < 0.05) among
speciesand between sexesin six and one measurements,respectively.Some variables (notably depth of the carina sterni) showedgreaterrelative variationthan
others (e.g., lengths of limb elements),notably in some dimensionsof comparatively late-ossifyingelementsin flightlessspecies.For example, coefficientsof
variation (SD/œ)for perpendiculardepth of the carina sterni approximated5% in
flighted species,but was 10% or more in flightlessPorphyrio (Table 31).
Three taxa of basal rallids were formally compared(Aramidescajanea-group,
A. ypecaha and Habroptila wallacii). Very few significant differences in withingroup variances (two-way Levene's test; P < 0.05) were found in the 41 skeletal

dimensions,with only interspecificeffects in 3 variables,intersexualeffectsin 1,
and species-sexinteractionsin 2. Neither these nor the summary statisticsfor
other, poorly representedbasal taxa indicatedmeaningfulpatternsin variances.
However, as in the swamphens,some variables (notably carina depths of the
sternum) showed higher relative variancesthan other dimensions,especially in
flightlessspecies(Tables 30-33).
The two speciesof white-throatedrails amenableto formal analyses(Dryolimnas cuvieri and D. aldabranus)manifestedsignificantinterspecificdifferences(P
< 0.05) in within-group variancesin 10 skeletal dimensions,intersexualdifferences in 4, and species-sex interaction effects in 5 (4 of which also showed
significantmain effects).Theseeffectswere comparativelyfrequentin dimensions
of the cranium, pectoralgirdle, and proximal pectorallimb (Tables 30-33). Informal comparisons
of summarystatisticsfor extinctD. abbottiandthe two poor-
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ly representedmeso-rallids (Ortygonax sanguinolentusand Cyanolimnascerverai)
revealed no obvious patterns in within-group variances. Comparisonsof coefficients of variation (SD/œ)indicated no obvious heterogeneity among variables in
relative variances within Dryolimnas, whereas data were too few for assessments
of Cyanolimnas or Ortygonax.
For the typical rails permitting two-way analysis of within-group variances,
significant interspecificeffects (Levene's tests, P < 0.05) were found in all but 4
of the 41 skeletal dimensions. Exceptions were ulna length, least depth of the
carina sterni, maximal width of the furcula, and length of pedal digit III, all of
which tended to high variance in all rails and were prone to somewhat inflated
measurementerror. Intersexual differences in group variances were significantin
only nine dimensions, with 'species-sexinteractions limited to one of these. Examination of summary statistics indicated that many of the interspecific effects
were due to the anomalouslyhigh variancesfor the small sample of Tricholimnas
sylvestris(in part a reflection of increasedmeasurementerror attendingthe inclusion of mounted skeletons),the variably inflated variancesof the polytypic Railus
longirostris and polymorphic Gallirallus australis, and the probably artifactually
low variances for the minimal sample available for G. wakensis (Tables 30-33).
The additional speciesnot included in formal comparisonsrevealed no informative departuresfrom the commonalitiespertaining to the foregoing species,bearing in mind the limitations and conditionson these estimates.Notable once again
in all typical rails was the higher relative variation of a subsetof the variables,
especially the two depths of the carina sterni; coefficients of variation (SD/•) for
the latter generally approximated (where sampleswere partitioned by sex) twice
those of other dimensions,for example, lengths of appendicularelements (Tables
30-33).
The 10 species of crakes (Laterallus, Coturnicops, Crex, and Porzana) having
adequate samplesfor two-way analysis of within-group variances in skeletal dimensions (Levene's tests; P < 0.05), of which 2 (P. atra and P. palmeri) were
flightless,showedinterspecificdifferencesin variancesin 29 of 41 variables.No
dimensions showed significant (P > 0.05) intersexual heterogeneity in group variances, and only two (both of which also showed interspecific differences) manifested significant species-sexinteractionsin group variances.Those skeletal variables showing significant heterogeneity of variances included dimensionsof all
parts of the skeleton, and did not indicate any meaningful functional patterns
(Tables 30-33), evidently resulting in large part from variances in a few comparatively large, widespreadspecies(e.g., Crex crex and C. albicollis). Summary
statisticsfor the taxa of crakes not amenable to formal two-way comparisonsdid
not suggestmarked, meaningful heterogeneityin group variances.

The two adequatelyrepresentedtaxa of bushhens(Amaurornisolivaceus-group
and A. phoenicurus)manifestedsignificantintergpecificeffects (P < 0.05) in 24
of 41 skeletal dimensions in two-way Levene's comparisonsof within-group variances. Summary statisticsindicatedthat much of this heterogeneityreflectedthe
modest mensural differences evident among the two taxa included within the A.
olivaceus-group(A. olivaceusproper and A. moluccanus),and hence were not of
relevance to flightlessnessin the genus (Tables 30-33). Intersexual differences
(five instances)and species-sexinteraction effects (four instances)in group variances were limited to dimensions scatteredthroughout the skeleton.
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The six taxa of moorhens and allies that were representedby skeletal samples
permitting two-way analysis of group variances (Levene's tests;Gallicrex cinerea,
Gallinula chloropus-group, G. tenebrosa, G. comerg Tribonyx ventralis, and T.
mortierii) showed significant interspecific effects for 33 of 41 skeletal variables
compared. Two of these variables also manifested significant intersexual and species-sex interaction effects (both shaft widths of appendicular elements). With

respectto the intersexualdifferences,the only grouping apparentin lacking interspecific effects were several dimensionsof the sternum, an element notorious
for comparatively high componentsof variance attributable to individual developmental anomalies and vagaries of measurement. Summary statisticsfor four
other speciesin this group for which samplesprecludedformal analysesindicated
no additional noteworthy patterns (Tables 30-33).
The two speciesof coots permitting two-way analysesof group variances(Fulica atra and F. americana) showed significant (P < 0.05) interspecific effects in
12 of 41 skeletal dimensions compared; intersexual and species-sex interaction
effects were negligible, and were significant (P < 0.05) in only 2 and 1 of 41
variables, respectively. One-way comparisonsof the larger set of six speciesof
Fulica were not informative indicators of intraspecific variances in that there was
no assuranceof comparability of taxa with respect to the relative proportionsof
sexes within
UNIVARIATE

each.
SEXUAL

DIMORPHISM

Univariate differencesbetween the sexesin skeletal measurements,as indicated
by correspondingeffects in two-way ANOVA, revealed that sexual dimorphism
of the skeleton is characteristicof rails. Subfossil specieswere not subjectedto
these formal two-way comparisons, but summary statistics (Tables 30-33) permitred informal assessmentsof dimorphism in those taxa provisionally partitioned
into sexes based on K-means clustering (detailed below).
The greater swamphens(Porphyrio) manifested highly significantdimorphism
of all skeletal measurements that were compared (P < 0.05), with species-sex
interaction effects significant (P < 0.05) in 22 of the 41 dimensions as well.
Pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni t-tests) and summary statistics (Tables 30-33)
indicated that P. melanotus was characterized by exceptionally high sexual dimorphism relative to the other two speciestested. Where samples permitted confident estimates, sexual dimorphism in subfossil P. mantelli appearedto exceed
that of P. hochstetteri and to approach the magnitude found for P. melanotus
(Tables 30-33). Lesser swamphens(Porphyrula) showed significant intersexual
differences (P < 0.05) in 14 of 41 dimensions compared, with 4 of these (and 2
others) showing significant species-sex interaction effects (P < 0.05). Summary
statisticsand pairwise comparisonsindicated that these effects largely reflected
the comparatively low sexual dimorphism evident in the limited sample of P.
flavirostris (Tables 30-33).
The three taxa of basal rallids amenable to formal two-way analyses (Aramides
cajanea-group, A. ypecaha, and Habroptila wallaciD showed significant (P <

0.05) intersexual differences in 15 of 41 skeletal dimensions, with species-sex
interaction effects also significant (P < 0.05) in 4 of these (Tables 30-33). Examination of summary statistics for these taxa and other, less well-represented
taxa indicated that sexual size dimorphism was generally evident in both the large
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A. ypecaha and flightlessH. wallacii, and suggestedthat sexual dimorphism was
substantialin flightless Nesotrochis (Tables 30-33).
The two species of white-throated rails subjected to two-way ANOVAs of
skeletal dimensions (Dryolimnas cuvieri and D. aldabranus) showed significant
(P < 0.05) intersexual differences in 26 of 41 variables. Two dimensions of the
coracoid showedboth interspecificand species-sexinteraction effects, in this case
reflecting sexual dimorphism only in D. aldabranus. Informal comparisonsof
summary statisticsfor Cyanolimnas cerverai indicated that sexual dimorphism
was comparablein magnitudeto that evidentin most other rallids; limited samples
available for extinct D. abbotti and Ortygonax sanguinolentusprecluded assessments of sexual dimorphism (Tables 30-33).
For typical rails for which samplespermitted two-way analysis, intersexual
differences were detected (P < 0.05) in all but 1 of the 41 skeletal dimensions

compared;species-sexinteractioneffectsalsowere significantin all but 1 of these
and were detected in 1 additional dimension as well. Accordingly, it can be inferred that skeletal dimensionsshow strong sexual dimorphism in these taxa, and
that the magnitude of this dimorphism varies among taxa. Examination of summary statistics(Tables 30-33) and a posteriori pairwise comparisonsindicated
that the heterogeneity of sexual effects principally reflected the comparatively
great dimorphism of a minority of species(e.g., Gallirallus australis-groupand.
G. wakensis) and the comparatively low dimorphism (relative to within-group
variances) evident in several others (e.g., Tricholirnnas sylvestris, G. philippensis,

G. striatus, and G. owstoni).Among the speciesfor which formal analysiswas
not possible,K-meansclusteringof subfossilelementsinto provisionalsexgroups
revealed exceptional dimorphism throughout the skeleton in Diaphorapteryx
hawkinsi, previouslymisconstruedas anomalouslyhigh intraspecificvariation unrelated to gender (Andrews 1896b; Cracraft 1973a), and comparably extreme bimodality in bill lengths of Aphanapteryx bonasia (Tables 30-33).
The 10 speciesof crakes (Laterallus, Coturnicops,Crex, and Porzana) having
adequatesamples for two-way analysis of skeletal dimensions(ANOVA), 2 of
which (P. atra and P. palrneri) were flightless, only 28 of 41 skeletal dimensions
showedsignificantintersexualeffects (P < 0.05), One of theseshowedsignificant
species-sex interaction effects (P < 0.05). The only obvious pattern in these
differences was the absenceof sexual dimorphism in measurementsof the furcula
and pelvis;both of the latter elementswere proneto comparativelyhigh individual
variation (e.g., variation in numbersof vertebraesynsacrales),and this may have
underminedthe tests. None of the other crakes not included in formal analyses
showed notable departuresfrom the general pattern of modest but significant
sexual dimorphismof skeletal dimensions(Tables 30-33).
Samplespermitted assessments
of skeletal sexual dimorphismin only two taxonomic groupshaving comparablebody sizes (Amaurornisolivaceus-groupand
A. phoenicurus),but significantintersexualdifferences(ANOVA; P < 0.05) were
confirmed in 33 of 41 skeletal dimensionsanalyzed. Three additional variables
showed significantspecies-sexinteractioneffects, indicating that one of the two
speciesshowedsexualdimorphismwhereasthe other did not. Summary statistics
(Tables 30-33) revealed that A. phoenicurus was characterized by more substantial sexual dimorphismthan A. olivaceus-groupin the latter cases,in part because
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of the higher within-group variancesthat resultedfrom the pooling of two allospecies in the latter taxon.
The six taxa of moorhens and allies representedby samples suitable for two-

way ANOVA (Gallicrex cinerea, Gallinula chloropus-group,G. tenebrosa,G.
comeri, Tribonyxventralis, and T. mortierii) showedsignificantintersexualeffects
in all 41 skeletal dimensionsthat were compared (P < 0.05), with 17 variables
also showing significant species-sex interaction effects (indicative of differences
in magnitude of sexual dimorphism among species).A posterioripairwise comparisons (Bonferroni t-tests) revealed that the latter reflected the extraordinarily
high sexual skeletal dimorphism of G. cinerea (one of the few rallids showing
sexual dichromatism of the plumage), substantialbut intermediate sexual dimorphism of Tribonyx ventralis and (to a lesser extent) T. mortierii, and comparatively modest sexual differences in other taxa of moorhens (Tables 30-33). In G.
cinerea, skeletal dimensions of males generally were at least 10% larger than
those of female conspecifics(Tables 30-33). Data were too limited for even qualitative assessmentsof sexual dimorphism (Tables 30-33) in four other moorhens
represented (Pareudiastes pacificus, Tribonyx hodgenorum, Gallinula nesiotis,
and G. sandvicensis).

The two speciesof coots (Fulica) for which samplespermitted two-way analyses showed significant intersexual differences in 40 of 41 skeletal dimensions

that were compared,of which 16 also manifestedsignificantspecies-sexinteraction effects (indicative of interspecificdifferences in magnitude of sexual dimorphism). Summary statisticsand a posterioripairwise comparisonsdocumented
that where sexual dimorphismvaried in magnitudebetween species,mean sexual
differencesgenerally were larger in the small F. americana than in F. atra (Tables
30-33). Summary statisticsfor two subfossilspeciesamenable to K-means clustering (F. chathamensisand F. prisca) indicated that sexual dimorphism was at
least as great in these two flightlessspeciesas in the smaller,flighted congeners
(Tables 30-33).
UNIVARIATE

SKELETAL GENERALITIES

Comparisonsof skeletal dimensionsby way of univariate protocolsrevealed
that flightlessnessis associatedwith shorteningof wing elements and comparable
or greater diminution of the sternumrelative to other osteologicalportions of the
body (e.g., skull and pelvic limb). Most instancesof flightlessnessand concomitant reductionsin relative size of the pectoral apparatuswere accompaniedby
increasesin overall body size, which in combination with the relative pectoral
truncation or approximatestasiscreatedin many flightlesstaxa an aspectof enlargementof the body in which the pectoral apparatusappearedretarded.Exceptions to this generalizationwere apparentdwarfed lineages(e.g., Gallirallus wak-

ensis,Atlantisia rogersi,and most flightlessPorzana), in which lineagesevidently
underwentoverall decreasesin body size accompaniedby even more pronounced
pectoral reductions. Still other flightless taxa were distinguishedby other exceptional apomorphiesunrelatedto the pectoral apparatus,including decurvatureof
the bill (e.g., Gallirallus dieffenbachii,Aphanapteryx bonasia, Erythromachusleguati, and Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi), combined in some with extraordinarily pronounced sexual dimorphism (e.g., Aphanapteryx and Diaphorapteryx). Some indications also were found that some dimensionsof skeletal elements directly re-
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lated to flight and subject to comparatively late ossification (e.g., carina sterni)
showed higher relative variation (coefficients of variation, SD/œ), especially in
flightlessspecies,than the majority of skeletaldimensionscompared(e.g., lengths
of appendicularelements).
The major subgroupsof flightless birds can be delimited by the combined
differences in lengths of the pectoral and pelvic limbs or relative appendicular
size associatedwith the loss of flight, although these more-inclusive metrics will
exclude a number of taxa that remain imperfectly represented for one or more
critical limb elements (e.g., Porphyrio mantelli, Cyanolinrnas cerverai, Habropteryx okinawae, Arnaurornis ineptus, and Fulica newtoni). Mean SWL and SLL
revealed three main partitions among flightlessrallids, based on approximations
comparedamong congenersor closely related genera:flightlessspeciesshowing
absolute increasesor virtual stasis in SWL with increased SLL, that is, species
showing allometric giantism (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri,Habroptila wallacii,
Gallirallus australis-group, Tricholimnas sylvestris,Porzana atra, and Gallinula
comeri); flightlessspeciesshowingabsolutedecreasesin both SWL and SLL, that
is, specieshaving undergonegeneralizeddwarfism (e.g., Dryolirnnasaldabranus,
Gallirallus owstoni, G. wakensis, Cabalus modestus,Atlantisia rogersi, Porzana
palrneri, and P. rnenehune);and flightless speciesshowing evolutionary disjunction between pectoral and pelvic limbs, in which absolute decreasesin SWL are
combined with virtual stasis or increases of SLL, that is, those species having
undergonepectorally reductivegiantism (e.g., Gallirallus dieffenbachii,Capellirallus kararnu, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Tribonyx mortierii, and Fulica chathamensis).

Although a useful preliminary summary,the complexity of changeswithin and
between appendagesand other parts of the skeleton, and the potential for such
associatedchangesfor obscuringevolutionary changesin form, point to the need
for explicitly bivariate and multivariate comparisonsto summarize and ordinate
changes associatedwith flightlessness.The shortcomingsof such a simplistic,
univariate classificationare indicated as well by the frequency of speciesfalling
ambiguously close to two of the three groups (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri,Gallirallus australis, Tricholimnas sylvestris, "Atlantisia" elpenor, and Gallinula
comeri). Still others preclude confident assignmentbecauseof uncertaintiesconcerning the most closely related, righted taxon against which to make comparisons (e.g., Aphanapteryx bonasia). This univariate approach fails to discern the
nuancesof possibly changingproportionsthat accompaniedoverall increasesin
limb lengths,let alone the compositediversity of suchthat derive from a consideration of both limbs and other anatomical regions acrosslineages.More-sophisficated methods are required to elucidate the underlying correlative complexes
that generatethese disparateflightlessphenotypes,and to quantify nonredundantly
the magnitudesand directionsof the associatedinterspecificand intersexualshifts.
HIERARCHICAL

CORRELATION

STRUCTURE

Bivariate correlation coefficients(r) among variables within speciestypically
reflect developmentally constrained subsetsof morphometric space (e.g, Power
1971; Cracraft 1976a; Livezey 1989c; Johnston 1992a), and are among the most
familiar indices to intimacy of relationshipsbetween pairs of variables. Cluster
analyses of variables based on pooled within-species correlation matrices for
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FIG.40. Dendrogramdepictinghierarchyof pairwiseassociations
among41 skeletalmeasurements
for 43 flightedspeciesof Rallidaebasedon a clusteranalysisof pooledwithin-species
correlation
matrix (pooled n = 817).

flighted and flighdessspecies(Figs. 40, 41) summarizeintraspecific,pairwise
correlationsbetweenvariablesor groupsof variablesacrosstaxa, here partitioned
by flight capacity.The phenogramfor skeletalvariablesof flightedtaxa(Fig. 40)
summarized
averagecorrelations
within43 species(totaln = 817); thatfor flightlesstaxa(Fig. 41) depictedthehierarchyof correlations
betweenthe sameskeletal
variablesfor 8 species(totaln = 179).Thesefiguresrevealeda numberof closely
correlatedgroupsof variablesthat were commonto both flightedand flightless
taxa,includinglengthsof majorelementsof the pectoralandpelviclimbs;widths
of the major limb elements,mostcloselylinked within elementsand limbs;and
width and length of the cranium(Figs. 40, 41). Also similarbetweenthe two

phenograms
were the greatercorrelationsamonglengthsof appendicular
elements,regardless
of whichlimb wasinvolvedor proximityof the elementto the
trunk within the appendage(Figs. 40, 41). Commonalitiesbetweenthe two groups
alsoincludedvariablescharacterizedby comparativelylow correlationswith other
skeletal dimensions. These loosely associatedvariables principally involved
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widthsof the elements
of the pectoralgirdle(sternum,
coracoid,andespecially
furcula).

Generalities
of intraspecific
correlations
thatdifferedwith flightcapacitywere
of specialinterest.Of the four measurements
of the skull,all four weretightly
intercorrelated
in the flightlesstaxa(Fig. 41), whereasonly widthandlengthof
the craniumwere highlycorrelatedin the flightedtaxa (Fig. 40). More intuitive,
however,wasthecomparatively
loosecorrelation
betweensternallengthsandthe
depthof the carina sterniin flightlessrallids. Togetherwith widthswithin the
pectoralgirdle, thesevariableswere amongthe last to be clusteredwith all other
skeletaldimensions
in the flightlesstaxa (Fig. 41), whereasin flightedrallidsthe

formerwere closelycorrelatedwith appendicular
lengths(Fig. 40). Flightless
rallidsalsowere distinguished
from flightedspeciesin the comparatively
low
correlations
betweenlengthsof the two phalanges
of the major alar digit and
otherappendicular
lengths;lengthof the distalphalanxin flightlessrallidswas
especiallypoorlycorrelatedwith otherskeletaldimensions
(Fig. 41). Both of the
lattergeneralities
established
a low intraspecific
association
betweenthelengths
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alar elements

and other skeletal

dimensions

com-

mon to all eight flightless rallids analyzed.
INTRA-APPENDICULAR

SKELETAL PROPORTIONS AND RATIOS

Proportions within pectoral lirnb.--Univariate comparisonsdemonstratethat
flightless rallids tend to be characterized by truncated pectoral elements (Table
34), although the magnitudesof these reductionsvary among taxa and can be
obscured by concomitant changes in overall body size and sexual dimorphism to
a limited degree (Tables 30-33). However, with all such potentially confounding
factors held constant,the possibility remains that such flightlessness-related
reductions may not occur to the same degree in each element, thereby effecting
changes in skeletal proportions, and these alterations of proportions may vary
taxonomically or with changes in overall body size. Two-way ANOVA of proportions within the pectoral limb and ratios of elements between appendagesrevealed that, regardlessof taxon or element in question,interspecificdifferences
were highly significantfor most (P < 0.0001), althoughoften numerically small
(with most differences being less than 3% of total appendicularlength). Despite
the comparatively precise differences such bivadate metrics revealed between
species,intersexualor species-sexinteractioneffects in theseratios and proportions were not significant (P >> 0.05). Moreover, in only a minority of instances
were interspecificdifferencesin variancesamong taxonomic or sex groups significant (Levene's tests; P < 0.05), further simplifying generalizations.This inferential clarity permitted the following summaries to focus narrowly on taxonomic differences in means, with special emphasis on patterns of differences
between flighted and flightless relatives.
Rails capable of flight tend to possesspectoral limbs in which the primary
skeletal segmentsdecreasemonotonically in contributory proportionsproximodistally. That is, within the alar skeleton, proportionsof total SWL decreasefrom
a maximum in the brachium (humerus), through the parallel elements of ulna and
radius (antebrachium),the proximal manus (carpometacarpus),and with the least
segmentsbeing the distalmost elements or phalangesof the major digit (Tables

30-33). This array of proportions(Pr) of the humerus,ulna, carpometacarpus,
and proximal and distal phalangesof the major digit can be summarizedalgebraically for flighted members of the Rallidae as (Fig. 42):
Pr (humerus)>--Pr (ulna) >> Pr (carpometacarpus)>> Pr (proximal phalanx)
>--Pr (distal phalanx),
wherein magnitudes of the inequalities are symbolized as >> • 0.1, > • 0.05,
and >--• 0-0.03. In addition to those taxa for which samplespermitted formal
two-way analyses,proportionsfor exemplary specimensfor most other osteologically known rallida agreed with these general patterns, and the combined tallies
of taxa examined were 67 flighted and 20 flightlessspecies.Exceptionsto this
familial generalityexist. For example,Rallus longirostrisexhibitsalar proportions
in which the first proportion is unusually high (37%), and the first proportion is
unusually small (0.34%) in all membersof the subtribeRallina (Rallina, Rallicula,
and Sarothrura). The segmentmanifestingthe greatestuniformity amongflighted
rallids is that for the carpometacarpus(Table 34), the proportionfor which was
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0.20-0.21 for 65 of 67 flighted rallids (with exceptionsbeing 0.25 for Gallinula
tenebrosa and 0.22 for Tribonyx ventralis).

The proportionsof skeletal elementswithin the wing underwent variably pronounced modifications associated with the loss of flight (P < 0.0001 for inter-

specific effects, unless otherwise noted, in two-way ANOYAs of proportions),
but severalgeneralpatternsemergedthat were sharedby a numberof the flightless
taxa having adequateosteologicalsamples(Table 34; Fig. 42). Estimatesof alar
proportionsbased on single specimensof Aramides calopterus and A. saracura
closely conformed to those for the two well-sampled speciesof Aramides (Table
34). Interspecific, flightless-associateddifferences in alar proportionswere extremely slight in Dryolirnnas(Table 34). The flightedprofile of proportionsamong
eight flighted speciesof Rallus and Gallirallus (Table 34) was mirrored by single
exemplarsof three speciesof Rallina, one speciesof Rallicula, and three species
of Sarothrura. Unfortunately, incomplete resolutionof phylogeneticrelationships
within these taxa precluded pairwise assessmentsof these shifts. Nevertheless,
broad comparisonsindicatedincreasesin brachial proportionsand decreasein the
carpometacarpusand digits proportionsin the wings of flightlessmembersof the
tribe (Table 34).

Eight flighted crakespossessedalar proportionsclosely similar to that for other
flighted rallids (Table 34), with all but one of these segmentsencompassedby
the four flighted speciesof Porzana alone. In addition, the proportionsof another
five flighted speciesof crakes representedby single exemplars (Crex egregia,
Micropygia fiaviventer, Porzana porzana, P. fiurninea, and P. fusca) conformed
with these intervals as well. Proportionsin the wings of two flighted bushhens
(Arnaurornisphoenicurus and A. olivaceus-group)agreed with those of other
flighted rallids, but differed from thosefor one skeletonof the flightlesscongener
A. ineptus (Table 34). Similar patternspertained to four flighted moorhensand
allies, despitesubstantialdifferencesin overall size. Four speciesof coots(Fulica)
of typical size were consistent with moorhens in alar proportions (Table 34).
Proportions of three additional speciesof coots (F. rufifrons, F. leucoptera, and
F. cristata) representedby single exemplars also fell within these ranges. Proportionsfor F. gigantea and F. cornuta suggestedslight shifts(P < 0.0005), most
notably a relative increase in the antebrachium (Table 34). Estimates for unassociated subfossil elements of F. chatharnensisindicated that the specieshad
undergone only modest shifts toward those typical of flightless rallids, that is, a
slight relative elongation of the brachium and a foreshorteningof the antebrachium and manus.

Proportions within pelvic lirnb.--Although less obviouslypertinentto comparisonsrelated to flight capacity, changesin pelvic proportionsassociatedwith the
loss of flight were soughtamong thosetaxa having sufficient samples.Fortunately,
the same combination of favorable statistical properties found for the pectoral
limb characterizedthe pelvic appendage.Unless otherwiseindicated,interspecific
differences were highly significant (two-way ANOVA; P < 0.0001) and heterogeneity of variances was not significant (Levene's test; P > 0.05). As for the
assessments
of lengthsand proportionswithin the pectoral limb, unavailability of
requisite elements precluded estimatesfor a number of taxa, both modern and
subfossil forms (Table 35).

blighted rails showed modest differencesin the proportionswithin the pelvic
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FIG. 42. Two series of bar charts depicting mean appendicular proportions within the major skeletal
segmentsof the pectoral appendageof selectedflighted and flightlessspeciesof Rallidae. A, Porpbvrio
melanotus,P. hochstetteri,Aramides cajanea. Habroptila wallacii. Dr volimnavcurieri. D. aldttbranns,
Gallira//us philippensis. G. dieJ]bnbachiLG. ausIra/is. G. owstoni. G. w[l]•ert•'i.s,
C[lb[llu• modestus.
Tricbolintna•' .•vlvestt'is,and Nesochq•ettspoeciloptertts. B, Ralhts aquaticus. Aphanal•ter3z•bonasia.
Lateralhts lettcopltyrrhus. "Atlantisia" rogersi. "Atlantisia" elpenor, Porzana atra, P. pttbneri, Tribonyx ventralis, T. rnortierii, Gallintda cltlorolms, G. comer'i, Fulica atrYl, and F. cltathamensis.Directions of inferred shifts in flightlessrails are indicated by enclosedsigns; + = increase, ++ = great
increase,0 = no change, - = decrease,and -= great decrease.

limb, which although small, were critical tbr assessmentsof shifts related to the
loss of flight. SLL, on the other hand, varied greatly at all taxonomic levels and
between the sexes (two-way ANOVA; P < 0.0001), and showed moderately pronounced interspecific heterogeneity in within-group variances as well (Levene's
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tests;P < 0.001). Nevertheless,most flighted rallids possesseda suite of proportions within the pelvic limb that are summarizedas follows (Table 35; Fig. 43):
Pr (femur) •<ZPr (tibiotarsus) >> Pr (tarsometatarsus)

-> Pr (digit III, exclusive of phalanx ungualis),

wherein magnitudesof the inequalities are symbolized as •: and >> • 0.15, > •
0.10, and -> • 0-0.05. The most notableexceptionto this generalitypertainedto
the long toes of Porphyrula and Fulica. The middle toes of other flighted rallids
averaged only 17.4-23.0% (Table 35).
Within Porphyrio, the large, flightlessPorphyrio hochstetteriwas characterized
by proportionsdiffering markedly in all segmentsof the pelvic limb exclusiveof
the tarsometatarsus(Fig. 43): elongated femur, elongated tibiotarsus,unchanged
tarsometatarsus,and truncated middle toe. Among the basal rallines, flightless
Habroptila wallacii had proportions that did not differ interspecifically for the
tibiotarsusand presentedno clear parallels in comparisonwith two flighted species
of Aramides and two flighted speciesof Canirallus (Table 35).
Among typical rails, Dryolimnas showed virtually identical proportionswithin
the pelvic limb regardlessof flight capacity (Table 35). Among the typical rails
that were analyzed, eight flighted speciesof Rallus, Gallirallus, and Habropteryx
manifestedcomparativelydiverse pelvic proportions.Of the four flightlessmembers of this group that were formally compared, only G. owstoni had proportions
that fell within all four intervals establishedfor flighted species.Tricholimnas
sylvestris deviated from flighted relatives only in tarsometatarsalproportions,
whereastiny G. wakensisdepartedfrom the pelvic proportionsof flighted relatives
in two or more of the (nonfemoral) segments(Table 35; Fig. 43). Disassociated
subfossilelements provided estimatesof proportionsfor seven additional allied
rallids (Rallus ibycus,R. recessus,G. dieffenbachii, Cabalus modestus,Capellirallus karamu, Aphanapteryx bonasia, and Diaphorapyteryx hawkinsi). Except for
R. recessus,all of the latter were characterizedby pelvic proportions similar to
comparativelyderived, flightlessrails, despitea remarkablerange in overall size
(Table 35; Fig. 43).
Eight flighted speciesof crakes (Coturnicops, Crex, Laterallus, and Porzana
of diverse size) spanned a comparatively broad spectrum of pelvic proportions
(Table 35). Although there was a tendency for the three flightless crakes thtat
were analyzed (Atlantisia rogersi, Porzana atra, and P. palmeri) to possessrelatively short femora and long tibiotarsi, the pelvic proportionsof the three flightless taxa manifested sufficient heterogeneity so as to obscure patterns simply
attributableto flight capacity (Table 35; Fig. 43). Subfossilelementsof "Atlantisia" elpenor provided estimatesof pelvic proportionsthat (at least for the tibiotarsus) were consistentwith flightlessness.However, similar estimatesfor subfossil Porzana piercei departedfrom proportionsencompassedby flighted congenersonly in its slightly truncatedtarsometatarsiand elongateddigits (Table 35).
Two flighted speciesof Amaurornis manifestedclose similitude of pelvic proportions in which interspecific differences in tibiotarsal and tarsometatarsalsegments were atypically low (P < 0.01 and P < 0.005, respectively). These proportions were very similar to those exhibited by the aberrant moorhen Gallicrex
cinerea (Table 35). Gallinula revealed a numerically small but distinct shift in
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FiG. 43. Bar charts depicting mean appendicular proportionswithin the major skeletal segments
of the pelvic appendageof selected flighted and flightless speciesof Railidac: Porphyrio melanotux,
P. hochstetteri. Galliralhts philipl•enxis. G. australœ¾,
G. wakensix, Laterallus leucophyrrhus,Atlantisia
rogersi. "Atlantisia" elpenor. Porzana tabuensis.P. palrneri. Gallinulo chloroptts.G. comeri. Tribonvx ventralix. T. mortierii. Fttlica atra. F. chathamensis.and F. gigatttca. Directions of inlbrred
shifts in flightless rails as in Figure 42.

proportions, in which two flighted species shared virtually identical pelvic proportions, shifts extended further still by flightless G. comefl. A parallel suite of
pelvic proportions characterized Tribonyx; fiighted T. ventralis showed relatively
truncated fernoral segmentsand elongated toes in comparison with corresponding
dimensions of flightless T. mortlcfii, and both species of Tribomw differed from
Gallintda by similar differences in proportions (Table 35: Fig. 43).
Among the highly aquatic coots (Fttl&xt), four species of typical size shared a
well-defined suite of pelvic proportions that diverged from those of all other
rallids, with the most marked features being the relatively short femora and elongate toes (Fig. 43). F. gigantea and F. cornuta differed only slightly from their
smaller congeners. Estimates based on disassociated subfossil elements of F.
chathamcrisisand F. prisca revealed that these extinct taxa possessedpelvic limbs
of comparable size and similar skeletal proportions to those of the two large
Andean species (Table 35).
htteral•pendicular ratios: hu,teru.• versus jbmur.--Given the l•nctional relationships between major wing elements and flight capacity (Table 34; Fig. 42)
and between major skeletal elements of the leg and overall size (Table 35; Fig.

43), ratios involving elements from both appendageshold a potential for a comparatively simple index to flight capacity that would be robust to a reasonable
range of body size. A further advantage of such ratios is that these effectively
correct for size within taxa, rendering intersexual differences or species-sex interactions insignificant (two-way ANOVA: P > 0.05). thereby increasing power
of interspecific comparisons. The comparative commonness of the humerus and
femur (either is the most likely to be retained in trunk skeletonsof modern specimens or as subfossil remains [available for 112 species of Rallidae; Fig. 44•)
makes these proximal elements logical candidates to derive such a ratio. Only
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FIG. 44. Ratios of humerus length divided by femur length for 106 species of Rallidae, plotted
against log-transformed mean body massesor estimates thereof (Table 8). Flighted speciesare depicted as circles and flightless species are depicted as squares. Stippled •one delimited by smoothed
boundariesapproximatesthe thresholdof flightlessness('q, positionedon the flightles• side of boundary). Alten•ative threshold ('r2) admits subfossilFulica tbr inclusion among flighted taxa.

where fundamental functional differences characterize compared taxa can such
ratios become significantly ntisleading.
For flighted speciesof Railidae representedby reasonablesamples,mean ratios
of the lengths of humeri and femora (within individuals) manilasted significant
diagnostic potential lbr most genera (Table 35). Although doubt remains as to the

flight capacity of the extinct coots (F. chathamensis,F. prisca. and F. newtoni).
the exceedingly high ratios for these species (Table 35) reveal this ratio to be
uninformative for classification of flight capacity for species of large size and
natatorial specialization (Fig. 43). Excluding several estimateslbr speciesrepresented by single skeletal specimens.only a l•w large. terrestrial species (e.g.,
Ararnides) had mean values for this ratio coincident with the threshold value of

0.9. The estimate for Rallu.•'recessusof Bermuda (0.92) suggeststhat this species
was approaching flightlessness,but a determination of genuine flightlessnessis
not possible on the basis of this single index (Table 35).
Accordingly, excluding Fulica and noting the caveat regarding Aramides, the
humerus to femur ratio averages 0.90-1.41 for flighted melnbers of the Rallidae,
and 0.58-0.90 for flightless confamilials (with the maximum lbr flightless taxa
pertaining to nanitic D. aldabramts), and evidently provides a useful index for
discriminating flighted front flightless speciesof rails. That is, flighted speciesare
characterizedby humerus to femur ratios in excessof 0.9, and flightless species
generally have a ratio less than 0.9 (some considerably less). However, caution is
advisable for flighted speciesthat are large and cursorial (e.g., Aramides) or possesspelvic appendagesadapted lbr diving {Fulica).
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K-means cluster analyses.•This method effected the provisional partitioning
of sufficiently representedsamples of subfossilelements into provisional sexgroups for comparisonwith modem species.For most elements and taxa, such
partitions were made with high statistical significance (Tables 36, 37). In most
taxa, intersexual differences in the vast majority of skeletal measurementsapproximated 5% (Tables 30-33), a finding in agreement with intersexual differences in skeletal measurementsin a variety of other carinate birds (Livezey and
Humphrey 1984a; Livezey 1989b-d, 1992a, b, 1993b), but greater than that of
the virtually monomorphic Alcidae (Livezey 1988).
Although statisticsfor the clusteringwere not tabulated,a number of subfossil
rallids permitted the provisional allocation of bill lengthsinto gender classes.In
most of these taxa, sexual dimorphism of bill lengths was inferred a posteriori to
be of unremarkable magnitude (cf. Porphyrio mantelIL Railus ibycus, and Fulica
chathamensis). Despite the recognition of substantial dimorphism generally in
Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, previously cited simply as intraspecific variation (Andrews 1896b; Cracraft 1973a), the apparent dimorphism in bill lengths of this
speciesis remarkable (Table 30; Fig. 45). K-means clustering of skulls of D.
hawkinsi resultedin highly significantdifferencesin bill lengths(skeletal analogue
of culmen length) betweenprovisionalsex groups,regardlessof whetherpartitions
were based on complete skulls (four measurements;F = 107.6; d.f. = 1, 51; P
<< 0.001) or solely on bill lengths (F = 126.7; d.f. = 1, 51; P << 0.001). Both
of these F-statistics

were

at least four times

those for intersexual

differences

in

other cranial dimensions compared for this species (Table 30). This disparity in
F-values (statisticsthat are squaredstandardizeddifferencesbetween groups)concurs with differences in group means: bill lengths differed by a factor of 10%
(-9 mm), whereasthe averagedifference between three other skull measurements
for the same sample and partitions was 5% (Table 30). Based on general trends
in ramphothecasof rallids, this magnitude in skeletal bill lengths correspondsto
at least an intersexual

mean difference

of 2 cm in life.

A comparabledegree of bill dimorphism was indicated in the much smaller
sample of elements for Aphanapteryx bonasia (F = 480.2; d.f. = 1, 3; P < 0.001;
Table 30). Also, Gtinther and Newton (1879) alluded to exceptionally great variation in bill length among specimensof Erythromachusleguati and raised the
possibility of sexual dimorphism, but samplesavailable in the presentsurvey were
not adequatefor confirmation of the probable dimorphism that this variation probably reflects (Table 30). Mean bill lengths for similarly sorted subsamplesof
Cabalus modestussuggestedslightly increased sexual dimorphism in this taxon
as well, especiallyif mean difference in bill length (4 mm) is consideredrelative
to the generally small skeletal dimensionsof this taxon (Tables 30-33), a pattern
also indicated by the moderate bimodality in lengths of premaxillae of C. modestuspresentedby Trewick (1997b: fig. 5).
Principal component analyses.--As a means of direct examination of relation-

ships among variables, separate Q-mode PCAs of skeletal data were conducted
for partial skeletonsof flighted and flightless rallids (Table 38). As with similar
analyses of anatomical measurements (e.g., Johnston 1992a, b), this method ordinated variables by overall scale (mean size) on the first componentand dis-
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Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi
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FIG. 45.

SCORE

Histogram of skeletalbill lengthsof Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, as partitionedinto provi-

sionalsex groupsby usingK-meansclusteranalysis(males95.7 _+3.2, females86.7 _+2.9). Skulls
of presumptive
maleandfemalespecimens
aredepictedabove(BMNH 3278 and3293.1,respectively).
Key points of difference are indicated.

TABLE38.

Mean COlTelationcoefficients (•) and summary statisticsfor first two
principal componentsof separateQ-mode analysesof correlationmatricesfor 35
measurementsfrom "reduced" skeletonsof 39 flighted and 23 flightlessspecies
of Rallidae,by taxonomicgroup.Numbersof flighted(n/) and flightlessspecies

(ng),respectively,
for eachtaxonomicgroupare givenin parentheses.
Flightedspecies(39)

Genera
(n•)ng)

Porphyrio and Porphyrula (5, 2)
Habroptila (0, 1)
Aramides and Canirallus (4, 0)
Dryolimnas (1, 1)
Rallus, Gallirallus,

Flightlessspecies(23)

PC-I

PC-II

PC-I

PC-II

0.993
-0.997
0.999

0.008
--

0.992
0.997

0.013
0.006

-0.020

-0.042

-0.993

--0.087

0.996

-0.061

0.993

0.013

0.997

-0.029

0.99l

0.035

Cabalus, Tricholimnas,

Habropteryx, and allies (8, 10)
Atlantisia, Laterallus, Crex, Coturnicops,
and Porzana (8, 5)
Arnaurornis, Gallicrex, Pareudiastes,

Gallinula, and Tribonyx (7, 3)
Fulica (6, 1)
Eigenvalue (hi)
Percentageof total variance explained

0.997
0.993

0.023
0.108

0.993
0.983

38.672
99.2

0.131
0.3

22.638
98.4

-0.048
-0.141
0.172
0.7
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FIG. 46. Plot of 35 skeletalmeasurementson first two Q-mode principal componentsfor fiighted
speciesof Rallidae.

played relative multivariate commonalities on the second (with outliers being
relatively independentof other variables). In both flighted (39 species)and flightless (23 species) rallids, the first component separatedthree broad partitions of
skeletal measurementson the basis of overall scale (Table 38; Figs. 46, 47): a
series of comparatively minute measurements(shaft widths of appendicularelements), measurementsof intermediate magnitude (capital widths of appendicular
elements and lateromedial widths and depths of axial elements), and a collection
of measurementshaving variably large means acrossspecies(lengths of appendicular and axial elements). In both groups,all taxa showedvery high correlations
with the first component(Table 38), a finding consistentwith the generalimportance of mensural scalein comparisonsof variables.
However, the second Q-mode components derived for the two groups were
characterizedby much lower correlations with taxonomic vectors, and the multivariate relationshipsamong variablesdiffered betweenthe two groups.In flighted rallids, least width of the corpus sterni was identified as comparativelyindependentof other skeletal measurements(Fig. 46). Reconsiderationof sternalshape
in rallids confirmed that the relative width of this element varied considerably
among genera of Rallidae, regardlessof flight status (Livezey 1998; Table 31).
However, in flightless species,minimal (perpendicular) depth of the carina sterni
was uniquely disassociatedfrom other skeletal dimensions (Fig. 47), which is
predictive of a relatively prominent role for depths of the carina sterni in the
separationof flighted and flightlesstaxa in standardmultivariate analyses.
Primarily for purposesof providing a comparativelydetailedoverview of skeletal anatomy most intimately associatedwith foraging and diet, an R-mode PCA
was performed based on an enriched suite of 21 measurementsof skulls (most of
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which were not approximated in the PCAs of whole skeletons) and an enlarged
series of 95 species representingmost modem genera of Rallidae. As for most
morphometric applications involving anatomical dimensions, PC-I for detailed
skulls was indicative of overall size, here of the skull, and strongly correlated
with mean body mass (Table 39). Accordingly (Fig. 48), the smallest species of
rail (both least massive and having small skulls) had the lowest scores on PC~I
(e.g., Sarothrura and crakes) and a majority of taxa were of intermediate size.
The severaltaxa plotted with highest scoreseither were known to be both massive
and to possessskulls of comparatively great size (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri),
or representedextinct taxa having large skulls but for which body massesare not
known (Porphyrio mantelli and Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi). Plots of putative male
and female specimensof hyperdimorphicDiaphorapteryx hawkinsi revealed these
means to be as far apart as those of different speciesin many other genera (Fig.
49).
The secondPC was typical of strongly defined axes of shape (Table 39). PCII comprised those variables that reflected length of the bill (e.g., lengths of the
mandibula, maxilla, and parts thereof). These were contrasted with length of the
cranium proper and most widths of the skull. Simply stated, PC-II reflected relative bill length, a dimension uncorrelatedwith body mass (Table 39). Taxa with
relatively long, typically decurved bills (e.g., Capellirallus karamu, Aphanapteryx
bonasia, and Erythromachus leguati) scored highly on this component, whereas
taxa with short, deep bills (e.g., Porphyrio and members of the subtribe Fulicarina) were assigned low scores (Fig. 48). Basal genera and typical rallids were
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TABLE39. Correlation coefficients(r) and summary statisticsfor first three principal componentsof 21 detailed measurementsof skulls for 95 speciesof Rallidae.
Correlation coefficient (r)
Variable

Maxilla, total length
Height at zona flexoria craniofacialis
Prenarial length
Postnarial length
Prenarialheight
Cranium, length
Width

Height
Zona flexoria craniofacialis, width

Apertura nasale, length
Maximal

width

PC-I

PC-II

0.835
0.963
0.885
0.848
0.933
0.943
0.952
0.955
0.955
0.590
0.845

0.532
- 0.037
0.369
-0.283
-0.306
O. 137
0.072
0.066
-0.089
0.750
-0.126

0.713
0.883
0.951
0.958
0.930
0.851
0.818
0.969
0.945
0.918

-0.493
-0.356
- 0.060
-0.072
0.005
0.508
0.437
0.033
-0.162
- 0.278

0.917
3.058
77.2

-0.066
0.489
12.3

PC-Ill

0.054
O. 129
-0.146
0.111
-0.077
O. 196
O. 103
O. 167
O. 143
0.261
0.278

Os nasale, processusmaxillaris,
rostrocaudal

width

Ramus maxillaris, minimal height
Pila supranasalis,width at midpoint
Width
Width

at rostral
at caudal

terminus
terminus

Mandibula, total length
Length of symphysis
Maximal height at angulus
Height at margo caudalis of symphysis
Width at margo caudalisof symphysis
Correlation (r) with body mass (n = 83)
Eigenvalue (hi)
Pementageof variance explained

0.163
-0.094
- O. 122
-0.046
O. 150
0.090
-0.313
0.071
-0.124
- 0.084
0.373
0.095
2.4

clustered at appealingly intermediate scores on both PC-I and PC-II (Fig. 48).
Although a number of exceptional positions in the bivariate plot were occupied
by flightless rallids possessedof either large skull size or relatively long bills, or
both (e.g., C. karamu, E. leguati, A. bonasia, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, and flightless Porphyrio), most flightless rallids (e.g., flightless Gallirallus, crakes, and

moorhens)
wereunremarkable
in theproportions
of theirskullsandfell among
flighted congeners(Fig. 48).
An R-mode PCA of means of 41 cranial and postcranialmeasurementsfor 55
specieswas maximally effective in dimensionalreduction, encapsulatingapproximately 95% of the multivariate variation in the first two componentsalone (Table
40). As in most analyses,PC-I for complete skeletonsconveyed general skeletal
size (Table 40), and scoreson the axis were directly related to mean body masses
for species (r -- 0.97; P << 0.01). Only two variables were distinctly lower in
correlation with PC-I, length of the rostrum maxillae (bill length) and minimal
(perpendicular)depth of the carina sterni, both of which had been singledout by
Q-mode PCA as incorporating comparatively large componentsof independent
variances. PC-II for complete skeletonscontributed another 5% of the total dispersion among taxa, and correlationsindicated this axis to be a contrastbetween
dimensions of the pectoral apparatus(excluding only stemal width and several
variable shaft widths) and all other skeletal dimensions (Table 40). Scores on PC-

II were weakly negatively correlated with mean body masses(r = -0.31; P <
0.05). Although PC-II and PC-tit contributedsmall but informative interspecific
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FIG. 48. Plot of mean scoreslk)r 95 •cies of Rallidae on firsl two standard(R-mode) principal
componentsof 21 measurementsof the skull. Approximate orientation of vector lk*r mean body mass
of taxa is indicated. Flighted s•cies are symbolized by circles, flightless by squares,and thresholdflightless Fulica by triangles. Inset line drawings (not to •ale): Porpbvrio hocb•tetteH (USNM
612797); Aramides cajanea (CM 10049): Sarotltrltra rufit (CM 10452): Rctlllt.•limicoht (CM 11027):
CttpeHirttHtts •arttttttt (Canterbury Museum 20615): Dhtphorapteo't ha•v•bts'i (BMNH A-3078}:
Aphttttaple•:x'bottasia (Mauritius Institute, mounted skeleton on exhibit lacking s•cimen la•l); Porzana •rolina (CM 13777); Gallintda chloropus (CM 13041); and Fulica americana (CM 13870).

dispersion among skeletons, neither was germane to morphological changes associated with flightlessness(Table 40).
A bivariate plot of PC-I and PC-11 l•r complete skeletons (Fig. 49), respectively, provided a clear and intuitive partitioning of general skeletal size and
relative pectoral size. Moreover, scores on PC-11 alone permitted a linear cutoff
point between flighted and flightless rallids (Fig. 49). This value for PC-II that
serves as a provisional threshold of flightlessness(x), approximately -0.20. is
especially interesting in that flight status was not included in the definition of
axes (as it was in canonical contraststargeting flight capacity), and therefore the
clarity of separationof flightlessrallids is an emergentpropertyof the interspecific
variation in skeletal data as opposedto specifieda priori. Although the distribution
of scores on PC-I was not surprising, essentially reflecting the skeletal size, the
positionsof taxa on PC-II, the inferred changesassociatedwith flightlessness,and
the relationship between the latter and body size provided a succinct summary

heretofore not attained (Fig. 49). Flightless taxa spanneda continuum of apomorphy, as reflected by scores on PC-II, in which taxa showing comparatively
slight apomorphy (e.g., Drk.'olitnnasaldabranus, Porzana atra, and Fulica chathamensis) fell immediately below the emergent threshold of -0.20, extremely derived species fell at or near scores of -2.0 or more (Porphyrio hochstetteri,
Habroptila wallaciL Gallirallus australis, Cabalus modestus,Aphanapteryx bon-
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Fro. 49. Plot of mean scoresfor 55 speciesof Railidac on first two standard(R-mode) principal
componentsof 41 measurementsof complete skeletons.Flighted speciesare symbolizedby circles,
flightlessby squares,and threshold-flightless
Fulica by triangles.Inferred vectorsof changeconnect
flightlessspeciesand their flighted relatives.Approximateorientationof vectorfor mean body masses
of taxa ("mass") and apparent threshold of flightlessness(x, positioned on the flightless side of
boundary) are indicated.

asia, Atlantisia rogersi, and "Atlantisia" elpenor), and comparativelymainstream
flightless taxa (Gallirallus dieffenbachii, G. owstoni, G. wakensis, Tricholimnas
sylvestris, Porzana palmeri, Gallinula comeri, and Tribonyx mortierii) fell in between these extremes (Fig. 49).

Although only a comparatively small number of taxa qualified for this analysis,
plotting of inferred "vectors of change" between flightless taxa and their closest
flighted relativeswas feasible (Fig. 49). The magnitudesof theseinferred changes
varied to some degree from the rankings of relative apomorphy indicated by
simple scoreson PC-II in that the startingpoints representedby flighted taxa also
varied to a limited degree (Fig. 49). Comparatively minor shifts were indicated
for Porzana atra and Dryolimnas aldabranus, whereas the shift suggestedfor
Fulica chathamensiswas moderately large despiteits marginal position with respect to the threshold of flightlessness(,; Fig. 49). Correspondencesbetween
relative apomorphy(i.e., scoreon PC-II) and inferred magnitudesof total change
became increasingly strong with increasesin one or both of PC-I and PC-II, a
predictable outcome given that points correspondingto extreme apomorphy only
could be attained by substantialshifts beyond the inferred threshold (,) of flightlessness(Fig. 49).
An R-mode PCA of reduced suites of skeletal measurementsdeleted only six
measurementsbut permitted the inclusion of seven additional, critical taxa. These
new taxa included several additional flightless species(Porphyrio mantelli, Rallus
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TAm.E 40. Correlation coefficients(r) and summary statisticsfor first four principal componentsof 41 skeletal measurementsfor 55 speciesof Rallidae.
Correlation coefficient (r)
Variable

Rostrum maxillae, length
Cranium, length
Maximal

width

Height perpendicularto palate
Sternum, length of carina
Length of corpus
Minimal width of corpus
Oblique depth of carina
Minimal depth of carina
Furcula, height
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Scapula scapuslength
Coracoid, length
Crista articularis width

PC-I

PC-II

PC-III

PC-IV

0.716
0.925

-0.367
-0.307

0.473
0.181

-0.113
-0.047

0.910

-0.348

0.091

-0.003

0.943
0.916
0.960
0.853
0.909
0.706
0.982
0.935
0.910
0.987
0.995

-0.266
0.340
0.205
-0.132
0.334
0.687
0.010
0.002
0.074
0.099
0.041

0.098
0.131
0.136
-0.468
0.011
0.091
0.033
-0.101
-0.078
-0.045
0.044

-0.022
-0.074
-0.066
-0.157
-0.031
-0.032
-0.032
0.081
-0.205
-0.029
-0.028

0.983

-0.057

-0.100

-0.081

Humerus, length
Intertubercular width of caput
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal midpoint width
Radius, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal midpoint width
Ulna, length

0.990
0.996
0.996
0.993
0.970
0.901
0.996
0.977

0.093
0.041
0.040
0.076
0.191
0.014
-0.015
0.179

-0.007
-0.005
0.024
0.017
0.009
-0.058
-0.001
0.020

-0.022
-0.027
0.003
-0.007
0.010
0.347
-0.011
0.007

Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal midpoint width

0.995
0.994

0.007
0.029

-0.016
0.037

0.017
-0.006

Carpometacarpus length
Digitalis majoris
Phalanx proximalis length
Phalanx distalis length
Synsacral length
Pelvis, interacetabular width
Femur, length
Caput width
Minimal width at midpoint

0.974

0.207

-0.012

0.968
0.954
0.978
0.908
0.963
0.961
0.958

0.197
0.224
-0.111
-0.335
-0.190
-0.251
-0.255

-0.035
-0.042
-0.063
-0.010
0.142
0.051
0.069

0.074
0.084
-0.095
-0.013
0.002
-0.054
-0.038

Maximal width at midpoint
Tibiotarsus,length
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Tarsometatarsus,length
Craniocaudal width at midpoint
Lateromedial width at midpoint

0.962
0.978
0.960
0.968
0.958
0.971
0.935

-0.251
-0.131
-0.259
-0.230
-0.124
-0.216
-0.291

0.047
-0.008
0.057
0.025
0.060
-0.012
-0.007

-0.028
0.076
0.011
-0.017
0.121
0.034
0.126

Digit III length (excluding unguis)

0.937

0.023

0.968
6.137
89.7

-0.311
0.352
5.1

Correlation (r) with body mass
(n = 47)
Eigenvalue (hi)
Percentageof variance explained

-0.152
-0.121
0.121
1.8

0.022

0.136
-0.063
0.063
0.9

recessus,Capellirallus karamu, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Porzana severnsœand

Tribonyx hodgenorum).As for PC-I for complete skeletons,here PC-I depicted
general skeletal size, and summarized 86% of interspecificdispersion(Table 41).
Scores on this axis were strongly correlated with mean body mass (r = 0.77; P
<< 0.01), and were virtually identical to relative positionson PC-I for complete
skeletons (Fig. 50).
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TABLE41. Correlation coefficients (r) and summary statisticsfor first four principal componentsof 35 measurementsfrom "reduced" skeletonsfor 62 species
of Rallidae.
Correlation coefficient (r)
Variable

PC-I

Rostrum maxillae, length
Cranium, length
Maximal

width

Height perpendicularto palate
Humerus,length
Intertubercularwidth of caput
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal midpoint width
Radius, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal midpoint width
Ulna, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal midpoint width
Carpometacarpuslength
Scapula scapuslength
Coracoid, length
Crista

width

PC-HI

PC-IV

0.671
0.922

-0.409
-0.327

0.535
0.158

-0.189
-0.016

0.889

-0.394

0.068

0.026

0.938
0.984
0.993
0.994
0.992
0.950
0.910
0.994
0.955
0.992
0.989
0.945
0.984
0.993

-0.288
0.131
0.087
0.069
0.085
0.266
0.045
-0.009
0.259
0.063
0.104
0.302
0.117
0.077

0.079
-0.123
-0.009
0.011
0.012
-0.029
-0.030
-0.016
-0.018
-0.035
0.008
-0.050
-0.055
0.038

-0.010
-0.048
-0.027
0.004
-0.008
-0.027
0.350
-0.011
-0.022
0.023
0.022
0.003
-0.029
-0.018

0.985

-0.027

-0.103

-0.038

Sternum, length of carina
Length of corpus
Minimal width of corpus
Oblique depth of carina
Minimal depth of carina
Synsacral length

0.902
0.956
0.830
0.889
0.597
0.970

0.375
0.227
-0.206
0.344
0.787
-0.150

0.089
0.102
-0.471
0.006
0.064
-0.075

-0.064
-0.066
-0.159
-0.083
0.020
0.101

Pelvis, interacetabular width

0.902

-0.346

-0.017

-0.066

Femur, length
Caput width
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Tibiotarsus, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Tarsometatarsus,length
Craniocaudalwidth at midpoint
Lateromedial width at midpoint

0.961
0.953
0.951
0.955
0.976
0.950
0.962
0.955
0.957
0.913

-0.219
-0.286
-0.285
-0.279
-0.142
-0.296
-0.258
-0.110
-0.266
-0.356

0.101
0.036
0.043
0.024
-0.022
0.042
0.011
0.028
-0.003
0.001

0.031
-0.015
0.003
0.005
0.040
0.033
-0.003
0.068
0.036
0.125

Correlation (r) with body mass
(n = 48)
Eigenvalue (hi)
Percentageof varianceexplained

0.774
5.361

-0.410
0.560

-0.291
0.120

0.182
0.053

86.0

9.0

1.9

skeletons

summarized

The

articularis

PC-II

second PC for reduced

an additional

0.8

9% of inter-

specific variation. Scoreson this axis were weakly (negatively) correlatedwith
body mass (r = -0.41; P < 0.05). Coefficients for variables on PC-II were
extremely similar, respectively, to those for PC-II for complete skeletons, and
indicated that the axis representeda contrastbetween the pectoral skeleton and
other dimensions (Table 41). PC-III and PC-IV for reduced skeletons, based on
coefficients of variables (Table 41) and plots of scores, were not informative
concerning flightlessess.Of the taxa newly added for multivariate consideration,
most striking in position were the extreme apomorphyof Capellirallus karamu,
Porzana severnsi,and (to a lesserextent) Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi (Fig. 50). The
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F][d. 50, Plot of mean scoresfor 62 speciesof Rallidae on first two standard(R-mode) principal
componentsof 35 measurementsof partial ("reduced") skeletons.Inferred vectors of change connect
flightlessspeciesand their flighted relatives.Approximateorientationof vectorfor mean body masses
of taxa ("mass") and apparent threshold of flightlessness(% positioned on the flightless side of
boundary) are indicated.

inferred shifts for C. karamu and D. hawkinsi were augmented by a significant
apparent decreaseand increase, respectively, in overall size (Fig. 50). The moderately greater shifts on both PC-I (general skeletal size) and PC-II (relative size
of pectoral skeleton) inferred for the extinct Porphyrio mantelli in comparison
with extant P. hochstetteri(Fig. 50) are interpretableas largely a shift attributable
to the common ancestorof these sister taxa before the vicariant separationof the
North and South islands of New Zealand (Livezey 1998). The large Rallus recessus from Bermuda manifested a small reduction in overall size (PC-I) in conjunction with the modest shift toward reduction of the pectoral apparatus(PC-II),
and although limited in magnitude, the latter was sufficient to place this taxon
confidently among flightless rallids (Fig. 50).
An R-mode PCA of sterna alone permitted a narrowly focused examination of
interspecifictrends associatedwith flightlessnessin this justifiably focal element,
and also admitted a considerablenumber of additional speciesto the comparisons.
Accordingly, a PCA of mean sternal measurementsfor 109 speciesof Rallidae
identified two PCs that summarizedessentially all variation in this single element
(Table 42). PC-Is for sterna, which accounted for more than 99% of the total
variance of the data set, reflected size sensu lato and were strongly positively
correlated (P < 0.01) with mean body masses (Table 42). Magnitudes of the
correlationsindicated that one variable (least stemal width) was substantiallyless
closely correlated with this axis than were other measurementsanalyzed (Table
42). Residual variance in least sternal width, melded with a contrast between

oblique depth of the carina sterni and essentiallyall other variables(with perpen-
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TABLE42. Correlation coefficients (r) and summary statisticsfor first two principal componentsof five sternalmeasurements(mm) for 109 speciesof Railidac.
Coreelationcoefficient (r)
Sternal

variable

PC-I

Carina length
Corpus length
Corpus least width
Carina oblique depth
Carina perpendiculardepth

PC-II

0.844
0.772
0.496
0.853
1.000

0.426
0.547
0.828
0.414
-0.000

0.673
1,707.03
>99.9+

0.804
0.29

Correlation (r) with body mass
(n = 83)
Eigenvalue (hi)
Percentageof variance explained

<0.1

dicular width of the carina sterni being rendered redundant), characterizedPC-II
for sterni (Table 42). Alternatively interpreted, PC-II representedrelative carina
depth, reflecting information on position and perpendiculardepth of the carina.
A bivariate plot of scores for taxa on PC-I and PC-II for sterna was highly
informative (Fig. 51). First, flightless and flighted taxa were demarcated by a
gently curving line, one oriented roughly diagonally and having a positive first
derivative (Fig. 51). Second, the large speciesof coots (Fulica) occupied unique
positionsto the middle and upper right of the plot. Two subgroupsof this genus,
comprising the three subfossil taxa (F. chathamensis,F. prisca, and F. newtoni)
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FIG. 51. Plot of mean scoresfor 109 speciesof Rallidae on first two standard(R-mode) principal
componentsof five measurementsof sterna.Approximate orientationof vectorfor mean body masses
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(x• andx•, includingandexcludingsubfossil
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and the two extant forms (F. gigantea and F. cornuta), suggestthe further subdivision of the plane described by the two sternal components,in which the
subfossilFulica occupy a zone between the two large Andean coots and all manifestly flightless rails (Fig. 51). Third, within the flightless species,taxa range
from forms having sternaonly slightly deviatingfrom thoseof flighted confamiliaIs to those characterizedby comparatively extreme apomorphy (i.e., taxa to
the upper left of the plot). The latter include severalcomparativelysmall species
(e.g., Porzana severnsi and Capellirallus karamu) and a few moderately large
taxa (Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi and flightless Porphyrio).
A suite of R-mode PCAs of the pooled within-speciescovariancematricesfor
flighted, flightless,and all speciesof Rallidae was performedprimarily as a means
of ascertainingthe strongcongruencebetweenthe first component(within-species
size, used in standardizingdistancesin CAs, below) and those derived in interspecific contexts(among-speciessize, above); and to gain a multivariate insight
into the structureof bivariate correlationssuggestedby a cluster analysisof variables with two of the samematrices(Figs. 40, 41). Although PC-I in the withinspeciescontextgenerallyis specifiedby a size axis having scoresstronglypositively correlatedwith all of the original variables,more detailedexaminationof
magnitudesof correlationsgenerally reveals that these PC-Is are far from isometric (Table 43). This outcome indicates that correction for within-species size
will not remove all size-relatedinformation in many comparisons(e.g., CAs of
species-sexgroups).Nonetheless,correlationsbetween the PC-Is of the standard
(R-mode) analysisand thoseof pooled within-speciescovariancematricesfor the
41 skeletal measurementswere similar in eigenstructure,whether the latter pertained to flighted (rs = 0.42; P = 0.01), flightless (rs = 0.39; P < 0.05), or all
species (rs = 0.42; P = 0.01).
The first PCs for the within-speciescovariancematricesrevealed that correlations among skeletalvariablesexclusiveof sternaldimensionsare slightly stronger
with respectto size in flightless speciesthan in flighted species(Table 43). Although fewer taxa were incorporatedinto the matrix for the former, this general
pattern suggeststhat a greater proportion of skeletal variation in flightlessrails
(including dimensionsof wing elements) is attibutable to simple (intraspecific)
size, with the notable exceptionof the comparativelyindependentsternaldimensions (Table 43). However, in both groups, PC-I conformed with eigenvectors
consistentwith general size axes, with only a minority of measurementshaving
low enough correlation coefficientswith this componentto indicate unusuallyhigh
measurementerror (e.g, widths of the furcula). The componentsfor the matrix in
which all specieswere pooled converged closely to those for flighted species,
with a slight increasein somecorrelationsderiving largely from the comparatively
stronglydefinedPC-I for flightlesstaxa (Table 43). Subsequentcomponentsvaried
little among the partitions, although flightless rails were characterizedby a PC-II
in which a more strongly negative contrastin most pelvic dimensionswas manifested (Table 43).

Appendicular
allomorphosis.--Allometric
slopes
(/•)relating
lengths
of pectoral
elements with overall body size were higher in flightless speciesthan in their
flighted relatives in several previous ornithological applications (Livezey and
Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1989d) and studiesof mammals (Christiansen1999).
This pattern was interpreted to reflect relative ontogeneticrates at terminus of
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TABLE
44. Intraspecific
allometric
coefficients
(/• _+SE) or allomorphosis
of
three skeletalpectoralelementswith correspondingfirst principal component(PCI) of nonpectoraldimensions,by speciesand sex, for three righted speciesand
flightless relatives in three taxonomic tribes of Rallidae.
Pectoralelement(proximal --->distal)

Species

Porphyrio melanotus
Porphyrio hochstetteri

Sex (n)

Males (33)
Females (20)
Males (12)
Females (18)

F(6, 75), P-value
Gallirallus philippensis
Gallirallus owstoni
Gallirallus australisgroup
F(10, 105), P-value
Porzana tabuensis
Porzana palmeri
F(2, 19), P-value
Tribonyx ventralis
Tribonyx mortierii

F(6, 56), P-value

Humerus

0.05 + 0.01
0.02 _+0.01
0.08 + 0.02
0.10 _+ 0.01
31.2 (<0.0001)

Ulna

Carpometacarpus

0.05 --- 0.01
0.01 -+ 0.01
0.10 -+ 0.02
0.11 +_ 0.01
61.6 (<0.00001)

0.05 -+ 0.01
0.02 +_ 0.01
0.11 + 0.04
0.11 + 0.02
74.5 (<0.00001)

0.03 -+ 0.02

Males (16)

0.03 + 0.01

0.03 -+ 0.02

Females (19)

0.03 + 0.01

0.05 -+ 0.01

0.05 + 0.02

Males (14)
Females (18)
Males (28)
Females (22)

0.12 -+ 0.02
0.08 + 0.02
0.15 + 0.03
0.12 -+ 0.02
51.3 (<0.00001)

0.12 -+ 0.02
0.09 +- 0.02
0.16 + 0.03
0.12 +_0.02
38.8 (<0.00001)

0.13 + 0.02
0.13 -+ 0.04
0.24 + 0.04
0.17 _+0.03
37.2 (<0.00001)

Both (11)
Both (12)

0.04 --- 0.01
0.03 + 0.01
44.0 (<0.00001)

0.04 _+0.01
0.05 + 0.01
56.9 (<0.00001)

0.06 -+ 0.02
0.08 -+ 0.02
15.9 (<0.0001)

Males (24)

0.04 -+ 0.02

0.05 +- 0.02

0.06 + 0.02

Females (19)

0.03 + 0.01

0.04 +_ 0.01

0.03 -+ 0.01

Males (10)
Females (11)

0.10 -+ 0.04
0.11 _+ 0.08
5.2 (<0.005)

0.12 +- 0.05
0.11 + 0.10
23.6 (<0.0001)

0.11 + 0.06
0.19 +_ 0.11
31.7 (<0.0001)

growth (i.e., sampledby skeletonat fledging); flightlessbirds were interruptedat
an earlier point in ontogeny of the pectoral apparatus,an inference that goes
beyond mere documentationof the relatively reducedsize of thesecomponents,
In each set of assessments,
limb elementswere analyzed relative to positionsof
specimenson PC-I of skeletal dimensionsexclusive of the appendageunder scrutiny. Differences in allometric relationshipswere tested by using standardF-statistics for two-parameter linear regressions and comparisons of estimates of allometric slopesin light of respective standarderrors of these estimates.The standard transformationof all metrics to natural logarithms for allometric analyses
precluded a confounding of simple interspecific differences in overall size with
the trends of interest. Samples of complete skeletonsfor each included speciessex groupwere only adequatefor three groupscomprisingboth flighted and flightless species:Porphyrio melanotusand P. hochstetteri;Gallirallus philippensis, G.
owstong and G. wakensis; and Tribonyx ventralis and T. mortierii (Table 44). A
fourth comparison also was performed for an additional pair of taxa for which
samplesprecluded subdivision of the sexes (Porzana tabuensis and P. palmeri),
but these small crakes manifestedcomparatively small intersexualdifferencesin
skeletal measurements(Tables 30-33).
Allometric patterns of pectoral elements within species of Porphyrio (Table
44), regardlessof sex, consistentlyrevealed that the major skeletal segmentsof
the wing were undergoingmore rapid growth (i.e., had higher slopes)in flightless
P. hochstetterithan they were in smaller, flighted P. melanotus (F-statisticscomparing regressions;P < 0.0001). Direct pairwise comparisonsof allometric slopes
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(/•) revealed,
withinelements
andsexes,thatvaluesfor flightless
P. hochstetteri
were roughly 1.5-2.0 times those for P. melanotus, but sexes within specieswere
described by similar allometric slopes (Table 44). Examination of the limited data
suggesteda trend for increasingly large differences in allometric slopesbetween

respectivespecies-sexgroupsas one passesfrom proximal to more distal elements
(i.e., humeri to carpometacarpi).This pattern results solely from increasesin
slopes in flightless P. hochstetteri (Table 44), and is consonant with the general
avian signaturesin which appendiculargrowth is initiated earliestproximally and
last distally (e.g., Levinton 1988).
Identical comparisons made for typical rallids (Gallirallus) documented qualitatively identical, but quantitatively more pronounced patterns (F-tests; P <
0.00001). Within elements, slopesfor intraspecific scaling were two to five times
as great in the two flightless taxa (G. owstoni and G. wakensis) as in flighted G.
philippensis. Intersexual differenceswithin specieswere not significant.The magnitude of increase in allometric slope in flightless speciesincreased as comparisons of elements proceededfrom proximal to distal elements (Table 44).
Flighted and flightlessPorzana, samplesof which were too meager for sexspecific analyses, revealed little concerning relative appendicular allomorphosis
(Table 44). Interspecific differences (sexes pooled) were significant for the entire
model (i.e., the paired estimates of intercepts and slopes; P < 0.0001). Comparisons and slopesand errors thereof revealed that the interspecificdifferencespertained to the intercepts,and speciesdiffered in mean lengths of pectoral elements
(Tables 30-34) but not in the slopesat terminus of growth. One pattern suggested
by the comparisonswithin Porzana sharedby those for other genera was a modest
increase in slopes as one moves distally through the pectoral limb, a shift more
pronouncedin flightless P. palmeri (Table 44).
Pectoral allomorphosisfor Tribonyx confirmed most of the the patternsrevealed
in those for Porphyrio and Gallirallus (Table 44). As in those other genera, al-

lometricslopes
(/•) for flightless
T. mortieriexceeded
thosefor respective
groups
of flighted T. ventralis by more than two times (Table 44), and accountedfor a
substantialproportion of the overall differences between allometric models for
species(F-statistics; P < 0.005). Also in common with the other two sex-specific
comparisons,intersexual differences were negligible, but unlike comparisonsfor
Porphyrio and Gallirallus, allometric slopes remained virtually constant across
elements and did not manifest any indication of proximal-to-distal gradients in
ontogenetic schedules(Table 44).
Parallel comparisons of allomorphosis for pelvic elements (Table 45) revealed
pronounced differences in allometric slopes, but unlike trends in pectoral allomorphosis, these manifested a distinctly different and less redundant pattern in
slopes. In Porphyrio, flightless P. hochstetteri was characterized by nonsignificant

allomorphosis
in lengths
of pelvicelements
(/• • 0), whereas
flighted
P. melanotus
maintainedsignificantallomorphosisin lengthsof leg elements(Table 45). Sexes
within species were alike in all comparisons. An ontogenetic interpretation of
these marked differences in static allomorphosiswould suggestthat although individuals of the smaller, flighted P. melanotus maintained modest but significant
elongation of pelvic elements at the terminus of skeletal growth, specimens of
the larger, flightless P. hochstetteri had reached asymptotic, essential stasis of
pelvic developmentat the terminus of growth (Table 45), despiteits overall per-
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TABLE
45. Intraspecific
allometric
coefficients
(/• + SE) or allomorphosis
of
three skeletal pelvic elementswith correspondingfirst principal component(PCI) of nonpelvic dimensions,by speciesand sex, for three flighted speciesand
flightless relatives in three taxonomic tribes of Rallidae.
Pelvic element (proximal --> distal)
Species

Porphyrio melanotus

Porphyrio hochstetteri

Sex (n)

Males (33)
Females (20)
Males (12)
Females (18)

F(6, 75), P-value

Gallirallusphilippensis
Gallirallus owstoni
Gallirallus australis-

group
F(10, 105), P-value

Males (16)
Females (19)
Males (14)
Females (18)
Males (28)
Females (22)

Femur

Tibiotarsus

0.082 - 0.029
0.060 - 0.035
-0.001 -+ 0.005
-0.005 +- 0.007
39.1 (<0.00001)

0.078 +_0.026
0.069 + 0.027
0.007 - 0.007
-0.000 -+ 0.006
21.7 (<0.00001)

0.077 _+0.030
0.069 -+ 0.027
0.008 + 0.008
0.009 -+ 0.007
13.0 (<0.00001)

Tarsometatarsus

0.036 - 0.011

0.041 +- 0.013

0.062 -+ 0.014

0.023 - 0.008
0.032 -+ 0.009
0.019 + 0.008
0.116 + 0.020
0.084 _+0.011
39.9 (<0.00001)

0.021 +_ 0.006
0.032 + 0.009
0.018 + 0.007
0.094 -+ 0.016
0.083 -+ 0.012
46.3 (<0.00001)

0.024 + 0.008
0.040 + 0.010
0.022 +- 0.010
0.106 -+ 0.027
0.093 +- 0.018
33.9 (<0.00001)

Porzana tabuensis
Porzana palmeri
F(2, 19), P-value

Both (11)
Both (12)

0.071 + 0.062
0.022 -+ 0.008
2.1 (>0.10)

0.039 - 0.065
0.030 -+ 0.010
1.2 (>0.30)

0.026 -+ 0.111
0.027 + 0.012
2.4 (>0.10)

Tribonyx ventralis

Males (24)

0.013 -+ 0.014

0.007 +- 0.015

-0.006 -+ 0.022

Tribonyx mortierii

Females (19)
Males (10)
Females (11)

0.007 +- 0.015
0.069 +- 0.034
-0.055 -+ 0.035

0.025 + 0.016
0.066 + 0.032
-0.057 -- 0.039

16.8 (<0.00001)

7.7 (<0.00001)

0.018 _+ 0.015
0.079 -+ 0.048
-0.085 -+ 0.044
8.3 (<0.00001)

F(6, 56), P-value

amorphic pelvic skeleton (Tables 30-33; Figs. 8, 9). No evidence was found of
a proximal-to-distal increase in allometric slope late in skeletal development in
either speciesof Porphyrio.
In Gallirallus, a very different picture emergedin pelvic allomorphosis(Table
45). Across all elementsand in both sexes,flighted G. philippensis and G. owstoni
showed virtually identical patterns in slopes of allomorphosis (Table 45), indicating that both taxa extended limited elongation of pelvic elements until the
terminusof skeletal growth. Flightless G. australis revealed a very different pat-

ternin pelvicallomorphosis
(Table45): estimates
of slopes(/•) wereapproximately three to four times as large as those for respective estimatesin G. philippensisor G. owstoni,and within G. australis, slopesfor males averagedroughly
25% higher than those for female conspecifics.These figures suggest that the
peramorphicpelvic elements of large, flightless G. australis were undergoing
rapid elongation at the terminus of skeletal ontogeny. G. australis was similar to
its two congenersin the uniformity of slopes across all three pelvic elements
(Table 45). By contrast, the marginally useful samples available for Porzana tabuensisand P. palrneri were uniform regardingpelvic allomorphosis,indicating
no signficantdifferencesamong models of allomorphosisfor any of the three
pelvic elements (Table 45). Moreover, where slopesindicated significantregressions,the models did not deviate meaningfully from those for other groups.
Pelvic allomorphosisin flighted Tribonyx ventralis and flightless T. rnortierii
revealed yet another pattern of ontogeny at the terminus of skeletal growth (Table
45), in which both species showed extremely limited to insignificant al!ometric
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slopes
(/•) in all threemajorelements
of thepelvicappendage.
Slightlygreater
slopes tended to characterize males relative to females of both species(Table 45).
In summary, however, it seemsthat elongation of the principal skeletal elements
of the pelvic appendageof Tribonyx, regardlessof sex or flight status,had reached
their respective, different asymptotes before or approximately coincident with
terminus of development, and that the pronounced peramorphosisof the pelvic
limb characteristicof flightless T. mortierii (Tables 30-33) is effected comparatively early in ontogeny.
Taken together,these examples substantiatea generality in the variation among
adults that is consistentwith the relatively early attainmentof asymptoticsize in
the pelvic limb that contraststo variable degreesthe earlier stageof development
of the pectoral limb in flightless rallids. This disparity of relative developmentof
the two locomotory units mirrors the earlier, rapid growth of the pelvic apparatus
and delayed, generally slower growth of the pectoral apparatusin birds generally
(Butler and Bishop 1999). This pattern also contributes further evidence of paedomorphosisin flightlessrails by extending supportfor this hypothesisto intraspecificscaling in skeletonsof righted and flightlessrelatives.
Canonical analyses.--As for the parallel applicationsfor external dimensions,
CAs provided the most powerful separationof associatedsuites of skeletal measurementsfor samplespartitioned by speciesand sex, and comparisonsthat conformed most closely with distributional assumptionswere limited to closely related taxa. Interpretationof the canonical axesthemselves(descriptorsmaximizing
differences among group means relative to within-group variances) is of secondary priority to the quantification of differences. The latter was exacerbatedin the
case of skeletal

measurements

in that different

subsets of the variables

were re-

tained through the stepwise-selectionproceduresin the various taxonomic groups,
an unpredictability worsened by small sample sizes for a number of the taxa
compared.This complication overlays a common condition in which suchvariates
meld information on size and shape.
Nevertheless,the general differencesamong groupsreflectedby theseaxeswere
interpretablethrough a two-stage procedure:first, determinationof general changes in proportionsamong anatomicalregions through an examination of the general
pattern of signs of the coefficientsfor correspondingvariables (Tables 46-52);
and second,comparisonsof signs and magnitudesof coefficientsfor measurements within regions or individual skeletal elements retained by the stepwise
procedurein light of relative differencesamongunivariategroupmeansof skeletal
measurements(Tables 30-33). These interpretationswere limited largely to those
axes summarizing discrimination of flightless taxa from righted relatives. Availability of associatedsamples of skeletal specimenslimited these comparisonsto
only seven major taxonomic groups, and reduced the numbers of genera and
speciesrepresentedwithin most of these partitions. For example, among basal
rallids, Habroptila was representedby only four skeletal specimens,and the most
closely related genusagainstwhich it could be comparedskeletally was Aramides.
A CA of skeletal measurementsof Porphyrio (four righted and one flightless
species;n = 108) and Porphyrula (three righted species;n = 42) extractedseven
CVs incorporating significant interspecific variation (ANOVA of scores; P (
0.0001). Five of the first eight CVs included significant (P (0.05) intersexual
variation, and nine of the total of 15 variates revealed significant species-sex
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TABLE46. Standardizedcoefficients and summary statisticsfor first two canonical variates and two flighted-flightlesscontrastsfor skeletalmeasurementsstepwise-selected(P < 0.05) from 41 variablesfor 16 species-sexgroupsof Porphyrionithini.
Flighted-fiightless
Canonical

Variable

Maxilla length
Cranium,length
Maximal

width

Height perpendicularto palate
Sternum,lengthof carina
Lengthof corpus
Minimal width of corpus
Minimal depthof carina
Furcula,height
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Scapulascapuslength
Coracoid,length
Crista articularis width

Humerus,intertubercular
width of caput
Maximal width at midpoint
Radius,length
Ulna, length
Minimal width at midpoint

variate*

contrast

I

II

All taxM'

Porphyrio$

-0.451
-0.054

-0.054
-0.017

0.390
--

0.577
--

-0.439

-0.323

0.422

0.450

0.095
0.579
-0.471
-0.276
0.360
-0.008
....
-0.100
0.393

0.404
-0.166
0.007
-0.076
0.157
-0.126

--0.459
0.394
---0.390
--

-0.191
-0.309

---

---0.468
-0.389
--0.451
---

-0.097

-0.047

--

--

0.211
0.787
-0.267
-0.043

0.702
0.041
0.505
-0.067

--0.751
0.813
-0.871
--

-0.556
-0.960
----

length
Synsacrallength

0.458
-0.294

0.449
0.256

-0.466
0.279

-0.833
0.447

Pelvis, interacetabular width

-0.363

-0.149

Femur,length
Minimal width at midpoint
Tibiotarsus,length
Maximal width at midpoint

-0.961
-0.729
0.315
--

-0.031
-0.164
-0.301
--

Digitalis majoris, phalanx proximalis

Tarsometatarsus,
length

Lateromedialwidth at midpoint
Digit III length

Eigenvalue
Cumulative variance (%)
Canonical R

0.354

0.243

-0.285
0.208

-0.054
0.165

352.18
75.8
0.999

98.60
97.1
0.995

--

1.105
0.573
-0.546
0.423
--

0.237
-0.455

226.55

--

1.093
0.820
-0.731
0.868
--

---

242.31

--

--

0.998

0.998

* Wilks'k (d.f.= 25, 15,134)< 10 ?;P375.1.471:
10.0(P,• 0.0001).

'•Wilks'k (d.f. 16,1, 134)= 0.00439;f•6.119
= 1,685.0
(P< 0.0001).
•; Wilks' k (d.f. = 14, 1, 98) = 0.00411; F1,•8• = 1,471.1 (P < 0.0001).

interaction effects (P < 0.05), indicating that sexual differenceswere evident in
a subsetof the specieson the correspondingaxes. The CVs were based on a
subsetof 25 variablesselectedstepwisefrom the total of 41 skeletalmeasurements
analyzed(Table 46). Despite the inferenceof variation amongmean scoresof
species-sexgroupsin more than one half of the total suiteof variatesextracted,
the great majority of total variation among groupsand the entirety of that pertainingto flightlessness
was summarizedby the first two CVs (Table46; Fig. 52).
The first CV for skeletonsof swamphensalone accountedfor threefourthsof
the dispersionamonggroups(Table 46). CV-I primarily discriminatedflightless
Porphyrio hochstetterifrom all other taxa (Fig. 52); scoreson this axis were
strongly(negatively)correlatedwith mean body mass(r = -0.85; P < 0.01).

Interpretationof CV-I basedon the coefficientsof variablesretained(Table46)
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TABLE47.

Standardized coefficients and summary statisticsfor first two canonical variates and flighted-flightlesscontrastfor skeletal measurementsstepwiseselected (P < 0.05) from 41 variables for six species-sex groups of basal rails
(Habroptila and Aramides).
Canonical

vatlate*

Flighted-flighfless
Variable

Cranium, length
Maximal

width

I

0.370
0.519

II

0.713
-0.221

contrastt

-1.108
--

Sternum, length of carina
Length of corpus
Oblique depth of carina
Minimal depth of carina
Furcula, height
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Coracoid, length
Humerus, intertubercularwidth of caput
Minimal width at midpoint
Radius, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Ulna, minimal width at midpoint
Carpometacarpuslength
Digitalis majoris, phalanx proximalis length
Femur, length
Width of caput
Maximal width at midpoint
Tibiotarsus,length
Tarsometatarsus,length
Lateromedialwidth at midpoint
Digit III length

---- 1.470
0.686
0.106
-0.728
-0.575
-0.573
-0.220
-0.093
-0.635
1.013
1.927
-0.540
1.583
1.037
-- 1.239
- 1.509
0.867
-0.077

---0.019
-0.303
-0.639
0.161
-0.230
-0.663
-0.342
-0.181
-0.004
-0.022
0.132
-0.219
0.931
0.399
-- 1.205
0.811
-0.216
- 1.157

-1.046
1.040
-0.740
1.814
--0.558
-1.215
--0.868
-0.807
-0.683
- 1.131
0.906
- 1.680
- 1.032
-0.698
1.336
1.655
---

Eigenvalue
Cumulative variance (%)

54.49
61.7

30.94
96.7

46.04
--

0.991

0.984

Canonical

R

0.989

* Wilks'k (d.f.= 20,5,60)= 0.00008;,P•0o,
2o•= 12.2(P',• 0.0001).
'kWilks' k (d.f. = 17, 1, 60) = 0.0213; F•7.• = 119.2 (P < 0.0001).

revealed that this axis distinguishedP. hochstetterifrom other swamphenson the
basis of its larger skull (especially the more massive bill and broader cranium),
relatively smaller pectoral girdle (emphasizing the disproportionatelyreduced carina sterni and relatively broad coracoid), a diminutive pectoral limb (including
the relatively short, narrow proximal elements and the absolutely reduced elements of the manus), a substantiallyenlarged pelvis and leg (weighting the robust
femur especially heavily), and absolutely shorter toes. These shifts in proportions
not only reflected the diminution of the pectoral apparatusin flightless P. hochstetteri, but also highlighted the shifts within the pelvic limb associatedwith increased terrestrial habitus (i.e., relative reductions in the tibiotarsus, tarsometatar-

sus, and toes) and megacephalyassociatedwith herbivory (Fig. 9). In this context,
it is noted that flighted speciesof Porphyrio were slightly more terrestrial in
general body form than the speciesof Porphyrula, which are smaller (Fig. 52).
Canonical contrastswere broadly consistentwith CV-I in the signsof the variables
retained, although the narrowed scope of these comparisonseven further limited
the number of measurementsthat could be included without redundancy and incurting the statisticalproblems associatedwith multicolinearity (Table 46).
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TABLE48. Standardizedcoefficientsand summary statisticsfor two canonical
variatesand flighted-flightlesscontrastbasedon skeletalmeasurements
stepwiseselected(P < 0.05) from 41 variablesfor four species-sexgroupsof Dryolimnas.
Canotlical

variate*

Flighted-flightless
Variable

Maxilla length
Cranium,length
Maximal width

Sternum,lengthof carina
Lengthof corpus
Minimal width of corpus
Furcula,minimalwidth at midpoint

I

11

3.149
--8.157

- 1.160
-4.011

-8.562
3.992
- 6.714

-1.165
- 1.230
0.110

Maximal width at midpoint

0.450

-2.357

Coracoid, crista articularis width

2.555

1.132

3.961
--3.946
-0.188
---

1.133
--0.259
--4.206
---

Humerus,length
Femur,length
Width of caput
Maximal width at midpoint
Tibiotarsus,length
Maximal width at midpoint
Tarsometatarsus,
length

contrast?

-3.154
--

8.909
--- 8.547
---

9.373
9.493
--7.365
-3.292
-6.654

Craniocaudalwidth at midpoint

1.768

-1.698

--

Lateromedial
widthat midpoint

--

--

-9.672

1,932.72

61.13

Eigenvalue
Cumulative variance (%)
Canonical R

96.9
0.999

99.9
0.992

5,599.06
-1.000

* Wilks'
k (d.f.= 11,3, 16)< 0,00001;•P33,•a
= 38.2(P•: 0,0001).
? wilks' k (d.f. = 9, 1, 16) = 0.00018; F9.s = 4,976.9 (P < 0.0001).

The secondCV for swamphensadded another21% of the dispersionamong
groupsin skeletalmeasurements
(Table46) andlargely separated
the lesserswamphens(Porphyrula)from the greaterswamphens
(Porphyrio),with lesserdiscrimination of P. hochstetterifrom its congeners,or of sexeswithin species(Fig. 52).
The primarycontrastbetweengeneraresultedin a moderatecorrelationwith mean
body mass(r = 0.74; P < 0.01). The remaining 13 variatesextractedtogether
accountedfor less than 3% of the dispersionamong groups, and served mainly
to discriminateamongthe flighted speciesof Porphyrio.Mean scoresindicated
that noneof theseremainingvariatesrevealedimportantdiscriminationof flightlessPorphyriohochstetterior substantive
sexualdimorphismpeculiarto this species, hence these lesser axes will not be consideredfurther.

Analysisof skeletonsof basalrallids, includingflightlessHabroptila wallacii
(n -- 4) and two flightedspeciesof Aramides(n -- 62), extractedfive CVs based
on 20 of the 41 skeletal measurementscompiled (Table 47). Of these five axes,
three (CV-I, CV-II, and CV-IV) included significantdifferences(P < 0.001)
amongspeciesin mean scores,two (CV-I and CV-IV) incorporatedsignificant
intersexual differences (P < 0.0005) acrossspecies,and three (CV-III, CV-IV,
and CV-V) included significantspecies-sexinteractioneffects (P < 0.0001), indicatingsexualdimorphismin a subsetof the includedtaxa.CV-I for basalrallids
summarizedmore than one half of the total dispersionamonggroups(Table 47),
wasdirectlycorrelatedwith meanbodymass(r = 0.99; P < 0.01), andexplained
mostof the skeletaldistinctnessof flightlessHabroptila relativeto Aramides(Fig.
53). Coefficientsfor CV-I indicatedthat the axis was a subtlecomminglingof
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TABLE49. Standardized coefficients and summary statisticsfor first three canonical variates and two flighted-flightlesscontrastsbased on skeletal measurements stepwise-selected(P < 0.05) from 41 variables for 23 species-sexgroups
of "typical" rails (subtribeRallina, excludingDryolimnas). A singletaxon lacking
sexual partitioningwas included (Gallirallus pectoralis-group).
Flighted-flightless
Canonical

Variable

Maxilla length
Cranium, length
Maximal

width

Height perpendicularto palate
Sternum, length of carina
Length of corpus
Oblique depth of carina
Minimal depth of carina
Furcula, height
Minimal width at midpoint
Scapulascapuslength
Coracoid, length
Crista articularis

I

variate*

II

0.429
-0.139

0.215
-0.124

0.772
-0.282

-0.580

-0.006

-0.212

-0.265
0.492
-0.358
0.282
-0.056
-0.031
-0.279
-0.329

-0.100
-0.368
-0.343
0.236
-0.137
-0.157
0.289
-0.161

-0.044
0.082
0.167
0.075
-0.085
-0.262
0.069
0.033

width

0.023

0.113

Humerus, length
Intertubercular width of caput
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Radius, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Ulna, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Carpometacarpuslength
Digitalis major, phalanx proximalis length
Phalanx distalis length
Synsacrallength

0.209
0.254
-0.052
-0.042
-0.251
-0.084
0.115
0.840
0.191
-0.060
0.036
-0.015
0.230
-0.141

-0.650
0.154
0.087
0.027
-0.247
0.087
-0.160
-0.592
0.148
-0.122
0.183
-0.338
0.256
-0.210

Pelvis, interacetabular width

-0.045

Femur, width of caput
Minimal width at midpoint
Tibiotarsus, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Tarsometatarsus,length
Craniocaudal width at midpoint
Lateromedial width at midpoint
Digit III length

-0.422
0.153
- 1.065
0.221
0.148
0.646
-0.091
-0.276
0.301

Eigenvalue

154.89

Cumulative variance (%)
Canonical

R

contrast

III

67.2
0.996

-0.110

All taxa?

0.249
--0.670

-0.480
-0.279
0.144
------

No RailusS

-0.224
--0.536

-0.435
--0.362
---0.404
--

0.416
0.316
0.232
-0.073
-0.167
-0.014
0.064
-0.904
0.023
0.149
-0.047
-0.285
-0.090
0.188

-0.281
-----0.557
-----0.408
--

-0.083

-0.300

-0.292

-0.050
0.153
0.678
0.079
-0.408
-0.552
0.056
0.086
0.954

-0.251
0.093
0.269
-0.050
-0.175
0.241
0.200
-0.107
0.220

-0.394
--0.981
-0.229
0.809
--0.353
--

--- 1.028
-0.344
0.702
--0.473
-0.554

30.93

28.87

17.93

14.81

80.6

93.1

0.984

0.983

-0.973

-------0.940
-----0.542
---

-0.968

* Wilks'3.(d.f.= 6, 22, 293)< 0.00001;•'792.4.972
= 10.5(P • 0.0001).

?Wilks'
3.(d.f.= 14,1,286)= 0.0528;
•4.273
= 273.0(P< 0.0001).
$ wilks' 3. (d.f. = 12, 1, 146) = 0.0588; F•2.m = 166.6 (P < 0.0001).

proportionsthat confoundeddiscrimination of genera with significantdiscrimination between speciesof Aramides (Fig. 53). CharacteristicsdistinguishingHabroptila were its relatively robustcranium (especiallyrelative to its bill), markedly
small pectoral girdle (especially the depth of the carina sterni), distal reduction
of the pectoral limb (principally in the major digit), and a disproportionately
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TABLE52. Standardized coefficients and summary statisticsfor three canonical
variates and contrastbetween "typical" and "mega" taxa based on skeletal measurementsstepwise-selected(P < 0.05) from 41 variables for nine speciesor
species-sex groups of coots. Three species also were included in the general
analysisfor which partitioningby sex was not possible(includingFulica gigantea
and F. cornuta).
Canonical

variate*

Flight
Variable

I

Maxilla length
Maximal

-0.321

width

Height perpendicularto palate
Sternum, length of carina
Furcula, maximal width at midpoint
Coracoid, crista articularis width

II

III

0.634

0.057

0.067

0.131
-0.008
0.098

-0.731
-0.857
0.648

0.461
-0.671

-0.728
0.217
0.302

contrast?

-0.711
--

0.548
--0.393

0.100

0.537

-0.175

--

Humerus, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Radius, minimal width at midpoint
Ulna, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Carpometacarpuslength

-0.167
-0.161
-0.365
....
0.483

- 1.043
--0.177
-0.871

- 1.202
-0.514
3.471

-0.440
--0.553
--

Pelvis, interacetabular width

-0.629

Femur, length
Width of caput
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Tibiotarsus, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Tarsometatarsus,
length
Craniocaudal width at midpoint
Lateromedial width at midpoint
Digit III length

1.187

- 1.271

0.239

0.060

-0.707

-0.171
-0.186
-0.369
0.017
0.065
-0.271
-0.852
0.007
....
0.923

1.568
-0.830
-0.092
0.526
-0.949
0.623
0.053
0.482

0.703
0.064
-0.055
-0.303
- 1.110
-0.206
0.136
0.786

---0.390
------

Eigenvalue

34.68

5.54

Cumulative variance (%)

73.1

Canonical

R

0.986

0.030

-0.446

84.8
0.920

3.73
92.7
0.888

0.403
9.93
-0.953

* Wilks'
k (d.f.= 20,8,92)< 0.00•08;•16o,$$
9= 8.8(P< 0.0001).
? Wilks' k (d.f. = 8, 1, 95) = 0.09152; Fa,ss= 109.2 (P < 0.0001).

elongatedpelvic limb in which the femur is enlargedrelatively more than distal
elements (Table 47). A canonical contrast limited to differences pertaining to
faculty of flight in basalrallids, althoughreversedin sign, indicateda similar suite
of proportional shifts (Table 47).
The

second

CV

for basal

rallids

contributed

an additional

35%

of the total

dispersionamong groups(Table 47). This axis primarily discriminatedAramides
ypecahafrom the othertwo species,with lesserdiscriminationbetweenA. cajanea
and Habroptila wallacii (Fig. 53). The extreme position of massiveA. ypecaha
resulted in a strong, negative correlation between mean scoreson CV-II and body
mass (r = -0.97; P < 0.01). However, the comparatively small componentof
CV-II attributable to the discrimination of H. wallacii does not justify a detailed
examination of this axis (Table 47). The three remaining CVs accountedfor vanishingly small fractions of dispersionamong groups and no vital insights into
skeletal changesassociatedwith flightlessnessin Habroptila (Table 47): CV-III
summarized sexual differences within Aramides; and CV-IV and CV-V principally
depictedminuscule,residual sexual dimorphismconfinedto Habroptila.
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FIG. 52. Plot of 16 species-sexgroupsof swamphens(Porphyrio and Porphyrula) on first two
canonicalvariatesfor stepwise-selected
subsetof 41 skeletalmeasurements.
Ellipsesfor groupsdelimit
summary statisticsfor scores(œ _+SD). Approximate orientationof vector for mean body massesof
taxa ("mass") and apparentthresholdof flightlessness
(x, positionedon the flightlesssideof boundary)
are indicated.
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Plot of six species-sexgroupsof basal rallids (Habroptila and Aramides) on first two
canonicalvariatesfor stepwise-selected
subsetof 41 skeletalmeasurements.
Ellipsesfor groupsdelimit
summary statisticsfor scores(œ - SD). Approximate orientation of vector for mean body massesof
taxa ("mass") and apparentthresholdof flightlessness
(-r,positionedon the flightlesssideof boundary)
are indicated.
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FIG. 54. Plot of six species-sexgroups of white-throated rails (Dryolimnas) on first two canonical
variatesfor stepwise-selected
subsetof 41 skeletalmeasurements.
Ellipsesfor groupsdelimit summary
statistics for scores (œ _+ SD). Approximate orientation of vector for mean body masses of taxa
("mass") and apparentthresholdof flightlessness(x, positionedon the flightlessside of boundary)
are indicated.

Given the lack of associatedskeletal material for Dryolirnnas abbotti, only four
species-sex groups of white-throated rails (Dryolirnnas; n = 20) were available
for analysis, limiting the dimensionality of the canonical space to three (Table
48). On these axes, interspecific and intersexual effects were highly significant
(ANOVA of scores;P < 0.0001) on CV-I and CV-II, with CV-III including only
intersexual differences (P < 0.05).
The first CV for white-throated

rails alone accounted

for more than 96% of the

total dispersion among the four species-sex groups (Table 48) and included the
great majority of the discrimination between righted Dryolirnnas cuvieri and
flightless D. aldabranus (Fig. 54). Scores on this axis were directly correlated
with mean body masses of the four groups (r = 0.99; P < 0.01). The limited
samples and few groups in this comparison limited the number of skeletal variables retained nonredundantlyin the discriminationof thesetwo similar congeners
to only 11 of 41 skeletal variables, rendering direct interpretation of coefficients
for CV-I of Dryolimnas problematic (Table 48). What can be inferred regarding
D. aldabranus concerns relative lengths of the bill and cranium, a diminutive
pectoral girdle (summarized primarily through dimensions of the sternum and
coracoid), a relatively short pectoral limb (with humerus length most efficiently
reflecting a reduction approachinguniformity throughoutthe appendage),and the
retention of robust pelvic limb (especially well summarized by widths of femur
and tarsometatarsus)in the face of an overall reduction in size that accompanied
the loss of flight (Tables 30-33).
A canonical contrast confined to interspecific differences affirmed these inter-
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FIG. 55. Plot of 23 species-sexgroupsof "typical" rails (Railus, Oallirallus, and allied genera)
on first two canonical variates for stepwise-selectedsubsetof 41 skeletal measurements.Except for
taxa representedby compositemean vectorsplotted a posteriori(Gallirallus dieffenbachiiand Cabalus
modestus),ellipsesfor groupsdelimit summarystatisticsfor scores(X ñ SD). Approximateorientation

of vectorfor meanbodymassesof taxa ("mass") andapparentthresholdof flightlessness
(T,positioned
on the flightlessside of boundary) are indicated.

pretations, although the inclusion of only nine variables in the axis minimized its

interpretability (Table 48). Consonant with patterns in most other taxonomic
groups,sexualdimorphismon CV-I was suchthat males, in comparisonwith their
female conspecifics,were shifted in proportionstoward those characteristicof
flightlesstaxa (Fig. 54). The CV-II for skeletonsof Dryolimnas integratedresidual
interspecific and intersexual differences uncorrelated with mean body masses(r
-- -0.15; P > 0.05), and contributed only 3% of the total dispersion among
groups(Table 48). The modicum of intersexualdiscriminationafforded by skeletal
CV-III for Dryolimnas did not merit detailed consideration(Table 48).
The myriad forms of typical rails (subtribe Rallina [Livezey 1998]), even after
the separateconsiderationof one member genus (Dryolimnas), span a rich spectrum of skeletal size and shape. CAs were performed to discriminate 11 species
that permitted sex-specificdiscrimination(i.e., accountingfor 22 groups) and 1
species(G. pectoralis) for which sexeswere not determinable,bringing the groups
defined a priori (n = 316) to a total of 23 (Table 49). Also, mean measurements
for three extinct taxa lacking associatedskeletons(Gallirallus dieffenbachii, Cabalus modestus,and Aphanapteryx bonasia) were evaluated a posteriori for plotting (Fig. 55). Fifteen CVs for skeletal measurementsof typical rails were ex-
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tracted, based on 36 of the 41 measurementssubmitted for analysis, of which 13

displayed significant interspecificdifferences in mean scores(P < 0.05). Intersexual differences were found on 8 of the 15 CVs (including the first 7), with
significantspecies-sexinteraction effects on 12 (including 6 of the first 7), 4 of
which were accompaniedby significant interspecificeffects. These findings indicate that at least a subsetof the taxa showed sexual dimorphism on all but CVVIII. As in other taxonomic groups,the preponderanceof variation among groups
was summarizedby the first few CVs; for typical rails, the first three axes alone
summarized more than 93% of the total dispersionamong groups (Table 49).
The first CV for skeletons of typical rails accounted for roughly two thirds of
the total dispersionamong groups (Table 49), revealed highly significantinterspecific and intersexualdifferencesin scores(P < 0.0001), included substantial
separationof flighted and flightlessspecies(Fig. 55), and its scoreswere highly
(negatively) correlated with mean body masses (r = -0.90; P < 0.01). Coefficients for variables on CV-I (Table 49) revealed that the axis distinguishedgroups
having low scores (predominately flightless) by a contrast in proportions that
emphasized robust skulls (especially cranium), sterna having carinae relatively
reduced, pectoral appendagescharacterizedby disproportionatelytruncatedantebrachial elements (with secondary weight placed on relative shortening of the
marius), and pelvic limbs having disproportionatelyelongatedtibiotarsi and truncated tarsometatarsiand digits. On CV-I, Gallirallus australis-group, Aphanapteryx bonasia, Tricholirnnas sylvestris, and G. dieffenbachii had the lowest scores
(i.e., the most extreme proportions), whereas several other flightless speciescharacterized by less extreme shifts in form and (to a lesser extent) small body size
(e.g., Gallirallus wakensis,and especially Cabalus modestus)occupiedpositions
on CV-I comparableto those of many flighted species(Fig. 55). As noted in many
other contexts, scores on CV-I tended to place males, relative to their female
conspecifics,more in the direction of flightless taxa (Fig. 55).
The second CV for skeletonsof typical rails contributed an additional 13% of
total dispersionamong groups,included highly significantinterspecificand intersexual differences in scores (P < 0.0001), and scores on CV-II were not correlated

with mean body masses(r -- -0.04; P > 0.05). CV-II amplified discrimination
among both flighted and flightlessmembers,and (a posteriori) proved critical in
the discrimination of Cabalus modestus,the high score for which proved to be
maximal (Fig. 55). Coefficients for variables on CV-II indicated that higher scores
were associatedwith relative elongation of the bill, especially pronouncedtruncation throughout the pectoral girdle and appendage(especially marked in antebrachial elements), unremarkably proportionedpelvic limbs, and (to a lesser extent) small size generally (Table 49).
The third CV for typical rails added almost as much separationamong groups
as CV-II

for these taxa (detailed above), and scores on CV-III

included both

interspecific and intersexual effects (ANOVA of scores;P < 0.0001). However,
examination of positions of groups on CV-III revealed that this axis primarily
discriminatedRallus (especiallyR. elegans and R. longirostris)from Gallirallus,
Tricholirnnas, and Habropteryx, regardlessof the flight status of the latter taxa.
Scores for the remaining variates likewise affirmed that the skeletal proportions
critical to the discriminationof flightlessmembersof the typical rails largely were
subsumedby the first two CVs (Fig. 55), an interpretationconsistentwith the
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eigenvalues and coefficients of canonical contrastsof typical rallids grouped strictly by flight capacity (Table 49).
Ten speciesof crakes in four genera (Crex, Laterallus, Coturnicops, and Porzana) were representedby samples of skeletonspartitioned into sex groups for
CAs, to which was added a single species(Atlantisia rogersi) lacking information
on sex. In addition to these groups defined a priori, a single extinct taxon ("Atlantisia" elpenor) was plotted a posteriori by using a composite of mean measurements.The 21 groups formally analyzed (n = 205) sustainedthe definition
of 15 CVs, based on 30 of 41 skeletal variables analyzed, of which 10 included
significant differences among species (ANOVA of scores;P < 0.05). Intersexual
differences were found as significant main effects (P < 0.05) on only 4 of the
15 CVs, although species-sex interaction effects were significant (P < 0.05) in
scores on 11 of the 15 axes. The latter combination of findings indicated that
multivariate sexual dimorphism in skeletons of crakes was generally less pronounced than in most other subgroupsof the Rallidae, and that (where present)
it tended to be peculiar to individual genera or species of the tribe.
The first CV for skeletal measurementsof crakes accounted for slightly more
than one half of the total dispersion among groups (Table 50) and included highly
significant differences in mean scores among species (P < 0.0001) but not between sexes (P > 0.35). Scores on this axis were significantly correlated with
mean body massesof groups (r = 0.64; P < 0.01). Positions of taxa on CV-I
revealed that this axis integrated much of the variation attributable to flight capacity; mean scoresfor all flightless taxa were less than -11, whereas those for
flighted crakes where greater than -8 (Fig. 56). Coefficients for CV-I indicated
that this axis distinguished flightless crakes from their flighted relatives by a
combination of the following features: relatively long bills, shortenedpectoral
appendages(disproportionatelyreduced in distal elements), generally diminutive
pectoral girdles having disproportionatelyshallow carinae, pelvic limbs relatively
large but unremarkable in proportions, and (in extreme cases) small overall body
size (Table 50).
The

second CV

of skeletal

measurements

of crakes added another

25%

of the

total dispersion among groups (Table 50), and included highly significant interspecific and intersexualdifferences (ANOVA of scores;P < 0.0001). Scoreswere
significantly (negatively) correlatedwith mean body massesof groups(r = -0.68;
P < 0.01). Positions of taxa on CV-II indicated that this axis substantially augmented the separation of flightless species (Fig. 56), in which flightless species
tended to have higher mean scores than flighted taxa (with Coturnicops being
exceptionally high among the latter). Coefficients of variables for CV-II further
separatedflightlesstaxa from most flighted relatives throughdifferencesin relative
proportions within the distal segments of the wing, comparatively subtle proportions within the pectoral girdle (including the relationship between length and
depth of the carina sterni), and modest differences in proportions within the pelvic
limb in which proximal elements tended to be slightly longer relative to moredistal elements (Table 50).
Together, the first two CVs for skeletonsof crakes encompassedthe dimensions

critical to the discrimination of flightless species(Fig. 56). Subsequentaxes (e.g.,
CV-III and CV-IV) summarized significant taxonomic (principally residual intergeneric) differences (ANOVA of scores; P < 0.0001), but these did not bear on
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FIO. 56. Plot of 20 species-sexgroupsof crakes(SubtribeCrecina) on first two canonicalvariates
for stepwise-selected
subsetof 41 skeletalmeasurements.
Except for a taxon representedby a composite mean vector plotted a posteriori("Atlantisia" elpenor), ellipsesfor groupsdelimit summary
statisticsfor scores(.• -+ SD). Approximate orientationof vector for mean body massesof taxa
("mass") and apparentthresholdof flightlessness
(x, positionedon the flightlessside of boundary)
are indicated.

the discrimination of taxa by flight capacity. This inference is consistentwith the
variance incorporatedby canonical contraststargeting the essential differences
associatedwith the faculty of flight, as were the broad interpretationspermitted
by the coefficientsof variables in these lower-dimensionalanalyses(Table 50).
Consequently,the CVs for crakes subsequentto CV-I and CV-II will not be
detailed.

Samples of skeletonsof moorhens of known sex were available for Gallicrex
cinerea, four species of Gallinula sensu stricto (G. chloropus, G. cachinaans, G.
tenebrosa, and G. corneri), and both modem speciesof Tribonyx. A small series

of Gallinula sandvicensisof undeterminedsex (n = 5) also was sampled(Tables
30-33). To maximize the information derived, CAs were performed with all 15
groups (n = 144) comprising 14 species-sexgroups amenableto both one-way
(interspecific)and two-way (species-sex)ANOVA of scores,plus one additional
speciesgroup suitableonly for one-way (interspecific)comparisonsof scores.
The first 7 of the 14 CVs for the skeletonsof moorhensincluded significant
interspecificdifferencesin mean scores(P < 0.0001). Significantintersexualdifferences(P < 0.05) were detectedon the first, fourth, fifth, eighth, and 10th CVs.
CV-I for skeletonsof moorhensaccountedfor approximately 50% of the total
dispersionamong groups(Table 51) and largely served to distinguishflightless
Tribonyx rnortierii from other species(Fig. 57). The comparativelylarge size of
this flightless speciesresulted in a strong (negative) correlation between scores
on CV-I and mean body masses of the groups (r -- -0.89; P < 0.01). The
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FIG. 57. Plot of 15 species-sexgroupsof moorhens(Gallicrex, Tribonyx,and Gallinula) on first
two canonical variates for stepwise-selectedsubsetof 41 skeletal measurements.Ellipses for groups
delimit summary statisticsfor scores(.• _+ SD). Approximate orientation of vector for mean body

massesof taxa ("mass") and apparentthresholdof flightlessness
½r,positionedon the flightlessside
of boundary) are indicated.

pertinence of CV-I to flight capacity also is consistentwith the intermediate position of weakly flighted Gallinula (Porphyriornis) comeri (Fig. 57). Coefficients
of variables on the axis, which retained 19 of 41 measurements analyzed, indicated that this dimensionprincipally distinguishedT. mortierii by a combination
(Table 51) of its relatively massive skull, disproportionatelyshort antebrachium
and carpometacarpus,
relatively shallow carina sterni and diminutive furcula, and
large pelvic limb especially characterizedby an elongatedfemur and truncated
toes. Although fewer variables were retained in the canonical contrastsof flight
for moorhens,which were performed both for all speciesand for Tribonyx alone,
the general patterns of signs and magnitudesof coefficients conformed generally
with those of CV-I (with slight, oblique influence by those reflected by CV-II)
for all taxa (Table 51).
The

second CV

for skeletons

of moorhens

summarized

an additional

30%

of

the dispersionamong groups and largely discriminatedflighted Tribonyx ventralis
from all other speciesregardlessof general size or flight capacity (Fig. 57). Accordingly, scoreson CV-II were not correlatedwith mean body masses(r = 0.19;
P > 0.05) and the proportions reflected by this axis were not informative about
the morphological corollaries of flightlessness(Table 51). The third CV-III contributed another 15% of the intergroupdispersionfor moorhens(Table 51), and
principally discriminatedGallicrex cinerea from all other taxa (not shown). Of
the remaining CVs for moorhens,the CV-V was notable for its discrimination of
Gallinula comeri from other taxa. Coefficients for this minor axis (not tabulated)

indicatedthat weakly flighted or flightlessG. comeri was distinguishedfrom other
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F•G. 58. Plot of nine species-sexgroups of coots (Fulica) on first two canonical variates for
stepwise-selected
subsetof 41 skeletalmeasurements.Except for a taxon representedby a composite
mean vectorplotteda posteriori(Fulica chatharnensis),
ellipsesfor groupsdelimit summarystatistics
for scores(œ-+ SD). Approximate orientationof vector for mean body massesof taxa ("mass") and
provisionalthresholdof flightlessness([x], positionedon the flightlessside of boundary)are indicated.

moorhens(including T. mortierii) by a unique proportion dominated by relative
lengths of the radius and tarsometatarsus.
Skeletal samplesof coots (Fulica) permittedonly three speciesto be compared
within a two-way (species-sex) context (Tables 30-33). Restriction of analyses
to one-way comparisonsof speciespermitted the inclusion of F. armillata (n =
4) and the two large Andean speciesF. gigantea and F. cornuta (n -- 10 and 2,
respectively).Therefore, CAs of skeletonsof Fulica were performedthat discriminated nine groups,comprising all six species(n -- 101); for those taxa adequately
represented(F. americana, F. alai, and F. atra; n -- 85), groupswere partitioned
with respect to both species and sex. Comparisons of scores a posteriori were
based on correspondingone-way (interspecific)and two-way (species-sex)ANOVAs of six species and six species-sex groups, respectively. Six of the eight
CVs for skeletonsof coots included significant(P < 0.01) interspecificdifferences
in scores;five of these also manifestedsignificant (P < 0.05) differencesbetween
the sexes of the three speciespermitting such comparisons.
The first CV

for skeletons

of Fulica

accounted

for almost

three fourths

of the

total dispersionamong groups (Table 52), was strongly (negatively) correlated
with mean body masses(r -- -0.97; P < 0.01), and provided the vast majority
of the discriminationbetweenF. gigantea and F. cornuta and other species(Fig.
58). Coefficients for the 20 of 41 skeletal variables significantlyretained in the
discriminationof coots for CV-I (Table 52), in conjunctionwith univariate comparisonsof these measurements(Tables 30-33), revealed that the large coots were
distinguished from other coots by a combination of their relatively large bills,
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pectoral appendagesshowing slight relative truncation, and pelvic limbs having
disproportionatelylonger tarsometarsiand short toes (Table 52).
The

second CV

for skeletons

of coots contributed

an additional

11% of the

total intergroupdispersion(Table 52), and principally ordinatedFulica atra and
F. armillata at the low extreme; F. gigantea at an intermediate position; and F.
cornuta, F. americana, and F. alai among the highest scores(Fig. 58). Scoreson
CV-II were not significantly correlatedwith mean body masses(r = 0.27; P >
0.05). Coefficients for included variables indicated that this axis largely integrated
relative bill length and proportionsamong elementswithin each limb (Table 52).
The remaining six CVs for skeletons of Fulica together accounted for only
15% of the total multivariate dispersionamong group means (Table 52). Summary
statisticsfor scoreson the four of theselesseraxes including significantinterspecific differencesin scoreseffected the following discriminations:CV-III primarily
separatedF. cornuta from F. armillata, with other species being intermediate;
CV-IV distinguishedF. alai and F. atra from F. armillata, with other taxa assuming intermediatescores;and CV-V and CV-VI primarily amplified the separation of F. cornuta from its congeners.As such, none of these variates merit
detailed considerationin the context of skeletalchangesin Fulica associatedwith
the generalitiesof giantism and reducedflight capacity.
Mean measurementsfor extinct, purportedlyflightlessFulica chathamensisindicated that this speciesclosely resembledF. cornuta in the skeletalproportions
displayed by CV-I and CV-II (Fig. 58). However, F. chathamensis on CV-III
showedgreatersimilitudewith F. gigantea and (especially)F. armillata than with
F. cornuta (Table 52). Examination of the available data for the inadequately
representedF. prisca and the poorly known F. newtoni suggeststhat these forms
also would be positioned in relative proximity to F. cornuta and F. gigantea on
these canonical axes (Tables 30-33).

Informative dimensionsrecorded from skeletal specimensand patterns of differences associatedwith flightlessnessacrosstaxonomic groups permitted a canonical contrast of of complete skeletons of all 52 speciesof Rallidae sampled
with respect to flight capacity, resolved a single discriminatory axis that incorporated 25 of 41 variables,and provided highly significantdiscriminationof species by flight class (Table 53; Fig. 59). Scores on this contrast, with several
additional subfossilspeciesplotted a posteriori), were only weakly correlatedwith
body mass (r -- 0.29; P -- 0.05), that is, only 8% (g 2) of the variance in scores
is shared by mean body masses(Table 53).
Relative positionsof specieson this contrastsuccessfullyplaced radically derived, flightless taxa of diverse size (e.g., Atlantisia rogersL Cabalus modestus,
and Aphanapteryx bonasia) at one extreme and righted, generally large species
(righted Porphyrio, Fulica, and Gallinula) at the other.Interveningtaxa followed
a largely intuitive order with respect to apomorphy, but only loosely suggestive
of body size (Fig. 59). Coefficients for included variables were consonantwith
the contrastscommonplacewithin taxonomic subgroups,in which dimensionsof
the pectoral apparatus (especially antebrachium and sternum) were of opposite
sign to other skeletal dimensions(Table 53). Noteworthy is that, with the exception of Porzana tabuensis, all taxa having mean scoresgreater than -3.5 were
flightless, and that all of the large coots (Fulica) fell among other large, righted
taxa, with F. chathamensishaving a mean score of 3.8 (Fig. 59). A canonical
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T^BI•E53. Standardizedcoefficientsand summarystatisticsfor flighted-flightless
contrastsbased on skeletal measurementsstepwise-selected(P < 0.05) from 41
variablesfor 52 speciesand 97 species-sexgroupsof Rallidae.Taxa lackingsexual
partitioningwere includedas singlesamplesin contrastof species-sexgroups(Gallirallus pectoralis-group,Atlantisia rogersL Gallinula corneri, G. sandvicensis,Fulica armillata, F. cornuta, and F. gigantea), and adequatelyrepresentedsubfossil
taxa were scoreda posteriori (Gallirallus dieffenbachiLCabalus modestus,Aphanapteryx bonasia, "Atlantisia" elpenor, and Fulica chathamensis).
Coefficientsby grouping
Variable

Maxilla length
Cranium, length
Maximal

width

Species*

Species-sex?

-0.322
-0.315

-0.298
-0.313

-0.214

-0.219

Height perpendicularto palate
Sternum, length of carina
Minimal depth of carina
Scapula scapuslength
Humerus, length
Intertubercular width of caput
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Ulna, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Maximal width at midpoint
Carpometacarpuslength
Digitalis majoris, phalanx proximalis length
Phalanx distalis length

0.111
0.557
0.242
-0.121
-0.242
0.224
0.159
0.137
0.497
-0.149
0.389
0.152
- 0.117

-0.393
0.268
--0.239
0.216
0.187
-0.368
0.120
-0.257
0.192
- 0.150

Pelvis, interacetabular width

-0.210

-0.208

Femur, length
Width of caput
Minimal width at midpoint
Tibiotarsus, length
Minimal width at midpoint
Tarsometatarsus,length

- 0.137
-0.366
- 0.191
-0.239
-0.207
--

- 0.132
-0.324
- 0.245
-0.248
-0.205
0.161

-0.139
- 0.172

-0.095
-0.150

Craniocaudalwidth at midpoint
Lateromedialwidth at midpoint

0.497

0.467

Eigenvalue

Digit III length

13.11 ?

14.80'•

Canonical R

0.964

Correlation with body mass$

0.287

0.968

-0.068

* wilks' 3.(d.f. = 25, 1,997) < 0.0708;P2•9?3= 510.4(P • 0.0001).

?Wilks'3.(d.f. 23,1,950)< 0.0633;
P231928
597.1(P • 0.0001).
$ n = 48 for speciesgroup;n = 90 for species-sexgroups.

contrastof complete skeletonsin which groupswere partitionedboth by species
and sex (Table 53) resolved a similar ordination of taxa. A notable difference was

the finding that males of most speciestended to have lower scores(i.e., were
closer to flightlesstaxa) than their female conspecifics,with the sexesfor some
taxa (e.g., Gallirallus australis-group and Tricholimnas sylvestris)being separated
from each other by one or more groups from other taxa.
Canonical contrastsof all members of the family Rallidae by flight capacity,
basedsolely on the basisof sternaldimensions,providedsimilar insights.Whether
for species groups or species-sex groups, these comparisonsemphasized the
prominence of the carina sterni relative to other dimensionsof the element (Table
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TAXON

Complete Skeletons

A. rogersi
C. modestus

A. bonasia

M. elpenor
P. palmeri
G. australis-gp.
l•-

H. wallacii
P. hochstetteri
G. dieffenbachii
P. atra

T. sylvestris
G. wakensis
G.
T.
D.
P.
G.

owstoni
mortieri

aldabranus
tabuensis
comeri

L. leucopyrrhus
H. torquatus-gp.
G, pectoralis
A. olivaceus

A. cajanea
R. limicola

R. aquaticus
P. flavirostra
D. cuvieri

R. Iongirostris
C. albicollis

P. pusilia
G.philippensis
G. striatus
P. flavirostris

R. elegans
P. carolina

A. phoenicurus
G. sandvicensis

A. ypecaha
C. noveboracensis

P. pulverulentus
P. martinica
P. alleni

F. chathamensis
T. ventralis

ß

P. madagascariensis

G. chloropus
C. crex
P. ellioti
P. melanotus
G. cachinaans

ß

G. tenebrosa

ß

F. gigantea
F. armillata
G. cinerea
F. alai
F. atra
F. americana

F. cornuta

-24

- 0

- 6

-12

CANONICAL

-8

-4

CONTRAST

0

4

8

12

SCORE

FIG. 59. Dot chart of mean scoresfor 52 speciesof Rallidae on a global canonicalcontrastof
fiightedand flightlesstaxa for a stepwise-selected
subsetof 41 skeletalmeasurements
(five additional
speciesplotteda posteriori).Flightedspeciesare symbolizedby circles,flightlessspeciesare symbolizedby squaresandemphasized
by arrows,andtaxonof uncertainflight statusis shownas hollow
squares.
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TABLE54. Standardized coefficients and summary statisticsfor fiighted-fiightless contrast based on sternal measurements stepwise-selected (P < 0.05) from
five variables for 52 speciesgroups and 97 species-sexgroups of Rallidae. Taxa
lacking sexual partitioning were included as pooled samples (Gallirallus pectoralis-group, Atlantisia rogersi, Gallinula comeri, Fulica armillata, F. cornuta,
and F. gigantea), and adequately represented subfossil taxa were scored a posteriori (Porphyrio mantelli, Eulabeornis castaneoventris, Railus ibycus, R. recessus, Gallirallus dieffenbachii, Habropteryx okinawae, Cabalus modesms, Capellirallus karamu, Aphanapteryx bonasia, Erythromachus leguati, Diaphorapteryx
hawkinsi, "Atlantisia" elpenor, Porzana severnsi, Amaurornis ineptus, Gallinula
nesiotis, Tribonyx hodgenorum, Fulica chathamensis,F. prisca, and F. newtoni).
Coefficient by grouping

Sternal variable

Species*

Species-sex•c

1.138
-0.533
-0.253
0.145
0.431

0.905
-0.412
-0.272
0.222
0.495

Eigenvalue

6.01

5.38

Canonical

0.926

0.918

0.612

0.548

Length of carina
Length of corpus
Minimal width of corpus
Oblique depth of carina
Minimal depth of carina
R

Correlation with body mass$

* Wilks'
k (d.f.= 5, 1,1,057)
< 0.1426;
Psx
1,o$
3= 1,266.1
(P•g•0.0001).

t Wilks' k (d.f. = 5, 1, 1,008) < 0.00001; F,•,0o• = 1,080.5(P •g• 0.0001).
•cn = 48 for speciesgroups;n = 94 for species-sexgroups.

54). Reduced dimensionality permitted the inclusion of a number of other extinct
taxa in the plots, notably the extremely derived taxa Porzana severnsi, Capellirallus karamu, and Railus ibycus (Fig. 60). Positions of taxa on this intuitively
appealing ordination were consistentwith other ordinations.Reduced informativehess of these anatomically restricted contrasts, in part, led to an increased
confoundingwith mean body mass (r = 0.61; P < 0.01), in which 38% (R2) of
the variance in sternal scoreswas explainable simply by body size (with flightless
speciestending to be smaller than flighted speciesin the sampledtaxa for which
body masseswere available).
As for skin specimens,examination of effects of interest in stepwiseMANOVAs of skeletal variables confirmed highly significant differencesamong species,
between sexes, or associatedwith loss of flight (Table 55). Not unexpectedly,
differences among species tended to exceed in magnitude those between sexes
(Table 55). Although the number of genera assessedfor flight effects was reduced
for skeletons,substantialeffects attributable to the loss of flight were confirmed
for Porphyrio, crakes, and Tribonyx. An exceptionally large estimate for interspecific or flight-relatedeffects in Dryolimnas may be in part an inflation related
to small sample sizes (Table 55).
Interaction

effects in MANOVAs

of skeletal

measurements

indicated

that in-

tersexual differences varied among speciesor between flight classesin all taxonontic subgroups,with especially notable species-sex interaction effects documented for Gallirallus and allies, Tribonyx, and (cognizant of the caveat regarding
sample sizes)Dryolimnas (Table 56). Substantialinteractionsbetweenflight class
and sex in skeletal measurementswere detected for the typical rails and Dryolim-
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TAXON
P. severnsi

A. rogersi

Sterna

C. karamu
C. modestus

P. paimeri

M. elpenor
P. atra

R. ibycus
T. hodgenorum
G. wakensis

P. tabuetlsis

L. leucopyrrhus
A. bonasia

G. australis-gp.
P. pusilia
E. leguati
G.
R.
P.
G.
D.
C.

dieffenbachii
recessus
flavirostra
noslotus
hawkinsi
noveboracensis

T. sylvestris
G. owstoni

D. aldabranus
H. okinawae
P. hochstetteri
G. comeri

P. flavirostris
P. carolina

A. olivaceus-gp.
G. pectoralis

A. ineptus
H. torquatus-gp.
R. aquaticus
P. martinica
G. sandivensis

A. phoenicurus
E. castaneoven•ris

G. chloropus
P. pulverulentus
G. striatus

D. cuvieri
G. cachinaans

F. prisca
F. americana

P. madagascariensis
T. ventralis

A. cajanea-gp.
R. Iongirostris
F. chathar•ensis
C. crex

F. atra

P. melanotus
G. tenebrosa
F. newtoni

R, olegaris
G, cinerea

F. gigantea

A. ypecaha

•

F. cornuta

I
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FIG. 60. Dot chart of mean scoresfor 52 speciesof Rallidae on a global canonicalcontrastof
flighted and flightlesstaxa for a stepwise-selectedsubsetof five sternalmeasurements(19 additional
speciesplotted a posteriori). Flighted speciesare symbolizedby circles, flightless speciesare symbolized by squaresand emphasizedby arrows,and taxa of uncertainflight statusare shownas hollow
squares.
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TABLE 56. Summary statistics for sex-related interaction effects of selected
flightless speciesof Rallidae and flighted relatives based on stepwise multivariate
analyses of variance (P < 0.05) of 41 osteological measurements.Approximate
F-statistics correspond to Wilks' • (see text).
Flight-sex interaction

Species-sexinteraction

Taxonomic
group

P.,•

P-value

P•,a

P-value

Porphyrio
andPorphyrula

•2,•33= 8.2

<0.0005

•6,129
= 5.5

<0.0001

Porphyrio
HabroptilaandAramides
Dryolimnas*
TypicalRailidac?
Gallirallusandcloserelatives
Crakes(Crecina)

F•4,95
= 4.3
F•4,
57= 5.2
F•10,
7 = 126.9
F•4,
283= 9.2
F•ll,•36= 15.2
F•,•83= 4.3

<0.005
<0.001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.05

F•,98= 2.2
F•22,
39= 1,490.2
F•0,7 = 126.9
F•4,
283= 6.9
F•4,143
= 5.8
F•,183= 2.6

>0.10
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0005
>0.10

Crex and Porzana

F5 •2• = 4.5

<0.001

F2 124= 3.1

<0.05

Gallinula
andTribonyx

P•3',llS
= 11.7 <0.0001

P•4',1,4
= 7.4

<0.0001

GallinulaS;
Tribonyx

F•8,
50= 4.5
F•10,1
= 10.5

<0.0005
<0.0001

F•4,
54= 5.7
F•0.l = 10.5

<0.001
<0.0001

Fulica

F3,77= 5.7

<0.005

--õ

--

=

=

* Flight-sex interactioneffect equivalentto species-sexinteractionin this two-speciescontext.
? Railus, Gallirallus, and close allies.

• Samplesof flightlessGallinula (Porphyriornis)comerilimited to singlerepresents
of eachsex.
õ Not possiblebecausethe "mega" speciesof Fulica treated as flightless were not partitioned to sex.

nas, with the latter being suspiciouslylarge (Table 56). Estimatorsof multivariate
sexual dimorphism in specieshaving minimally adequate samples(e.g., Habroptila not included) indicated a pattern of variation in dimorphism (Table 57) that
differed in several important ways from that indicated by skin measurements
(Table 26). Notable among the taxa permitting assessmentsby using both skin
and skeletal data were Porphyrio hochstetteri,which showed comparatively high
dimorphism in skin measurements not demonstrated in skeletal variables, Dryolimnas aldabranus, which showed suspiciously high sexual dimorphism in osteological dimensions but comparatively low dimorphism in external measurements, and Porzana palmeri, which had high sexual dimorphism in skeletal variables but only modest dimorphism in skin specimens.
Flightless speciesfor which the two data sets indicated similar patterns in relative dimorphism were Gallirallus owstoni (dimorphism was comparatively high
in both data sets), and Gallirallus australis-group and Tribonyx mortierii (with
dimorphism in both speciesbeing unremarkable regardless of data set). Also notable was the exceptionally great sexual dimorphism shown by Gallicrex cinerea
(Table 57), one of the few (flighted) species of Rallidae also possessingsexual
dichromatism, a finding consistent with the estimate based on skin measurements
(Table 26). In a few cases (e.g., T. mortierii), MANOVA documented highly
significant flight-sex interaction effects (Table 56) but intersexualdistanceswere
of unremarkable magnitude (Table 57). These apparent discrepanciesreflect the
fact that the former incorporates differences in the direction of multivariate dimorphism (i.e., relative contributions of variables), whereas intersexual distances
measure simple magnitude of dimorphism within each species.
QUALITATIVECHARACTERS
OF THE SKELETON

A number of skeletal apomorphiestended to be associatedwith flightlessness
in rallids (Figs. 61-66), although flightless taxa manifested great variability in
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FIG. 61. Illustrations of sterna and furculae of Railus 1ongirostrix(CM 11353) and Gallirallus
australis (USNM 19021), with flightlessness-relatedapomorphies indicated (letters corresponding to
Tables 56 and 57): A, sternum of R. 1ongirostris(lateral aspectof facies muscularis;facies visceralis
concealedabove); B, sternumof G. australis (lateroventral oblique aspectof facies muscularis);aspect
furcula (cranial aspect); C, furcula of R. 1ongirostris(cranial aspect); and D, lhrcula of G. australis

(cranial aspect). See Appendix 3 for expirerationof abbreviationsfor anatomical features(those in
brackets are concealed from view). By S. Townsend.

these features (Tables 58-64). A number were shared as well by the flightless
gruiform Aptornis, although problems of comparability attended coding a number
of features for this perhaps uniquely apomorphic genus, a member of the sistergroup of the suborder Grues (Livezey 1998).
Nine qualitative characters of the sternum were found in at least one species
of flightless rallid (Figs. 61, 62), rmlging from several features of the carina sterni
that were forrod in almost all flightless species (notably excluding subfossil Fulica) to a feature of the corpus sterni unique to Porzana severnsi (Table 58). One
of these, a deepeningof impressio m. sternocoracoideion the processuscraniolateralis of the corpus sterni (Table 58: character H), is confounded in some flightless rallids by a disproportionateelongation of the processuscraniolateralis itself.
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Irnpr. Jig. acrocor. cot. --

__

Fac. art. soap. cor. --

A

Fac.
lat.
scap.
•

Corpus
scapulae
•
•

Fac. art. hum.
cot.

Coracoideum

Ang. scap.-cor. (C)

ßscap.

I•J
1 cM

B
scap.-cor.

Marg. dors. scap
Fac. art. clav.
col.

Fac. med. scap.
Coil. scap.
--

Fac. dors. cor.

Marg. vent. soap.

Ang. med. cor.
--

Ang. lat. cor.

FiG. 62. Right coracold and scapula of Railus longirostris (CM 11353) in articulation: A, lateral
aspect; and B, roedial aspect. Acute angulus scapulocoracoidei(Table 60) of flighted rallids shown
(letter correspondingto Table 58). See Appendix 3 for explanation of abbreviationsfor anatomical
features. By S Townsendß

Neither of these apomorphies were reflected in the modest suite of measurements
analyzed in the morphometric comparisons(e.g., Tables 3 l, 40-42, 46-54; Figs.
49-60). General aspectsof the sternaof comparatively derived flightlessrails are
distinguishedby a combination of three primary conformational shifts: extension
of the processuscraniolateralis; a retreat of the carina sterni (indicated by both a
reduction in depth and a caudal displacementof the apex carina): and a truncation
of the caudal margin of the element, acting especially on the central margo caudalis of corpus sterni and disproportionatelyless on both processescaudolaterales
(Fig. 67).
None of these characterswere found to be unequivocally diagnostic of flightlessnessin rallids, that is, none were sharedby all flightless rallids and found in
no fiighted confamilial (Livezey 1998). To the extent that the sternum of comparatively distantly related Aptornis could be compared with those of members
of the Rallidae, the former showed substantial but not extreme apomorphy of
these sternal features (Table 58). This interspecific range of sternal apomorphy
identified several taxa showing extreme degrees of osteological changes that
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FIG. 63. Right coracoid and scapula of Gallirallus auxtralis (USNM 19021) wi• flighdessnessrelated apomo•hies indicated (letters co•esponding to Tables 58 •d 59): A, coracoideum (dors•
aspect); B, coracoideum (vent• aspect); •d C, scapula (lateral aspect). See Appendix 3 for explanation of abbreviationsfor •atomic• feat•es. The tuberc•
tendo proxim•is m. expansorsecundariorum •able 58, character B) is not evident. By S. Townsend.

would be mirrored by other pectoral elements (e.g., Cabalus modestus,Capellirallus karamu, and Atlantisia rogersi), as well as several showing minimal change
(e.g., subfossil Fulica). The three endemics from Bermuda (Rallus ibycus, R.
recessus, and Porzana piercei) showed moderate to strong apomorphy of the
sternum (Table 58). However, with the exception of apomorphies of the humerus,
these three extinct rallids show only minor qualitative changes in other pectoral
elements (below). Alternative comparative methods applied to sterna include a
canonical contrast of measurements (Table 54; Fig. 60) and a broader suite of
diagrams of the element for rallids (Fig. 67).
Five such features of the furcula (Fig. 61) were tallied for flightless rallids, all
of which were possessedby a substantial majority of the species as well as Aptornis (Table 59). Three of five apomorphies of the scapula (Figs. 62, 63) were
shared by the majority of flightless rallids and Aptomis (Table 60), with two being
restricted to flightless Po•phyrio and Diaphorapteryx and noncomparable in Aptornis. Flightlessness-related apomorphies of the coracoid (Figs. 62. 63) were
distributed much more sparsely among rallids; only Capellirallus karamu was
typified by all four. Few of these features were comparable in the uniquely conformed coracoid of Aptornis (Table 61).
Enlargement of the angulus coracoscapularis(Table 62; Fig. 62), long recognized in the ratites and many flightless carinates {e.g., Owen 1879; FQrbringer
1888, 1902; Kn/Spfli 1918; Nauck 1930a; Kaelin 1941; Livezey 1989d, 1992a)
and inferred by some to be paedomorphic in rails (e.g., Olson 1973a), was confirmed as indicative of flightlessnessin a number of rallids. especially those showing profound anatomical changes in general (e.g., Po•phyrio hochstetteri, Gallir-
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FIG. (34. Right humerus, ulna. and radius of Railus Iongirostri.• (CM 11353) with fiightlessnessrelated apomorphiesindicated (letters correspondingto Tables 61 and 62): A. humerus(caudal aspect}:
B, humerus (cranial aspect): C, ulna (ventral aspect): and D, radius (dorsal aspect). See Appendix 3
for explanation of abbreviations for anatomical features. By S. Townsend.

alhts australis-group. Athmtisia rogersi, and Porzana pahneri). Angles exhibited
by flightless rallids lbrmed a virtual continuum of states l¾om acute to obtuse.
However, a number of other flightless rallids showed such modest changesas to
prevent confident assignment to one of the two broad apomorphic classes of
angles (right and obtuse). The pectoral girdles of many more taxa were not preserved in articulation and precise reconstructionswere not feasible (e.g, most
subfossil speciesand many modern speciesfor which articulated skeletonswere
not available). Nonetheless, the tendency toward enlargement of this angle in
flightless lineages was sustained,especially among those taxa showing both pectoral reduction and increased body size (Table 62).
Qualitative apomorphiesof the humerusobservedamong flightlessrallids (Figs.
64, 65) were comparatively numerous (15 features; Table 63), and included characters found in almost all species assessed(e.g., reduced depth of fossa pneumotricipitalis, and increased depth of fossa m. brachialis) to several that were
limited to relatively few taxa (e.g., obsolesenceof cristae pectoralis et bicipitalis,
and marked angularity of proximal surface of facies caudalis of corpus). Where
comparable, most of these apomorphies also characterizedAptornis (Table 63).
As in most other apomorphies of skeletal elements, several taxa were exceptional

in showing almost all of the lEatums (some to an extreme degree, e.g., Cabalus
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FIG. 65. Right humerus of Gallirallus australis (USNM 19021) with flightlessness-relatedapomorphies indicated (letters corresponding to Table 61}: A, humerus (caudal aspect}: and B, humerus
(cranial aspect). See Appendix 3 tbr explanation of abbreviationstbr anatomicallEatures.By S. Townsend.
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FIG. 66. Right ulna and carpometacarpusof Gallira//us au.¾trali.¾
(USNM 19021) with flightlessness-related apomorphies indicated (letters corresponding to Table 62): A, ulna (dorsal aspect); B,
carpometacarpus(dorsal aspect); and C, carpometacarpus{ventral aspect) See Appendix 3 lbr explanation of abbreviationstbr anatomical tEamres. By S. Townsend.
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TABLE58. Apomorphiesof sternaof flightlessspeciesof Rallidae and Aptornithidae,basedon subjectivecomparisonswith close,flightedrelatives.Codesare
absent(C)), present(x), extreme (xx), or not comparable(NC). Apomorphies
are identifiedby corresponding
letters.* Bracketsindicatemarginalconditionsand
dashesthat specimenswere not available. Sternal data were completely lacking
for Porphyrio kukwiedei, Nesotrochis debooyi, N. picapicensis, Porzana astrictocarpus,P. ziegleri, P. rnenehune,P. ralphorurn,P. sandwichensis,and Tribonyx
repertus.
Flightlessness-relatedapomorphy of s•rnum*

Species

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

Porphyriomantelli
Porphyriohochstetteri
Habroptilawallacii
Nesotrochis
steganinos
Cyanolimnascerverai
Dryolimnasaldabranus
Rallus recessus

Rallus ibycus
Gallirallus australis

Gallirallusgreyi
Gallirallusdieffenbachii
Gallirallus owstonii
Gallirallus wakensis

Tricholimnaslafresnayanus
Tricholimnassylvestris
Nesoclopeus
poecilopterus
Cabalus modestus

Capelliralluskaramu
Habropteryxokinawae
Aphanapteryxbonasia
Erythromachus
leguati
Diaphorapteryxhawkinsi
Atlantisiarogersi
"Atlantisia" elpenor
Porzanapiercei
Porzanapalmeri
Porzana atra

Porzanakeplerorum
Porzana severnsi

Amaurornisineptus
Pareudiastes
pacifica
Gallinula nesiotis
Gallinula comeri

Tribonyxmortierii
Tribonyxhodgenorum
Fulica chathamensis

Fulica prisca
Fulica newtoni

Aptornithidae
* A, carinasternireducedventrally,margoventralisstraight;B, spinaex•:rnabifurcatedto obsolete,
associated
with medialseparation
of sulciarticulares
coracoidei;C, carinasterni,apex carina,and margocranialisdorsocaudally
shifted;D, carinasterni,apexcarina
bifurcate;E, carinas•rni, margocranialis,sulcuscadneedeepened;E carinastemi,caudalterminuson faciesmusculads
relatively
cranial,producingabbreviamdplanumpostcarinale;
G, corpussterni,margocaudalis,and trabeculamedianapoorlyossified,shortened;
H, corpussterni,processus
craniolateralis,
impressiom. sternocoracoidei
extraordinarilydeep,suggesting
relativelylarge m. sternocoracoideusreducingkinesisof articulatiosternocoracoidale;
I, corpusstemi, irregularfenestraeperforatingbasin,reflectingincomplete
ossification.
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TABLE59. Apomorphiesof claviculaeof flightlessspeciesof RallidaeandAptomithidae,basedon subjectivecomparisons
with close,flightedrelatives.Codes
are absent(¸) or present(X). Apomorphies
are identifiedby corresponding
letters.* Bracketsindicatemarginalconditionsand dashesthat specimenswere not
available.Claviculardata were completelylackingfor Porphyriokukwiedei,Nesotrochisspp.,Tricholimnaslafresnayanus,
Rallusibycus,Habropteryxokinawae,
Erythromachusleguati, Porzana astrictocarpus,P. piercei, subfossilPorzana
from Hawaii, P. sandwichensis,Tribonyx repertus, T. hodgenorum,and Fulica
newtoni.
Flightlessness-related
apomorphies
of claviculae*
Species

Porphyrio rnantelli
Porphyrio hochstetteri
Habroptila wallacii

A

B

C

D

E

X
X
X

C)
C)
X

X
X
X

C)
C)
X

X
X
X

Cyanolimnascerverai

C)

[x]

C)

x

--

Dryolimnas aldabranus
Railus recessus

C)
0

C)
0

C)
0

C)
0

C)
0

Gallirallus

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
0
¸
X
X

•
•
[X]
X
X
X

X
C)
0
¸
X
X

X
C)
0
C)
X
X

X
X
0
X
X
X

Cabalus modestus

X

X

X

X

X

Capellirallus karamu
Habropteryx okinawae
Aphanapteryx bonasis
Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi
Atlantisia rogersi

-X
X
X
X

X
-X
X
X

X
C)
C)
X
X

X
X
0
X
X

X
X
•
X
X

australia

Gallirallus greyi
Gallirallus dieffenbachii
Gallirallus owstonii
Gallirallus wakensis
Tricholimnas sylvestris
Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus

"Atlantisia" elpenor

X

X

X

X

[X]

Porzana palmeri
Porzana atra
Amaurornis ineptus
Pareudiastespacifica
Gallinula nesiotis
Gallinula comeri

X
[X]
X
X
C)
0

X
0
X
-0
0

X
0
X
X
X
X

X
0
X
X
0
0

0
0
X
X
X
X

0

Tribonyxmortierii

0

X

¸

[X ]

Fulica chathamensis

C)

X

0

X

X

Fulica prisca

C)

X

0

X

X

Aptornithidae

X

--

X

X

X

* A, scapusclaviculae,torsionor craniocaudalcompression,
especiallydorsally;B, extremitasstemaliaclaviculae,reductionor loss

of processus
(dorsalis)
interclavicularis;
C, scapus
claviculae,
increase
in lateraldivergence,
especially
dorsally;D, scapus
claviculae,
reductionof width ventrally;E, scapusclaviculae,reductionor lossof craniocaudal
curvature.

modestus,Capelliralluskararnu,DiaphorapteryxhawkinshAphanapteryxbonasis, andAtlantisia rogersi),whereasother taxa showedcomparativelyfew (e.g.,
Dryolirnnas aldabranus, Gallirallus owstoni, and Fulica newtoni).
Flightlessness-related
featuresof the more-distalalar elementscomprisedtwo
featuresof the ulna and three of the carpometacarpus
(Table 64; Fig. 66). The
two ulnar characterswere shownby roughly one third of the flightlessrallids for
which this elementwas available.Thosetaxa showingthis elementwere among
the taxa consistentlyshowingqualitative apomorphiesthroughoutthe pectoral
apparatus(e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri,Gallirallus australia-group,Cabalusrno-
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TABLE 60. Apomorphies of scapulae of flightless species of Rallidae and Aptornithidae, based on subjective comparisonswith close, flighted relatives. Codes
are absent(C)), present(x), extreme (x x), or noncomparable(NC). Apomorphies
are identified by correspondingletters.* Bracketsindicate marginal conditionsand
dashesthat specimenswere not available. Scapular data were completely lacking
for Porphyrio kukwiedei, Nesotrochispicapicensis, Tricholimnas lafresnayanus,
Habropteryx okinawae, Aphanapteryx leguati, Porzana astrictocarpus,subfossil
Porzana from Bermuda and from Hawaii (exclusive of P. severnsi), P. sand-

wichensis,Amaurornis ineptus, Tribonyx repertus, and Fulica newtoni.
Flightlessness-relatedapomo•phiesof scapula*

Species

A

B

C

D

E

Porphyrio mantelli
Porphyrio hochstetteri
Habroptila wallacii

Nesotrochisdebooyi
Nesotrochis steganinos

Cyanolimnascerverai
Dryolimnasaldabranus
Rallus recessus

Rallus ibycus
Gallirallus

australis

Gallirallus greyi
Gallirallus dieffenbachii
Gallirallus owstoni

Gallirallus wakensis

Tricholimnassylvestris
Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus
Cabalus modestus

Capellirallus karamu

Habropteryxokinawae
Aphanapteryxbonasia
Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi

Atlantisia rogersi
"Atlantisia" elpenor
Porzanapiercei
Porzana atra

Porzanapalmeri
Porzana severnsi

Pareudiastespacifica
Tribonyxhodgenorum
Tribonyx mortierii
Gallinula nesiofis
Gallinula comeri
Fulica chathamensis

Fulica prisca
Aptornithidae
* A, extremitascranialisscapulae,acromionreduced,rounded;B, coilurn scapulae,modal reductionor lossof tuberculumm. expansor
secundariomm;C, maguluscoracoscapularis,
enlargementfrom acute to obtuse;D, synostosiscoracoscapularis
(infrequent);E, co•pus
scapulae,modal "timaging"caudally.

desms, Capellirallus karamu, Aphanapteryx bonasia, ErythromachusleguatL and
Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, but not Atlantisia rogersi). Two of the three carpometacarpal apomorphiesshowed similar distributions,whereasone (partial occlusion of spatium intermetacarpale) was only typical of the sister-speciesPorphyrio
rnantelli and P. hochstetteri (Table 64).
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TABLE61. Apomorphiesof coracoideaof flightlessspeciesof Rallidae and Aptornithidae,based on subjectivecomparisonswith close, flighted relatives.Codes
are absent(¸), present(x), extreme(x x), or noncomparable
(NC). Apomorphies
are identifiedby corresponding
letters.* Bracketsindicatemarginalconditionsand
dashesthat specimenswere not available.Coracoidaldata were completelylacking for Porphyrio kukwiedei, Nesotrochissteganinos,N. picapicensis,ErythromachusleguatL Porzana astrictocarpus,P. piercei, subfossilPorzana from Hawaii (exclusive of P. severnsi), P. sandwichensis,Amaurornis ineptus, and
Tribonyx repertus.
Flightlessness-related
apomorphiesof coracoidea*
Species

A

B

C

D

Porphyrio mantelli
Porphyrio hochstetteri
Habroptila wallacii
Nesotrochis debooyi
Cyanolimnas cerverai
Dryolimnas aldabranus

X
X

C)

C)

C)

Rallus recessus

C)

C)

C)

C)

Rallus ibycus

X

X

Gallirallus australis

X

Gallirallus greyi
Gallirallus dieffenbachii

X
C)

C)

C)

C)

Gallirallus owstoni
Gallirallus wakensis

C)

C)

C)

C)

¸

--

--

X

XX

X

C)
C)

C)
C)

C)
C)

C)
C)

C)

C)

C)

C)

C)

C)

C)

--

Tricholimnaslafresnayanus
Tricholimnassylvestris
Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus
Cabalus modestus

X
X
[X ]
X

Capellirallus karamu

X

Habropteryx okinawae
Aphanapteryx bonasia
Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi

X
X
X

Atlantisia rogersi
"Atlantisia" elpenor
Porzana piercei
Porzana palmeri
Porzana atra
Porzana severnsi
Pareudiastespacifica
Tribonyx hodgenorum
Tribonyx mortierii
Gallinula nesiotis

X

X
X
C)

Gallinula comeri
Fulica chathamensis

Fulica prisca
Fulica newtoni

¸

--

¸

Aptornithidae

NC

NC

NC

X

* A, corpuscoracoidei,margo mediails bowed; B, extremitasstemalis coracoidei,margo medialis, "crista mediaIls" obsolete; C,
extremitasstemaliscoracoidei,faciesdorsalis,impressiom. sternocoracoidei
shallow(X) or virtually indistinguishable(X X); D. extremitassternaliscoracoidei,margo lateralis,processuslateralislacking.

INTERSPECIFIC SCALING BETWEEN APPENDICULAR CROSS SECTIONS AND LENGTHS

Whichever of the competing principles posited to explain interspecifictrends
in relative robustnessof skeletalappendicularelements(e.g., symmorphosis,
elasticity, or marginsof safety),the profoundreductionin stressexperiencedby pec-
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toral elements of flightlessbirds predictably should be associatedwith reductions
in strength of the structural constituents of the wing. General shortening and
reductionsin width of most flightless rallids, although diverse in magnitude (Tables 30-33), was verified directly, but interspecifictrends in widths (or preferably
estimates of cross section or circumference) relative to lengths required special
techniques.Accordingly, a suite of traditionally familiar and widespreadallometric analyseswas employed, in which interspecific scaling of estimated crosssectional areas with correspondinglengths of major appendicularelements were
compared between flighted and flightless rails (Table 65).
However, patternsindicated by these assessmentswere not predictable from a
superficial estimate of likely functional stressesand other parameters, which
would lead to the comparativelyintuitive expectationthat flighted speciesshould
show scaling of appendicularrobustnessof the pectoral limb that is greaterthan
that of flightless confamilials, whereas the opposite expectation would pertain to
pelvic elements. Confounded in part by the impossibility of strict pairwise composition of the taxonomic samples in each class (e.g., the existence of a number
of generacontainingonly flighted or flightlessrails, severalquite distinctivemorphologically), as well as proportionately greater pure error, several elements did
not conform with the simple predictions.Among the pectoral elementscompared,
scaling of robustnessof humeri did not differ significantly between groups, and
ulnae showed slightly higher scaling of robustnessin flightless speciesthan in
flighted species (Table 65). Among pelvic elements subjected to this approach,
the femur did not conform with expectationsbased on predicted stress, and
showed slightly higher scaling of robustnessin flighted speciesthan in flightless
(Table 65). If representative,these departuresfrom logical expectationmay indicate that the shorteningof antebrachialelementsundergoneby flightlesslineages led by ontogeneticcanalization to disproportionatelystout elements (at least
in comparatively small and large species),and that the stressto which femora are
subjected in takeoff and landing by flighted rails supersedeambulatory stresses
in flightless rallids.
PECTORAL MUSCULATURE

DESCRIPTIVE MYOLOGY

Scope and emphasis.--Traditional descriptionsof the origins, corpora, and insertionsof each muscle of the pectoral girdle and limb of one or more exemplars
of the rallids that were dissected,the vast majority of which would duplicate the
accountsprovided by Rosser (1980) for Fulica, were waived for this analysis.
Instead, descriptive accountsof the pectoral musculatureof rails dissectedin this
study are limited to differences apparently associatedwith the loss of flight, including comparisonswith myological study of other flightlessbirds (e.g., Livezey
1990, 1992a, b); general differences among taxa that were not reportedby Rosser
(1980) for Fulica americana or McGowan (1986) for Gallirallus australis, with
secondary reference to the works by Fisher and Goodman (1955) and Berger
(1956a) on Grus and to Vanden Berge (1970) on the Ciconiiformes; anomalous
variation within taxa; and differences between findings made from the present
work and the descriptionsby Lowe (1928a), Rosser(1980), and McGowan (1986).
The accountsthat follow generally treat proximal musclesbefore distal muscles,
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TABLE62. Angulae coracoscapulares
of adequatelyrepresentedspeciesof Rallidae, allocatedinto one of threeranges:acute(<90ø), approximatelyright (--90ø),
or obtuse (>90ø). Brackets indicate estimate based on disarticulated elements;
asterisksmark flightlessspecies.
Taxa

Angulus coracoscapularis

Swamphens

Porphyrio porphyrio-group
Porphyrio rnantelli*
Porphyrio hochstetteri*
Porphyrula alleni
Porphyrula martinica
Porphyrulafiavirostris
Wallace's

Rail

and allies

Gymnocrexplumbeiventris
Habroptila wallacii*
Cave-rails

Acute
Obtuse (slight)
Obtuse(slight)
Acute
Acute
Acute
Acute
Right

and allies

Eulabeornis

castaneoventris

Acute

Aramides ypecaha
Aramides cajanea-group

Acute
Acute

Canirallus
Canirallus

Acute
Acute

oculeus
kioloides

Zapata Rail and allies
Ortygonax sanguinolentus
Ortygonax nigricans
Pardirallus

maculatus

White-throated

Acute
Acute
Acute

rails

Dryolimnas cuvieri

Acute

Dryolirnnasaldabranus*

Acute (approaching
right)

Rallus

sensu stricto

Rallus aquaticus-group

Acute

Rallus

Acute

limicola

Rallus longirostris-group
Rallus elegans-group
Gallirallus

Acute
Acute

and allies

Gallirallus pectoralis

Acute

Gallirallus
Gallirallus

Acute
Acute

rnuelleri
striatus

Gallirallus australis*
Gallirallus greyi*
Gallirallus philippensis-group
Gallirallus owstoni*
Gallirallus wakensis*
Habropteryx torquatus-group
Problematic

subfossil rails

Aphanapteryxbonasia*
Erythromachusleguati*
Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi*
Atlantisia

Right (approachingobtuse)
Right (approachingobtuse)
Acute
Right (slight)
Right
Acute
[Right or obtuse]
-[Obtuse]

and allies

Atlantisia rogersi*

Right (approachingobtuse)

Laterallus jarnaicensis
Laterallus leucopyrrhus
Coturnicopsnoveboracensis

Acute
Acute
Acute

Crex

Acute

crex
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Continued.
Taxa

Gray crakes and allies
Porzana palmeri*

Angulus coracoscapularis

Right (approachingobtuse)

Porzana carolina
Porzana albicollis

Acute
Acute

Porzana pusilla

Acute

Porzana
Porzana

Acute
--

tabuensis
toonasa*

Porzana atra*
Porzana fiavirostra

Approximately right
Acute

Waterhens

Amaurornis olivaceus-group
Amaurornis phoenicurus
Amaurornis ineptus*
Moorhens

Acute
Acute
Approximately right

and allies

Gallicrex

cinerea

Acute

Tribonyx ventralis
Tribonyx mortierii*

Acute
Right

Gallinula nesiotis*
Gallinula comeri*

Right
Right

Gallinula

Acute

tenebrosa

Gallinula chloropus-group

Acute

Coots

Fulica

armillata

Acute

Fulica cornuta
Fulica gigantea
Fulica americana-group

Acute (slightly enlarged)
Acute (slightly enlarged)
Acute

Fulica

Acute

atra

and consider superficial elements of the musculaturebefore deeper elements.
Throughout an effort was made to relate myological features to associatedarthrological and osteological characters.
Essential comparisons of musculature.-•Initial preparation for dissectionunderscoredthe disparityof grossappendicularrobustnessness
in extremely derived
examples of flightless rails) e.g., Atlantisia rogersi [Fig. 68]) and foreshadowed
correspondingdiminution of the underlying pectoral musculature.The largest of
the pectoral muscles (m. pectoralis pars stemobrachialis [thoracica]) manifested
the most pronounced differences in robustnessbetween flighted and flightless
relatives on superficial examination (Figs. 69-72). Prime examples of well-differentiated musclesthroughoutthe pectoral girdle and limb were those of migratory Coturnicopsnoveboracensisand (to lesserdegree) Crex crex, especiallyrelative to body size. In all rallids, origiones m. pectoralis were extensive, with the
primary origo being from the facies stemi, despitethe generality that rallids have
comparatively small mm. pectoralis et supracoracoideus(Hartman 1961; Rayner
1988a).

Origo m. pectoralisalsoextendedto the ventralportionsof the costaestemales
(Fig. 72) (pars costobrachialisof Simic and Andrejevic [1963, 1964] and adopted
by Vanden Berge and Zweers [1993]) and the lateroventral margins of the claviculae (pars stemobrachialis [in part] of Simic and Andrejevic [1963, 1964]).
The belly of m. pectoralissensulato also envelopedthe ventral surfacesof the
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TABLE64. Qualitative changesin ulnae and carpometacarpiof flightlessspecies
of Rallidae and Aptomithidae, based on subjective comparisonswith flighted,
closerelatives.Codesare absent(¸), present(X), extreme(X X), or noncomparable (NC), with direction indicated by associatedsign. Apomorphies are identified by correspondingletters. Brackets indicate marginal conditions and dashes
that specimenswere not available.
Flightlessness-ralated
apomorphies*
Ulna

Species

A

Carpometacarpus

B

A

B

C

Porphyrio rnantelli
Porphyrio hochstetteri
Porphyrio kukwiedei

Habroptilawallacii
Nesotrochisdebooyi
Nesotrochissteganinos
Cyanolimnascerverai
Dryolimnasaldabranus
Rallus recessus

Rallus ibycus
Gallirallus australis

Gallirallus greyi
Gallirallus dieffenbachii
Gallirallus owstoni
Gallirallus wakensis

Tricholimnaslafresnayanus
Tricholimnassylvestris
Nesoclopeus
woodfordi
Cabalus modestus

Capelliralluskaramu
Habropteryxinsignis
Habropteryxokinawae
Aphanapteryxbonasia
Erythromachus
leguati
Diaphorapteryxhawkinsi
Atlantisiarogersi
"Atlantisia" elpenor
Porzanapiercei
Porzana astrictocarpus

Porzanapalmeri
Porzana atra

Porzanaziegleri
Porzana menehune

Porzanakeplerorum
Porzana severnsi

Amaurornisineptus
Tribonyxhodgenorum
Tribonyxmortierii
Gallinula nesiotis
Gallinula comeri

Fulica chathamensis

Fulica prisca
Fulica newtoni

Aptornithidae
* Ulna: A, extremitasproximalis ulnae, processuscotylarisdorsalisand cowlaris ventralisdisproportionatelylarge; B, corpusulnae,
relative craniocaudalcurvaturegreat (+) or lessened(-). Carpometacarpus:
A, extremitasproximalis carpometacarpi,processuspisiformis reduced;B, corpuscarpometacarpi,spafiumintermetacarpale,partial occlusionby osseuslamina (Porphyrio (m.) hochstetteri,
NZNM 24057); C, extremitasdistaliscarpometacarpi,
craniallydirectedcurvature.
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coracoid and mm. supracoracoideuset coracobrachialiscaudalis (Figs. 71-72).
However, in a minority of flightless species,reduction of m. pectoralis pars sternobrachialis (thoracica) extended to the skeletal elements from which origo m.
pectoralis arose; for example, in Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus,pars thoracica was
confined largely to the sternum, barely extending onto the lateral surfacesof the
ventral ends of the adjacentcostaestemales.In all flightlessspecies,m. pectoralis
pars stemobrachialis(thoracica)was reducedin all dimensionsto varying degrees,
notably length, width, and depth of the belly, changesthat were roughly proportional to reductionsof the underlying sternum.M. pectoralispars stemobrachialis
(thoracica) was extremely thin in Atlantisia rogersi, but nonethelessextended
laterally to include the ventral extremities of the costae stemales.
Masses of the two major breast muscles (mm. pectoralis et supracoracoideus)
displayed a predictable general pattern of relative reduction with the loss of flight
in members of the Rallidae (Figs. 69-73). Whether based on the few published
data for fresh specimensor estimatesbased on birds dissectedin the present study,
the proportion of mean body mass composedby ram. pectoralis et supracoracoideus in flighted rallids was approximately two to eight times (on average three
to four) greater than that in flightlessrelatives (Tables 66, 67). The decreasein
relative mass of breast muscles necessarily was most marked in those flightless
species in which breast muscles were absolutely smaller, but mean body mass
was larger, than in flighted relatives (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri,Habroptila wallacii, Cyanolimnas cerverai, Gallirallus owstoni, Tricholimnas sylvestris,Nesoclopeus poecilopterus, Porzana atra, Tribonyx mortierii, and Gallinula comeri).
Smaller decreasesin relative mass of breast muscles were indicated in flightless
lineages characterizedby larger body size and absolutelylarger (but relatively
smaller) breast muscle masses,that is, those with pronouncednegative allometry,
but absolute increasesin mass of breast muscles pertains (e.g., Gallirallus australis-group, Habropteryx okinawae, and Amaurornis ineptus). Perhapsmost notable were the decreases

in relative

masses of breast muscles

indicated

for several

flightlesstaxa having small overall body massesthan their flighted relatives (i.e.,
those in which dwarfism is inferred), in that these taxa showed substantial decreases in the former despite an overall reduction in body size that obscured to

some extent the diminution of breast musculature(e.g., Dryolimnas aldabranus,
Gallirallus wakensis, and probably Atlantisia rogersi).
The pectoralis complex also included a distinct pars subcutaneathoracica and
variably differentiated,generally indistinct pars propatagialisin all rallids examined (Figs. 69-71). For example, pars subcutaneathoracica was well developed
and extended 35 mm obliquely lateroventrad in flightless Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus. The fibers that act primarily on tendo propatagialis,nominally constituting
pars propatagialis, formed a vaguely distinguishableportion of the laterocranial
extremity of m. pectoralis, confined to a region lateral to the furcula. As McGowan (1986) observed in Gallirallus australis, m. pectoralis pars propatagialis
was only weakly discernible in most rallids, regardlessof taxon or flight capacity
(Fig. 74). For example, pars propatagialiswas at least as well differentiated in N.
poecilopterusandAtlantisia rogersi as in most flighted speciesdissected,although
in A. rogersi the propatagialslip lacked a tendon entirely, with the insertio propatagialiscomprisingonly fleshy fibers. By contrast,pars propatagialiswas stout
in Pareudiastespacificus but small and distinctly tendinousin Porzana palmeri.
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FIG. 67. Diagrammatic illustrationsof sterna (corpus sterni) of •lected speciesof Rallidae, lateroventral views: A, Porphyrio melemotus(BMNH 1872-10-25-25): B, P. hocbstetteri (BMNH 11574-9-3);
C, Porpbyrula etlle•ti (BMNH 1961-11-1): D, Eulabeornis cast•meoventris (CSIRO 30): E, Aretmides
ypecabet(BMNH 1898-12-3-95): F, Cetniralluskioloides (BMNH 1929-8-4.1I ): (;, Setrotbruretelegett•s
(BMNH

1997-34-1);

H,

Drvolimnem

abbotti

(BMNH

1910-4-8-1);

I,

D.

aldabranus

(BMNH

1989-38-4): J, Amaurolimna.v concolor (BMNH
1847-6-16-86); K, R,Ilus etquaticus (BMNH
1986-36-4): L, Gallirallus etustredis (BMNH
11596-2-16-40); M, Tricbolinmas sylvestris (BMNH
1939-12-9-3705): N, Latercallus leucopvrrhus (BMNH 1967-1-3): O~ Athmti.•'iet rogerxi (BMNH
1924-1-2-2); P, Porzemapusilla (BMNH 1897-5-10-2); Q, P. petitned (BMNH 1972-1-63): R, Ameturorni.v pboenicurux (BMNH 1993-5-1); $, Gallinulet cbloropu,•'(BMNH 1975-93-1 ); T, G. (n.) nesiotis
(BMNH 1952-3-14):U, G. (n.) comeri (BMNH 1974-19-2); V, Tribonyx ventralis (BMNH 1966.50-7);
W, T. mortierii (BMNH 1970-4.2); X, Fulicet etmericemet(BMNH 1977-151.3).
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FiG. 67.

Continued.

The second-largest pectoral muscle (m. supracoracoideus)showed negligible
interspecific variation in the extent of the origin, with the substantial diH•rences
in bulk of the muscle instead correspondingto the extent of the membrana sternocoracoclaviculariscraniomedially and the relative depth and length of the carina
sterni (specifically impressio m. supracoracoideus)caudomedially (Figs. 72-74).
M. supracoracoideuswas weakly developed in Gallira!lus wakensis and Atlantisia
rogersi, with the condition in the former being especially striking in light of the
comparatively larger body size of the species. However, in flightless and diminutive Porzana palmeri (Fig. 74), m. supracoracoideuswas disproportionatelylarge
relative to the overlying m. pectoralis pars sternobrachialis (thoracica).

TABLE 65. Statistics of interspecific allometry (Y = aX•') of estimated crosssectionalareas with lengthsof major appendicularelementsfor flighted and flightless species of Rallidae.
Flighted species(n = 40)

lnlercepl
Element

I•}

Humerus
Radius
Ulna
Femur
Tibiotarsus
Tarsometatarsus

-5.95
6.55
-5.14
-8.14
-7.18
-5.52

.Slope
Ib -+ SE)

2.02
1.97
1.88
2.43
2.08
1.98

_+ 0.07
-+ 0.12
-+ 0.04
_+ 0.06
+_ 0.06
_+ 0.08

Flightless species(n = 25)

Intercept
Idl

-6.95
-5.93
-5.08
-7.60
-8.25
6.42

Intergroup ditli•rence

.Slope
(b •+ SE}

2.19
1.92
1.92
2.37
2.28
2.19

-+ 0.07
- 0.13
-+ 0.09
+_ 0.07
_+ 0.08
_+ 0.14

Significance
E value

1.94
11.52
21.57
7.55
26.24
24.21

IP)

>0.15
<0.0001
<0.00001
,-0.005
<0.00001
<0.00001
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Cub.

Ung. dig. alu.

Rein alu.

FIG. 68. Corpus of Atlantixia roger, i (DMNH 20762), lateral view with l•athers removed, illustrating grossrelative si•e of pectoral appendage.Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.

Perhapsthe most striking aspect of the superficial breast musculatureassociated
with flightlessness in rallids was the relative position of the articulatio sternoclavicularis (i.e., of the apophysisfurculae and apex carina stemi) and the associated caudal extension and orientation of insetrio m. cucullaris capiris pars clavicularis (Figs. 69-72, 73). In most flightless specieshaving undergonesignificant
reduction of the carina stemi, the apex carina was positioned caudad relative to
the corpus stemi, with the pila carinae sloping caudomediad to the overlying
musculature. In those taxa manifesting this condition, the articulatio stemoclavicularis was shifted COtTespondingly
caudad, as were the bilaterally paired bellies
of m. cucullaris capitis pars clavicularis (Figs. 69-72). This repositioning of skeletal and muscular structures in flightless rallids resulted in a variably striking
ventral aspect in which the angulus defined by the furcula is comparatively acute
and accentuatedby the identically oriented m. cucullaris capiris pars clavicularis,
with the latter producing a chevron-shaped aspecl in ventral view (Figs. 69-72).
Dorsally, the superficial layers of muscles showed modest, but taxonomically

M.
long.
col.
vent
1•,,•¾1•!!•
i.cuc.
cap.
clavlc.
M. supracor

(deep)
. L/i!½Igl,;/•,

M.pect
st

/• . Ineg
.... t

M.
pact.
subcut.
' •.• •IF] • ' •

.M.pect.
costobra

Marg. vent. car. ster.

F[•. 69. Pectoral musculatureofAt/cmti•ia rogerM (DMNH 20762), breast, •uperficial layer, ventral
view. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.
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M. cuc. cap. clavic.

M. supracor.

M.
pect.
propat.
•i•
1 Cbl

M,pect.
subcut.
thor.
•'7// I
M. hum.-tric,

Marg. vent. car. ster.

M.pect.
sternobra.
/
Plan. postcram ster.

--

FIG. 70. Pectoral musculatureof Porzana palmeri (BMNH 1940.12.8.13), breast, superficiallayer,
ventral view. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.

varying alterationsassociatedwith the loss of flight (Figs. 75-87). Mm. latissimus
dorsi partes cranialis et caudalis were thinner in flightless species, with less obvious narrowing of sheetsas well. However, the specimen of Gallirallus australis
dissected here was unusual, in that origiones mm. latissimus dorsi cranialis et
caudalis were essentially continuous,lacking the distinct, variably broad separation between partes cranialis et caudalis found in all other rallids. The two bellies
became distinct distally, with the insertionsbeing of typical conformation. Other
variationsin this muscle complex included the apparentlybipartite conformation
of m. latissimus dorsi cranialis in Habropteryx okinawae (each having origins of
7 mm width). M. latissimus dorsi pars propatagialis was well developed in Tricholirnnassylvestris(origo 6 mm, insertio 9 mm). This specimenof T. sylvestris
also included several dermal componentscraniad to m. latissimus dorsi propatagialis, which originated in the dermis of the laterocervical region and were interpreted to representm. cucullaris capitis pars propatagialis. Similar proximal dermal componentsof the propatagium were detected in Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus
M. cuc. cap. clavic.
M. cor.-bra.

caud.

(deep)
M. pect.

M. pect. subcut. thor.
M. pect. costobra.
M. supracot. (deep)
Marg. vent. car. ster.

1CM

FIG. 71. Pectoral musculatureof Pareudiastespacificus (BMNH 1874.2-20.38), breast,superficial
laye• dorsolateralview. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.
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Trab. med ster.

IVt. exp. sec., tendo prox.
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FIG. 72. Pectoral musculature of Gallinula comeri (BMNH 1922-12-6-221), breast and extended
wing, •uperficial layer (remiges attached), ventral view. Anatomical abbreviations are defined in Appendix 3.

M. supracor.

Cap.
hum.
/
•

Clawcula
furc.

,,/Apexcar.ster.
M. cor.-bra.

caud.

Marc. vent. car

/

ster.
M. pect.
sternobra., orlõo
(superficial)

Costa
-Crus

t CM

M. pect
costobra., ori9o

(superficial)
Trab inter. steL

Cartila9o

FIG. 73. Pectoralmusculatureof Gallintda comeri (BMNH 1922-12-6-221), breast,deeplayer (with
extent of overlying m. pectoralisindicatedby stippledoverlay), ventral view. Anatonfical abbreviations
are defined in Appendix 3.
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TABLE66. Masses (g) of fresh breast muscles of speciesof Rallidae. Estimates
were based on single specimensunless sample size (n) follows mean. Percentages
of body masswere based on speciesmeans (Appendix 1) if figures for dissected
specimensnot given. Flightless speciesare marked by asterisks.
Mass (n > 1), % of mean body mass
M. supra-

Taxon

Porphyrio melanotus
Porphyrio hochstetteri*
Porphyrula martinica

Aramides cajanea-group
Gallirallus philippensis-group
Gallirallus

owstoni*

Laterallus albigularis

M. pectoralis

coracoideus

12.9 (33), 1.4%

B. Reid fide McNab (1994a)

34.9 (3), 1.4%
-- (3), 8.9%
-- (6), 8.6%
-- (6), 8.6%
[11.4], 5.8%
15.8 (5), 6.9%

9.8 (3), 0.4%
-- (3), 1.1%
-- (6), 1.3%
-- (6), 1.3%
[2.2], 1.1%
1.8 (0.8%)

B. Reid fide McNab (1994a)

-- (6), 7.0%
[24.3], 15.7%

-- (6), 1.3%
[3.4], 2.2%

Amaurornis ineptus

--22, 2.4%

--

Gallinula chloropus-group

-- (3), 10.2%
-- (3), 8.2%

-- (3), 1.5%
-- (3), 1.2%

Crex

crex

Fulica (a. ) americana

Source

93.5 (33), 9.8%

Hartman (1961)
Hartman (1961)
Hartman (1961)

Beauchamp(1987a)
S. L. Olson

fide McNab

(1994a), amended by single
specimen
Hartman (1961)
Beauchamp(1987a)
B. McNab (pets. comm.)
Hartman (1961)
Hartman (1961)

(Fig. 85). These relatively small derreal componentsmay occur in all rallids to
variably limited degrees,but thesetiny patagial slips were detectedonly in some
of the largest specimensdissected,which in this study coincidentallywere flightless.

However, contrary to the descriptionby McGowan (1986), m. latissimusdorsi
pars metapatagialis was present and broad in Gallirallus australis and all other
rallids, and typically was a single-layered sheet of narrower width arising from a
portion of the underlying origo m. latissimusdorsi caudalis(Figs. 75-77, 79, 84,
86-87). In Porzana palmeri, m. latissimus dorsi metapatagialiswas represented
only by a thin, fiberlessfascia having a 5-mm origo and extendingobliquely 15 mm laterad to the spinaedorsalesvertebrales,insertingin the proximal margin

of the metapatagium(Figs. 76, 79). However, this musclewas reasonablyrobust
in other flightless rallids; for example, it was broad, well developed, and fibrous
throughout in Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus.
Musculus rhomboideus superficialis extended significantly craniad to m. latissimus dorsalispars cranialis, whereas margo cranialis of m. rhomboideusprofundus approximatedthat of m. latissimusdorsi pars cranialis in all rallids examined
(Figs. 76-80). The fibrous portions of m. rhomboideus superficialis and (especially) m. rhomboideusprofundusbegan comparativelycaudadin someflightless
species(e.g., one of two specimensof Porphyrio hochstetteri,Habroptila wallacii,
Gallirallus australis, Habropteryx okinawae, Atlantisia rogersi, Porzana palmeri,
and Tribonyx mortierii). However, m. rhomboideusprofunduswas well developed
in the flightless taxa Dryolimnas aldabranus, Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus, Atlantisia rogersL and Pareudiastespacificus, as in the fiighted taxa Coturnicopsnoveboracensis, Laterallus leucopyrrhus, Amaurornis olivaceus, Tribonyx ventralis,
and Fulica americana (Figs. 76, 77, 79, 88-91). Several other variantswere noted
in m. rhomboideussuperficialis:fiberswere limited to the lateral half of the fascia
in the cranial half of the belly in Gallirallus owstonL and fibers were lacking in
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TABLE 67.

Masses (g) of dehydration-corrected, fluid-preserved breast muscles
of selectedspeciesof Railidac. Data were derived during dissectionsperformed
in present study, unless otherwise noted. Flightless species are preceded by asterisks. Estimateswere based on single specimensexcept for Porphyrio rnelanotus, P. hochstetteri, and Atlantisia rogersi (n = 2 each). Masses of muscles removed from one side were doubled to estimate total raw masses.Intraspecific
comparisons(five flighted and two flightlessspecies)of fresh and fluid-preserved
massesof the two breastmusclesrevealed that the former averaged 1.64 _+0.36
and 1.66 - 0.57 times as large as the latter, respectively(approximatefactor of
5/3 for each). This factor was used to correct the figures presented.Percentages
of body mass were based on unweighted averages of sex-classmeans presented
in Appendix 1. Those based on estimatedbody masses(Table 8) are enclosedby
square brackets.
Correctedmass(percentageof body mass)
Taxon

Porphyrio melanotus
*Porphyrio hochstetteri
Gymnocrexplumbeiventris
*Habroptila wallacii
Aramides cajanea
Ortygonax sanguinolentus

*Cyanolimnascerverai

M. pectoralis

109.9 (11.2)
37.8 (1.4)
29.7 (10.2)
17.2 [1.9]
46.9 (11.2)
20.8 (15.2)

M. supracoracoideus

13.5 (1.4)
10.1 (0.4)
5.0 (1.7)
4.6 [0.5]
9.2 (2.2)
3.3 (2.4)

5.3 [2.2]

1.0 [0.4]

Dryolimnas cuvieri
*Dryolimnas aldabranus
Rallus aquaticus
Rallus limicola
Rallus elegans
Gallirallus philippensis
*Gallirallus australis
*Gallirallus owstoni
*Gallirallus wakensis
*Tricholimnas sylvestris
*Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus
Habropteryx torquatus*
*Habropteryx okinawae
*Atlantisia rogersi'•
Laterallus leucopyrrhus?
Coturnicops novaboracensis
Crex crex
*Porzana palmeri
Porzana carolina
Porzana fiavirostra*
Porzana tabuensis
*Porzana atra
Amaurornis olivaceus*
*Amaurornis ineptus
*Pareudiastes pacificus
Tribonyx ventralis
*Tribonyx mortierii
*Gallinula comeri
Gallinula chloropus-group*
Fulica (a.) americana

33.0 (13.7)
14.9 (8.1)
19.5 (17.0)
13.9 (16.7)
46.5 (13.2)
25.4 (12.8)
29.7 (3.3)
12.2 (5.4)
2.1 [1.9]
10.9 (2.2)
16.5 [3.4]
18.2 (7.4)
21.1 (4.9)
0.8 (2.1)
3.6 (8.1)
7.3 (13.0)
20.8 (13.7)
1.0 (2.2)
8.3 (10.2)
6.9 (8.3)
4.3 (10.2)
3.3 (4.3)
12.9 (6.7)
36.0 (3.7)
7.6 (--)
57.4 (14.3)
21.1 (1.6)
17.5 (3.4)
26.4 (7.9)
68.3 (11.2)

6.6 (2.7)
3.3 (1.8)
4.3 (3.7)
2.0 (2.4)
6.6 (1.9)
5.3 (2.7)
7.9 (0.9)
2.3 (1.0)
0.5 [0.4]
3.3 (0.7)
6.6 [1.4]
3.3 (1.3)
5.6 (1.3)
0.2 (0.5)
1.0 (2.2)
1.3 (2.4)
3.6 (2.4)
0.3 (0.7)
1.3 (1.6)
2.0 (2.4)
0.7 (1.6)
0.7 (0.9)
2.6 (1.4)
9.6 (1.0)
1.7 (--)
8.9 (2.2)
5.0 (0.4)
3.6 (0.7)
5.0 (1.5)
8.3 (1.4)

Mean; range percentage (n)
Flighted species(15)
Flightless species(16)

12.9; 10.2-17.0
3.3; 1.4-8.1

2.2; 1.4-3.7
0.8; 0.4-1.8

* Muscle masseswere suspiciouslylow becausespecimenswere captive, emaciated,or immature at time of death.These data were
excludedfrom summarytallies.
•- A single pair of data (0.32 and 0.02, respectively)reportedby T Cassidy and A. C. Kemp fide McNab (1994a), were excluded
becausebothwere substantially
lower than my own estimatesand detailsof dissectionwere not available.
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F•G. 74. Pectoralmusculatureof Porzana palrneri (BMNH 1940.12.8.13), breast,deep layer, ventral view. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.

a 20-mm segment in the middle of the belly in Amaurornis ineptus. In G. australis, the cranialmost9 mm of the 45-mm origin of m. rhomboideussuperficialis
was entirely without fibers, comprising a simple, translucentfascia between the
processesdorsalesvertebrales and the scapusscapulae.
In all rallids, mm. serratussuperficialisparscranialiset caudaliswere embedded
in a commonfascia, the density of which varied significantlywith flight capacity
and body size (Figs. 76, 77, 79, 88-91). Indicative of the variation inherentin
this muscle complex was the uniquely two-layered, four-parted m. serramssuperficialis caudalis in Aramides cajanea. M. serratussuperficialismetapatagialis
was present (but readily overlooked without careful removal of fat and use of
muscle stain) in all rallids; for example, in Porzana palmeri the tiny dermal slip
was fibered but had a maximal width of 2 mm at origo costalis.
M. lat. dots. metap.

M.iliotroch.
caud.
M. iliotib.cram

,M.rhom.
sup.
M. lat. dors.caud.
M. lat. dors.

cran.

M.iliotib.
lat.•
M. cuc. cap. propat.

M. intercost.

ext.

M. pect. propat.
M. cuc. cap. clavic.
M. pect. subcut. thor.

M. serr. sup. metap.
M. obl. ext. abdom.

i CM

M. pect. sternobra.

M. serr. sup. cran.

lZlG.75. Pectoral musculatureof Atlantisia rogersi (DMNH 20762), breastand back, superficial
layer, lateral view. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.
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N1.thorn. Sup.

Mthom.
prol.
(deep)

M.lat.
dors.
metap.% •

ß Fac. lat. scap

M. delt. propat.
M. delt. rnaj.
M. scap.-tric.

M. serr. sup. roetap.

FIG. 76. Pectoral musculatureof Porzana palrneri (BMNH 1940-12-8-13). articulatio omalis. middle layer, dorsolateral view. Some details of dotsum. damaged in primary ,pecimen. were based on
partial dissectionof supplementary specimen USNM 290223. Anatomical abbreviation• are defined
in Appendix 3.

Numbers of fasciculi composing m. serratus profundus showed reduction in
some taxa regardlessof flight status (Dryolimnas aldabranus, Tricholimnas svlvestris, Nesoclopeus poecilopterus, Ra!!us aquaticus, Ga!!ira!!us philippensis, G.
wakensis, Habropter3'x torquatus, H. okinawae, Coturnicops not'eboracensis,
Crex crex, Lateral!us !eucopyrrhus, Porzana spp., Arnaurornix ineptus, and Pa-

reudiastespac•cus) from the count of six typical of the rallids examined, in part
varying with body size. Lesser variation was detected in the number of fasciculi
composing m. serratus superficialis caudalis (with the typical condition being
three), but no association with flight capacity was evident in this pattern (Figs.
88-91). Moreover, the functional impact of this variation in either m. serratus

(deep)

-

. .

M.lat.dorscran.

M.
,at
dots.
•etap
7••
,•• M
scap
--•

ß"'

M. hum.-tric

M. $err. sup. rnetap.

1CM
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FIG. 77. Pectoral musculature of Pareudiastes paciJicux (BMNH 1874-2-20-38). dotsum. regio
omalis, and proximal brachium• dorsolateral view, superficial layer, with selected componentsof deep
layers indicated by overlay. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3. Arrowheads mark
positions of vertebrae thoracicae
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view. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.

superficialis or m. serratusprofundus is unclear, in that although a high number
might distribute the adductive action over a greater portion of the scapusscapulae,
the total power of the adduction could be offset by substantial,possibly compensatory, variation in the sizes of the remaining fasciculi.
Contrary to the inference by McGowan (1986), both caput dorsale and caput
ventrale of m. subcoracoideuswere present in Gallirallus australis, as in other
--
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]•'IO.79. Pectoralmusculatureof Porzana palmeri (BMNH 1940.12.8-13), back and proximal brachiurm dorsal view, superficial layer, with selected components of deep layers shown in stippled
overlay. Anatomical abbreviationsare definedin Appendix 3. Arrowheadsmark positionsof vertebrae
thoracicae.
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rallids examined (Figs. 88-91). However, in one specimen of Porphyrio hochstetteri, m. subcoracoideuscaput mediale was extremely thin and poorly distinguished, and in this species m. sternocoracoideuswas reduced to an afibrous,
tendinousfascia. In all of the speciescompared,the adductiveaction of m. sternocoracoideuswas stabilized by a closely adjacent complex of ligamenta sterocoracoidea.Other comparativelyoccult musclesof the pectoral girdle (e.g., min.
subscapulariscaput laterale and scapulohumeraliscranialis) also were present in

all rallids studied,althoughof thesetwo bellies, measurementof only the former
was possible and this required abduction of the humerus from the scapula for
access(Figs. 83, 88-91). Manipulation of the shouldergirdle was difficult in all
specimens dissected, in that the articulatio omalis (shoulder) was reinforced
strongly by the combined effects of the ligamenta acrocoracoclaviculares,coracoscapulares,procoracoclaviculares,acromioclaviculares,scapuloclaviculares,acrocoracohumerale, coracohumerale dersale, et scapulohumerales (Vanden Berge

and Zweers 1993). This complexity of ligamenta can be envisionedmore simply
by noting that it essentially comprisesdorsoventralpairs of ligamenta (further
strengthened
by a few caudalor cranial constituents)uniting eachpair of osseous
elementsthat enclosethe cavitas glenoidalis(scapula,coracoideum,and humerus).
Muscles aligned along the brachium proper, m. biceps brachii, m. biceps propatagialis, and m. triceps brachii (both partes scapulotricepset humerotriceps),as
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FIG. 81.

Pectoral musculatureof Gallirallus wakensis(USNM 289313), articulatio omalis, middle

and deep layers,dorsolateralview. Anatomicalabbreviationsare definedin Appendix 3.
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well as obliquelyorientedm. deltoideusmajor,tendedto be disproportionately
slenderin the mostseverelyderivedflightlessspecies(Figs. 72, 77-82, 85-87),
with at leastthe first threetendingtowardstripsof uniformwidth as opposedto
fusiform bellies in flightlesstaxa (e.g., Ga!!ira!!us wakensisand Ga!!inula comeri). However,no reductionswere obviousin relative sizesof m. bicepsbrachii
et propatagialis
in someflightlessrallids (e.g., Pareudiastes
pacijqcus).
Contrary
to the report by Beddard(1898:323), Ga!!ira!!us australis (his OcYdromtt$earlei)
possessed
a typicallycontbrmedm. bicepsparspropatagialis.No significantsubdivisionsof origo m. humerotriceps
were detectedin this study,whereassuch
have beendescribedby otherinvestigators
(McGowan 1986;VandenBergeand
Zweers 1993). As affirmedby previousmyologicaldescriptions
of membersof
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the Gruiformes (e.g., Fisher and Goodman 1955; George and Berger 1966; Rosser
1980; McGowan 1986), m. coracotriceps was not detected in any of the rallids
examined here. Other aspects of the brachial and cubital musculature for rallids

in the present study were consistentwith those of previous works (e.g., Rosser
1980; McGowan 1986), and included involvement of retinaculum m. scapulotricipitis with origio m. scapulotriceps,absenceof os sesamoideumm. scapulotricipitis, insertions of m. scapulotricipitis on the apex dorsoproximalis of the ulna
(impressio m. scapulotricipitis) and m. humerotricipitis on the olecranon, and
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Fxo. 85. Pectoral musculatureof Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus(BMNH 1940.12.8.87), back and extended wing (remiges removed), superficiallayer, dorsal view. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined
in Appendix 3.
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united by the ligamenturn tricipitale, and presence of two differentiable capita
coracoideum et humerale for m. biceps brachii (Fig. 72).
Musculus dehoideus pars major was present and conspicuously developed in
all rallids examined, but in no specimen were capita cranialis et caudalis clearly
distinguishable; the muscle inserted proximafly by fleshy fibers directly attaching
to the humerus and distally by a variably extensive tendinous aponeurosis(Figs.
78, 81-83). Mm. deltoideus minor capita dorsalis et ventralis were poorly differM. cuc. cap. interscap.
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F•6. gg. Pectoral musculatureof Ne•oclope•.• poecilopt•r• (B•NH 1940-12-8-87), rcgio omalis,
superficial layer, roedial vic•. Anatomical abbreviation• are defined in Appendix 3.

entiated in some taxa, notably several flightless species (e.g., Habropteryx okinawae), a condition also observed in some flighted taxa (e.g., H. torquatus).
Capita dorsalis et ventralis of m. deltoideus minor were virtually indistinguishable
in Gallinula comeri and the juvenile specimen of G. (c.) cachinaans, whereas the
two capita were distinct in the adult specimen of the G. crieropus complex;
whether two capita were distinguishableor not, the muscle inserted on tuberculum
dersale humeri (Figs. 78, 81-83).
As noted by McGowan (1986) for Gallirallus australis, all parts of the fine
musculature of the propatagtum were present in flightless rallids, and provided
only quantitative changes in muscle bellies or extents as evidence of reduced
function (Figs. 72, 85-87). Partes radialis et ulnaris of tendo brevis of m. deltoideus propatagialis, caput caudale were variably distinguishable craniad to the
M. exp. sec., origo tendo prex.
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F•O. 89. Pectoral musculatureofAtlandsia roNersi (DMNH 20762), regio omalis, suFrficial layer,
roedial view. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.
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antebrachialmusculaturein all rallids, being clearly separablein some (e.g., one
Porphyrio hochstetteri).In all species,caput caudale (formerly pars brevis of m.
tensor propatagialis) showed distinct but tightly coherent tendonsof insertion for
the radius and ulna. M. deltoideuspropatagialis tended to be narrow and thin in
flightlessspecies,especiallyrelative to body size. In Porzana palmeri, the fibers
of the proximal belly were restricted to the proximal portion.
As was especially clear in the century-old, but well-preserved specimenof
Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus,a cranialmostcomplex of tendonsof the propatagium
comprising separate componentswas typical of all rallids examined (Fig. 85).
Proximally, the fleshy belly of m. deltoideuspropatagialis(formerly m. tensor
propatagialis) gave rise to ligamentum propatagiale (formerly comprising tendo
longus and tendo brevis), which was joined by tendo m. biceps propatagialisnear
the divergence of ligamentum limitans cubiti (formerly tendo brevis) of m. deltoideus propatagialis (Fig. 85). Tendo m. biceps propatagialis remained distinct
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FIG. 91. Pectoral musculatureof Gallinula comeri (BMNH 1922.12-6.221), regio omalis, superficial layer, medial view. Anatomicalabbreviationsare definedin Appendix3.
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from, but tightly ensleeved with, ligamentum propatagiale throughout much of
the length of the propatagium, uniting immediately proximal to their common
insertion by broad tendinous fascia on the manus. The distinctness of tendo m.
brachialis propatagialisdistal to the bifurcation of both caput craniale and caput
caudale of m. deltoideus pars propatagialis was consideredby Rosser (1980) to
be unique to the Rallidae among the Gruiformes. A significant expanse of pars
elasticurn (elasticity of which was conserved for more than a century in spirit)
also was confirmed within the distal portion of ligamentum propatagialeof Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus (Fig. 85).
Musculus expansor secundariorum is largely dermal in nature but comprising
origins on two elements of the pectoral girdle, passing along the brachium, superficial and deep bellies on the proximocaudalportion of the antebrachium(composed of smooth muscle), and inserting on the remiges secundarii via the ligamenta interremigales (Berger 1956b; Vanden Berge and Zweers 1993). This muscle (including proximal tendon, and deep and superficialdistal bellies), which acts
primarily to maneuver the secondaryremiges, was presentin all rallids including
flightless species(Figs. 85, 87). The origin of m. expansor secundariorumon the
scapula,inferred to be unique among gruiform families by Rosser (1980), was
present in all rallids studied (Figs. 88-91). The tuberculum on the scapula that
marked this origin varied considerably (detectable in skeletal specimens), and
showed a slight tendency toward reduction associatedwith flightlessness(Olson
1973b). In Atlantisia rogersi, the distal tendon (inserting serially on the calami
of the remiges secundarii) was extremely fine and delicate, and the tendon of
origin on facies dorsalisof the coracoid was not bifurcated as in most other rallids
(Figs. 88, 89, 91), including such flightless speciesas Habropteryx okinawae and
Pareudiastes pacificus. Where the tendon was single, it arose with ligamentum
sternoprocoracoideumfrom the pila coracoidea. The second point of origin for
the tendon (where present) arose from processuscraniolateralis sterni within a
tendinous fascia shared by both tendons of origin.
The dorsal musclesof the antebrachiumrevealed similarly suggestivebut nondiagnostic corollaries of flightlessnessconfoundedby interspecific differences in
body size (Figs. 85-87, 92-94). The flexor and extensormusculatureof the dorsal
antebrachium was covered by dense, translucent fascial sheets,the aponeurosis
dorsalis antebrachii, which was tightly adherent proximally to the ligamentum
limitans cubiti. Cranially, capita dorsale et ventrale of m. extensorcarpi radialis
were tightly united in most rallids studied, especially the flightless taxa (e.g.,
Porphyrio hochstetteri). Typically, the complex comprised a comparatively truncated, thin caput dorsale and a longer caput ventrale that was fused proximally
with its ventral counterpart and tightly bound but differentiable as the capita
narrowed distally to tendons of insertion (Fig. 95). Exceptional again among
flightless rallids was Pareudiastespacificus, in which caput dorsale was comparable in the length of its fibrous portion to that of caput ventrale. Deep to this
complex was m. supinator,which revealed a similar pattern in which flightless
taxa tended to have relatively thin, distally truncated bellies not confidently defined without the use of muscle stain (Figs. 92-95).
Between the radius and ulna in dorsal perspective, a subtly challenging group
of muscles

was found

to be similar

in the rallids

studied

here and elsewhere

(Rosser 1980; McGowan 1986), and in other neognathusbirds generally (Berger
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1966; George and Berger 1966). These muscleswere m. extensorlongus digiti
majoris (with only pars proximalis being found in rallids) and capita radiale et
ulnare of m. extensorlongus alulae (Figs. 93-95). Challengesof accessto these
muscleswithin the spatium radio-ulnare, difficulty in differentiation of the two
capita of m. extensorlongusalulae, and reliable measurementof the proximalmost
portion of caput ulnare of m. extensorlongus alulae dominatedthe comparisons.
Limited variation was observed in these muscles in the taxa compared, with the
most notable being variation in the relative lengthsof the two capita. Lengthsof
the capitagenerallywere comparableand seemedlargely an artifact of the position
of the bifurcation of the capita near the midpoint of the antebrachium(Fig. 95).
The comparable sizes of these capita and difficulty of study may explain disagreementsin the literature. Rosser (1980) characterizedcaput radiale as short
and caput ulnare as long in Fulica americana, whereasthe accountand illustration
by McGowan (1986) for Gallirallus australis were ambiguous with respect to
relative sizes. Distally the two capita unite to form a single tendon, passing
through the sulcus tendineus of extremitas distalis radii to fuse with insertio m.
extensor carpi radialis (Figs. 92-95).
Among the caudal musclesof the dorsal aspectof the antebrachium,flightless
speciestended to show comparatively longer, more dense fusion of the tendons
of origins and insertionsof mm. extensordigiti communis et extensorcarpi ulnaris. These conditionsalso were observedin some flighted taxa (e.g., Gymnocrex
plumbeiventris). However, in all of the rails studied, the bulk and distal extent of
the fibrousportionsof m. extensordigiti communisand m. extensorcarpi ulnaris
appearedtruncated,with the former primarily occupyingthe proximal third of the
antebrachiumand the latter replacing it in width for the middle third of the antebrachium (Figs. 92-94). M. extensor carpi ulnaris had two proximal points of
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attachment•picondylus dorsalishumeri and retinaculumm. extensoriuscarpi
ulnaris. The tendon of insertion of m. extensorcarpi ulnads, together with that
of m. extensordigitorumcommunis,passedthroughthe incisuratendinosaulnads

and then under ligmentumm. extensoriuscarpi ulnads on the dorsumof the
carpusto their respectiveinsertions:
processus
intermetacarpalis
for m. extensor
carpiulnads,andapexcranioproximalis
of phalanxproximailsdigitimajorisfor
m. extensordigitorumcommunis(Figs. 92-95). Deep to thesetwo contiguous
musclesin all taxa studiedwas a well-developedm. ectepicondylo-ulnaris,
which
showeda markedtendencyto extendfartherdistadon faciescranialisof the ulna
in flightlessspecies,as interpretedbelow (Figs. 92-95).
The smallest muscle distal, caudodorsalantebrachiumwas m. ulnometacarpalis

dorsalis,comprisingtwo variablydistinctcapita(dorsaleet ventrale),as notedby
Rosser(1980) for Fulica americana.The two capitawere generallydistinguishable in the rallids examined,especiallyin thosetaxa in which the origin of m.
extensordigiti minorisextendedproximadalong margo caudalisof the carpometacarpus
to demarcate
the two capita(Figs.92-95). Thesecapitaremainwithout formal recognitionby VandenBerge and Zweers (1993), evidentlybecause
of the rangeof variationin the partitioningprovidedby the variablyintrusive
origom. flexordigiti minoris.In ventralview, thismuscleis completelycovered
by the denseaponeurosisulnocarporemigalis.
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tebrachium,and proximal manus, dorsal views: A, superficiallayer; and B, deep layer. Anatomical
abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.

As for the dorsal antebrachial musculature, the flexor and extensor musculature

of the ventral antebrachiumis covered by dense, translucentfascial sheets,the
aponeurosisventralis antebrachii,which is adherentto the prominent ligamentum
humerocarpalethroughout.Distally this aponeurosis
blendedwith the dense,fanlike
covering of the ventral surfaceof the carpusand base of os metacarpaleminus,
aponeurosisulnocarporemigalisand the anchoringretinaculumflexohum (Fig. 72).
Of the cranial musculatureon the ventral surface of the antebrachium(Figs. 96M. ext. long. alu., cap. uln.
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FIG. 95. Pectoral musculatureof Habroptila wallacii (USNM 506649), distal brachium, antebrachium, and proximal manus, deep layer, ventral view. Anatomical abbreviations are defined in Appendix 3.
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brachium, and proximal manus, superficiallayer, ventral view. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined
in Appendix 3.

99), m. pronator superficialisappearedrelatively large in some flightlessrallids,
extending essentiallyto the extremitasdistalis of the foreshortenedradius (e.g.,
Gallirallus australis and Pareudiastespacificus). Parallel conditionswere evident
in m. brachialis (ventral view) and m. ectepicondylo-ulnaris(dorsal view) relative
to the underlying ulna (Figs. 98B, 99B). Both conditions were suggestiveof an
evolutionary truncation of underlying skeletal elements without a proportionate
shorteningof muscleshaving extensiveorigins along theseelements.The relatively
large m. brachialis of flightlessrallids also was reflectedin the conspicuouslydeep
impressiom. brachialis noted in skeletal specimens(Figs. 64, 65).
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FIG. 97. PectoralmusculatureofAtlantisia rogersi (DMNH 20762), distal brachium, antebrachium,
and proximal marius,superficiallayer, ventral view. Anatomical abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.
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abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.
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abbreviationsare defined in Appendix 3.
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Among the caudal componentsof the musculatureof the ventral antebrachium,
variation in m. flexor digitorum superficialismerits special attention. Tendo m.
flexor digitorum superficialiswas very weakly developedin Cyanolimnascerverai, such that the width of the overlying ligamentum humerocarpale was less
than one half of that of muscle belly proper,resemblingthe superficialtendinous
fascia giving rise to the tendon of insertionof m. pronator superficialis(Fig. 96).
This condition was in marked contrast to the normal condition in neognathous
birds in which the ligamentum humerocarpalecompletely envelopesthe muscle
belly ventrally (Figs. 97-99), with the tendon of insertion of m. flexor digiti
superficialisdiverging from the enclosing ligamentum only at its craniodistalextremity where it passesbeneath(with tendoinsertii m. flexor digitorumprofundus)
the retinaculum flexorium on facies ventralis of os carpi ulnare (e.g., Fisher and
Goodman 1955; Berger 1966; George and Berger 1966; Vanden Berge 1970;
Livezey 1990, 1992a, b). Throughout much of the length of the ligamentum humerocarpale,a variably densetendinousfascia (septumhumerocarpale)extended
caudally from margo caudalisof the ligamentum to the ventral basesof the remiges secundariorum(Fig. 72). Distally, the two tendines mm. flexores digitorum
passedthrough a tendinous sheath (retinaculum flexorium) proximal to their respective insertions.The tendon of m. flexor digiti superficialisinserts on apex
cranioventralisof phalanx proximalis digiti majoris (Rosser 1980), and that of m.
flexor digiti profundus,passesaroundprocessuspisiformisof the extremitasproximalis carpometacarpito insert on phalanx distalis digiti majoris (Figs. 96, 98,
99; Vanden Bdrge and Zweers 1993).
Caudal and parallel to m. flexor digitorum superficialis and the closely associated ligamentum humerocarpale was m. flexor carpi ulnaris (Figs. 96-99). In
all of the rallids compared here, and in previous studiesof rallids (Rosser 1980;
McGowan 1986) and other neognathousbirds (e.g., Fisher and Goodman 1955;
Berger 1966; George and Berger 1966), this muscle comprisedpartes cranialis et
caudalis, with the latter being renamed pars remigalis by Vanden Berge and
Zweers (1993). The approximatelyparallel arrangementof fibers of pars cranialis
and the oblique orientation of fibers in pars caudalis (remigalis), relative to the
dividing septurn humerocarpale,was evident in all species studied, as were the
insertionsof pars cranialis on processusmuscularisof os carpi ulnare and that of
pars caudalison ligamentum elasticuminterremigaleminor (Figs. 72, 96-99).
The smallest component of the deep, caudal musculatureof the antebrachium,
m. ulnometacarpalis ventralis, generally occupied less than one quarter of the
length of the ulna, lying almost completely obscuredby the immediately overlying
and adherentm. flexor digitorum profundus(Figs. 96-99). Although small in all
rallids studied,this musclewas particularlythin andproximally restrictedin flightless species(Fig. 100). Tendo m. ulnometacarpalisventralis passedthrough sulcus
tendineuson facies ventralis of os carpi radiale, beneath tendo m. extensormetacarpi radialis, and angled dorsadto insert on facies ventralis of extremitasproximalis carpometacarpi.
Muscles of the manus (including the digits) manifested only limited variation
that tended to be associatedwith flightlessness,including componentspositioned
on the dorsal (Figs. 101-107) and ventral aspects(Figs. 108-110) of the distal
wing. Most musclesof this distalmostsegmentof the wing differed interspecifically only in size, and this was confoundedby differencesin body size among
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species.These qualitatively invariant musclesincluded mm. interosseusdorsalis
et ventralis, m. adductoralulae, m. flexor alulae, m. abductordigiti majoris, and
m. flexor digiti minoris (Figs. 101-110). Qualitative variation was most notable
in two musclesinserting on phalanx proximalis digiti alulae--mm. abductoralulae
(comprising capita dorsale et ventrale) and m. extensorbrevis alulae. M. abductor
alulae caput dorsale showed considerable variation, being bi- or trilobate and
extending distocaudallyto partly cover m. extensorbrevis alulae in one specimen
of Porphyrio hochstetteri and in Gallirallus australis (Figs. 101, 102). M. extensor brevis alulae manifestedadditional variation, most notably a tendencytoward
reduction in some flightless species(e.g., this muscle was vestigial in Gallirallus
wakensis and Atlantisia rogersi). However, other details of the distalmost musculature of the wing were uniform in all rallids examined, regardlessof flight
capacity. Such structural details that showed minimal to no variation within or
among speciesincluded the tightly associatedbellies of muscleson the ventral
aspect of the alula (Figs. 108-110), and a bifurcated tendon of insertion of m.
interosseusdorsalis on phalanx proximalis dlgiti majoris (Figs. 105, 106).
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F•G. 101. Pectoralmusculatureof Porphyriohochstetteri(NZNM-2), distalantebrachium,
carpus,and
proxima1marius,superficiallayer,dorsalview. Anatomicalabbreviations
are definedin Appendix3.
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ALLOMETRY OF BREAST MUSCULATURE

Reductionsin the relative or (in extremecases)absolutereductionsin the major
breastmuscles(mm. pectoralisstcrnobrachialis
½tsupracoracoidcus)
of flightless
rails were responsiblefor the mostvisually conspicuous
and functionallyobvious
of the changesrelated to the loss of flight ½vinccdby myologicaldissections
(Tables 66, 67). At an interfamilial scale, the membersof the Railidac (even in
studiesconfinedto fiightcd species)appear as moderatelydistantoutlicrs from
the allomctricrelationshipfor massof breastmuscleswith body mass,falling
distinctly below points for most other avian families (Hartman 1961; Greenewalt
1962; Rayncr 1988a).
The presentanalysis provided an opportunity for an examination of such al-

lomctry at a finer scale,at least with respectto fiightl½ssn½ss
acrossa numberof
genera (Table 66). Fitting of allomctric relationshipsfor fiightcd and flightless
speciesof Rallida½revealedvirtual isomctrybetweenmean massesfor the breast
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FIG. 105. Pectoral musculatureof Porzana palmeri (BMNH 1940-12.8.13), detail of distal antebrachium, carpus, and proximal manus, superficiallayer, dorsal view. Anatomical abbreviationsare
defined in Appendix 3.
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muscles with the entire body, and each model manifested high statisticalprecision
(P < 0.0001 for all). The standard linear models for masses of breast muscles
relative to mean body mass (MB) for flighted rallids (n = 15) were:
mass (m. pectoralis)

-- -1.88 + (0.97 _+0.05)MB

(r = 0.98; F•.•3 = 351.0),

mass (m. supracoracoideus)

= -3.30 + (0.89 +__
0.08)Ma

(r = 0.95; F•.•3 = 125.4), and

mass (am. pectoralis et supracoracoideus)

= -1.67 + (0.96 + 0.05)Ma

(r = 0.98; F•,•3 -- 317.4).

The correspondingmodels for flightless rallids (n = 16) were:
mass (m. pectoralis)

= -3.10 + (0.92 _+0.05)M•

(r = 0.92; Fl,]4 = 76.9),

mass (m. supracoracoideus)

-- -4.66 + (0.95 +_0.10)Ma

(r = 0.92; FL•4 = 81.6),

and

mass (am. pectoralis et supracoracoideus)

-- -2.91 + (0.96 +- 0.10)MB

(r = 0.92; FL•4 = 79.5).

Despitetheobvious
similarity
in allometric
slopes
(/•)-•e meanfor twoseparate muscles was 0.93 for both flighted and flightless species--the allometric
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Ung.dig.alu. Phal.dig.alu. M.
M. add.

abd. alu. dors.
M. abd. alu. vent.

Proc. exten. carp.
propat.

M. abd. dig. maj.
M. flex. dig. prof., tendo
flex. dig. sup., tendo

--

M. flex. alu.

Apon. ulncarp-rem., pt.

Phal. dist.

Ret. flex.

M. flex. dig. prof.
M.ulnomet.

Phal. prox. dig.
PhaL dig.
M. flex. dig. min.
5 Mt.4

vent.

M. prom prof.

Marg. vent, rad.
flex. carl:
M. flex. carp.
Lig. hum.-carp. --

M. pron. sup.

FIG. 108. Pectoralmusculatureof Atlantisia rogersi(DMNH 20762), distal antebrachium,carpus,

andmanus,superficial
layer,ventralview. Anatomicalabbreviations
aredefinedin Appendix3.

relationships
for corresponding
musclesdifferedmarkedlybetweenflightedand
flightlessrails: m. pectoralis(F = 53.4; d.f, -- 2, 27; P < 0.00001), m. supracoracoideus(F = 23.6; d.f. = 2, 27; P < 0.00001), and combined (F = 48.7;
d.f. = 2, 27; P < 0.00001). As with the allometry betweenwith lengthand body

mass,thesefindingsare consistent
with pairsof allometricrelationships
showing

virtually
geome[rical
isometry
(whenusing
geometric-mean
estimates
forcombined muscles,b -- 0.99) and common slope, but in which flighted and flightless

taxa differ appreciablyin intercepts.The resultanttransposition
of allometricintercepts(d) in theserelationships
for which the commonslope(b) is essentially
equalto 1.0 (isometry)precludesthe evaluationof the scaleratio (s) of White
and Gould (1965), in that the exponentof the function under thesecircumstances
is undefined(i.e., the exponentincludesa divisor of 1 - b, here being zero). In
lieu of this formal parameterization,comparisonof the mean massesof breast
musclesrevealsthat mm. pectoraliset supracoracoideus
of flightlessrallids averagedaboutone fourth and one third, respectively,of thoseof flightedrallids
(Table67), andthe foregoingmodelsconfirmthatthesedifferencesaremaintained
isometrically.
Phal. dig. alu.
M. add.

5 MM

alu.

M, flex, dig, prof,, tendo

abd.

M, ext, long. dig, rnaj,, tendo

alu. vent.

propat.

Art, rnetacarp,-phal. dig.

M. flex. alu.
Ret.

Phal, prox. dig,

---Proc.

flex.

pis. carp.
-Os carpi rad.

M. interess,

flex. dig.
prof.

vent,

M. ulnomet.

Phal, dist. dig, rnaj,

vent,

M, flex, carp, uln, rein, --

Art, interphal. dig, rnaj,

M, prom prof,

M, flex. carp. uln, -Marg. vent. rad,

M, ulnornet. dors,, cap,vent,

Lig.hum-carp.
--

M.pron.
sup.

FIG. 109. Pectoralmusculatureof Porzanapalmeri (BMNH 1940.12.8.13), detail of distal ante-

brachium,carpus,andproximalmanus,superficiallayer,ventralview. Anatomicalabbreviations
are
definedin Appendix 3.
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M. abd. alu. vent.

Ung. dig. alu.

Proc. exten. carp.

M. add. alu.

Os carpi tad.

M. abd. dig. maj.

Sulc. tend.

M. flex. dig. __
prof., insertio

M.ulnomet.

--

M. flex.

rad.
vent.

Marg. vent. tad.
prom prof.

M.

1 cm

FiG. 110.

NO.

M. flex. carp.uln.
M.flex. carp.
Lig.
M. flex. dig. prof.

propat.

M. prom sup.

Pectoral musculature of Gallinula corneri (BMNH

1922.12.6.221), distal antebrachiura,

carpus,and manus,superficiallayer, ventralview. Anatomicalabbreviationsare definedin Appendix 3.
MULTIVARIATE

ANALYSES OF MYOLOGICAL

MEASUREMENTS

Analytical issues. With few exceptions, data for each species were derived
from single dissectedspecimens.This reducedthe precision of positionsof taxa
in analysesderived from these data, for example, as compared to PCA of mean
skeletal measurements.Also, limitations of dissectionsto the pectoral limb resuitedin componentsindicativeof generalsize being limited to that of the pectoral
musculature, as opposed to a more inclusive assessmentbased on the entire musculature (including axial and pelvic components).The only exception to the problem of generality of size in comparisonsof muscle measurementswas analysis
of residuals of measurementsfrom mean body massesof the taxa concerned (see
below). Third, the myological work generated a comparatively high dimensionality of measurements(81 variables), which, although informative and balanced
againsta reasonablerepresentationof taxa, made for complexity of interpretation
and comparisonof multivariate axes. For thesereasons,as well as emergentpatterns describedbelow, three different variants of PCA were applied to the myological data. The nontraditionalanalyseswere chosenin particular to rectify the
confoundingof size and shapecausedby outlying flightlesstaxa (PCA*) or the
restriction of muscle measurementsto those of the pectoral apparatus(PCA or
residualsfrom mean body mass). Findings confirmed through all three methods
were consideredthe best-substantiatedof the myolometric inferences.
Standard principal componentanalysis (PCA).•The first standardPC for muscle measurementswas characteristicof axes descriptiveof general size, having
high, positive correlations with all measurements(Table 68) and a very high
correlation with mean body massesof the taxa included (rl = 0.89, V i = 1.....
p; P << 0.01). PC-I alone accountedfor more than 80% of the total dispersion
among points (Table 68). Taxa were ordinated on this axis in a manner largely
consonantwith mean body mass, with tiny Atlantisia rogersi having the smallest
score and Porphyrio spp. having the largest scores(Fig. 111). However, a modest
obliquity of scoreson PC-I with respect to body mass was evident at the largest
extreme, however, in that Porphyrio melanotushad a slightly higher scoreon PCI than its larger, flightlesscongenerP. hochstetteri;a similar,modesttransposition
also pertainedto flighted and flightlessspeciesof Tribonyx (Fig. 111).
The secondPC-II for muscle measurementswas defined by lesser correlations
of both positive and negative sign (Table 68), and scoreson this axis were significantly but less strongly correlated with mean body masses(r = 0.33; P =
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0.05). However, the latter associationexplained the aforementioneddiscrepancies
between scores on PC-I and body mass, in that the vector sum of correlations
between the first two PCs and body mass revealed that body mass was oriented
diagonally within this plane, and that taxa were ordinated along this line in a
manner consistentwith body mass (Fig. 111). Positions of flightless rails on PCII mirrored to a significantextent the foreshorteningof underlying skeletal elements that characterized these taxa, but a portion of the variance expressedby
PC-II involved facets of the pectoral musculaturenot directly related to those of
the associatedskeleton (Table 68).
Correlation coefficients revealed that PC-II principally contrastedone dimension of the serratuscomplex and dimensions of the major muscles of the breast
(m. pectoralis)and propatagium(m. bicepspars propatagialis)with the widths of
origins of two componentsof the serratuscomplex (mm. serramssuperficialis
cranialis et profundus), one muscle acting on the brachium (m. latissimusdorsi
pars caudalis), widths of the origins or bellies of three muscles acting on the
antebrachium(mm. biceps brachii caput coracoideum,humertriceps,et pronator
profundus), two dimensions of muscles acting on the manus and digits (mm.
extensormetacarpi radialis pars ventralis et abductoralulae pars dorsalis), and the
width of the origin of the major dermal slip acting on the metapatagium.These
correlationsindicate that flightlesstaxa had disproportionatelyreduced breastand
bicepsmuscles(relative to a sample of musclesscatteredthroughoutthe pectoral
apparatus)in comparisonwith their flighted relatives. The positionsof juveniles
relative to adult conspecifics(two species)implied comparatively minor shifts in

parallelto thosenormative
of flightless
species,
andsuggested
thata portion
of
the myological changescharacteristicof flightlessspeciesreflectedimmaturity or
were interpretableas paedomorphic(Fig. 111).
Residual myological shifts not included in PC-II, but showing consistentdirectionality with flightlessness,were relegated to PC-Ill (Table 68). Correlation
coefficentsfor the third componentprimarily contrasteda muscle acting on the
proximal antebrachium (m. brachialis) and two alular muscles (mm. extensor
brevis alulae et adductoralulae) with a minority of musclesacting principally to
restrainthe scapula,brachium,and propatagium(Table 68). As on PC-II, flightless
speciestended to have higher scoreson PC-III than their flighted relatives, indicating that loss of flight is accompaniedby a disproportionatereduction in the
bulk of m. brachialisand much of the alular musculature.The myologicalcommonalities of flightless species on the two shape axes (PC-II and PC-III) were
obfuscated by the diverse initial conditions approximated by their respective
flighted relatives and the range of body sizesrepresented,and were only obvious
when the inferred vectors of change between pairs of flighted and flightless relatives were superimposedon plots (Fig. 112). The latter vectorsof approximate
shift displayed a strong similarity of change associatedwith flightlessness(signified by the virtually uniform directionalityof left-to-right shiftsshownby flightlesstaxa on this shapeplot), within which a minority of taxa (Cyanolirnnascerverai, Gallirallus wakensis,Atlantisia rogersi, Porzana palmeri, and Pareudiastes
pacificus) were inferred to have undergonevariably pronouncedreductionsin the
overall bulk of the pectoralmusculaturein conjunctionwith the changesin shape
(Fig. 112). An additional insight provided by this bivariate depictionof shapeof
the pectoral musculatureis that the differencesin position between two juvenile
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TABLE68. Correlation (r) and summary statisticsfor first three standardprincipal
components of 81 measurementsof pectoral muscles for 35 species of Rallidae,
grouped following Raikow (1985a). Taxa are representedby single dissections,
with the exception of Porphyrio melanotus, P. hochstetteri, Atlantisia rogersi,
and Porzana palmeri (points based on averaged from two specimens).Also plotted (Figs. 111, 112) but not used in derivation of components were juvenile
specimensof Habropteryx torquatus and Gallinula chloropus. Abbreviations for
muscles are given in Appendix 3.
Correlation coefficient (r)

Variable by primary element*

Patagia and respiration
M. lat. dors. metap. MOW
M. serr. sup. metap. MOW?
M. pect. subcut. thor. IW
M.

PC-1

0.801
0.709
0.803

PC-II

0.255
-0.012
0.026

0.075
0.171
-0.041

sternocor. MOW

0.880

M. delt. propat. MOW

0.790

-0.168

0.158

0.944
0.865

-0.017
-0.152

0.118
0.039

0.756
0.867

0.017
-0.004

0.326
0.101

0.930
0.936
0.796
0.700
0.856

0.078
-0.036
0.408
-0.285
0.217

0.064
0.002
-0.002
0.271
0.314

M. lat. dors. cran. MOW
M. lat. dors. caud. MOW

0.888
0.823

0.144
0.322

0.134
0.233

M. scap.-hum. cran. MOW
M. scap.-hum.caud. TBL
M. subscap.med. MOW

0.834
0.929
0.899

0.094
0.067
0.164

0.079
0.104
-0.043

M. subcor. vent. MOW
M. subcor. dors. MOW

0.800
0.854

0.176
0.184

-0.012
0.132

M. pect. sternobra.TBL

0.987

0.020

-0.006

FBL
MBW

M. delt. propat. tend. brev. IW
M. bic. propat. FBL
Scapula
M. rhom. sup. MOW
M. thom. prof. MOW
M. serr.sup. cran. MOW
M. serr. sup. caud. MOW?
M. serr. prof. MOW?

0.088

PC-Ill

-0.093

Humerus

MBW
Mass

0.932
0.935

M. supracor.TBL

0.975

MBW
Mass
M. cor.-brach.
MBW
M. cor.-brach.

0.897
0.959
0.909
0.854
0.936

cran. FBL
caud. FBL

-0.225
-0.312

0.026
-0.304
-0.159
0.141
0.133
0.114

0.029

-0.071
-0.038

-0.032
-0.103
-0.061
0.075
0.117
0.077

M. delt. maj. cran. et caud. MOW

0.657

IW
TBL
MBW
M. delt. min. dors. TBL
M. delt. min. vent. TBL

0.943
0.976
0.930
0.917
0.965

-0.075
-0.030
-0.053
0.089
-0.008

0.442

M. bic. bra. cor. MOW
TBL

0.801
0.984

0.283
0.013

-0.030
-0.145

M. biceps brach. hum. TBL

0.960

0.047

-0.008

0.071
0.003
0.073
-0.091
-0.043

Antebrachium

MBW

M. scap.-tric. TBL$
MBW

0.798

-0.278

0.312

0.983

0.058

-0.070

0.892

0.042

-0.014

M. hum.-tric. TBL$

0.986

0.021

-0.006

MBW
M. brach. IW

0.886
0.859

0.202
0.089

0.008
-0.324
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Continued.
Correlation coefficient (r)

Variable by primary element*

M. pron. sup. FBL
MBW

PC-1

0.936

PC-II

PC-Ill

-0.036

-0.041

0.908

0.027

0.055

M. pron. prof. FBL

0.969

0.004

-0.034

MBW
M. ect.-uln. FBL

0.893
0.958

M. sup. FBL

0.956

Proximal

0.215
-0.025

0.040

0.007
-0.010

-0.077

manus

M. flex. carp. uln. cran. FBL

0.971

-0.028

0.830

0.166

0.099

M. flex. carp. uln. caud. FBL

0.943

-0.017

-0.172

M. ulnomet. dots. FBL
M. ulnomet. vent. FBL

0.939
0.891

-0.014
0.023

0.044
-0.124

M. ext. metacarp.tad. dots. FBL

0.946

0.043

-0.082

0.893

0.027

0.178

-0.000

-0.029

MBW

MBW

M. ext. metacarp. tad. vent. FBL
MBW

M. ext. metacarp. uln. FBL
MBW

Digiti
M. flex. dig. sup. FBL
MBWõ

M. flex. dig. prof. FBL
MBW

M. ext. dig. comm. FBL
MBW

0.977
0.878

-0.083

0.233

0.113

0.956

-0.002

-0.149

0.920

-0.002

0.052

0.970

-0.086

-0.079

0.919

-0.013

-0.038

0.961

-0.083

-0.129

0.934

-0.102

0.967

-0.016

0.003

-0.025

0.891

0.171

-0.074

M. ext. long. dig. maj. prox. FBL
M. ext. long. alu. uln. FBL
M. ext. long. alu. rad. FBL

0.943
0.930
0.910

-0.033
0.037
0.191

-0.130
-0.128
-0.060

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

0.816
0.853
0.882
0.872
0.854

0.147
0.281
0.068
0.088
0.081

-0.422
-0.055
-0.036
-0.277
0.091

ext. brev. alu. FBL
abd. alu. dors. FBL
abd. alu. vent. FBL
add. alu. OW
flex. alu. FBL

M. abd. dig. maj. FBL

0.949

-0.064

-0.007

M. inteross. dots. FBL
M. inteross. vent. FBL
MBW

0.934
0.947
0.876

-0.101
-0.092
0.192

-0.167
-0.112
-0.190

M. flex. dig. min. FBL

0.944

-0.148

-0.006

Correlation (r) with body massll
Eigenvalue (hi)
Percentageof variance explained

0.891
13.546
80.3

0.328
0.445
2.6

0.059
0.355
2.1

* Dimensions
abbreviated
as follows:MOW, maximalwidthat origo;IW, widthat insertio;FBL, lengthof fibrousbelly,or belly
exclusiveof tendines;TBL, total lengthof belly and tendines;MBW, maximalwidth of belly; Mass,total massof damp,detached
muscle.

? Summed over all fasciculi.

$ Distallimit takento be apexof angulusof elbow.
õ Definedas widthat midpointof the enclosingligamentum
humerocarpale.
II n = 35.

specimensof fiighted rails (Habropteryxtorquatusand Gallinula chloropus)and
their adult counterpartswere of similar direction as the shifts shown by adult
specimensof flightlessrelatives,confirmingthat paedomorphosis
of the musculature includesboth size and shapecomponents(Fig. 112).
Modified principal component analysis (PCA * ).-•An

alternative method to the

preceedingis the modified versionof PCA (PCA*), in which the tendencyfor
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FIG. 111.

Plot of mean scoresfor 35 speciesof Rallidae on first two standard(R-mode) principal
componentsof 81 measurementsof the pectoral musculature.Flighted speciesare symbolizedby
circles, flightlessspeciesby squares,and a singlejuvenile specimenof Habropteryx torquatusby a
triangle. Inferred vectorsof changeconnectflightlessspeciesand their flighted relatives.Approximate
orientation of vector for mean body massesof taxa ("mass") and approximate threshold of flightlessness (-•)

are indicated.

outlying,flightlessspeciesto confoundthe partitioningof sizefrom flightlessnessrelated shape was countered (see Appendix 2). For the myolometric data, this
method defined a first modified component(PC-I*) that correspondedto general
size, and did so more clearly than the first componentfor the standardPCA (Table
69) in that both the correlation coefficients between original variables and PC-I*
frequently were higher and the correlation between scores on PC-I* and mean
body mass was decreasedonly negligibly (r = 0.87, P << 0.01; a reduction of
only 0.02). Positionsof taxa on PC-I*, althoughbroadly congruentwith rankings
by mean body mass, are best understoodwhen it is recalled that this size metric
reflectsgeneral size of pectoral muscles,which may have changedvariouslywith
overall body size among lineages (Fig. 113).
The secondmodified component(PC-II*) conveyedthe multiplicity of variables
manifesting changesin the loss of flight, contributed another 5% of the total
variance in the data set, and was not significantlycorrelatedwith body mass(Table
69). Correlation coefficientsfor the axis were mostly positive but of widely variable magnitudes,with dimensionsof only two derreal slips (min. pectoralis subcutaneousthoracicuset bicepspropatagialis)having negativecorrelationsof considerable magnitude. The combined positions of taxa on PC-I* and PC-II* revealed five broad classesof trajectoriesrelated to the loss of flight (Fig. 113):
taxa having undergonedecreasesin overall size of pectoral musculature(PC-I*)
and increasesin the proportionsindicatedby PC-II* (e.g., Tricholimnassylvestris,
Porzana palrneri, Pareudiastespacificus, and Gallinula corneri); taxa having undergone decreasesin overall size of pectoral musculature(PC-l*) and decreases
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Plot of mean scores for 35 species or' Rallidae on the second and third standard (R-

mode) principalcomponentsof 81 measurements
of the pectoralmusculature(i.e., the two primary
axesof "shape").Flightedspeciesare symbolizedby circles,flightlessspeciesby squares,andjuvenile
specimensof Habropte(vx torquatusand Gallinula chloropusby triangles. Approximate orientation
of vector (or mean body •ss of mxa and approximatethresholdof flightlessness(•*) am indicated.

in the proportionsindicated by PC-II* (e.g., Cyanolimnaxcerverai, DL•,olimnas
aldabranus, Gallirallus wakensis, and Atlantisia rogersi); taxa having undergone
increases in overall size of pectoral musculature (PC-I*) and increasesin the
proportionsindicated by PC-II* (e.g., Habropteryx okinawae); taxa having undergone increasesin overall size of pectoral musculature(PC-I*) and decreases
in the proportionsindicatedby PC-II* (e.g., Habroptila wallacii and Nesoclopeus
poecilopterus);and a taxon that underwent a modest decreasein overall size of
the pectoral musculatureand virtually no change in proportionsdepicted by PCII* (Porphyrio hochstetteri).

The third modified component (PC-Ill*) accountedfor another 3% of the total
variance and, like PC-II*, was uncorrelatedwith body mass, and scoresindicated
that the axis included important information concerningthe transition to flightlessness(Table 69). Perusal of the correlations indicated that this axis essentially
contrastedthe dimensions of a suite of musclesincluding the major breast muscles
(min. pectoralis sternobrachialiset supracoracoideus).several major flexors and
extensorsof the digitus majoris (min. flexor digiti superficialis.flexor digiti profundus, et interossea), and two derreal slips (min. latissimus dorsi metapatagialis
et biceps propatagialis) with a diverse assemblageof muscles from throughout
the pectoral apparatus(most notably min. serratussuperficialispars cranialis,latissimus dorsi pars caudalis, extensor metacarpi radialis pars ventralis, and most
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TABLE69. Correlation coefficients (r) and summary statisticsfor first three custom principal components(PC*) of 81 measurementsof pectoral musclesfor 35
speciesof Rallidae, grouped following Raikow (1985a). Taxa are representedby
single dissections,with the exception of Porphyrio melanotus, P. hochstetteri,
Atlantisia rogersi, and Porzana palmeri (points based on averagesfrom two specimens). Also plotted (Fig. ! 14) but not used in derivation of componentswere
juvenile specimensof Habropteryx torquatusand Gallinula chloropus.Abbreviations for muscles are given in Appendix 3.
Correlation coefficient (r)

Variableby primary element*

PC-1*

PC-II*

PC-Ill*

0.748
0.719
0.846

0.496
0.189
-0.155

-0.309
-0.075
-0.052

M. sternocor. MOW

0.859

0.449

M. delt. propat. MOW

0.780

0.291

0.185

0.931
0.847

0.351
0.453

0.076
0.245

0.813
0.885

-0.443
0.033

-0.102
0.019

0.900
0.898
0.788
0.702
0.864

0.593
0.630
0.371
0.020
0.136

-0.149
0.148
-0.631
0.329
-0.467

M. lat. dors. cran. MOW
M. lat. dors. caud. MOW

0.871
0.828

0.386
0.191

-0.268
-0.535

M. scap.-hum.cran. MOW
M. scap.-hum. caud. TBL
M. subscap.med. MOW

0.804
0.913
0.866

0.395
0.381
0.586

-0.118
-0.134
-0.245

M. subcor. vent. MOW
M. subcor. dors. MOW

0.792
0.843

0.341
0.393

-0.277
-0.308

M. pect. sternobra.TBL

0.974

0.715

0.009

0.902
0.909

0.572
0.489

0.548
0.798

M. supracor.TBL

0.959

0.546

MBW
Mass
M. con-brach.
MBW

0.880
0.933
0.897
0.861

0.292
0.537
0.455
0.224

0.717
0.574
-0.310
-0.308

0.344

-0.240

Patagia and respiration
M. lat. dors. metap. MOW
M. serr. sup. metap. MOW?
M. pect. subcut. thor. IW
FBL
MBW

M. delt. propat. tend. brev. IW
M. bics. propat. FBL
Scapula
M. rhom. sup. MOW
M. rhom. prof. MOW
M. serr.sup. cran. MOW
M. serr.sup. caud. MOW?
M. serr.prof. MOW?

-0.079

Humerus

MBW
Mass

M. con-brach.

cran. FBL

caud. FBL

0.926

M. delt. maj. cran. et caud. MOW

0.687

IW
TBL
MBW
M. delt. min. dors. TBL
M. delt. min. vent. TBL

0.045

-0.032

-0.111

0.940
0.953
0.921
0.886
0.933

0.227
0.681
0.509
0.678
0.736

0.266
0.184
0.167
-0.135
0.069

M. bic. bra. cor. MOW
TBL

0.764
0.964

0.535
0.745

-0.363
0.056

M. bicepsbrach. hum. TBL

0.941

0.541

-0.061

Antebrachium

MBW

M. scap.-tric.TBL$
MBW

0.834

-0.284

0.460

0.955

0.843

-0.099
-0.015

0.863

0.624

M. hum.-tric. TBL$

0.968

0.756

MBW
M. brach. IW

0.877
0.809

0.488
0.745

0.000
-0.374
-0.086
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Continued.
Correlation coefficient (r)

Variable by primary element*

M. pron. sup. FBL

PC-l*

PC-II*

PC-III*

0.927

0.419

0.909

0.276

M. pron. prof. FBL

0.961

0.544

MBW
M. ect.-uln. FBL

0.869
0.956

0.572
0.358

-0.387
0.145

M. sup. FBL

0.930

0.698

-0.052

MBW

Proximal

0.167
-0.060

0.074

manus

M. flex. carp. uln. cran. FBL

0.951

0.648

0.838

0.370

M. flex. carp. uln. caud. FBL

0.917

0.662

M. ulnomet.
M. ulnomet.

0.920
0.866

0.362
0.562

0.917

0.684

-0.075

0.904

0.260

-0.049

0.960

0.649

0.882

0.312

0.939

0.634

0.077

0.920

0.219

0.038

0.951

0.655

0.889

0.650

0.939

0.573

0.351

0.936

0.296

0.339

0.954

0.625

0.872

0.499

-0.276

M. ext. long. dig. maj. prox. FBL
M. ext. long. alu. uln. FBL
M. ext. long. alu. rad. FBL

0.926
0.900
0.905

0.508
0.655
0.349

0.184
-0.014
-0.384

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

0.774
0.831
0.878
0.860
0.885

0.614
0.280
0.353
0.587
0.076

-0.072
-0.342
-0.078
-0.107
-0.196

M. abd. dig. maj. FBL

0.937

0.483

M. inteross. dors. FBL
M. inteross. vent. FBL
MBW

0.904
0.922
0.860

0.663
0.618
0.465

M. flex. dig. min. FBL

0.946

0.330

0.165

0.870
-11.020
73.1

-0.171
-0.410
0.838
5.6

-0.137
0.173
0.460
3.5

MBW

dors. FBL
vent. FBL

M. ext. metacarp. rad. dors. FBL
MBW

M. ext. metacarp. rad. vent. FBL
MBW

M. ext. metacarp. uln. FBL
MBW

0.165
-0.277

0.122
0.129
-0.031

0.075
-0.474

Digiti

M. flex. dig. sup. FBL
MBWõ

M. flex. dig. prof. FBL
MBW

M. ext. dig. comm. FBL
MBW

ext.
abd.
abd.
add.
flex.

brev.
alu.
alu.
alu.
alu.

alu. FBL
dors. FBL
vent. FBL
OW
FBL

Correlation (r) with body massll
Correlation (r) with PC-I*
Eigenvalue (hl)
Percentageof variance explained

0.318
-0.020

0.079

0.185
0.310
0.314
-0.267

* Dimensionsabbreviatedas follows: MOW, maximal width at origo: IW, width at insertio;FBL, length of fibrousbelly, or belly
exclusiveof tendines;TBL, total length of belly and tendines;MBW, maximal width of belly; Mass, total massof damp, detached
muscle.

•' Summed over all fasciculi.

$ Distal limit taken to be apex of angulusof elbow.
õ Definedas width at midpointof the enclosingligamenturnhumerocarpale.
IIn = 35.

musclesacting on the alula). Examination of relative scoresrevealed that flightless
speciestended to have lower scoreson PC-III* than did their flighted relatives
(Fig. 113).
Scores on PC-III*, taken together with those on the other shape-axisPC-II*,
revealed that transitionsto fiightlessnesswere accompaniedby a two-dimensional
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FIG. 113. Plot of mean scores for 35 species of Rallidae on the first two modified (R-mode)
principal components(PCA*) of 81 measurementsof the pectoral musculature. Inferred vectors of
change connect flightless species and their flighted relatives. Approximate orientation of vector for
mean body mass of taxa is indicated.

space descriptive of relative proportions of pectoral musculature, and that encapsulated a semicircular radiation of shifts in shape, including (Fig. 114): species
that underwent variable decreaseson PC-II*, and modest (e.g., Cyanolimnas cerverai, Dryolimnas aldabranus, and Nesoclopeus poecilopterus), moderate (Habroptila wallacii, Gallirallus wakensis, and Tribonyx mortierii), or pronounced
decreases(Atlantisia rogersi) on PC-III*; speciesshowing limited change on PCII* and moderately large decreaseson PC-HI* (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri, Gallirallus australis, and G. owstoni), shifts most similar to that differentiating juvenile Gallinula and Habropteryx from adult conspecifics; and species showing
variably pronounced increases on PC-II*, and either no change (Habropteryx okinawae), moderate decreases(e.g., Tricholimnas sylvestris, Porzana atra, and Gallinula comeri), or a large decrease (Porzana palmeri) on PC-III*.

Principalcomponent
analysisof residuals
from bodymass(PCAImass).-•A
final refinement was made to remove size as intuitively understood from subsequent dimensions interpretable as shape, whereby all variation attributable to mean
body masses was defined as size and residuals therefrom were subjected to standard PCA for definition of shape (Table 70). The variance in muscle measurements attributable to mean body mass accountedfor almost two thirds of the total
myolometric dispersion, was highly significant for all dimensions (16.9 < F• <
221.1, P < 0.0005), and provided an predictable ordination of speciesby overall
size (Fig. 115).

The first PC for the residualsof body mass(PC-IImass)axis accounted
for
more than one half of the residual variance (Table 70). Correlation coefficients
for variables were all positive but ranged in magnitude from 0.11 to 0.95, a
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FIG. 114. Plot of mean scoresfor 35 speciesof Railidac on the secondand third modified (Rmode) principal components(PCA*) of 81 measurementsof the pectoral musculature (i.e., the two
primary axes of "shape"). Flighted speciesare symbolizedby circles, flightlessspeciesby squares,
and single juvenile specimensof Habropteryx torquatus and Gallinula chloropusare indicated by
triangles. Approximate orientation of vector for mean body massesof taxa ("mass") and approximate
thresholdof fiightlessness(7, positionedon the flightlessside of boundary) are indicated.

condition characteristic of first shape components that are not strictly orthogonal

to the associatedsize axis (Table 70). Furthermore,positionsof flightlesstaxa in
comparisonwith their flighted relatives indicated that this first componentfor
residualslargely served as a distillation of shifts associatedwith the loss of flight,
in which flightless taxa tended to have markedly lower scores (Fig. 115). In
combinationwith the changesin overall size inferredpreviously,theseshiftsproduced a downward radiation of flightlesstaxa in the bivariate plot, the magnitudes
of which reflected both the starting position representedby the flighted taxon and
the ending position signified by the flightlessrelative (Fig. 115). Magnitudes of
correlation coefficients indicated that the essentialcontrast achieved by this axis
was a contrastbetween the comparatively massivemusclesof the breast,pectoral
girdle, and proximal wing elementsand those of the manus, digits, and associated
derreal components (Table 70).

The secondPC for residualsfrom bodymass(PC-IIImass)accounted
for one
tenth of the variation summarized by the first residual axis (described above).

Althoughboth it and the third component
for residuals(PC-III[mass)provided
additional discrimination of flightless taxa from their flighted relatives, these minor componentsof the transitionsprovide no significantinsightsand are relegated
to supplementsto the overall distancescompared below.
SALIENT FLIGHTLESSNESS-RELATED

TRENDS IN PECTORAL MUSCULATURE

Qualitative signatures.--Despite the structuralcomplexity of the musculature
of the avian pectoral girdle and wing (more than 55 muscles or parts thereof),
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TABLE70. Correlation coefficients(r) and summary statisticsfor first three principal componentsof residualsof 81 measurementsof pectoralmusclesfrom 1Oge-

transformed
meanbodymasses(PCAI mass)for 35 speciesof Rallidae,grouped
following Raikow (1985a). Taxa are representedby single dissections,with the
exception of Porphyrio rnelanotus,P. hochstetteri,Atlantisia rogersi, and Porzana
palrneri (points basedon averagesfrom two specimens).Also plotted (Fig. 115)
but not used in derivation of componentswere juvenile specimensof Habropteryx
torquatus and Gallinula chloropus.Abbreviations for musclesare given in Appendix 3.
Correlation coefficient (r)
PC-I

Variable by primary element*

Patagium and respiration
M. lat. dors. roetap. MOW
M. serr. sup. roetap. MOW?
M. pect. subcut.thor. IW

PC-1I

PC-HI

(residual)

(residual)

(residual)

0.307
0.504
0.507

0.107
-0.262
0.214

0.341
0.194
0.108

M. sternocor. MOW

0.601

M. delt. propat. MOW

0.632

-0.139

0.195

0.781
0.773

-0.322
0.046

0.053
0.178

0.460
0.539

-0.417
-0.427

0.258
-0.164

0.654
0.757
0.115
0.507
0.364

-0.188
-0.056
0.207
-0.579
-0.423

-0.152
-0.124
0.178
-0.320
0.457

M. lat. dors. cran. MOW
M. lat. dors. caud. MOW

0.430
0.313

-0.163
-0.105

M. scap.-hum.cran. MOW
M. scap.-hum.caud. TBL
M. subscap.reed. MOW

0.479
0.656
0.600

-0.142
-0.336
0.010

0.047
-0.198
-0.009

M. subcor. vent. MOW
M. subcor. dors. MOW

0.367
0.500

0.121
0.009

-0.089
0.379

0.935

-0.000

-0.012

0.922
0.953

-0.020
0.017

-0.103
-0.092

FBL
MBW

M. delt. propat. tend. brev. IW
M. bic. propat. FBL
Scapula
M. rhom. sup. MOW
M. rhom. prof. MOW
M. serr. sup. cran. MOW
M. serr. sup. caud. MOW?
M. serr. prof. MOW?

0.163

-0.022

Humerus

M. pect. sternobra.TBL
MBW
Mass

0.011

0.167
0.525

M. supracor.TBL

0.884

MBW
Mass
M. cor.-brach. cran. FBL
MBW
M. cor.-brach. caud. FBL

0.862
0.932
0.602
0.527
0.659

M. delt. maj. cran. et caud. MOW

0.366

IW
TBL
MBW
M. delt. min. dors. TBL
M. delt. min. vent. TBL

0.812
0.907
0.843
0.679
0.855

-0.261
-0.101
0.077
0.220
0.075

-0.119
-0.078
0.207
-0.079
-0.084

M. bic. bra. cor. MOW
TBL

0.304
0.925

0.088
-0.007

-0.061
-0.164

M. biceps brach. hum. TBL

0.803

-0.126

-0.236

0.692

-0.404

0.024
0.119
0.043
-0.256
-0.250

0.229

-0.077
-0.201
-0.034
0.223
-0.024
-0.026

0.607

Antebrachium

MBW

0.107
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Correlation coefficient (r)
PC-I

Variableby primaryelement*

M. scap.-tric.TBL$
MBW

(residual)

PC-11

(residual)

PC-Ill

(residual)

0.916

0.097

0.668

0.121

-0.170
0.235

M. hum.-tric. TBL$

0.940

-0.038

-0.099

MBW
M. brach. IW

0.628
0.590

0.092
0.462

0.401
-0.175

M. pron. sup. FBL

0.820

-0.085

-0.098

MBW

0.718

0.084

0.351

M. pron. prof. FBL

0.879

-0.012

-0.033

MBW
M. ect.-uln. FBL

0.611
0.843

0.294
-0.127

0.546
-0.101

M. sup. FBL

0.815

0.054

-0.206

0.896

0.030

-0.227

0.413

0.123

M. flex. carp. uln. caud.FBL

0.837

0.191

M. ulnomet.
M. ulnomet.

0.798
0.717

Proximal

manus

M. flex. carp. uln. cran. FBL
MBW
dors. FBL
vent. FBL

M. ext. metacarp.rad. dors.FBL
MBW

M. ext. metacarp.rad. vent. FBL
MBW

M. ext. rnetacarp.uln. FBL
MBW

-0.088
0.180

0.366

-0.177
0.038
-0.002

0.762

0.184

0.678

0.012

0.453

-0.008

-0.111

0.894
0.521

0.127

0.837

0.135

-0.028
0.498

-0.238

0.731

-0.076

-0.029

0.915

-0.007

-0.214

0.716

-0.022

-0.177

Digiti

M. flex. dig. sup. FBL
MBWõ

M. flex. dig. prof. FBL
MBW

M. ext. dig. comm. FBL

0.892
0.804

0.052
-0.052

-0.263
-0.243

0.896

0.035

0.586

0.351

M. ext. long. dig. maj. prox. FBL
M. ext. long. alu. uln. FBL
M. ext. long. alu. tad. RBL

0.801
0.763
0.613

0.106
0.282
0.188

-0.243
0.078
0.129

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

0.489
0.293
0.596
0.676
0.571

0.658
0.358
0.016
0.293
0.010

-0.089
0.242
0.006
-0.164
0.150

-0.032

-0.071

MBW

ext. brev. alu. FBL
abd. alu. dors. FBL
abd. alu. vent. FBL
add. alu. OW
flex. alu. FBL

M. abd. dig. maj. FBL

0.847

M. inteross. dors. FBL
M. inteross. vent. FBL

0.848
0.876

MBW

M. flex. dig. min. FBL

Eigenvalue(Xl)
Percentageof varianceexplainedl{

0.521

0.818

3.197
51.5

0.090
0.275

0.096
0.049

-0.219
-0.134

0.340

-0.101

-0.069

0.362
5.8

-0.053

0.302
4.9

* Dimensionsabbreviatedas follows: MOW, maximal width at origo: IW, width at insertio;FBL, length of fibrousbelly, or belly
exclusiveof tendines;TBL, total lengthof belly and tendines;MBW, maximal width of belly; Mass, total massof damp,detached
muscle.

? Summed over all fasciculi.

•: Distal limit taken to be apex of angulusof elbow.
õ Defined as width at midpoint of the enclosingligamentumhumerocarpale.
II Percentagesof residual variance for regressionon log-transformedmean body massesof species(n = 35), with the regression
accountingfor 63% of the total variance.
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FIG. 115. Plot of mean scores for 35 species of Rallidae on the first two (R-mode) principal
componentsof residuals of 81 measurementsof the pectoral musculature corrected for mean body
masses.Flighted speciesare symbolizedby circles, flightlessspeciesby squares,and a singlejuvenile
specimenof Habropteryx torquatusis indicatedby a triangle. Approximate orientationof vector for
mean body massesof taxa ("mass") and approximatethresholdof flightlessness(x, positionedon the
flightlessside of boundary) are indicated.

qualitative distinctions between 17 flightless rails and 20 flighted confamilials
were few. Undoubtedly, this uniformity stemmed in part from obfuscation of
subtle details by the vagaries of sex, age, provenance, and preservation of the
specimensexamined. Some aspectsof the musculaturesuggestiveof reduction
(e.g., robustnessof the musclebellies, extent of the fibrousportion of the muscles
relative to adjacent skeletal elements, or development of tendons)characterizeda
number of flightless rails but defied precise description or comparison among
species of different body sizes. Also, even flighted rails are notable for comparatively small pectoral musculature and disproportionately large pelvic muscles
(Hartman 1961; Greenewalt 1962, 1975). For example, out of more than 80
(flighted) avian taxa compiled by Hartman (1961: table 3), the single rallid sampled (Laterallus albigularis) had the smallest relative mass of pectoral muscles
and the second-highestrelative massof pelvic muscles.Accordingly, loss of flight
left few qualitative signatureson the pectoral musculatureof rails to be revealed
through intrafamilial comparisons(cf. Lowe 1928a; McGowan 1986), a finding
consistent with comparable myological studies of other carinate birds (e.g., Livezey 1989d, 1990, 1992a, b), penguins excepted (Lowe 1933; Schreiweis 1982).
Also profoundly different in the magnitudes of flightlessness-relatedmuscular
changes were those noted for ratites, which include losses of entire muscles and
parts thereof (Farbringer 1888; Lowe 1928b; McGowan 1982).
The most conspicuousqualitative features of flightless rails concern the substantial reduction of m. pectoralis pars sternobrachialis(thoracica), a feature per-
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haps most readily revealed by a dorsoventral shallownessof the carina sterni,
caudal shift of the apex carina, articulatio sternoclavicularis,and associatedconformational changes in m. pectoralis pars sternobrachialis(thoracica) et m. cu-

cullads capitis pars claviculads (Figs. 69-72). Parallel reductionsin robustness
and extent also characterizedm. supracoracoideus(Figs. 73, 74), conformational
apomorphiesreflectedonly to a limited extent by the impressiom. supracoracoideus on the underlying sternum (Figs. 61, 67). Shortening and reductions in the
fibrousportionsof severalpatagial slips (mm. latissimusdorsi parsmetapatagialis
et serratussuperficialispars metapatagialis),as well as reductionsin fibrousportions of mm. rhomboideusprofunduswere secondaryindicatorsof flightlessness
in rallids. Other, lessuniformly distributedmuscularcharactersindicativeof flightlessness(Figs. 69-110) included distinctly feeble or truncatedbellies of the brachium (e.g., mm. bicepsbrachii, scapulotriceps,et deltoideusmajor), antebrachium (mm. extensor digiti communis, extensor carpi ulnads, et flexor ulnometacarpalis ventralis), and manus (e.g., m. extensorbrevis alulae). Conversely,several
muscles of the antebrachium(mm. pronator superficialis,brachialis, et ectepicondylo-ulnaris) appeared in situ to be hyperdevelopedin some flightless rallids,
evidently an aspect stemming from the reduction of the underlying radius and
ulna in these species. This condition of one of these antebrachial muscles (m.
brachialis)representsthe myological counterpartof a notableosteologicalfeature
of most flightlessrails, the relatively deep and extensiveimpressiom. brachialis
(Table 64).

Quantitative comrnonalities.--Perhapsthe most striking myological finding was
that flightlessrallids have breast musclesthat comprisedan average of 2.2% of
their body masses,an estimate9-13% less than that inferred for flighted confamilials (Table 67). This average difference comparesfavorably with publishedfigures for fresh musclesweights, being intermediatebetween the extremely small
relative muscle massesfor Porphyrio hochstetteri and the only slightly reduced
muscle massesreported for Gallirallus owstoni (Table 66). Both sets of data are
doubly remarkable in light of the fact that even flighted rallids as a group have
small breast muscles in comparison with other families of neognathousbirds
(Hartman 1961), a generalitythat would tend to diminish the cladty of differences
between subgroupsof the family in this regard.
Comparatively subtle but nonethelessinformative patternsemerged from the
multivadate analyses of linear measurementsof pectoral muscles (Tables 68-70;
Figs. 111-115). In all multivariate assessments,most flightless specieswere inferred to have undergonevariably large increasesin general size, with a minority
of rails (Dryolimnas aldabranus, Gallirallus wakensis, and Cabalus modestus)
and crakes (e.g., Atlantisia rogersi and Porzana palrneri) manifesting modest
dwarfism (Figs. 111-115). Despite modest interpretationalchallengesposed by
varying partitions of shape by different algorithms (PCA, PCA*, and

PCAlresidualsfrom mass)and a tendencyfor the first two approaches
to confound size of some of the pectoral muscleswith general size, flightless taxa generally were characterizedby disproportionatereductionsin the major breast muscles (mm. pectoralis sternobrachialiset supracoracoideus),dermal slips associated
with the propatagium (m. biceps propatagialis) or metapatagium (m. serramssuperficialis metapatagialis),and a suite of flexors and extensorsacting on the digiti
majoris et alulads. These sharedpatterns reveal that flightlessnesstends to affect
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the major, calorically expensive breast muscles most intensively, followed by the
(much smaller) pectoral muscles that have little or no function in the absenceof
the demands of flight, for example, patagial slips and muscles acting on the manus
and digits that are critical for aerial maneuverability (Tables 68-70). Across all
myological analyses, these overall shifts in muscular shape were comparatively
great in Porzana palmeri and Atlantisia rogersi, and comparatively slight in Dryolimnas aldabranus, Habropteryx okinawae, and Gallinula comeri, with other
flightless taxa having undergone moderately large but variable shifts in proportions (Figs. 111-115).
SUMMARY

OF APOMORPHY

IN FLIGHTLESS

RAILS

QUALITATIVEAND UNIvARIATE METRICS

A number of variably interrelated indices to the changesundergoneby flightless
rails have been presented. Such indices to changes in body mass and measurements of the externum provide robust, synthetic insights into apomorphy (Table
71), with the most intuitively obvious being absolute and relative changesin body
mass. The latter fell into three broad groups of inferred change: dwarfed species
having undergone variably pronounceddecreasesof approximately one tenth to
three fourths of the mass of respective flighted relatives (e.g., Dryolimnas aldabranus, Rallus recessus, Gallirallus

wakensis, Cabalus modestus, Atlantisia ro-

gersi, most subfossil Hawaiian Porzana, and Tribonyx hodgenorum); species
showing only limited size changes, having undergone increasesup to a doubling
of the mass of respective flighted relatives (e.g., Cyanolimnas cerverai, Rallus
ibycus, Gallirallus dieffenbachii, G. owstoni, Capellirallus karamu, Habropteryx
okinawae, "Atlantisia" elpenor, four Porzana spp., Pareudiastes silvestris, Gallinula nesiotis-group, and Fulica newtoni); and (c) truly giant species having
attained masses 2-10 times those of their putative flighted relatives (e.g., Porpryrio mantelli-group, Habroptila wallacii, Nesotrochis debooyi, Gallirallus australis-group, Tricholimnas lafresnayanus, Aphanapteryx bonasia, Erythromachus
leguati, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Porzana monasa, Amaurornis ineptus, Tribonyx mortieri, and Fulica chathamensis-group).
However, estimated changesin body mass (Table 71) were conditioned on the
designation of flighted relatives for each flightless rail, and alternative choices
can significantly modify the inferred shifts. Some alternatives are plausible on
phylogenetic and biogeographicgrounds. For example, proposal of either Rallus
limicola or a member of the R. longirostris-elegans complex as sister-group to
either of the subfossil Rallus from Bermuda is reasonable on biogeographical
grounds; the taxon used as primary speciesfor comparison was made from the
standpointof parsimony of size differences (i.e., small R. ibycuswith R. limicola,
and large R. recessuswith comparatively maritime R. longirostris). However,
comparison of both subfossilspeciesof Rallus from Bermuda with small R. limicola implies that R. recessusunderwent an increase of 170% (as opposedto a
31% decrease), whereas use of large R. longirostris for both comparisonsleads
to the inference that R. ibycus underwent a decrease of 65% (instead of a 23%
increase). Substitution of R. elegans for R. longirostris, evident sister-taxa of
similar size (Livezey 1998; Appendix 1), resulted in negligible changesin these
estimates.
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Another external character having obvious implications for flight capacity is
relative wing length (Fig. 15), which for most flightlesstaxa (for which thesedata
were available) also showed absolute reductions in comparisonswith flighted
relatives despite substantialincreasesin body size in some (Table 71). Exceptions
were among the taxa showing giantism (e.g., Gallirallus australis-group, Tricholirnnaslafresnayanus,and Arnaurornis ineptus). More reliable indices to flight
capacity were departuresof wing lengthsof flightlessspeciesfrom thosepredicted
for flighted rails of equal body masses(Fig. 15) or comparisonsof ratios of wing
lengthsto cube roots of respectivebody masses(Table 71). The latter measures
confirmed variable reductions in relative wing lengths of flightless rails, with
residuals from the predicted length for a flighted rail of equal mass generally
indicating greater reductions in larger speciesthan the ratio with body mass becausethe former took into accountthe allometry of these two variables (Fig. 15),
and the latter tended to minimize inferred shifts through comparisonof closely
related taxa (Table 71).

Among the array of structuralchangesin body feathersof flightlessrails (Tables
27-29), the simplest indicator of integumentary apomorphyis number of primary
remiges, an index that classifies Gallirallus owstoni, G. wakensis, Cabalus modestus,Atlantisia rogersi, Porzana sandwichensis,P. palrneri (extreme), and P.
atra as having undergonenotable changesamong taxa for which study skins are
available (Table 28). Most other apomorphiesof the integument concernedmagnitudes of qualitative changes and shortening of primary remiges (Table 71).
These indices provided mutually consistentestimatesof apomorphy of remiges

in flightlessrallids, defining a continuumwith weakly modified species(e.g.,
Dryolirnnas aldabranus, Arnaurornis ineptus, and Gallinula comeri) at one extreme, and speciesshowing highly derived remiges (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri,
Cyanolirnnascerverai, Gallirallus australis, G. wakensis,Atlantisia rogersi, and
Tribonyx rnortierii) at the opposite pole (Table 71).
Although truncationof the tail typified most flightlessrails, size of the glandulae uropygiales does not decline uniformly with flightlessness(Johnston1988),
and there was greater variation in changesin lenths of the tail than of the wing
(Table 71). A substantialportion of this variation was accountedfor by the confounding effects of changing body size, whereby reductionscorrectedfor relative
body massesconfirmed reductionsin the vast majority of flightless rallids (Table
71). Exceptionsto this generality,in which flightlesstaxa had longer tails relative
to their body massthan their flightedrelatives,were Gallirallus australis(large),
Gallirallus dieffenbachii (marginal), and Tricholirnnaslafresnayanus(intermediate). Perhapsmore informative were thosetaxa showingremarkablypronounced
shorteningof the tail: Habroptila wallacii, Cyanolirnnascerverai, Ararnidopsis
platenL Habropteryx insignis, Porzana sandwichensis,P. palrneri, P. rnonasa,
Arnaurornis ineptus, and Pareudiastespacificus (Table 71).
Straightforward skeletal and myological changeshaving obvious import for
flight capacitygenerallyconfirmedthe patternsof relative apomorphyevincedby
the foregoing external differences,but cast light on some shifts not obviousin
the externum (Table 72). Although most speciesshowing larger changesin external wing lengths(Table 71) also were characterizedby commensurateshiftsin
SWLs (e.g., Gallirallus dieffenbachii, G. owstonLG. wakensis,Cabalus modestus,
and Porzana palrneri [Table 72]), there were notable departuresfrom this con-
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gruence of metrics, including specieshaving large reductionsin external wing
lengths but only modest truncation in skeletal wing elements (e.g., Habroptila
wallacii, Tribonyx mortierii, and Gallinula comeri), and speciescharacterizedby
only limited shorteningof the external wing but having undergone substantial
reductions in the underlying skeleton (e.g., Dryolimnas aldabranus). However,
thesevarying discrepanciesbetweenexternal and SWLs belied a distinctmodality
in the shifts in skeletal proportionswithin the wing that accompaniedflightlessness, in which relative lengths of the brachium (humerus) increased, relative
lengthsof the antebrachium(ulna and radius) or proximal manus (carpometacarpus) significantly decreased,and the proportionsof the remaining elementstended
to showmarginal increasesor lesserreductions(Table 72). Also, Porphyrio hochstetteri and Aphanapteryx bonasia were characterizedby aberrant pectoral proportionalitiesin which the distalmostelements(phalangesof digiti majoris) manifested the greatest reductions in relative contributions to SWL (Table 72).
By contrast, reductions in skeletal lengths of the pelvic appendagewere not
obscuredby overlying, specializedfeathers, and correspondedrather closely with
relative changesin body mass.A notabledeviation from this correspondence
was
the disproportionateelongationof the leg in Fulica chathamensis,a diving species
in which pelvic propulsion would be at a premium (Tables 71, 72). However,
proportionsof the four major skeletal segmentswithin the pelvic limb displayed
diverse changesthat were partitionable into three broad classes:speciesin which
proportionsof the proximal segmentsincreasedand the distal segmentsdecreased
(most taxa compared), speciesin which the reversepattern was manifested(e.g.,
most Gallirallus spp., Tricholimnas sylvestris,and Cabalus modestus),and species
in which the contributionsof the proximal and distal extremitiesincreasedwhile
the intermediatetwo segmentsdecreasedin relative proportions(e.g., Rallus ibycus and R. recessus).Four exceptional sets of pelvic proportionalities also were
found (Table 72): Dryolimnas aldabranus (essentially no change detected), Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi (dominated by decreasedcontribution by tarsometatarsus
and increasedcontribution by the middle toe), Capellirallus karamu (four segments alternatedbetween increasedand decreasedproportionalities),and Fulica
chathamensis(decreasedrelative length of middle toe while all other segments
accountedfor larger proportionsof the pelvic limb).
Elementsof the pectoralskeletonrevealed a subsetof flightlesstaxa as showing
comparativelymore qualitative apomorphiesin most of thoseelementsavailable:
Habroptila wallacii, Gallirallus australis-group, G. dieffenbachii, Tricholimnas
sylvestris, Cabalus modestus, Capellirallus karamu, Aphanapteryx bonasia, Erythromachusleguati, Atlantisia rogersi, and Porzana severnsi(Tables 58-64). Tallies of these acrosselements confirmed this ranking of relative change related to
flightlessness,one that was only loosely correlated with change in body size
(Tables 71, 72).

Reductionsin relative massesof breast muscles in flightless speciesshowed
substantialconcordancewith the metrics of apomorphy based on skins and (especially) skeletons (several taxa were not available for dissection), singling out
Porphyrio hochstetteri (extreme), Habroptila wallacii (extreme), Cyanolimnas
cerverai, Gallirallus australis, G. wakensis,Atlantisia rogersi, Amaurornis ineptus, and Tribonyx mortierii as having undergonethe greatestreductions(Table
67). Slightly more sophisticatedindices that incorporatedinformation concerning
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the massesof breast muscles or body massesof close righted relatives affirmed
most of theseinitial assessments
(Table 72), identifying speciesshowingthe greatest reductions in breast muscles (e.g., P. hochstetteri, G. amstrails, G. wakensis,
and T. mortierii), and revealing the small breast muscles of several others as the
result, in part, of small initial or derived body sizes (e.g., A. rogersi and Porzana
palmeri).
MULTIVARIATE

METRICS

A summary of multivariate distances,estimatedseparatelyfor study skins,remiges, skeletons(complete, partial, skulls, and sterna), and pectoral musculatureby
using PCA (Table 73),z permitted an assessmentof general extremity of flightless
taxa (distancesfrom the centroid for all rallids analyzed) and apomorphy related
to flightlessness(distancesfrom respective righted relatives). Estimates of multivariate apomorphy also were possible for some taxa based on CA (Tables 74,

75; Figs. 32, 59, 60). Moreover, rank correlationsprovideda meansfor comparing
these indices against each other acrossspecies.Finally, thesemetric estimatorsof
extremity and apomorphy can be related to patterns of qualitative and univariate
apomorphy in the integument (Tables 27-39, 71) and skeletal elements (Tables
58-64, 72) to provide a synthesisof the diverse manifestationsof flightlessness
that occur among the membersof the Rallidae. Inasmuch as the distancesderiving
from PCAs permitted the inclusion of a substantiallygreaternumber of flightless
taxa than those from CAs (the former required only a vector of mean dimensions),
the former are consideredas a primary means of comparison;the sample-based
statisticsassociatedwith the CA-based Mahalanobisdistanceswere treatedlargely
in a confirmatory capacity (Tables 74, 75).
Euclidean distancesbased on PCAs revealed largely consonantindications of
flightlessness-relatedapomorphy.That is, certain flightless speciestended to have
a comparatively large Dr regardlessof data set, whereas others tended to show a
comparatively small D r in most or all data sets (Table 73). Sample sizes permitting, this general correspondenceresulted in significant rank correlationsamong
distancesbetween flightless speciesand their righted relatives (Dr) regardlessof
the data upon which the distanceswere based: skins versus skeletons (r, -- 0.36;
P < 0.10), skins versus partial skeletons(rs -- 0.44; P < 0.05), skins versus sterna
(rs = 0.35; P < 0.10), remiges versus partial skeletons(r s -- 0.55; P < 0.05),
skeletonsversuspartial skeletons(rs = 0.83; P < 0.001), partial skeletonsversus
skulls (r s = 0.46; P < 0.05), and partial skeletonsversus sterna (rs = 0.79; P <
0.001). Only distancesbetween related taxa (Dr) based on the pectoral musculature showed no significant correlations with those based on all other data sets,
although this partly reflected the small sample sizes available for such comparisons(n = 12-16). These metrics identified a subsetof flightless speciesas having
undergoneboth the greatestapomorphic changesand coming to occupy extreme
morphometric positions within the Rallidae for multiple data sets: Porphyrio
hochstetteri(extreme), Habroptila wallacii, Tricholimnas lafresnayanus,Cabalus
modestus,Aramidopsisplateni, Aphanapteryx bonasia (extreme), Diaphorapteryx
hawkinsi (extreme), Porzana sandwichensis,P. severnsi, and Amaurornis ineptus
(Table 73). These patternsagreed broadly with Mahalanobis distancesbased on
skins and skeletons,with the correspondencebeing lessenedby the reduced role
of size (by correction for pooled within-species covariances)in the latter (Tables
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74, 75). This correspondenceaccounted for significant rank correlations between
apomorphy (Dr) and extremity (Dc) for most several data sets sharing adequate
numbersof taxa for comparison:skins (r s -- 0.43; P < 0.01), remiges (rs = 0.72;
P < 0.005), skeletons (rs = 0.44; P < 0.05), partial skeletons (rs = 0.44; P <
0.05), sterna (r s = 0.35; P < 0.05), and pectoral musculature (rs = 0.34; P <
0.10).

Accordingly, it is clear that loss of flight in the Rallidae is not identified with
any single sine qua non of anatomy or evident from any single metric abstraction.
Instead, flightlessnessin the Rallidae is manifested by a somewhat variable constellationof morphologicalfeatures,many of which are cryptic and not discernible
in cursory examination of skin specimens,but which are collectively conducive
to limited similarity in grossappendicularproportionsand obscuredto some degree by differing initial conditions(i.e., plesiomorphicstates)and inferredchanges
in body size (i.e., apomorphies)associatedwith the loss of flight.
CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS

OF FORM AND CIRCUMSTANCE

An analytical seguebetween the shifts in form associatedwith the loss of flight
and generalizations of the environmental circumstancesunder which theseevolved
was provided by a correspondenceanalysis of summary metrics for flightless
rallids and parameters of the islands that these speciesinhabit(ed). This method
reducesthe multivariate associationsamong categoricalvariablesto comparatively

few axes (Appendix 2), thereby permitting a simultaneousdisplay of apomorphy
of flightless rallids and characteristicsof habitats. However, unlike conventional
multivariate techniques such as PCA and CA estimates of missing data were
impossible, and therefore a variate-rich correspondenceanalysis was necessarily
limited to 19 speciesfor which information was comparatively complete (Table
76). The resultant bivadate plot of the correspondenceanalysis (displaying the
associationssummarized in the first 2 of 19 axes) representedroughly one fourth
of the total associationsamong the 19 speciesand nine categorical descriptorsof
islands (Table 76). This finding indicated that the dimensionality of associations
among apomorphy of speciesand characteristicsof islands was understandably
complex and not readily distilled into a subspacespannedby only a few synthetic
axes. Nevertheless, display of one fourth of this multitude of associationsin a
single plot revealed several noteworthy generalizations(Fig. 116).
Interpretation of plots of multiple correspondenceanalysesmerits specialcommentary, in that the disposition of points with respect to axes (and the quadrants
defined thereby), the relative distancesamong points, and the distancesof points
from the origin (intersectionof the two axes shown in the plot) all bear on the
nature and intensity of associations depicted (Greenacre 1984). To begin with,
constellationsof points at comparatively great distancesfrom the origin represent
associationsof relatively high significance; similarly, points clustered near the
origin reveal little if anything about associationsamong the variables (and their
values) involved. Accordingly, confining attention to outlying groups of points
indicated that a group of four points at the high end of axis I (Porzana palmeri,
P. atra, small skeletal changes, and large distancesbetween islands and nearest
continent) contributed much to the information conveyed by this dimension. Several other variablesapproachedsignificancein this direction(small changein wing
and warm temperate islands). Two other less-compact groups of values were po-
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FIG. 116. Bivariate plot of four morphological(triangles) and five ecogeographical(circles) variablesfor 19 flightlessspeciesof Railidac on the first two axesfrom a correspondence
analysis.Flighted
speciesare symbolizedby circles and flightlessspeciesare symbolizedby squares.

sitioned at low values of axis I (Fig. 116), one in which points scoredhighly on
axis II (Porphyrio hochstetteri, Gallirallus australis, and huge island areas) and
another characterizedby low scoreson axis II (Habroptila wallacii, Amaurornis
ineptus, Tribonyx mortieri, very large island areas,and aquatic habitats).Two sets
of characteristicshad positions bordering on membership in the latter two constellations: near the former (Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus, medium isolation of island, and large changesin skeletonsand masses),and near the latter (Cyanolimnas
cerverak large changes in wings, and large island areas). Taken together, these
comparatively disparate clusters of associatedtaxa and variables indicate that axis
I displayed a comparatively large partition of total associationattributable to a
contrast between small, only moderately apomorphic crakes of well-isolated,
warm islands and moderately massive, largely aquatic rallids of diverse relationships inhabiting very large islands (Fig. 116).
A slightly less important partition of total associationwas summarizedon axis
II (Table 76), which was dominated by two clustersof points having high values
on this axis (Fig. 116). One was in the upper left quadrant(Porphyrio hochstetteri,
Gallirallus australis, and islandshaving immense areas), and one was in the upper
right quadrant (Gallirallus dieffenbachii, G. owstoni, Cabalus modestus,and medium areasof islands). These two groupsof characteristicswere counteredgraphically principally by two essentiallyisolated taxonomic points having moderately
low scores on axis II (Habroptila wallacii and Pareudiastes pacificus), with several other parameters or taxa having scores on axis II bordering on membership
(Porzana atra, P. palmeri, small skeletal changes, and large isolation distances
of islands). These opposing groups reveal axis II to be essentially a contrast
between four New Zealand endemics and several, widely scatteredrallids of other
areas of the Pacific region (Fig. 116), groups that appear to be distinguished
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largely by differences in areas and relative isolation of the respective islands
inhabited.

The approximate sphericity of associationsamong the axes derived from correspondenceanalysis (Table 76), the generality of the inferences possible from
the two most explanatory axes, and the finding that the majority of taxa and
parametersof inhabited islands fell so close to the origin as to be of negligible,
sharedassociation(Fig. 116), confirmedthat flightlessrails encompassa remarkable diversity of form and have succeededin a wide variety of ecological circumstances. With the exception of a few comparatively intuitive, salient gradients
among these features, flightless rallids and the islands upon which they evolved
are shown to defy succinct numerical summary or multivariate interpretation.
Further insights and generalities synthetic of taxa and circumstanceswill require
more focused and novel means of interpretationthat incorporatesupplementary
ontogeneticand ecologicalinformation specificto the problem at hand.
DISCUSSION
GROSS RAMIFICATIONS

OF FLIGHTLESSNESS IN RAILS

GIANTISM, DWARFISM, AND STASIS
ß.. variety in size ... would, in a correspondingdegree, render the act of flight
more difficult and laborious. Consequently,if that act were not needed for the acquisition of food, it might seldom or never be exercisedin the absenceof any enemy
from which it would offer a way of escape.By long disuseof the wings, continued
through successivegenerations,those organs, agreeably with Lamarck's theory of
the 'Origin of Species,' would become enfeebled, and ultimately atrophiedto the
degree exemplified in Apteryx and Dinornis. The legs, then monopolizing the functions of locomotion, would attain, through the concomitantforce and frequency of
exercise, proportional increase of power and size. Under these conditions may be
comprehended,by vercecausce,the origin of the great flightless Anserine ... Cnemiornis calcitrans. It has become such through no choice or selection, but by a
combination of circumstancesenforced, with operative conditionsof organic vitality,
first taught us by the immortal author of the 'Philosophie Zoologique.' ... The same
course of cognition, so guided, leads to the same conclusion as to the origin of
Notornis, of Aptornis, [and] of Dinornis. The tendency to variation in size and proportions, after the reduction and loss of wings, leads to minor modifications of such
flightlessgenera.... The genusNotornis is now known to be representedby species,
living in the present generation of New-Zealand colonists, in localities nearly one
hundredmiles apart, and which have belongedto a once gregariousfamily.--Owen
(1882: 693-694)
In the first instance [raphids and flightless rallids] the absenceof enemies on the
insular areas inhabited by them leads to the loss of the power of flight through the
reduction of the wing by disuse,or by the natural selectionof the less strongly flying
individuals;by this profoundchangeof habit the organismis thrown out of equilibrium with its environment, and variations, eliminated under ordinary circumstances,
survive. The reason why these variations tend towards an increase of bulk may be
that the expenditureof energy is much less.--Andrews (1896b:77)
In the broadest sense, environment is so complex and subtle that the optimum
may shift in what appears at first sight to be a stable environment. Thus, animals
capable of self-directed locomotion the optimum for size shows a tendency to shift
slowly in one direction, toward larger size, a tendencythat may be cotinteractedby
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other influencesand abruptly reversed,but is neverthelessusual in the evolution of
suchgroups.Even thoughindividualanimalsmay be perfectlyadaptedat a particular
size level, in the populationas a whole there is a constanttendencyto favor a size
slightly above the mean. The slightly larger animalshave a very small but in the
long run, in large populations,decisiveadvantagein competitionfor food and for
reproductiveopportunitiesand in escapingenemies.--Simpson(1944:85-86)
Adaptationsfor flight carry certain disadvantages,particularly thosethat go along
with comparativelysmall size.•olbert (1955: ! 71)

Body size has often been portrayedas one of the most direct links betweenmicroevolution and macroevolution.--Jablonski (1996:256)

Patterns and agents of change in size.--The ecological importance and evolutionary implications of body size have been obvious to biologists as long as
reasonablyprecise estimatesof size have been available, and there exist a number
of reviews of the general patterns and implications of both giantism (Haldane
1928; Guthrie 1984) and dwarfism (Pregill 1986; Roth 1990, 1992; Hanken and
Wake 1993; Lister 1996; Miller 1996; Anderson and Handley 2002), the latter
notably among Amphibia (Hanken 1984, 1985; Trueb and Alberch 1985; Yeh
2002). Comfortably consistent with the capitalistic view of more being better,
Cope's law (macroevolutionary increasein size within a lineage) received exceptional attention from the evolutionarily inclined and was based principally on
trends toward greater body size evident in many fossil assemblagesof vertebrates
(Cope 1885, 1896; Newell 1949; Kramer 1960; Forster 1964; Gould 1970a; Stanley 1973; Bonner 1974; Pennycuick 1975; Hayami 1978; Brown and Maurer
1986; LaBarbera 1986; Benton 1990; Carroll 1997; Lindenfors and Tullberg
1998). Simpson (1944) noted that evolutionary increasesin body size have been
inferred from the fossil record of vertebrates so commonly that relative size came
to be used as a criterion of ancestry, whereby large fossil taxa were disqualified
as plausible ancestorsof smaller taxa. Unfortunately, much of the reasoning applied by Simpson (1944:85-86) to this generality was characterized by groupselectionist arguments, and focused on marginal advantages of large size for a
minority of individuals (this contributing to long-term increasesin size), while
maintaining mean body size of the population at a lower adaptive optimum (thereby preserving present fitness of the group). An idiosyncratic explanation of giantism proposed by Edinger (1942) involved a pathology of the pituitary gland
(i.e., an acromegaly afflicting entire lineages).
With few exceptions,the primacy of body size with respect to the ecological
parameters of organisms has been substantiated by diverse empirical studies
(LaBarbera 1986, 1989; Jablonski 1996), despite diverse trends in size among
anatomical elements obscuredby patternsof body mass (e.g., McGillivray 1985).
These studiesinclude those bearing on the coexistenceof closely related species
of birds (Nudds and Wickett 1994) and flightlessrails (Olson 1975b, 1986), thereby providing a comparatively sound basis for arguments requiring size-related
selection in birds as a premise. Evolutionary increasesin size are not only comparatively common, but the apparent magnitudesof such changeswere interpreted
by L0vtrup et al. (1974) as contradictingthe assumptionthat mutationseffecting
large changes are necessarily deleterious (Fisher's axiom).
The intensity of natural selection on body size among adult birds was docu-
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mented convincingly through a report by Bumpus (1899) of weather-relatedmortality in Passer,data subsequently
were subjectedto a seriesof increasinglyrefined
analyses(Harris 1911; Calhoun 1947; Grant 1972a; Johnstonet al. 1972; O'Donald
1973; Lowther 1977; Pugesekand Tomer 1996). The evolutionary impact of such
a punctuatedepisodehas been balancedby a number of direct quantificationsof
natural selectionon body size and allometriccorrelatesover longer periods(Fleischer and Johnston 1982; Grant and Grant 1987, 2000), works that were bolsteredby
the confirmationof heritablevariationin body size (Grant 1983b;Noordwijk 1984;
Price et al. 1984a; B. R. Grant and P. R. Grant 1989), but conditional on a com-

parativepaucity of data bearing directly on the relationshipbetweenontogenyand
adult size and fitness (Gebhardt-Henrich and Richner 1998; Schew and Ricklefs
1998) possiblyconfoundingeffectsof introgression(Faivre et al. 1999). However,
it is noteworthy in this regard that no convincing evidence has been marshaledto
validate Cope's rule for avian taxa (Damuth 1993), despite the fact marginal evidence for a positive relationshipbetween mean body size and caloric dominance
has been marshaledfor birds (Brown and Maurer 1986; Juanes 1986; Cotgreave
and Harvey 1992). Empirical evidence for convergentchangesin both increased
and decreasedsize in Cerion was presentedby Gould (1984).
McKinney and McNamara (1991) discussedboth giantism and dwarfism as
targets of selection in heterochrony,and the empirical evidence for the greater
frequencywith which large body size is favored over small size. Large body size
is generally favored where competitionamong consumersis importantrelative to
efficiency of resourceuse (Maynard Smith and Brown 1986) and on islands(Case
1978c). Important exceptionsinclude the vulnerability of large lineages under
conditions of major environmental perturbation or where large size magnifies
exposure to predation, including that by humans (McKinney and McNamara
1991). The evolution of body size can be viewed in both micro- and macroevolutionary scales,althoughmost attentionhas been paid to the latter (Maurer et al.
1992; Sheldon 1993). Changes in body size inferred for most, if not all, insular
flightlessbirds have been interpretedto representanagenetic(as opposedto cladogenetic)trends (McKinney 1990a, b; Whittaker 1998). These generalarguments
become more diffuse under the scrutiny of finer-scale changes and the capacity
for specific developmental fields to undergo independent evolutionary change
(McKinney and McNamara 1991).
A preoccupationwith evolutionary changeand related preconceptionsregarding
trends in body size were undermined further by substantiveconsiderationof the
evolutionary basesof macroevolutionarystasis(Grass6 1977; Stanley 1979, 1990;
P. G. Williamson 1981; Charlesworth and Lande 1982; Charlesworth et al. 1982;
Levinton 1982a, 1983; Wake et al. 1983; Barnard 1984; Wilkens 1993). These

were paralleledby study of the mechanismsunderlyingevolutionaryinvariance
(Vermeij 1974; Williamson 1987; Steams 1993), and the bradytelic lineageswere
envisionedas examplesof retardedevolutionary change(Simpson 1953a; Cracraft
1984).
Generalities of giantism.-•McKinney (1988b:333) cited environmental corre-

lates fosteringlarger body size in animals, including regularly abundantfood (all
taxa), cooler temperatures(many vertebrates),large prey size (predators),seasonality (all), and postarborealityin vertebrates(see also Fogden 1972; Levinton
1982b; Martin 1996). The latter, which implies a relaxation of selectively main-
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tained size limitations related to locomotion, parallels several corollaries of avian
flightlessness.To these McKinney and McNamara (1991:376) added several more
factors of possible relevance to birds: low-nutrient food (after abundant food),
and sexual selection (after seasonality).Increased body mass has obvious implications for centers of mass, ambulatory balance, posture, arthrological accommodation within limbs, and tendency toward graviportality (Alexander 1971,
1977a, 1980, 1983a, b, 1984, 1985a, b).

These implicationsentail a downsidefor large body size in multiple parameters
of life history. For example, most modes of locomotion(with an exceptionbeing
diving) are more expensive in absoluteterms for individuals of large body mass,
and therefore flightlessnessamelioratesa major componentof thesedisadvantages
for birds. A general relationship between brain size and body mass, although
taxonomically variable, exemplifies the potential for overly simplistic inferences
regarding evolutionary trends in body size (Bennet and Harvey 1985a, b). Increasedsize can affect factors of safety both with respectto avian flight (Vogel
1988) or its loss (Alexander 1984). Moreover, selection for change in size may
lead to changes in shape as a by-product of constraint (Gould 1966; CluttonBrock and Harvey 1979; Pagel and Harvey 1989; Riska 1989; McKinney and
McNamara 1991; Kozlowski 1996). Finally, even where selective advantagesof
large size are established,genetically determined covariance structurescan constrain evolutionary change (Schluter 1996a), and environmentallyimposedvariation can retard or negate the realization of significant changes (Larsson et al.
1998). However, there is overwhelming evidencethat insularity per se is associated with changesin body size (either increasedor decreased),with shiftsin part
attributedto the implicationsof body size for community structureand an accommodation by coloniststo other residentsof the island. Attribution to insularity of
changesin body size is difficult, in part becausetypical shiftsvary with taxonomic
group and initial body sizes, and are fostered by diverse ecological circumstances
(McNab 2001). For example, Forster (1964) and Lomolino (1985) summarized
data for insular mammals and found that small species tended to undergo increasedbody size, whereas large speciestended to become smaller after colonization.

Generalities of dwarfism.--Increasingly, evolutionary decreasesin body size,
or dwarfism' have been the subjectof study (Marshall and Corruccini 1978; Price
and Grant 1984; Griffith 1990; Bush 1993; Alexander 1996a; Rieppel 1996). That
profound decreasein size can accompany colonization of islands is beyond reasonabledoubt, perhapsbest substantiatedby the dwarfed elephantof Malta (Elephas falconeri), which underwenta reductionof 75% in height to approximately
I m at adulthood (Lister 1993, 1996). Despite bringing needed balance to the
theory of body size, some investigationsinvolving dwarfisms (notably those of
insular mammals) have been characterizedby interpretationalexcessesregarding
postcolonizationalselection,an underemphasisconcerningpossibleplesiomorphy
or founder effects on differentiation and speciation,and a prevalenceof ad hoc
explanations (Berry 1998; Grant 1998c). Nevertheless, phylogenetically sound
examplesof miniaturization among birds are known. For example, small size of
the hummingbirds(Trochilidae) posesthermodynamicchallengeswhile conferring
locomotory advantagesfor foraging through size-contingentapomorphy of the
flight mechanism (e.g., Cotton 1996). For the minority of rallids manifesting
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dwarfism in associationwith flightlessness,there is a possibilitythat body size is
inversely related to rate of speciation (Dial and Marzluff 1988; Searle 1996), that
is, dwarfism might hasten other apomorphic changestraditionally accordedtaxonomic recognition.However, the relationshipbetween ontogeny,size, and evolutionary rates is a complex one (Arthur 1982a; Atchley and Hall 1991), and most
perceived evolutionary trends derive from higher-order comparisons.
Insularity, changesin size, and fiightlessness.--Owen (1866a:70) comparedthe
large size of Raphuscucullatusand Pezophapssolitaria with numerousflightless
representativesof six taxonomic families of ratites, penguins (Aptenodytes),waterfowl (Cnemiornis), alcids (Pinguinus impennis),and severalgruiforms (Aptornis and Porphyrio mantelli), and elevatedthe importanceof flightlessness
to avian
body size to an unprecedentedlevel, concluding that these examples "... point
to the disuseof wings in flight as the main condition of increaseof size in species
of birds .... "In that many of the speciescited and most flightlessbirds are both
insular and appearto have undergoneincreasesin body size (Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1988, 1989a-d, 1990, 1992a, b, 1993a-c), one might expect
that clear generalitieswould emerge regarding changesin size in flightlessrails
on islands. Based on mammals, an island rule unified the advantages of both
giantism and dwarfism in the absenceof continentalcompetitorsand predatorsto
effect

a shift in mean masses of taxa in insular

mammaliam

communities

toward

an intermediate optimum (-1 kg), a selectionregime that tends to make small
specieslarger and large speciessmaller and acts most intensively on taxa of either
extreme in size (Van Valen 1973b; Damuth 1993). The approximateoptimum for
mammalsof 1 kg exceedsthe body massesof all but the most massiveof flighted
rails (e.g., Porphyrio, Aramides, and Fulica), and if suchan intermediateoptimum
existed for insular avian communitiesthe value probably would be substantially
lower.

Even if global patternsof changein body size are substantiated,
the underlying
causesof insular giantism and dwarfism (nanism) remain in dispute, with proposed candidatesfor insular tetrapods including intraspecific competition, interspecific competition (including character displacement), relaxed predation (e.g.,
absenceof all but aerial predators) or absenceof predation (Brown and Wilson
1956; Schoener and Gorman 1968; Williams t972; Cox and Moore 1993; Reyment 1983; Schiile 1993; Adler and Levins 1994). Recently, Polo and Carrascal
(1999) inferred that body size tended to be larger in birds characteristicof open
habitats than those in woodlands, especially among ground-foraging species,implying that increasesin body size may be especiallyfavored on arid islandssupporting habitats at early successionalstages.These apparentlycontradictoryexplanationsat least sharethe view that shifts are interpreted as a selectiveresponse
to the body sizes of other colonists, available prey, and predators,with a largely
untestedrole for directional selectiontoward local optima (e.g., Schoener1975;

Schwaner
andSarre1988;Diamondet al. 1989;Forsman1991;Cox andMoore
!993). However, mostassessments
of suchshiftsunfortunatelymay be confounded by other, variably controversialbut competition-neutralgeneralitiesconcerning
body size, including Bergmann's and Allen's rules (Calhoun 1947; Snow 1954,
1958; Williamson 1958; James 1968, 1970; Kendeigh 1969, 1970, 1972, 1976;
Power 1969, 1970a, b; McNab 1971; Niles 1973; Murphy 1985; Zink and Remsen
1986; Geist 1987; Rising 1988; Johanssonet al. 1998), and tend to lead to ad
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hoc scenariosthat resortto specialpleading where particulardata fail to fit general
expectations(Whittaker 1998), and many were conceived without consideration
of extinct, potentially critical componentsof insular communities(Pregill 1986).
However,no specificselectivetrade-offhasbeendemonstrated
for insularbirds
(Damuth 1993), and if any pattern is evident among flightlessrails it would be
an opposite one (Table 71): lineages characterizedby large body size tend to
become exceptionally so (e.g., Porphyrio and Fulica). Lineages characterizedby
intermediate initial body sizes vary in direction of change (e.g., Dryolimnas, Cyanolimnas, Gallirallus, and Gallinula). However, lineages characterizedby small
initial body sizes vary from modest giantism to dwarfism (e.g., Atlantisia and
Porzana). Tree-basedexplorations(Figs. 12-14), multivariateanalyses(Tables11,
13-22, 40-42, 46-52; Figs. 15, 20, 22-31, 49-58), and pairwise comparisons
with most plausible sister-species(Tables 71, 72) indicate that most flightless
speciesof the Rallidae, regardlessof geographicaldistribution,underwentsimilar
changesin body size, with the majority of taxa assuminggreaterbody sizeswith
the loss of flight (Table 8; Appendix 1). Several groups indicated approximate
stasisin mean body massesor dwarfism with flightlessess--Dryolimnas, Railus,
Aphanapteryx,and Erythromachus,and Porzana (P. monasabeing an exceptional
case of size increase). In summary, for most Rallidae, large speciestend to get
larger with the loss of flight (with two notable exceptionsbeing stasisin Railus
and slight dwarfism in Dryolimnas), and small crakes (especially Porzana) tend
to modest dwarfism with flightlessness.
This counterindication of rails and birds generally is at least consistentwith
two alternativeproposals:higher vagility of birds may increasethe likelihood of
the eventual immigration of avian competitors(i.e., a reductionin effective isolation); and the multitude of size-relatedparametersin birds is complicatedfurther
by the impact of increasing size on flight capacity (see below). Whatever the
underlying cause of the diversity of change evident of flightless rails, the process(es)is (are) manifestedin the extraordinary range of size and inferred changes
thereof shown by flightlessrails in many taxonomic groups (Tables 8, 9, 11-23,
38-54, 65, 68-71; Figs. 15, 20, 22-32, 44, 48-60). Of the three alternativeclasses
of change in body size that attend the loss of flight in birds (decrease,stasis,or
increase [Fig. 117]), flightlessnessin associationwith increasedbody size (Fig.
117A) is most common in many taxonomicgroups(including the Rallidae). This
finding suggeststhat lossof flight in concertwith increasedsize is either of greater
selectiveadvantage,ontogeneticallyparsimonious,or both. In somegroups,flightlessnessevidently derives from the enlargementof body size accompaniedby
negatively allometric increasesin the pectoral apparatus(e.g., some Tachyeres),
with actual reduction in wing size (if any) occurring subsequentto attaining the
threshold of flightlessness0')- Flightlessnessby such allometric giantism (Fig.
117A), which essentially requires only general size increase with the pectoral
apparatusundergoing increase not commensuratewith the complement of the
corpus, can be derived dynamically from first principles by using relatively
straightforwardmethods (Appendix 5), and can be depicted by a phase plane
illustrative of a two-dimensionalsystemof differential equationsin which trajectories of approachto the threshold• are readily specifiedby ratios of allometric
coefficientspertaining to change in size of the body and the pectoral limb (Fig.
118).
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i•G. 117. Hypotheticalevolutionarypathwaysleadingto flightlessness
in bivariate spacedefined
by body size (initial values symbolizedby IX.) and size of the pectoral apparatus,in which selection
intensity varies directly with IX. - IX•: A, giantism, initially character/zedby allometric increasein
size but undergoinga key evolutionary innovationor event (n) from flighted Bauplan upon crossing
the thresholdof flightlessness
'r to attain optimal, flightlessbody size IX•; B, stasis,character/zedby
initial departure(allometric reorganization)from flighted Bauplan throughsize-neutralreductionin
pectoralapparatusto crossthe thresholdof flightlessness
ß while maintainingthe samebody size
= IX•;and C, dwarfism,initially character/zedby allometricdecreasein size but undergoinga departure
(allometricreorganization)from flightedBauplanto permit crossingthe thresholdof flightlessness
to attain smaller,optimal flightlessbody size IX.. Each evolutionaryscenariois accompaniedby an
"clock diagram" correspondingto the shifts in size, shape,and age throughheterochronyin the
flightlessspecies(seetext), after Gould (1977)ß
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dM/dt = ce(1-[M/lz])
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•

F•G. 118. Phase-planefor systemof differentialequationsdepictingevolutionaryincreasein body
mass(M), that is logisticwith respectto optimalbody mass(Ix) and interrelatedchangein size of the
pectoralapparatus(P), the latter multiplicativelylogisticboth with respectto changein M and the
thresholdof flightlessness
(-). Trajectoriesfor two initial positionsand two valuesof ratiosof scaling
parametersare approximated.See Appendix 5 for explicit developmentof systemand the derivation
of trajectoriesunder selectedscalingparametersand initial conditions.

PECTORAL ALLOMETRY AND FLIGHTLESSNESS: FALLING OFF THE LINE

The bird's caseis of peculiarinterest.In running,walking or swimming,we consider the speedwhich an animal can attain, and the increaseof speedwhich increasing size permitsof. But in flight thereis a certainnecessaryspeed--a speed(relative
to the air) which the bird must attain in order to maintain itself aloft, and which

must increaseas its size increases
....

The principle of necessaryspeed... accounts

for... why largerbirds have a markeddifficulty in rising from the ground,that is
to say, in acquiringto begin with the horizontalvelocity necessaryfor their support.... For the fact is that the heavybirdsmustfly quickly,or not at all.--Thompson (1961:30-31; emphasisin original)

There has been, in my opinion,mistakenemphasison the non-adaptivenatureof
simpleallometrictrendsin phylogeny.Proportionsproducedby constantct values
[allometricintercepts]need not be viewed as by-productsof size increasebrought
to expressionwithoutselectivemodificationof geneticshapefactors;constantctmay,
rather, reflect an ordered set of proportions specifically selectedto accommodate
absolutemagnitudeat each step of phyletic size increase.... allometric trends are
as subjectto evolutionaryalterationas are morphologicalfeatures.If increasingsize
would lead to inadaptive proportions,allometric parametersmay be modified to
allow further phyletic growth.--Gould (1966:618-619)

Allornetryof avianfiight.-•Although flight is a comparativelyspeedyand generally economicalmeans of transport(Tucker 1970, 1973a; Schmidt-Nielsen 1972;
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Rayner 1981, 1988a, b, 1990), and can provide an important vantage point for
display, search, and orientation, flight is enormouslyconsumptiveof energy in
birds per unit time (Berger and Hart 1974; Bishop 1997). High energeticdemand
is especially true of those groups in which flight is maintained by comparatively
constantflapping of the wings or thosehaving larger body sizes or induceddrag
(Raveling and LeFebvre 1967; Ellington 1984; Raynet 1985a, 1988a, b, 1993,
1995). These groups of power fliers include the great majority of flightlesscarinates. In the latter group, the threshold of fiightlessnessreducesto a failure to
achieve takeoff, becausethis entails overcoming the accelerationof gravity as
well as generation of forward thrust (Marden 1987; Tobalske and Dial 2000).
Challengesof takeoff and an essentialrole of head winds for achievingnecessary
air (flight) speed also are shared by the large members of the Procellariiformes
(Warham 1977, 1996; Pennycuick 1982, 1989), a group employing slope-soaring
flight, possessedof high aspectratios, and among which fiightlessnessis unknown
(Table 4). The capacityof the pelvic limb to contributeupward thrustand forward
velocity assistsin overcomingthe challengeof takeoff in many groups,including
the tubenoses(Heppner and Anderson 1985; Bonser and Raynet 1996; Warham
1996; Earls 2000). Power required to remain airborne drops precipitouslyafter
takeoff, and only begins to increaseagain at velocities significantlyin excessof
the energetic optimum for a species(Blem 1999). Once airborne, level flight can
be sustainedas long as velocity is sufficient to generate necessarylift, a relationship central to the determinationof optimal flight speedfor a given taxon (Hedenstr6m and Alerstam 1995; Thomas and Hedenstr6m 1998) and that underlies
the typically high velocities maintained by heavy-bodied power fliers (Cottam et
al. 1942; Pennycuick 1968, 1996, 1997, 1998b).
Classic synthesesof essential aerodynamic parameters in birds (Hamilton 1961;
Hartman 1961; Greenewalt 1962, 1975) established virtual isometry of wing
length and wing area with body massin modern taxa (Fig. 119), that is, the slopes

closelyapproximated
thoseexpected
on geometric
grounds
(/• -- 1/3 and2/3,
respectively), with the hummingbirds (Trochilidae) excepted on the basis of their
unique flight in which lift is generated on both downward and recovery strokes
of the wings (Epting and Casey 1973; Feinsinger and Chaplin 1975; Feinsinger
et al. 1979; Epting 1980). Although differing significantly in allometric relations
between wing length and body mass (F -- 51.2; d.f. = 16, 599; P < 0.00001),
diverse taxa of power fliers manifest marked similarity in a close approachto
isometry (Fig. 119). Likewise, flighted birds collectively manifest isometry between massesof the major breast muscles(mm. pectoralis et supracoracoideus)
with body mass (Hartman 1961; Greenewalt 1962). This degree of conformity in
grossbody proportionsamong birds, togetherwith the demonstrableimplications
of these for flight, strongly suggestsintensive underlying stabilizing selectionin
Aves (Rayner 1996). Nonetheless, variation in such vital parameters is evident
among taxa within taxonomic families and among larger taxonomic groups (Fig.
119). Some taxonomic groupsof birds are characterizedby transpositionalshifts
in allometry of wing size, by which increasesin body size among flighted members are accompaniedby comparatively profound changes in conformation or
intercept (Meunier 1959a, b; Gould 1966).
Relative robustnessof the pectoral musculaturehas functional implications of
comparable magnitude to the relationship between body mass and wing size.
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FIG. 119. Allometric relationshipbetween mean wing length and mean body mass for selected
taxonomic families of modern Aves, depicting the relative position of the Rallidae and severalrelated
families. Flightlessmembersare indicatedby squares.

Rails, even flighted species,are characterizedby relatively small breastmuscles
(Hartman 1961; Rayner 1988a). The major breast muscles (mm. pectoralis et
supracoracoideus)
composeonly 7-12% of total body massin rallids, whereasin
birds generally these account for at least 15% of body mass. A commensurate
diminution of the other musclesof the pectoral apparatus the "rest" musclesof
Hartman (1961)--also typifies the Rallidae, a generality accompanied by comparatively heavy wing loadings and small tail areas (Hartman 1961; Rayner
1988a). Therefore, despitethe general validity of relatively short wings as prima
facie evidence of avian flightlessness,diagnosesof flight capacity based on this
criterion among the Rallidae require supplementaryinformation on other influential anatomicalparameters(e.g., relative massof pectoralmusclesand structure
of remiges), in that some rallids unexceptionalin relative wing length are flightless
(Table 9; Fig. 15).
Accordingly, flight capacity (qb)can be symbolizedas a function of three general parameters:

• -- g (M•, Lw,P/),

whereM• is bodymass,Lwis the lift providedby the wing surfaces,and P/is
power provided by pectoral musculature(in turn a function of bulk, histology,
and distribution of composite muscles), with the latter being affected by cardiovascular capacity (in turn a function of heart rate, basal metabolic rate [BMR],
and aerobicefficiency). The limiting requirementsplaced on lift for takeoff affect

the valuesfor lift (Lw)and power(P•) mostseverely.Of theseessentialcomponents, the lift (Lw) provided by the wings is most difficult about which to gen-
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eralize, becauseit is a complex function of several variables of the bird and its
environment. Based on the pioneering work by von Helmholtz (1874), lift has
been determinedto be a function of the area of the wings (Aw),density of the air
(9), velocity of the bird through the air' (U), and a lift coefficient (CL), and has
been approximatedas (Pennycuick 1969; Tucker 1973a; Schmidt-Nielsen 1984):

L w = o/2AwU2CL.
This estimate is further complicatedby the inverse effect of flight speedon induced drag (proportional to U-2), and the fact that both lift and drag vary with
the shapeof the wing (the latter varying substantiallyamong taxonomic groups
of birds).

It has been predictedtheoreticallyand confirmed empirically that the morphometric spacebounding those avian body forms that should be capable of flight
can be defined broadly in terms of a suite of functional parameters that vary
allometrically with body mass (Table 77; Fig. 120): isometric scaling of wing
length (M}/3) and wing area (M•/3), closely similar to that realized for rails and
other birds (Table 77; Hartman 1961; Greenewalt 1962), in comparisonwith the
upper bound permitting powered flight (Meunier 1951); a lower bound for frequency of wingbeats (M•/6; von Helmholtz 1874; Rayner 1988a), with the correspondingupper bound for frequency of wingbeats (M•/3; Pennycuick 1968,
1975; Lighthill 1977); and the power available (M/•'72) and required for flight
(M} .ø)as a function of body mass (Pennycuick 1969; Calder 1974; Rayner 1988a).
The maximal body mass for a bird capable of flight (roughly 12 kg) evidently
coincides with the intersectionof the differentially allometric increasesin power
required and available for flight (Tucker 1974, 1975, 1977; Rayner 1988a; Norberg 1996; Butler and Bishop 1999; Brown et al. 2000), a size approximatedby
the largest extant flying birds, for example, the Trumpeter Swan (Anseriformes,
Anatidae: Cygnus buccinator) and Kori Bustard (Gruiformes, Otididae: Ardeotis
kori).

These fundamentalallometric relationsdefine a morphologicalwindow or morphospaceof avian body forms that should be capable of flight (Fig. 120). Nevertheless,many flightless speciesfall within these limits, underscoringthe reality
that excludedfactorsare influential and that care mustbe usedin the interpretation
of multiple allometric relationshipsfor organisms(e.g., Kozlowski 2000). Morphological parametersthat vary with body size and impinge on flight capacity
include wing loadings, minimum air speedsto overcome drag and maintain lift,
relative thickening of appendicularbones, and rigidity of remiges (Table 77).
Ecophysiologicalcorrelatesof body size (notably thermodynamic,metabolic,and
ecological) are of comparableconsequenceand consideredbelow (Peters 1983;
Calder 1984; Schmidt-Nielsen 1984; Tributsch 1984).
Larger speciesexhibit much narrower rangesof flight patternsin normal and
migratory contextsthan smaller species,with the comparativelymassivespecies
tending to closely approximate speedsof maximal energetic efficiency in normal
locomotion (Bruderer and Boldt 2001). This suggeststhat functional tolerances
bearing on flight capacity become increasingly stringent at higher body masses,
both within and among taxa, being more permissiveregarding pectoral reduction
in small arboreal insectivores(Olson 1994). This boundary phenomenonis exemplified by the temporary flightlessnessexperiencedby large individuals of spe-
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FIG. 120. Bivariate plot of allometric relationships between observed wing lengths (excluding
Trochilidae, approximatedseparatelyas ellipse), power for flight (available and required), and wingbeat
frequency (maximal and minimal) with mean body mass for fiighted Aves. Plot is intended to be a
heuristic illustration of three parametersbearing on flight capacity acrossa range of body masses,and
largely reflecting relative scaling of parametersand the documentedimpossibility of avian flight at
body massesgreaterthan -12 kg (see text). Approximaterange of body massesof speciesof Rallidae
is shown.

cies near the threshold (v) following periods of intensive feeding (e.g., Tachyeres
patachonicus [Humphrey and Livezey 1982; Livezey and Humphrey 1986]). Other power fliers that approach the threshold of flightlessnessinclude eiders (Somateria [Guillemette 1994]) and loons (Gaviidae), notably large Gavia adamsii
(Preston 1951; Savile 1957, 1958, 1962, pers. comm.; Norberg and Norberg
1971).

Parallels of nonavian fiight.--The complex of interrelationshipsthat enable
powered flight undoubtedlycontributedto the evolutionaryrarity of this mode of
locomotion, which is known to have arisen only three times among tetrapods,in
the Pterosauria, Aves, and Chiroptera (Vermeij 1987). However, this delicate balance of relationships has been disrupted secondarily so as to render multiple avian
groups apomorphically flightless (Table 4). Foraging niche and the morphological
prerequisitesfor aerial maneuverability have imposed someconvergencesbetween
insectivorousbats (Chiroptera) and aerial-feeding birds (e.g., Apodidae and Hirundinidae), as opposedto sit-and-wait predators(McNab and Bonaccorso1995),
notably comparatively low body masses,light wing loadings, and absenceof
flightlessnessin the latter avian taxa (U. M. Norberg 1986). Body massesof bats
(Mammalia: Chiroptera) are no greater than 1.5 kg, an upper bound evidently
imposedboth by aerial maneuverabilityand (in many Chiroptera,but few of the
massivePteropus) size-related selectiveconstraintson echolocativefrequency (U.
M. Norberg 1981a, b, 1987, 1994; Norberg and Rayner 1987; Jones 1996). Re-
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ductionsin pectoral limbs in other tetrapodsrelated to changesin locomotionor
transportstrategies,although they probably share similar ontogeneticunderpinnings (Rayner 1996), manifest distinctly different morphologicalpatterns(Table
78).

Variation in fiighted and flightless rails.--No modern rallid approachesthe
upper limit of body masspermitting avian flight (12 kg), and only a few species
(e.g., Fulica gigantea and F. cornuta) approachthe thresholdof flightlessnessso
closely as to vary in performance.Also, relative wing lengths and theoretically
attainable frequenciesof wingbeats in modern members of the family Rallidae
evidently are not limiting with respectto flight capacity(Greenewalt 1962). Rails
are unremarkable among other terrestrially specialized power fliers in the interspecific relationshipbetween wing length and body mass (Figs. 119, 120), and
on this basis seem an unlikely sourcefor a multitude of flightlessmembers.Despite reports emphasizing the brevipennatecondition of some flightless rallids
(e.g., Habropteryx okinawae [Kuroda 1993]) and Porphyriornis comeri [Eber
1961]), few taxa qualify as marked outliers from the allometric relation characteristic of flighted confamilials (Figs. 119-121). Notable deviationsfrom the norm
for the Rallidae on the basis of external dimensionsinclude (Table 71; Fig. 15)
Habroptila wallacii, Gallirallus australis, Tricholimnas sylvestris, T. lafresnayanus, Habropteryx insignis, Porzana toonasa, and Tribonyx mortierii.
As detailed below, most flightlessrails appear to have lost the capacity for
flight by other means, notably reductionsin the pectoral musculature(sourceof
power behind air speed) in combination with maintenance or increasesof total
body mass.Members of the family Rallidae as a whole tend to have comparatively
weak breastmusculature(Hartman 1961; Greenewalt 1962), among which flightless rails fall well below the isometry betweenmassesof mm. pectoraliset supracoracoideusand body masstypical of flighted members(Table 77). This shift
in distributionof body masshas importantimplicationsfor allocationof resources
by flightlessrails (McNab 1994a, 2001), representingan evolutionary strategy
incompletelyconveyedby the morphologicalparametersnormally descriptiveof
flight capacity (Figs. 117, 119, 120). This explanatory shortcomingprimarily
stemsfrom the omissionof other critical physiologicaland ecological correlates
of body mass, notably thermodynamicefficiency and ecological implications of
body size (Calder 1974; Lindstedt and Calder 1981; Peters 1983; Schmidt-Nielsen
1984).
FINE-SCALE
INTEGUMENTARY

MANIFESTATIONS

OF FLIGHTLESSESS IN RAILS

CHANGES

In the most adult example [of Atlantisia rogersi] ... there is still a very evident air
of immaturity;and this impressionis borne out by the discoverythat the remigesor
wing-feathers,as regardsthe developmentof the rami and radii, exhibit microscopically a stageof evolution which has not advancedbeyond that seenin the body or
contour-feathersof sucha volant form as Rallus aquaticus.... the rami and radii of
the wing-feathersof othertruly flightlessrails presenta similar want of development
or juvenility, a condition of things which seemsto be intimately connectedwith the
subjectof flightlessness.... --Lowe (1928a:106)
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The possession
of embryonicor larval charactersin the adult doesnot necessarily
prove that the possessor
is primitive, for it is equally if not more likely to be due to
neoteny, and therefore phylogeneticallysecondary.Lowe has revealed the most interestingfact that the plumageof the ostrichand of the penguinremainsthroughout
life in the condition of the down plumage of the chicks of flying birds. Since the
wings of the ostrichand other so-calledflightlessbirds and of penguinsmust have
been derived by degenerationfrom those of flying birds, it is to be concludedthat
theseembryonicand larval featureshave been secondarilyprolongedand retarded
by neotenyin the evolutionof flightlessbirds and penguinsfrom flying birds.--de
Beer (1951:99-100)

Shapesof wings and remiges.--Severalrefinementsin the shapeof wings are
known to have aerodynamic implications in birds (Sundevall 1886; Sy 1936;
Stolpeand Zimmer 1939b), includingturbulence-reducing
notchesin the caudal

marginof the extendedwing (Drovetski1996),markedasymmetryof vexillaeof

remiges
(Feduccia
andTordoff
1979),andother
structural
details
(R.,•. Norberg
1985; U. M. Norberg 1990). In light of the nonfunctionalvariationin remiges
and wing shapethat characterizeat leastsomeflightlessrails (e.g., Lowe 1928a;
McGowan 1986), it is not surprisingthat some of the most conspicuousaerodynamic featuresof the wing have undergonevariably pronounceddegradation
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among more-derived taxa (Tables 13, 27, 28; Figs. 22, 38, 39). Several of the
most conspicuousapomorphiesof flightless rails (e.g., rounding of the extended
wing [Fig. 22] and differential reductionsin lengthsand number of remiges [Tables 27, 28; Figs. 38, 39]) are interrelated. Based on the pterylographical comparisons by Lowe (1928a) for Atlantisia rogersi and that by Jeikowski (1971) for
Fulica, the preliminary comparisonsfeasible herein (Figs. 33-37) confirm that
modest lossesof tectrices throughoutthe wing accompaniedthe general shortening of the appendageand the lossesof one or more remiges primarii in some
flightless species.
The disproportionatereductionor outfight lossesof the distalmostremigesprimarii is one of the most widespreadconvergencesof the integumentamong flightless cadnates, including the Laysan Duck (Anas laysanensis[Moulton and Weller
1984; Livezey 1993a]) and Auckland Islands Teal (Anas aucklandica [Livezey
1990]). Basedon the length of the vestigial carpometacarpus
and apparentabsence
of the ossa digiti majoris of the gruiform Aptornis, a maximum of one to three
(probably diminutive) remiges primarii could have been retained (Livezey 1994).
This contrastswith the 10 remiges primadi (excluding the remicle) found in Rhynochetosand evidently plesiomorphicfor the Gruiformes (Livezey 1998). Whether
thesechangesin the numbersof remigesand tectricesin flightlessgruiformswere
(are) associatedwith shifts or increasedvariation in patternsor schedulesof molt
typical for the order (Stresemannand Stresemann1966) is not known. A number
of the qualitative changes in relative lengths of remiges and the unguis alularis
have heterochronicunderpinnings,and are consideredbelow (see Ontogeny).
Microstructural changes in remiges.---A preliminary survey of samples of the
vexilla of remiges secundariiof selectedflightless rails with SEM not only confirmed the descriptionsby Lowe (1928a) for Atlantisia rogersi, but these compadsonsaugmentedthe microapomorphiesof remiges of flightlessrails and extended the record of these features to many additional taxa (Fig. 39). Notable
among these was the general reduction (especially in the distal portions of the
vexilium) in number of functional hamulae (i.e., curvature fully developed and
effecfing secure locking of opposing rugae of adjacent feathers), with the homologues assumingthe appearanceof cilia in the remiges. These findings differ
from the conclusionsdrawn by McGowan (1989) from a microscopiccompadson
of remiges of seven flightless carinates (Atlantisia rogersi, Gallirallus australis,
Pygoscelis adeliae, Tachyeres leucocephalus,Strigops habroptilus, Compsohalieus harrisi, and Rollandia microptera) with thoseof fiightedrelatives(Gallirallus
philippensis, Tachyerespatachonicus,Nestor norabills, Hypoleucosolivaceus,and
Rollandia rolland) and several palaeognathoustaxa. McGowan (1989:543) came
to a conclusion at odds with the present study: "... flight loss in carinates is
accompaniedby little or no change in the structureof the primary feathers,and
this parallels the situation seen in the wing musculature,flightless specieshaving
pectoralmusclesthat are almostidentical with thoseof their flying relatives.... "
The latter inference may have resulted, at least in part, from inclusion of flightless
speciesthat use their wings for aquatic propulsion (e.g., Tachyeres and Pygoscelis), while undersampling the Rallidae.
Shapes of tails and rectrices.--In addition to the involvement of the tail in
flight (Balmford et al. 1993; Thomas 1993, 1996a, b), this structurehas been coopted in a number of avian lineages for secondary purposes,notably sexually
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selected ornamentation (Alatalo et al. 1988; Barnard 1991; Thomas and Balmford

1995; Fitzpatrick 1997). Accordingly, the conformation and maneuverability of
the tail often representa selective compromiseamong aerodynamic and ethological functions (Fitzpatrick 1999; M011erand Hedenstr6m 1999). This evolutionary
trade-off is analogousto other traits serving multiple roles, for example, structures
serving both as ornamentsand armaments(Berglund et al. 1996), compromises
most conspicuousin taxa (e.g., Trochilidae and Hirundinidae) combining strong

sexual
dimorphism
withhighlyrefined
aerodynamics
(Evans
et al. 1994;R.
Norberg 1994; M011er et al. 1995, 1998; Evans and Thomas 1997; Barbosa and
M011er 1999; Buchanan and Evans 2000; Park et al. 2000).

The dual roles of aerodynamic utility and ornamentation vary in importance
throughout the Rallidae (Taylor 1996), and in flightless taxa the gross structure
of the tail is consistent with relaxation of the former and variably pronounced
intensification of the latter sourcesof selection. Absolute and relative changes in
tails of flightlessrails exceededthosein wing lengths,in large part becausesome
flightless rails appear to have undergoneelongation of the tail (Table 71). However, structural changesin the rectrices of flightless rails tended to parallel those
of remiges to a greater extent (Table 29). Evidently, sexual selection acting on
the tail as ornament primarily targets length and overall conformation, whereas
the relaxation of selectionfor aerodynamicfunction tended to proceedunimpeded
to effect a reduced investment in microstructural integrity.
In other flightless birds, reduction in the size and microstructural integrity of
the tail varies substantially,but typically conforms with the general trend evident
in flightless rails toward diminished length and stiffness (Livezey 1990, 1993a,
b). However, the tails of the aquatic Galapagos Cormorant (Compsohalieusharrisi) are quite robust and those of flightlesssteamer-ducks(Tachyeresspp.) have
undergone only modest shortening, evidently in both cases related to hydrodynamic function of the tail (Livezey and Humphrey 1986, 1992; Livezey 1992a).
The tail of the Kakapo (Strigopshabroptilus)is elongateand stiff, and apparently
is a sexually selectedornament (Livezey 1992b). Predictably,the ratites present
diverse but generally more substantive structural changes in the tail, in which
rectrices vary greatly in length (primarily related to ornamentation) but retain
little structural integrity, and in most taxa a reduction in the underlying pygostylus
is evident (Rtippell 1977). Although the latter may represent a reversal related to
the secondaryloss of flight, the basal position of the ratites among Neornithes,
the evolutionary transformation of the pygostylus (Gatesy and Dial 1996b), and
other structuraltolerancespertaining to the origin of flight (Peters and Gutmann
1985) make the determination of this polarity problematic. The variably substantive reductions in tails found in flightless rails are consistentwith relaxation of
structural aspects having aerodynamic implications, notably those pertaining to
the provision of ancillary lift and reduction of drag (Maybury et al. 2001; Maybury and Rayner 2001; Evans et al. 2002), conditioned by those aspectsbeating
on the utilization of the tail for display.
Variation in body plumage.--In comparisonto the structuralchangessubstantiated by the remiges of flightless rails (Tables 27, 28; Figs. 38, 39), the microstructure of the contour feathers of the rest of the body was conspicouslycompromised in only the most derived, strongly paedomorphic taxa (e.g., Cabalus
modestusand Atlantisia rogersi). These most extreme casesamong rallids did not
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exhibit changesas profoundand widespreadas were indicatedfor the Dodo (Raphus cucullatus [Brom and Prins 1989]) or the ratites (McGowan 1989). Other
possible but unassessedchangesin integumentary anatomy (Rawles 1960; Stettenheim 1972; Spearman and Hardy 1985), including conservative changes in
ptilosis (Miller 1924) or pterylography (Nitzsch 1840), would appear to be have
been likely in those taxa showing the most profound anatomical changes (e.g.,
Diaphorapteryx and Aphanapteryx).
CRANIAL MORPHOTYPES

General avian patterns.--Allometry evident in the vertebrate(especiallyavian)
skull (Erdmann 1940; Van der Klaauw 1948, 1951, 1952; Bamikol 1952; Simonetta
1960; Bock 1964, 1966; Emerson and Bramble 1993; Hanken and Hall 1993)
indicatesthat some cranial proportionalitiesare explainable as by-productsof var-

iation in size. Moreover, a number of flightlessmembersof other avian families
(Table 4) manifest variably similar changesin morphology with the loss of flight
(Table 79) (e.g., change in body size [increasesin most taxa], elongationand curvature of bill [Aptornis], and relative elongationand robustnessof the pelvic limb
largely correlatedwith increasedbody size [most taxa]) that are similar to those
inferred for flightlessrallids (Tables 71, 72). In that convergences(exclusive of
thosein the pectoral apparatus)largely stem from a tendencytoward increasedsize
(Figs. 119-121), the implications of which are discussedelsewhere, few of these
merit special consideration.One exception is the variable tendency toward elongation and decurvature of the bill in some flightless rails, examples of which in
other taxonomic families include the gruiform Aptornis, perhapssymplesiomorphic
in part with Rhynochetos(Livezey 1998), and flightlessibises (Threskiornithidae),
for which inferencesof changesin bill length and decurvaturehave been made for
various flightlesstaxa and for flighted, insular representatives(Olson and Wetmore
1976; Olson and James 1991; Mourer-Chauvir6 et al. 1995a, b).

Patterns among the Rallidae.--Some aspectsof cranial shape were correlated
with morphometricsize among rails (Fig. 48). For example, a great majority of
the smallest skulls (many of the crakes) also were characterized by short bills
(Table 30), and with few exceptions (e.g., Cabalus modestusand Capellirallus
karamu), taxa possessingrelatively long, decurved bills also were of intermediate
or large body size (Fig. 48). Despite the availability of remarkably detailed information on the early ontogeny of most qualitative cranial features in at least
one rallid (Fulica atra [Macke 1969]), no quantitative data are available on development of the skull in the Rallidae; therefore the possiblerole of intraspecific
scalingin patternsof variation among speciescannotbe explored. However, much
of the variation in relative bill length was orthogonal to overall size of skulls
(Table 41; Fig. 48), and models explanatory of cranial diversity in rails exceed
mere corollaries of allometry. Notable also were the sizes of the minority of taxa
manifesting exceptional sexual dimorphism in bills (Cabalus modestus [small
body size], Erythromachus leguati [moderately small], Aphanapteryx bonasia
[moderately large], and Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi [large]), a pattern also suggestive of independenceof bill and body sizes and perhaps more closely associated
with certain insular conditions (detailed below). The generally low diversity of
cranial form among insular endemics in the Rallidae comparedto suchradiations
as the drepanidids (Amadon 1950; Baldwin 1953; Richards and Bock 1973; Rai-
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kow 1977; James and Olson 1991), geospizine finches (Lack 1945, 1947a; Bowman 1961, 1963; Boag and Grant 1984; Grant 1986), and meliphagid honeyeaters
(Keast 1968; Diamond et al. 1989) presumablyreflectsthe distributionof insular
rallids, in which divergence of form in sympatry (e.g., Chatham and Hawaiian
islands)is the exceptionrather than the rule.

One cranial feature typical of a minority of rails, supraorbitaldepressionsfor
the salt or nasal glands (sulcussupraorbitalisglandula nasalis),was not encoded
by the measurementsemployed herein. This osteologicalfeature reflectsthe relative size of a (generally bilobed) bilaterally paired gland related to maintenance
of electrolytic equilibrium, and in some speciescontributesto direct voiding of
excess salts in alkaline or marine environments (Schmidt-Nielsen and Kim 1964;
Carpenter and Stafford 1970; Hughes 1970; Peaker and Linzell 1975; Holmes
and Phillips 1985). These depressionswere observedin the mangrove-dwelling
Eulabeornis castaneoventris,estuarinepopulationsof Railus longirostris (Olson
1997), and the formerly lagoon-dwelling Fulica chathamensis (Beddard 1898;
Millener 1980). Although many aspectsof the skull can be phylogeneticallyinformative (Mtiller 1964; Livezey 1998), ecologically informative cranial variation
that derives from changesin aqueoussalinity can contributeto exceptionally high
intraspecificvariation in the sulcussupraorbitalis(Marples 1932; Siegel-Causey
1990). This environmentally induced variation might undermine the reliability of
the characterfor purposesof phylogenetic inference at lower levels (e.g., among
partitionsof a widely distributed,variably migratory rallid; but see Olson 1997),
althoughgrossaspectsof the feature may be useful at higher phylogeneticscales
(Livezey 1998) and indicative of the environmentsin which sedentary,flightless
rails lived (e.g., Fulica chathamensisvs. F. prisca [Millener 1980, 1981]).
PECTORAL SKELETON

ß.. with further atrophy of the pectoral muscles,the keel should disappearfrom the
sternum and leave no trace, as it has done is several genera of birds otherwise
structurally distinct, as, for example, in Struthio, Rhea, Dromaius, Casuarius, Apteryx, and Dinornis, are Aptornis and therewith Notornis [Porphyrio hochstetteri]to
be likewise included in the subclass'Ratitce' of a binary ornithological system?Owen (1882:692-693;

numbers for footnotes excluded)

Pectoral girdle.--The avian sternum displays remarkable diversity of form
(Parker 1864; Ftirbringer 1888), and the functional and taxonomic implications

of this morphological variation have attractedconsiderablestudy by anatomists
from both descriptiveand ontogeneticstandpointssince the middle of the 19th
century (e.g., Parker 1868; Lindsay 1885; Hommes 1924; Fell 1939; Klima 1962;
Lidauer et al. 1985). The exceptionalattention given the developmentalpatterns
of the avian sternum was engendered, in large part, by the comparatively late
ossification of the element in modern birds, a distinction that not only facilitated
limited ontogeneticinferences, but that qualified the element as among the most
likely skeletal structuresto reveal signaturesof heterochrony(Owen 1882; Parker
1894; Andrews 1896a; Glutz von Blotzheim 1958; Livezey 1995a). Variation in
sterna among flightless rallids was significant (Table 60; Figsß51, 67), with notable changes associatedwith reduction of loss of flight capacity numerous and
discerniblewithout precisequantification(Figsß8, 9, 61); many of thesechanges
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were convergentwith those typical of flightlessmembersof other carinatefamilies
(Livezey 1989a-d, 1990, 1992a, b, 1993a-c).
In contrast,the furcula showedonly subtlechangesin shapein flightlessrallids,
although overall robustnessunderwent a marked decreasein some of the more
derived taxa (Table 61; Fig. 61). Similarly, the furcula remainedrelatively typical
in conformation in Raphus cucullatus and Pezophaps solitaria (Livezey 1993b),
whereasthis elementvaries considerablyin sometaxonomicgroupsin both flighted and flightlessmembersand at both interspecificand intraspecificlevels (Glenny
and Friedmann 1954; Glenny 1959). This plasticity of the claviculae suggestsa
comparatively great potential for evolutionary change and relaxation of selection
acting on this element (Witte et al. 1990; Travis 1994), although the functional
importanceof the furcula for flight documentedin Sturnusby Jenkinset al. (1988)
suggeststhat the comparativeuniformity in other groupssuchas the Passeriformes
is maintained selectively.
Exclusive of reduction in the carina sterni (Table 60), an enlargement of the
anguluscoracoscapularis(Table 64) is the most frequently cited charactershared
by most flighfiess carinates(Owen 1879; Fiirbringer 1888, 1902; Kntpfli 1918;
Nauck 1930a; Kaelin 1941; Livezey 1989d, 1992a). In light of the morphogenesis
of the avian pectoral girdle (Nauck 1930b; Howell 1937), the divergence of this
articulation is probably paedomorphic (Livezey 1995a), at least among carinate
groups. Systematiccomparisonof elements revealed convergentchangesin the
scapulaand coracoideumof flightlessrails (Tables 62, 63). Lambrecht (1931) and
Fisher (1945) considered the relevance of the "anterior intermuscular line" of the
coracoideumfor flight capacity; this feature is synonymouswith linea intermuscularis ventralis on facies ventralis of the corpus coracoidei, and correspondsto
the variably conspicuousmargin between the impressionesof mm. supracoracoideus et coracobrachialiscaudalis. Although a trend in the position of this line
may be discernible at the highest taxonomic levels, it is of no use at or below
familial level in modern birds, and showed no consistent differences between

flighted and flightless rails.
Pectoral appendage.--The most extreme reductions of the pectoral limb are
found among the ratites (flightlessPalaeognathae).In the manus,the carpometacarpi of adult ostriches(Struthionidae), rheas (Rheidae), casuaries(Casuariidae),
and Dromornithidaeretain complete, distinguishableossametacarpalia(although
variably synostoticfor some of their lengths), whereas those of emus (Dromaiidae), kiwis (Apterygidae), and elephant birds (Aepyornithidae) are variably synostotic with the distal antebrachium and lack distinct ossa metacarpalia and the
spatium intermetacarpale (Owen 1841; Parker 1892; Pycraft 1900; Rich 1979;
McGowan 1982). The only birds in which it is beyond reasonable doubt that
complete loss of the pectoral limb occurred were the extinct moas (Dinomithiformes [Oliver 1949; Anderson 1989; but see Forbes 1892f]). However, the early
description of Aphanapteryx bonasia by Milne-Edwards (1869), at which time
there were no pectoral elements or skins for study, suggeststhat he incorrectly
entertained the possibility of genuine winglessnessin this rail. For example,
Milne-Edwards (1869:260) stated of the included painting of Aphanapteryx by
Hoefnagel (ca. 1610) that "No indication of wings is to be seen," although he
later stated (1869:270) "The feathers of the wings are too slight and offer far too
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little resistanceto have been of use in flight; and, besides this, the wings themselves are rudimentary."
Outright loss of skeletal elementsaside, multiple changesin dimensions(Tables
32), relative proportions (Tables 34, 35), and qualitative features of the pectoral
skeleton(Tables58-64) characterizedflightlessrails. Severalof the featuresfound
in virtually all flightless rallids--for example, truncation of the skeletal elements
of the wing relative to the rest of the body (especially in distal elements) and
several qualitative features of major elements (e.g., a comparatively distinct impressio m. brachialis ulnaris and moderately conspicuousconformational changes
in the carpometacarpus)--arecharacteristicof flightlessor flight-impairedwaterfowl, including steamer-ducks(Tachyeres [Livezey and Humphrey 1986, 1992]),
Auckland Islands Teal (Anas aucklandica [Livezey 1990]), Auckland IslandsMerganser (Mergus australis [Livezey 1989b]), Chatham Islands Merganser (Mergus
sp. [Millener 1999]), and the extinct seaducksof the genus Chendytes(Livezey
1993c). Whether any of the quantitative or qualitative changes associatedwith
reduced flight capacity occur in the "flight-impaired" rail Laterallus spilonotus
(Ripley 1977; Fjeldsfi 1981; P. B. Taylor 1998), or if the suggestivebehavior of
this speciesis entirely behavioral and related to tamenessshared with a number
of insular species(Humphrey et al. 1987), cannotbe determinedcurrentlybecause
of an inexplicable lack of anatomical specimens.
A subsetof these featuresalso appear in incipient stagesin severaltaxa nearing
the thresholdof flightlessness(in order of decreasingapomorphy):Mareca rnarecula of Amsterdam Island (Martinez 1987; Olson and Jouventin 1996), Euryarias finschi of New Zealand (Worthy 1988a, 1997a), Laysan Duck (Anas laysanensis), and Hawaiian Duck (Anas wyvilliana). Several additional recently ex-

tinct or subfossilinsulardabblingducks,includingCoues'Gadwall (Mareca couesi [Livezey 1993a]) and Anas theodori of Mauritius Island (Newton and Gadow
1893), also show indications of pectoral reduction based on ratios of mean wing
lengthsdivided by tarsuslengths(Livezey 1993a). However, this trend of pectoral
shifts is far from universal among insular anatids (Lack 1970b; Weller 1980).
Eaton's Pintail (Anas eatoni), Marianas Duck (A. oustaleti), Andaman Teal (A.
albogularis), GalapagosPintail (Anas bahamensisgalapagensis),and South Georgia Pintail (A. (g.) georgica) show no obvious changesin relative wing length or
sternal size (Weller 1975, 1980; Stahl et al. 1984; Livezey 1993a).
Not all insular anseriformsexhibit only subtle or incipient skeletal apomorphies
indicative of flightlessness.For example, the the extinct, flightlessgeeseof Hawaii
(Thambetochen,Ptaiochen, and Chelychelynechen)possessedcarpometacarpiin
which the narrowed spatium intermetcarpalewas occluded (Olson and Wetmore
1976; Olson and James 1991), evidently through ossification of the membrana
between mm. intersosseadorsalis et ventralis (Olson and James 1991; Livezey
1996a). Of comparable scale in pectoral apomorphy is the extinct Cnemiornis of
New Zealand, a goosepossessedof massive size, truly vestigial carina sterni, and
extraordinarily reduced elements of the pectoral limb (Hector 1873a, b; Owen
1875; Livezey 1989a; Worthy et al. 1997). Pectoral reductionof a magnitudeat
least as great as shown by the foregoing genera characterizedthe foot-propelled
diving duck Chendytes(Livezey 1993c).
Aside from the Rallidae, flightlessnesswas associatedwith the most profound
morphological changesin the extinct Adzebill (Aptornithidae: Aptornis) of New
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Zealand, the sister-groupof the weakly flighted Rhynochetos(Livezey 1998). The
unique truncationof the distal segmentsof the ossametacarpaliamajus et minus
of Aptornis, as well as the reduction or loss of most of the features typical of the
proximal portion of the carpometacarpus(Livezey 1994), representstructuralreduction of a greatermagnitudethan that describedfor flightlessrails or for members of any other carinate order (Owen 1875; Sinclair and Farr 1932; Olson and
Wetmore 1976; Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Millener 1988, 1989; Millener and
Worthy 1991; Olson and James 1991). There is no indication that the variably
synostoticphalanx digiti alulae of Aptornis functioned as a combative spur (Livezey 1994), becausethe element shows none of the distal rugosity or thickening
typical of the spurs derived from os metacarpalealulare or os carpi radiale in
some other taxa (Rand 1954). An alternative interpretation of this feature in Aptornis based on conservative aspectsof avian ontogeny is presentedbelow (see
Ontogeny).
Retention of complete, but variably derived elements of the manus also characterizesflightlesscarinatesthat are (or were) obligate wing-propelled diving birds
(the penguins [Sphenisciformes],plotopterids [cf. Pelecaniformes], and flightless
alcids [Charadriiformes]), flightless birds in which the loss of the capacity for
aerial flight was accompanied by employment of the forelimb as a propulsive
organ in aquatic locomotion (Kelso 1922; Olson and Hasegawa 1979, 1996; Bannasch 1986a, b, 1987; Livezey 1988, 1989c; Raikow et al. 1988).
Microstructural likelihoods.--The impact of size and locomotive strain on microstructural characteristics (e.g., histology) has been recognized for decades
(Rensch 1948), but a paucity of quantitative data for the pectoral appendageof
birds persists.This deficiency of data is critical, in that if structuresundergoing
reductive evolution are subjectto the optimization of relative investmentsor symmorphosis(Taylor and Weibel 1981; Alexander 1984, 1998a; Ricklefs 1998; Weibel et al. 1998; Weibel 2000), then parallel shifts in modal robustnessof pectoral
elements should be associatedwith the loss of flight. That is, if the reasoning
generally applied to the pelvic limb concerning apparent margins of safety are
substantiatedempirically (cf. Gans 1979), then the economics of reductions in
these margins in such critically important structural elements in birds may be
critical. Given the evidence for the role of heterochronyin pectoral reduction in
flightless birds, such economicsin margins of safety would correspondwell with
the inclusion of symmorphosis as one component at the histological level of
constraintin avian development proposedby Ricklefs et al. (1998).
PELVIC

SKELETON

That mere shortnessof wing and length of leg are no true charactersof a natural
group, even when the legs are adapted for swift course on dry land, is evinced by
the singular short-wingedRail (Brachypteryx) at present existing in New Zealand,
and which probably was manifestedon a larger scale by the allied genusNotornis,
which unquestionablybelongsto the Rallidcerather than to the Struthionidce.--Owen
(1848b:374; comparingGallirallus with the ratite Dinornis)

Shifts in pelvic robustnessand proportions.--Pelvic characteristicstypical of
large, variably cursorial birds adaptedto walking on firm substratesrepresentthe
predicted endpointsfor the hindlimb in terrestrial birds after the loss of flight.
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These expectationsapply to most rallids, the comparativelynatatoffal genusFulica excepted.Generalities typical of avian taxa reliant on ambulatory movements
include heavy skeletal elements in the pelvic appendageand relatively short tarsometatarsiand digits (Storer 1971a), with increasedtibiotarsalproportionsas
lineages undergo cursoffal specialization (Blechschmidt 1929; Engels 1938a, b;
Maloiy et al. 1979; Bochenski 1989). In general,flightlessrallids having predominately terrestrialhabits conformedwith the predicted shift (Fig. 43). The pelvic
proportions of Rapbus cucullatus and Pezophaps solitaria showed distinctly different shifts in pelvic proportions characterized by modest shifts toward graviportality (Prange et al. 1979; Alexander 1984, 1985b; Currey and Alexander
1985). R. cucullatushad disproportionatelyshort tarsometatarsi,whereasP. solitaria had disproportionatelyshort digits, but both possessedsubstantiallymore
robust pelvic elements (Livezey 1993b). In neither speciesis disproportionate
shorteningof the femur characteristicof more-specializedterrestrialbirds (Gatesy
1991).

Consistent with expectationsfor aquatic forms (Raikow 1970, 1973; Livezey
1986a, b; Faith 1989), flightlessnessin Fulica was accompaniedwith dispropor-

tionate elongationof the tibiotarsusand digits, with these augmentationsbeing
superimposedon the specialized proportions already characteristicof righted
membersof the genus (Fig. 43). This shift predictablyopposesthosetypical of
waterbirds in which flightlessnessis associatedwith increased dependenceon
terrestrial locomotion (e.g., insular Anas), in which hindlimbs assumeda compromise between natatorial efficiency (Stolpe 1932; Raikow 1970, 1973, 1985a;
Storer 1971a; Bruinzeel et al. 2000) and modest ambulatory refinements(Livezey
1990, 1993a). The differencest in shifts shownby insular dabbling ducks and the
flightlesscoots (Fig. 43) strongly indicate that the latter had moved toward increasedspecializationof aquatic movementsin their lacustrineand estuarinehabitats as opposedto a shift toward increasedexploitation of uplands. The large
body size, elongation of the pelvic limb (particularly the tibiotarsus),and long,
narrow pelvis of Fulica in general, and congenersapproachingflightlessness
in
particular, are shared by a number of flightless taxa (e.g., Hesperornithiformes,
grebes, cormorants,Tachyeres, and Chendytes)in which members also are (or
were) proficientfoot-propelleddivers(Townsend1909, 1924; Dabelow 1925; Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1989d, 1992b, 1993c).
Although proportionswithin the pelvic limb and allometry in ratites (Cracraft
1976a, b; Alexander 1983a, b; Worthy 1988b; Cubo and Casinos 1997; Abourachid and Renous 2000) can be consideredextreme examples of appendicular
specialization for terrestrial locomotion, these diverse, comparatively enormous
taxa encompassa diverse continuum from graviportal to cursorial forms. A few
flightlessrallids tend toward graviportalpelvic limbs and shorteningof toes (e.g.,
Porphyrio mantelli-group, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, and Tribonyx mortierii), but
none approachesthe apomorphic extremity of the ratites or rapbids (Raikow
1985a; Livezey 1993b). Penguins(Sphenisciformes)representan extreme in pelvic proportions associatedwith primary reliance on wing-propulsion for locomotion and relegation of the hindlimb for infrequent ambulation and protracted,
erect stanceduring nesting (Livezey 1989c), specializationsthat producedconvergent pelvic proportionsconsistentwith thosecharacteristicof cursoriallandbirds (Storer 1971a).
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Margins of safety in pelvic limb.--An emerging body of evidence confirms a
strongcorrelationstructureamong skeletal elementswithin speciesor among individuals of closely related species(Selander and Johnston1967; Schnell 1970a,
b; Baker 1975; Johnston1976b; Zink and Winklet 1983; Termaat and Ryder 1984;
Jehl et al. 1990), an intraspecificgeneralitythat was confirmedfor rails. In birds
and other terrestrial tetrapods,widths of appendicularelements(and bulk of associatedmusculature)and the microstructuralcorrelatesof bone strengthcorrespondgenerally with body mass and the loads that these elementsroutinely bear
(Pennycuick 1967; Alexander et al. 1984; Currey 1984; Currey and Alexander
1985; Campbell and Marcus 1992; Bennett 1996)ßThese correlationsare interpretable in terms of the functional requirementsand similarities of dynamic strain,
elasticity, and margins of safety (McMahon 1975a, b, 1984; Alexander 1977a, b,
1980, 1984, 1985a, 1990a, b, 1996b, 1998a; Anderson et al. 1979, 1985; L0vtrup
and Mild 1979; Lanyon 1981; Biewener 1982, 2000; Rubin and Lanyon 1984),
althoughdetails are disputed(Garland 1983).
Although correlationstructuresof flightlessrails differed from that for flighted
confamilials to a limited extent, notably in the degree of intercorrelationsamong
dimensionsof the pectoralapparatus(Figsß40, 41), a strongcovariancestructure
was evident among lengths of appendicularelements that was significantly independentfrom a similarly pronouncedcovarianceamongwidths of appendicular
elements (Tables 44, 45; Figs. 46, 47). Also, multivariate comparisonsof rallids
confirmed strong,covarying contributionsof pelvic dimensionsto general skeletal
size applicableto both flighted and flightlessspecies,whereaspectoraldimension
predictablyincludedvariationrelatedto flightlessness
that was largely orthogonal
to that in the pelvic limb (Tables 40, 41; Figs. 49, 50). Similarly, pelvic dimensions contributed consistentlyto group-wise CVs most closely correlated with
mean body masses(Tables 14-23, 46-53; Figs. 23-32, 52-59)ß In short, despite
a conservative,primary complex of correlationscommon to the Rallidae, significant independenceof covariance structuresof pectoral and pelvic dimensions
was evident, a decouplingthat was magnifiedin the flightlessspeciesß
PECTORAL MUSCULATURE
ß.. all the muscles and flesh of the breast are made for the benefit and increase

of the movement of the wings, with that bone of the breast all in once piece, which
provides the bird with great power, with the wings woven of thick nerves and other
very strong ligaments of cartilage and skin very strong with various muscles ....
so much strengthis provided for power beyond the ordinary supportof the wings,
it needs in its place to double and triple the movement in order to flee from its
predatorsor pursueits prey.•Leonardo da Vinci (1505: folio 16, recto; translation
by Marinoni 1976:73)

ß.. during the earlier stagesof the processof reduction [of the pectoral apparatus
of insular species],such birds might be expectedto resemble in the state of their
organs of flight our domesticatedducks.•Darwin (1868:286-287)
Indeed, one of the most surprisingresults obtained in comparing the flying mechanism of rails known to be truly flightless,such as Atlantisia and Ocydromus[Gallirallus australis], with rails which are known to make long migratory journeys....

is the discovery that the patagial differencesas regardsperfection of mechanism
were very slight or vague whether the subjectdissectedwas flightlessor the reverse.
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But one would have been naturally inclined to think that if ... the gradual loss
of flight by default really lead[s] to such radical change in the structuraldetails of
the barbules described .... so much the greater would have been the effect upon
ß.. the patagium of Atlantisia with its associatedmuscles .... Nothing of the sort
appearsto have happened,except that ... the great pectoral [m. pectoralissternobrachialis] is obviously thin and feeble .... ---Lowe (1928a:121)

General avian patterns.--Among the first naturaliststo considerthe functional
anatomy of birds, Leonardo da Vinci (1505) recognized that the musculature of
birds must meet both routine and extreme demands,that is, proficiency merely to
become airborne is not enough, but birds in typical environments must be able
to execute maneuvers for evasion of predators, foraging, display, and accessto

nesting sites.Despite advancesin evolutionary inferencesfor diverse anatomical
systemsin birds (e.g., Bock 1979, 1990; Zweers 1979; Dullemeijer 1980), much
remains to be learned of the mechanics of avian flight, a state of affairs clearly
demonstrated by recent discoveries concerning the functional importance of the
pectoral muscles, tendons, and skeletal elements involved (Goslow et al. 1989;
Dial et al. 1991; Dial 1992; Vazquez 1992, 1994). In recent decades,significant
insights have been gained into the power generated by the breast muscles in
(typical flapping) flight (Simpson 1983; Dial and Biewener 1993; Tobalske and
Dial 1996; Dial et al. 1997) and the role of elastic-strainenergy storedin muscles
and other tissues(Alexander and Bennett-Clark 1977)ßIt is in this investigational
context, bolstered by the descriptive myological examinationsof the flightless
rallids Atlantisia rogersi (Lowe 1928a) and Gallirallus australis (McGowan
1986), that the effectsof flightlessnesson pectoralmusculatureare to be assessed.
Flightlessnessand pectoral musculature.--Apomorphy of the pectoral musculature of flightless rails is substantiallyless than the profound changesevident
in the ratites (Owen 1841; Farbringer 1888; Lowe 1928b; McGowan 1982, 1986),
with changesin rails associatedwith flightlessnessbeing limited largely to reductions in size (Figs. 69-115). For example, the smallest relative masses of
pectoral muscles of flightless rails (Tables 66, 67) are an order of magnitude
greater than that for the Brown Kiwi (Apteryx australis), which is estimated to
compose only 0.13% of total body mass in the latter (P. R. Millener fide McNab
1996).

However, findings in the present study indicate that McGowan (1986) was
mistaken in his conclusion that Gallirallus australis lacks one of the two capita
of m. subcoracoideustypical of nonpasseriformbirds (cf. Figs. 88-91), and lacks
m. serratussuperficialis pars metapatagialis (e.g., Figs. 77, 87). However, perhaps

more importantly, morphometricanalysesof the externum (Tables 7, 11, 14-23,
71; Figs. 20-32), skeleton (Tables 30-33, 40-42, 46-54, 72; Figs. 42-54), and
pectoral musculature (Tables 66-70; Figs. 111-115) of G. australis and other
flightless rallids presentedhere demonstratethat the reductionsin the pectoral
apparatusof flightless rails are generally substantial,and in most taxa are accompanied by notable qualitative differences in the integument (Tables 27-29; Figs.
33-39), skeleton (Tables 58-64; Figs. 61-67) and major pectoral muscles (Figs.
70-110). Although the apomorphiesof flightlessrails are dwarfed by thosefound
in ratires, and cognizant of variation in pectoral musculatureamong flighted avian
taxa (Gladkov 1937b; Nair 1954a, b; Berger 1966), the findings of the present
studydecisivelycontradictthe statementby McGowan (1986:343) that "... there
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is nothing in the skeleton [of G. australis] today to suggestthat they are flightless."

Relative sizes of the major breast muscles (rnm. pectoralis and supracoracoideus) are reflected to a large extent by the depth of the carina sterni. This relationship reliably indicates approximate reductions in the relative bulk of breast
musclesin flightlessrails (Figs. 51, 60, 70-74). Similar patternsof parallel structural changesin the sternumand the musclesthat originateon the sternumparallel
the capacity for flight in a number of flightlesscarinates,including grebes(Livezey 1989d), a cormorant (Livezey 1992a), a parrot (Livezey 1992b), steamerducks (Livezey and Humphrey 1986), and severalother anseriformsapproaching
the loss of flight capacity (Livezey 1989b, 1993a). A relationship of this kind
evidently can be extended to several extinct, flightless carinatesfor which direct
measurementsof muscles are not feasible (Livezey 1988, 1989a, 1993b, c). For

righted birds, m. pectoralistendsto be correlatedwith body mass (e.g., Marsh
and Storer 1981) and generally constitutesapproximately 15.5% of total body
mass (Hartman 1961), although seasonalatrophy of pectoral muscles, like that
documented in grebes (Piersma 1988; Gaunt et al. 1990), may complicate interspecific comparisons. As noted by Darwin (1868) and Wiglesworth (1900), a
continuum of pectoral reduction occursamong domestic varieties of the Red Junglefowl (Gallus gallus [Hartman 1961]), Muscovy Duck (Cairina moschata[Hartman 1961]), and Common Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos [Livezey 1993a]), lineages that demonstrate the efficacy of artificial selection on traits of diminished

utility. Despite substantialdifferencesin ontogeneticpatternsin altricial and precocial birds, suspecteddifferences in the relative development of pectoral and
pelvic muscleshave not been demonstrated(Konarzewski et al. 1998).
Changes in the size and conformation of muscles other than the major breast
componentsare manifest in the more derived of flightlesscarinates.Several such
were found in the flightless rails examined, including m. cucularis capitis pars
clavicularis and several other comparatively small muscles, with several species
including a suite of notable changesin the mean size or apparentvariation in the
musculatureof the wing (e.g., Porzana palmeri and Atlantisia rogersi; Figs. 70,
74-76, 78, 79, 84, 86, 93, 97). Substantialmuscular apomorphy likely character-

ized the extinct and exceptionallyderived Cabalus modestus,Capellirallus karainu, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Aphanapteryx bonasia, Erythromachus leguati,
and dwarfed Porzana from Hawaii. Although data on nonskeletal anatomy of
membersof the extinct Raphidae are few or lacking, available information indicates that a diversity of other characteristicsof righted species of the family
Columbidae (Hartman 1961; Greenewalt 1962; Ricklefs 1973; Aulie 1983), in-

cluding details of the pelvic musculature(Cracraft 1971), functionalmorphology
of the tail (Baumel 1988; Baumel et al. 1990), rectrices (Balmford et al. 1993),
and neuroanatomyof the pectoral musculature(Dial et al. 1987), may have undergonesignificantchangesin Raphuscucullatusand Pezophapssolitaria as well
(Livezey 1993b). The extreme reduction of the pectoral skeleton of the extinct
gruiform Aptornis indicatesthat musclesthat typically insert (at least in part) on
the manus (e.g., m. deltoideuspars propatagialisand m. flexor carpi ulnaris [Raikow 1985a; McGowan 1986]) would have undergoneprofound truncation, modification of insertiones,or complete loss. Such radical changesare known among
modern taxa only in the ratites (McGowan 1982). Unfortunately, absenceof soft
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tissuesfor Aptornis precludescritical myological comparisonsand direct studyof
the functional implications of such anatomical changes(cf. Emerson 1978, 1984,
1988), about which the remaining skeletal elements can only provide indirect,
variably misleading clues (McGowan 1986).
Histological and biochemical likelihoods.---Anatomical differences define
broad limits on performance capacities in living organisms.However, an understanding of the functional changesimposed by evolutionary apomorphy in the
pectoral musculature,however, could be improved throughcomparisonsof interspecific differences in histology (George and Nair 1957, 1959a-c; Nene and
George 1965; Maier 1983). An inkling of the importanceof suchfine-scalechanges can be gainedby taxonomicdifferencesin biochemicalcompositionof muscles
(Nair 1952) and the effects of seasonalvariation in ultrastructureof breast muscles
documentedin some migratory birds (Rosser and George 1986, 1987; George et
al. 1987; Gaunt et al. 1990; Evans et al. 1992). Optimally, this would be carried
out in combination with consideration of architectural differences (Gans and Bock
1965) and empirical assessmentof ontogenyof the musclesinvolved (Ricklefs
and Webb 1985; Gaunt and Gans 1990; Choi et al. 1993; Ricklefs et al. 1994;
Choi and Ricklefs 1997; Dietz and Ricklefs 1997). In addition, biochemical

changesmay pertain to pectoral reductions.Kaplan (1964) found that the concentration of lactase dehydrogenasein the breast musclesof the Laysan Duck
(Anas laysanensis)was substantiallyless than that of a wild Common Mallard
(A. platyrhynchos).Study of specimensat comparablestagesin the annualcycle
is critical in that molt entails substantialexpenditures of energy, during which
individuals must lose and regenerateapproximately 25% of lean body mass over
a short period of time (J. R. King 1981; Blem 1999).
Anecdotalevidenceprovidesa generalidea of the magnitudeof the implications
of histological change on activity patterns and individual flight performance.
Langston and Rohwer (1996) inferred a relationship between timing of molt and
breeding in albatrosses(Diomedeidae). Both of these processeshave been shown
to have critical impacts on compositionof musclesand energy balances,and these
are interrelated with the reattainment of the capacity of flight and the timing of
breeding and migration in many righted species (Woolfenden 1967; Ankney
1984; Rosser and George 1985, 1987; Panek and Majewski 1990; Holmgren and
Hedenstr6m 1995; Murphy 1996; Swaddle and Witter 1997; Brown and Saunders
1998). Whether such contingenciesunderlie, at least in part, variation in the chronology of molt in Fulica americana (McKnight and Hepp 1999), is not known.
Nevertheless, the obvious implications of these considerationsfor the liberation
representedby the loss of flight in insular birds are substantial(see below).
SEXUAL DIMORPHISM: INTERPLAY OF PHYLOGENY AND FUNCTION

... the bill [of Erythromachus leguati] ... is curved in exactly the same manner
and to the same degree as in A. broecki [Aphanapteryx bonasia] ... and varies
extraordinarily in length, being in some specimensone third shorter than in others.
The extremity of the longer beaks... is more conspicuouslycurved than that of the
shorterones ... throughoutthe seriesof bonesat our disposala marked difference
in size may be traced; but whether the short bills belong to smaller individuals, or
whether the difference in length of beak and in size generally is attributableto sex,
we are unable to say.--Gtinther and Newton (1879:432)
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As already mentioned, there is considerableindividual variation in size, both in
the skull and other portions of the skeleton of this species[Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi]. Indeed, Mr. Forbes has suggestedthat there may really be several distinct
species... there is, in fact, only one .... These considerableindividual differences
in the size of the skull and mandible are accompaniedby equal differencesin the
dimensionsof the otherportionsof the skeleton.... Most flightlessbirds appearto
be subject to this great variability; for instance, it is well marked in Didus, Pezophaps, Erythromachus .... In different skulls of Diaphorapteryx the beaks are commonly dissimilar, not only in size but also in form (degree of curvature, etc.) ....
--Andrews (1896b:76-77)

One may conjecturethat this is due to sexual selectionin favour of more powerful
males [in flightless Tachyerespteneres relative to flighted T. patachonicus] being no
longer counteractedby natural selection in relation to efficiency of flight. Huxley
(1943:286; based on data presentedby Murphy 1936)
In all but two measurementsDiaphorapteryx hawkinsi exhibits the greatestvariability of the four rail species,. ... The great variability of D. hawkinsi may be
correlated, at least in part, with the advance [sic] state of wing reduction (relative
to leg length) in this flightless species.... It is a generally acceptedassumption
that when there is a tendencyto lose certain structuresthrough a lineage, the intensity
of selection on that structure is reduced and an increase of variability follows.
--Cracraft (1973a:99)
PHYLOGENETIC

BASELINES

Methodological limitations.--In light of many explanationsproposedfor avian
sexual dimorphism (phylogenetic inertia, baseline body mass, mating systems,
intersexual partitioning of foraging niche, and territoriality), the possibility that
flightlessness may interact with these or other influential factors is very real.
However, before a consideration of evidence for an effect of flightlessnesson
sexual dimorphism in rails, the more widespread and better-documentedeffects
of phylogeny, sexual selection, and body size in birds must be assessed.Absent
a widely accepted,well-supported, and taxonomically inclusive phylogenetichypothesis for modern birds, rigorous assessmentsof historical limits and potentialities of general morphological parameters within Aves (including sexual dimorphism) remain unattainable.Fortunately, in some casesthe distribution of the
attributesof interestand the phylogeneticprecisionrequiredare suchthat patterns
are comparatively obvious and robust with respect to choice of formal analytical
protocols (see below for methodological challenges). Furthermore, in some of the
following discussion, issues of sexual size dimorphism and sexual dichromatism
are treated separately,a necessitygiven the sometimesdivergent correlationsbetween these components of intersexual differentiation and other parameters of
interest in some taxonomic groups (Sigurj6nsd6ttir 1981; Reynolds and Sztkely
1997).

Preliminary overviewfor the Rallidae.--The phylogeneticanalysisby Livezey
(1998) provided at least a basic framework for broad patternsof sexual dimorphism in higher taxa of the Rallidae and other closely related gruiform families.
Despite the substantiallylarger body sizes of the cranes,limpkins, and trumpeters
(Gruoidea [Archibald and Meine 1996; Bryan 1996; Sherman 1996]) and the
paucity of data on body masses of the sister-family of the rails (Fig. 11), the
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Heliornithidae (Alvafez del Toro 1971; Bertram 1996), the modal-magnitudesof
intersexualdifferencesin mean body massamong membersof the Rallidae (Appendix 1) indicate no substantialfamily-wide departurefrom the magnitudeof
sexual size dimorphismtypical of most neognathousbirds, in which the mean
mass of males is roughly 1.15-1.25 that of conspecificfemales (Livezey and
Humphrey 1984a). Accordingly,the majority of rallids can be consideredeither
to require no causalor evolutionary assessment
in this respectbecausethesetaxa
simply retain the plesiomorphiccondition;or whatever the selectionregime(s)
that is (are) responsiblefor this widespreadratio of sex-specificsize in neognathous birds, it extends to the majority of speciesof the Rallidae regardlessof flight
capacity.
Two basal members of the moorhens and coots (subtribe Fulicarina) are exceptionsto this generalpattern, both monotypicand flighted: Gallicrex and Porphyriops, in which the mean mass of males is approximately 1.5 times that of
females (Appendix 1). Although well above averagefor neognathousbirds (Ralls
1976; Amadon 1977), substantiallygreater dimorphism characterizesa small minority of taxa scatteredamong severalfamilies, notably the Galliformes and Anseriformes (Sigurj6nsd6ttir 1981; Lindtn and V•iis•inen 1986; McCraken et al.
2000). Several extinct flightless species,including several possibly close relatives
of Gallirallus (Fig. 12) were characterizedby exceptionallygreat skeletaldimorphism indicative of substantialintersexualdifferencesin body mass (Table 8),
and include Diaphorapteryx, Aphanapteryx,and Erythromachus.Excluding three
speciesin two sister-genera(Gymnocrexand Habroptila) that are suggestivebut
compromisedby samplesof specimens(Tables 5, 7, 30-33), there are no substantiatedexamples of reversed or female-larger sexual (size) dimorphism among
the Rallidae, a minority phenomenonthat characterizesmost Falconiformes(Snyder and Wiley 1976; Anderssonand Norberg 1981; Mueller et al. 1981; Safina
1984; Paton et al. 1994) and some Charadriiformes (Jehl and Murray 1986; Catry
et al. 1999).
Intersexual

differences

in linear external

measurements

of rallids demonstrated

herein (Tables 7-8, 14-22, 24-26; Figs. 52-55), whether univariate or of greater
dimensionality, are broadly comparable in magnitude and form to those reported
for many other neognathoustaxa (excluding traditional taxonomic revisions), despite a preoccupationamong the latter regardinggeographicvariation and climate
(Gould and Johnston 1972), a predilection for passefinetaxa, or a perspectiveof
sexual dimorphismas a factor confoundinginterspecificdiagnoses(e.g., Packard
1967; Power 1969, 1970a, b, 1979; James 1970, 1983; Johnston 1969, 1973;

Johnstonand Selander 1971, 1973; Grant 1979a, b). Similarly, intersexualdiffer-

encesin skeletaldimensionsof rails in the presentstudy(e.g., Tables30-35, 4652, 57; Figs. 23-31, 45, 48) were consistentwith the comparativelyrarer set of
counterpartsfor other avian taxa with respectto magnitudesand orientation of
multivariate sexual dimorphism documentedfor other avian taxa (Niles 1973;
Campbell and Saunders 1976; Hamilton and Johnston 1978; Baker and Moeed
1979, 1980; Ross and Baker 1982; Handford 1983; Gibson et al. 1984; Schluter

and Grant 1984a, b; McGillivray 1985; Rising 1987; Johnston1992a, b; Engelmoer and Roselaar 1998). However, unlike a small minority of avian taxa, rails
lack clear cases of single dimensions being larger in the otherwise smaller sex,
as has been reported for bill lengths (externally measured)of Huias (Callaeidae:
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Heteralocha acutirostris) by Burton (1974) and cranial widths of Great Horned
Owls (Strigidae: Bubo virginianus) by McGillivray (1985).
A modestbut intriguing body of evidence documentsecological segregationof
the sexeswithin specieson the wintering grounds,which in some speciesincludes
differential preferencesfor habitat (Lynch et al. 1985; Morton 1990; Ornat and
Greenwood 1990). A perspectiveon insular colonization by rallids as comparable
to vagrancy resulting in geographically novel migratory stopoversor wintering
grounds (see below) exposes the potential of such intersexual differentiation of
niches for the facilitation of sexual dimorphism of insular endemics, including
those of the Rallidae (e.g., Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi). Furthermore, such intersexual partitioning of feeding niches might increase the likelihood of successful
colonization of islands by small vagrant flocks by broadening the utilization of
available habitats on the island. Clearly, the plausibility of this mechanismawaits
the demonstration of such intraspecific partitioning of habitats among members
of the Rallidae, becausestudiesheretofore have involved arboreal passedfies.
Also of interest is sexual dichromatism, intersexual differences in plumage
pattern and coloration of soft parts, aspectsof appearanceother than simple size

that serve to distinguishthe sexes(Badyaev et al. 2001a, b). Once again, only a
minority of the speciesof the Rallidae deviate from sexual monochromatism,the
norm for the Gruiformes (Livezey 1998). Conspicuoussexualdifferencesin plumage or soft parts are limited among the rallids to two instances:a clade comprising
two flighted genera (Rallicula and Sarothrura) in the tribe Sarothrudfni,in which
sexual differences in size are not noteworthy; and the monotypic Gallicrex, characterized as well by substantial sexual size dimorphism (Livezey 1998; Appendix
1). Unlike intersexual differences in size, sexual dichromatism is associatedlargely if not completely with sexual selection and signaling of statuswithin and (less
importantly) between species (Green 2000). A positive correlation between the
phenotypesfavored by sexual and natural (sensu stdfcto)selection is intuitive, and
balance or mutual complementarity has been documented in some natural populations (e.g., Price 1984a, b; Sz6kely et al. 2000). The potential for traits favored
by sexual selection in oppositionto those directly advantageousis underscored
by a framework of hypothesespremisedon a negative fitnessof sexuallyselected
traits, that is, the handicap principle (Zahavi 1975; Zahavi and Zahavi 1997).
ECOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

OF SEXUAL DIMORPHISM

Primary ecofunctional hypotheses.--Ligon (1999: table 2.1) listed sevendirect
benefits associated with mate choice that accrue to the fitness of females: defense

of territories and included resourcesby males, provision of care and protection
of females by males, provision of parental care to offspring, efficiency with respect to the costs of searchesfor mates, avoidance of interspecific hybridization
and associatedreduction in fitness of offspring, favorable selection pertaining to
differential viability or quantity of sperm of males, and avoidance of sexually
transmitted diseasesor parasites. Of these proposals,those related to intersexual
partitioning of foraging niche (Selander 1966; Shine 1989a, b), including terrestrial (Kilham 1965; Ligon 1968; Holyoak 1970; Wallace 1974; Hogstad 1976,
1977, 1978; Williams 1980; Ross and Baker 1982; Holmes 1986) and aquatic
habitats (Jehl 1970; Oksanen et al. 1979; Nudds et al. 1981; Nudds and Kaminski
1984), and effects of body mass on seasonalmobilization of energy for repro-
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duction (Downhower 1976), sexual differences in parental investment (Trivers
1972; Cabana et al. 1982; Hughes and Hughes 1986; Wesolowski 1994), and
paternal territoriality (Price 1984b; Livezey and Humphrey 1985a, b; Livezey

1987) appear to be plausible candidatesfor the Rallidae. Where of sufficient
magnitude, sexual size dimorphism can carry implications for metabolic rates
(Wijnandts 1984; Masman et al. 1986; Maloney and Dawson 1993), but there is
no evidenceas yet of this among rallids. Even where ecologicaldifferencesare
inferred to be involved intersexualdifferencesin morphology(but see Mueller et
al. 1981), the latter insteadcan reflect competitionbetweenthe sexesor independent shifts by the sexes toward distinct phenotypic optima that are devoid of
intraspecific competition (Shine 1989a).
Although sexual dimorphismis significantin external and skeletal dimensions
and exhibits a complex array of magnitudeswithin and between genera (Tables
24-26, 55-57), some functional or ecological interpretationsemerged.The relative importance of territoriality to increasedbody size in males appearsto be
comparatively great for aquatic rallids (e.g., swamphens,moorhens, and coots)
nesting and feeding in open, lacustrine habitats (Gullion 1953b; Fjeldsfi 1973;
Craig 1976; Searcy 1982; Petrie 1984, 1986, 1988; Hunter 1987a; Cave et al.
1989; Badyaev and Qvarnstr6m 2002), a component that in turn is intensified
through sexual selection in "arms races" within and between species (Dawkins
and Krebs 1979). Defense of feeding and nesting territories is primarily a responsibilityof males in many taxa, and has been implicated as a primary factor
(Nice 1941; Tinbergen 1957; Brown 1964, 1969; J. H. Kaufmann 1983; Price
1984a, b). However, territoriality may not be simply a matter of body size and
combative prowess (cf. Dawkins and Krebs 1979), in that more subtle patterns
of deterrencecan be effective (Stamps and Krishnan 2001) and interspecific relationshipscan be amelioratedthroughcooperationwith other species(Dugatkin
1997). The role of thermodynamicadvantagesin sexual dimorphismof rallids-which are implicated in patterns of dimorphism among higher-order groups of
vertebrates (Greenwood and Wheeler 1985) and inferred (Johnston and Selander

1973; Johnstonand Fleischer 1981) for Passer--also remains wholly untested.
Rensch's rule revisited.--As detailed in the foregoing analyses,a significant
tendency exists among members of the Rallidae for intersexual differerencesin
body mass to vary directly with body mass; that is, rails appear to conform with
Rensch'srule. The proposedgenerality by Rensch (1950, 1959, 1960), although
apparentin a number of taxonomic groups (Clutton-Brock 1985; Leuteneggerand
Cheverud 1985; Fairbairn 1997), is not without controversy (Reiss 1986, 1989;
Abouheif and Fairbairn 1997). For example, Sigurj6nsd6ttir (1981) found that
mean body size and sexual size dimorphism in Falconiformes were inversely
correlated, a finding consistentwith frequent departure from Rensch'srule in
groups showing female-larger dimorphism(Fairbairn 1997).
Also inferred in the present study was the inconsequenceof flight statusto the
general, family-wide relationship between intersexual differences in body mass
and mean massesof species.Therefore, it appearsthat sexual mass dimorphism
of rails, whatever the ecological or selective basis of the phenomenonor flight
statusof the speciescompared,increasesallometrically with body size.
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SEXUAL SELECTION AND SEXUAL DIMORPHISM

Phylogeneticperspectives.-•Explorations of several morphological parameters
of interest here have been attemptedby using the phenetic networks by Sibley
and Ahlquist (1990). Notable amongthesewas a comparativestudyof the Charadriiformes, the likely sister-orderof Gruiformes (Livezey 1998), by Sz6kely et
al. (2000) that indicated that sexual selection was associatedmore closely with
sexualdimorphismthan feeding ecology.H/Sglund(1989) inferred that lek mating
systemsdid not promote male-biased sexual dimorphism in birds generally (i.e.,
dimorphismin which males are larger than females, as in the Rallidae and most
Aves), a finding Nylin and Wedell (1994) consideredoverly negative in light of
the heterogeneityamongdifferenttaxonomicgroups,a needlessstrictnessin critical values adopted, and the likely obfuscationof pattern causedby recoding a
continuum of magnitudesof sexual dimorphism into a binary characterfor use
of the test of Ridley (1983). Similarly, in otherwise comparabletests for a correlation between mating system and sexual size dimorphism in birds, H/Sglund
(1989) concluded that the correlation was not supported, whereas Oakes (1992)
subjected the same data to a different statistical criterion and considered similar
significancevalues to be confirmatory of such a correlation.
Also of interest are generalitiesdrawn from phylogeneticallyoriented assessments for more-limited avian taxa, for example, those of single taxonomicorders
or families. Bj/Srldund(1991) found equivocal evidence of a correlation between
sexual dimorphism and mating systemin grackles (Quiscalus) by using a method
conditional on ancestral reconstructions, with one discrete character of interest.

Webster (1992) assessedthe samecorrelationin an enlargeddata set for grackles
and used a method that employed nondirectionalmetrics and continuouscoding
of polygyny. For the simple comparisonshe found strongcorrelations,but, with
standardizedbody size he found no supportfor the correlation and concludedthat
allometry accountedfor the apparentrelationship.Clearly, even if a phylogenetic
tree is taken to be accurate,distributionsand methodologicaldetails can render
robust inferencesproblematic(Sil16n-Tullbergand Temrin 1994).
Sexual selectionand body size.---A substantialbody of theory restson models
and studiesof single speciesor small numbersof closely relatedtaxa. Key among
theseideas are the fundamentalprinciplesby which choicesof matesbetweenthe
sexes (i.e., intersexual selection) and competition among members of the same
sex for mates (i.e., intrasexual selection) influence patterns of mating and effect
changesin genotypic and phenotypic frequenciesthrough time (O'Donald 1962,
1980, 1983; Selander 1965, 1972; Emlen and Oring 1977; Payne 1984; Bradbury
and Davies 1987). The essentialprinciple relevant for typical avian groupsis that
males compete to varying degrees and under different mating systemsto win
sexual accessto females, with the latter often effecting a selective influence
through choice of mate(s), typically via female choice. The latter tends to be of
increasedpotency where sex ratios stronglyfavor females (O'Donald et al. 1974;
Yom-Tov 1976; Lande 1980a; Kirkpatrick 1982a; Arnold 1983; Burley 1985;
Eberhard 1996). Sexual selectionoften acts in combinationwith typical agencies
of natural selection that act differentially on the sexes (Parker 1983; Greenwood
and Wheeler 1985; Price and Grant 1985; but see Weatherhead and Clark 1994).

Blanckenhorn et al. (1995) discussedan extreme case in a heteropteraninsect in
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which sexual dimorphism reflects a balance between selective optima related to
foraging and mating. In light of the subtlecomplexity of the meansand covariates
of sexual selection, Ghiselin (1974) warned against ad hoc explanations of the
evolutionary basesfor parametersof reproduction,including sexual dimorphism.
The influence of sexual selection on sexual dimorphism is related directly or
indirectly to mating systems,reproductive investment, selectionregimes, and genetic covariance, and an important role of sexual selection in the evolution of
parental care and sexual dimorphism in birds is well established(Cabana et al.
1982; Cooke and Davies 1983; Hughes and Hughes 1986; Bradbury and Davies
1987; Halliday 1987; Lande 1987a; Partridge and Endler 1987; Davies 1991;
Arnold and Duvall 1994; Badyaev et al. 2001c). However, some predictions related to sexual selection (e.g., increased intensity in colonial species leading to
acceleratedspeciation[Marzluff and Dial 1991; Birkhead and M011er 1992]) have
not been supported by phylogenetically controlled assessments(Mooers and
M011er 1996). Clearly, sexual dimorphismis but one part of the milieu of reproductive parametersthat interact in diverse ways to delimit the reproductive strategies of birds, and there may be important differencesin the hormonalunderpinnings of sexual dimorphism among avian taxa (Emerson 2000). For example,
sexual size dimorphism can be correlated positively with sexual dichromatism,

and correlatedeither positively or negatively with parentalinvestmentin Galliformes, Anseriformes, and Falconiformes (Sigurj6nsd6ttir 1981).
Among the Rallidae, one of the traditionally recognizedvariablesimplicatedin
differential sexual selection and concomitantvariation in sexual dimorphism that
appearsto be important is mating system (Appendix 6). Of the life-historical
variants represented,infrequent polygamy reportedfor several genera (e.g., Porphyrio, Coturnicops, Crex, Porzana, Tribonyx, and Gallinula) appearsnot to have
effected exaggerated sexual size dimorphism (Tables 7, 26; Appendix 1). Moreover, sexual size dimorphism of the greatest magnitude among extant members
of the Rallidae (e.g., that found in Gallicrex cinerea) is associatedwith monogamy
(Appendix 6); the marked differentiation between the sexesin this taxon appears
to enhancecapacitiesfor territorial interactionsbetween males (P. B. Taylor 1996,
1998). Although flight capacity does not appear to be associatedwith departures
from normal size dimorphismamongextant rallids, there are examplesof extinct,
flightlessrails that appearto have been characterizedby sexual size dimorphism
of exceptionally great (e.g., Aphanapteryx, Erythromachus, and Diaphorapteryx)
and typical (Porzana spp., Tribonyx hodgenorum, and Fulica chathamensis)magnitudes (Table 8). Although those showing exaggerated dimorphism show evidence of intraspecificpartitioning of niche, the potential influence of flightlessness
and mating systemon dimorphism must remain the subjectof speculation.
Sexual selectionand sexual dichromatism.•Despite the significantfunctional
importanceand energeticimplicationsof sexual size dimorphism,intersexualdifferencesin plumage pattern and ornamentation--sexual dichromatism--traditionally have attractedat least as much attentionfrom early naturalists(e.g., Darwin
1859, 1871; Huxley 1914, 1938a-c, 1943) and modem ornithologists(e.g., Andersson 1982, 1994; Barnard 1991; Oakes 1992; Petrie 1992; Andersson and

Andersson 1994; M0tler and Birkhead 1994; Berglund et al. 1996; M011er and
HedenstriSm1999). The conspicuousnessof sex-specific ornamentation (and associateddisplays) in turn engenderedsubstantialinterestin the evolutionaryim-
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plicationsof the absenceof suchfeaturesin certain taxa or demographicgroups
within taxa, especiallywith respectto diminisheddetectabilityor deceptionof
conspecifics(Rohwer 1978, 1983a, 1986; Rohwer et al. 1980; Burley 1981; Rohwer and Ewald 1981; Flood 1984; Studd and Robertson 1985; Lyon and Montgomerie 1986; Montgomerie and Lyon 1986; Hill 1988, 1996; Rohwer and Butcher 1988; Butcher and Rohwer 1989; Thompson 1991; Zack and Stutchbury 1992;
Chu 1994; Piper 1997; Conover et al. 2000).
The essentialgeneralities of the concept as applied to Aves is that many or all
external intersexuallydifferentiatedphenotypictraits, especiallythose of an ornamental nature and conferring negligible advantageor functionality detriment,
are likely candidatesfor sexually selectedfeatures. These structuralsignalsof the
phenotype,in combinationwith thoseservingboth as sexuallyselected"badges"
and one or more functional requirements (Berglund et al. 1996), are the targets
of directionalselectionby potentialmates,and thereforeserveprimarily or wholly
to gain access to mates and thereby enhance reproductive fitness (Andersson
1994). Examples of "honest" signals(i.e., reliably indicative of fitness)include
asymmetryof wing-patchesin Common Chaffinches(Fringilla coelebs[Jablonski
and Matyjasiak 2002]) and bill color in Common Moorhens(Fenoglio et al. 2002).
Taxonomic differencesin sexual dichromatismamong avian taxa stem in part
from variationin the proximatemechanism(s)that produceplumagecolor (estrogen, testosterone,luteinizing hormone, and nonhormonal factors), of which the
latter three are candidatesfor the Rallidae (Kimball and Ligon 1999).
Conceived by Darwin (1871) to be fundamentally distinct from traits modeled
by natural selection(thosepertainingto survival), thesefeaturesconstitutespecial
refinements for the proximate concern of mating. Subsequently,the complexity
of roles of natural and sexual selection acting on traits increasingly has been
recognized (Andersson 1994). Nevertheless, the distinct dimensions of sexual se-

lection remain critical, a statusperhapsbest revealedby the evidenceand theory
that sexually selectedtraits can serve as strongly attractive ornamentsin. opposition to functional considerations,at times possiblyleading to otherwisemaladaptiveextremes(Fisher 1930, 1958; Andersson1994; Ligon 1999). The possibility that such signals of fitness can be otherwise disadvantageousled to the
handicapprinciple (Zahavi 1975; Zahavi and Zahavi 1997), in which perseverance
despite such impediments is a significant component of the signal of interest.
Intense sexual selectionand associatedornamentationare characteristicof species
in which males display in traditional arenas or leks for the sole purpose of attracting mates and typically show pronouncedsexual dimorphism, reduced or
obsoleteparental care, and (in some species)intense aggressivebehavior (Bradbury 1981; Bradbury and Gibson 1983; Payne 1984; Wiley 1991; but seeH6glund
1989). Evidently, structuralrequirementsof such ornamentationcan be so stringent as to select strongly against asymmetricgrowth; that is, frequencyof (typically stress-related)asymmetry is suppressedin costly ornaments(Ligon 1999).
Despite a broad empirical base for the concept, exceptionsand counter-intuitive
findingsare known. For example,Ligon (1999: table 4.1) cited examplesof plumage ornamentationof males that experimentaldata indicatedwere not of importance to selection of birds as mates by female conspecifics,some of which may
pertainto somemale rallids (colorationand elongatedtails).
The possibility that polyandrousmating may be related to the unique, pro-
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nounced sexual dichromatism synapomorphic for the clade comprising Rallicula
and Sarothrura and autapomorphic in Gallicrex cinerea (Livezey 1998) merits
study (Appendix 6). Comparatively subtle sexual dichromatism or sex-specific
differences in aspect that may serve as signals of status in social contexts are
more common among rallids than in other groups of birds. To these rare distinctions might be added simple differencesin dimensionsthat may be evident in the

field but confoundedby age-related variation, for example, differencesin bulk,
wing lengths, depth of brightly colored bills, or unguesof wings and feet (Carroll
1963c; Visser 1976; Fjeldsfi 1977; Craig et al. 1980; Fullagar and Disney 1981).
Sexual selection favoring small but fat individuals was documentedin Gallinula
chloropusby Petrie (1983), a trait that covariessignificantlywith ability to acquire
and defend territories, which is in turn related to reproductive success(Petrie
1984, 1986, 1988). Comparatively modest sexual dichromatism (most frequently
involving differencesin bill color), possibly confoundedby protractedretention
of femalelike subdefinitiveplumagesin some first-year individuals, is evident in
some crakes (Porzana porzana, P. parva, and P. carolina). Whether this represents the delayed acquisition of adult plumage before the attainment of competitive condition or inadequatelyunderstoodgeographicvariation is not clear. The
latter condition is accorded added significancein light of the permanent paedomorphosisin plumage pattern in both sexesof several rallids, including a flighted
swamphen (Porphyrula fiavirostris) and several flightless species (Cabalus modestus and Atlantisia rogersi). Clearly, only the latter casescan be attributed to
selectively neutral covariates of paedomorphosistargeting the pectoral apparatus
(see below). Whether the several extinct, flightless rallids that showed substantial
sexual size dimorphism also were characterizedby sexual dichromatism (at least
in bill color), unfortunately,never will be known, precludingpotentiallyimportant
insights into the social ramifications of flightlessness.
SEXUAL DIMORPHISM

AND FLIGHTLESSNESS

Taxa other than the Rallidae.--Upon first analysis,the secondaryloss of flight
may seem only remotely related to mating systems, sexual selection, and sexual
dimorphism. A number of notable exceptionsare known among insects,in which
some taxa comprise castes or sexual groups that differ (among other characteristics) in the capacity for flight (Roll 1986a-c, 1994b, 1995; Roff and Fairbairn
1991). Although no comparableinstancesof intraspecificor intersexualpartitions
of avian taxa with respectto flight are known, several avian speciesapproachthis
condition. Among steamer-ducks(Anatidae: Tachyeres), a genuscomprisingthree
flightless speciesand one flighted species,the largest males of the Flying SteamerDucks (T. patachonicus) are flightlessfor considerableperiods of time (Humphrey
and Livezey 1982; Livezey and Humphrey 1986), evidently a result of selection
for large body size for maintenanceof territories, in part effected by sexual means
(Livezey and Humphrey 1984a, 1985a, b). The most extreme sexual size dimor-

phism of any anseriformbird characterizesthe lek-breedingMusk Duck (Anatidae, Oxyurini: Biziura lobata), in which the mean body mass of males is approximately three times that of females (McCracken et al. 2000). The resultant
wing loadingsrender flight difficult if not impossiblein the heaviestmales(Hobbs
1956; Dickison 1962; Lowe 1966). Finally, the flightless Auckland Islands Teal
(Anas aucklandica), despite smaller body size and vestigial sexual dichromatism,
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is characterizedby greater sexual size dimorphism than its flighted congeners
(Livezey 1990).
Although sexual dimorphism can be functionally decisive for males in species
of waterfowl near the thresholdof flightlessness,insularity per se is not known
to be influential in this regard (Weller 1980). For example, magnitudeof sexual
dimorphism in insular Anas did not differ from that inferred for continental relatives (Livezey 1993a), in contrastto the comparatively great size dimorphism
documented in some insular species (Selander 1966; Wallace 1978) and the increased sexual size dimorphism that sometimes accompanies the evolution of
flightlessness(Livezey 1989b, 1990, 1992a). Estimatesof mean body massesof
male and female Chendyteslawi (2,820 and 2,360 g, respectively) indicated that
mass dimorphism in Chendyteswas substantialbut closely approximated that of
extant members of the Mergini (Livezey 1993c).
Among flightless speciesexclusive of waterfowl, sexual dimorphism in body
size in the Galapagos Cormorant is the greatest of all modern members of the
family (Livezey 1992a). Likewise, the single flightlessspeciesof parrot (Psittacidae: Strigops habroptilus) is characterized by uniquely great sexual size dimorphism (Livezey 1992b). Intersexual differences in size were inferred to have been
substantialin the Dodo (Raphidae: Raphus cucullatus) by Livezey (1993b). Sexual dimorphism in the related Solitaire (Pezophapssolitaria) equaled or exceeded
that of any other carinate speciesof bird (Amadon 1959, 1977; Ralls 1976; Livezey and Humphrey 1984a) and led Strickland (1859) to conclude that the sexes
of P. solitaria representedtwo distinct species(Livezey 1993b). Pronouncedsexual dimorphism and evidently protracted developmental periods of the extinct
raphids suggestthat sexual and ontogeneticdifferences in niche characterizedboth
species(Selander 1966; Werner and Gilliam 1984; Shine 1989a, b). The sexually
dimorphic metacarpal spurs of male P. solitaria (Rand 1954), which frequently
showed evidence of mended fractures, strongly indicated that combat occurred
among males (Livezey 1993b). Accordingly, it seemslikely that at least P. solitaria was polygynous and perhapslek-breeding, and that the extraordinary sexual
dimorphism in this specieswas functionally permissible in part becauseof flightlessnessand its insular habitus (Livezey 1993b). Tarsal spursof male galliforms
are functionally analogousto the sexually dimorphic carpal spursof Pezophaps
and some anseriforms (e.g., Tachyeres), being sexually dimorphic, age-related,
and larger in polygynous species (Davison 1985; Sullivan and Hillgarth 1993).
The aerodynamic implications of some sexual ornamentation involving the rectrices of birds (Andersson and Andersson 1994; Balmford et al. 1994; M011er and
Birkhead 1994; Fitzpatrick 1999; M011er and Hedenstr6m 1999) lend supportto
the proposalthat flightlessnessgranted additional latitude for evolutionary changes in shapein responseto sexual selection.The latter interpretationaccordedwell
with the widespread view (e.g., Colbert 1955; Yapp 1962a; Sibley and Ahlquist
1990; Feduccia 1995, 1996) so well articulated by King and King (1979:2, emphasisadded): "So restrictive are the anatomicalrequirementsof flight that, even
when the flightless birds are included, the entire class of Aves presents greater
uniformity of general structurethan many single orders of fishes, amphibiansand
reptiles."
Sexual differencesin appearance(exclusiveof size) also showvariable patterns
with respect to insular endemism and flightlessness.One hypothesisheld that the
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reduced sexual dichromatism of insular ducks representsthe adaptive loss of isolating mechanismsrendered superfluousin the absenceof sympatric,closely related speciesthat might pose difficulties for selectionof conspecificmates(Sibley
1957; Johnsgard1963; Lack 1970b; Weller 1975, 1980). However, at the very
least, the frequencyof interspecifichybridizationin waterfowl suggeststhat these
mechanisms,if real, are remarkably ineffectual (Williams 1983; Livezey 1991).
For example, insular reductionsin dichromatisminstead may be a correlate of
increasedinvolvementby males of insular endemicsin brood-rearing(West-Eberhard 1983; Ketterson and Nolan 1994). This interpretation is consistentwith the
biparental attendanceof broods typical of insular Anas (Weller 1980) and generally associatedamong anatineswith reduced sexual dichromatism(Kear 1970;
Lack 1974).
Evidence within the Rallidae.--In contrastto the general pattern of sexual dimorphism in the Rallidae, several flightless speciessuggestparallels to the exaggeratedsexual dimorphismof flightlessendemicsin other nonpasseriformfamilies (Table 8; Appendix 1). Although significant interactionsbetween the statistical effects of sex and flight capacity were inferred in most genera (Tables 25,
56), consistentwith the hypothesisthat flightlessnesspermits greater intersexual
differentiation under many circumstances,these translated into comparatively
modest mean differences in specimens(Tables 7, 30-33). Badyaev and Martin
(2000) found evidence of strong directional selectionfor different sexual optima
in selectedfeatures in recently colonized populationsof House Finches (Carpodacus mexicanus).This dynamic evidently varies among conspecificpopulations,
extendsto covariancestructures(Badyaev and Hill 2000; Badyaev et al. 2001a),
and works in concert with sexually divergent patterns of growth (Badyaev et al.
2001a, b). Given the greater antiquity of divergences giving rise to flightless
rallids, it is reasonableto expect that scenariosof this kind may have occurred
in multiple dimensionsof flightlessrails, a likelihood furthered by the associations
among paedomorphosis,great sexual dimorphism,and flightlessness(McNamara
1995; see below).
More dramatic and functionally interpretable were the cases of exceptional
dimorphism inferred for several extinct flightlessrallids, notably Aphanapteryx
bonasia, Erythromachusleguati, and (especially) Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi (Tables 8, 30-35; Fig. 45). References to extraordinary intraspecificvariation in bill
lengths of D. hawkinsi were noted by Andrews (1896b) and Cracraft (1973a).
The latter also inferred that Gallirallus dieffenbachii and Fulica chathamensis
exhibited unusually high variances, but interpreted this as increasedvariance associated with reductive evolution as opposedto flightlessness-relatedincreasein
sexualdimorphism.Furthermore,sexualdimorphismof the bill indicatedin these
subfossilrails may have been increasedsubstantiallyby differencesin the over-

lying integument,as in the extinct, extraordinarilydimorphicHuia (Heteralocha
acutirostris [Burton 1974]). Taking the integument into considerationindicates
that the intersexual difference in culmen lengths of D. hawkinsi was at least 2 cm
(--20% of bill length), a difference unique for the family and undoubtedlyhaving
functional implications.
MANIFOLD

APOMORPHY OF FLIGHTLESSNESS IN RALLIDS

There are birds which never fly. These are ostriches, among the terrestrial birds;
and the penguins, and the manchots, among the aquatic; their wings are so small
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that they appear only to possessthem, that they may not form too marked an exception to the rules of resemblance in the different classes of animals.--Cuvier
(1802:540, emphasisin original)
The New Zealand birds afford instructive examples of the progressiveloss of the
volant faculty, with concomitantmodificationsof the parts of the skeleton giving
origin to the pectoral muscles. The keel progressively shrinks from Porphyrio to
Tribonyx, thence to Notornis, Aptornis, Stringops [sic], Apteryx, [and] Dinornis.-Owen (1882:696)

ß. . in Nesolimnas [G. dieffenbachii] we have an annectantform linking the flying
to the flightlessrails. In its plumage, in the condition of its sternum,and in many
other points, it remindsus of Hypotaenidia [flighted Gallirallus], while, on the other
hand, in the reductionof its wings and the consequentmodificationof its hind-limb
it approachesOcydromus[G. australis-group].The existenceof suchan intermediate
type seemsto give strong supportto the opinion... that the Ocydromine rails have
originated from forms capable of flight at a comparatively recent date and in the
islands they now inhabit.--Andrews (1896c:271)
Yet these rails [Porzana palmeri, P. sandwichensis,P. atra, Dryolimnas aldabranus, and Porphyriornis nesiotis-group].... generallyregardedas 'flightless,' ...
would appear to be 'flightless,' not from any physical or anatomical handicap, as
seems evident from the dissection,but because they have lost the faculty of flight
or the will to fly from simple disuseof the wings.... On the other hand, there are,
or were, certain Rails [Gallirallus australis, Aphanapteryx, and Diaphorapteryx] ...
which I am much inclined to think do not or did not fly becausethey have not or
had not acquired the structuraldetails necessaryfor that function.--Lowe (1928a:
110)

Loss of limbs is one of the most extreme morphologicalchangesin the history
of tetrapods,yet it has evolved repeatedlyin amphibians,reptiles, birds, and mammals.--Lande (1978:73; presumably in reference to the Dinornithiformes, the only
avian group in which wings evidently were lost entirely)
Even if we had a completefossil record for the species,we still could not determine
the point in time when Wekas [G. australis] became flightlessbecausethere is nothing in the skeletontoday to suggestthat they are flightless. Indeed, the rails as a
group tend to be reluctant fliers, and this has more to do with their behaviour than
with any shortcomingsin their anatomy.--McGowan (1986:343)
Apart from some of the rails of New Zealand and the Chatham Is., insular rails
usually exhibit little morphological diversity. Other than the adaptationsassociated
with flightlessnessand the generally more robust hindlimbs associatedwith being
more terrestrial, rails appear to require little in the way of adaptationsto insular
environments,so depending on the ancestral genus, flightless rails tend to differ
among themselvesmainly in plumage, size, and amount of reduction in the flight
apparatus.Morphologically and probably behaviorally, one flightless rail is much
like another and the Hawaiian speciesare unexceptional.--Olson (1999:2)
RELATIVE

APOMORPHY OF FLIGHTLESSNESS IN RAILS

Simple indices.--Although studentsof flightless rails differed in the relative
magnitudesor phylogeneticimplicationsof morphologicalchangesthat they perceived, each recognized a range in the magnitudes of changesmanifested by the
flightless members of the Rallidae. These shared perceptions of a continuum of
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changewere basedon impressionsdrawn from variably limited subsetsof known
flightlessrails, and none of theseauthorsattemptedan explicit ranking of the taxa
considered. Would such a ranking of flightless rails by relative apomorphy be
feasible and informative? At least for those taxa representedby adequatespecimens, a number of comparativemeasurescan be derived that serve to order taxa
by inferred magnitudeof change(Tables 71-75). Some of theseoffered substantial
intuitive simplicity (e.g., changesin relative wing length, modificationsin structure and numbers of remiges, or qualitative changesin skeleton), others were
confoundedby the effects of sample size on estimatesof "distance" (Tables 7175), and most were contingenton the reliability of the taxa inferred to be most
closely related to each flightlessspecies.Although pairwise comparisonof flightlessrails with their closestrighted relativesor phylogeny-basedcomparisonsoffer
the advantageof explicit historicism, such approachesoffer no explict ranking of
all flightless speciesrelative to a single metric or criterion.
Simple metrics for such comparisons(e.g., the ratio of wing length divided by
mean body mass, that is, wing loading) at least are simple to calculate (where
data are available), have an intuitive appeal, and are applicable acrossflightless
and righted taxa in multiple taxonomic families. Comparability acrossa wide
range of taxonomic groups not only permits wide comparative surveysbut seems
appropriatein that the vast majority of the morphologicalchangesthat are attributable to flightlessnessin rails (e.g., multiple expressionsof pectoral reduction)
are convergentwith those of at least a minority of flightless members in other
avian families (Tables 4, 79). Several apomorphiespossessedby some flightless
rallids in which the relationshipto flightlessnessis more ambiguous(e.g., change
in body size) or characteristicof only a minority of avian lineages in which the
loss of flight was comparatively ancient (e.g., pronouncedhypertrophy of the
pelvic limb, or truncationof pedal digits) also have parallelsin other avian groups
(Raikow 1985a; Table 79), although precedentfor changesin body mass with
loss of flight exists (Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1988, 1989a, d, 1990,
1992a, b, 1993b, c). In fact, changes in body size at all phylogenetic scales in
birds is so widespreadas to defy a single explanation, and examplesof substantial
change in body size among righted members of other taxonomic families are
known, including Biziura lobata (Anatidae: Oxyurini), the Gruidae, and some
passerines(Livezey 1995b, 1998; Zink 1986). Despite a sentiment expressedby
some that size is a nuisancevariate to be correctedbefore interspecificcomparisons (e.g., Burnaby 1966; Mosimann and James 1979; Darroch and Mosimann
1985; Sampson and Siegel 1985; James and McCulloch 1990), herein both size
and shape are consideredto be relevant to evolutionary changesassociatedwith
flightlessness.
Multivariate ordinations.---In addition to the comparatively simple univariate
and bivariate indices to change between species-pairsreferenced above (Tables
71-75), several multivariate, taxonomically inclusive ordinations of righted and
flightlessspeciesby relative apomorphywere performed.Specifically,thesewere
the canonicalcontrastsof studyskins,completeskeletons,and sternathat included
all taxa for which requisite data were available. Canonical contrastsby design
derive a single axis that maximally discriminatedrallids by presumptiveflight
status,but inherently summarizedthe total variance attributableto flight capacity
(standardizedby pooled within-species covariances) without a partitioning of
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componentsof that total variance attributableto size or shape(Tables 23, 53, 54;
Figs. 32, 59, 60).

A canonical contrast of speciesby flight capacity with six standardmeasurements of study skins incorporated almost two thirds of the total standardized

variation among species(Table 23), and effectively contrastedwing length and
middle-toe length with three of four of the remaining measurements(with tail
lengthprovingof marginalutility). Not surprisingly,wing lengthwas significantly
more influential in this contrastthan the covarying middle-toe length (Table 23);
the latter evidently servedas an index to body size that is comparativelyindependent of flight capacity. A dot-chart of 96 rallid taxa by their scoreson this
canonical contrastplaced several small flightless crakes (Porzana palmeri, Atlantisia rogersi, and P. sandwichensis)and one crake commonly consideredflighted
but inferred to be at least flight-impaired in this study (Laterallus spilonotus) at
one extreme, and a series of large, flighted rallids of terrestrial and aquatic habit
(e.g., Gymnocrexrosenbergii,Gallinula (c.) galeata, Fulica gigantea, and F. cornuta) at the other (Fig. 32). The pattern of symbolsindicative of flight capacity
in the dot-chart clearly reveals that no single value or position on the axis based
on skin measurementsunerringly divided flightlessfrom flighted taxa. The confounding of increasingbody size with flight capacity on this axis is evident by
an examination of the positionsof taxa in the plot (Fig. 32), an impressioncorroboratedby a significantcorrelationbetween mean scoresand mean body masses
on the canonicalcontrast(r = 0.75, P << 0.01). Consequently,althoughthe contrast portrayed a general trend in flight capacity (Fig. 32), the comparatively limited information afforded by six measurementsof study skins tended to de-emphasize the apomorphyof the larger flightless species(e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri) relative to smaller speciesshowingonly subtleexternalchanges(e.g., Dryolimnas aldabranus). However, in some respects,this bias is welcome, in that
many measuresof flight capacity (e.g., wing loading) are influencedstronglyby
body mass,rendering the discriminationof dwarfed flightlessspecies(e.g., Dryolimnas aldabranus and Gallirallus wakensis) problematic.
Canonical contrastsof complete skeletons(i.e., those providing 41 measurements), whether or not sexes were distinguishedwithin species,ranked species
virtually identically (Table 53), and therefore only the simpler analysisin which
sexeswere pooled was plotted (Fig. 59). Although fewer taxa were represented
by sufficient material to be included in the analysis, the richer suite of measurements provided substantiallymore power with which to discernflight capacity,
and the resultantcontrastof 52 taxa emphasizedthe magnitudesof severalsternal
and most alar dimensionsrelative to those enteredfrom the skull and pelvic
apparatus(Table 53). Scoresof specieson the skeletal contrastdivided flightless
speciesfrom their flighted confamilials with only two exceptions(Fig. 59): Porzana tabuensiswas placed marginally within the range of scoresfor flightless
species,and extinct Fulica chathamensiswas placed well within the flighted species analyzed. The latter finding representsa less compelling departurefrom expectationsgiven that the flight statusof this giant, subfossilcoot is not known
with certainty(in fact it may have beencapableof laboredflight), and its position
on the contrast reflected in part the modest but significant correlation between
scoreson the contrast and body mass (Table 53). Of the speciesfor which complete skeletal data were available, Atlantisia rogersi, Cabalus modestus, and
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Aphanapteryxbonasia were resolvedto be the most apomorphicwith respectto
flightlessness(Fig. 59).
A canonical contrastof five sternal measurements(Table 54) provided a morphometric synthesisof osteologicalchangesassociatedwith flight statusin the
single element most profoundly indicative of flightlessness,affording a dimensionality approximating that for study skins, and that emphasized the relative
robustnessof the carina sterni (Table 58). Although empirically impoverished
relative to comparisonsbasedon completeskeletons,restrictionof focusto sternal
measurements
permittedthe inclusionof 20 additionalspeciesknown only from
very limited, often subfossilremains, many of which were flightless (Table 54;
Fig. 60). Although considerablymore blurring of the division of flight classes
was evident, misplacementsprimarily were limited to the scoring of flighted
crakes (e.g., Porzana tabuensis,P. pusilla, P. fiavirostra, and Coturnicops noveboracensis)among flightlesstaxa and the purportedlyflightless,subfossilcoots
(Fulica prisca, F. chathamensis,and F. newtoni) among the flighted taxa (Fig.
60). Once again, a significant correlation between body massesand scoreson the
sternalcontrastexplained, in part, the positionsof the giant, extinct coots (Table
54), speciesthat may have been capableof heavy flight. Despite theseexceptions,
an informativeordinationof rallids by sternalapomorphywas achievedin which
small, flightless Porzana severnsi, Atlantisia rogersi, Capellirallus karamu, and
Cabalus modestusoccupied one extreme and the ponderousbut flighted Fulica
gigantea, Aramides ypecaha, and F. cornuta defined the oppositepole (Fig. 60).
Thosetaxa approachingthe thresholdof flightlessness
(•) basedon one or more
of these canonical contrastswere not completely unanticipatedin light of other
taxonomically global assessmentsof bivariate or multivariate design (Figs. 15,
20, 44, 49-51). Some of the taxa traditionally assumedto be flighted (e.g., Laterallus spilonotus) may be describedmore appropriately as flight-impaired or
verging on flightlessness(cf. Figs. 20, 28), and functionally comparableto other
flightlessrails showing limited apomorphy(e.g., Gallirallus owstoni). Similarly,
the three subfossilcootsjustify only a provisionalconsiderationas flightless,and
would be classified conservatively as capable of weak flight, an allometrically
compromisedcapacitycomparableto that of the heaviestFlying Steamer-Ducks
(Humphrey and Livezey 1982; Livezey and Humphrey 1986). This statusis consistent with the inference by Mourer-Chauvir6 et al. (1999) that Fulica newtoni
was probably capableof flight and that this mobility explained its apparentpresence on both Mauritius and R6union. The discriminatory power of the analysis
of study skins would be increased substantiallyif some means of quantifying
changesin the shapeand microstructureof flight featherswas included.Similarly,
even limited augmentationof the osteologicalcontrastwith measurementsof the
breast musculaturewould improve the separationof flightlessand flighted taxa,
but availability of data would limit prohibitively the taxa so analyzed.
MEDIATION

OF CHANGE AT AN EVOLUTIONARY

CROSSROAD

As demonstratedabove, flightlessnessin the Rallidae is manifestedanatomically in large part by broadly similar shifts in proportions,but that these shifts
vary substantiallyin magnitude (Figs. 15, 20, 32, 44, 49-51, 59, 60, 111-115).
That is, the morphometricapomorphyshown by flightlessrallids representsa
family-wide caseof rampantparallelismin manifold, but subtlequalitativechang-
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es (primarily in the pectoralapparatus)that encompassa wide range of magnitudes.One approachto the apomorphythat characterizesflightlessrails (and other
birds) is premisedon a partitioningof morphologicalchangesin relativesizeinto
two primary components(Fig. 117): size of the pectoralapparatus(P), and size
of its complementor that of the rest of the avian corpus(pc = M*). Note that,
for the generalcase,each of thesetwo componentsis symbolizedas a vector of
possiblesubcomponents,
permittingthe subspecification
of anatomicalsubparts
that are subjectedto differentselectionregimesor possessdifferentdevelopmental
parameters.However, for the preliminary explorationsbelow, the two components
will be consideredto be unidimensionalentriesin vectorsof phenotypes(symbolized by P and M*, respectively).
In addition to providing a simplified conceptualframework for the essential
morphologicalchangesthat are associatedwith flightlessness
in rails, this bipartitioning is consistentwith current theory in which evolutionary trends are consideredas departuresfrom typical developmentalconstraintsthat turn on poised
bifurcationsin morphogenetictrajectories(e.g., Balon 1989; McKinney 1990a, b;
Brock 2000). Such ontogeneticdeparturesfrom normal or plesiomorphicdevelopmentalpathwaysrepresentdecanalizations--variations
from typicalontogenetic
interrelations--thatmay be critical for "saltationalchanges"in body form (Salthe
1975; Scharloo1991; Wagner 1997; Wagneret al. 1997; Rice 2000). Experimental
evidence for reptiles and amphibians(Alberch and Gale 1983, 1985; Raynaud
1985; Cohn and Tickle 1999) and birds (Coelho et al. 1991, 1992; Mackem and
Mahon 1991; Nelson et al. 1996; Goff and Tabin 1997) substantiatesthat such

ontogeneticreorganizations
involveregulatorygenes(e.g., Hox genes).A concept
of bifurcationof potentialdevelopmentalpathwaysholdspromiseas an ontogenetic basisfor the productionof two selectiveoptima throughdisruptiveselection
(Barton 1998).

Lande (1979) provided a quantitative genetic model applicable to this twodimensionalcase,in which the evolutionaryresponseof a vector of mean phenotypes (z)--in terms of the additive genetic covariance matrix (G), environmen-

tal covariancematfix (E), the phenotypiccovariancematrix (P = G (•) E), and
the vector of selection differentials (S)--was shown to be:
z = G.P-1.S.

This model summarizeda plausiblemeansof evolutionarychangeunderthe constraintsof geneticand environmentalcovariances(Roff 1992), and clearly implies
that both intensity of selectionand the interrelatedconstraintsof genetic and
environmentaleffects contributeto evolutionaryresponse.In the contextof avian
flightlessnessin particular, it is intuitively appealing to consider this model in
terms of evolutionary changesin the two key parametersof interest(P and M*),
that is, where:

Upon colonizationof an island, the foundingpopulationof flighted rails having
mean phenotype (0t) is predicted to undergo total changesto an ultimate mean
phenotype (c0).This transition between selective optima generally is envisioned
to be effected through a number of generations,symbolized by iterations of the
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processof selectionupon each, with possiblechangesin the selectiondifferentials
through time (Fig. 117). This processimposesexpectedshifts in the phenotypes
of successivegenerationsthat reflect simple changesin selection gradients(S)
acting on the two key parametersof interest; changesin the interrelationships
specifiedby the genetic and environmentalcovariances(G and E, respectively,
summing to P), that is, the effects of a key ontogenetic reorganization (K) that
alter the allometry imposed upon selectedchangesin the pectoral apparatus(P)
and the rest of the body (M*); or both of the preceding sourcesof evolutionary
modification. As depicted in the simple differential system descriptiveof mean
phenotypessubjectedto one variant of flightlessnessthroughallometric giantism
(Fig. 118), simple selectionfor increasedsize (i.e., parameterizedby S) may drive
the changein phenotypesuntil the thresholdof flightlessness(•) is reached,after
which a qualitative alternation in the relationships between components(K, parameterized by G) is initiated in subsequentgenerationsthrough selection or genetic drift (Roff 2000).
In the simple two-dimensional case, these various pathways to change ultimately can producein combinationany of nine major categoriesof bidimensional
apomorphy (i.e., for the simple case in which the two componentsare considered
to be unidimensional, there are nine combinations of reduction, stasis, or increase

in each of the two components). Of these nine broad categories of apomorphy
(g), the three correspondingto evolutionary increasesin relative investmentin
pectoralsize (P) are candidatesnot relevant to the questionof avian flightlessness.
Similarly, on both intuitive and empirical grounds, the category of evolutionary
change that resultsfrom decreasednonpectoralbody size (M*) and static pectoral
size (P) also is implicated in flightlessnessof rails. On intuitive grounds, the
remaining five phenotypic classes(g*) that remain (decreased,static, or increased
nonpectoralsize in combination with decreasedpectoral size, and increasednonpectoral size in combination with static pectoral size) can be associatedwith
flightlessness,and most if not all are representedamong flightless members of
the Rallidae (Tables 71, 72).
Flightlessnessin rails largely representsvariation in size combined with variable, evidently paedomorphicpectoral reduction, and the five categoriesgermane
to the loss of flight correspondclosely with the major categoriesof heterochrony
(see below). Ideally, with improved knowledgeof the environmentalcircumstanc-

es that fosteredthe variousmorphotypesof flightlessness
in rails, it will be possible to predictthe mostlikely evolutionarychangesassociatedwith flightlessness
in rails by insular conditionsin advanceof excavationand recovery of subfossil
remains. Such an exercise would constitute a genuine test of the classificatory
model, but in many instancesthis will not be possiblebecausewith the continuing
passageof time, the quality of subfossilremains has declined. For example, most
rallids recently described from recovered skeletal elements have not warranted

inclusion in the presentmorphometricstudy (Steadman 1986a, 1988; Steadman
et al. 1994), and others permit only limited univariate reconstructions(Olson and
James 1991).
ONTOGENETIC MECHANISMS

UNDERLYING

AVIAN

FLIGHTLESSNESS

We cannot form a better idea of it than by imagining a Duck or Gosling enlarged
to the dimensionsof a Swan. It affords one of those cases ... where a species,or
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a part of the organs in a species, remains permanently in an underdeveloped or
infantine state.... the Dodo is (or rather was) a permanent nestling, clothed with
down instead of feathers,and with the wings and tail so short and feeble, as to be
utterly unsubservientto flight.--Strickland and Melville (1848:33-34; emphasisin
original)
ß.. it was a singular fact that this little Rail [Cabalus modestus]should possessin
its adult plumage the exact dress which might have been expectedto characterize
the young of C. dieffenbachii;even with the evidence now before them it was difficult to believe that the birds were fully adult.--Sharpe (1893d:46)

Finally, I might add that not only do there not appear to be any signs of 'degeneration' in the secondcategory [thoseconsideredby Lowe to be secondarilyflightless, e.g., Atlantisia rogersi], but there seem to be none in the first [those thought
primitively flightless,e.g., Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi]. All that seemsobviousin the
latter is a failure to have developedbeyond a certain phase, and this seemsto be
especiallyevident in Atlantisia, where there is an actual advancein the evolution of
the structureof the barbulesin the remiges as we proceedfrom the juvenile to the
adult stage.--Lowe (1928a: 113-114)
ß.. it is clear that the rate of growth of the wing of the non-flying embryo has either
been already relatively retarded before hatching or the rate of general body-growth
relatively accelerated.... but my reason for thinking that the flightless condition of
T. brachypterus [Falkland Flightless Steamer-Duck] is primarily due to some physiological factor which permanentlyretardsthe rate of growth of the wing to a degree
which is not normal is that the samesort of processexercisesits restraininginfluence
temporarily in the chicks of Anatidzein general, as also in other groups like the
Gallinules.-•Lowe (1934:482-483, emphasisin original)
As we have seen,neoteny need not affect all structuresof the body, and may be
restrictedto quite few. A caseof this kind is providedby the plumage of the ostrich
and other flightlessbirds and penguins,which resemblesthe nestlingdown of young
flying birds. Far from meaning that the ostrich is primitive and that its plumage is
'recapitulated' in the 'chick' stage of the ontogenyof a bird like a fowl, this series
must be read exactly the other way.... the ostrich,in retaining in the adult a type
of plumagecharacteristicof the youngof otherbirds, is neotenous.•de Beer (1951:
63-64)

I also believe that an understandingof regulation must lie at the center of any
rapprochementbetweenmolecularand evolutionarybiology; for a synthesisof the
two biologies will surely take place, if it occurs at all, on the common field of
development.--Gould (1977:408)
It is mainly through a net of developmental constraintsthat natural selection works
by filtering actual phenotypesout of all possible genotypes.... Unfortunately, to
this day very little is known about embryonic development.--Jacob(1982:43)
It's not all heterochrony.--Raff (1996:255)
STUDY AND GENERALITIES OF AVlAN

ONTOGENY

Investigational motivations and obstacles.--Despite the fundamental role accorded embryology in the evolutionary synthesis--as a crucial link between genetics and morphology--a coordinated and strategic pursuit of developmental
biology in an evolutionary context is conspicuouslylacking (Thomson 1985;
Maynard Smith 1986; Hull 1988)ßAccordingly,McKinney and McNamara (1991:
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87) relegated all developmental processesleading from the zygote to adult phenotype to an ontogenetic black box. Among ornithologists,the traditional view
that the anatomical prerequisitesfor flight severely restrictedthe limits of permissible anatomical change did little to foment inquiry (King and King 1979).
Furthermore,the recapitulationistperspective(Garstang 1922; Fink 1982; L0vtrnp
1989a; Mayr 1994) was adopted by Lowe (1928a, b, 1930, 1933, 1934, 1935,
1939, 1942) to argue that avian flightlessnessrepresentsa recapitulation of traits
of primitively flightlessancestors.This proposalproved unappealingto ornithologists (McDowell 1948; Livezey 1995a) and fundamentally flawed (Gould 1977).
Despite this professionalreticence toward some ontogenetic explanations, landmark works on tetrapods (including Aves) by W. K. Parker (1866, 1868, 1888),
T J. Parker (1894), Gadow (1888), Hommes (1924), Goodrich (1930), Marples
(1930, 1932), de Beer (1937, 1940), Fell (1939), Broman (1941), Lillie (1942,
1952), Montagna (1945), and Gaertner (1949), a trend ornithologically codified
by Romanoff (1960) and treated quantitatively by Ricklefs (1968, 1969, 1973,
1979, 1983a, 1984) and Calder (1982b), fostered a renaissancein the study of
avian ontogeny (Goddard et al. 1993).
Establishmentof empirical baselines.•Considerable progresshas been made
in several areas of avian ontogeny,notably those aspectsof development that are
amenable to comparatively simple descriptive models or revealed through broad
comparative surveys (e.g., Kirkwood et al. 1989). Basic study of avian development progressed,and among the fundamentalontogeneticgeneralitiesof relevance
to avian flightlessnessthat emerged was that avian taxa spanneda range of developmentalpatternsin both anatomicaland behavioral parameters,all operative
within a context of environmental variability (Houston and McNamara 1990).

This diversity subsequentlywas conceptualizedas the altricial-precocialcontinuum (Nice 1962; Starck 1989; Konarzewski et al. 1998; Ricklefs and Starck

1998a, b; Ricklefs et al. 1998; Starck and Ricklefs 1998a-c).
Fortuitously for the ontogeneticinterpretationof avian flightlessness,a system-

atically motivated tradition of ontogeneticstudy of ratites persistedthroughout
the 20th century (e.g., Broom 1907; Lutz 1942; Glutz von Blotzheim 1958; Reece
and Butler 1984; Beale 1985, 1991). Also fortunate in this context was the attention paid to the ontogenyof the avian manus (e.g., Stark and Searls 1973; Hinchliffe 1977, 1989; Kieny 1977; Hinchliffe and Griffiths 1983; Hinchliffe and Gumpel-Pinot 1983; PadJanand Chiappe 1998) and the order in which skeletal elements ossify (Starck 1998). Another advantage is the recognition that nonheterochronic mechanismsmay assume important roles, at least in part, in some
evolutionary changes(Shapiro and Carl 2001).
HETEROCHRONIC
PERTURBATION,DEVELOPMENTALCONSTRAINT,AND EVOLUTION
ß.. this implies that, if you have a cascadeof regulatory genes, with A switching
on (or off) genes B, C and D, which then switch on E, F, G and H, and so on, the
one gene you don't muck about with is gene A.--Maynard Smith (1998:14)

Bauplan as both limit and avenueof change.--The conservatismof early development,both as a Bauplan on which subsequentontogeneticvariationsare
imposed and as a fundamentallimit on the evolutionary diversity of body form
(Scharloo 1991; Amundson 1994), is central to the theory of commitment and
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the stabilization of form described by Levinton (1988). Accordingly, the evolutionary importance of development is twofold: as a mechanism for rapid evolution
of novel phenotypes (Miiller 1990; Raff et al. 1990); and paradoxically, a conservative Bauplan that constrains the possible directions of evolutionary change
(Alberch 1980; Holder 1983; S. A. Kauffman 1983; Maynard Smith et al. 1985;
McKitrick 1993). The intimate relationship between the two conceptual frameworks is exemplified by the interpretation of vestigial structuresas by-products
of evolutionary shifts along conservativeontogenetictrajectoriesin morphospace
(Stone 1997, 1998). The latter is attributed, at least in part, to the limits imposed
on selectedtraits by genetic covariances(Cheverud 1984; Wagner 1988a, b; Houle
1991), a matrix-based parameterization of the limiting role of ontogenetic constraints (i.e., interrelationships of developmental pathways) on evolutionary plasticity and change (Stearns 1986; Scharloo 1990; Streicher and Miiller 1992; Arnold 1994; Stone 1996), including the acceleration of speciation (Pfennig and
Murphy 2002).
Since the review by Gould (1977), the evolutionary importance of constraints
and changesin developmental scheduleshas been the focus of renewed theoretical
and empirical effort (Atchley 1987; McKinney 1988a, b; McNamara 1990; Raft
1996). Appreciation of the possibility of escapefrom a developmentalconstraint
and attainment of new, macroevolutionary forms exposed a great potential for
interspecificdivergence mediated by ontogenetictrajectories(Bonner 1968; Jacob
1977, 1982). The scope of this realization was magnified with the recognition that
selection for change in size may lead to developmentally canalized, selectively
neutral or even suboptimal changesin shape (or less frequently, vice versa). The
issue of by-products of selection for changesin size may be of special relevance
to the increasesin wing loading that accompany increased body mass in many
avian lineages. Many of the specific evolutionary potentials listed by Maderson
et al. (1982) and subsequently by McKinney and McNamara (1991) were proposed in the context of apparently rapid, juvenilized transitions in the fossil record, observationsthat were seminal for the hypothesisof punctuatedequilibria
(Eldredge and Gould 1972; Gould and Eldredge 1977), but that had broader implications related to rapid changesin size and shapeunder different environmental
regimes. Balance in this regard was provided by the proposal by Soul• (1982a,

b) concerningmorphologicalvariation (termedby him "allomery"), that included
a reduction in variability with size or number of parts; and that extreme phenotypes are expectedto show higher degreesof morphologicalasymmetrythrough
developmental instability.
Genetic foundations of ontogenetic change.--Although a role for mutation has
been documented (Ede 1991), the genetic bases for heterochrony remain largely
unknown, and the inferred changesin ontogenetictiming have been attributed to
the action of regulatory genes (Gould 1977; Slatkin 1987). Heterochrony also has
been implicated in ecological apomorphy (Lawton and Lawton 1986), and conversely, ecological conditions have been implicated in the occurrenceof ontogenetic patterns (McKinney 1986; Steams 1989a). The prevalent perspective regarding ontogeneticeffects on evolutionary change draws from a broader genetic
context that includes the timing of genetic actions on evolutionary change (Haldane 1932), the role of regulatory genes (Maclntyre 1982), actions of genetic
covariances (Atchley 1984, 1990), and the problem of embryonic "clocks" (Hall
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and Miyake 1995). Relatively rapid evolutionary changesin form are thoughtto
be possible through minor changes in regulatory genes and resultant developmental ramifications (Goodwin 1982; Raft and Kaufman 1983; Arthur 1984,

1988; Anderson 1987; Hafner and Hafner 1988; McKinney 1988a, b; Wray and
Wray 1989; Wray 1992).

Study of the effects of certain genesin the appendicularprimordia of limbless
and other varieties of domesticfowl, notably Hox genes (e.g., Ghox-4.6, Ghox4.7, Ghox-8, Hoxd-11, and Hoxd-13), renders it likely that heterochronicchanges
of the kinds inferred in the pectoral apparatusof rails are mediated, at least in
part, through the actions of such mechanisms(Ambros 1988; Coelho et al. 1991,
1992; Mackem and Mahon 1991; Nelson et al. 1996; Goff and Tabin 1997). A

recent review by Capdevila and Izpistia Belmonte (2000) stressedthat the ultimate
evolvability of the tetrapod limb may derive from the variations imposed by Hox
genes,a potential that presumablyunderliesphylogeneticdiversificationin birds
(Nemeschkal 1999).

Heterochrony: nomenclature and diagnosis.--Shifts in ontogenetic schedules
over evolutionary time-•heterochrony--as a source of anatomical novelties increasinglyhas become recognized (Gould 1982, 1988a; McNamara 1982, 1997;
Shea 1983; Hall 1984a, b, 1990a, b, 1998; Levinton 1986; Raft and Wray 1989;
McKinney and McNamara 1991; McKinney and Gittleman 1995; but see Raft
1996; Rice 1997), from both intraspecific and interspecific perspectives (Reilly
1997). In recent years these ontogenetic perturbations have been conceived most
frequently as changesin timing, whereasvon Baer (1866) originally partitioned
such variation with respect to both time and space, the latter being termed "heterotopy" (Zelditch et al. 1993; Zelditch and Fink 1996). Buss (1987) emphasized
that the moderately late action of heterochronycharacteristicof major evolutionary change reflects the conservation of critical, early developmental patterns,
while permitting comparatively rapid modification of form through variations in
later stagesof ontogeny.
Heterochrony often can be described by allometry of affected parts (Bonner
and Hom 1982; Klingenberg 1998); diagnosisof the phenomenonhas been hampered by terminological imprecision (McKinney 1999) and the uncritical extension of the concept to any evolutionary change having demonstrableontogenetic
bases (which likely would include virtually all evolutionary change in form). In
the avian context, for example, uncritical acceptanceof a superficial aspect of
"juvenility" as diagnostic of paedomorphosiswould label as paedomorphicany
avian group with relatively long legs (e.g., any wading bird). Accordingly, rigor
of diagnosticcriteria is central. For example, some evolutionarychangesin birds
averred to be heterochronichave led to parallels between taxa as distantly related
as ratites and passerines (Dawson et al. 1994). An extreme example of such
terminological extensionpertains to the Mesozoic fossil Archaeopteryx,for which
some of the many profoundly plesiomorphic characterswere interpreted as neotenousby Thulborn (1984). By contrast,heterochronyhas been cited as the probable underlying causeof changesin several righted birds (Fry 1983; Foster 1987;
McDonald and Smith 1994; Andersson 1999).

Heterochrony currently is conceived as comprising six major manifestations
producedby one or more developmentalprocessesacting singly or in combination
(McNamara 1986; McKinney and McNamara 1991), reformulated in large part
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FIG. 122. Hypotheticaldevelopmentaltrajectoriesfor three species(a, b, and c) differing in body
size, shape,or both, as producedby three broad suitesof ontogeneticmechanisms,after Alberch et
al. (1979): A, three trajectoriessharingidentical orientationand duration but having different initial
body sizes; B, three trajectoriesof equal duration and initial conditionsbut differing in orientation;
and C, three trajectoriessharinginitial conditionsand orientationbut differing in duration.Initial
morphostatesare symbolizedby •t and terminal morphostatesare symbolizedby •o.

from the clock models of Gould (1977). Three classesof developmental processes

give rise to peramorphosisor derived overdevelopment:predisplacementor early
initiation of growth, accelerationor increasedrate of growth, and hypermorphosis
or prolongedgrowth (Fig. 122). A parallel suiteof three mechanismsare credited
for paedomorphosisor derived underdevelopment:postdisplacementor late initiation of growth, neoteny or reduced rate of growth, and progenesisor early
terminus of growth. Acceleration and neoteny differ from the other mechanisms
by entailing a dissociationor uncouplingof size and shapein ontogeny(Shea
1985a).

The recognitionof variablemorphologicalscalesin the effectsof heterochrony
has led to a formal distinctionbetweenglobal scales(i.e., affectingwhole organisms) and local scales(affecting subpartsthereof) of heterochronicprocesses(Jablonski 2000). An alternative dichotomy of terms (systemic and specific,respec-
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tively) was coined by Hall (1998). The dissociabilityof heterochronyis a logical
reflection of the substantiveontogeneticsemiautonomyof different local growth
fields (and resultantanatomicalregions)in developingindividuals(McKinney and
McNamara 1991), a generality substantiatedand graphicallydisplayedin an avian
context by Maunder and Threlfall (1972) and O'Connor (1984). This refinement
is critical for the diagnosisof heterochronyin flightlessbirds, in that there are
examples (detailed below) in which the pectoral apparatusmanifestspaedomorphosis (underdevelopment),whereasthe axial componentsand pelvic apparatus
show peramorphic(overdeveloped)aspects.However, substitutesfor true age
(e.g., size or other developmentalstages)can be misleading with respectto ontogeneticchangesthat involve the surrogatevariable (Shea 1988; Jonesand Gould
1999). With few notable exceptionsamong tetrapods(e.g., Lowe 1928a; Goldschmidt 1940; de Beer 1951), amphibians, notably salamanders(Bruce 1979;
Semlitsch 1985, 1987, 1990; Semlitschand Wilbur 1989), include lineagesshowing facultativeexpressionand environmentalinductionof paedomorphosis
(Harris
1987; Jacksonand Semlitsch1993; Whiteman 1994; Whitemanet al. 1996; Ryan
and Semlitsch 1998).
EMPIRICAL SUPPORT FOR HETEROCHRONY IN BIRDS

Now the same sort of temporaryretardationof the growth of the wing and its
feathersoccursnormally in the chicks of the Rails and Gallinules (as also in other
bird groups),and if this retardation is permanentlyprolonged beyondthe normal
time, as it seemsto have been in the Flightless Steamer Duck [cf. Tachyerespteneres], we might get, I suggest,a conditionof fightlessness
comparablewith that
seen in the ocydromineRails of New Zealand [e.g., Gallirallus australis], and in
Tribonyx, Cabalus, and Diaphorapteryx of the outlying islands,or in the 'Island
Hens,' Porphyriornis and Atlantisia, of the South Atlantic.--Lowe (1935:426, emphasisadded)

Generalities of avian heterochrony.-•Heterochronyoffers an alternative perspectiveon evolutionary change leading to reduction in size, traditionally envisioned as "degeneration" or genetically stochastic"wasting" of structuresof
diminishedfunctionalutility (Brace 1963; Holdgate 1965; Petersand Peters1968;
Peters 1988). The early emphasison the ontogenyof the avian flight apparatus
(includingfeathers)provideda reasonablysoundbasisfor inferencesconcerning
processesleading to flightlessness.However, other developmentalevents also
identify ontogeneticevents of possiblediagnosticutility, including patternsof
ossification within limbs (Mtiller and Streicher 1989; Mtiller 1991) and cranial
elements (Parker 1866; de Beer 1937; Jollie 1957; Murray 1963; Murray and
Drachman 1969; Lindtn and V•iis•inen 1986).

Broad ontogeneticparameterswere establishedfor a number of taxonomic orders of birds pertinent to the study of avian flightlessness,including Galliformes
(e.g., Lansdown 1970; Hinchliffe and Ede 1973; Hogg 1980, 1982; Druschel and
Caplan 1991), Anseriformes(e.g., Cain 1970; Wtirdinger 1975; Sedinger 1986),
Charadriiformes(e.g., Maillard 1948; Weber 1990; Cane 1993), and Passeriformes
(e.g., Grant 1981a; Boag 1984; Tatner 1984), as well as comparativestudieswith
other tetrapods(Kramer 1953; Oudhof 1975; Johnson 1986; Starck 1989). Based
on generalgrowth patterns,traditionalexpectationsof paedomorphosis
actingon
the pectoralskeletonof birds would include small generalsize of the pectoral
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elements, which develop relatively late in avian embryos; disproportionately short
distal wing elements, a condition shared by embryos of flighted species, and
dubbed for evolutionary extrapolation as the "law of distal-terminal transformation" by Levinton (1988:269); vestigial carina sterni, one of the last skeletal
structuresto ossify in carinates; and obtuse angulus coracoscapularis,a charac-

teristic of embryos of flighted carinates(Parker 1888; Kulczycki 1901; Kn6pfli
1918; Marples 1930; Nauck 1930a, b; Schinz and Zangerl 1937a, b; Portmann
1938; Saunders 1948; Fujioka 1955; Klima 1962; Kieny 1977; Lande 1978; Abs
1983; Rofstad 1986; Levinton 1988; Milonoff and Linden 1989; Carrier and Leon

1990). The few data pertinent to timing of development of the pectoral musculature are consistentwith relatively late growth of the breast musclesin avian
lineages (e.g., Cochlearius cochlearius [Hartman 1961]).
With respectto the pectoral skeleton, the avian carpometacarpusrepresentsthe
ankylosis of certain fetal ossa carpi centralia and ossa carpi distalia with the
proximal termina of the ossametacarpaliaduring early postnatalontogeny(Shubin
and Alberch 1986). During this process the carpometacarpuspassesthrough a
stage in which a poorly defined proximal complex and three distal cartilaginous
elements are discernible (Sieglbauer 1911; Holmgren 1955), events of potential
diagnosticutility of pectoral heterochronyin birds. Typical avian growth patterns
include developmental stagesat which distal portions of ossametacarpalemajus
and metacarpaleminus and distal ossadigitorum manus are not yet formed (Hamburger and Hamilton 1951); and the developing carpometacarpuscomprises a
proximal complex of the cartilaginousdistal carpals and pisiform (corresponding
to the extremitasproximalis carpometacarpi),a cranial cartilaginousprimordium
of phalanx digiti alulae, and distal cartilaginousprecursorsof ossametacarpales
majus et minus (Hinchliffe 1977; Hinchliffe and Griffiths 1983). With respectto
the pectoral musculature,the developmental stagesof Hamburger and Hamilton
(1951) provide critical diagnostic events, junctures that are distinguishable in all
avian speciesstudied in the reviews by Starck and Ricklefs (1998a) and Ricklefs
and Starck (1998a) regardlessof position on the altricial-precocial spectrumof
ontogeny.Redfern (1989) provided ontogeneticinsightsregarding primary remiges that are promisingwith respectto the recognitionof paedomorphosis
in birds.
Evidence in other flightless neognathousbirds.--The recognitionof "gigantic
immaturity" in the Dodo by Strickland and Melville (1848) was the earliest recognition of ontogeneticchange in the evolutionary loss of avian flight (Livezey
1993b). A number of early references to evolutionary change in ontogeny or
pectoral agenesis (e.g., the "arrested development" of Owen [1866b:12]) fell
short of inspiring mechanisticinsights and essentiallyremained simply descriptive
of relative size. For a diversity of flightless birds, the pectoral appendagewas
describedas underdeveloped,a condition currently interpretedas paedomorphosis
(Lowe 1928a; de Beer 1951; Olson 1973a, b; Feduccia 1980; James and Olson
1983; Worthy 1988a).
In the flightless raphids and most other flightless carinates(Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1988, 1989b, d, 1990, 1992a, b, 1993a-c, 1995a), the most
conspicuousand frequent osteological evidence of paedomorphosisincludes a
reduced or aborted carina sterni and margo caudalisof the corpus sterni, an enlarged (but rarely obtuse)anguluscoracoscapularis,
and the comparativelydiminutive (underdeveloped)pectoral apparatus,especially the major elements of the
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antebrachiumand manus.These generalitiesalso are true of the apomorphicpectoral limbs of the ratites (Cracraft 1974a), in which comparatively pronounced
phylogenetic differences confound comparisons.Anatomical variation superimposed on features typical of flightlessessinclude conformationand composition
of the pectoral girdle (Farbringer 1888) and differences in pelvic limb (Storer
1945; McGowan 1979, 1982). Severalmyologicalcharacteristics
found in flightless carinates in other families (Livezey 1990, 1992a) were consistent with the
tnmcated pectoral development documentedin birds (Gadow 1902; Kirkham and

Haggard 1915; Kipp 1959).
Waterfowl (Anseriformes: Anatidae), secondonly to the Rallidae in number of
flightlessmembers,run the gamut in degree of morphologicalchangesand conspicuousnessof the effects of heterochrony.The extinct moa-nalos of Hawaii
(Thambetochenini [Livezey 1996a]) represent excellent examples of profound
pectoralpaedomorphosis(including uniquely derivedcarpometacarpiand remarkably reducedcarina sterni) combinedwith pelvic peramorphosisapproachinggraviportality (Jamesand Olson 1983; Olson and James 1991; Livezey, unpublished
data). Unfortunately,material for study of moa-nalosis limited to subfossilelements, precluding detailed assessmentsof the specific heterochronicprocesses
involved. The extant, endemic Nene (Anserini: Branta sandvicensis) of Hawaii,
althoughflighted, shareslesspronouncedmorphologicalchangesrelatedto intensified reliance on terrestrial locomotion (Miller 1937). Flightlessnessin three
flightlessspeciesof steamer-duck(Tachyeresbrachypterus,T. leucocephalus,and
especially T. pteneres), although largely attributableto an increasein body size
without commensurateincrease in wing area, also is associatedwith modest indicationsof pectoral paedomorphosis,for example, relatively shallow carina sterni
and truncatedremiges(Livezey 1986c; Livezey and Humphrey 1986). Flightlessnessoccurs(at least temporarily) in the heaviestmale Flying Steamer-Ducks(T.
patachonicus)in marine populations(Humphrey and Livezey 1982), therebyproviding limited validation of the hypothesisof developmental loss of flight in
Tachyeresproposedby Cunningham (1871). Some large anatid waterfowl exemplify dissociabilityof parts with respectto the actionsof heterochrony(Gould
1977; McKinney and McNamara 1991), in that they manifest pectoral paedomorphosisin conjunctionwith cranio-pelvic peramorphosis(Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1989a, 1993c, unpublisheddata).
Morphometric positionsof immature specimensof insular dabblingducks(Anatini: Anas) indicatethat the disproportionatelyshortenedwing elementsand shallow carina sterni of A. laysanensisare paedomorphic(Livezey 1993a), features
that are more pronouncedin flightlessA. aucklandica (Livezey 1990). Moreover,
the small body sizesof insulardabblingduckssuggestthat progenesis(somatically
early sexual maturation) is a likely candidate for the underlying heterochronic
mechanism (Livezey 1990). Progenesis,in which descendantlineages undergo
generalized termination of growth relative to ancestralpatterns,is likely exemplified by the drab alternateplumagesand small overall size of insularendemics
of Anas and other waterfowl (Lack 1970b; Weller 1980; Livezey 1990). In the
latter, drab plumages qualitatively resemble the juvenal plumages of continental
relatives (Livezey 1993a). Crypsis of incubatingducks in the presenceof aerial
predatorsof eggs and ducklingsmay be a confoundingsourceof selectionacting
on male plumage coloration(Gttmark 1993). Similar patternsare found in some
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insular hawks (Accipitridae), in which adults of several insular endemics (e.g.,
Aviceda madagascariensisand Buteo brachypterus,both of Madagascar) retain
definitive plumages similar in aspectto those of immature continental congeners
(Brown and Amadon 1968; Thiollay 1994).
Among seaducks (tribe Mergini), mensural data from skeletal elements for
flightless,fossil Chendytesare consistentwith the hypothesisof paedomorphosis
(Livezey 1993c), although the wing elements of Chendytesdo not show qualitative charactersindicative of radical truncation of growth (cf. Parker 1888). Although most probably causedby neoteny in conjunctionwith significanthypermorphosisof the rest of the corpus, a conclusive diagnosisof the underlying
developmental modifications in Chendytes is not possible with available data
(Gould 1977; McNamara 1986; Fink 1988; McKinney 1988a, b). As with insular
Anas showing initial signs of pectoral reduction and paedomorphosis(Livezey
1993a), the Auckland Islands Merganser (Mergini: Mergus australis) and extinct
congeneron the Chatham Islands show remarkably similar, comparativelysubtle
pectoral reductionsand indications of paedomorphosisof plumage patterns (Livezey 1989b; Millener 1999).
Among nonrallid gruiforms, the reduced pectoral skeleton of Aptornis, especially the general truncationof the distal wing elements,is consistentwith paedomorphosisof the pectoral limb (Steiner 1922; B6ker 1927; Marples 1930; Montagna 1945; Sullivan 1962). The specificmechanism(s)that producedthe pectoral
paedomorphosisof Aptornis is (are) not determinablewith available material (McKinney and McNamara 1991), although the comparatively radical underdevelopment of the carpometacarpusof Aptornis indicates that the ontogeneticshift
involved was profound(Livezey 1994). The vestigial carpometacarpus
of Aptornis
resemblesthat of the domesticfowl (Gallus gallus) during stages27-29 (Sullivan
1962), which in turn correspondsto embryonic developmentat 5-6 days of incubation (Hamburger and Hamilton 1951).
The specific heterochronic mechanism(s) responsible for the pectoral paedomorphosiscannot be determined without detailed developmental information for
both righted and flightlessrelatives (Gould 1977; Alberch 1985; McKinney and
McNamara 1991), but the degree of effects and diversity of anatomical regions
affected among extremely derived nonpasseriformneognaths(e.g., Raphus and
Aptornis) suggest that two or more changes in rates or onset of ontogeny may
have been involved. The gruiform Aptornis resembled the raphids (Livezey
1993b) and the Galapagos Cormorant (Livezey 1992a) in showing pronounced
peramorphosisof the pelvic appendageand cranium in combination with significant paedomorphosisof the pectoral limb (Livezey 1994). This pattern of opposite apomorphy in relative size resulting from heterochrony exemplifies the
developmentaldissociabilityamong different growth fields (Gould 1977; McKinney and McNamara 1991), which in turn underlies the loose correlation or independenceof evolutionary changesin different morphological complexeswithin
lineages (de Beer 1951; Levinton 1988).
Apparent peramorphosisof body size in the moa-nalos(Olson and James1991),
Galapagos Cormorant (Livezey 1992a), Aptornis (Livezey 1994), and raphids
(Livezey 1993b) presumably is (was) associatedwith a protracteddevelopmental
period. This pattern may have been adopted comparatively easily in the raphids,
given late attainment of locomotory capability by typical columbids (Ricklefs
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1973); comparatively slow growth rates of tropical species (Ricklefs 1984); reliance on low-protein food resources(Ricklefs 1979); physiological constraintsrelated to interspecificdifferences in body form (Ricklefs 1969, 1973; Case 1978b);
insular relaxation of predation-relatedshorteningof developmentalperiods (Lack
1968b); and parallel trends toward giantism among insular columbids (Worthy
2001). The Galapagos Cormorant and many flightless anseriformscombine pectoral paedomorphosisand axio-pelvic peramorphosis(Livezey 1992a).
In flightlesscarinates,especiallythe most extremely apomorphiclineages,characters of the integument and musculature are preserved more rarely than the
underlying skeletal elements.An extreme form of pectoral truncationin the wingless variant of domesticfowl included developmentallyabortedpectoral musculature (Kirkham and Haggard 1915; Waters and Bywaters 1943; Pease 1961; Lancaster 1968; Zwilling 1974; Stevens 1991), and some flightless(nondomesticated)
birds share some of these morphological changes to varying degrees (Darwin
1868; Murphy 1938; Hartman 1961). Qualitative paedomorphosisof the pectoral
musculaturewas documentedin the flightless Galapagos Cormorant (Compsohalieus harrisi) by Livezey (1992a; see below), and was inferred indirectly for
the extinct Raphidae and Aptornis based on comparative osteology (Livezey
1993b, 1994). Descriptionsby firsthandobserversand illustrationsof live Raphus
(Hachisuka 1953) suggestthat adults were covered largely or completely in down
but possessedremiges and rectrices,an improbable combination of statesthat has
been cited as evidence of paedomorphosis(Strickland and Melville 1848; Hachisuka 1953; Stresemann1958; Halliday 1978a; Livezey 1993b; but see Brom and
Prins 1989). At the very least, these accountsindicate that the definitive plumage
of raphids was characterizedby extreme structural apomorphy in which the integrity of vanes of contour feathers was severely compromisedor obsolete.
Evidence in flightlessRallidae.--The limited literature on the growth of rallids
(e.g., Porphyrio, Railus, Porzana, Gallinula, and Fulica) principally established
that developmental periods vary in part as a function of adult body mass and,
more importantly, that fledging or acquisition of flight capacity occurs significantly later than other hallmarks of maturation (Steinmetz 1930; Boyd and Alley
1948; Meanley and Meanley 1958; Sigmund 1958; Meanley 1969; Visser 1974;
Wilkinson and Huxley 1978; Cordonnier 1985; Kaufmann 1987, 1988, 1989;
Becker 1990). These data and previous studiesconfirm the generality of a terminal
burst of alar growth that is especiallypronouncedin the Rallidae, in which maturation of the wing and its feathers occurs long after ambulatory capacity is
attained and delayed further under nutritional stress(Karhu 1973). Karhu (1973:
6) concludedfor Gallinula chloropusthat: "Apparently the growth of wing feathers occursindependentlyof the weight increase,but if the chick is undernourished
the growth of feathers is obviously retarded." Such extrinsic influences on pectoral growth are consistentwith the variation in wing lengthsreportedby Visser
(1976) for Fulica atra, variation that not only affects young birds before first
acquisition of remiges, but also induces variation between annual molts among
adults. The relatively late maturation of the pectoral apparatusin rails essentially
provides a wide developmentalwindow within which simple truncationor slowing
of growth can effect a relative reduction in anatomical structuresrelated to flight.
Available data on the ontogeny of rails (Table 80) indicate that the musculature
of the pelvic limb in the Rallidae and other Galliformes has development that is
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acceleratedrelative to that in otheravian groups;constitutesa comparativelylarge
portion of body mass at an early age; has proportionsthat decline with age in
most species(O'Connor 1984; Starckand Ricklefs 1998c); and remainsrelatively
robust in adults, this asymptotic pattern notwithstanding(Hartman 1961). The
greater allometric slopesof pectoral elements(pectoral allomorphosis)and lower
slopesfor pelvic elements(pelvic allomorphosis)relative to general skeletal size
within flightless rails (Tables 44, 45) are consistent with the interpretation of
adults of flightlessspeciesas representativeof a samplederiving from an earlier
portion of the pectoral growth curve (Fig. 123). P.B. Taylor (1998) reinforcedthe
perceptionthat some flightless rails combined diminutive pectoral limbs with
oversizedpelvic musculature,an observationreaffirmed for some speciesin the
presentstudy (Fig. 68). The allegationthat flightlessrails tend to have disproportionatelyrobustpelvic musculatureis undocumented,at leastcomparedto likesized congeners,may simply be an artifact of comparisonwith a diminutivepectoral limb, and in any case may be confoundedby differences in exercise (Weinstein et al. 1984). The combined effects of these varying contributions are manifested in a continuumof paedomorphicchangein flightlessrallids, attainableby
diverse heterochronic means (Fig. 122) but usefully divisible a posteriori into
three categories (Fig. 123).
A great majority of the osteological features of the pectoral apparatus that
distinguishflightlessrails from their righted relatives are consistentwith the hypothesisof underdevelopmentor paedomorphosis(Tables 58-62; Figs. 61-67).
One of the most widespreadand conspicuousof anatomicalcharactersindicative
of flightlessnessand characteristicof embryos of righted carinates-•obtuse an-
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gulae coracoscapulares
(e.g., Olson 1973a; Cracraft 1974b)--were cited as early
as Buller (1873a) for Gallirallus australis.
Despite substantialvariation in the microstructureand pigmentation of feathers
in modem birds that is at most partly related to flight capacity (Chandler 1916;
Auber 1957), somequalitativedifferencesin plumagepatternamongrallidsjustify
consideration with respect to avian ontogeny (Lillie 1942, 1952; Watterson 1942).
The loose plumage characteristic of Cabalus modestuswas noted by many of the
earlier describersof the taxon, and misled some into concluding that the sample
of C. modestuscomprised a collection of juveniles of Gallirallus dieffenbachii
(see Introduction). The definitive plumage pattern of Porphyrulafiavirostris closely resemblesthat of the juvenal of P. martinica (Ripley 1977; Meyer de Schauensee and Phelps 1978; Taylor 1996), and is consistentwith paedomorphosisof the
plumage without pectoral consequences(Livezey 1998). Other, less obvious examples of paedomorphic plumages in rallids may include Rallus wetmorei; a
thorough assessmentof these possibilities must await substantiallyimproved information on predefinitiveplumagesof most genera (e.g., Dickerman and Parkes
1969; Dickerman and Haverschmidt 1971). There also are inconclusive indica-

tions of delayed acquisitionof definitive adult plumage (perhapsconfoundedby
intersexualdifferences)in a few flighted speciesof Porzana (Livezey 1998).
Inferences of heterochrony in birds have not been limited to anatomical characters. Provine (1983, 1984, 1986) inferred a relationship between retention of

flapping behavior with flight capacity and the antiquity of its evolutionary loss.
Such behavioral changescan effect limited caloric economy in the absenceof
morphological changes, and are an example of prospective adaptation (Brock
2000). Herremans (1990:250) judged Erythromachusleguati to be neotenicwith
respectto its underdevelopedpectoral apparatus.He also concludedthat flightless
Dryolimnas aldabranus was neotenic as compared to flighted D. cuvieri in its
"astonishing,'infantile', inquisitive tameness."These and severalother forms of
nonanatomicalheterochrony,for example, generalizedhypermorphosisand early
hatchingof megapodes(Starck and Sutter 2000), require very different diagnostic
indicatorsthan required for relative underdevelopmentof the pectoral apparatus.
Rallids differ from raphidsat least in the late attainmentof locomotorycapability
and reliance on low-protein food resources(Livezey 1993b).
Available specimensand related data on body mass and development permit a
particularly detailed comparative analysis of heterochronyin a flightlessnessrail,
Porphyrio hochstetteri(Fig. 124), one for which available data permit calibration
of ontogeneticevents with respect to time and thereby avoid the pitfalls of sizebased estimatesof developmentalstage (Godfrey and Sutherland1995). In common with other flightless rallids showing increasedbody size (e.g., Gallirallus
australis), the most striking departuresin growth shown by flightlessP. hochstetteri from that for flighted P. melanotusare the substantiallyretardedgrowth of
the pectoral apparatus(indexed by massesof mm. pectoraliset supracoracoideus)
and a substantialprotractionof the growthperiod (Fig. 124). The resultantaugmentation of sexual size dimorphism (Tables 26, 57) in P. hochstetteri also is
shown (Fig. 124). Multivariate sexual dimorphism in birds typically is initiated
in early development (Lind6n and V•iis•inen 1986; Rofstad 1986; McGillivray and
Johnston 1987), and therefore can be altered through heterochrony (McNamara
1995). The steeperslopeof pectoralallomorphosisin the flightlessspecies(Tables
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FIG. 124. Developmental trajectoriesfor righted and flightlessswamphens(Porphyrio), sexesdistinguished (intersexual dimorphism symbolized by D), spanninginterval (weeks) from depositedegg
to "fledging" in righted P. melanotusand flightlessP. hochstetteri.Three ontogeneticdimensionsof
"size" (body mass[g]), "shape" (massof mm. pectoraliset supracoracoideus
[g]), and developmental
interval (weeks). Display after Alberch et al. (1979). Slopesof ellipsoidsof terminal individualsbased
on allometry of pectoral elements relative to separatefirst principal componentsfor nonpectoralelements for species-sexgroups,after Livezey and Humphrey (1986: fig. 4) and Livezey (1989d: table
6), with additional parametersof "offset" and "rate" after Atchley (1987). Differences between the
ontogenetictrajectories of P. hochstetterito P. melanotus are reflected by a "clock diagram" correspondingto the apomorphic shifts in size, shape, and age (see text and Fig. 117), after Gould (1977).

44, 45) also is depicted, indicative of a comparatively juvenile position of P.
hochstetteriwith respectto pectoral development at the terminus of growth (Fig.
124). In toto, thesedata permit the implementationof the "clock model" of Gould
(1977), in which age (at terminus of growth), shape (relative pectoral size), and
overall size (body mass) of flightless P. hochstetteri is shown relative to the
baseline position of the model calibrated for flighted P. melanotus (Fig. 124).
Pectoral growth axes and alar proportions.--Among flightlessrallids, several
tendenciespertaining to the pectoral integument, in addition changesin remiges,
merit special considerationwith respect to heterochrony.In most examples, several other unusual features emerged as typical: tectrices majores dorsales approaching in size that of the underlying remiges (Figs. 33-37), largely covering
the latter (especially remiges secundarii)in dorsal view (e.g., Tricholimnassylvestris); disproportionateelongation of the remiges alulae, in some speciesassuming the appearanceof normal, cranially displaced remiges (e.g., Nesoclopeuspoecilopterus); and retention of a disproportionatelyrobust unguis alularis, especially
conspicuousin flightlesstaxa having small body sizes (e.g., Atlantisia rogersi and
Porzana palmeri). In light of the predominant pattern of pectoral truncation in
flightlessrallids (and other avian groups)in which distal skeletalelementsundergo
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greater relative reductionsthan proximal segments(Fig. 42; Livezey 1989d, 1990,
1992a, b, 1993b, c, 1995a), these apomorphiesof the overlying integument, on
initial inspection,were not predictableor consistentwith publicized ontogenetic
generalities.Further study reveled that the first anomaly-•at concerningrelative
lengthsof the remiges and associatedtectrices--providesevidenceof paedomorphosis in that the development of secondary remiges and associatedtectrices
thereof is shifted later than that of primaries (Stresemannand Stresemann1966;
Panek and Majewski 1990), exposingthe former to the actionsof heterochrony
for a longer period.
Further investigationrevealed that all three of these characteristics,especially
the relative robustnessof the unguis and remiges of the alula, also are consistent
with the early termination of developmentalfields of birds and other tetrapods
(Alberch and Alberch 1981; Hinchliffe and Gumpel-Pinot 1983; Alberch and Gale
1983, 1985; Hall 1998). Branching and segmentationof prechondrogeniccondensationsproduce ontogeneticbifurcations in the pectoral limb, in which a primary proximodistal axis of development (humerus -• ulna + radius -• digital
arch) undergoesa shift in orientation to a craniocaudalaxis in the distal segment
(i.e., the digital arch or the carpometacarpusand digits). This favors the initiation
of earliest growth in the first (cranialmost) digit and sequentially through the
remaining digits. That is, in the avian case, the axis is oriented as digitus alularis
(I) -• digitus majoris (II) -• digitus minoris (HI), somewhatcomplicatedby the
relatively early synostosisof elementswithin the carpometacarpusin modern birds
(Prein 1914; Steiner 1922; Montagna 1945; Holmgren 1955; Hinchliffe 1977,
1989). This axial interruptionof growth in the avian wing producesa disproportionate truncation of distal elements and a superimposed,secondary trend (progressivelyobvious distally); theselead to unusuallywell-developedcranial structures of the appendage(e.g., featuresof the alula vs. thoseof more-caudaldigits,
and tectricesvs. remiges), the very pattern observedamong flightlessrallids.
The graphical method of Cartesian transformation described by Thompson
(1961) offers a means for intuitive display of ontogenetic and evolutionary
change,and the method reflectsuncannilythe actual role of morphogeneticfields
and included "catastrophes"in evolutionary change (Thom 1975, 1983). Use of
the methodof distortedcoordinatesdescribedby Thompson(1961) in the present
context would display a flightlessrail (e.g., Atlantisia rogersi relative to Laterallus
jamaicensis) on proximally displacedvertical coordinates(describinglateromedial
contractionof the wing along the proximodistal axis) in the antebrachiumand (to
a slightly lesser degree) the manus,with an additional upwards (cranial) curvature
of horizontal coordinates(pertaining to the craniocaudaldistortion of the manus).
Implications of such quantitative shifts along ontogeneticaxes for the complete
loss of fundamental mesodermalelementsin the avian pectoral limb are not clear,
although the truncationsof distalmostskeletal elements in at least some ratites
(Owen 1841, 1879; Cracraft 1974a) and the flightlessgruiform Aptornis (Livezey
1994) are broadly consistentwith the primary (proximodistal) axis of development. Extension of such congruence to assertionsof universality of distal-toproximal appendicularreductionsin birds, analogousto Morse's law for digital
reduction and its application to early avian evolution (Padian and Chiappe 1998),
may not be warranted in light of the interrelated effects of multiple ontogenetic
axes within the pectoral appendageof birds.
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The relativeprominenceof unguesalularesin Gallirallus australis(Beauchamp
1998b) and Atlantisia rogersi (Fraser et al. 1992), detectable from early developmental stages,may have attractedattentionout of proportionto their locomotory utility for nestlings,whereasthe possibleimplications of these proportions
for the relative effects of pectoral heterochronyon the integument and underlying
skeletomuscularapparatuslargely were ignored. A similar relative robustnessof
the digitus alularis characterizedthe flightlessgruiform Aptornis (Livezey 1994)
and may have contributedto the metacarpalarmature of the raphid Pezophaps
solitaria (Livezey 1993b). Such elaborationsof digitus alularis were obsoletein
flightlessmembersof a numberof other carinatefamilies (Livezey and Humphrey
1986, 1992; Livezey 1989b, d, 1990, 1992a, b, 1993c).

Throughoutthe pectoral apparatusof flightlessrails and other flightlessneog~
nathous birds is evidence for a strong ontogeneticintegration of skeletal and
overlying muscularelements.In many respects,the relative sizesof muscles(Figs.
68-110) exhibit magnitudesthat varied in concertwith the boneswith which they
were structurally and functionally associated.This musculoskeletal correspondence was especially marked in muscleswith expansive areasof origio(nes)--for
example, ram. pectoraliset supracoracoideus
with respectto the corpuset carina
sterni (Figs. 67, 69-74), and mm. interosseusdorsaliset ventraliswith respectto
the carpometacarpus(Figs. 106-110)-•in which the bulks of muscle bellies appear to be simply a function of the associatedbony elements.The probably artifactual nature of this correspondence,as opposedto the alternativeof functional
interpretation,is especially conspicuousin muscles having essentially no functional utility in flightlesslineages--for example, mm. interossea,the sole action
of which is to elevate and retract the digitus majoris relative to the carpometacarpus--but that fully occupy the spatium intermetacarpalethat accommodates
the muscle in all neognathousbirds. Accordingly, the growth axes and other
generalizedontogeneticparametersaffecting size and proportionsof the pectoral
limb appear to affect both skeletal and muscular derivatives of the mesoderm
constrainedby strongcovariances.
The importanceof thesedevelopmentalaxes in relative robustnessof the alula
and its constituentsin flightlesscarinatesexplains,in part, an error of myological
diagnosisin an earlier descriptionof the pectoralmusculatureof the flightlessand
pectorally paedomorphicGalapagosCormorant (Compsohalieusharrisi [Livezey
1992a). In this earlier work, two musclesof the digitus alularis were misidentified,
in part becauseof their extraordinaryrobustnessand relative positionson the digit
of this flightlessspecies.Specifically,the muscle labeled as m. extensorbrevis
alulae by Livezey (1992a: figs. 17, 20, appendix) correspondedinstead to m.
abductoralulae pars dorsalis.Parsventralisof the latter musclewas labeledsimply
as m. abductor alulae in depictions of the ventral aspect of the manus (Livezey
1992a: figs. 18, 21), and pars dorsalisof this muscle was consideredto be absent
in this species.Although the position and subdivisionof m. abductor alulae vary
substantially even among flighted, nonpasseriformcarinates (e.g., Fisher and
Goodman 1955; Berger 1956a, 1966; Hudson and Lanzillotti 1964; George and
Berger 1966; Hudson et al. 1969, 1972; Vanden Berge 1970; Zusi and Bentz
1978, 1984; Rosser 1980; McKitrick 1991b), the primary source of confusion
arosefrom the exceptionallyrobust,uniquely fusiform and bitendinousm. extensor brevis alulae in flightless C. harrisi. In this flightless,foot-propelled diving
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species,this musclepresentedan extraordinarilyhypertrophiedaspect,prompting
it to be deemeduniqueto this speciesand of specialfunctionalutility in submarine
locomotion (Livezey 1992a). However, ontogeneticconsiderationsreveal that the
disproportionatesize of this otherwise minute muscle is likely attributable to the
profound pectoral paedomorphosissubstantiatedby other charactersin this species. Therefore, the name proposedfor this muscle by Livezey (1992a)--m. levator alulae-•is synonymouswith m. extensorbrevis alulae, as foreshadowedby
the nomenclature by Vanden Berge and Zweers (1993:217).
Apparently, the distal reorientationof the developmentalaxis of the avian pectoral limb accountsfor the generality that the antebrachiumis disproportionately
shorter than the more-distal manus in rallids and most flightless carinates (Fig.
42; Livezey 1989b, d, 1990, 1992a, b, 1993c), in that the proximodistal gradient
affecting the proximal elements is retarded in the most-distal elements (carpometacarpusand digits) by this approximately 90ø rotation of ontogeneticaxes.
The pectorallimb of the ratitesevidently manifestsmuch more pronouncedeffects
of paedomorphosis(Livezey 1995a), in which growth of the pectoral skeleton
trails greatly that of other anatomical regions and is terminated altogetherimmediately before (e.g., Dromaius) or shortly after (e.g., other modem ratites)
synostosisof the carpometacarpalelements (Owen 1841; Parker 1892; Pycraft
1900; Steiner 1922; Lutz 1942; Lang 1956; Glutz von Blotzheim 1958).
PHYLOGENETIC

IMPLICATIONS

OF AVIAN

FLIGHTLESSNESS

The form and structureof these characteristicparts [cranium and leg elements] in
one of the genera (Dinornis) are so peculiar,that the author doesnot refer the genus
to any known natural family of birds. Its location in the order Struthionidceimplies
little more than an arresteddevelopmentof wings, and an exaggerateddevelopment
of legs, organizedfor progressionon dry land.--Owen (1848a:8)

ß.. As is well known, there are many types in all ordersof Vertebratawhich present
us with rudimentaryorgans,as rudimentaldigits, feet or limbs, rudimentalfins, teeth
and wings. There is scarcelyan organ or part which is not somewherein a rudimental
and more or less uselesscondition. The difficulty these cases present is, simply,
whether they be persistentprimitive conditions,to be regarded as ancestraltypes
which have survived to the present time, or whether, on the other hand, they be
resultsof a processof degeneration,and therefore of comparativelymodern origin.
The question, in brief, is, whether these creaturespresentingthese features be primitive ancestorsor degeneratedescendants.---Cope(1885:140-141)
Dr. Gadow [1893] has, I think, given the true explanationof the likeness of Diaphorapteryx and Aphanapteryx to one another, namely, that it is the result of parallelism of evolution .... The ancestorsin the two cases, generalisedrails capable
of flight, were probably of different genera, or, at least, species.In the case of
Diaphorapteryx this ancestorwas most likely some widely spread form, such as
Hypotaenidia [Gallirallus] philippensis is at the present day, individuals of which
from time to time reached New Zealand, Lord Howe Island, and the Chatham Is-

lands, the channelsbetween which may formerly have been narrower than at present.
The modified descendantsof these birds are now referred to the genera Diaphor-

apteryx, Cabalus, and Ocydromus,the most highly modified forms being the outcome of earlier, the less altered of later colonisations.--Andrews (1896b:84)

ß.. a sharpdistinctionshouldbe drawn betweenbirds which, exceptfor the reduction
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of their wings and sternum, are true Carinatce ... such as Didus and Cnemiornis,

and those flightlessforms included in the Ratitce,which, leaving entirely out of
accounttheir wing-reduction,presentnumerousprimitive characterswhich renderit,
at least, highly probablethat they reachedtheir presentdegeneratecondition a very
long while ago.--Andrews (1896c:260, in dissensionwith Milne-Edwards 1896)
In a similar way other evidencecould be adducedtendingto show that different
groupsor orders of birds presentwhat is probably a primary constitutionalfacility,
or the reverse,for the acquisitionof flight in its full powers. And not only this, but
one seems more and more drawn to the conclusion that such forms as Atlantisia,

Ocydromus[Gallirallus australis], and Cabalus may be surviving examples--in fact,
blind-alley representativesof a phyletic line which is distinct from the line I may
call the modern present-dayrailß
In a word, although none of us may believe in the polyphyletic origin of either
birds or flight, it seemspermissibleto believe in polyphyleticevolution and to think
that although the basal avian groups derived an equal potentiality to acquire flight
out of the factors inherited from the primitive ancestor,all were not equally successful in its application.---Lowe (1928a:113)

ß.. there are many instancesof flightlessbirds, which have revertedto their original
environment.There were probably ground or sea birds, however, before flight was
lost. There is thus a reversal of the direction of evolution, but this does not actually
contradictthe law of irreversibility of evolution, which saysthat an organ once lost
can never be regained and that a specializedform can never again become generalized.--Lull

(1935:249)

ß.. a number of flightless birds [have been] extinguishedby colonization of a new
environmentby mammalian carnivores.Re-evolution of flight (contrary to Dollo's
'law') or a developmentof great body size and/or extreme leg length would appear
to have been the paths of escape,but time was insufficient.---Mayo (1983:97)
EVOLUTIONARY

DIRECTIONALITY

AND AVIAN

FLIGHTLESSNESS

Unidirectionality of change, orthogenesis,and fiightlessness.--The paleontological literature of the 19th and early 20th centuriesis replete with referencesto
intrinsic tendenciesof variously defined phylogeneticlineagesto progressunidirectionally toward one or more macroevolutionary optima or goals, a finalistic
march toward perfection rooted in the teleological perspectives of Lamarck
(1809), Agassiz (1857), Nfigeli (1865), and Eimer (1888), a concept widely referred to as orthogenesis(Simpson 1944, 1953a; Ghiselin 1980; Gould 1980c;
Mayr 1980a, b; Grehan and Ainsworth 1985). Although the evolutionary loss of
flight was not an attractive candidate for orthogenetic interpretation, apparent
phyletic trends in body size (especially increase) frequently were the subject of
such speculation,as were examplesin which morphological features (e.g., size of
body, antlers, or teeth) were averred to have orthogeneticallyexceeded selective
advantage.In some instances,the conceptsof orthogenesisand ultimate overspecialization were applied to several such trends or characteristicssimultaneously
(e.g., Schindewolf 1950), neither perspectivehaving a legitimate basis in the realities of natural selection or related optimizations.
Dollo's law--the improbability of the reevolution of a complex feature (Gould
1970b; Brooks et al. 1988; Sanderson 1993)--is distinct from the related concept
of irreversible evolution (Bull and Charnov 1985). Irreversibility is for the most
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part a methodologicalassumption,implementeda priori, that absolutelyprecludes
reversal from an apomorphic state to one diagnosablyindistinguishablefrom the
antecedent or plesiomorphic condition, one not necessarily conditional on the
inherent complexity of the trait involved. In essence,Dollo's law is an ad hoc
rationalization for a perceived paucity of evidence for such evolutionary reacquisitions. This generalization was made in the absenceof requisite phylogenetic
reconstructionsand was conditional on the vague concept of complexity, but
persisteddespite early insightsinto the geneticsof reversals(e.g., Mtiller 1939).
An example of the confusionbetween impossible and improbable evolutionary
reversal and the attribution of exceptional explanatory power to such legalism
was provided by Schindewolf (1950), as translated by Schaefer (1993:295, emphasisin original): "Unquestionableexamplesof a once-attainedbody size being
secondarilyreducedare almost unknown .... Accordingly, the evolution of size
is, in general, irreversible." Such interpretationsare not limited to morphological
attributes; van Rhijn (1984, 1990) inferred a phylogenetically constrainedunidirectionality of parental care and social organization in birds.
However, given the emphasis of Dollo's law on the improbability of the "reinvention" of complex structures,the apparent absenceof a bona fide example
of a return to the capacityfor flight by a formerly flightlesslineage is noteworthy
(Mayo 1983). With the advent of a phylogenetic perspectiveon evolutionary
phenomena(MacBeth 1980), Dollo's law can be formalized in terms of the practical impossibility of reevolving a complex structure(a special case of homoplasy). In the event that a well-supported,completelyresolved,species-levelphylogeny for the Rallidae is realized, the distributionof flight capacity amongrails
may offer a definitive test of Dollo's generalization in the face of newly recognized mediators (e.g., Hox genes).
Limitations of phylogeneticresolution and evidence of evolutionary rates of
change aside, if it were to be inferred that no avian example of reversal of flightlessness had been found, it would remain to determine whether this were a re-

flection of ontogenetic unfeasibility, selective impossibility, or ecogeographical
circumstance. Would such a revealed pattern imply that to regain the capacity of

flight was simply a historical artifact of primarily human truncationof flightless
lineages (i.e., a case of the "actual") or that such reversals were evolutionarily
precluded(i.e., a reflection of the "possible"), sensuJacob(1982) ? Unfortunately,
to distinguishbetween these two alternativeswould require insights into onto-

genetic and epigeneticprogramsand the evolutionarylatitudes of such formational processes,a level of inferential sophisticationheretofore not attained.
The notion of lineage sorting is especially appropriatein the case of flightlessness in the Rallidae, in which an independentlyacquiredtrait (flightlessness)is
strongly associatedwith extinction in modem times (Mayo 1983:87, above). Such
differential extirpation may qualify flightless rails as the casualties of "lineage
sorting" (Vrba 1989; Gould 1990) effected by humans and their commensals,
thereby denying such lineages the minimal number of generationsrequired to
recover the capacity for flight even if this were (onto)geneticallypossible.Nevertheless,it remains that there is no indisputableevidence of the reevolution of
flight capacity by a flightless lineage among rails (Livezey 1998) or any other
avian lineage (Livezey 1986a, c, 1991; Livezey and Humphrey 1986), thereby
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provisionally removing "reversals" from the factors likely to confound phylogenetic reconstructionsin this group.
Functional integration, evolutionary stability, and fiightlessness.--An early emphasison the external factors conduciveto evolutionary changesubsequentlywas
balanced by an appreciation of the potentially countering effects of the intrinsic
complexity of organisms. The importance of architectural constraintsacting on
potential evolutionary change was formalized in recent decades,in part spawned
by a reaction to the Panglossianview of adaptation(e.g., Gould and Lewontin
1979; Gould 1980a, b, 1997; but see Dennett 1995). In other words, the functional

and selective integration of parts within structuralcomplexes was recognizedincreasingly as a dynamic component of evolutionary change (Van der Klaauw
1948, 1951, 1952; Bock and von Wahlert 1965; Whyte 1965; Dullemeijer 1974,
1980, 1989; Riedl 1978; Wake et al. 1983; Hall 1996; Hansen and Martins 1996;

Wagner and Altenberg 1996; Arthur 1997; Wagner et al. 1997).
This growing senseof evolutionary integration led to the discriminationof both
occupied (Thomas and Reif 1993) and unoccupied morphometric space (Bookstein et al. 1985; Schindle 1990) and the notion that the number of realized body
forms is limited (Gans 1979; Mayo 1983). This perception is a pragmatic parallel
to the duality of the "actual" being a subset of the diversity conceived to be
"possible" in the natural world (Jacob 1982; Arthur 1997). A more pragmatic
and phylogenetic perspective identifies the "actual" as the subsetof functionally
possible, organismal solutions that were realized by a genetically integrated hierarchy of history (Brooks and Wiley 1988; Lauder 1990). That is, the asymptotic
distributionsof character statesobserved in natural lineages delimit the variation
realized within a larger but finite range of evolutionary possibilities(Wake 1991;
Foote 1994; Wagner 2000). In the morphometric context, the complement of the
total morphospacedefined by componentshaving significanteigenvaluescorrespondsto the morphometric spacethat proved inaccessibleto the known diversity
of taxa, and descriptive of morphotypesstructurallyunfeasible, ontogenetically
unattainable,or fatally disadvantagedunder actual circumstances(Reyment 1980;
Reyment et al. 1984). In the context of avian flightlessness,this perspectiveunderscoredthe limited combinations of evolutionary circumstancesand complex
integration of parts that can lead to flight, improbable preconditionsthat potentially expand the set of successfulevolutionary pathways to the surrender of this
capacity.
This realization has led to the notion that functionally interrelated featurescan
impose mutual selective constraints and evolutionary conservatism; such a complex of characterswas termed an "evolutionarily stable configuration" (ESC) by
Wagner and Schwenk (2000). This conceptbears similarities to a model by Arthur
(1988), in which ensemblesof statesthat sharehigh ontogeneticinterattainability
require a macromutational change to open a "morphological window" that permits transformationsof statesin another such morphogeneticset. The conceptof
an ESC may have special relevance to avian flightlessness,at least in the sense
that the phenomenonqualifies as the dis-integration of the highly integratedpectoral ESC that makes avian flight possible. This perspectivemay explain in large
part the conservativerate of reduction of pectoral structuresin many flightless
rallids, in that selectionfavoring the retention of any of the componentsof the
pectoral ESC (e.g., pectoral musclesfor steaming and combat in Tachyeres,and
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remiges for brooding and rectrices for display in rallids) may retard reductive
evolution in other parts of this ESC. A view of the avian pectoral apparatusas
an ESC also is consistentwith the nonindependenceof phylogenetic changesin
components of flightless lineages (Livezey 1998). The small number of evolutionary pathways evidently leading to avian flightlessnessis indicative of the

functional and selectiveintegrationof the affected parts, one aspectof design
limitations that contributesto the likelihood of flightlessness-related
homoplasy
(Wake 1991; Emerson and Hastings 1998).
FLIGHTLESSNESS AS SOURCE OF HOMOPLASY

Avian fiightlessnessand global homoplasy.-•The confusion of plesiomorphy
with paedomorphicapomorphy, in part a legacy of the biogenetic aphorism attributed to Haeckel (1866) and uncritically extended to others (e.g., von B aer 1828;
Agassiz 1849), evidently induced Lowe (1926, 1928a, b, 1930, 1933, 1934, 1935,
1939, 1942, 1944) to interpret flightlessness-relatedcharactersof many avian
groupsas "primary" or evolutionaryrecapitulations,with the distinctionbetween
the two classesnot always being clear (Livezey 1995a). Early interpretationsof
the flightlessnessand biogeography of modern ratites had a broader, if less obvious, impact on the ornithological literature pertaining to neoteny and convergence (see below), as well as the utility of functional charactersin phylogenetic
inference (e.g., Mayr 1969, 1976).
The endeavorsof ornithological systematistshave been judged to have been
plagued by pervasive anatomical homoplasy since decadesbefore the advent of
modern (cladistic) systematic techniques, an allegation stemming both from the
morphologicallimitations purportedly imposed on flighted speciesby the functional requirementsof flight (e.g., Colbert 1955; King and King 1979; Sibley and
Ahlquist 1990, Feduccia 1995), and by the morphological similarities averred to
have accompanied independentevolutionary losses of flight (e.g., Olson 1973a,
1999; Ripley 1977; Feduccia 1980, 1995). That is, birds were held to be especially
vulnerable to misleading anatomical similarities related to flight, whether the faculty was retained or lost. Unfortunately, the coincidenceof unique plesiomorphies
with (variably convergent) flightlessness-relatedapomorphiescan pose fundamental problems of diagnosis and phylogenetic reconstructionamong comparatively closely related species (e.g., Livezey 1986c, 1998). Confirmation of the
influential potential of charactersassociatedwith flightlessnessfor the phylogenetic reconstructionof the Rallidae (Livezey 1998) accordedwith earlier expressions of concern (e.g., Olson 1973a) and the generality of such deceptive similarity for "syn-vestigiational traits" (Brock 2000).
Flightlessnessin rails: uniquely rampant parallelism.--With the exception of
the purported monophyly of three, flightless species in the genus "Atlantisia,"
proposed by Olson (1973b) but rejected by Livezey (1998), monophyly of any
group of flightlessrails has not been establishedunequivocallyto date, polytypic,
flightless genera such as Nesotrochisand Pareudiastesnotwithstanding(but see

below). The comparativelyhigh frequencyof dwarfismin the plesiomorphically
small flightlessPorzana is unlikely to representmere serendipity,but convergence
among these congeners,fostered by shared ecological circumstancesand phylogenetic commonalitiesof ontogeny,is as plausible as genuine synapomorphicloss
of flight and subsequentdispersalamong islandsby meansother than flight. Given
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these likelihoods and precluding that unassailablesupport for monophyly of a
flightless rallid clade is forthcoming, the multiple instancesof flightlessnessin
the Rallidae qualify as a uniquely rich instanceof parallelism involving a critical
functionality, born of a common, if bifurcated, ontogeneticpathway.
This phenomenonof "rampant parallelism" of flightlessnessis distinct in frequency and ontogeneticdetails from the convergentlossesof flight in of most or
all other neognathoustaxa. Despite demonstrationof flightlessness-related
homoplasy in the Rallidae (Livezey 1998), even a cursory examination of the anatomy of flightlessnessin other avian families reveals that the anatomical ramifications differ substantially among higher taxonomic groups (Livezey 1988,
1989a-d, 1990, 1992a, b, 1993a, b, 1994), a generality especially obvious in
comparisonsof the anatomy of flightless paleognathousand neognathousbirds
(Lutz 1942; Lang 1956; Cracraft 1974a; Livezey 1995a; Lee et al. 1997; Abourachid and Renous 2000). Accordingly, a nomenclaturethat reflects theserealities
is advisablebecauseit is useful to refer to the anatomically similar, ontogenetically
comparableflightlessnesswithin the Rallidae asparallelism; whereasconvergence
should be reserved for the diagnosibly distinct shifts responsiblefor flightlessness
in other avian families sharing broadly comparablepectoral function (e.g., ratites,
anatids, grebes, ibises, cormorants,raphids, and parrots; Table 4); and analogy is
used for thoselosing flight throughunique pectoral specialization(e.g., penguins
and alcids; Table 4).

This phenomenonof "rampant parallelism" pertaining to rallids is doubly remarkable in light of the diversity of forms and inferred changesof flightlesstaxa
(Figs. 15, 20, 22-31, 42-44, 49-58, 111-115), the diversity of insular habitats
occupied (Figs. 6, 116; see below), and the relative simplicity of the fundamental
and malleableontogeneticmechanismthat generatesthis spectrumof functionally
similar, morphological diverse changes(Figs. 117, 121-124). Accomplishmentof
a well-resolved, rigorously supported, species-levelphylogeny will allow an assessment of the imprint of history on present-day distributional patterns and
"structural" aspectsof sympatric populations,and permit a conclusive test of the
assumptionthat all instancesof flightlessnessin the Rallidae, otherwise rare for
Aves, were truly independentevents.
CLADOGENETIC COROLLARIES: Is THERE SPECIATION AFrER FLIGHTLESSNESS?

As will be seen .... the charactersof this group [ratites] are to a considerableextent
negative characters.They are for the most part suchcharactersas are correlatedwith
the loss of the power of flight. We need not, therefore, lay too much stressupon
them as indicative of the naturalnessof the group.---Beddard (1898:493)
But flightlessnessseemsto confer no special favors upon the possessors,and flightless birds seem to have traveled into an evolutionary box canyon comparedto their
flying relatives.... Flightlessnessmay arise in almost any group where the inability
to fly is not a current disadvantage.--Wing (1956:162)

Paedomorphs and ancestry.--In a section intruigingly entitled "Paedomorphs:
Not Necessarily the Best Ancestors," McKinney and McNamara (1991:345) considered the relative likelihood of the persistenceand cladogenesisof paedomorphic lineages in nature. In other words, are the short-term gains realized by heterochrony necessarilyin the long-term evolutionary interest (sensu subsequent
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phylogeneticdiversification)of the lineage so modified?In extreme casesof paedomorphosis,the reductionsin structuralfaculties seemlikely to limit the capacity
of the lineage to accommodate substantial environmental changes (e.g., blind,
apigmentary, cavemicolous salamanders),but evolutionary argumentsturning on
hypothetical changes and potentials are problematic (McKinney and McNamara
1991). The characterization of flightless avian lineages as "terminal" by Gould
(1966) echoed the general view of flightlessnessas limiting in the evolutionary
sense, and that species so afflicted, and confronted with predaceousimmigrants
or the catastropheslikely at geological time-scales,probably would not undergo
speciation.Alternatively, the propensity for cladogenesisappearsto be a heritable
character of some taxonomic groups (Savolainen et al. 2002), perhaps enhanced
by differentiation among niches within demes (Bolnick et al. 2003), and the former diversity of flightless Rallidae (Gallirallus and Porzana) suggeststhat the
most widespread genera may have been endowed accordingly.
Ratites and phylogenetic perspectiveson fiightlessness.--The prevailing view
that eachinstanceof avian flightlessness
was acquiredindependentlyand therefore
convergenthad its genesisin the first century of study of the modem ratites-the large flightless,paleognathousbirds of the SouthernHemisphere(e.g., ostrich,
rheas, emu, cassowades,kiwis, and moas). Beginning with Merrem (1813), early
systematistsseparatedthe ratites from other birds on the basis, at least in part, of
the possessionof acadnate sterna (e.g., Lesson 1831; Huxley 1867). F'drbringer
(1888) was the first to challenge this traditional classification, and he argued
explicitly that the similarities shared by ratites were the products of convergence
and that each ratite lineageevolved independentlyfrom ancestorsas yet unknown.
This proposal of polyphyly was questioned by Gadow (1893), Newton (1896),
and Beddard (1898), whereas other workers found the hypothesispersuasive(e.g.,
Pycraft 1900; Wetmore 1930, 1951, 1960b; McDowell 1948; Mayr and Amadon
1951; Storer 1960b, 1971b; de Beer 1964; Falla 1964; Moreau 1966).
Lowe (1926, 1928b, 1930, 1935, 1942) drew attention to the possible importance of ontogeny and phylogeny in the evolution of ratites, but his often recapitulationist views received a cool reception (Livezey 1995a). As noted by McDowell (1948:522) in a review of the palate of ratites: "Percy Lowe has advanced
a theory that ... the ratites diverged from the avian stem at a time when the
power of flight had not yet been attained but the fore-limbs had become rather
wing-like. This theory would necessitatebelieving that birds had at some stage
of evolution sacrificed the use of their anterior limbs in order to acquire flight at
a considerably later date, a teleology not acceptableto post-Lamarckian students
of evolution." McDowell (1948) linked the hypothesis of polyphyly of ratites
supportedby most of his contemporarieswith an inference, credited (p. 543) to
E. Mayr, that the pectoral changes of ratites were the result of "neoteny." The
hypothesisof polyphyly was consideredby McDowell (1948) to be consistent
with the palatal diversity he noted in the ratites, the latter reflectedby the heading
(p. 536) "The Impossibility of Defining the PalaeognathousPalate." McDowell
(1948) concluded that each major ratite lineage (i.e., tinamiform, casuadiform,
apterygiform, and struthioniformlines) evolved both their palatal anatomiesand
those changesrelated to flightlessnessindependently.Although a secondaryrole
of "adaptation" in these convergent characterswas entertained by McDowell
(1948), he envisioned "neoteny" as playing a critical role in avian flightlessness,
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not only in the pectoral reduction(s) of ratites, but also in those of flightless
carinates(e.g., Spheniscidae,Raphus cucullatus, and Strigops habroptilus).
In addition to virtually equating pectoral reduction in flightlessbirds with paedomorphosis,McDowell (1948:540-541) extendedthe role of "neoteny" to other
organ systemsand taxa:
There are numerousexamplesin zoology of neoteny having worked morphological
reversals.Examples are the Sphenisci [penguins],where neoteny has produceda less
fused, and thereforemore reptilian, tarsometatarsus
(see Simpson,1946),... neoteny
is usually not limited to a specific organ. Thus, neotenic persistenceof gills in the
'perennibranchs'is accompaniedby neotenic skull-charactersand muscular characters, and neoteny in the tarsometatarsusof the Sphenisci is accompanied by late
obliterationof the cranial sutures.We may, therefore,expect that the neotenyof the
wings of ratires might affect the palate.... Neoteny might easily explain such a
palatal characteristicas the imperfect fusion of the halves of the prevomer.... neoteny could also explain the pterygoid-prevomer contact, the heart of Pycraft's definition of the 'Palaeognathae.'

Romer (1968), after considering other recent discussionsof the matter (Hofer
1955; Simonetta 1960; M[iller 1961, 1963; Bock 1963; Meise 1963), deemed the
dismissal of the similarities among ratites by McDowell (1948) an unjustified
defense of the prevalent hypothesisof polyphyly. Decades later, the origins of
moas from flightless anseriforms and of kiwis from flightless ibises were suggested(Olson 1983; but seeLivezey 1995a), therebyproviding yet anothervariant
on the polyphyletic phylogenesisof ratites from among neognathousbirds through
neoteny. Similarly, anatomically naive appealsto heterochronywere made in support of preliminary molecular evidence presentedby H'mlid and Arnason (1998),
which suggestedthe evolutionary derivation of the Ostrich (exclusive of other
ratites) from within neognathousbirds, a radical inference contradictedby contemporary analysesof DNA sequencedata (H•irlid et al. 1997, 1998; Tuinen et
al. 1998, 2000) but indicative of a residual predispositionfor the traditional view
of ratites as polyphyletic.
Much support of the polyphyly of ratites originated before the acceptanceof
continentaldrift (Vuilleumier 1975), consideredby Serventy (1960:101-102) to
be hypothetical and "... unnecessaryto account for recent and extinct bird and
mammal distributions." Lingering resistance to the naturalness of the ratites
turned on a constellationof argumentsinvolving anatomicalcharactersnot related
to flightlessness(e.g., the palate), confusionregardingphylogeneticmethodology
(e.g., Houde and Olson 1981; Feduccia 1985; Houde 1988), or prematureinferences based on preliminary sequence data (H'firlid and Arnason 1998). Mayr
(1976:465) joined those advocatingthe likely homoplasyof charactersaverredby
some (e.g., Cracraft 1972, 1974a) to be supportive of the monophyly of ratites,
stating: "If several groups of running birds lose their power of flight independently, acquire large size, and specialize entirely in running, one would expect
them to acquirethe ratite complex of characterseven if the stem speciesof this
assemblagedid not have these characters." The course of this debate was paralleled by the odysseyof an individual systematist,Walter Bock, who passedfrom
supportfor monophyly (Bock 1963, 1976), to advocacy of polyphyly (Bock and
B[ihler 1988), and finally to an admissionof indecision(Bock 1992).
A growing consensusamong avian phylogeneticistsplaces the ratites as mono-
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phyletic and the sistergroup of other modern (neognathous)birds (Cracraft 1974a,
1986, 1988b; Cracraft and Mindell

1989; Lee et al. 1997; Tuinen et al. 1998,

2000; Groth and Barrowclough 1999; Haddrath and Baker 2001), obviating speculations concerningthe misdirection of reconstructionsof higher-order avian phylogeny by homoplasy generated by convergent ontogenetic changes. Also, the
minority view that the flightlessnessof ratites is primitive (Chandler 1916; Lowe
1928b, 1935; McGowan 1979, 1982, 1986) has been countered by phylogenetic
reconstructionsincluding nodes basal to the Neornithes (e.g., Cracraft .1986,
1988b; Chiappe 1995a; Padian and Chiappe 1998). Nonetheless, the hypothesis
that flightlessnessamong the ratites was acquired convergently would color for
decades subsequentperspectiveson the evolutionary ease with which flightlessness can arise in avian lineages and thereby obfuscate phylogenetic inferences
(Livezey 1995a), especially where such assessmentswere made in the absenceof
explicit phylogenetichypothesesand primitive calibrationsof absolutetime (e.g.,
Feduccia 1980, 1996; Olson 1983).
Speciation involving flightless neognathous birds.--A

counterexample to the
traditional view of avian flightlessnessas a phylogenetic dead end is provided by
the flightlesssteamer-ducks(Anatidae: Tachyeres),a genuscomprisingfour species having a predominately continental distribution for which there is considerable supportfor monophyly of the three flightlessmembers (Livezey 1986c; Corbin et al. 1988). If this phylogenetic reconstruction is correct, the hypothesis
confirms the intuitive plausibility of avian cladogenesisfollowing flightlessness,
that is, that flightlessnesscan be plesiomorphic at least for clades of neognathous
specieshaving largely continental distributions(Livezey and Humphrey 1992).
However, some examples among other flightlessneognathscan be inferred to have

arisenindependently
from flightedancestors
evenin the absence
of a robustphylogenetic hypothesisfor the groups,becauseeach is the sole flightlessmember
of its taxonomic genus or family (e.g., Rollandia rnicroptera,Podilyrnbusgigas,
Podiceps taczanowskii,Anas aucklandica-group, Mergus australis-group, Cornpsohalieus harrisL and Strigops habroptilus [Livezey 1989b, d, 1990, 1992a, b]),
and each evidently evolved either on oceanic islands (most species) or under
quasi-insular conditions of high-altitude lakes (Podicipedidae). A small number
of neognathfamilies include more than one flightlessmember for which phylogenetic hypothesesare essentialfor confident reconstructionsof speciationpatterns, including the Alcidae (Livezey 1988) and Raphidae (Livezey 1993b). The
remaining instancesof flightlessnessamong neognathousbirds are those in which
entire taxonomic families (or orders) are (were) flightless (e.g., Diatrymidae, Aptornithidae, Phorhusrhacidae[Table 4]). Also among the latter are the penguins
(Spheniscidae),in which all known fossil and modern speciesare (were) flightless
members and that approach the flightless Rallidae in number of species(Livezey
1989c). The problem in the latter casesof clade-wide flightlessnessis reduced to
the reconstructionof events leading to flightlessnessin the flighted ancestorsof
each group (Livezey 1994, 1995a, 1998).
Despite the comparatively great frequency of flightlessnessin the Rallidae,
reconstructions of this kind remain speculative without knowing the exact sequence of the loss of flight and speciationevents (Livezey 1998). Speciation in
the Rallidae appearsto conform with the broad profile for the traditional allopatric
mode (Bush 1975), although likely scenariosin some instancesseemto contradict
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traditional assumptionsof the geographical scales typical for birds (Diamond
1977a). Likely cases of vicatiance events initiating speciation of flightless rails
include apparentsistertaxa in regionshaving undergonecoalescenceor substantially reduced separationduring glacial periodsof low sea levels (Cooper 1989;
Craw 1988; Livezey 1998; Whittaker 1998; Craw et al. 1999): Porphyrio mantelli
and P. hochstetteri;Gallirallus australis and G. greyi; and Gallinula nesiotisand
G. comeri. Of these, the first two couplets (P. mantelli-group and G. australisgroup) may qualify as avian examples of continental speciation(sensuDiamond
1977a) on the mega-islandof New Zealand. Geologicaleventsof greaterantiquity
(e.g., movements and coalescenceof tectonic terranes in New Zealand [Craw
1988; Cooper 1989; Humphties and Parenti 1999]) probably are germaneonly to
deepernodesin the Rallidae, for example, relationshipsbetweenendemicsof the

ChathamIslands(Andrews18•6b, c; Craw 1988;Livezey1998).
Speciationor radiationsof flightlessrails within single archipelagoes--"intraarchipelagal speciation" of Diamond (1977a)---is likely for at least some of the
Porzana of Hawaii (Table 3) or the Gallinula nesiotis-groupof the Tristan da
Cunha Islands. However, as with all taxonomicgroupspossessed
of low dispersal
capacities, cladogenesisrequiring dispersalamong islands would be limited to
comparatively short distancesfor flightless landbirds (Selmi and Boulinier 2001).
Speciationof flightlessrails within the Chatham Islands remains a distantpossibility, and the relegation of rails endemic to the Chathamsto subspecificstatus
(e.g., Gallirallus philippensisdieffenbachii [Ripley 1977]), in fact, may reflect a
reluctanceby many taxonomiststo recognize diversificationof flightless avian

cladeswithin limited geographicalareas.Assumptionsof this kind seemespecially
tenuous in light of the variation within single islands shown by some flighted
passerines(e.g., Zosteropsborbonicuscomplex) in the Indian Ocean (Gill 1973).
The majority of speciationevents among the Rallidae that ultimately evolved

flightlessness
likely involvedcolonization
of islandsby continental
species,
with
a few being attributableto the "insular speciation" of Diamond (1977a); the latter
is speciationvia dispersaland allopatfic speciationbetween two archipelagoes.
Given the importance of flotsam transport (Heatwole and Levins 1972) and the
successfulcolonization of oceanic islands by tortoises, lizards, and rodents (Carlquist 1965, 1966, 1974, 1980; M. Williamson 1981; Grant 1998a-c; Whittaker
1998), it is difficult to dismissout of hand the dispersalamong islands,followed
by differentiation,of flightlessrallids. Moreover, asynchronoustemporalvariation
in resourcesmay selectfor dispersaldimorphism,in which a single speciesmay
comprisetwo or more dispersalphenotypesconduciveto speciation(Mathias et
al. 2001). Although not documentedin birds, such polymorphism in dispersal
would appearespeciallyplausiblefor rallids having undergonewidespreadinsular
radiations.

Given the precariousor extinct statusof many flightless rails, data bearing on
colonization by rafting in flightless rails may be based optimally using other
ecologically similar tetrapods.For example, shrews(Mammalia: Insectivora, Sor-

icidae) may offer someinsightsinto the role of suchcolonizationsin islandgroups
(Peltonenand Hanski 1991). Diversificationwithin flightlesslineagesof rails after
dispersalby rafting would be especiallylikely among elementsin isolatedisland
grcmps(e.g., the Hawaiian Islands), outlying satellitesof major island groups(e.g.,
Chatham Islands, Norfolk Island, Lord Howe Island, and New Caledonia), and
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between members of innumerable island groupsof the South Pacific (M. Williamson 1981; Grant 1998a-c; Whittaker 1998), perhapsby stepping-stonedispersal.
Candidatesfor dispersaland speciationafter flightlessnessinclude Porphyrio albus (cf. P. mantelli-group)and possiblythe unnamed,flightlessPorphyrio of New
Ireland (Steadmanet al. 1999); a complex of endemic taxa of New Zealand and
the Chatham Islands (Gallirallus australis, G. dieffenbachii, Cabalus modestus,
Capellirallus karamu, and Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi),perhapsconfoundedby glacial coalescenceamong islands followed by differential, anthropogenicextinctions; the complex of Porzana that formerly inhabited the Hawaiian Islands, in
which rafting of flightlessforms would be at least as likely as multiple invasions
by righted congenersfrom distant sources;and the Pareudiastes moorhens, endemic to islandsin the Solomon and Samoangroups(Olson 1975a; Ripley 1977),
betweenwhich are interposeda numberof potentialstepping-stoneislands(Gilpin
1980).
GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXTS OF FLIGHTLESSNESS IN RAILS

This curiousform [in referenceto Cabalus modestus]must not, however, be regarded
as a change produced by long isolation, but rather as an old form preserved from
destructionby isolation.--Hutton (1872c:238)
Considering the restricted powers of locomotion of the several genera above cited
[Notornis = Porphyrio, Ocydromus = Gallirallus and Tricholimnas], it may be inferred that the lands yielding examples of such flightless birds were not, in their
primitive days, separatedby such breadthsof ocean as that which divides the South
Island from Lord Howe's Island, or as that known as 'Cook's Straits'.--Owen (1882:
695)

Thus as regardsflightlessrails there would appearto be two categories,a primarily
flightlessand a secondarilyflightlesscategory.The first would appearto have been
preserved in such insular extensionsof continentalland-massesas 'Lemuria' and
'Antipodea,' because there were no carnivorous foes to extinguish them, such as
subsequentlyextinguishedtheir flightless progenitors on the main continental landmasses; the second category we suggest was derived from volant ancestors,and
found their way to such oceanic islands as are representedin the Polynesiangroups.
Here also they found no carnivorousfoes---or, at any rate, no carnivorousmammals.
Hence, they, too, have been preserved; but being originally volant they are still
potentially volant, and have nearly lost the power to fly by default, having retained
all their original volant armature. It may also be that they belong to a more recent
geological period.---Lowe (1928a:113)
... flightlessness,comparable in skeletal and feather structure to that exhibited by
many breedsof domesticfowl, has arisen among island birds of several orderswhere
the absence of enemies lifts the penalty from such a trend .... --Murphy (1938:
537)
ß.. the occurrenceof an animal on an isolated island presupposesa lack of enemies
and a reductionof the danger from epidemics.Such a habitat would thereforeguarantee undisturbedevolution and favor the developmentof large size... the gigantic
birds of New Zealand (Dinornithidae, Moas) and Madagascar (Aepyornithidae) ....
The absenceof hostile predators,of course,is not the causeof size increaseor any
other kind of overspecialization and degeneration ... lack of predators on oceanic
islands would only explain why large types have been preserved and could grow
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larger there and not elsewhere,which is not consistentlythe case anyway.--Schindewolf (1950; translated by Schaefer 1993:305-306)

On oceanic islands, evolution is faster than immigration. On continental islands...
immigration is faster than evolution.--M. Williamson (1981:167)

... the evolution of flightlessnesswould be most likely to occur in speciesthat face
the greatest restriction in resources, so it would be most common on smaller islands

(i.e., with the small resources)and in those specieswith the greatestresourcerequirements (i.e., in larger endotherms).--McNab (1994a:640)
BIOGEOGRAPHICAL REALMS: PATTERNS AT A GLOBAL SCALE

Regions of special biogeographicalrelevance for flightless rails include New
Zealand (Williams 1962, 1973; Cracraft 1975, 1980; Salmon 1975; Beauchamp
1989), other South Pacific islands (Smithers and Disney 1969; Rich 1981; Rich
et al. 1983; Schodde et al. 1983; Richardson 1984; Pauley 1990; Adler 1992;
Goodman et al. 1995), Australia (Ridpath and Moreau 1966; Horton 1972; Rich
1975), Hawaii (Perkins 1913; Mayr 1943; Pratt 1979), islandsof the (especially
southern)Atlantic (Rand 1955; Pieper 1985; Ashmole and Ashmole 1997), and
islands in the Indian Ocean, including the Mascarenes (Strickland and Melville
1848; Adler 1994). The family Rallidae possesses
one of the widest global distributionsof any terrestrialgroup of tetrapods(Olson 1973a; Livezey 1998), and
although this suggeststhat the group is amenableto large-scaleanalysis(e.g.,
Craw et al. 1999) or more traditional assessmentsby geographicrealms (e.g.,
Wallace's line [Mayr 1944]), advanceswill require a fully resolvedphylogeny.
Nevertheless, with respect to distributions of clades within the Rallidae and
allies, severalpatternsare evident (Fig. 11; Livezey 1998): Southern-Hemispheric
distributionscharacterizea preponderanceof the grniform families related to the
Rallidae (e.g., Cariamidae, Eurypygidae, Rhynochetidae,and Aptornithidae),and
largely Neotropical or equatorialrangescharacterizeothers(e.g., Psophiidae,Aramidae, basal Gruidae, and Heliornithidae); Southern-Hemisphericorigins extend
also to most basal flighted lineageswithin the Rallidae (e.g., Himantornis,Gymnocrex, Eulabeornis, Canirallus, Anurolimnas, Rallicula, and Sarothrura); and
predominately southernaffinities are shown by a majority of genera, in which
only a minority of members(typically of included crown-groups)are distributed
in the Northern Hemisphere (at least seasonally),a number of which include one
or more flightlessmembers (e.g., Porphyrio, Porphyrula, Rougetius,Rallina, Rallus, Gallirallus, Laterallus, Crex, Coturnicops,Porzana, Amaurornis, Gallircrex,
Gallinula, and Fulica). These broad, largely phylogenetically congruentpatterns
effectively define limits within which distributional variation of a local scale (essentially within-cladeor error variance)is expressed,much of which is not rigorously testable against current phylogeneticreconstrnctions,a prerequisitefor
alternatives for the intuitive proposalsof past decades (e.g., Larson 1957; Vuilleumier 1970, 1973, 1975; Beauchamp 1989). Only provisionalbiogeographic
explorationsare possiblefor suchfocal groupsas Gallirallus and Porzana (Figs.
12, 13). Several clades of generic or higher rank retain obvious geographical
conguenceand include one or more flightless members (Livezey 1998)--Gymnocrex + Habropteryx, Aramides + Nesotrochis, Ortygonax + Cyanolimnas,
Amaurornis, and Tribonyx--and merely document the diversity of patterns.
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The biogeographicpatterns of flightless rails are principally a phenomenonof
insular immigration and endemism (Fig. 6), with larger-scale inferences limited
to the comparatively high incidence of flightlessness(perhaps indicative of ontogenetic propensity) in some groups (e.g., Gallirallus and Porzana). The essential
importance of insular biogeography to the evolution of flightlessnessamong the
speciesof Rallidae is magnified further by former presence.of long-extinct flightless rails on additional islands (e.g., Steadman 1989a, b, 1993a, b, 1995, 1997a,
b; Worthy et al. 1999), the limiting factor of which appearsto be the preservational qualities of sand dunes,caves, or lava tubes in these localities as opposed
to those of the rails themselves (e.g., Olson 1978, 1991; Carr 1980; Steadman
1986b, Schubel and Steadman 1989). Emergent patterns are that most, if not
essentially all, habitable oceanic islands at one time supportedpopulation(s) of
flightlessrails, most of which became extinct before ornithological inventory; and
no species of Rallidae would have evolved flightlessnessunder circumstances
exclusive of oceanic islands, the inadequately known distribution and status of
Tribonyx repertus notwithstanding.
Of the primary patterns and predictions of insularity (Table 81), most are applicable to a substantial degree to the evolutionary shifts inferred for flightless
rails (Tables 7-9, 11, 13-26, 30-35, 39-42, 46-57, 68-70; Figs. 15, 20, 22-32,
42-44, 49-60, 111-115; Appendices 1, 6, 7). However, some changeswere not
predictable even broadly with respect to quantitative or qualitative changes,for
example, those evident in bills both interspecifically and intersexually (Figs. 45,
48). Still other comparisonsrevealed a diversity of changes(Tables 69-74; Figs.
121-123) that defied simple application of previously formulated rules of insular
change (Table 81).
Simple biogeographicopportunity leads predictably to the preponderanceof
flightlessspeciesbeing from Pacific Oceania, becausethe number of islandsrepresenting the number of potential evolutionary "incubators" for flightlessrallids
is maximal (Fig. 6) and coincides with the distributional pool of several genera
characterizedby great vagility (Gallirallus and Porzana). Also, there is a possibility that tropical islands host(ed) more flightless speciesby means of an amelioration of population bottlenecks than occurred at higher latitudes (cf. Elton
1946; Janzen 1967; Miller 1967, 1969; Vermeij 1974; Arthur 1982b; DuBowy
1988; but see Nudds 1982), thereby fostering more founder-effect speciation
events (Templeton 1980; Charlesworthand Smith 1982; Nei et al. 1983; Barton
and Charlesworth 1984; Barton 1989, 1998; Provine 1989; Willis and Orr 1993;

Gavrilets and Hastings 1996; Slatkin 1996; Charlesworth 1997; Grant 1998a),
even in the absenceof concomitant genetic drift (Whitlock 1995, 1997). On the
other hand, in tectonically active regions, oceanic islands may undergo frequent
episodesof low population size resulting from tsunamis and volcanism (MacArthur and Wilson 1967; Nunn 1994), moderatebottlenecksthat may hastengenetic
drift throughreducedgenetic diversity (Barton 1998).
Among the few higher-orderbiogeographicalpatternsinvolving flightlessrallids are the unsurpasseddiversity of sympatric, flightless Porzana (Olson and
James 1991) in the Hawaiian Islands (Tables 2, 3; Fig. 10), and an almost complementary diversity of flightless rallids in several clades other than Porzana in

the New Zealand region (Table 2). The latter,.in which the Chatham Islands
formerly supporteda remarkable diversity of endemic flightlessrails relative to
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land area (Millener 1999) and diversity of habitats (Fig. 7), involved at least six
genera other than Porzana having endemic flightless representatives(Table 2).
Perhapsthe most surprisingaspectof the avifauna of the Chathamsis the apparent
absenceof a flightless swamphen(Porphyrio) or crake (Porzana), with the former
being especiallynotable in light of the presenceof the genusthroughoutthe rest
of the region (Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998). Intermittent connectionof
habitable islands clearly influenced insular faunas (Mielke 1989; Nunn 1994;
Whittaker 1998: fig. 2.3), and may be among the key factorsleading to sympatry
of closely related, flightlessrails within archipelagos.
At one extreme, processesgermane to flightless rallids are ancient isolations
among large land masses,for example, the tectonic separationof New Zealand
from Australia dating to approximately 60 million years ago; and subdivision of
much lesser age within these major masses,for example, both those between
Tasmania and the Australian mainland, and division of the three main constituent

islands of New Zealand, dating to approximately20,000 BP (Craw et al. 1999).
The latter geological subdivisions,in turn, had clear implications for flightless
rallids: isolation of Tasmaniaalmost certainly initiated the differentiation of flightless Tribonyx mortierii from T. ventralis; and separationof the North and South
islands within New Zealand undoubtedlyinitiated the differentiation of the flightless sister-taxaPorphyrio mantelli and P. hochstetteri, and the parallel diversification of flightless Gallirallus greyi and G. australis. More complex correspondencesamong endemic rallids and greater New Zealand, although of perennial
interest and study (Fleming 1962, 1975, 1979; Brown et al. 1968; Atkinson and
Bell 1973; Bull and Whittaker 1975; Craw 1988; Cooper 1989; Southey 1989;
Atkinson and Millener 1991; Millener 1991, 1999; McFadgen 1994; Craw et al.
1999), remain largely conjectural (e.g., Figs. 12, 13).
"Hot-spot" archipelagospresent a special case of spatiotemporaldynamics in
oceanic islands, in which member islands are displaced by movements of underlying tectonic plates, with the youngest(and typically the largest) islandsin each
being under volcanic augmentationwhile positionedover the "hot spot" of the
island chain. Both the Hawaiian Islands(Carsonand Clague 1995; Windley 1995)
and Galfipagos Islands (Simkin 1984; Christie et al. 1992; Rasmann 1997) are
examples of hot-spot archipelagos,in which member islands are moving east to
west or west to east, respectively, and decreasein area over time through subsidence and erosion as they move away from the hot spot. Both island groups
include members having ages of -5 X 106 years, although volcanic activity has
occurredin both over longer periods (-20 X 106 years), suggestingthat extant
populationshad origins on now-submerged(extinct) islands(Carson and Clague
1995; Rasmann 1997).

Remarkably, this comparative wealth of geochronological data has provided
few insights into the evolution of flightless rallids or other birds endemic to the
Hawaiian or Galfipagosislands.At best there appearsto be a poor correspondence
between the relative apomorphy of the flightlessanatidsand rallids and geological
ages of the Hawaiian Islands (Table 3; Olson and James 1991; Livezey 1993a,
1996a, 1998), a finding plausible given the likelihood of multiple colonizations
of one or more islandsby fiighted ancestorsand subsequentexchangesof fiighted
and flightless descendantsamong islands (Fig. 10). A similar state of affairs attends the distribution of the endemic flightlesscormorant of the Gal•pagos, which
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correspondsto that of prey and associatedoceaniccurrentsas opposedto antiquity
of islandsupon which this profoundly apomorphicspeciesnests(Livezey 1992a).
The degree of apomorphy of flightless rallids of the Mascarenes (Fig. 6; Cheke
1987; Cowles 1987; Mourer-Chaurvir6 et al. 1999), as with other geologically
intractable complexes of islands (e.g., outlying islands of New Zealand region
[Figs. 7, 12]), are amenable to little more than speculation.Estimatesdrawn from
DNA sequenceshave shown geochronologicallyconsistentpatterns of colonization, differentiation, and dispersal from older to newer islands (with variable
amounts of reverse colonizations) for a number of radiations of Hawaiian plants
(e.g., Funk and Wagner 1995; Givnish et al. 1995; but see Lowrey 1995; Wagner
et al. 1995), insects (Asquith 1995; DeSalle 1995; Shaw 1995), and several birds
(Tarr and Fleischer 1995).
INSULARITY: EVOLUTION AT LOCAL SCALES

In any case there can be little doubt that these rails became flightless in the islands
they now inhabit, and cannotthereforebe regardedas evidenceof the former extension of land; in other words,they are of no value in determiningformer geographical
conditions, since they are themselvesthe outcome of the present one.--Andrews
(1896b:84)
If...
[Falco novaeseelandiae]were plentiful it must have been a great inducement
for the old swamp-hens [ancestralPorphyrio mantelli] to stay in the scrub, until at
last they were too lazy to fly, especiallythosethat had escapeda knock or two from
the hawks. Then, with matesof like experience,there is no mystery aboutthe founding of this notable family--a branch of which exists in the white swamp-hen of
Norfolk Island [P. albus].--Henry (1899:54, emphasisadded)
Isolation from potential enemies or rivals may permit unusual specialization, as in
flightlessisland birds, or encouragevariability and degree of adaptive radiation, as
in the fish of certain African lakes or the marsupialsof Australia.--Huxley (1943:
129)

Insularity is moreovera universalfeature of biogeography.---MacArthurand Wilson (1967:3)

Historical background.--Unlike the ratites, penguins, and at least some flightless membersof severalother neognathousfamilies of aquaticbirds (e.g., Tachyeres and Podicipedidae),flightlessnessin the Rallidae is interrelatedinextricably
with insularity.Although this obviousassociationhas led to simplisticexplanations borderingon clicht, islandsincreasinglyhave been recognizedas providing
unique opportunitiesinto evolutionary insights (Murphy 1938; Mayr 1967; Herremans 1990). Islands representnatural experimentsinvolving the interactionsof
colonization,divergence,and extinction,permutationsof tractablesize, varying
complexity, estimableage, and comparativelyreducedfaunal and floral diversity,
and barriers to dispersal that may both prevent invasion but also effect isolation
and therefore hasten the processesof divergence and speciation (Grinnell 1914,
1917; Mayr 1947; Williams 1953; Lomolino 1984; Hengeveld 1997; Manne et
al. 1998; Whittaker 1998). Insular biogeographyhas been imbued with a reverence for islands as isolated and pristine relicts of nature, qualities ironic in light
of a history of human degradationand destruction.
Both naturalisticreverenceand empirical interestin islandshave deephistorical
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roots. Important works include the attentions of Darwin (1859) and Wallace
(1880), and were sustainedby regular revisitations to the topic to the present day
(Buller 1894; Gulick 1932; Lack 1949, 1975, 1976; Carlquist 1965, 1974, 1980;

Diamond 1976). A modern analytical study--that of MacArthur and Wilson
(1967)--was to mark a major rejuvenation of the study of things insular. Not
without controversy, the model has been criticized on several points, especially
regarding naivet6 in assumptionsregarding estimation of historical patterns of
extinction and immigration based solely on current faunal richness(Gilbert 1980;
Grant and Abbott 1980; Pregill and Olson 1981; Gotelli and Abele 1982; Brown
and Gibson 1983; Graves and Gotelli 1983; Gotelli and Graves 1996), estimates
of turnover (Nilsson and Nilsson 1983), extension of the framework to paleontological contexts (Hoffman 1985; Jablonski 1991; Hallam and Wignall 1997),

covarianceamong predictorvariables(Johnson1975), or interpretationalexcesses
of coefficients(Gould 1979; Rey et al. 1982). Perhapsmost troubling were instanceswhere advocates of the paradigm, faced with inconsistenciesfrom predictions, conveniently attributeddiscrepanciesto "nonequilibrial" conditions(Abbott
and Grant 1976; Connor and Simberloff 1978, 1979, 1984; Strong et al. 1979;
Connell 1980; Wiens and Rotenberry 1981; Wiens 1982, 1984, 1989; Simberloff
1983a, b; Gilpin and Diamond 1984; Strong et al. 1984; Masters and Rayner
1993). Despite these shortcomings,the theory formalized by MacArthur and Wilson (1967) provided a natural conceptual segue between population-level processesand evolutionary timescales,distilling a myriad of accidentsand processes
to a dynamic balance between immigration and extinction and resultantturnover
of taxa (Lynch and Johnson 1974; Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977; Lomolino
1996). The elegance of the model spawnedan extraordinary literature of descriptive and hypothetico-deductivestudies,many of which confirmed generalities at
least broadly applicable to flightless rails (Table 81).
From a phylogenetic perspective,the equilibrium paradigm was fundamentally
inadequatefor issuesof deep time, in which the roles of colonization and extinction rates were minor in comparisonwith those of vicariance events for clades of
potential membership, relationships within clades, and biogeographicaldistributions of members. The original conceptualization by MacArthur and Wilson
(1967) emphasizedthe dynamic processacting on islands, in which islandsfunctioned as urns among which specieswere moved with probabilities indicative of
colonizing abilities and withdrawn in accordancewith estimated extinction rates.
However, hints at uses of the model for deeper histories and broader geographic
scales were included by MacArthur and Wilson (1967), and these led to controversial and largely ad hoc extensionsto modern faunal distributions,among which
was the proposal of the "taxon cycle" of islands and archipelagos(Wilson 1961;
Greenslade 1968; Ricklefs 1970, 1972a, b; Ricklefs and Cox 1972, 1978; Sim-

berloff 1974; Mayr and Diamond 1976; Cox and Ricklefs 1977; Roughgarden
and Pacala 1989; Ricklefs and Bermingham 1999).
Does the concept of taxon cycles hold promise for flightless birds in general
and flightless rails in particular? This paradigm places highly apomorphicspecies
endemic to single islands (e.g., flightless birds) in the twilight of the term of
survival of a lineage in an archipelago (i.e., stage IV of the cycle), and flightless
rallids are consistent at least with respect to longevity of species. A review by
Grant (1998a) of the foremost points of concernregarding taxa colonizing islands
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also was of relevance to flightlessnessin rails; these included relationshipsbetween insular characteristicsand emergent evolutionary trends;basesand implicationsof reduceddispersal(e.g., insular insects,birds, and propagulesof plants
[Darlington 1943; Bdfnck 1948; Hesse et al. 1951; Gressitt 1954, 1956, 1961,
1964; Carlquist 1966, 1974; M. Williamson 1981; Table 81]); patternsand selective implicationsof changesin body size; changesin parametersof reproduction;
shifts or broadeningof ecological niches; and tamenesstoward recently arrived
organisms,notably humans.
Colonization of islands.--Avian dispersal appears to be selectively driven to
avoid inbreedingand the philopatry and territoriality of establishedadultsmotivates unestablished,typically younger individuals to undertake exploration for
unoccupiedhabitat (Greenwood 1980; Greenwood and Harvey 1982; Swingland
and Greenwood 1983; Johnson and Gaines 1990; Paradis et al. 1998; Colbert et

al. 2001). Faunal invasions on continents,including those by humans, can be
viewed as large-scale, short-term analoguesof insular colonization (Elton 1958;
Holdgate and Wace 1959; Cumberland 1965; Wodzicki 1965; Warner 1968; Salmon 1975; Heaney 1978; King 1984; Fitzgerald and Veitch 1985; Meredith et al.
1985; Cheke 1987; Caughley 1988; Brown 1989; Loope and Mueller-Dombois
1989; Shigesada1997). In both contexts,the probabilityof successfulcolonization
by a given speciesof bird involves both the colonizing abilities of the taxon (e.g.,
maximal flight radius) and the favorability of the island or region involved (Table
81; Baker and Stebbins 1965; Lewontin 1965; Mayr 1965; Carlquist 1966; Wil-

liams 1969; van Noordwijk and Scharloo1981; Parsons1982). Other potentially
influential factors are areas of source populations and those of stepping-stone
islands (MacArthur and Wilson 1967; Gilpin 1980; Le Corre and Kremer 1998).
Heterogeneityof family-level taxonomic compositionof the avifaunasof oceanic archipelagosevincesthe disparatecolonizing abilities of avian taxa and (to
a lesser extent) the stochasticityof the underlying processes(MacArthur and Wilson 1967; Whittaker 1998). The Hawaiian Islands were a center of extraordinary
endemism(notably for Anatidae, Threskiornithidae,Rallidae, Corvidae, Turdidae,
Meliphagidae, and Drepanididae)and (in nonpasseriformtaxa) flightlessness,but
there is no evidence of any Hawaiian representativesof several families having
wide distributions and endemism in other archipelagos (e.g., Psittacidae, Columbidae,Alcedinidae, Picidae, Apodidae, or Caprimulgidae),and severalfamilies
of shorebirds (Charadriiformes) of which members occur regularly as migrants
but are not resident (James and Olson 1991; Olson and James 1991). Such faunal
disharmony can be explained in part by the differential penetrationmanifestedby
different (sub)continental taxa to increasingly isolated island groups (Carlquist
1965, 1966, 1974; MacArthur and Wilson 1967; M. Williamson 1981; Whittaker

1998). This gradient emulatesa "filter" acting on taxonomic groups.For example,
rails extendthroughall sevenzonesof differential penetrationfrom New Guinea
eastwardthrough to Easter Island (M. Williamson 1981; Steadmanet al. 1994),
a faculty undoubtedlyenhancedby the ability of most rallids to rest on water in
transit (P. B. Taylor 1998). The extremely isolated Hawaiian Islands hosted (by
natural means) only 6 of more than 80 extant families of passedfiesand a few
bats, and the former exceeded 12 species of endemic rallids (Olson and James
1991). The virtual ubiquity of rallids on oceanicislandscontrastswith the regional
kaleidoscopeof taxa in the same regions (Olson 1973a; Ripley 1977, M. Wil-
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liamson 1981; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998), and a predilection toward peregrination
by juvenile and migratory rallids seemsinescapableas contributoryfactor.
Assemblyof insular communities.--Insular endemicsshare several ecobehavioral traits, including reduced vigilance and inclination to escape (tamenessor
approachability), which sometimesis intruder-specific(Curio 1969; Humphrey et
al. 1987; McNab 2001); relatively rapid evolutionarydivergence,sometimesleading to "adaptive radiation" (Price et al. 1984b; Grant 1998b; Schluter2000a, b);
decreasedcompetitive ability or broadened ecological niche related to "disharmonious" faunal communities on islands (Feinsinger and Swarm 1982; Alatalo
and Gustafsson1988; Martin 1991), thoughtto be conduciveto speciation(Diehl
and Bush 1989), critical to community structure (Moulton and Pimm 1987), but
of uncertain causal mechanism (Carrascal et al. 1992); and increased sexual dimorphismand elevatedinterspecificaggression(e.g., Carlquist 1965, 1966, 1974;
Diamond 1970a, 1981; Lack 1971a, b, 1976; Wallace 1978; Abbott 1980; Feduccia 1980; Weller 1980; M. Williamson 1981; Schluter 1996b, 2000a, b). Abbott

(1980: fig. 4) graphically conceptualizedthe roles of resources,habitat, competitors, and predatorsin the general impoverishmentof insular avifaunas, emphasizing the dearth of successfulcolonists.
Detailed comparisonsof the speciescomposition of islands within the equilibrium paradigm (e.g., Diamond 1972; Power 1972, 1975, 1976; Abbott 1974a, b;
Abbott and Grant 1976; Connor and Simberloff 1978; Juvik and Austring 1979;
Terborgh and Faaborg 1980; Diamond and Gilpin 1982; Gilpin and Diamond
1982, 1984; Jarvinen and Haila 1984; Simberloff and Martin 1991) led to attempts
to explain recurrentpatternsin terms of acceptedevolutionary principles.These
explanations emphasize character displacement in both morphological and ecological aspects (Brown and Wilson 1956; Grant 1972a, b, 1975, 1976, 1978,
1994a; Bulmer 1974; Eldredge 1974; Grant and Grant 1982; Fjeldsfi 1983b; Diamond et al. 1989; Whitehead and Walde 1993; Schluter 1994, 2000a, b) as a
result of disruptive selection (Thoday 1972; Smith and Temple 1982). Other special points of interest include directional selectionon size and shape of the bill
(P. R. Grant 1972c; B. R. Grant 1985; Schluter and Smith 1986), magnified ecomorphologicaldifferencesamongspeciesor "ecologicalrelease"(Fjeldsfi1983b),
sympatric speciation (Grant et al. 1976; Grant and Grant 1979, 1983), counterrationalizations of character convergence(Cody 1969, 1973), relationshipsbetween guild structureand interspecific competition (Schoener 1965, 1984; Grant
and Schluter 1984; Schluter 1988a; Carrascal et al. 1994; Martin and Thibault

1996), and consumer-resourcedynamics (Morris and Knight 1996). All of these
mechanismsfall within a broad concept of a coevolutionary fabric among coexisting species(Thompson 1999), but failed to provide parsimoniousexplanations
for the surrenderof flight.
Data from study of the flora and fauna of islands have led to a number of
predictionsregardingchangesin ecology and morphologyunder insular regimes,
many of which proved applicable to flightless rails and other birds (Table 81).
Much of the literature on the "assembly" of ecological communities on islands
assumed an important interplay among member taxa (especially within guilds),
foremost among which has been been interspecificcompetition, a premise that
subsequentlybecame the focus of considerabledebate (reviewed by Strong et al.
1984). The classical view holds that avian communities generally are not merely
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accidental conglomeratesof taxa, but instead communities are posited to be sequential assemblagesin which each successfulcolonization is viewed as consonant with or competitively superior to and former occupants of a niche or guild
within the insular community. Perhapsmost importantly, this perspectiveemphasized importanceof qualities of colonistsbeyond mere dispersal(MacArthur 1958,
1968, 1969, 1971, 1972a, b; MacArthur and Levins 1967; Lack 1971a; Cody
1974, 1985; Cody and Diamond 1975; Pianka 1976; Diamond and Gilpin 1982),
a shift of particular relevance to flightless birds.
With the possible exceptionsof the Hawaiian and Chatham islands, unlike the
cases of West Indian Anolis, honeycreepersof the Hawaiian Islands, and the
geospizine finches of the Galfipagos, however, flightless rails seldom qualify as
having radiated to fill multiple niches on a single island or island group. However,
the comparatively great endemism of rails of the Chatham Islands has inspired
four essentially ad hoc assessmentsof competition-basedcommunity structureand
differentiation in situ. Andrews (1896b) proposedthe first and simplesttheory, in
which the three flightless typical rails of the Chathams were inferred to have
arrived in order of relative, present-dayapomorphy(i.e., Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi
first, Cabalus modestussecond,and Gallirallus dieffenbachiithird), predicatedon
the assumptionthat relative divergencefrom ancestralconditionscan be assumed
to be indicative of the time that each lineage remained in isolation. Likewise,
Olson (1975b) speculatedthat the comparatively modest morphological changes
evident in G. dieffenbachii relative to its philippensis-like ancestorindicated that
it was a more

recent

colonist

of the Chathams

than C. modestus.

In a broader

study of the avian communities of New Zealand and the Chatham Islands, Atkinson and Millener (1991) interpreted, under the classical assumption that coexistence implied the maintenanceof minimal interspecific differences in niche, that
the endemic rails of the Chatham Islands and their potential competitorsdiffered
in one or more essentialfactors such as body mass, bill shape,or general dietary
group; however, these authors did not hazard a guess as to which of the three
taxa of typical rails endemic to the islands arrived first.
More recently, Trewick (1997b) performed a morphological comparisonof two
flightlessrails (Gallirallus dieffenbachii and Cabalus modestus)formerly endemic
to the Chatham Islands evidently closely related to the Gallirallus philippensisgroup (sensulato). Trewick (1997b) agreed that these speciesprobably had generalized diets (Falla 1954; Olson 1975b), with moderate specialization of C. modestusfor insectivory suggestedby Atkinson and Millenet (1991) excepted.However, Trewick (1997b)judged that the comparatively great sexual dimorphism in
bill length and inferred ecological specialization of C. modestuswere likely the
result of directional selection in the presence of a competitor (G. dieffenbachii)
and therefore speculated that the specialized body form of C. modestuswas evidence

of a more-recent

colonization.

Growing, variably controversialevidence supportsthe importance of interspecific interactions as contributory factors in the selection regimes acting on morphological and behavioral divergence (e.g., MacArthur and Levins 1967; Thoday
1972; Benkrnan 1989a, 1991, 1993; Schluter 1994; Benkrnan et al. 2001). Nev-

ertheless,given the speculative and contradictory nature of the ad hoc interpretations by Olson (1975b), Atkinson and Millenet (1991), and Trewick (1997b),
one is faced with proposals that selection for divergence could favor either the
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earlier colonist (wherein a larger deme size might include more potential for
change) or the later colonist (wherein small deme size might enhancechange via
drift, but founder effect would limit possible avenues of change). Absent a resolved phylogeny (Trewick 1997a; Livezey 1998), the relationship of morphological differences to sequenceof colonization and interspecificcompetition (if any)
remains beyond empirical test.
Islands as refugia.--Human-related introductions aside, oceanic islands generally are thought of as being predator-free (Carlquist 1965, 1974; Snow 1966;
Weller 1980; M. Williamson 1981). In reality, most insular birds are vulnerable,
especiallyas eggsor hatchlings,to both submarineand aerial predators.Published
reports include observationsof predation on birds by submarinefishes,submarine
mammals, or other birds (Murphy 1936; Franklin et al. 1979; Fraser 1984; Nils son
et al. 1985b; Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1988, 1989b•t, 1990, 1992a;
Taborsky 1988; Baird 1991b; James and Olson 1991; Alcover and McMinn 1994;
Bunin and Jamieson 1996b), with other observationssubstantiatingthe importance
of these and other subaquaticpredatorsof young and adult birds in most maritime
habitats, whether insular or continental (Legendre 1941; Scheffer 1942; Leach
1943; Lowe 1943; Taverner 1943; Glegg 1945, 1947; Hamilton 1946; Hewitt
1950; Harrison 1955; Hindwood 1964; Spellerberg 1975; Brooke and Wallerr
1976; Kinnear 1977; Endler 1978; Davenport 1979; French 1981; Straneck et al.
1983; Gilpin 1987; Randall et al. 1988).
Insular landbirds, as well as the young of seabirdsthat nest seasonallyin the
Gal•pagos, are vulnerable to aerial predators, including both diurnal hawks and
nocturnal owls; similar threats pertained to landbirds endemic to the West Indies,
New Zealand, and Hawaii (Wetmore 1956; M. Williamson 1981; Holdaway 1989,
1990; Livezey 1990, 1992a, Whittaker 1998). Continental rails are preyed upon
by diverse taxa (Evens and Page 1986; Motta Junior 1991; P. B. Taylor 1996,
1998), of which only the mammalian and (to a lesserextent) reptilian components
were reducedor absenton most oceanic islands.The nearly flightlessLaterallus

spilonotusof the Gal•pagosis preyed upon by the endemicsubspecies
of Shorteared Owl (Asio fiammeus) where sympatric (Franklin et al. 1979). James and
Olson (1991) identified the extinct owls (Grallistrix spp.) of the Hawaiian Islands

as important predators of the extinct crake Porzana severnsi.Williams (1960)
reported that the eggs of one flightless rallid of New Zealand, Porphyrio hochstetteri, have been preyed upon by another flightlessrallid, Gallirallus australis.
Moreover, fluctuationsin water levels may pose the most seriousthreat to nesting
successof continental rallids nesting in wetlands (Legare and Eddleman 2001), a
factor to which many insular rallids would also be vulnerable, especially those
species(e.g., Fulica) nesting in tidal zones of coastal habitats.
Galgpagosfinchesrespondto calls or silhouettesof raptors (Curio 1969, 1976),
an indication of the persistenceof such risks for these and other insular landbirds
of this archipelago.Vigilance and escapebehaviorhave been describedin a number of continentalrallids (Hobbs 1967, 1973; Alvarez 1993; Evens and Page 1986;
McRae 1997) efficacy of which is conditional on perceptions of risk (Lima and
Dill 1990). In light of the importance of antipredator strategiesfor survivorship
of relatives (Harvey and Greenwood 1978; Woodland et al. 1980; Lima 1993,
1998) and the rapidity with which new predators can be behaviorally accommodated by prey (O'Steele et al. 2002), foraging posture, formation of foraging
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flocks, distribution of nests, and temporary gains in body mass may alter significantly vulnerability of adults and neststo predation (Orians 1971; T E. Martin
1981, 1988a-c, 1992, 1995, 1998; Krause and Godin 1996; Martin and Badyaev
1996; Veasey et al. 1998). A quantitativeassessmentof suchethologicaldimensions may serve as an indirect indication of the intensity of predation that impinges on insular rallids, both flighted and flightless, and in conjunction with
estimatesof genetic differentiationfrom likely sourcepopulationsand surveysof
other critical resources(Martin 1987), may provide an insight into the retention
of flight in the many populations of flighted rails on oceanic islands.
Given that cryptic coloration can be important in the avoidanceof detection
by predators(Endler 1978; Baker and Parker 1979), the obsoletesexual dichromatism and subduedplumage coloration of insular birds (Grand 1965e; Lack
1970b; Weller 1980; Livezey 1990, 1993a; Figuerola and Green 2000) probably
improves concealmentfrom aerial predators, especially during nesting and biparental attendanceof broods. Given the possibility that cryptic plumages of some
flightless rails may be obligatory developmentalby-productsof paedomorphosis,
these benefits may constituteselective gains post facto. At least one alternative
explanation for an absenceor apomorphic reduction in bright, often sexually dichromatic plumages among insular birds has been advanced:reduced sexual selection for species identification in depauperatefaunas (Sibley 1957; Johnsgard
1963; Lack 1970b; Weller 1975, 1980). Grant (1965b) suggestedthat the drab
plumages of insular passefinesmay be selectively neutral by-productsof reduced
genetic diversity of founding populations. However, in light of the apparent importance of aerial predators on insular avifaunas, avoidance of aerial predators
may be the most likely selective advantagefor insular rails so characterized(e.g.,
Gallirallus australis-group and Cabalus modestus).
Genetic implications: founders, bottlenecks, and dr/ft.--Two phenomena tending to reduce genetic variation in the small contingentsof immigrants that colonize oceanic islands--founder effect (limited genetic variation in colonists) and
drift (stochastic loss of genetic variation within small demes)--are among the
mostwidely cited geneticmechanismsresponsiblefor the characteristicsof insular
populations (Table 81), the importances of which are inversely related to deme
size (Mayr 1954, 1960, 1963; Carlquist 1966, 1974; Dobzhansky 1970; Endler
1973, 1977, 1982; Barrowclough 1980; Lande 1980b, 1992; Templeton 1980,
1981; Barton and Charlesworth 1984; Carson and Templeton 1984; Boag 1988;
see also Keller and Arcese 1998). Whereas the importance of founder effects in
insular populationsis widely recognized, notably with respectto the increased
likelihood of rapid, innovative evolutionary change in isolated populations
(Carson and Templeton 1984; Provine 1989; Willis and Orr 1993; but see Fisher
1930; Barton and Charlesworth 1984), the role of genetic drift has been the subject
of significantdebateon theoretical grounds(e.g., Fisher 1949, 1958; Wright 1969;
Crow and Kimura 1970). Gillespie (2001) inferred that weakly selectedalleles at
closely linked loci in small populationsare subjectto "genetic draft" and more
likely to become fixed than the same alleles in large demes.
These factors include compounding constraintson demes where immigration
occursthroughsequentialcolonizationof stepping-stoneislands(Gilpin 1980; Le
Corre and Kremer 1998), notably in geographically complex networks such as
Melanesia and Polynesia (Gressitt 1954, 1956, 1961; MacArthur and Wilson
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1967); the relationshipbetween founder effect and evolution of altruism (Eshel
1977); inbreeding (Rowley et al. 1993) and its effect on probability of extinction
(Hartt and Haefner 1995) and genetic impoverishmentin isolated populations
(Keller et al. 2002); the "founder-flush" theory of speciation (Slatkin 1996);
possibly counteringeffects of periodic hybridization among closely related taxa
(Grant 1994b); and the differentiation of isolatesdespite the counteringeffects of
gene flow (Endler 1974, 1977, 1982; Porter and Johnson2002). In casesinvolving
small islandsand relatively mobile organisms,the issueof inbreeding sensustricto
is confoundedwith the genetic implications of small insular demes; for example,
Miller (1947) inferred that the geographically confined population of Porzana
palmeri had probably achieved panmixia, and Noordwijk and Scharloo (1981)
describedan analogoussituation in Parus on a continental island.
The broad concept of epistasis--in which the effect of one genetic unit is
contextual with respect to one or more other such units, resulting in a nonlinear
phenotypic responseinvolving more than simple, independent,additive effects-offers substantialpotential both for preservationof genetic options and realization
of such optionsduring or after populationalbottlenecks(Brodie 2000; Phillips et
al. 2000; Wolf et al. 2000; Whitlock et al. 2002). With respect to the scenarioof
colonization,evolutionary changesin the normally canalizing effects of epistasis
among genes(Phillips et al. 2000; Rice 2000) can be hastenedby founder effects
(Goodnight 1987, 1988, 2000; Meffert 2000). Such genetic reorganizationswould
enhance options for capitalizing on heritable diversity preserved through polymorphism and the stability conferred through epistasis(Lewontin and Kojima
1960; Kelly 2000; Wade 2000), while still being selectively constrainedby the
modified array of genetic interrelationships(Schluter 1996a).
The phenotypiceffects of small deme sizes and the fixation of alleles uncommon or recessivein source (e.g., continental) populationsmay account, at least
in part, for leucistic plumage variants found in insular populations of some waterfowl (Delacour 1956; Livezey 1992b). Similarly, the comparatively high incidence of variably expressedleucisticism in rallids (notably Porphyrio melanotus
and Gallirallus australis-group)of New Zealand (Potts 1870; Buller 1874b, 1875,
1891, 1896, 1905; Kirk 1880; Handly 1895; Mathews and Iredale 1914; Marchant
and Higgins 1993) and other Pacific islands (Mayr 1941; Ripley 1977) and the
reports of buff-colored populationsof P. melanotus(Cunningham 1959) are consistentwith reduced genetic diversity leading to expressionof rare or recessive
alleles. With respectto insular variants in Porphyrio, the leucistic plumage of the
extinct P. albus may reflect fixation of recessive alleles made possible through
the contributionsof founder effects and subsequentgenetic drift. Wide variation
in plumages within the G. australis-group led to early taxonomic confusion, a
situationcomplicatedfurther by biogeographicpartitioningof this variationwithin
the region made possibleby substantialsizes of the main islands of New Zealand
(e.g., Buller 1905; Mathews and Iredale 1914). Deme sizes, genetic drift, and
founder effects presumably contributedto the variation in plumages of Wekas,
which includesmoderatelypronouncedmelanisticmorphs (e.g., most Gallirallus
"troglodytes") in some regions (Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998). Selective
reasons for melanism (e.g., protection from ultraviolet radiation or crypsis in
regions dominated by dark substrates)in this and many other avian examples
have proven elusive (Majerus 1998).
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An additional, comparatively less-studiedpotential of founder effects is per
capitaamplificationof the impoverishedgeneticdiversityof colonistsby the composition of avian migratory flocks by especiallyclosely related individuals (e.g.,
extendedfamily groups). A scenarioof insular colonizationby a small founding
flock of comparatively closely related individuals implies an intensificationof
founder effects through inbreeding depression(Fisher 1949; Willis 1996). Also,
this eventualitypredictablywould enhance,as explicitly modeledby Eshel (1977),
the potential of kin selectionand related social organizationsand reciprocalaltruism to contribute to successfulestablishment(Trivers 1971; Hamilton 1972;
Levin and Kilmer 1974; West-Eberhard 1975; Hull 1980), redirections of social

evolution that might foster subsequentdifferentiation of mating systems,participation by reproductive helpers, territoriality, and the correlations among them
under novel environmental circumstances(Maynard Smith and Ridpath 1972;
Koenig and Pitelka 1981; Service and Rose 1985; Koenig et al. 1992).
Although great attention has been paid to the genetic implications of initial
population size, with the exception of bottleneckshaving conservationimplications (e.g., that of Laysan Duck [Warner 1963, Moulton and Weller 1984]), reductionsin genetic diversity deriving from bottleneckssignificantlysubsequent
to colonization have received substantially less theoretical or empirical consideration. Unfortunately for such simplisticapproaches,the geneticsof insularpopulations seldom if ever can be approximated accurately by a scenarioin which a
founding populationsof effective size N e undergoeslogistic growth with respect
to some spatiotemporally stable carrying capacity K. Also, not only are mean
genetic diversitiesaffected by bottlenecks,but likewise genetic variancesas well
(Brakefield 1989). Islands, more so than many continental regions, are subjected
to destructiveor catastrophiceventsthat affect indigenouspopulationsnegatively
to varying degrees,the most severe of which undoubtedlyimpose pronounced
population bottlenecksand associatedimpacts on genetic diversity.
Of special importance to most oceanic regions of the world, especially the
tectonically active Pacific Rim, are several classesof natural catastrophesthat
evidently regularly affect oceanic islands--volcanoes, tsunamis (tidal waves),
earthquakes,and cyclonic storms (Myles 1985; Prager 2000). Of these, tropical
stormsprobably produce damage to island ecosystemsat comparatively high frequency but low intensity (Bourrouilh-Le and Taladier 2000). Volcanism,the process responsible for the original emergence of islands in hot-spot archipelagos
(Christie et al. 1992; Carson and Clague 1995; Windley 1995; Rassmann1997),
can causeinfrequentbut potentiallycatastrophiceventson many oceanicislands,
and in somecases(e.g., Krakatau, Indonesia)can effectively destroyall terrestrial
life for a period of time (Diamond 1984c). The important aspect of volcanic
eruptionsis that they, unlike tsunamisand many storms,posea specialthreatto
biotic communitiesof uplands.Variably extensivelandslidesoccur regularly on
volcanicislands--a result of unstableedifices,steepslopes,seismicity,andrainfall
(Keefer 1984; Moore et al. 1989; Urgeles et al. 1997; Glade et al. 2000; Keating
and McGuire 2000; Smith and Wessel 2000)--some of which are extensive and
would be fatal to all flightlesslandbirdsthroughoutthe affected altitudinal zones.
Evidence of high-magnitudeearthquakesduring prehistorictimes in the Pacific
region suggestthat these may pose additional threats to oceanic islands(Atwater
1987, 1992). Volcanic islands, especially hot-spot archipelagossuch as the Ha-
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waiian Islands, are subjectto regular, variably severe local tsunamisgeneratedby
submarine landslides (Moore et al. 1994a, b; Bryant 2001); endemics of such
insular refugia would be at risk from the combination of volcanic eruptionsfrom
above, landslides at mid-elevational habitats, and tsunamis in coastal communities.

At greatertimescales,all islandsin the Pacific region would be expectedto be
affected by tsunamisof varying magnitudesand frequencies(Johnsonand Mader
1994; Bryant et al. 1997; Dawson and Shi 2000; Keating and McGuire 2000;
Bryant 2001). The ecological impacts of tsunamis generally would be limited to
coastal environments where islands are large and include high-altitude regions
(e.g., Island of Hawaii). Other sitesof importanceto flightlessrails are sufficiently
low in elevation (e.g., Chatham Islands) that large-scale devastation of the flightless avifauna would be expected to occur at least rarely. Recently it was hypothesized that giant mega-tsunamis,with run-up distanceson island surfacesto elevationsin excessof 300 m, occur at comparativelylow frequencies(at least) in
the Pacific region (Moore and Moore 1984; Paskoff 1991; Young and Bryant
1992; Moore et al. 1994a, b). Although the site originally interpretedto have been
affectedby a megatsunami(Lanai, Hawaiian Islands,ca. 105PB) remainsa subject
of considerable debate (Nott 1997; Bourrouilh-Le and Taladier 2000; Dawson and

Shi 2000; Felton et al. 2000), this hypothesisraises the possibility of an additional
source of rare, extinction-level events for 1ow-elevational islands and bordering
continental coastlines (Bryant 2001).

In addition to the possibility of tectonically produced megatsunamis,extremely
rare but enormouslydestructive,comet-producedarchaeotsunamishave been documented (e.g., Alvarez 1997). Anecdotal evidence that tsunamisgeneratedby the
Deluge Comet (ca. 8,200 BP) affected multiple areas, including the easterntropical Pacific, northern Atlantic, and the northern and eastern Indian Ocean (Bryant
2001). The elevation-conditional impact of tsunamis on oceanic islands logically
would lead to an expectationthat the antiquity of flightlesslineageson oceanic
islands would be directly related to the maximum habitable elevation provided
by the islands, virtually precluding the long-term persistenceof endemic, flightless
birds on otherwise accommodating,low-lying islands and atolls in tsunami-prone
regions. Where long-term survival was possible,a major tsunamimay lead to an
oppositeevolutionary likelihood, in which the significantpopulation bottleneck
and ecological changesimposedon the island would be conduciveto accelerated
evolutionary change,including loss of flight in birds (but see L6pez-Fanjul et al.
2002).

Antiquity of isolation: differentiation and endemism.--Simpson(1944:110) alleged that the loss of flight in birds typically is characterizedby discontinuous
changein the sensethat the transitionis markedby no clearly intermediateforms.
Recognizing the signs of paedomorphosisin some flightlessrallids and assuming
that heterochronyoffered a potential for rapid evolutionary change,Olson (1973b:
34) suggestedthat the time "... neededto evolve flightlessnessin rails can probably be measuredin generationsrather than in millennia." However, changesin
ontogeneticpathways need not lead to saltatory evolutionary changes(Greenwood
1989). Worthy (1988a) reported evidence from subfossilremains that revealed
modest changes in dimensions of pectoral elements in Euryanas finschi (Anatidae), a taxon later judged to have been flightlessby Worthy and Olson (2002),
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and that required approximately 10,000 years. Geological ages of islands place
upper bounds on the antiquity of residence of endemic taxa, and some studies
have revealed predictable associationsbetween degreeof isolation, size of islands,
and the degree of observed genetic divergence of faunal novelties (e.g., Johnson
et al. 2000).

However, high mobility of birds before the loss of flight, possiblecomplications
of multiple invasions,phylogenetic uncertainties,successiveextinctionsof insular
populations of a widespread taxonomic group, errors in calibration of absolute
time based on sequencedata (Hillis et al. 1996; Swofford et al. 1996), and (to a
lesser extent) rafting and swimming after the loss of flight likely will prevent
accuratereconstructionsof colonization events even to the precision of 106years,
let alone millennia (e.g., Marshall and Baker 1999). Attempts to correlaterelative
apomorphyof extant flightlesslineagesare confoundedby different antiquitiesof
isolation and phylogenetic uncertaintiesderiving from extinction of intermediate
lineages, as well as the possibility that changesleading to flightlessnessmay occur
by gradual or saltatory progressions(Greenwood 1989). Furthermore, the hypothesisthat the loss of flight resultsfrom gradualisticchangeis consistentwith
the intermediateconditionsof severalsemiflightlessinsularrallids (e.g., Laterallus
spilonotus), as well as those of some grebes and waterfowl (Humphrey and Livezey 1982; Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1989b, d, 1990, 1993a). Perhaps most discouragingfor such historical reconstructions,however, is that even
if reasonablyprecise estimatesof interpopulationaldivergencesand information
on ages and movements of islands are available, as in hot-spot archipelagos(Fig.
10; Christie et al. 1992; Carson and Clague 1995; Windley 1995; Rassmann
1997), multiple ad hoc scenariosof dispersal and backcrossingwill remain plausible in many cases.
Uncertainties of taxonomic rank and evolutionary relationships remain even
where both phylogenetichypothesesand geochronologiesare available (e.g., Cox
1990; Stem and Grant 1996), in part a result of the obfuscationof history effected
by microgeographicvariation within single islands and populations (e.g., Conant
1988; P. R. Grant and B. R. Grant 1989; Dennison and Baker 1991; Ryan et al.
1994; Thorpe et al. 1996; Thorpe and Malhotra 1996, 1998; Grant 1998a), gene
flow from nearby continental populations (e.g., Edwards 1993), varying regimes
of natural selection in the short term (Price et al. 1984b), and interspecifichybridization (Grant and Grant 1996, 1998). Isolation, area, ecological diversity,
environmental changes, and altitudinal range of host islands enhance endemism
(MacArthur and Wilson 1967; M. Williamson 1981). These issuestake on a special nature for breeding members of the Procellariiformes (Chown et al. 1998a,
b), the seasonal endemism of which raises the fundamental distinction between

the selective regimes to which terrestrial, year-round avian residentsof oceanic
islands are subjected, probably none more so than flightless endemics. Finally,
simply on the grounds of spatial scale, small body size of organismsmay favor
speciation(Bush 1993), an effect perhapscontributory to the diversity of flightless
Porzana endemic to Hawaii (Olson and James 1991). However, it seemsimprobable that the rangesof body size found in insular birds would prove crucial as a
factor in comparison to the ecological conditions and frequencies of natural catastrophesof colonized islands.
Extinction on islands: stochasticity and anthropogenic inevitability.--A

ro-
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mantic view of islands as pristine refugia contrasts vividly with the reality of
uncountedlossesof avian taxa associatedwith the exposureof naive speciesto
introducedthreats,often within devastatinglybrief periodsof time, and the finality
of extinction (Merton 1978; Terborgh and Winter 1980; Steadman 1997b). Extirpation of insular endemics by humans and their commensalsmerits comparisons
with those epidemics that strike all ages and both sexesof many speciesand for
which neither ecocultural "remedies" nor "cures" are evident. Flightless rails
may have persistedfor longer periods after human immigration to oceanicislands
than some larger species,the latter proving more desirableto human immigrants
for food (Holdaway and Jacomb 2000).
Anthropogenicextinctionssununarizedby Steadman(1995), and documented
by a number of key paleornithologicalsurveys of islands in the Pacific (Olson
and James 1982a, b, 1984, 1991; Steadman and Olson 1985; Steadman 1988,
1993a-c; Steadman et al. 1990; James and Olson 1991; Kirch 2000), South At-

lantic (Olson 1973b, 1975c), and the Caribbeanregion (Olson and Wetmore 1976;
Olson and Steadman 1977, 1979; Olson and Hilgartner 1982; Olson and Wingate
2000, 2001), not only reveal the magnitude of such destruction,but also suggest
additional characteristicsof speciesthat are predictive of vulnerability. Critical
findings for Pacific Oceania include (e.g., Steadman 1995; Steadmanet al. 1999)
a preponderanceof extirpated species from the Rallidae (extinctions especially
severe), Columbidae, and Psittacidae, with lossesalso notable among the Megapodiidae (Poplin and Mourer-Chauvir6 1985; Steadman 1989b, 1993b; Joneset
al. 1995); flightless endemicsprevalent among extinct Rallidae, with examples
also from Columbidae and Megapodiidae (and a flightlessparrot known only from
New Zealand); Hawaiian Islands supporteda uniquely high diversity of finches
(carduelines)and flightlessAnatidae, a diversity in the former group approached
only by the Galfipagos(although members remained righted in the latter); and
exclusiveof flightlesslandbirdsand seabirds,the avian taxa mostly vulnerableto
anthropogenicextinction were frugivorousspeciesforaging in the middle to high
canopy of forests, a dependencerendering them especially sensitive to deforestation. The comparablygreat diversity of megapodesendemic to Pacific islands,
some of which were flightless,is explainablein part by the strongflight capacity
of smaller membersof the family to colonize oceanicislandsand a notable facility
to traverse expansesof open water between islands (Joneset al. 1995).
Ongoing declines of insular rallids (Benson and Penny 1971; Jenkins 1979,
1983; Forberg et al. 1983; Mills et al. 1984, 1988; Engbring and Pratt 1985;
Holdaway 1989, 1990; Lloyd and Powlesland 1994; Miller and Pierce 1995) must
be compared against those documentedfor some continental confamilials (e.g.,
Corn Crake [Stowe et al. 1993]), most of which in both categoriesappear to be
related to loss of habitat. Any assessmentof decline also should include documented mortality of flightless, insular rails related to human activities that have
not (yet) placed the species in jeopardy (Taylor and Mooney 1991). As with
imperiled continentalforms, measuresto preserveinsular endemics(notably rails
and the Kakapo) emphasize protection of critical habitat, although several critically endangeredinsular forms also require(d) captive breeding, reduction of introduced predators, supplementaryfeeding, or mitigation of interspecificcompetition (Pracy 1969; Robertson 1976; Mills et al. 1978, 1980, 1989, 1991; LourieFraser 1982; Moors 1982; Moulton and Pimm 1983; Miller and Mullette 1985;
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Mountainspringand Scott 1985; Powleslandet al. 1992, 1995; Powleslandand
Lloyd 1994; Clout and Craig 1995; Young 1995; Bramley 1996). Fortunately,
insular rails do not seemto have suffereddemographicaccelerationof extinction
related to highly skewedsex ratios or otherparametersthat can lower thresholds
of extinction (Lande 1987b, 1993; Pimm et al. 1988), characteristics that have
proven critical for a number of introducedand natural avian colonistsof islands
(McLain et al. 1995; Veltman et al. 1996; Trewick 1997c; Legendre et al. 1999).
The "Blitzkrieg" model of the extirpation of moas in New Zealand, in which
extirpation required no longer than a century after contact (Holdaway and Jacomb
2000), suggeststhat ecomorphologicalfactors, associatedby some with "evolutionary age" of faunas (Gaston and Blackburn 1997a, b; Sadler 1999), merely
postponethe inevitable in the long term. Although climatic changesand other
agencieshave been implicated in devastationof populations,species,or faunas
throughout evolutionary time (Emiliani 1982; Donovan 1989; Martin and Steadman 1999), and many basic ecological parameters (including population size,
migratory habit and body size) remain critical to patterns of commoness and
vulnerability of species (Lack 1942; Preston 1962a, b; Terborgh 1974; Root
1988a, b; Pagel and Payne 1996; Gastonand Chown 1999), the impactsof humans
on insular endemics are numerous and almost uniformly negative (Table 81).
Grass• (1977:129) observed that: "... man has massacredso many insular species
that it is hard to know what share of this destruction was caused by other predators."

Comparatively recent human intervention aside, it is useful to consider flightlessnessin a larger, strictly evolutionary context. Is flightlessness(on islands) an
example of a local evolutionaryoptimum subjectto global demise?It seemsclear
that flightlessnesscontributesto the propensity of proximate (local) extinctions
through increasedvulnerability to predation related to impaired capacity for escape, as well as reducing accessto nest sites,roosting sites, or routes of travel.
At an ultimate (global) scale, flightlessnessmay lead toward extinction by limiting
the dispersionof populationsthroughreduceddispersalcapacitiesand rates,thereby reducingthe likelihood of colonizing refugia and diminishingthe capacityfor
movement among areas in responseto changesin habitat quality among locales
in the short or middle term. If the eventual extinction of flightless lineages of
rails is comparatively likely, whatever the short-term successof such lineages,
the apomorphy of flightlessnessmay serve as a predictor for the "pruning" of
phylogenetic terminals (lineage sorting), serving as a negative "evolutionarily
singular strategy" that is phylogenetically influential by way of truncation(Geritz
et al. 1998).

Vermeij (1987:40) concluded: "If disallowed variants are often eliminated by
ecological agencies,environmentsin which such agenciesplay only a minor role
should allow the existenceof phenotypesthat in most other situationsare forbidden." In the context of the presentstudy,the "forbidden phenotype" in question
is avian flightlessness,and the permissiveenvironment is the isolation afforded
by oceanic islands. Such conditions of tolerance do not persist indefinitely in a
changing world, however, and the long-term jeopardy of flightless birds exemplifies the differencebetween evolutionary changesleading to short-termsuccess
while hasteningextinction over the long-term. Gould (1977) emphasizedthis distinction in scale,and arguedthat ephemeralenvironmentalopportunitiesoften can
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be best exploited reproductively by paedomorphiclineages, with the latter clearly
applicable to many flightless members of the Rallidae. However, it is arguable
that the vulnerability of insular endemics to exogenic change is the forbidden
characteristic,not flightlessnessper se, given the numerousextinctionsof flighted
birds that have occurredduring the same period.
DEMOGRAPHYOF INSULAR LINEAGES:THE EQUILIBRIUM MODEL REVISITED

Essentials of classical concepts.--The seminal monograph by MacArthur and
Wilson (1967) principally forged a conceptual framework within which to relate
the processesimpinging on the flora and fauna of islands, especially the (comparatively short-term) roles of immigration, colonization, evolutionary changes,
and extinction. Three primary phases of insular evolution were articulated by
MacArthur and Wilson (1967), although the great majority of their treatise emphasized only the first phase (these were sequencedby Roman numerals in the
original work): demographiccharacteristicsof speciesthat bear on their aptitude
as potential colonists,preliminary adaptationto insular environments,and speciation and adaptiveradiation. These can be recastas a graded seriesof organismic
scales of relevance to insular evolution: repeated patterns regarding individuals
within populations(e.g., Preston 1962a, b), divergent historiesof conspecificpopulations to initial evolutionary changes (e.g., MacArthur and Wilson 1967), and
long-term, large-scalechangesin groupsof evolutionarylineagesin biogeographical regions (e.g., Darlington 1965; Cracraft 1973b, 1980; Craw 1988; Cooper
1989; Craw et al. 1999). On a faunistic scale, the implications are most obvious
(MacArthur and Wilson 1967: fig. 22): rates of immigration are inversely related
to distancefrom sourcepopulations,immigration is acceleratedby the existence
of potential stepping-stoneislands, and rates of extinction are inversely related to
areas and ecological diversitiesof islands.Accordingly, large continentalislands
are expectedto supportlarger avifaunasthan small, isolated islands,but predictions concerningendemicity and apomorphy such as flightlessness,a trait antithetical to dispersal,are made less confidently.
In sum, the models presentedby MacArthur and Wilson (1967) primarily targeted the compositional changesin island communities--notably the countering
effects of multispecific immigration (/), extinction (E), and survival (S), which is
the net difference

of these--as

functions

of distances

between

islands and conti-

nental sourcepopulations(D) and areasof islands(A). Ancillary effects of stepping-stone islands, ecological successionon the islands, and the biogeographic
region of the sourcecontinentsalso were considered,with only secondarymention
of the individual taxa that these comprise. Nonetheless, several of the principles
set forth are fundamental to an understandingof the likelihood of a single colonizing population surviving to undergo significantevolutionary change,and these
have formed the basis for a new, growing paradigm of metapopulations (see
below; Hanski and Simberloff 1997).

Rudimentary explorationsof such single-speciesscenarioswere presentedby
MacArthur and Wilson (1967:68), but unfortunately these led to recursive setsof
equationsto estimateexpectedtime to extinction for a minimal originatingprop-

agule (TK+O,an exercisethat requiredan estimateof K (carrying capacityfor the
specieson the island), per capita rates of birth (hx) and death ([xx)at population
size x. Despite these mathematicalhurdles,qualitative generalitiesemerged,in-
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cluding expected time to reach carrying capacity (T•:) increasesrapidly with K
and decreaseswith ratio h/lx; and if K is not very small (a condition anathemato
establishment),T•: is approximatedby a function of the time to extinction of a
single founding propagule(T 0, that is, T•: -- h(h - tx)T• -- Mr.T•, where r is the
intrinsic rate of natural increase (Pielou 1977).
Extensionsderivingfrom insular rails.--Except to the extent that vagility of a
species covaries with other parameters of interest, distance to the source population is of little relevance to a formal model of the expected colonization, survival, and magnitude of evolutionary change of a specieson an island. In many
contexts the probability of a given species reaching a given island can be approximated by a Poisson or negative binomial distribution in which scaling parameters are functions of distance and area. Following the time at which the
founding population (e.g., a gravid female or a pair of potential mates) reaches
the island (defined as tc), survivorshipcan be assumedto follow an exponential
decline as a function of time. While the colonizing population persists (evolutionary changeassumedas being zero at time of extinction, te), it would be subject
to selection. Expected evolutionary change under an approximately constant selection regime might be hypothesizedto follow uniform or exponential distributions; more complex or dynamic ramifications of selection, not consideredhere,
could enhance realism. Putting aside the issue of immigration, a first approximation would derive from the combined outcome of survival and evolutionary
change, a conditional probability at a given time ti (ti - tc, ti < tE).
In addition to a prerequisite capacity for long-distance dispersal, speciesendowed with facile rates of reproduction and plasticity of ontogeneticparameters
are predisposedfor successas colonists, that is, successfulcolonization turns
largely on r-selected traits (MacArthur and Wilson 1967:81, 93). These characteristics are associatedin many taxa with a propensity to some heterochronically
mediated changes (e.g., Gould 1977; McKinney and McNamara 1991), which in
turn are implicated in most instances of avian flightlessness(see above). Once
successfullyestablished,colonizing speciesappearto shift increasinglytoward Kselectedattributes(e.g., protractionof reproductivelife span) that are selectively
advantageousin comparatively complex, competitive communities,and the mathematical, selection-neutralinevitability that the probability of extinction of any
population increasesasymptotically with time (MacArthur and Wilson 1967:149151, fig. 20A). Although MacArthur and Wilson (1967:151) commented that the
absenceof predatorson islandscontributesto a freedom to allocate "evolutionary
attention" to properties which in continental environments would conflict with
capacity for escape, and went on to outline the three phasesthrough which lineages undergoing significant evolutionary changes must pass, these authors
stoppedshort of modeling the likelihood of evolutionary changeson islands(e.g.,
preconditionsfavoring flightlessness).
An elementary formulation of this kind, premised on the assumptionthat the
total evolutionary change attained by a lineage before extinction (v) is a function
of the rate of evolutionary change in the lineage (0u/0t) and the period of time
over which that the lineage persistedon the island (At = t), can be written:
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Secondly, the rate of evolutionary change in a lineage is a function both of the
genetic, epigenetic,morphological,and demographicparametersof the lineage in
question (e.g., genetic diversity, ontogenetic propensity toward heterochrony,
body size, specializationfor flight, primary mode of foraging, deme size, longevity, age at reproductive maturity), as well as the interval of time over which this
rate of changeis permitted to operate.The latter interval of survivorshipis largely
a function of the ecogeologicalcharacteristicsof the island colonized (e.g., geological age, distance to source population, total area through time, elevational
range, susceptibility to catastrophicevents, structural diversity and successional
stageof ecologicalcommunities,diversity of competitorsand predators,and presence of human immigrants and antiquity thereof). Symbolically:
Ot

- g (qualifies of lineage, characteristicsof island).

Clearly, the capacity for change possessedby different speciesvaries greatly;
therefore, a simple examinationof these relationshipsis achievedby the consideration of a single colonizing taxon. Expected survival of a given avian colonist
('q)--the inverse of expectedextinction (MacArthur and Wilson 1967: fig. 20A)-can be plotted against absolute(geological) time (t) for islands A, B, C, and D
that differ in selected,influential parameters.Given the inescapable,asymptotic
decline in expected survival of lineagesover time, the curves for colonist 'q on
islands A-D share a general form, but such curves differ in the time of initiation,
rapidity of decline, and the asymptote approached.Accordingly, the relative opportunity or expectationfor evolutionary changeof lineage -q on these islandsis
reflected by the integral of the correspondingcurves over the time that the lineage
persisted.That is, expectedtotal change for species-q on island A for the entire
interval of time • = t• - t• can be summarized:

E [A(v)] =

INSULARITY:

ISOLATION BOTH Am•uous

g•(A).

AND ACCOMMODATING

Dual challenge of colonization.--The unfortunate opposition of Owen to the
theory of Darwin, both in general and with respect to the evolution of avian
flightlessness,was more than a little minted by personal and religious differences
(Desmond 1982). In light of the prime importance of the theory espousedby
Darwin (1859) and the anatomical descriptionsand discoveriesof flightlessbirds
by Owen (1870, 1872, 1875, 1879, 1882), this conflict impeded the reciprocal
illumination requisite for the resolution of evolutionary issuesrelated to avian
flightlessness,and undoubtedly diminished the importance of flightless birds in
the maturation of evolutionary biology during the first century of the Darwinian
revolution.

As illustrated by the historical view of avian flightlessnessas but a single,
uniform phenomenonof natural history, it can be arguedthat an overly simplistic
perspective on the nature of insularity for birds can obscure vital diversity of
evolutionary mechanism and resultant forms. The selective environments presented by islands, permuted across myriad latitudinal gradients and ecological
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communities,presentsat the very least dual prospectsfor avian colonists,barring
whole taxonomicgroupsfrom long-termmembershipin thesecommunitieswhile
nurturing intricate evolutionary diversity in others. Examination of the limited
data indicates that insular populationsof birds are typified by extended survivorship, a demographicgenerality associatedwith resource-dependent
depressionsin
reproductiverates (Ashmole 1963c; Ricklefs 1980, 1983b; Faaborg and Arendt
1992, 1995). Insular conditions in many cases present mutually contradictory
selectionregimesthat posewidely variable productivityand sourcesof sustenance
on the one hand (e.g., the challengeof desertislands),and provide (at leastpartial)
refugia from terrestrialpredatorson the other hand. In light of this duality of
insular conditions,one might consideravian flightlessnessalternatively to be indicative of either fragments of desolate habitat (i.e., evolution in extremis) or
refinementsunder ecological conditionscombining relief from predationpressure
with a surfeit of unexploited resources(i.e., evolution in refugium). In other
words, flightlessnessmay be innovation born of necessity,opportunity,or both.
Total balances and diverse allocations.--Unfortunately, no simple arithmetic
or accountingcan be applied to the economicsof evolutionary changesgiving
rise to avian flightlessness,in that there is no basisupon which to assumeequality,
increase, or decrease in the net balance sheet between resources available to lin-

eages before and after insular colonization. It is possible to envision specific
circumstancesthat would favor one of these alternatives strongly. For example,
a lineage that underwent a substantialincreasein size, a shorteningof developmental period, and an increasein net reproductiveinvestmentsby adultsand only
a minor reduction (savings) in the pectoral apparatusafter colonization could be
consideredwell positionedfor prosperityunder favorable environmentalregimes.
Similarly, counterexamplesin which body size declinesslightly, the pectoral apparatusis substantiallyreduced,and reproductiveoutputis diminishedmight indicate that the sacrificeof flight in this specieswas not sufficientto compensate
for the total decline in resourcesfaced by the colonists.In short, where the investmentrepresentedby the pectoral apparatusis postulatedas having been sacrificed for other selectedparametersto maintain fitness assumesthat total energy
balancesremained invariant before and after the loss of flight, a simplistic frame
of referencethat may apply only rarely to actual circumstances.
TROGLOMORPHY AS CONTINENTAL PARALLEL TO INSULARITY

The Proteus, an aquaticreptile allied to the salamanders,and living in deep dark
caves under the water, has, like Spalax [blind mole-rats, specializedfossorial rodents], only vestigesof the organ of sight, vestigeswhich are covered up and hidden
in the same way .... Light does not penetrateeverywhere; consequentlyanimals
which habitually live in places where it does not penetratehave no opportunityof
exercising their organ of sight, if nature has endowed them with one. Now animals
belongingto a plan of organizationof which eyes were a necessarypart, must have
originally had them. Since, however, there are found among them some which have
lost the use of this organ and which show nothing more than hidden and coveredup vestigesof them, it becomesclear that the shrinkageand even disappearanceof
the organ in questionare the results of permanentdisuse of that organ.--Lamarck
(1809, vol. 1; translatedby Elliot 1984:116)

Discoveryand distribution.--Beginning with the descriptionof a cave-dwelling
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TABLE 82. Evolutionary parallels and morphological-ecological convergences
between avian endemics of oceanic (epigean) islands and endemics of caverns
(hypogean islands) or troglomorphs, following Cope (1868), Packard (1888),
Christiansen (1961, 1985, 1992), Poulson (1963, 1985), Barr (1968), Thines
(1969), Culver (1982), Fong and Culver (1985), Hiippop (1985), Kane and Richardson (1985), Romero (1985), Sket (1985), Wilkens (1985, 1986, 1988, 1993),
Juberthrie (1989), Jones et al. (1992), Howarth (1993), and Culver et al. (1995).
Comparableevolutionarychangeson islandsor in caves
Character

or circumstance

"Atrophied" or "regressive"
anatomical

features

Insularendemics(epigean)

Wings, pectoral apparatus
Sexual

dichromatism

Troglomorphs(hypogean)

Eyes, wings
Optic lobe
Pigmentation
Cuticle, scales

"Hypertrophied" anatomical

Body mass, height (most)

Body mass, length, flattening of

Pelvic

Elongation of appendages
Olfactory lobe
Antennae and tactile organs
Irregular activity and reproductive patterns

features

corpus

limb

Bill (some)

Metabolic and physiological
changes

Relaxed, conditioned schedules
Lowered

Behavioral and ecological
changes

basal metabolic

rate

Enhanced capacity for fasting
Lower fecundity (some)
Increasedegg size (some)

Changein diel activity mode

Lowered

basal metabolic

rate

Enhanced capacity for fasting
Lower fecundity
Reduced egg size
Relaxation of rhythmicity

(some)

Broader diet and foraging

Increased longevity
Decreased aggregation (some)
Reduced territoriality
Broader diet and foraging niche

niche
Harsh environment

Harsh environment

Small size of founding popu-

Small size of foundingpopu-

Increasedlongevity (most?)

Circumstances accelerating
changes

lation

lation

Protractedperiod of isolation

Protractedperiod of isolation

Intense directional

Intense

selection

directional

selection

salamander (Proteus anguinus) from the Slovenian karst of Europe (Laurenti
1768), natural historians discovered thousandsof cavernicolous species,many of
which displayed to varying degrees a suite of apomorphies,including reduction
or loss of eyes and pigmentation, hypertrophy of tactile senseorgans, and elongation of the body (Culver 1982; Culver and Holsinger 1992; Culver et al. 1995).
Organisms showing any or all of these convergent changes•omprising a minority of amphibians(e.g., Proteus salamanders),insects(e.g., Collembola), crustaceans(e.g., Isopoda), and fishes (e.g., Characidae and Amblyopsidae)•ame to
be known as "troglodytes"--later subdividedinto obligate "troglobites" and facultative "troglophiles" (Culver et al. 1995)--and these shared some "troglomorphic" similarities with the more-specializedfossorial mammals (Nevo 1999).

Early referencesto troglomorphsin the literature were influencedprofoundly by
the evolutionary views of the various authors, and provided an additional phenomenological chronicle of the evolution of theory (e.g., Lamarck 1809; Cope
1868; Packard 1888) in parallel with the treatment of avian flightlessness.In both
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contexts, early explanations focused on Lamarckian effects of disuse, with subsequent interpretations turning progressively toward arguments of selective advantages of economy (e.g., reductions or loss of any structurerequiring substantial
investment ontogenetically or for maintenance)or reduced vulnerability to injury
(e.g., loss of eyes).
Evolutionary analogies and interpretational differences.--Continued study provided numerous additional examples of troglomorphy and more detailed characterization of the salient features thereof (Christiansen 1961, 1985, 1992; Poulson

1963, 1985; Bart 1968; Thines 1969; Culver 1982; Htippop 1985; Romero 1985;
Sket 1985; Wilkens 1985, 1986, 1988, 1993; Juberthrie 1989; Jones et al. 1992;

Howarth 1993). This extended collection of examples revealed the extent of the
convergentmorphological and ecological changesin subterraneanisolation (Table
82), with the most conspicuouschange in troglomorphs--reduction or loss of
sight--also being the one most obviously analogousto the reduction or loss of
flight in insular birds. Troglomorphictrends,like the more taxonomically inclusive
trends evident on oceanic islands (e.g., Carlquist 1965, 1966, 1974, 1980), included other, convergent evolutionary shifts (Table 82). Accordingly, caves and
oceanic islands both came to be viewed as natural evolutionary laboratories char-

acterized by comparative simplicity of environmental variables occurring in diverse combinations, but both presented interpretational problems (Culver et al.
1995). As with the study of avian flightlessness,the conspicuousness
of the "regressive" trends among troglomorphs tended to preoccupy early investigators
(Brace 1963; Petersand Peters 1968; Fong and Culver 1985; Kane and Richardson
1985; Peters 1988; Christiansen 1992; Wake 1992). However, recent studies of
troglomorphs differ from those of flightless birds in the significant role accorded
by some to essentially random genetic variation and neutral mutations in the
directional changes manifested within small demes of cavernicolousorganisms
(Culver et al. 1995).
MIGRATORY

HABIT

AND FLIGHTLESSNESS

ECOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF MIGRATORY

HABIT

What a paradox; to fly poorly, to occur so widely, and to evolve flightlessnessso
easily!---•pley (1977:15, in reference to the Rallidae)
Given the omnipresent risk of local extinction, what can a species do about it?
Briefly there are two types of strategies:either to concentrateon preventing it from
happening,or else to let it happenand concentrateon reversingit by recolonization.
The former is the strategy of old colonists,which have lost much of their dispersal
ability, can rarely reverse local extinctions by recolonization and become restricted
to stable or extensive habitats where extinction is rare. The latter is the strategy of
expandingcolonists,which have high dispersalratesand can thereforeoccupysmall
and unstable habitats, recolonizing as extinctions occur.--Diamond (1977b:257)
That birds can fly is their most important characteristic,and also one of their most
misleading ones. It is often inferred that the power of flight guaranteesbirds the
ability to crosswater gapsor expansesof alien habitatthat act as barriersto flightless
animals. In fact, the realization has been growing in recent years that many flying
birds choosenot to fly acrossbarbers of water or alien habitat: they are psychologically flightless.•Diamond (1985:18)
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It requires special conditions for the birds to be able to get by without the capacity
for flight during the moulting period. Rails and crakes live under cover of tall, dense
vegetationin marshesand on lakeshores,and cope very well with catching food,
even though they are flightlessfor several weeks.--Alerstam (1990:69)

Generalities ofpattern.--Much of the theory surroundingthe evolutionary origins and geographicalpatterns of avian migration is groundedin terms of interspecific competition, variability of environments, and the relative costs of longrange movements (MacArthur 1959; Ulfstrand 1963; Castro 1968, 1989; Haartman 1968; Lack 1968c; Fretwell and Lucas 1970; Fretwell

1972, 1980; Wilson

1976; Alerstam and Hfgstedt 1980; Cox 1985; Pienkowski et al. 1985; Piersma
1987, 1997; Holmgren and Lundberg 1993; Meltofte 1996; Newton and Dale
1996). Migration and its evolutionary origins must be considered in terms of
selection acting on individuals and ecological contexts;interspecificcomparisons
of modes of dispersal (e.g., Diamond 1977b, quoted above) can lead, perhaps
unintentionally, to implicitly group-selectionistarguments.
The primary selective advantageof migratory habit is consideredto be access
- to spatiotemporallydisjoined resources;considerationof increasedmortality during migration remains largely anecdotal (e.g., Wiedenfeld and Wiedenfeld 1993)
and the evolutionary origins remain a point of debate (Alerstam 1990; Berthold
1993, 1996). Evolution of the migratory habit in birds is favored selectively in
species inhabiting environmentally unstable and unpredictable ecological communities, conditionsthat do not select for high fidelity to natal site and can favor
prospecting for new, favorable habitats. Where such movements provide access
to seasonallyabundantresources,regular movements (i.e., migration) representa
behavioral attribute of substantial selective advantage (Alerstam and Enckell
1979). Migratory habit representsan extreme among possiblemodes of dispersal
and potentially predispositionalconditions (Johnsonand Gaines 1990), and evidently evolves only under the most stringent of selectionregimes and ecological
circumstances(Kokko and Lundberg 2001; Mathias et al. 2001). Accordingly, a
binary classification of migratory status is artificial and obscuresa continuum
within the trait, the latter illustrated by "partial" migration (Lundberg and Alerstam 1986; Lundberg 1987, 1988; Chan 2001). Such artificial treatmentsrender
problematic the assessmentof human-induced changes in habitat on migratory
species (Sutherland and Dolman 1994; Sutherland 1996), some dimensions of
which have been confirmed by intraspecific variation in expression (Swingland
1983; Sutherland 1998) and genetically based, short-term changes in migratory
behavior (Berthold et al. 1992). Any explanation of avian flightlessnessmust
account for the sacrifice of migratory habit as a strategy of potentially critical
magnitude, with exceptions being limited to penguins (Livezey 1989).
Physiological demandsof migration.--Migration places extreme ecophysiological stresseson birds, and migrational patternsin time and spacereflect a complex
of trade-offs in critical parameters(Salomonsen 1955; Odum et al. 1961; Gauthreaux 1982; Sinclair 1983; Alerstam and Lindstrom 1990; Welham 1992; Alerstam and Hedenstr/3m 1998; Alexander 1998b; Farmer and Wiens 1998; Berthold

1999). The critical nature of these demands is indicated by the aerodynamic accommodationof changesin physical environmentby migrating birds, for example,
direction and speed of travel with respectto prevailing winds (Alerstam 1979a,
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b, 1991; Bloch and Bruderer 1982; Wege and Raveling 1984; Liechti 1995; Butler
et al. 1997; Liechti and Bruderer 1998), mode of flight (HedenstrOmand Alerstam
1992; HedenstrOm1993; Weber et al. 1998a, b), and formation of aerodynamically
efficient flocks (Heppner 1974). Although the life histories of avian taxa can be
viewed as a complex of trade-offs among critical resources,each of which is
subject to natural selection (Perrins and Birkhead 1983; Feder et al. 1987; Blem
1990, 1999; Perrin 1992; Schmidt-Nielsen 1997), quantification of the net gains
realized through the termination of migration or (more extremely) flight remains
a direct if elusive problem.
One sucheconomic approximation is afforded by the relationshipbetween body
mass and energetic demands of migration (Masman and Klaasen 1987), anatomical differencesbetween migratory and nonmigratorypopulationsthat are related
to flight (Fry et al. 1972; Lundgren and Kiessling 1988; Bishop et al. 1996, 1998;
Rising 2001; Tellefta et al. 2002), simulationsof caloric consumptionduring migratory flight (Pennycuick 1998c), and seasonalchangesin organs within populations (Nisbet et al. 1963; Marsh 1981, 1983, 1984; Lundgren and Kiessling
1985; Evans et al. 1992; Driedzic et al. 1993; Piersma et al. 1993; Piersma and

Lindstr0m 1997; Piersma 1998; Piersma and Gill 1998; Kullberg et al. 2002).
There also is strong direct evidence for the magnitude of the physiological demands of migration, notably adjustmentsin metabolic rates (Dawson et al. 1983;
Kersten and Piersma 1987; Klassen 1996; Weber and Piersma 1996), changesin
intake of water (Carmi et al. 1992; Klassen 1995), rates of respiration (Crnokrak
and Roff 2002), and associations with schedules of molt, another seasonal event

with substantialenergetic and aerodynamic implications (Yapp 1962b; Walker
1970; Owen and Ogilvie 1979; Zwarts et al. 1990; Holmgren et al. 1993; Holmgren and HedenstrOm1995). The caloric demandsof molt are significant(Murphy
1996), a finding mirroredby the allometricrelationby Turcek (1966) that indicates
that roughly 6% of body mass in birds is comprisedby feathers, with smaller
songbirdsreaching proportionstwice as high (Table 77). Furthermore,morphological subtletiessuch as the shape of the wings and tail (Kipp 1959; Rensch
1959; Norberg 1995a, b; Fitzpatrick 1998; Calmaestra and Moreno 2001) also
appear to have been favored selectively to meet the rigors of migratory habit,
with mechanical constraintsamong most aerodynamic parameters imposing intercorrelationsamong most such changes(Pennycuick 1978, 1986).
Perhaps the most direct validation of the energetic investment necessitatedby
flight is the increasedstorageof fat, proteins,and erythrocytesduring migration,
especially gains before departure and during stopovers and the corresponding
lossesduring transit, generalitiesthat are substantiatedby an overwhelming body
of literature (see reviews by Piersma 1990; Zwarts et al. 1990; Lindstr0m 1991;
Lindstr0m and Alerstam 1992; Lindstr0m and Piersma 1993; Marks and Redmond
1994; Biebach 1996; Weber and Houston 1997; Jenni and Jenni-Eiermann 1998;

Weber et al. 1998b). A substantialportion of the investment in pectoral musculature for migration involves reinforcement of myofibrils and increased density
of mitochondria(Evans and Davidson 1990; Evanset al. 1992), parametersknown
to be of functional import to migration from first principles (Pennycuick 1978).
Increases in body mass before migration typically exceed 30%, and some estimates range as high as 70% (Lindstr0m and Piersma 1993). Conversion of such
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stores toward other investments (e.g., breeding, territoriality, or fasting) would
have obvious implications for waifs in new environments.
However, energy required for migration is not simply optimized as fuel for
flight per se, but has implicationsfor generallife histories(O'Connor 1981, 1985,
1990; Pienkowski and Evans 1985; Levey and Karasov 1989; Rogerset al. 1994;
Karasov 1996; Parrish 1997), aerodynamics(e.g., takeoff, flight speed, maneuverability, and rates of ascent;Tucker and Schmidt-Koenig 1971), and vulnerability to predation(Metcalfe and Furness1984; Lima 1986, 1998; McNamara and
Houston 1990, 1994; Hedenstrfm 1992; Hedenstrfm and Alerstam 1992, 1997;
Houston et al. 1993, 1997; Witter and Cuthill 1993; Klassen and Lindstr6m 1996;
Kullberg et al. 1996; Houston 1998; Lind et al. 1999). Moreover, many of the
relationshipsbetween energy storesand mortality during migration also pertain
to other intervals in the annual cycles of birds, notably mortality during periods
of thermal extremes,deprivation of moisture, or fasting (Blem 1976, 1990; Cherel
et al. 1988, 1992, 1993; Houston and McNamara 1993; Levey and Martinez del
Rio 2001).
MIGRATION, VAGRANCY, AND COLONIZATION
Few more versatile or successfullydiverse bird families could be imagined than
these onmivorous,generalized marsh birds--loathe to fly, difficult to stop once in
the air, and with a curious evolutionary predilection to disregardnormal avian rules
of migration.--Ripley (1977:21-22)
These marsh birds have an uncanny ability to migrate and apparently 'pop up'
somewhereelse, and they seem to have hardy and persistentpatternsfor survival.-Ripley (1977:31)
In summary, becauserails and gallinules account for some spectacularinstances
of vagrancy,with some recordsthousandsof kilometersfrom their known breeding
range, and becausetheir global distributionpattern indicatesthat they are champion
dispersersand colonizers,we the think that extralimital recordsof thesebirds should
be regarded in general as representingwild vagrantsunless there is some specific
reason to think otherwise.--Remsen and Parker (1990:397)

Distributional and migratory patterns of rails.--Flighted species of Rallidae
rarely fly for considerabledistancesexcept during migration; during much of the
year, swift and stealthful ambulatory transit evidently sufficesfor foraging and
escapefor most rallids (Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998). Given the extraordinary implications of flight for anatomy and physiology of birds (e.g., Pennycuick et al. 1988; Blem 1990; Butler and Woakes 1990; Butler 1991; Rayher
1993, 1996) and the generality that migration (where practiced) representsthe
most protracted,intensive use of flight normally encounteredby most avian species (Dorst 1962; Pennycuick 1969; Alerstam 1990; Rayher 1990), an assessment
of the surrenderof migration by most flightlessbirds (including flightlessrallids)
holds substantialpromise for gaining insights into the evolutionary implications
of this "reductive" evolutionary phenomenon. Potential colonists face the dual
hurdles of high vagility required to reach islands, and qualities of survivorship
necessaryto maintain a foothold, which in some lineages(e.g., many members
of the Rallidae) includes the sacrifice of the apparatus by which the colonists
reached the islands. Differences among taxonomic groups in efficiency of terres-
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trial locomotion (Bruinzeel et al. 2000) suggestthat there is substantialpotential
for ambulatory refinement in lineages freed from the anatomical constraintsimposed by flight, and the terrestrial agility of rallids (regardlessof circumstance)

suitably equips the group for refinementsof this kind after insular colonization.
It can be assumedthat flightlessrallids derive principally or entirely from colonistshaving at least some, probably considerable,migratory abilities. Moreover,
migratory habit of founding populationswas crucial to the evolution of flightlessnessof insular rallids in at least two ways: as enhancementof the opportunities
for waifs straying to oceanic islands of sufficient isolation to engenderflightless
lineages, and intensification of the selective advantagesof surrenderingflight on
islands through the increased economic advantagesof reductions or practical loss
of the robust flight apparatus characteristicof migratory founding populations.
That is, the large pectoralinvestmentof the "ideal progenitor" of a flightlessrail
has a dual nature in that it both permits the original dispersaland may constitute
resources after colonization in a manner similar to economics bridging breeding
and nonbreeding seasons(Doherty et al. 2001). The implication that the plesiomotpry of migratory capacity setsthe stage for intensified selectionin an insular
context may explain the apparent rapidity with which flightlessnessevolves in
rails, despite the generally weak selection documentedin natural settings(Kingsolver et al. 2001). This short-term change within individuals would be rendered
permanent and more profound through selection for alternative allocationsof resourcesover subsequentgenerations,ultimately leading to the complete and permanent loss of flight in those taxa having habits permitting this extreme.
Vagrancy and permanent migratory stopovers.--Qualification of rails as consummate vagrants is supportedby extralimital records for most tribes, including
Porphyrula martinica (Olson 1972; Siegfried and Frost 1973), P. flavirostris
(Remsen and Parker 1990), Pardirallus maculatus (Parkes et al. 1978; Dod 1980),
Rallus caerulescens(P. B. Taylor 1996, 1997, 1998), R. longirostris (Crawford et
al. 1983), Gallirallus philippensis (Schodde and de Naurois 1982), Coturnicops
notatus (P. B. Taylor 1998), Porzana marginalis (Taylor 1996, 1997, 1998), Neocrex erythrops(L6v6que et al. 1966; Osborneand Beissinger1979; Taylor 1998;
Watson and Benz 1999), Tribonyx ventralis (Braithwaite 1963), Gallinula chloropus (Ritter and Sweet 1993; Worthington 1998), and Fulica americana (Pratt
1987). In combination with a tendency to migrate in flocks (Totdoff and Mengel
1956; Pulich 1961; Stoddard 1962; Thompson and Ely 1989) and generalized
feeding habits (see below), this renders them uniquely qualified as potential colonists.

The potential for migratory movements to foster the discovery and occupancy
of new habitats holds dual, essentially opposite implications with respect to the
evolution of flightlessness(Alerstam and Enckell 1979): colonizational, enabling
the founding population to reach habitable, isolated islands; and postcolonizational, being strongly disadvantageouson an oceanic island distant from other
habitable areas, and hastening selectively favored shifts toward sedentary habit
and (in some groups) flightlessness.What genetic mechanism(s) would enable the
retention of such diverse options within the genome of the colonizing species?In
speciesshowing dispersal (including migration), demographiccohorts frequently
differ in the timing and destinationsof movements and the means by which these
habits are refined through prospecting (Reed et al. 1999). At least some of the
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more pugnaciousrallids are known to maintain territoriesaway from the breeding
grounds(e.g., Gallinula [Wood 1974]), and such sequestrationof resourcesduring
the first year of life may render prospectingfor nontraditionalwintering grounds
advantageousfor immature birds (Matthysen 1993). A distillation of the literature
on differential migration by Cristol et al. (1999)--in which body size, social
dominance,and time of arrival may act individually or in combinationto determine relative migratory radii within species--raisesthe likelihood that comparatively small, inexperienced,and subordinatebirds, especiallymales (Norris and
Stutchbury 2002), would be induced to migrate farthest and thereby reach new,
isolated of habitats more frequently than older conspecifics.An alternative view
by Greenberg and Mettke-Hofmann (2001) holds that the neophilia of juveniles
and ecotonal specialistsqualifies them as potentially optimal colonistsof islands
(Morse 1971, 1977).
If the newly attainedparcel of habitat is a sufficiently isolatedisland that permits year-roundhabitation, the waifs may not attempt or succeedin returningto
the traditional breeding grounds.This scenario would be especially likely where
the colonistsare true vagrantsthat reached the island through a substantialdeparture from traditional migratory routes through inexperience, unfavorable conditions for navigation, strong winds in opposition to the normal direction, or a
combination of these variables. The influence of prevailing winds on likelihood
of vagrancy during migratory periods is substantial(Pennycuick 1978), and genetic or congenital misorientationalbehavior also may play a critical role (Alerstam 1990; Berthold 1993, 1996). Elkins (1988) proposed that some purported
examples of vagrancy instead may representpioneering that is not entirely passive, but instead the exploitation of weather-relatedopportunitiesto explore beyond normal migratory routes. Failure to depart the island would be more likely
for individuals lacking well-developed philopatry or navigational skills, a condition more typical of immature birds (Reed et al. 1999). The comparatively exploratory nature of first migratory passagesby young birds also increasesthe
probability of vagrancy by immature birds. In addition, females generally show
greater variation and lower philopatry than males in first migrations (Gauthreaux
1982; Alerstam 1990). Accordingly, the most likely demographiccohort to serve
as colonists among rails would be young females.
Viewed in this way, islands colonized by ostensiblywayward rallids essentially
amount to permanent migratory stopovers,that is, locationsreached during adverse weather conditions that possessedcritical combinations of isolation and
habitability that favored residency over egress.Moreover, given the likelihood
that even the short-term atrophy of flight musculature and energy stores would
precludea successfuldeparturefrom a remote island, areascolonizedin this way
can be conceivedas well as insular traps for migrational strays.Although some
avian species show increased dietary plasticity during migration (Parrish 2000;
Levey and Martinez del Rio 2001), which might persist indefinitely in waifs
ultimately founding new resident populations,there is evidence of preferences
and selectionby migratory landbirdsfor specifichabitatsduring stopovers(Moore
and Aborn 2000; Petit 2000), extending in some taxa to specificities differing
betweensexesand age groups(Woodrey and Chandler 1997; Woodrey and Moore
1997; ¾ong et al. 1998; Ornat and Greenberg 1990). The latter suggeststhat a
substantialnumber of oceanic islands reached by potential colonists would not
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sustainpermanentpopulationsfor extendedperiodsof time, a likelihood increased
by a prevalenceof vagrancyby juveniles. This limitation almostcertainlywould
pertain to the numerous, sparsely vegetated atolls in the South Pacific (Nunn
1994), and representsan upper limit on estimatesof pristine endemicityof rallids
(cf. Steadman 1995).

Colonists of remote islands, no longer subjectedto selection for maintenance
of migratory ability (and therefore flight capacity), likely would be subjectedto
directional selectionon the groundsof somaticeconomytoward the surrenderof
flight. That is, absenceof predatorsis not the sole agent of selectionpromoting
flightlessnessin insular rallids. Instead an absenceof terrestrialpredatorsis but
one factor contributing to the relaxation of selection for maintenanceof flight in
those lineages in which aerial foraging and migration can sacrificed.This then
fosters opportunitiesfor selectively advantageouschangesin anatomical investments and gains in physiological strategies(see below). The potency of selection
on body form for purposesof eluding predatorscan be seen,among other manifestations,in the morphological "arms race" representedby the wing forms of
avian predatorsand their avian prey (e.g., Pennycuick et al. 1994). In this sense,
anatomical and physiological refinementsmade possible by flightlessnessare the
adaptive sequelaeof economicgains realized by a non-migratorylifestyle in the
largely predatorfree, but often arduousenvironmentsof oceanic islands, the orig-

inal footholdson which were facilitatedby the "irregular or irruptive patternsof
migration" (Ripley 1977:12) and wide ecological tolerancesof many migratory,
continental

rails.

The perspectiveof insular colonizationsas permanent stopoversraisesthe possibility that documenteddemographicand ecologicalcharacteristicsof migratory
flocks may hold implications for the likelihood of successfulestablishmentof
founding populations.Evidence of segregationof migratory schedulesand routes
by sex and age (Woodrey and Chandler 1997; Woodrey and Moore 1997; Yong
et al. 1998; Bensch and Nielsen 1999), as well as habitat (T. E. Martin 1980)

may suggestavenuesfor expansionof nichesutilized by colonizing species,opportunitiescounteredby habitat and topographicpreferencessharedby entire species during periods of transit (Farmer and Parent 1997; Kelly et al. 1999).
Rails as exceptional "weedy" colonistsof islands.--Many speciesof landbird
have occurredat least rarely as wind-driven waifs at sea (Alerstam 1990; Berthold
1993, 1996), but only the members of the Rallidae consistentlyconverted these
long-odds dispersal events to achieve a global distribution rivaling that of any
other family of terrestrial tetrapods(Olson 1973a). The far-flung distribution of
rails contrastswith those of several ecologically similar families of shorebirds
(Charadriiformes),the likely sister-orderof the Gruiformes (Livezey 1998). Numerous genera of semiaquaticforms in the Charadriidae (e.g., Vanellus, Pluvialis,
and Charadrius) and Scolopacidae(e.g., Scolopax,Lymnocryptes,Gallinago, Limosa, Numenius, Bartramia, Tringa, Actitis, Heteroscelus, Arenaria, and Calidris)

include members characterized by strongly migratory habits, terrestrial feeding
methods,high vagrancy,and a tendencyto make migratory stopoverson oceanic
islands. The absenceof a single flightless member in these groups is doubly
striking in light of the occurrenceof speciesendemic to single islands or archipelagos-for example, charadriids Charadrius sanctaehaelenaeand C. novaeseelandiae of St. Helena and Chatham islands,respectively;scolopacidsProsobonia
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cancellata and P. leucoptera (extinct) of Tuamotu and Tahiti, respectively;scolopacidsCoenocoryphapusilla and C. aucklandica of the Chatham and Auckland
islands,respectively;and haematopodidsHaernatopusrneadewaldoi(extinct) and
H. chathamensisof the Canary and Chatham islands,respectively--all of which
retain(ed) the power of flight.
Similarities between the Rallidae and many taxonomic families of Charadriiformes also extend, at least in some taxa, to the semiaquaticforaging habitats
and specialized exploitation of comparatively challenging invertebrate prey
(Graves 2001). Some migrant charadriiformsmay be constrainedstringentlyto
follow traditional migratory routes (and thereby avoid vagrancy) in order to exploit local, seasonalfood resources(Castro and Myers 1993; Clark and Niles
1993; Botton et al. 1994; Gonzfilez et al. 1996; Engilis et al. 1998), a condition
that does not pertain to the generally opportunisticforaging habits and transient
habitats of most migrant rails (Remsen and Parker 1990). However, in spite of
this potential difference and the possibly greater predatory pressuressufferedby
charadriiformsthat typically forage in more open habitatsthan most rallids, many
migrant taxa of Charadriiformespresumablyhad numerousbiogeographicaland
general ecological opportunitiesto follow the Rallidae on the evolutionary pathway to flightlessess,but evidently lacked the selectionpressure(s)or ontogenetic
means to do so.

Can the greater successof insular colonization by rallids be explained, at least
in part, by a prevalence of r-selected, "weedy" traits by the colonists?Although
membersof the Scolopacidaehave a moderatefrequency of lek-mating and polyandry, departuresboth from typical monogamy and biparental care are known in
some rallids as well (Appendix 6; e.g., Tribonyx and Gallinula [Garnett 1980;
Gibbs et al. 1994]). Reviews of reproductive parameters (Starck and Ricklefs
1998d; Ligon 1999) indicated that shorebirdsand rails show a comparablerange
of mating systems,nest sites, egg sizes, and developmentalparameters.Clutch
sizes also show broad similarities between the Charadriiformes and Rallidae, with

the strong modality in the former being four with a minority having smaller mean
clutch sizes (Piersma 1996a, b).
However, an analogy of rails as "weeds" among birds gains supportfrom the
relatively larger clutch sizes of flighted rails most closely related to a number of
flightless species (e.g., flighted Rallus, Gallirallus, many Porzana, Amaurornis,
and most Fulicarina). These flighted speciesaverage two or more in excessof the
four-egg clutch typical of other rails and many charadriiforms (Appendix 7),
whereasthe flightlessderivatesof this fecund minority show reductionsin clutch
sizes to the familial mode of four or fewer eggs. In those rallid genera including
only a very small number of flightlessmembers(e.g., Porphyrio, Ortygonax,and
Dryolirnnas), flighted members have more typical clutch sizes. Also consistent
with the "weed" theory are distributional patternsin these genera indicating that
comparatively short dispersal events gave rise to flightlessness(Fig. 6). These
early stagesof dispersal and initial colonization, closely consistentwith the first
and secondphasesdefined by MacArthur and Wilson (1967), are followed by a
variant of the third phase described by these authors in which increasingly Kselectedattributesfor long-term competitiveness,including a sacrifice of flight
for other attributes, are typical. Finally, the widespread,long-distancevagrancy
of young rails is related, in part, to an ability to rest on water during transit, a
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capability (sharedby anatids)that improvesthe likelihood of successfultraversal
of extensive water barriers (P. B. Taylor 1998).
It may be that only a comparatively small subsetof taxa are the flighted sistertaxa of the vast majority of flightless species,with the most likely candidates
being the transcontinentalmigrants(most from the Northern Hemisphere)that are
characterizedby unusually high fecundities; the latter allow for the strategy (by
lessenedrelative penalties) of reproductive investmentsin vagrancy-proneoffspring or (if optimization with respect to reproductive variance pertains) bethedging. Specific taxa qualifying for flighted members of clades giving rise to
flightlessspeciesby way of long-distance,migratory peregrinationsincludeRallus
aquaticus, R. limicola, R. elegans, R. longirostris-group,Gallirallus philippensisgroup, G. striatus, Laterallus jamaicensis, Coturnicops noveboracensis, Crex
crex, Porzana carolina, P. porzana, P. parva, P. pusilla, Gallinula tenebrosa, G.

chloropus-group,Fulica atra, and F. americana). Although these taxa share sev-

eral critical qualificationsfor disseminatinginsularcolonists,theserallidspresumably would possessdifferent likelihoodsof successfulcolonizationof islandspossessedof different habitat(s); for example, Rallus would be optimal for marshlands, Crecina for meadows, and Fulica for open wetlands. All of these highfecundity, long-distance migratory species are consisteni with a general
correlationbetweenlatitude and prevalenceof migratory habit in birds (Diamond
1985).

Several Pacific rallids have distributions consistentwith frequent inter-island
dispersaland survivorshipon islandsof diverse habitats(e.g., Gallirallus philippensis-groupand Porzana tabuensis)that qualify as "tramp" species(sensuDiamond 1974; see also McNab 2000), and on empirical groundsappearto include
or be closely related to insular populations ultimately destined to flightlessness
(Olson 1973a, 1977; Ripley 1977; Livezey 1998). Although most flightless rails
were restrictedto single small islandsor groupsthereof (P. B. Taylor 1996, 1997,
1998), the inclusion of many geologically mature islands and obsolete vagility
precludesany of these speciesbeing considered"supertramps"(sensuDiamond
1974). By contrast,columbids (e.g., Ducula pacifica) that are typical of a number
of small, often geologically young islands qualify for the statusof "supertramp,"
some of which may be specializedfor these habitats through depressedmassspecificBMRs and apomorphicallysmall body size (McNab 2000).
ECOPHYSIOLOGICAL
HOME

CORRELATES OF FLIGHTLESSNESS IN RAILS

RANGE AND TERRITORIALITY

The preadaptation of Rallidae to dispersal to islands, survival on islands, and
evolutioninto flightlessness
there becomesobvious.... Becausethey are somewhat
migratory in their feeding habits and territory-boundas passerinebirds typically are,
Rallidae are likely to occur as stragglersto islands .... On islandsthey will survive
becauseof their broad food tolerances.Their feeding at ground level or in shallow
water continues.... If an island can supporta rail populationat all (and evidently
small islands can), the food supply can be exploited without resort to flight. The
only furtherrequisitefor evolutioninto flightlessness
is then the absenceof predators.
Even flight for evasive purposesmay not be necessary.--Carlquist(1974:491)

General avian predictionsand patterns.--Clearly, body size is of fundamental
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importance to basic ecological parametersof terrestrial organisms,both continental and insular, and figures prominently throughout the evolutionary theory and
prime currenciesof life-history strategies(size and age at maturity, size and number of propagules, and longevity), and the trade-offs among them (Roff 1992).
Large body size in birds has been shown to be positively correlated with diet
(Case 1978a), stability of population densities (Brown 1964, 1969; Verner 1977;
Peters and Wassenberg 1983; Martin 1996), longevity (Botkin and Miller 1974;
Lindstedt and Calder 1976, 1981; Calder 1982a, 1983a, b; Saether 1989), age at
which adult body mass is attained (Taylor 1968), size of home range (Harested
and Bunnell 1979), and mean height of nests(Burger and Trout 1979). Body size
also tends to be correlatedwith prey size, especiallymaximal size of prey (Levinton 1982b; McKinney 1988b; McKinney and McNamara 1991), dominancemediated foraging efficiency (Brown et al. 1978; Alatalo and Moreno 1987), and
capacity for fasting (Brown et al. 1978; Cherel et al. 1988). Not surprisingly,
interactions of these size-related ecological allometries can affect predator-prey
dynamics (McNamara and Houston 1987; Emerson et al. 1994).
Large body size is correlatedwith sizes of territory and home range (McNab
1963; Schoener 1968; Mace and Harvey 1983). Avian territoriality can serve
several important ecological functions and may be intra- or interspecificin nature
(Nice 1941; Tinbergen 1957; Orians and Wilson 1964; Davies 1982; J. H. Kaufmann 1983), and in turn is a major determinant of the distribution of breeding
birds (Fretwell and Lucas 1970). Where interference competition occurs,whether
intraspecificor interspecific,large body size generally imparts specialadvantage
(Persson 1985; Brown and Maurer 1986). Differences in body size among species
generally are consideredto be critical to the mitigation of interspecificcompetition
(Wilson 1975; Roff 1981; P/3ys•i 1983; Simberloff 1983a, b).
Spatiotemporalecology offiightless rallids.--Large body size and fiightlessness
have important implications for foraging and territoriality in flighted rallids, especially those feeding primarily in comparatively open, aquatic habitats, for ex~
ample, Porphyrio (Craig 1976, 1977, 1979, 1980b, 1982; Hunter 1987a), Gallinula (Petrie 1984, 1988), and Fulica (Gullion 1953b; Fjeldsfi 1973, Cave et al.
1989). In some of these same open-habitat species, aggression between parents
and offspring also is heightened (Leonard et al. 1988). Accordingly, body size
and associatedterritoriality almost certainly characterizedsome extinct flightless
rallids, at least those in which habitat permitted visibility and the associatedelaboration of visual displays and areal defense (e.g., Fulica chathamensis-group);of
extant examples, territoriality certainly characterizesTribonyx mortierii and its
flighted relative T. ventralis (Ridpath 1972a-c).
Current populations of flightless endemics for which human-related effects remain negligible (predator-freepopulationsof Gallirallus greyi and TribonyxmortieriO substantiatethat natural populationsof other flightless rails generally may
have reachedhigh densities.Estimatesof populationdensitiesof severalflightless
rallids (e.g., Atlantisia rogersi and Porzana palmeri [Baldwin 1947; Fraser et al.
1992]) indicate that under pristine conditions, flightless rails often constituteone
of the dominant componentsof their insular communities.Although the demographics of many flightless rallids never will be known, relatively high, stable
population densities probably characterizedlarge, sedentary speciesduring pristine times, a speculationconsistentwith the abundanceof preserved subfossil
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elementsof extinct endemicsof the Chatham Islands(e.g., Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Cabalus modestus,and Gallirallus dieffenbachii).High populationdensities
characterizemany vertebratesendemic to islands(e.g., Kramer and Mertens 1938;
Kramer 1946; Case 1983), although this parameter is interrelated with other demographicand ecologicalconditions(Grant 1998a). Based on the "wild nonpasseriform" model of Lindstedt and Calder (1976) and actual and estimatedbody
massesof selectedrallids (Table 8; Appendix 1), mean longevitiesof flightless
rails, while respectable,do not approachthe life spansestimatedfor suchponderous,sedentaryforms as the raphids (Livezey 1993b).
Evidencefor increasedlevels of territorial activity and (in sometaxa) physical
combat with increasedpopulationdensitiesor ecomorphologicalsimilarity (Cody
1969, 1974; Pianka 1976; Abbott 1977; Abbott et al. 1977; Oksanen et al. 1979;
Wiens and Rotenberry 1981; Arthur 1982b; Jamesand Boecklen 1984; Wiggins
and M011er 1997) makes it doubly likely that thosecharacteristicsof advantage
in the acquisitionand defenseof territories--e.g., body size,armature,phenotypic
"badges" of adulthood, and agonsiticdisplays (Crawford 1978; Miskelly 1981;
Rohwer 1982; Eddleman and Knopf 1985; Persson 1985; Alisauskas 1987)would have been especiallywell developedin flightlessrails. In addition to those
casesknown for extant taxa (Gullion 1951; Burger 1973; Ryan and Dinsmore
1980; Alisauskas 1987; Cave et al. 1989), the cranial indications of a crista frontalis carnosa(a frontal shield) in Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi are consistentwith an
intensificationof territorial signals, perhapsseasonallyenhancedin coloration
(Visser 1988), in an insular rail.

The likelihood of interspecificcompetitionbeing especiallyinfluential on structures of insular communitiesnotwithstanding,an alternative means having comparable effects may apply, at least to a limited extent, in the context of birds on
oceanic islands. This structuringeffect is that of apparentcompetition or competition for predator-freespace (Holt 1977; Jeffries and Lawton 1984; Holt and
Kotler 1987; Schmitt 1987; Holt et al. 1994; Holt and Lawton 1994; Schmidt and
Whelan 1998) that emulatesat leastthe spatialramificationsof interspecificcompetition in the traditionalsense.On oceanicislands,competitionfor spaceamong
birds subjectedto reducedor negligible predationis obviousand virtually universalamongpelagicseabirds(includingflightlessalcidsand penguins),in which
defense of a nest site within a dense aggregationof nesting birds is critical to
nesting success(Brown 1987; Koenig and Stacey 1990; Ligon 1999). Among
avian speciesthat are permanentresidentsof oceanicislands,includingflightless
landbirds (e.g., rails), where predation may be limited to aerial and submarine
threats,similar competitionfor favored, concealednest sitesand areasfor rearing
of precociousyoung also may be important and resembletraditionalcompetition
within and between species(e.g., Holt 1977; Schmitt 1987; Holt et al. 1994), the
resemblancemay extend to mortality from starvation and predation associated
with suchspatialstructuring(McNamaraandHouston1987).Amongthe flightless
rails known only from subfossilremains, the coots (e.g., Fulica chathamensisgroup) are perhapsthe most likely candidatesfor such spatialcompetitionrelated
to avoidance of predatorsof young.
Comparisonwith other flightless birds.--Body size has an importantrole in
the dispersionand territorialityof otherflightlesscarinates(Livezey 1988, 1989a,
1990, 1992a, 1993b, c). In the flightlesssteamer-ducks
(Tachyeres),large body
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size, great sexual dimorphism, year-round residency at a single site, habitats conducive to great visability, and predictability of resources are associated with
uniquely intense, evidently multifunctional territoriality (Livezey and Humphrey
1984a, 1985a, b, 1986; Livezey 1987, 1989e). Whether the extinct, flightless
raphids defended feeding territories sensustricto is not clear; although combative
behavior was conspicuouslydeveloped in at least Pezophaps solitaria (Livezey

1993b), as in other tropical frugivores, seasonalityof food supply alone would
be conducive to large body size (Fogden 1972).
METABOLISM, THERMODYNAMICS,AND LOCOMOTORYMODULES
ß.. in the carinate or flying birds loss of flight, while it has occurred (flightlessrail,
penguin, dodo, etc.), is relatively extremely rare. Flightless pterosaursand bats, on
the other hand, are inconceivable, as their flight mechanism involves the hind limbs
which have, as a consequence,largely lost their terrestrial locomotion function;
whereasbirds, being double adapted,can lose their flying powers and still progress
easily on the ground or in the water, as their legs are not thus involved.---Lull (1935:
327-328)

On the other hand, flight frees the tetrapod from the trammels of earth-bound locomotion; the flying vertebrateis free to move about over areas of considerablesize
and to crossmany barriers that limit the movementsof land-living animals. These
advantagesof flight need no elaboration; the distribution and successof the modern
flying birds are indicationsof the benefitsof being able to fly.---Colbert (1955:171172)

One cannot stresstoo stronglythat of all natural methodsof locomotion,flight is
the most highly expensiveof energy; therefore,in any condition under which flight
is not a necessityfor a volant organism, there will be a positive selective pressure
for flightlessness.•-Carlquist (1974:491)
In short, we would expect that, on islands, metabolically conservative species
should do well, because this reduced expense per bird aids their survival through
stresssituations and allows them to exist for long periods of time in this restricted
situation.... On islands, especially small ones, resistanceto extinction becomesall
important and the nonpasserinecharacteristicsdominate.---Faaborg(1977:911)
Thus, rails of all sizes and types seem almost equally able to colonize island
archipelagos.... Multiple invasions of similar stock have occurred, spaced out in
time as evidenced circumstantiallyby the resulting divergencesin size or other special modificationssuchas flightlessness
.... In individual cases,membersof all these
types or subgroupsof rails have developedlarger or smaller, longer-billed or shorterbilled, or flightless forms to adapt to competitive interspecificsituations,a variety
of food resources,a range from littoral to forest or mountains,and flightlessnessfor
an island, predator-freeenvironment.--Ripley (1977:19-21 )

General avian principles.--Once again, physical size of organismsexerts fundamental influence over a variety of characteristicsand functions of life. Among
those of a thermodynamic or physiological nature are the "surface law" or the
geometric relationship between surface area to volume of three dimensionalbodies with varying body size, that is, surface area of a body increasesas the square
of an increase in linear dimension(s), whereas volume and mass (three-dimen-

sionalcorollariesof linear change)vary as the cube (Calder 1984; Schmidt-Niel-
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sen 1984). The resultant ratio of two-dimensional and three-dimensional corol-

laries of linear changes--the most frequently cited being the surface: volume ratio•is imputed to underlie thermodynamic efficiency of large endotherms, including thoseof the classAves (Leighton et al. 1966; Walsberg and King 1978).
This includesinfluenceson metabolicrate (Gray 1981), toleranceof thermal stress
(Tanner 1949; Scholander et al. 1950a-c; Weathers 1979; Walsberg 1983), relationshipbetweenenergeticefficiency and mortality (Priede 1977), and association
between BMR and climatic regime (Hails 1983). Similar relationshipspertain to
a wider array of tetrapods(e.g., Herreid and Kessel 1967; Kleiber 1972; Elgar
and Harvey 1987), although,as with birds, the traditionally cited generalitiesfall
far shortof total explanatorypower (Speakman 1996). Naturally occurringtrends

in these dimensionalaspectsof organismstypically are attributedto selective
advantagesof thermodynamicsrelated to climatic patterns(Rensch 1948; Schindewolf 1950; James 1970, 1983; Yarbrough 1971; McMahon 1973; McKinney
1990a, b).

In concertwith thesecomparativelydirectthermodynamiccorollariesof change
in grossbody size, a diversityof other ecophysiologicalparametersare known to
vary allometrically with body size (Table 77; Calow 1977; Blueweiss et al. 1978;
Donhoffer 1986; Sibly and Calow 1986; Barbault 1988), including vulnerability
to evaporativewater loss (Williams 1996a), toleranceof thermal stress,including
torpor (Scholander et al. 1950a-c; McNab 1966, 1983, 1989; Dawson and Hudson
1970; Calder and King 1972; Calder 1974; Weathers 1981; Reinertsen 1983;
Dawson and Marsh 1989; Marsh and Dawson 1989; Brown et al. 1993; West et

al. 1997), and cardiovascular efficiency (Zeuthen 1953; Lasiewski and Calder

1971; Grnbb 1983; Maina et al. 1989). Effects of ambienttemperatureon locomotion and activity levels were documentedin birds (Paladino 1985), with torpor
being an extreme case (McNab and Bonaccorso1995), but the thermodynamics
during developmentdiffer from those for adults. During ontogeny,the thermoregulatoryeffectsof increasingbody size (with body size being a betterpredictor
of metabolic rates and thermal conductancethan developmentalmode) are complicated by intrinsic changesin physiology, with the rapidity with which thermoregulation is achievedbeing one of the fundamental differencesbetween avian
developmentalmodes (Visser 1998).
Metabolic rates vary with body size, and although less intuitive than such
corollariesas the surface:volume ratio, are no less importantfrom functionalor
evolutionaryperspectives.Mass-specificBMR--the averagerate at which energy
is consumedby a resting organismat thermoneutralityper unit body mass(Blem
1999)--is negatively allometric with respectto mean body massin birds, although
total BMR may be more critical from an evolutionarystandpoint(McNab 1999).
Therefore, larger speciestend to expend less energy per unit mass than smaller
speciesunder comparable conditions (Kleiber 1932, 1975; Zeuthen 1947; Altman
and Dittmer 1968; Blum 1977; Gordon 1977; Wilkie 1977; McNab 1983, 1988;

Donhoffer 1986; Bennett and Harvey 1987; Nagy 1987; Trevelyan et al. 1990).
In addition to the comparatively obvious implications of such rates for consumptionof energy, other relationshipsbetween BMR and avian body form include stressresistance,most notably a prediction that reductionsin BMR may
serve as adaptationsfor populationsunder environmentalstress(Parsons 1987,
1990, 1993a-c; Djawdan et al. 1997); optimal morphologicalstructure(Economos
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1979, 1982); dependenceof passerincdiversity on food resources(Faaborg 1977);
practical relevance of 3Aexponentof allometry in BMR with body mass (Feldman
and McMahon 1983); selection in tropical environments (Hails 1983); relative
brain size (Martin 1981); and response to artificial selection (Jackson and Diamond 1996). In addition, examination of available data on cardiopulmonary capacities of terrestrial birds (e.g., King et al. 1992), cardiovascularrates in birds
(Calder 1968), skeletal length (Frasier 1984; Daan et al. 1990), and mass-specific
utilization of energy (Maurer and Brown 1988) suggestsfundamental,but less
well-establishedrelationshipswith BMRs. Suarez (1996) estimatedan upper limit
for mass-specificmetabolic rate, underscoringthat high metabolic rates carry attendantpenalties,a reality that is consistentwith the tendencyfor someflightless
birds to lower BMR if ecologically permissible.
The period required to attain adult (asymptotic) body mass is the single most
variable developmentalparameterin birds (SchumacherandWolff 1967a, b; Ricklefs 1968, 1969, 1973, 1979, 1984; McNab 1970; Case 1978b; Rahn 1980). This

variation in the interval required to attain asymptotic mass is in part a function
of the allometric decrease in growth rate (K) with increasing adult body mass
(Me). For avian taxa similar in other respects, this relationship approximates
(Ricklefs 1979):

K = aMeb,

where/• = -0.34 +_0.03.The similarity
of theallometric
coefficient
(b) in this
context, and that relating BMR to body mass (Me) in birds (Schmidt-Nielsen
1977), is probably an indirect reflectionof conformanceof both relationshipsto
similar, interrelated functions of energetics(Ricklefs 1979).
Relationship of body size to locomotory efficiency is less clear (Greenewalt
1977), and is strongly dependenton means of transportand medium. Energetics
of terrestriallocomotion(Taylor et al. 1971, 1982; Taylor 1973, 1977, 1980; Fedak
and Seeherman 1979), especially bipedal locomotion (Fedak et al. 1982; Heglund
et al. 1982a, b; Gatesy and Biewener 1991; Gatesy 1995), involve scale-dependent
effects (Kokshaysky 1977) and differencesin efficiency amongtaxonomicgroups
(Bruinzeel et al. 2000). However, the preponderanceof evidence and arguments
from first principles suggesta taxonomically varying relationship between maximal metabolicrates (typically manifestedin flight) and thoseat rest (Pennycuick
1978), a coupling with important implications for the potential of flightlessness
for BMRs

in birds.

Metabolic implications of fiightlessness in ratites.--Flight is among the most
energetically demanding activities regularly undertaken by birds (Berger et al.

1970; Gold 1973; Taylor 1973; Tucker 1973a, b; Goldspink 1977a, b, 1981;
Schmidt-Nielsen 1977; Torre-Bueno and Larochelie 1978; Raynet 1982; Brackenbury 1984; Castro and Myers 1988), and one that is capable of impressive
power output, cardiovascularperformance,and muscularforces (Bernstein et al.
1973; Biewener et al. 1992; Bishop and Butler 1995; Norberg 1996; Bishop 1997;
Dial et al. 1997). As a result, flightlessnessentails the foregoing of a regularly
engaged,burst-consumptiveactivity, and thereforemay permit a heritablereduction in BMR and increasedallocation of energy to alternateactivities, including
storageof fat for periodsof fasting (Calder and Dawson 1978; Ryan et al. 1989;
McNab 1994a; Grant 1998a). The caloric implications of flightlessnessare un-
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derscoredin the dual reductions of BMR and mean body temperature of kiwis
(McNab 1996).

Darlington (1943) was one of the first to suggestthat conversionof energy
formerly allocatedto flight and its supportiveapparatusto other functionsis a
prime selective advantage accruing to flightless lineages in accommodatingenvironments.With increasedaccessto living ratires and technologyfor quantification of physiological activities, data were compiled for ratites that confirmed
the predictedreductionin metabolic rates (Lasiewski and Dawson 1967; Crawford
and Lasiewski 1968; Zar 1968b, 1969; Aschoff and Pohl 1970a), somewhat anomalous in Apteryx (Calder 1978; McNab 1996), as well as sexual differenceswithin

species(Maloney and Dawson 1993) and thermodynamiccorollariesof large body
size (Maloney and Dawson 1994). Although theseexceptionalexamplesof avian
flightlessnesswere naturally attractive for study, the applicability of findings to
flightlessneognathousbirds (includingrails) remainedin question.
Inferencesfor fiightless neognathousbirds.---Accordingly, specieshaving undergoneboth the permanentloss of flight (and associatedenergeticand metabolic
demands)and increasedbody size are doubly positionedto achieve greatermetabolic efficiency. Giantism in combination with flightlessnesscharacterizesa
flightlessmegapode(Poplin and Mourer-Chauvir6 1985), flightlesssteamer-ducks
(Livezey and Humphrey 1986, 1992), flightlessgrebes(Livezey 1989d), the Galapagos Cormorant (Livezey 1992a), the Kakapo (Livezey 1992b), and the raphids
(Livezey 1993b). However, efficiency is distinctfrom total demand,and giantism
typically entails an increasein the total consumptionof energy. Therefore, the
upper limits on total energy consumptionto supportbaselineactivitiesand sizerelated reductions in efficiency of heat loss (i.e., the downside of the surface:
volume ratio for large-bodiedendotherms)may place an upperevolutionarylimit
on body size in birds (Kendeigh 1972; Kirkwood 1983). Taken in combination,
flight and its narrowed range of permissiblebody sizes may representin some
ecologicalcontextsboth a 1ocomotoryblessingand an energeticcurse.Therefore,
broad-scalechangesin life history may carry more important implications for
metabolicparametersthan simplephylogenywithin the Neognathae.For example,
Reynolds and Lee (1996) found no significantdifference between BMRs of passefine and nonpasserinebirds, a phylogeneticdivision having mean differences
in body mass that probably exceed those of other subdivisions.An attempt to
assessmetabolic trends for members of the class Aves within a phylogenetic
contextfound, unlike for mammals, no significantrelationshipfor birds (Ricklefs
et al. 1996). However,this attemptwas limited by a small taxonomicsample,bias
of the method of phylogenetic contrasts,and reliance on the phylogenetichypothesisof Sibley and Ahlquist (1990).
Seasonalvariations in fat depositionand body mass evidently characterizedthe
extinctraphids(Livezey 1993b) and possiblyenhancedcapacityfor fasting(Baldwin and Kendeigh 1938; King 1972; Pond 1978). This relationshipbetweenbody
size and fasting raisesthe possibilitythat suchadvantagesare (were) gainedby
the largest flightless rallids (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri,P. rnantelIL Gallirallus
australis, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsLAphanapteryxbonasia,Fulica chatharnensis,
and F. newtoni). An increasein absolutecaloric demandsimposedby increased
body masswas confirmedintraspecificallyin Fulica atra (Hurter 1979), and clearly holds specialrelevancefor lineagesundergoingevolutionaryincreasein mean
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TABLE83. Absolute basal metabolic rates (BMRs; cm3 [O2]/hour) and associated
body massesof speciesof Rallidae (fide B. McNab, pers. comm.). Taxonomy and
sequencefollows Livezey (1998). Asterisks precede flightless species.
Taxon

Porphyrio porphyrio*
*Porphyrio hochstetteri
Aramides cajanea
* Gallirallus australisp

Gallirallus philippensis$
*Gallirallus

owstoni

*Atlantisia rogersi
Crex crex
*Arnaurornis ineptus
*Tribonyx rnortierii
Gallinula

tenebrosa

Fulica atraõ

Mass (g)

BMR

973
2,764
374

691
1,227
276

McNab 1994a
McNab 1994a
McNab 1994a

812

331

McNab 1994a

172

177

McNab 1994a

201

165

McNab

39
96
896
974

41
141
247
624

Ryan et al. 1989
Kendeigh et al. 1977
McNab (unpubl. data)
H. Ellis fide McNab 1994a

519

454

H. Ellis fide McNab

412

367

Kendeigh et al. 1977

* Assumed to be Porphyrio (p.) melanotusof New Zealand.
t Assumedto be Gallirallus (a.) hectori of the South Island, New
•: Assumed to be Gallirallus (p.) assimilis of New Zealand.
õ Assumed to be Fulica (a.) atra of Eurasia.

Source

1994a

1994a

Zealand.

body size. Similarly, dwarfed speciesof flightlessrallid may achieve a balance
between the reduced demandson BMR made possibleby fightlessnesswith the
lesseneddemandsfor total energy.Such trade-offswould be of specialadvantage
in arduous environments such as those inhabited by the nanitic Gallirallus wakensis and Porzana laysanensis.Unfortunately, with the exception of the demonstration of modest lowering of BMR in Atlantisia rogersi reported by Ryan et al.
(1989) and various reductions in BMR (relative to body mass) confirmed or predicted for several other flightless neognaths(McNab 1994a; McNab and Salisbury
1995), the combined investigational demands of vivaria and sophisticatedtechnology have limited severely the metabolic data available for flightlessrallids and
other neognaths,including studiesof the ontogenyof BMR (Vleck et al. 1980a,
b; Sutter and MacArthur 1992). For rallids, at least, comparative data for several
righted speciesare available (e.g., Visser 1978; Sutter and MacArthur 1992).
Ongoing work by B. K. McNab (pers. cotton.) indicatesthat significantcaloric
savingsmay be realized by relatively modest reductionsin BMR. Available data
for rails (Table 83), in addition to the finding that Amaurornis ineptushas a BMR
that is roughly42% of that expectedfor a righted rail of equalbody mass(McNab,
pers. cotton.), indicate that adjustmentsof metabolic rate in flightlessrails may be
an importantcredit in the energeticbalanceachievedthroughthe sacrificeof flight.
Given the physiologicaldemandsimposed by diving (Woakes and Butler 1986),
the potentialfor metaboliceconomyafter achievingflightlessness
may be comparatively limited; for example, flightlesscoots (Fulica) may have accrued smaller
metabolicbenefitsof insularexistenceand associatedanatomicalapomorphiesthan
their terrestrial,flightlessconfamilials (e.g., Cabalus modestusand Diaphorapteryx
hawkinsi). Also suggestiveare slight reductionsin metabolic rates and massesof
pectoral musclesin righted pigeons inhabiting islands without raptors (Accipiter)
and especiallywhere resourcesappearto be limited (McNab 2000, 2001). Predictably, in light of the relatively modestanatomicalchangesshownby many flightless
rails, these savings are (were) less than those evidently realized by some ratites
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(McNab 1996), but nonethelessare substantialand almostcertainly subjectto strong
selectionwhere ecologically permissible.
FORAGING AND DIET

I have often speculatedon antiquity of islands, but not with your precision, or at
all under the point of view of Natural Selection not having done what might have
been anticipated.... With respectto bats at New Zealand ... not having given rise
to a group of non-volant bats, it is, now you put the case, surprising;more especially
as the genus of bats in New Zealand is very peculiar, and therefore has probably
been long introduced.... But the first necessarystep has to be shown, namely, of
a bat taking to feed on the ground, or anyhow, and anywhere, except in the air. I
am bound to confessI do know one single suchfact, viz. of an Indian specieskilling
frogs.-•C. Darwin in letter to C. Lyell, 1 September 1860 (F. Darwin 1887, vol. 2:
128-129)

The Galapagoscormorantis flightless.But we know that mutantsproducingmdimentation and other monstrositiesmay have a partial effect in one case or a maximum effect in another.The interpretationof this caseis clear. A single mutant may
produce any degree of wing mdimentation. If such a mutation occursin a hawk, for
example, the resulting monster will not survive. But if it occursin a such a bird as
cormorant,which is already organized for catchingits food while swimming under
water, the monstrositywill not be deleteriousand might even be of the 'hopeful'
type if it enhancessimultaneouslythe swimming and diving capacity (by lessening
friction). Whether a complete or a partial reduction of the wing can take place
dependsupon the habitat.... an island cormorant finds enough fish with very little

flying; and a Galapagoscormorantcan do well without flying at all.-•Goldschmidt
(1940:393)

General avian principles.--The vast majority of the membersof the classAves
retain the capacity for flight, and most of these employ flight as an important
component of the arsenal of foraging tools, the energetic requirementsof that
figure importantly in total energy balances(King and Farner 1961; Kendeigh et
al. 1977; Wolf and Hainsworth 1978; Morse 1980; Stephens and Krebs 1986;
Bryant 1988, 1991, 1997; Maurer 1996; Ricklefs 1996) and that increasedirectly
with body mass (Klassing 1998). Movement among foraging sites or pursuing
prey on the wing is only one of a suite of avian solutionsfor the procurementof
food. Feedingniche is influencedsignificantlyby the size of an organism,either
directly in terms of the size of the furnace to be built and stoked, or indirectly
through the thermodynamic and metabolic correlates of body size (above). In
addition,size of the body is related broadly to other structurespertainingto foraging, particularly the size of the mouth parts and digestive tract (Stanley 1973;
Zweers 1979; Peters 1983; Bednekoff and Houston 1994). Body mass also is
positively correlated with efficiency of water use in landbirds (Bartholomew and
Cade 1963; Walter and Hughes 1978; Nagy and Peterson 1988).
Intensity of competition among avian taxa within guilds typically is reflected
by similarity of prey and periods of activity. The classical modes of partitioning

nichesb• sympatricinsectivorous
birds describedby MacArthur(1958, 1959),
and which came to idealize resourcepartitioningby birds generally,unfortunately
holds few insightsfor many terrestrialavian taxa. Regardless,relationshipsbetween sympatriccompetitorsand predatorsand the foragingnichesandbehavioral
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patterns of insular birds are documented (Diamond 1970a, b; MacArthur et al.
1972; Atwood 1980; Baker-Gabb 1986; Lffgren 1995; Mettke 1995; Blazquez et
al. 1997; Mettke-Hofmann 1999). Niche differences among sympatric shorebirds
may be more relevant for terrestrial groupssuch as the Rallidae, especiallywith
respectto the role of bill shapeand leg length in foraging (Baker and Baker 1973;
Baker 1979), but the seasonalityand greater diversity that typify sympatric charadriiforms exceed thoseof most sympatricrallids (Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1996,
1998). Differentiation of bill morphology is critical in other groups of variably
sympatric confamilials such as crossbills(Loxia [Benkman 1987a, b, 1988a, b,
1989a-c, 1991, 1993; Benkman et al. 2001; Summers et al. 2002]) and syntopic
combinationsof geospizinefinchesand other landbirds(e.g., Grant 1967, 1981b;
Grant et al. 1976; B. R. Grant and P. R. Grant 1982, 1989; Schluter 1988a). Such

radiations involving bill specializationsamong comparatively closely related, resident landbirdsrepresentimportant parallels for relatively short-termdiversification of form among phylogeneticallyconstrained,sympatric birds such as rails
(Bjfrklund 1996).
Generalities and exceptions of foraging by rallids.•The applicability of the
term "adaptive radiation" to the flightless members of the Rallidae is debatable,
but the interrelationshipbetween loss of mobility, genetic isolation, and speciation
on islands compares favorably with the utility of the concept in other contexts,
for example, cichlid fishesin historical complexesof lacustrine "islands" (Turner
1999) and truly insular radiations in other birds (Amadon 1966a; Morse 1975;
Grant 1981b, 1983c, 1998a, b; Schluter 1994, 1996b, 2000a, b). Extreme dietary
versatility and plasticity of foraging tactics are the most important aspectsof the
feeding ecology of most rallids (Appendix 6). Even the comparativelyvegetarian
coots (Fulica) include eggs of other aquatic birds as an important componentof
their diet during breeding in some areas (Burger 1973). Opportunism of foraging
and diet of rallids in general are indicated by a sampler of reported feeding behaviors, including predationon a water snake (Hoff 1975), scavenging(Madden
and Schmitt 1976), subaquaticcapture of mollusks while wading (Kilham 1979),
consumptionof feces of waterfowl (Kear et al. 1980; Phillips 1991; Starks and
Peter 1991), predation on passeriformbirds (Jorgensenand Ferguson 1982), predation associatedwith forays by army ants (Willis 1983), cannibalism (Paullin
1987), and captureof insectsexposedby trampling floating plants (Mfller 1992).
This diversity of feeding habit and the facility with which rallids colonize
diverse, isolated patchesof habitat certainly disqualifiesthe rallids as candidates
for "neophobia" in foraging tactics (Greenberg 1983, 1984a, b, 1990). Also, use
of unusualhabitat (sandstoneflats and tidal zones) and anvils for exploiting mollusks as food by Chestnut Rails (Eulabeornis castaneoventris)is consistentwith
the apparent expansion of foraging niche shown by some flightless endemics
(below), although at most this speciescould be consideredflight-compromised
(Woinarski et al. 1998). Variable or incipient shifts toward nocturnal foraging are
indicated in flightless Cabalus (see below; Travers 1872), and may be suggested
by the evident origin of intraspecific brood parasitism in flighted Gallinula with
nocturnal visits to the nests of hosts (McRae 1996a, b).
Increaseddietary breadthin flightlessrails occursboth with and without changes in bill shape.Limited information available for extinct flightlessrails indicates
broad, opportunisticfeeding habits. The extinct Porzana palmeri consumedeggs
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of terns (Sterna) openedby the Laysan Finch (Telespiza cantans), adult and larval
dipterans,coleopterans,and lepidopteransfound on or near avian carcasses(Baldwin 1947), and at times also carrion (Blackman 1945). Scavengingassociated
with carcassesmay have been critical to the successof the crakes and to have
(indirectly) fosteredflightlessnessand pugnacity (Baldwin 1947). Whether or not
the Laysan Crake was capable of opening eggs unassistedremains a point of

dispute; some consideredthe birds capable (e.g., Bailey 1956), whereasothers
demurred (Schauinsland 1899; Fisher 1903; Baldwin 1947).
More typical of the Rallidae, Cabalus modestuswas reported to prey upon
emerging coleopterans(Hutton 1873a, b). Predation by Wekas on chicks can be
important sourcesof mortality for other flightlessbirds (St. Clair and St. Clair
1992). Similarly varied and opportunisticfeeding habits seem likely for other
small, flightlessrails on tropical islands,including Gallirallus wakensis,G. owstoni, and Hawaiian Porzana. The powerful structureof the bill of Diaphorapteryx
hawkinsi (Fig. 1) is consistentwith the suggestionby Atkinson and Millener
(1991:174) that "... it would be surprisingif neither the Giant Rail [Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi] nor Dieffenbach's Rail [Gallirallus dieffenbachii] preyed on
petrel chicks or even adult birds." Not all flightless rallids show(ed) broad, diversifiedfeeding habits.The specializedfeeding habits of the Takahe•unique for
Porphyrio in its reliance on alpine grasslands---clearlyare related, directly or
indirectly, to the decline of the species (Reid 1978; Baird 1984, 1985, 1986,
1991a, 1992; Mills et al. 1984, 1988; Beauchamp and Worthy 1988; Bunin and
Jamieson1995). The specializedbill morphologiesof Aphanapteryxbonasia,Erythromachusleguati, and Capellirallus karamu suggestparallel specializationsof
diet, especiallygiven the sexualdimorphismof the former (Table30), but virtually
nothing is known of these extinct rails.
Several apomorphiesof the bill shown by a few flightless rails seem only
indirectly related to the loss of flight, but are notable for having arisen several
times in flightlessrallids and convergentlyin a number of other avian families
(Hofer 1945; Bamikol 1952; Zusi 1993): pronouncedelongation (e.g., Capellirallus karamu; cf. Apteryx, Ibidorhyncha,Nycticryphes,and multiple scolopacids);
massivedeepening(Porphyrio mantelli-group;cf. moa-nalos[Anatidae] and Dromas); and strong decurvature (Gallirallus dieffenbachii, Cabalus modestus,Capellirallus karamu, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Aphanapteryx bonasia, and Erythromachus leguati; cf. threskiornithids, multiple charadriiforms, Mesitornis, as
well as variable numbersof cuculids,coraciiforms,dendrocolaptids,formicariids,
drepanidids,meliphagids,and mimids). It is noteworthythat mostof the flightless
rallids that possessedstrongly decurved bills (e.g., G. dieffenbachii, D. hawkinsi,
A. bonasia, and E. leguati) evolved on islands lacking other taxa, flightless or
otherwise, that possessedsuch specializations(e.g., kiwis, ibises, and curlews).
The sole exception to this complementarity is Capellirallus karamu, which coexisted with apterygids on the North Island of New Zealand. This pattern is
consistentwith the conspicuousabsenceof a rallid with an elongatedbill (e.g., a
derivative of Railus) on the Hawaiian archipelago,where at least two speciesof
flightless ibises (Threskiornithidae) occurred (Olson and James 1991). Birds
equippedwith elongatedand strongly decurved bills evidently are able to probe
and searchsoft earth and forest litter or shallow water more efficiently for softbodiedprey than thosewith shorter,straightbills (e.g., Porzana).
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The remaining specializationof the bill shownby flightlessrails--the extraordinary deepening of the bill of the takahes (Porphyrio mantelli and P. hochstetteri)--is interpretable as an apomorphy that facilitates the efficient use of highelevational grassesand foraging under syntopy with potential competitors. This
specialization,presumablyadvantageousunder past regimes, is related at least in
part to the precariouscurrent statusof the species,both throughclimatic reduction
in suchhabitats and competition with introduced foragersfor remaining resources
(Turbott 1951a, 1967; Williams 1952, 1960; Reid 1974b, 1978; Mills 1975, 1978,
1985; Williams

et al. 1976; Lavers and Mills

1984; Mills

et al. 1984, 1988;

Beauchamp and Worthy 1988; Bunin and Jamieson 1995). A notable exception
among flightless rails, and one showing the greatestsuccessin the face of changing circumstances,is the Weka (Gallirallus australis-group), which has augmented the already broad omnivorous diet of its righted congeners(e.g., G. philippensis-group) to include comparatively greater numbers of eggs, small birds
(e.g., nestling procellariiforms), lizards, and carrion, by employing diversified foraging methods (e.g., hammering of wood, entering of nesting burrows and tree
hollows, and following wild pigs), and ingestion facilitated by a 40-ram gape
(Marchant and Higgins 1993).
Comparisons with otherfiightless birds.--In addition to the much-studied ecological implications of depauperatefaunasand vacant nicheson islands,ecological
extremity also is characteristicof many tropical islands (Carlquist 1965, 1974,
1980), and adaptation to live on such "desert islands" or other environmental
challengesby insular birds representsa special case of subsistenceunder extreme
conditions (Andreev 1999). Many insular birds show exceptionally broad diets.
Particularly compelling are instancesof unique feeding methods in insular birds,
including comparatively high reliance on egg-eating (Hatch 1965; Harris 1968;
Bowman and Carter 1971; Grant 1986), sanguinivory (Bowman and Billeb 1965;
Harris 1968), tool-using (Millikan and Bowman 1967), and parasitismof sealions
(Trimble 1976). Among flightless birds, highly specialized herbivory evidently
characterized the extinct moa-nalos of Hawaii (James 1997).
The Auckland Islands Teal consumes more animal prey and forages on land
and at night more frequently than its continentalrelatives (Livezey 1990). Weller
(1980) reasoned that the finer bill lamellae of insular waterfowl improved the
capture of invertebrates. Whether these convergent dietary shifts result from competitive releasein island communities (Lack 1970a, b; Wallace 1978; Weller 1980)
or are correlates of decreasedbody size or simply reflect similar food resources
available on oceanic islands is not clear. A similar pattern characterizesthe steamer-ducks (Tachyeres), in which the three, large flightless species have relatively
or (in some cases) absolutely fewer bill lamellae than their smaller, righted congener (Livezey 1989e). Unlike the Anatidae, flightless members of the Rallidae
do not possesselaborate lamellar or other refinementsfor filtration of aquatic
prey; the closestapproachto these specializationsoccursin coots (Fulica). The
Kakapo is a highly specialized herbivore, a comparatively rare dietary mode in
birds (Morse 1975; Grajal et al. 1989) that requires a substantialdigestive tract
(Karasov 1990), and encumbersbirds with massive ingesta (Dudley and Vermeij
1992), a characteristic generally associatedwith large body mass (Morton 1978;
McNab 1988) and which may have hastened flightlessnessin this unique parrot
(James et al. 1991; Livezey 1992b; Powlesland and Lloyd 1994).
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Unfortunately, most flightless neognaths are either extinct or poorly known
ecologically (e.g., extinct anatids and raphids), and remain the subject of speculation. Whether flightlessnessand concomitant anatomical changes were associated with a dietary shift in the extinct Auckland Islands Merganser never will be
known (Livezey 1989b). Based on the meager observational evidence available,
Rapbus cucullatus and Pezophaps solitaria can be inferred to have been "obligate," somewhat specialized terrestrial foragers (Sherry 1990), probably relying
most heavily on fallen fruit. Ingestion of bulky foods by them was facilitated by
a large crop, and digestion evidently was aided by a powerful gizzard enclosing
gastroliths (Strickland and Melville 1848; Owen 1866a; Hachisuka 1953; Livezey
1993b). Diets of the extinct raphidsmay have been similar to thoseof the massive,
probably flightless megapode Sylviornis neocaledoniae of New Caledonia (Poplin
and Mourer-Chauvir6 1985). Acquisition of gastroliths also was typical of the
ponderous, herbivorous, flightless moas (Dinornithiformes) of New Zealand (Archey 1941; Oliver 1949; A. Anderson 1989). Here again, potentialmorphological
specializationsthat might have permitted more efficient exploitation of available
foods by rallids (e.g., expansivecrops,powerful gizzards, utilization of gastroliths,
or capacity for digestion of crude vegetable matter) were not an inheritance of
modern

Rallidae.

Are flightless rails specialistsor generalists asforagers?--The preceedingsurvey of foraging habits and diets of righted and flightless rails indicates that the
majority of speciesare (were) generalistshaving unusually broad behavioral repertoires for the capture of food. These versatile species include most genera in
the Rallidae, includingthe specioseAramides,Rallus, Gallirallus, Laterallus, Porzana, and Gallinula (Appendix 6). Several genera (notably Porphyrio) comprise
a majority of specieshaving comparativelybroaddiets,and a minority of flightless
membershaving specializedfeeding niches.Although a few more flightlessrallids
possessedspecializedbills suggestiveof dietary specialization(e.g., Habroptila
wallacii, Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi,Aphanapteryx bonasia, Erythromachusleguati, and Capellirallus karamu), rarity or early extinction preclude detailed tests.
These exceptional speciesaside, however, it seems clear from available data on
diet, foraging habits, and morphology that most flightless rails, like their righted
relatives, can be characterizedas generalists,differing perhaps in tendenciestoward opportunism.
FLIGHTLESSNESS,
MOBILITY, AND REPRODUCTION

General avian principles and sectional organization.--Natural selectionhinges
on differential reproduction,a criterion critical in theoretical explorationsof evolutionary trade-offs (MacArthur 1962; Sanfriel 1975; Alerstam and H6gstedt
1983; Nur 1988). Despite a comparative wealth of basic data and organizational
schemes (e.g., classifications of avian mating systems [Ligon 1999]), the derivation of an inclusive explanationfor the fundamentalaspectsof avian life histories
has proven elusive, primarily becauseof the interrelationshipsamong the parameters of reproduction (e.g., mating system, number of clutches per year, number
of eggs per clutch, and egg size) and the diversity of selective agents that act
upon them (Ricklefs 1974, 2000; Bryant and Tatner 1988; Partridge 1989; Bennett
1997). Reduction in body mass (and associatednutrients) of females during egglaying and incubation has been debated as a proximate index to the costs of
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reproduction,
including
for rails(R. •. Norberg1981;Reznick1985;Bryant
1988; Moreno 1989; Steams 1992; Arnold and Ankney 1997; Thomson et al.
1998). Toward emphasison information that serves the primary focus of this
monograph,reproductivebiology will be consideredwith respectto generalavian

principles,patternsin rallids (righted and flightless),and comparisonswith shifts
apparentlyrelated to flightlessnessin other taxonomic families.
Mating systems.---Although
preliminary analysesbasedon the phylogenetichypothesisof Sibley and Ahlquist (1990) have been attempted(Sil16n-Tullbergand
Temrin 1994; Temrin and Sil16n-Tullberg1994, 1995), muchof the currentknowledge derives from broad generalizations drawn from the body of monospecific
studies.Reviews of avian mating systemsgenerally point to the plesiomorphic
condition of most taxonomic families as being one of monogamy, despite the
inherentambiguity of the concept(Wickler and Seibt 1983), with a growing body
of evidence that polyandry (Faaborg 1981; Ward 2000) and cooperativebreeding
(Emlen 1978; Koenig and Pitelka 1981; Gibbons 1986, 1987; Brown 1987; Koenig and Stacy 1990; Koenig et al. 1992; Cockburn 1998) are not uncommon and
in some taxa are intraspecificallyvariable or coincident (Orians 1969; Verner and
Wilson 1969; Jenni and Collier 1972; Kendeigh 1972; Jenni 1974; Emlen and
Oring 1977; Murton and Westwood 1977; Oring 1982; Knoppien 1985; Davies
1991).

In additionto the long-recognizedimportanceof mate choicefor sexualselection and signalsof reproductivestatusin the acquisitionof viable primary (and
possiblyextra-pair) mates in many avian taxa (Crawford 1978; Miskelly 1981;
Rohwer 1982; Eddleman and Knopf 1985; M011erand Birkhead 1994), the critical
energeticburdenof reproductionon adults(King 1973; Calow 1979; Loman 1982;
Walsberg 1983; Reynoldsand Sz6kely 1997) and the related, formerly underappreciated importanceof helpers for nuturing of related offspring (Brown 1978)
have become recognizedas critical. Also of broader recognitionare the roles of
mate guardingfor evolution of parentalcare (van Rhijn 1991) and the prevention
of independentbreedingby young adults in early adulthoodthroughcooperative
breeding (Arnold and Owens 1999).
Brown (1987) found few useful phylogeneticpatternsbelow familial level in
the incidence of communal breeding in birds, but concludedthat such systems
are more frequentin taxa (including the Rallidae) at low latitudes,in hot climates,
and possiblyunder regimesof unpredictablerainfall. Leisler et al. (2002) established a relationship between cooperativebreeding and monogamy and poor habitats in acrocephalinewarblers, in which productive habitats are conducive to
polygyny, leading to a view of breedingsystemsas comparativelyplastictraits.
Among the Rallidae,variationin matingsystemand flight capacityis encountered
among the basalmostnodes in the family (Livezey 1998; Appendix 6), an observation perhapsrelevant to the cooperativepolyandry of the related family Psophiidae(Sherman1995a,b, 1996). However,the sister-familyHeliornithidae(Livezey 1998) is characterizedby monogamy (Percy 1963; Alvarez del Toro 1971).
Variably pronouncedcommunal breeding systemshave been observedin at least
someof the righted populationsof Porphyrio, whereasflightlessP. hochstetteri
evidentlypracticesmonogamy,perhapsof life-long duration(Jamiesonand Craig
1987a, b; Craig and Jamieson1990; Jamieson1997; Birkhead 1998; Goldizen et
al. 2000). In Pukekos, an advantagefor females from multiple paternity is in-
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creasedpaternal care of the nest and brood. Such complex mating systemsalso
carry implications for participatingmales (Ligon 1999), including both positive
aspects(e.g., mutually advantageousalliances in paternal care) and negative implications (e.g., sperm competition); the latter may contribute to widespreadterritoriality among males (Birkhead 1998). Given that a low "cost" of sharing
males by females with respectto parentalcare is an importantcomponentfavoring
avian polygyny (Searcy and Yasukawa 1995), it is not surprisingthat polygyny
is rare among the Rallidae (P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998; Ligon 1999). Polygyny would
seem to be even more unlikely among flightless rallids, in that the reduced mobility of males would place more stringentlimits on the size of breedingterritory
that could be defended in most cases,thereby increasing the likelihood that polygyny would prove unfavorableto females simultaneouslysharingmates.
Comparable variation in mating systems,in which variably frequent, sometimes
serial polyandry has been documented, characterizes a number of other rallid
genera having members favoring open-water habitats: Porphyrio (e.g., Wettin
1984), Porzana (Wintle and Taylor 1993; Bockheim and Mezzell 1999), Tribonyx
(Maynard Smith and Ridpath 1972; Ridpath 1972a-c; Goldizen et al. 1993, 1998a,
b, 2000), and Gallinula (Garnett 1978, 1980; McRae 1996a, b). Likewise, visual
signals of reproductive and territorial status (e.g., size and seasonallyvarying
coloration of cristae frontales) and age-related variance in reproduction (Gullion
1951; Crawford 1980) are notable in Gallinula (Eskell and Garnett 1979) and
more-aquatic Fulica (Visser 1988). The similar frequencies of these departures
from monogamy in rallids suggest a possible importance of habitat and flightlessnessin the adoption of specializedbreeding systems.With the exception of
Tribonyx mortierii, flightless rails for which data are available show no such
departuresfrom the presumptivefamilial plesiomorphyof monogamy(Appendix
6; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998). To the extentthat polygamousmatingsor reproductive
groups involve breeding among a restricted subset of individuals, such systems
would not be favorable on genetic groundsin that small, insular demes would
intensify the effects of inbreeding depression(MacArthur and Wilson 1967; M.
Williamson 1981). Adler and Levins (1994) suggestedthat crowding and ultimately reducedreproductiveeffort and favored greater body size follow colonization in insular rodents.Both tendenciesappearto apply to a number of flightless
Rallidae (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetteri, Gallirallus australis, Porzana atra, and
Gallinula comeri [Appendices 1 and 6]).
As reported for those rallids exhibiting variation in mating system(Appendix
6), the mating system of the paleognathouskiwis (Apterygidae: Apteryx)--which
are similar to many rallids in their flightlessness,terrestrial feeding modes, and
precocial development (Winkler and Walters 1983)--is essentially monogamy
(Folch 1992; Taborskyand Taborsky 1999). The mating systemsof other ratites
range from monogamyto polyandry, some of which manifest considerableintraspecific variation principally related to climate (Folch 1992). Flightless neognaths
of a number of higher taxa, most of which inhabit(ed) temperate latitudes and
possess(ed)limited reproductiveseasons,conserve(d)plesiomorphicconditionsof
monogamy (Livezey 1988, 1989a-c, 1990, 1992a, b). A notable exception evidently was Pezophaps of Rodriguez, in which observationsof mating-related
combat among males, possibleleks, and carpometacarpalarmature strongly indicate polygyny, in contrast with evident monogamy of the Dodo (Livezey
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1993b). The plausibility of lek-breeding in the Solitaire is enhancedby the use
of leks and polygamousmating of the Kakapo, which in combinationwith a
highly skewedsex ratio, was to have unforeseen,potentiallydisastrousimplications for the preservationof the species(Livezey 1992a).
Location and structure of nests.-•Nests of terrestrialbirds serve multiple purposes (Martin 1995, 1998; Soler et al. 1998), including enclosure of the clutch
en mass for incubation,provision of cover from the elementsfor the incubating
adult (Williams 1996b), and concealmentof the eggs from predatorsor birds
(often conspecific)that seek to lay eggs in the nestsof others(i.e., nestparasites).
In addition, predation on nests and eggs holds implications for sexual dichromatism, especially selectingfor cryptic plumage patterns in incubating females
where aerial predatorsare prevalent(Martin and Badyaev 1996). For similar reasons,crypsisof nestscan be affordedby malesfeeding incubatingfemales(Martin
and Ghalambor 1999). The evolutionary ecology of nest parasitism (Yom-Tov
1980) and brood amalgamation (Weller 1959; Andersson 1984, 2001; Savard
1987; Eadie et al. 1988; Rohwer and Freeman 1989; Beauchamp1997) has been
the subject of comparatively intensive, continuing study. Most recently, models
presentedby Zink (2000) suggestedthat brood parasitismin birds was favored
(relative to solitary or cooperative nesting) where relatednessamong breeding
adults was low and parasitic individuals could achieve high fecundity, whereas
cooperativenestingwas favored by high relatednessand low skewnessin reproductive contributionsof membersof the population.
Behavior evidently contributory to concealmentof nestswas observedin nesting rallids (Arnold 1992a, b), as were relative rewardsfor defenseof nests(Montgomerie and Weatherhead1988). The constructionof canopiednestsamong flighted and flightlessrallids of diverserelationshipsis relatively widespreadamong
speciesnestingon the groundor aquaticvegetation(Appendix 6; Hansell 2000).
In addition to concealmentfrom potentialpredatorsof incubatingadultsand eggs,
the frequencyof nest parasitismamong rallids (Petrie 1986; Lyon 1991, 1993a,
b; MacRae 1995, 1996b, 1997; Sorenson 1995; McRae and Burke 1996) alone

may qualify this phenomenonas potentiallycritical on islandsthat host(ed)more
than one speciesof rail.
Nesting habits of ratites reveal little about the physical accommodationof includedclutches.For example,in struthionidsand rheids,severalfemaleslay eggs
in a common nest to be incubated by their sharedmate, and the resultantvolume
necessitatesa substantialnest bowl (Folch 1992). Among the Anseriformes, too,
is a relative conservatismof nestinghabits with the loss of flight, exceptingthose
taxa for which nest sitesare unknown (e.g., Cnemiornisand moa-nalos). Common
to all others(e.g., Tachyeresspp.,Anas aucklandica,and Mergus australis) is the
predictableexclusion of nest sites that make terrestrialapproachdifficult or that
are especiallyvulnerableto detectionby aerial predators(e.g., skuasand gulls).
A conservatism of at least aggregationsof nestsby the extinct Chendytes(Livezey

1993c)--possibly plesiomorphicfor theseapparentrelativesof the colonial eiders
(Anatidae: Somaterina)--may extend the conservatismof nesting habits with the
evolution of flightlessness(Guthrie 1992). Similarly, nestinghabits of flightless
grebesreflect their limited locomotory capacity in the restrictionof suitablenest
sitesto overwater platforms on the narrowly circumscribed,high-altitudelakes of

each species(Livezey 1989d). Flightlessseabirdsof two orders,the Great Auk
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and GalapagosCormorant, construct(ed)nestscharacteristicof respectiveconfamilials, but limited this activity to shorelines approachableon foot from the sea
(Livezey 1988, 1992a), similar in most respectsto those of penguins(Livezey
1989c). Like penguins and righted cormorants, the Galapagos Cormorant nests
colonially, althoughthesecoloniesare comparativelysmall and only loosely seasonal (Swarth 1934; Snow 1966; Harris 1973; Livezey 1992a). What is known
of the nesting habits of the critically endangeredKakapo (Livezey 1992b) and
the extinct raphids (Livezey 1993b) conformswith this pattern of limited change
with flightlesseness,
in which the terrestriallocationsof neststhat evolved or were
conservedunder insular conditionsprovided little protectionupon the introduction
of mammalian (including human) predators.
Sizes of clutches and eggs.--Investments related to reproduction account for a
significantportion of the annual energeticbudgetsof most birds (Meijer and Drent
1999); may affect development of embryos via composition and size of eggs
(Byefly 1932; Lack 1968a; Sotherland and Rahn 1987; Ricklefs and Starck
1998a); and are reflected in decreasesin body mass,declinesin reservesof protein
and lipids, and ancillary changesin organs of adults before and during mating
and nestingperiods (Blem 1976, 1990; Jonesand Ward 1976; Korschgen 1977;
Fogden and Fogden 1979; Raveling 1979; Wypkema and Ankney 1979; J. R.
King 1981; Robbins 1981; Houston et al. 1983; Ankney 1984; Gauthier et al.
1984; Austin and Fredrickson 1987). These physiological changesmay be related
to decreasedimmuno-competence(Deerenberg et al. 1997; Weber and Korpim'fiki
1998). However, suggestionsof a disproportionatedecreasein body massin larger
individuals during breeding evidently represent a statistical artifact (GebhardtHenrich 2000).
Fundamental, quantitative reproductiveparametersin birds are sizes of clutches
and dimensionsof eggs,if for no other reasonthan easeof quantification.Despite
the evident plesiomorphy of oviparity in Aves and Reptilia sensustricto (Bellairs
1960), the implicationsof egg massfor flight led Blackburn and Evans (1986) to
considerthe evolutionary implications of oviparity in birds. These investigators
concludedthat the absenceof viviparity amongflightlessbirds (especiallyratites),
and the presence of viviparity in bats (Chiroptera), invalidated a traditional argument that the mechanical constraintsof flight precluded intrauterine development of embryos in birds (Dorst 1974). Nonetheless,eggs are a critical currency
of reproductioncomprisingseveralimportant parameters,some of which, notably
clutch size, have been demonstratedto be heritable in natural populations (Lack
1947b, c; van Noordwijk et al. 1981; Gustafsson1986; Findlay and Cooke 1987;
Gibbs 1988; Godfray et al. 1991). Reiss (1985, 1989) found that larger species
tend to invest relatively less in their offspring (including propagules)becauseof
the comparatively high absolute energetic demands of maintenance of other es-

sential bodily functions,but the complexity of relationshipsbetweenbody size
and reproductive parameters (among other critical characteristicsof life history)
may defy simple interpretation (Brown et al. 1978).
Clutch size is an important and comparatively variable componentof avian
reproductive strategies(Cody 1966; Lack 1968b; Royama 1969; Klomp 1970;
Yom-Tov and Hilborn 1981; Loman 1982; Cooke et al. 1990). An intuitive re-

lationship between food supply and clutch size has been inferred in birds (Lack
1947b, 1948; Hussell 1972). Klomp (1970) argued that selection should favor
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large clutches, predicting the largest clutches to be the most successful,leading
to a progressive increase in modal size. The latter prediction differs from the
traditional expectation that the modal clutch size should approximate the observed
mode (Lack 1954), a general correspondencethat H6gstedt (1980, 1981) reconciled with field data through an inferred dependencebetween optimal clutch size
and quality of accessiblehabitat. Price and Liou (1989) confirmed the observation
of Klomp (1970), but concludedthat this reflected a correlationbetween condition
of the female both to lay eggs and rear young. Reviews of avian clutch size from
a perspectiveof life-historical trade-offs included those of Cody (1966), Loman
(1982), and Charnov and Krebs (1974). Cooke et al. (1990) theorized that clutch
size should conform comparatively directly with the predictions of fitness pioneered by Fisher (1930) and Wright (1949). Lepage et al. (1998) found enhanced
fledging successin large clutchesin a precocial species.
An important componentof avian reproductionis the trade-off between number
and size of offspring (Smith and Fretwell 1974; F. C. Rohwer 1989; Vifiuela 1997;
Sinervo 1999), and a general inverse relationship between these parametershas
been confirmed for birds (Drent and Daan 1980; Rohwer 1988; Rohwer and Eisenhauer1989; Roff 1992). Despite intraspecificvariation in size and composition
(Williams 1994), variable correlations have been inferred between egg size and
body size (Huxley 1927), taxonomic group (Heinroth 1922; Amadon 1943b; Moreau 1944), relative size of yolk (Sotherland and Rahn 1987), and sexual dimorphism (Weatherhead and Teather 1994), including insular effects (Blondel et al.
2002) and recruitment (Lundberg and V•iis'finen1979).
Among precocial birds, specieslaying large eggs also tend to produce hatchlings of larger size and greater energy stores, particularly if the enlarged eggs
contain appreciablymore yolk (Lack 1967, 1968a; Ar and Yom-Tov 1978; Carey
et al. 1980). Such variations in physiological allocationsapparentlyare controlled
by endocrinological adjustments and may constrain tracking of environmental
changes(especially in temperatezones) by avian populations(Jacobsand Wingfield 2000). Vleck and Bucher (1998) compiled mean compositionsof eggs by
avian order, listing those of gruiforms as averaging 32% yolk, 76% water, and
having an energy density of 6 kJ.g-•. A direct relationshipbetween egg size and
survivorship of young has been documentedin several speciesof waterfowl, an
advantageeffected in part by egg size and enhanced skills in foraging and locomotion upon hatching(Hepp et al. 1987; Dawson and Clark 1996; Erikstad et al.
1998; Anderson and Alisaukas 2001, 2002).

Large eggs also require longer incubation periods (Worth 1940; Rahn and Ar
1974; Drent 1975; Thomason et al. 1998), despite considerablevariation in the
relationship between egg size and incubation period at diverse taxonomic levels
(Nice 1954; Boersma 1982; Ricklefs and Starck 1998a, b; Starck and Ricklefs
1998b, c), during which there can be higher risk of breakage and predation (Ar
et al. 1979; Rahn and Paganelli 1989). Lima (1987) and Milonoff (1989) considered the risk of predation as critical in the evolution of clutch size and associated
incubatory demands, and the former was extended to a suite of reproductive
decisions by Lima and Dill (1990). Shine (1978, 1989b) regarded large size of
propagulesas indicative of the comparative security of eggs during development.
This hypothesisof the "safe harbor" afforded eggs throughincubation and brooding was judged by Ydenberg (1989) to be applicable to the Alcidae, but that this
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125.

Bivariate plot of relative clutch masseson body masses of females for 93 species of

Rallidae (Appendix7). Flightlessspecies(squares)are relatedto righted relatives(hollow circles)by
inferred vectorsof change,and additionalrighted speciesare depicted(solid circles)to clarify general
trends.

relative security is balanced against the comparatively higher developmental rates
of juveniles attainable at sea. Precocial development such as characteristicof the
Rallidae may suggestthat the latter outweighs the former early in life in taxa so
characterized.

General parametersof reproductionin the few comparativelytypical (i.e., flighted) membersof the Rallidae (Table 80; Appendix 6) are not exceptionalfor birds
in general (Lack 1954; Amadon 1964; Alisankas and Ankney 1985); the complete
absenceof information for Rallicula and Amaurornis ineptusis noteworthy. Simple comparisonsof clutch sizes (Appendix 7) indicate that most flightlesslineages
have undergone decreasesin numbers of eggs laid, reductions in fecundity that
not infrequently representeda halving of modal clutch size. A graphicalanalysis
of clutch mass for members of the Rallidae, also including information on egg
size with clutch size (Fig. 125), principally revealed that investment in clutches
relative to body mass declined in flightless specieshaving undergoneincreasesin
the latter. The few flightless species of rail for which reproductive data were
available showed the oppositetrend, in which reproductiveinvestmentessentially
was conserveddespitethe decreasein body size (Fig. 125). One marginal exception to this pattern is the relatively large eggs laid by the flightlessAtlantisia
rogersi (Appendix 7; Rothschild 1928). These findingsindicate that reproductive
investmentsremained roughly constantin flightless lineages,in which changesin
relative clutch mass largely reflect changesin body mass.
Other notable reproductivemodalitiesinclude the apomorphicextremesof fecundity shownby a number of comparativelywidespread,righted, aquatic,and
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mid-sized speciesof the Northern Hemisphere (Rallus aquaticus, R. limicola, R.
elegans, R. longirostris, Porzana carolina, P. parva, and P. porzana). That is,
the rallids most familiar to Europeanand North American ornithologistsare characteristically familial extremes in fecundity and (in some cases) total clutch mass
(Appendix 7). Also, the large eggs of American Coots (Fulica americana) contained proportionately more yolk than smaller eggs, a characteristicassociated
with higher mean lean dry masses of hatchlings (Alisauskas 1986), although
clutches contain more eggs than normally can be reared to fledging (Forbes and
Mock 2000) and vary considerablyin the genus (Arnold 1991).
Other flightless birds vary greatly in the changesindicated for the key reproductive parametersof clutch and egg size, perhapsthe most striking being the
uniquely great egg size of Apteryx (Reid 1971a, b, 1972, 1977; Calder and Rowe
1977; Calder 1979, 1991), a proportionality that Reid and Williams (1975) inferred to reflect an apomorphicreversal in body size shownby the kiwis among
ratites. Despite great absolute size of eggs of other ratites (e.g., Struthio, and the
record-holdingAepyornis), neither relative egg size (given the great body mass
of adults) nor clutch size is exceptionalin other ratites (Schfnwetter 1960a; Folch
1992).

With the exception of two speciesof flightless steamer-ducks,which are unremarkable in reproductive characteristics(Livezey and Humphrey 1985a, b),
flightless neognathsother than rallids are insular. Corollaries of reproduction in
diverse organisms in insular environments are numerous (Carlquist 1965, 1974;
Abbott 1980), and examples involve virtually all strategiesknown for the taxonomic groupsrepresented(Whittaker 1998). Insular waterfowl (notablyAnas) are
characterizedby unusually small clutchesof disproportionatelylarge eggs(Schfnwetter 1960b, 1961; Lack 1970b; Weller 1980; Rohwer 1988), consistent with a

general inverse correlation between life span and simple clutch size among Kselectedspecies(Haukioja and Hakala 1979), although decreasesin reproductive
investment relative to body mass are not sustainedin most species (Lack 1967).
However, the massiveeggs and small clutchesof the Auckland Islands Teal represent an extreme example of increasedper capita reproductiveinvestment(Weller
1975; Livezey 1990; Williams 1995), shifts that are indicated to a lesserdegree
in other, comparatively weakly modified Anas of oceanicislands(Livezey 1993a).
Changes in sizes of eggs or clutches of insular birds also were not demonstrated
for the Great Auk (Livezey 1988), the GalapagosCormorant (Livezey 1992a), or
the Kakapo (Livezey 1992b). Information was not available for the extinct Auckland Islands Merganser (Livezey 1989b) and was only marginal for the raphids
(Livezey 1993b). The Dodo laid clutchesof single eggs(Livezey 1993b). Assuming that the raphids did not lay overlapping clutches (Burley 1980) and that eggs
of columbiforms are calorically comparable (Ar and Yom-Tov 1978; Carey et al.
1980), extrapolationsfrom relationshipsfor members of the Columbiformesand
other birds (Rahn et al. 1975; Saunders et al. 1984; Robertson 1988) indicate that
the Dodo and Solitaire invested relatively little in their eggs.
Parental care and developmentof hatchlings.---A preliminary analysisof higher-order phylogenetic effects (conditioned on groups delimited by Sibley and
Ahlquist [1990]) in the evolution of growth rates and mode of developmentindicated that body size was the predominant influence on ordinal differences in
rate (Starck and Ricklefs 1998b); the mode may have been related to develop-
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mental timing and ultimate size of the nervous system (Ricklefs and Starck
1998b). An assumption that an observed growth schedule represents a global
optimum for a given speciesis unrealistic, and instead reflects a minimum period
attainablegiven the phylogeneticallyconstrainedand selectivelymaintainedlimits
of metabolism (Kirkwood 1983) and provision of food (Ricklefs 1969, 1973,
1974; Case 1978b; Drent and Daan 1980). A strong correlation between body
size and developmentaltime is both intuitive and well established,with developmentgenerallytaking absolutelylonger and transpiringat a slowerrate in large
species(Ricklefs 1973, 1983a, 1998a, b), despitevariable heritability of body size
(Kruuk et al. 2001). However, other factors have been implicated in the evolution
of developmental rates, including the relative risks of predation for young at
different developmental stages (Shine 1978, 1989b; Bosque and Bosque 1995),
the relative size of adult females (Reiss 1987), comparatively variable levels of
paternal care (Kendeigh 1952; Maynard Smith 1977; Ridley 1978; Silver et al.
1985; Clutton-Brock 1991; Ketterson and Nolan 1994; Soler et al. 1998), and

sex-biasedparental care (Lessells 1998). With respectto flightlessrails, perhaps
most promising are the competitive advantagesof rapid development and large
size in K-selected insular environments (Lack 1970a, b; M. Williamson 1981;
Boyce 1984; Rohwer 1988).
Beyond the role of parents in development of young are several variables of
potential importance for rails, including possiblecontributionsof cooperative(often polyandrous)breeding and helping behavior among pairs and unmated adults
(MacRoberts and MacRoberts 1976; Emlen 1978; Faaborg 1981; Koenig and
Pitelka 1981; Gibbons 1986, 1987; Brown 1987; Koenig and Stacy 1990; Koenig
et al. 1992; Cockbum 1998; Ward 2000). Helpers related to the breeding pair
likely increase their probability of occupying the parental territory in subsequent

years, thereby more than compensatingfor a delay in individual mating (Stacey
and Ligon 1987, 1991). However, ecological constraints imposed by critical resourcesalso are important (Houston 1987; Koenig and Stacey 1990), and arguments based on inclusive fitness have not been confirmed in some species (de
Jong 1994), including Porphyrio (Craig and Jamieson 1990).
Amalgamation of unrelated broods•ither through deposition of eggs in the
nests of other, typically conspecificpairs (nest parasitism or prehatch amalgamation [Weller 1959; Yom-Tov 1980; Andersson 1984; Savard 1987; Eadie et al.

1988; Rohwer and Freeman 1989; Beauchamp 1997; Zink 2000]) or after departure from the nests (e.g., formation of crbchesor posthatchamalgamation [Riedman 1982; Savard 1987; Eadie et al. 1988]) are not well understood from the
standpointof selective advantages;the former is considered among the K-selected

traits for North American Anatidae by Eadie et al. (1988). In that both prehatch
and posthatchamalgamationof broods has been observedin at least somerallids,
especially comparatively aquatic species (Gibbons 1986; Lyon 1991, 1993a, b;
McRae 1995, 1996a, b, 1997; Sorenson 1995; McRae and Burke 1996), the rel-

ative frequency of such ancillary activities in the reproduction of flightless rails
is warranted. Communal nesting, involving nonreproductivehelping by often related subordinateindividuals, is frequent in continentalPorphyrio and somemembers of the Fulicarina as well (Craig 1976, 1977, 1979, 1980a, b, 1984; Krekorian
1978; Craig and Jamieson 1985, 1988, 1990; Jamieson and Craig 1987a, b; Jamieson et al. 1994; Lambert et al. 1994; Jamieson 1997).
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Although the apparemly plesiomorphiccondition of monogamy of the Rallidae
may be primarily explanatory of biparemal incubation, the need for frequem
changeoversbetween incubating birds as a means to regulate temperaturesof eggs
(Gram 1982) may be a contributory factor for rails nesting on tropical islands
(e.g., Gallirallus wakensis and Porzana palmeri). Based on analysis by Livezey

(1998), the precocialdevelopmereof the Rallidae is plesiomorphicfor the Gruiformes, with the altffcial conditionof the Heliornithidae evidently being derived.
This agreeswith the broad polarities inferred by Starck and Ricklefs (1998a) for
the order.Hatchlings of membersof the Rallidae generally possessdowny plumage, early motor and locomotor activity, and at an early age follow and are fed
by their parents (P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998). Early attainment of locomotor capability distinguishestraditional altffcial and precocial groups (Ricklefs and Starck
1998b; Starck and Ricklefs 1998a) and relative variation in lengths of developmental period indicate that this parameter plays a fundamental role in the increased body sizes of many flightless rails (Table 80). In other words, whereas
dietary limitations may be responsiblefor the modest dwarfism or approximate
stasisin adult body sizes of a minority of flightless rails, the variable increases
in body mass shown by a majority of flightless rallids are produced simply by
correspondingextensionsof growth periods. During the protracteddevelopmental
periodsof the larger flightlessspeciesin which the juveniles remain in the company of their parents or helpers, learning of complex or specialized techniques
for foraging may be substantiallyimproved (Heinsohn 1991).
The evolutionarily intriguing frequency of communal-nesting, pre- and posthatch brood amalgamationin continentalPorphyrio, Porphyrula, Gallinula, and
Fulica (citations above)--typically denizens of open-water habitats-•evidently
has no strong associationwith insularity or with flightlessnessper se. However,
it is noteworthy, that examination of limited field data (P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998)
indicates that these departures from plesiomorphic monogamy are either very
infrequent or absent in flightless members of two of these genera (Porphyrio
hochstetteri and Gallinula corneri). Exceptional in this regard are some of the
vaffably constitutedreproductivearrangementsdocumentedin Tribonyx rnortierii
of Tasmania (Goldizen et al. 1993, 2000; Gibbs et al. 1994). The implications of
this apparent difference are challenging to infer in light of the multiplicity of
other ecological differences confounding these pairwise comparisons(Ripley
1977; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998).
In most ratites, among which the allocationof duties of incubationand broodcare vary considerably, large body size requires that developmemal periods be
protracted, and young sometimesremain with the attending adult(s) for a year or
longer (Folch 1992). These generalitiesdo not extend to the comparatively small,
noctural Apteryx, in which monogamy is the rule, incubation is prolonged by the
disadvantagedcombination of large eggs and low body temperaturesof adults,
and in which the young attain independence(typically within the parental territory) severalweeks after hatching(Calder 1979, 1991; Folch 1992). The relatively
high vulnerability of immature individuals of the large, cursoffal ratites (e.g.,
Struthio) to predation evidently is ameliorated to some extent by formation of
crbches in several taxonomic families, over which adults genetically related to
one or more of the constituent broods maintain vigilance for several months
(Folch 1992).
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With the exception of the Auckland Islands Teal, which is exceptional in the
parental care contributedby males (Weller 1975; Livezey 1990), consistentdifferences between continental and insular Anas in parental care are not evident
(Maynard Smith 1977; Weller 1980; Livezey 1991, 1993a). Predictably,there is
a limit to total parental investmentin dabbling ducks;this is reflectedin an inverse
relationship between number of offspring and per capita investment in offspring
in insularAnas (Livezey 1990, 1991, 1993a). Unlike insular dabblingducks(Livezey 1990, 1993a), meager evidence suggeststhat at least some populations of
flightless steamer-ducksform cr•ches (Humphrey and Livezey 1985), evidently
to permit coordinatedvigilance by adults or the protection afforded to immature
birds by foraging in groups during their protracted developmentalperiods.
Although the species nests in loose colonies, the Galapagos Cormorant does
not form cr•ches (Livezey 1992a). Pezophaps solitaria may have formed cr•ches
or social amalgamation of broods (Halliday 1978b; Livezey 1993b), and both
raphidsconformedto at least three of six characteristicssharedby speciesshowing
alloparental care: production of single offspring, prolonged parental care, and
limited lifetime reproductive output (Riedman 1982). In the comparatively solitary, polygynous Kakapo, in which the females mated to the same male locate
nests in loose spatial association,young are raised with individual family units
(Livezey 1992a).
FOUR CASE-HISTORIES

EXEMPLIFYING

PRINCIPLES

SELECTION OF EXEMPLARS

A direct associationof morphometricproportionalitiesindicative of flightlessness in the Rallidae (Figs. 32, 59, 60) with positions of specieson the r-K continuum would provide a direct meanswith which to associatemorphologicalshifts
with ecologicalchanges.However, the latter would require data not available for
most modem flightless rallids and none of those taxa known only from subfossil
skeletal remains, including detailed information on energy budgetsof adults, relative alterations of reproductive parameters, and details of developmental rates
(ontogeneticschedules)of the pectoral apparatusfor precise calibration and qualitative diagnosesof heterochrony involved. The latter ontogenetic events are calibrated by developmental time as opposedto use of size as a surrogateestimate
of age (Godfrey and Sutherland 1995).
Prolongationof developmentalperiods in rails (fiighted and flightless) seems
inextricably tied to increased adult body mass, further confoundedby the effects
of environmentalstress,caloric throughput,and suppliesof nutrients(Brody 1945;
Ricklefs 1974, 1996; Boag 1987; Beintema and Visser 1989; Dykstra and Karasov
1993; Starck 1993; Thomas et al. 1993). Whether this relationship in rallids representsa departurefrom the generality describedby Carrier and Auriemma (1992)
for fiighted birds of many avian families, in which time to fiedging (defined
therein as capacity for flight) evidently was delimited by attainment of definitive
lengths of appendicular elements, is not clear. The vast majority of rallids (41
speciesin 15 genera) can be characterizedas follows: young fully leathered at 4
weeks after hatch, acquisition of remiges completed at 5-6 weeks, and flight
attained at 7-8 weeks, with "fiedging" being set at roughly 5-7 weeks of age.
However, those taxa having notably larger body massesfor which developmental
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times are available (P. B. Taylor 1998; Eason and Williams 2001) demonstrate
that greater body size requires protracted developmental periods, even when re-

stricting comparisonsto righted taxa: Porphyrio porphyrio-group(mean adult
mass, -550-1,000 g; age at fledging, 10 weeks); Aramides ypecaha (-700 g; 89 weeks); Eulabeornis castaneoventris (-700 g; 8 weeks); Gallinula chloropus
and G. tenebrosa (-300 and 500 g; 7-8 weeks); Fulica atra and F. americana
(-500-850 g; 8-10 weeks); and Fulica gigantea (2,400 g; 16 weeks).
In lieu of such exhaustivecomparisons,infeasible at present,an alternativeis
to perform comparatively detailed eco-ontogeneticcontrastsof a minority of

flightlessrails and their righted relativesfor which comparativedataare available
(Table 84; Appendix 6). In addition to focusing on taxa for which desired data
were maximal, contrastswill be made for a diversity of taxonomic groupswithin
the Rallidae (four tribes or subtribes)and a range of body masses.
CASE HISTORIES FROM DIVERSE TAXA, LATITUDES, AND HABITATS

Swamphens(Tribe Porphyriornithini).•The flightlessspeciesinvolved in this
comparison(Porphyrio hochstetteri)is the largestof the speciesto be considered
in detail here, and examination of the data indicates that the speciesunderwent a
substantial increase in size concomitant with the loss of flight (Tables 71, 84;
Appendix 1). In addition, other apomorphiesof P. hochstetteriwere increased
sexual size dimorphism(Tables 24, 26, 55, 57), a shift to upland habitatsand diet
dominatedby grasses(Gurr 1951; Carroll 1966, 1969; Fordham 1983; Norman
and Mumford 1985; Clout and Hay 1989) with associatedchangesin oral anatomy
(McCann 1964; Suttie and Fennessy1992), a demographicshift to stronglyprevalent (perhapslife-long) monogamy,and a halving of clutch size accompaniedby
only a modest increasein egg size. The comparativelyfew and massiveeggs of
P. hochstetterirequire only several additional days to hatch, and a month passes
before natal down begins to be replaced by feathers of the juvenal plumage,
whereas time to fledging and independenceof young are approximately three
times as great as thoseof its smallerrighted congeners(Table 84).
Assistanceby unmatedbirds of reproductiveage, probablyrelated to the mated
pair and likely relatedto the modal 1-year delay in first breeding,is typical of
the flightlessspecies(Table 84), a behavioralpattern also practicedto varying
degreesin the variably polygamousrighted members of Porphyrio and sistergenusPorphyrula (Wettin 1984; Hunter 1985, 1987a, b; Coldizen et al. 1993,
1998, 2000; Jamieson et al. 1994; Lambert et al. 1994; Jamieson 1997; Birkhead

1998). Definitive plumages are indistinguishableand (in good light) of comparable gaudinessto that of righted Porphyrio; in shadowall swamphenscan appear
quite dark. On both ecologicaland demographicgrounds,the Takahe typifies a
shift toward K-selected attributes:larger body size, evidently increasedlongevity,
and evidence that the speciesmaintained stable populationsat or near carrying
capacityof a comparativelyspecializedhabitatbefore humanimmigration(Table
84; Fig. 124).
Typical Rails (SubtribeRallina).--Employing righted Gallirallus philippensis
as the primary standardfor comparisons(Elliott 1987; Amersonet al. 1995; Robinson 1995), flightlessnessin three of the best-studiedtypical rails (Gallirallus)
of the Pacific region (G. australis, G. owstoni, and Tricholimnassylvestris)presentsfor the most part a coherentsuite of ecomorphologicalchanges.In most
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dimensionsof inferred change,the typical rails of the Northern Hemisphereand
Neotropics(Railus), distinguishedecologicallyby greaterfecundity (exceptingR.
caerulescens) and (in many species)long-distance migratory habit, indicated similar changesby comparisonwith flightlessGallirallus (Walkinshaw 1937; Kozicky
and Schmidt 1949; Meanley 1953, 1956, 1969; Meanley and Wetherbee 1962;
Schmidt 1976; Kaufmann 1977; Johnson and Dinsmore 1985; Zembal and Fanch-

er 1988; Conway et al. 1994). All speciesof Gallirallus and the closely related
Tricholimnasand Nesoclopeusare characterizedby monogamousmating systems,
a plesiomorphy sharedby related genera (Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998).
However, the three flightless speciesin this sample share modestincreasesin
body size, a trend of wider phylogenetic prevalence (Fig. 12), and this increase
in body size was accompaniedby variably pronounced enhancementsof sexual
size dimorphism (Tables 24, 26, 55, 57), a 50% reduction in clutch size, and a
modestincreasein the size of the eggs that remain (Tables 71, 84; Appendices
1, 7). Of the three flightless species detailed here, both Tricholimnas sylvestris
and the Gallirallus australis-group manifest (possibly synapomorphically)paedomorphicdefinitive plumages(Fig. 3; Ripley 1977). Whether the apparentcrypsisprovidedby this comparativelydull plumageentailedselectiveadvantageswith
respect to aerial predators (e.g., Harpagornis moorei, Circus eylesL and Ninox
novaeseelandiaewith respect to adults and young of G. australis [cf. Holdaway
1989; Atkinson and Millener 1991]) is uncertain,but given evidencethat extinct
Harpagornis preyed on smaller speciesof moa (Dinornithiformes: Anomalopterygidae), predation on flightlessrails by at least these eagles would appearlikely
(Worthy and Holdaway 1996). Also, the possibility exists that this external paedomorphosisis but an external corollary of a pervasive heterochronyprimarily
targeting the pectoral apparatus(Tables 71-75; Figs. 121, 123).
Incubation periods are extended in a manner broadly commensuratewith the
differencesin body size, whereas all three flightlessspeciesare characterizedby
similar (roughly 50%) increasesin ages at fledging and slightly less marked advancements (roughly 33%) in age at independence (Table 84). As for mating
systems,no differencesin age at first breedingor participationof parareproductive
helpersdistinguishedflightlessfrom flighted Gallirallus (Table 84; Appendix 6),
including G. owstoni (Perez 1968). All three flightless species show dietary
breadthsat least as great as their flighted relatives, with the Gallirallus australisgroup being notorious for its predation on the eggs of other birds (Ripley 1977).
With the regrettable omission of the nanitic and potentially exceptional G. wakensis (Table 71), these summaries support a modest shift in the direction of Kselected attributes with respect to basic reproductive attributes,but aspectsof
mating systemsand demographicparametersare equivocal in this respect.
Crakes (subtribe Crecina).--Data permit the inclusion of two setsof comparisons among the crakes--flighted Laterallus jamaicensis versus flightlessAtlantisia rogersi, and flighted Porzana tabuensisversusflightless P. atra and P. palmeri. Change in body size was very similar in all three flightlessspecies(Tables
71, 84), inferred to be slight increasesrelative to the close relatives but obscured
by wider comparisonswith flighted crakes (Inskipp and Round 1989; Woodall
1993; Bookhout 1995; Martinez et al. 1997; Bockheim and Mezzell 1999). The
foregoing pattern of a substantialreduction in clutch size accompaniedby modest
increasesin egg size applies to all of the flightless crakes for which data were
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available (Table 84; Appendix 7), whereas all of these taxa differ substantiallyin
the high fecundity characteristicof migratory crakesof the Northern Hemisphere
(Walkinshaw 1939, 1940; Meanley 1960, 1965; Kaufmann 1977; Rundle and
Sayre 1983; Johnson and Dinsmore 1985; Flores and Eddleman 1995; Green and
Rayment 1996).
Limitations of information regarding developmental rates notwithstanding,
there are suggestions
of modestprotractionof developmentalperiodsin Atlantisia
rogersi, a weakly supportedinferencebolsteredby the retentionof an "immature"
plumage by at least some individuals for 1 or 2 years after hatching, suggestive
of delayed acquisitionof adult plumage (Flood 1984; Studd and Robertson1985;
Fraser 1989; Hakkarainen et al. 1993). In contrast,if the marginal data available
permit any inferencesfor Porzana (Table 84), flightlesscrakes appear to attain
independenceand sexualmaturity in a slightly shorterperiod than their righted
congeners (Soper 1969; Onley 1982; Kaufmann and Lavers 1987). Virtual uniformity of mating system (limited variation in some other Porzana aside), reduction in clutch sizes, slight increasesin sizesof eggs and adults,and heterogeneity
of shiftsin developmentalperiodsrender a single assessment
regardingr-K shifts
unrealistic.

There

are modest

indications

of shifts toward

K-selected

characteristics

in Atlantisia rogersi (bolstered by reductions in metabolic rates [Ryan et al.

1989]), whereasflightlessPorzana presenta mosaicof r- and K-selectedchanges
(Table 84).
Moorhens (Subtribe Fulicarina).--External

similarities of moorhens belie an

array of subtle social and demographicvariations, but interspecifictrends and
generalitiesare adequateto sustaincomparisonsof two pairs of congeners(Appendices 6, 7)--righted Gallinula chloropus versus flightless G. comeri, and
righted Tribonyx ventralis versusflightless T. mortierii (Table 84). Mating systems within Tribonyx in general and T. mortierii in particular are somewhatcomplex, with occurrenceof polyandry, polygyny, and communal nesting reported
(Goldizen et al. 1993, 2000; Gibbs et al. 1994) and complicatedby significant
patternsof dispersal(Goldizen et al. 2002). Likewise, enlargedbreeding groups
have been documentedto occur in some Gallinula (Fredrickson 1971; Huxley
and Wood 1976; Eden 1987; McRae 1996a), whereasmating systemsof G. comeri
are comparatively poorly known, although a role for "honest" signals of fitness
has been documented(Fenoglio et al. 2002). In light of the variation in behaviors
confirmed, the crucial comparisonsthat remain are as much the specificationof
relative frequencies of these behaviors with environmental conditions that influence these variations in righted and flightless taxa. Participation by nonreproductive helpers, at least in some casesrelated to territoriality and aggressionbetween parentsand older offspring, also is not uncommon in both genera (Leonard
et al. 1988, 1989; Gibbons 1989; Putland and Goldizen 2001). In both couplets
of moorhens, flightlessnessis associatedwith substantialincreasesin body mass
(Tables 71, 84). Tribonyx has no reduction in clutch size, whereas flightlessness
in Gallinula conformedwith the generalpatternof reducedfecundity.Both flightless moorhenslay larger eggs than the righted species,despitethe disparityin
clutch sizes, differences with modest, associated increases in incubation (Table
84). Information on developmentalperiodsis simply inadequatefor detailedcomparisons,and this deficiencyand the variationin othercritical aspectsof breeding
ecology permit no confident inferences regarding shifts on the r-K continuum
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related to flightlessnessin moorhens.With respectto feeding ecology, G. comeri
relied more heavily on upland habitats for foraging than most flighted Gallinula,
whereasboth speciesof Tribonyxexploit a mixture of wetland and uplandhabitats
(Ripley 1977).
EMERGENT PATTERNS AND THE r-K

CONTINUUM

In the casesdetailed above (Table 84) and the majority of casesbased on even
minimal data (Table 71), variably pronouncedgiantism accompaniedthe loss of
flight. In addition, a pronouncedmajority of casesindicatesthat several attributes
conventionallyconsideredto be K-selected•decreased clutch size, increasedegg
size, and protracted developmentalperiods (Pianka 1970, 1972; Fenchel 1974;
Stearns 1976, 1977, 1989b, 1992; Western and Ssemakula 1982)--were

charac-

terstic of flightlesstaxa in comparisonwith flighted relatives. Exceptionsto the
modality of increasedbody size (e.g., Dryolimnas aldabranus, Gallirallus wakensis, and Cabalus modestus[Tables 71, 84]) and protracted developmental perods (e.g., some Porzana [Table 84]) exist, and variation precludes confident
generalizationspertainingto mating systemsand participationof helpersin nesting with respect to the r-K continuum. Despite the frequent suggestionthat Atlantisia rogersi representsa dwarfed paedomorph,in part related to the statusof
the speciesas the smallest extant flightless bird (Ryan et al. 1989), the likelihood
that the taxon is most closely related (Livezey 1998) to equally small flighted
crakes (e.g., Laterallus jamaicensis) indicatesthat stasisin body size is the mostparsimoniousinterpretationfor A. rogersi (Appendix 1).
Changes in (nonpectoral) size or qualitative maturity are primarily a function
of variation in developmentalperiod, whereas relative pectoral developmentis
the result of paedomorphosisarising during these variable growth periods, the
exact mechanismsof which (delayed offset or deceleration, or both) remain unclear and may vary among taxa. Predictably, those lineages showing the majority
condition in which substantial pectoral paedomorphosisis combined with increasedbody size include some of the most extreme examples of relative pectoral
reduction among the Rallidae (e.g., Porphyrio hochstetterLDiaphorapteryx hawkinsi, and Aphanapteryx bonasia). Flighted Porphyrula fiavirostris, which shows
paedomorphosisof plumagepatternwithout pectoralconsequences,
alsoevidently
underwent at least a 35% reduction in body mass (roughly 60% if compared to
P. martinica).

The misfortune that all possibly flightless coots are extinct and will remain
poorly known is ameliorated to some extent by the likely similarity of Fulica
gigantea and F. cornuta to these speciesin locomotory ability, negligible seasonal
movements, and perhaps basic ecological tendencies (Johnson 1964, 1965;
MacFarlane 1975). In light of the pronouncedterritoriality of coots generally, in
which pugnacious defense of nests, young, and feeding areas extends beyond
confamilials (Gullion 1952, 1953b, 1954; Kiel 1955; Kornowski 1957; Navas

1960; Fredrickson 1970; Fjelds•t 1973; Ryan and Dinsmore 1980; Gorenzel et al.
1982; Byrd et al. 1985; Cave et al. 1989; Impe and Lieckens 1993), the large
body sizesof the three subfossilFulica may representanalogsto the territorialityrelated increasesin body size (and negative allometry of wing size) in steamerducks (Livezey and Humphrey 1986). Although coots differ from Tachyeres in
their largely vegetarianfood habits (Jones 1940; Driver 1988), like steamer-ducks,
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the speciesof Fulica routinely dive during foraging (Jones 1940; Bakker and
Fordham 1993), therebyenlargingthe analogyto the advantagesof increasedbody
massto counterbuoyancyand increaselocomotoryefficiency (Livezey and Humphrey 1984b, 1986). Similarities between the large, possibly flightlessFulica and
flightlesssteamer-ducksare striking and include increasedbody size; negatively
allometric scaling of wing elementswith body mass,resulting in a close approach
to the thresholdof flightlessness;only minimal reductionsin flight-relatedskeletal
features (e.g., carina sterni); negligible qualitative evidence of paedomorphosis;
likely importanceof protracteddevelopmentalperiodsto attain large adult body
sizes;and likely advantagesof increasedbody massrelatedto diving, territoriality,
thermodynamic advantagesin cool climates (at least in the F. chathamensisgroup), and sexual selection(Livezey and Humphrey 1986). Similar comparisons
of flightless rails with flightless members of other avian families are tempting
(Table 79), perhapsthe most appealingbeing those concerningthe apparentprogenesisof dwarfed, flightless lineages of the Rallidae such as Dryolimnas aldabranus, Gallirallus wakensis, and Cabalus modestusin comparison with that of
the anatid Anas aucklandica (Livezey 1990).
As suggestedby associationsamong variables in the correspondenceanalysis
(Table 76; Fig. 116), there were relations between these morphological and developmental changes and the ecological circumstances under which these occurred. Although most of the specieshighlighted in the case studies(Table 84)
occurred on islands of small size and at low or middle

latitudes

with no marked

changesin habits, the two speciesshowing comparatively pronouncedshifts from
r-selectedto K-selectedtraits (Porphyrio hochstetteriand Atlantisia rogersi) also
were lineagesundergoingshiftsto uplandhabitats(tussockgrasslands)midlatitude
islands. The latter shift in habitat also might apply to a third speciesdetailed
among the case studies(Gallinula comeri), one sympatricwith A. rogersi in the
Tristan da Cunha island group of the South Atlantic (Table 84).
Gould (1977:10) generalizedthat progenesisis r-selected,whereasneoteny is
K-selected.If accuratefor the Rallidae, then this generality suggeststhat the most
likely heterochronicprocessunderlying pectoral paedomorphosisin most flightless rails is neoteny. This generalization accurately associatedthe derived characteristicsof the Dodo and Solitaire--substantial increasesin body size, deposition of fat, developmentalperiod, sexual dimorphism,tameness,and conspicuous
changesin anatomical proportionsrelated to flightlessness--with the K-selected
selectiveregime of a comparatively predictableclimate and moderatelycompet-

itive ecologicalcommunityof an isolated,oceanicisland(Livezey 1993b, 1995a).
Stearnsand Crandall (1981a) modeled the incidenceof delayed maturity (one
of several life-historical attributes of K-selected communities) based simply on
selectiveadvantagesof increasedfecundity and survivorshipof young. However,
suchassessments
are obscuredby a generaltrend in which a majority of SouthernHemispheric, largely nonmigratory, flighted speciesin a number of major taxonomic groups have fewer young in which there is greater parental investment,
longer periods of parental care, and delayed ages at independence.The latter
evidentlyis responsiblefor a lower mortality of young, especiallyfrom predation
(Russell2000). The lower mortality of young among Southern-Hemispheric
taxa
of birds evidently is related, at least in part, to strongerresponsesof parentsto
reduce risks (Ghalambor and Martin 2001).
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Despite some strong indications that fiightlessnessin a number of rails is associated with K-selected attributes (Table 84), the correspondencewas far from
uniform, and some weakly substantiatedshifts (e.g., shorteneddevelopmentalperiods in flightless Porzana) appear to be contradictory. Therefore, a view of rails
as "generalized" (Olson 1973a; Ripley 1977) is countered by several specializations independently evolved by several flightless rails, for example, extreme
modifications of the bill and changesin body size.
ADAPTIVE

LANDSCAPES AND AvIAN

FLIGHTLESSNESS

Variably intense natural selection has been documentedin natural populations
(Endler 1986; Mitton 1997). One of the most convincing examples of one aspect
of relative fitnessconcernedweather-relatednatural mortality of House Sparrows
collected by Bumpus (1899), and subsequentlyreanalyzed (Harris 1911; Calhoun
1947; Grant 1972a; Johnstonet al. 1972; O'Donald 1973; Lowther 1977; Pugesek
and Tomer 1996). A recent review revealed that gradients (magnitudes of slopes)
in the literature were greatestamong morphological traits and parametersbeating
on reproductive success(Kingsolver et al. 2001), although compelling examples
of natural selection in birds have been documented in additional taxa (e.g., G.
Johnson 1987; Schluter 1988b). Adaptive optima for particular characters, although difficult to quantify empirically, have been assesseddirectly in natural
populations of birds where two or more local optima are comparatively close, of
relatively low dimensionality, or are related intuitively to diet (e.g., Smith and
Temple 1982; Price et al. 1984; Grant 1985; Schluter et al. 1985; Smith 1990ac, 1991).

Adaptive landscapes,two-dimensional depictions of the relative fitnessesof
genotypes as surface contours, were conceptualized first by Wright (1932) and
extended, among others, by Wright (1940, 1977, 1982), Lande (1979, 1986),
Kirkpatrick (1982b), Barton and Rouhani (1987), and Barton and Turelli (1987).
The graphical display of relative fitness in a continuousfashion for two dimensions allowed a natural depiction of the fitnessesof multiple optima and intervening forms that were crucial to a burgeoning literature related to evolutionary
radiations, characterdivergence, disruptive selection, and peak shifts, which continues unabated to the present (e.g., Rouhani and Barton 1987; Grant and Grant
1993; Price et al. 1993; Wagner et al. 1994; Grant 1998b; Brock 2000; Schluter
2000a, b). Subsequenttheoretical refinements,especially in the areas of epistasis
and the multiplicative interactions among differentially selective genes, has revealed that traversing such landscapescan be exceedingly complex and include
selective "shortcuts" between optima (Cheverud 2000; Phillips et al. 2000; Rice
2000), and that nonadditive epistasiscan alter the covariance structurethat specifies the topography of the landscape(Wolf et al. 2001).
Although most applicationsof adaptive landscapesand related conceptsof local
and global optima have been limited to a single set of conditions or a single
selection regime, the method lends itself well to the display of change in selection
related to shifts in time and space. In both evolutionary and geographical senses,
rails colonizing oceanic islands arrive on new landscapes,which in turn imply
new and novel evolutionary challengesto the founders. Therefore, in the context
of flightless rails, a natural application is the hypothetical parsimoniouspassage
from the selective optimum for a continental source(ancestral)population to that
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Continental optimum --

Insular optln3un3
FITNESS

F•G. 12b Hypothetical adaptive landscapes,after Wrighl (1032, 1040, 1077, 1982), for eominemal
(plesiomorphic)optimum (•) and insular (apomorphic)optimmn ((0), depicting morphologicalshift
(6) required after colonization; the latter is simplistically reduced to absolute change in body mass
(M). encompassingdwarfism. stasis.and giantism. and variably pronounceddecreasein relmive pectoral size (P). Example depicts two optima separatedby deep trough of prolbundly disadvantageous
intermediate phenotypes.

of a (presumably) globally lower, but locally higher selective optimum lbr descendant (flightless) population on an oceanic island (Fig. 126), and such optima
can assume diverse suites of changes (Figs. 117, 121).
This exercise underscoresthe importance of initial conditions (plesiomorphic
position in this context) with respect to subsequentchanges. Initial conditions also
can influence the behavior of trajectories under certain selection regimes (e.g.,
Ruelle 1989). Also, polymorphism (see below) in either or both of the populations
in question (e.g., Smith and Temple 1982; Smith 1990a-c, 1991: Smith and Girman 2000) would require multiple or variously conjoined optima within the correspondinglandscapes.With improved phylogeneticresolution,the insular microdifl•rentiation of the Gallirallus philippensis-group (including G. diej•k•nbachii
and Cabalus modcstu$)would provide for a particularly compelling use of hierarchical shifts in optima.
The utility of graphical landscapeswas extended by Waddington (1957) to the
context of epigenetics(Hall 1992). In these applications,the surface of the landscape reflects the relative ontogenetic ease of various developlnental pathways,
and a theoretical ontogeny traversing this landscapetends to lbllow the line(s) of
least resistance(Meril•i and Bj6rklund 1999), that is, those representativeof epigenetically favored trajectories (Rollo 1994; Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998). Topographies can accommodate a number of plausible ontogenetic circumstances,
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including multiple pathways, and provide for latitude of variation within each
(Wagner and Misof 1993; Wagner et al. 1997). Such applicationsalso are pertinent
to the epigenetic determination of the essentiallybifurcated ontogeneticpathways
confronted by embryonic rails, in which the surface of the landscape (and the
relative likelihoodsof the flighted and flightlesspathways)vary in large part with
selectionregimes of continental and insular environments.
BET-HEDGING:

VAGRANCY AS MINORITY

TACTIC

Seger and Brockmann (1987:182) posed the following query: "... it seems
natural to ask whether plants or animals ever sacrifice some of their potential
fitness in order to reduce their probabilities of complete failure. In other words,
is there an evolutionary trade-off between expected fitness and the variance of
fitness?" Such trade-offs are alleged to be examplesof "bet-hedging" (Stearns
and Crandall 1981b; Seger and Brockmann 1987), synonymouslyreferred to as
"risk-spreading" (den Boer 1968, 1981; Goodman 1984). Given more conventional mechanismsfor the preservationof diversity in life histories (e.g., polymorphism),which in some instancesoffer an excessof plausibleexplanationsfor
the adaptativenature of variation (Joneset al. 1977), it is not surprisingthat Seger
and Brockmann(1987) concludedthat bet-hedgingis comparativelyrare and is
thoughtto be possible(sensuqualifying as an evolutionarilystablestrategy[ESS])
only under narrow conditions.
Ricklefs (1983b) applied the expressionbet-hedgingto issuesof avian reproduction. Inextricably involved with reproductionin many organismsis the issue
of dispersal,especiallyof propagulesor variably developedyoung (Johnsonand
Gaines 1990). The perennial debateconcerningthe possibleselectiveadvantages
of variation in clutch sizes of some members of the Procellariidae, Sulidae, and

Alcidae, in which the vast majority result in but one surviving hatchling, may
representa case of bet-hedgingin that a minimal investmentof one or two extra
or "insurance" eggs (where relative egg size is small) is a hedge for the rare
seasonsin which resourcespermit the productionof two chicks in a single reproductive cycle. However, augmentation of clutches to enhance the likelihood
of successfullyrearing a single chick in a normal year would not qualify (Lack
1954, 1968b; Dorward 1962; Ashmole 1963c; J. S. Nelson 1964; J. B. Nelson
1978; Cramp and Simmons 1977; Werschkul and Jackson 1979; Ricklefs 1982,
1993; D. J. Anderson 1989; Marchant and Higgins 1990; Warham 1990; Konarzewski et al. 1998). Perhapsof similar relevanceto bet-hedgingis the infanticide
or aggressiveneglect (e.g., "tousling") shown by some rallids (notably Fulica)
toward the youngest members of their broods (or at least members of extended
broods) in most years, especiallyin the event of low availability of food. Avoidance of investmentin unrelatedprogenyin aggregationsinvolving broodparasites
is an alternativeexplanation(Horsfall 1984; Lyon 1993a, b). The phenomenonof
brood reduction through neglect or outright aggressionby siblings or parents
pertains principally to speciesshowing asynchronoushatching and altricial development,and is interpretedby someas a meansto maximize survivorshipof a
subsetof a clutch or brood (i.e., expected fitness)under stressfulconditions(Lack
1947b, 1954; Ricklefs 1965, 1993; Nisbet and Cohen 1975; Stinson 1979; Richter
1982; Mock 1984, 1987; Shaw 1985; Mock and Parker 1986; Temme and Char-

nov 1987; D. J. Anderson 1989, 1990a, b; Pijanowski 1992).
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Does the concept of bet-hedging hold potential for the hypothesis that rails
maintain diverse modes of dispersal that contribute to the high frequency of longdistance vagrancy and insular endemism in the family? Despite circumstantial
evidence of dispersalpolymorphism in rails, the phenomenonhas not been demonstratedin the family. Evidence that many migratory rallids approachor exceed

carrying capacitieson establishedbreeding grounds,territoriality dominatedby
experienced adults that characterizes traditional wintering grounds (Matthysen
1993), and migrants (especially first-year birds) that engage in informed prospecting for new breeding sites (Reed et al. 1999) collectively suggestthat the
exceptionally high vagrancy and insular colonization by rails may representmore
than mere accidents.An alternative hypothesis,clearly not amenable to testing at
present, proposesthat persistenceof a proportion of offspring genetically predisposed to vagrancy--with a low probability of finding new habitableparcels,but
a comparatively high probability of successif reached--may representthe parental investment in a long-odds strategy against the unpredictablesuccessof hatchlings poised to follow traditional migratory routes or committed to often ephemeral, natal habitats (Remsen and Parker 1990). Even if such were demonstrated,
whether such allocations represent bet-hedging sensu stricto (i.e., optimizing var-

iance but not mean of fitness) would require sophisticated,long-term investigation.
A METAPOPULATIONAL

METAPOPULATIONS

APPROACH TO AVIAN

AND EVOLUTION

FLIGHTLESSSNESS

OF LIFE HISTORIES

General tenets.--Recent years have seen a paradigmatic shift from some of the
central issuesof island biogeography(sensu MacArthur and Wilson 1967) and
classic works on the evolution of life histories (Cole 1954; Maynard Smith 1962,
1966, 1970; Gadgil and Bossert 1970; Felsenstein 1979; Steams 1982; Caswell
ß1983; Bruton 1989) to a perspectiveof metapopulationalecology (Haila and J'firvinen 1982; Giles and Goudet 1997; Hanski and Simberloff 1997). Hanski and

Simberloff (1997) chronicled this conceptualextension of the classic model proposedby MacArthur and Wilson (1963, 1967) to include quasi-insularsubdivision
of both continentaland insular populations(Vandermeerand Carvajal 2001), and
showed that the latter approach circumvented the treatment of entire species as
uniformly interconnecteddemes (Hanski and Gilpin 1997; Hanski 1999). This
change in paradigms also shifted attention from summary characteristicsof communities (e.g., richness)to fates and attributesof the individual speciesthat communities comprise, and provided a framework for analyses of ESSs and group
dynamics that are free of traditional notions of group selection argued by a minority (e.g., Van Valen 1971; Hanski and Simberloff 1997) to be crucial for the
evolution of dispersal.
Semantics of insular demography employed in metapopulationalstudy underscorethe conceptualrelationshipbetween the two paradigms(Harrison and Taylor
1997). For example, some of the more realistic models of metapopulationdynamics have been based on stochastic(MarkovJan) variations on incarnationsof stepping-stone models of insularity (Giles and Goudet 1997; Olivieri and Gouyon
1997). Many of the genetic conceptspertaining to the founding and establishment
of new, isolatedpopulationsapply to the constituentmetapopulationsof "species"
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as diagnosedby any of several viewpoints (Hedrick and Gilpin 1997). However,
preliminary models suggestthat influential parametersare sufficiently numerous
and interactively complex that detailed predictionsrequire information into both
environmentaland demographicstochasticityof a quality rarely achievedin studies in natural settings(Barton and Whitlock 1997; Foley 1997).
Applicability to the Rallidae.---Available information on extant rallids indicates
that many membersmeet the suite of preconditionsfor metapopulationaldynamics
(Gyllenberg et al. 1997; Hanski 1997): patchinessof suitable habitat (Thomas
1965; Clinchy et al. 2002); vulnerability of even the largest breeding "populations" to extinction; patches of suitable habitat are of proximity to permit recolonization; and local "populations" are not completely synchronousin dynamic
properties(Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998). Distributionalpatternsshown
by the Rallidae span an extraordinary continuum encompassingsingle islands,
large but contiguousareas of undeterminedmetapopulationaldynamics,and distributions so highly fragmented as to invite formal recognition of numerousal1ospecies(Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1997, 1998; Livezey 1998).
The marked distributional disjunctionsof a number of continental specieswith
flightlesscongeners(Ripley 1977; Remsen and Parker 1990; P. B. Taylor 1996,
1998) further distinguishthese clades as candidatesfor qualificationfor metapopulational dynamics. These candidates include Porphyrio porphyrio-group (cf.
flightless P. mantelli and P. hochstetteri),Aramides cajanea-group (cf. Nesotrochis spp.), Ortygonax sanguinolentus(cf. Cyanolimnas cerverai), Rallus longirostris-group (cf. R. recessus), Gallirallus philippensis-group (e.g., G. dieffenbachii, G. owstoni, and G. wakensis), Habropteryx torquatus-group (cf. H. okinawae), Laterallus jamaicensis and Coturnicops noveboracensis(cf. Atlantisia
rogersi and "Atlantisia" elpenor), Porzana fitsca, P. pusilla, P. tabuensis(cf.
numerousflightlessPorzana), Amaurornis olivaceus-group(cf. A. ineptus),Gallinula chloropus-group(cf. G. comeri and Pareudiastes spp.), and Fulica atragroup (cf. F. chathamensis,F. prisca, and F. newtonii). Several of these species
(e.g., R. longirostris-group, G. philippensis-group, L. jamaicensis, P. tabuensis,
and G. chloropus-group)are characterizedboth by fragmenteddistributionsand
variable migratory tendencies(Crawford et al. 1983; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998;
Olson 1997).

Several other rallids possessdistributional subdivisionsrequisite for metapopulational structure(P. B. Taylor 1996, 1997, 1998), including Canirallus oculeus
(several moderately large but well-separated distributional componentsin conti-

nental Africa); Aramides calopterus (small, distinct patches in central South
America); Amaurolimnas concolor (disjunct populations through Central and
SouthAmerica); Rallina fasciata (fragmentedMalaysian distribution);Sarothrura
lugens, S. affinis, and S. ayresi (networks of isolatedpatchesthroughoutAfrica);
Pardirallus maculatusand P. nigricans (fragmentedresidentpopulationsthroughout Central and South America); Rallus limicola (variably sized breeding areas

in North, Central, and South America); Rallus aquaticus-group (fragmented
breedingpopulationsthroughoutEurasia); Gallirallus striatus (multiple distinct
populationsthroughoutIndo-Malaysianregion); G. pectoralis (populationsscattered throughoutNew Guinea and eastern Australia); Laterallus exilis (several
disjunctNeotropical natal areas);Coturnicopsnotatus(extremely scatteredbreeding patchesthroughoutSouthAmerica);Micropygia schomburgkii(threedistantly
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separated,moderately large blocks in South America) and M. fiaviventer (Caribbean and highly partitioned continental distributional range); Porzana cinerea
(fragmented Indonesian distribution); Porzana erythrops and P. albicollis (patchy
Neotropical range); Amaurornis phoenicurus (allopatric subspeciesthroughout
Indo-Malaysia); and Gallinula tenebrosa (multiple allopatric residentpopulations
throughout Australasia).
Also noteworthy is the limited or nonexistentvagrancy documented(P. B. Taylor 1996, 1997, 1998) for the tribe Sarothrurini (comprisingRallina, Rallicula,
and Sarothrura [Livezey 1998]), one of few tribes of the Rallidae lacking flightless members (Table 2; Fig. 11). The fragmentation of distributionsand variation
in migratory habit typical of the Rallidae is reflected in the small minority of
species that show a contiguousnorthern breeding distribution coupled with one
or two, vailably distinct,wintering ground(s),for example,Porphyrula martinica,
Crex crex, Porzana parva, P. porzana, P. carolina, P. marginalis, Gallicrex ci-

nerea, and Fulica (a.) americana. Taken as a whole, the distributional patterns,
exceptionalfrequencyof extralimital records,and variation in migratory habits
of modem members of the Rallidae strongly suggesta dynamic evolutionary
history including a subsetof key taxa that through colonization by migratory
strays, came to comprise multiple, largely independent,breeding populations.
These then founded multiple sedentary allospecies,which if insular and wellisolated,typically evolved permanentflightlessness(Remsen and Parker 1990).
POLYMORPHISM

OF FORM AND HABIT

What evolutionary forces could mold a population'sanatomicalor psychological
ability to disperse?Dispersalinvolves costsand potential benefits.The costsare the
energy expenditureand risk of death in dispersing.The potentialbenefitsare the
possibility of finding more available resourcesthan at the point of departure.The
trade-off between these costs and benefits determines, and natural selection may
produce,an optimal dispersalstrategy.If, for instance.... populationshad for any
reasonlower long-term reproductivesuccesson islands .... and if individual[s] ...
initially differed in their willingnessto disperseacrosswater, those that did have
this willingness would leave fewer descendants,and the genetic basis for this willingness would eventually be selected out of the source population.--Diamond
(1977b:252).

Perhapsthe flightlessnessgene compensatesfor the water-crossinggene.---•pley
(1977:19)

Evolutionary origin and maintenance of polymorphisms.--Polymorphism, the
coexistenceof discrete alternative phenotypeswithin populations(Haldane and
Jayakar 1963; Levins and MacArthur 1966; Gillespie 1973, 1974, 1975, 1981;
Hartl and Cook 1973, 1976; Christiansen1974, 1975; Maynard Smith and Hoekstra 1980; Karlin and Campbell 1981; Moran 1992), is consideredwidely to be
related to heterogeneity of habitat (E. S. Brown 1951; Levins 1962, 1963, 1968,
1970; Maynard Smith 1970; Schaffer 1974; Giesel 1976; Hedrick et al. 1976).
However, Hoekstra et al. (1985) inferred that models of polymorphisminduced
by heterogeneousenvironments are realistic only where the fitness of the heterozygote approachesthose of the homozygotes favored under their respective optimal environments. Avian polymorphism includes plumage morphs (Huxley
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1955; Butcher and Rohwer 1989) in geese (Anatidae), evidently maintained principally through sexual selection (Rockwell and Cooke 1977; Rockwell et al.
1985); herons(Ardeidae), apparentlya reflection of differential selectionfor crypsis while hunting prey (Holyoak 1973; Murton 1971; Rohwer 1990); and hawks
(Accipitridae) and jaegers (Stercorariidae),for which the "avoidance-image"hypothesis has been proposed (Brown and Amadon 1968; Paulson 1973; Arnason
1978; Furness and Furhess 1980; Rohwer 1983b; Rohwer and Paulson 1987).

The role of polymorphismsin the evolution of life historiesoften distinguishes
thosetreating "mating" and "trophic" polymorphisms(Roff 1996), althoughthis
distinctionis overly simplistic in that a changein body size primarily related to
sexual selection can involve a change in trophic statusas well. Mating polymorphisms (i.e., those primarily related to mating success)include polymorphismsof
body size, relative appendicular development, capacity for combat, locomotion,
and territoriality, and have been documentedfor insects(Hamilton 1979; Fujisaki
1992; Roff and Fairbairn 1993), fishes (Nelson 1977), and behaviorally for birds
(van Rhijn 1973, 1983). Trophic polymorphisms (i.e., those primarily related to
acquisition of food) have been implicated in environmentally dynamic shifts in
bill morphs in birds (Smith and Temple 1982; Smith 1987, 1990a, b, 1991, 1993,
1997; Smith and Girman 2000) and other tetrapodsrelated to heterogeneousresources(Smith and Skfilason 1996). By contrast, the Cocos Finch (Pinaroloxias
inornata) comprises distinct "ethomorphs" differing in foraging niches without
significant differences in form (Werner and Sherry 1987).
Dispersal polymorphisms.--Of special interest in the context of avian flightlessnessare "life-cycle" polymorphisms, which include those of wing development, flight capacity, migratory habit, and ability to escapepredators, which are
documentedin greatestdetail among insects(Roff 1984, 1990a, 1994b; Liebherr
1988; Denno et al. 1989; Dodson 1989; Fairbairn and Roff 1990; Masaki and

Seno 1990; Roff and Fairbairn 1991; Fairbairn 1994) and some amphibians (Harris 1987; Jackson and Semlitsch 1993). An especially important class of polymorphism pertains to the maintenanceof intraspecificvariation in dispersalhabit
(e.g., frequency, conditions, and distances)and the evolutionary mechanismsby
which it is maintained (Balkau and Feldman 1973; Felsenstein 1976; Cornins et
al. 1980; Cornins 1982; Cornins and Noble 1985; Frank 1986; Cohen and Motro
1989; Cohen and Levins 1991; Schoener 1991; Olivieri et al. 1995; Barton and
Whitlock 1997; Hanski 1997; Harrison and Taylor 1997). Metapopulational analyses have provided insights into the possible origins of migratory behavior, and

likewise have shed light on the circumstancessurroundingthe surrenderof migratory habit (Olivieri and Gouyon 1997). Special attention has been given the
relationshipbetween the likelihood of migratory or dispersaltraits, and interrelations of these with heterogeneityof habitats (Roff 1974, 1975; Denno et al.
1991; Denno 1994; Hawthorne 1997; Olivieri and Gouyon 1997), plasticity of
development(Kaplan and Cooper 1984; Lively 1986a; L0vtrup 1989b), demographic structure (Lande and Orzack 1988; Kawecki 1993; Gyllenberg et al.
1997), impactsof genetic "turnover" within populationalsubunits(Gadgil 1971;
Maruyama and Kimura 1980; Hedrick and Gilpin 1997), physiologicalparameters
during ontogeny (Zera et al. 1994, 1997), relative prevalence of specializations
for dispersal (Ellher and Shmida 1981; Mathias et al. 2001), implications for
colonization (Ebenhard 1991; Gotelli 1991; Nichols and Hewitt 1994), and prob-
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ability of extinction (Richter-Dyn and Goel 1972; Haila and Hanski 1993; Lande
1993; Foley 1994; Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995; Foley 1997).

Olivieri and Gouyon (1997) listed several key findings concerningthe polymorphism of "dispersal" conserved within complexes of metapopulations,including: decline in frequency of high-dispersalphenotypeswith age of the population; higher incidence of low-dispersalphenotypes(including winglessforms
of insects) in stable, isolated patchesthan in temporary habitats having high but
ephemeral carrying capacities (Alerstam and Enckell 1979); elevated levels of
evolutionarily stable rates of dispersalor migration among high-fecundity phenotypes; increased frequency of dispersal (sensu emigration) can be induced by
conditions within the patch, including high population density and unpredictable
levels of resources; and correlations among attributes of phenotypes rendering
predictions complex and at times counterintuitive,for example, winglessnesscan
be correlated with emergence time, or high rates of migration can be associated
with increased selection for perennial habit or increased longevity, the latter in
oppositionto generalitiesof the "colonizer syndrome" as characterizedby Baker
and Stebbins (1965).
Although much of the fundamentalwork on dispersalpolymorphismwas based
on insectsand plants, the essentialgeneralizationsthat have emerged extend to
tetrapods under certain conditions (Hanski and Gilpin 1997). Accordingly, it is
likely that migration-prone individuals representnonrandom, genetically distinct
subsamplesof populations, and given the evidence for heritability and responsivenessto selectionin suchtraits (Lindroth 1946; Dingle and Evans 1987; Wilson
1995; Dingle 1996), these individuals effect shifts in allelic frequences upon
egressor ingress into conspecificpopulations (Hanski 1999). If emigration substantially exceedsimmigration in frequency, as is probable in isolated (e.g., insular) populations, the associated gene flow would select for reduced rates of
migration through the disproportionateloss of individuals so predisposed(Hanski
1999). In general, metapopulationalmodels have shown that whereasmigratory
habit (or dispersalof any kind) is favored where resourcesshow spatiotemporal
heterogeneity, loss of migratory habit and (in extreme cases) flightlessnessis
favored where resources are more predictable, especially where immigration is
diminished or negligible (Olivieri and Gouyon 1997; Hanski 1999). These predictions have received limited support from avian examples (e.g., Alerstam and
Enckell 1979).

Although experimentalinvestigationof the geneticsof migration is in its infancy, migratory and nonmigratory populationswithin two Eurasian speciesof
passerinebirds--the Blackcap (Sylvia atricapilla) and the European Robin (Erithacus rubecula)---have been shown to have genetic bases(Berthold 1988, 1990,
1991, 1995). Furthermore, migratory and sedentarypopulations of the Blackcap
differ in wing shapeas well (Lockwood et al. 1998; P6rez-Trisand Tellefta 2001).
Additional genetic information for these and several other species(e.g., Phoenicurus phoenicurus,P. ochruros, Sylvia borin, and Ficedula hypoleuca) indicate
that at least primary orientationaldirection exhibits patternsof inheritanceconsistent with polygenic determination and subject to comparatively rapid evolutionary changes(Berthold et al. 1990, 1992; Berthold 1996). Members of a number of avian families also show variation in migratory habit among breeding
populations(Gauthreaux 1982; Chan 2001), including migratory, continentalWa-
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ter Pipits (Anthus spinoletta) and coastal, resident Rock Pipits (A. petrosus) of
the British Isles; Winter Wrens (Troglodytes troglodytes), a circumpolar complex
including large resident insular forms in the Pribilof and Aleutian islands; Sharptailed Sparrows (Amrnodrarnuscaudacutus-group),consideredby some to comprise two allospecies (Greenlaw 1993; Rising and Avise 1993; American Ornithologists' Union 1998); Fox Sparrows(Passerella iliaca), which show an array
of seasonalmovements (Zink 1986); and crossbills (Loxia spp.), for which nomadism, morphologicaland genetic complexity, and far-flung populationscharacterizeroughly two dozen circumpolar,Mediterranean,Philippine, Japanese,and
Central American subspeciesof Red Crossbills (L. curvirostra-group), and for
which both migratory continentaland residentHispaniolanpopulationsof Whitewinged Crossbills (L. leucoptera) are noteworthy (Benkman 1988a, 1989a, 1993;
Groth 1993); and Song Sparrows (Melospiza rnelodia) and Savannah Sparrows
(Passerculussandwichensis),including significantvariation and extreme forms in
the Aleutian Islands (Johnsonand Ohmart 1973; Aldrich 1984; Rising 2001).
Variation in flight capacityand migratory habit in Flying Steamer-Ducks(Hum-

phrey andLivezey 1982; Livezey andHumphrey 1986) and short-termphenotypic
responsesin birds to changingclimatic conditions(Gibbs and Grant 1987a, b; P.
R. Grant and B. R. Grant 1987, 1998, 2000; Grant 1992; B. R. Grant and P. R.

Grant 1993) enhance the possibility that some members of the Rallidae (e.g.,
Gallirallus philippensis-groupand Porzana tabuensis)show metapopulationaldynamics with respect to the maintenanceof migratory habit and flight capacity.
This likelihood is consistentwith the positions of constituentpopulations of the
G. philippensis-groupand Habropteryx torquatus-groupwith respect to the morphological "thresholdof fiightlessness"(Fig. 27). Apparentvariationin migratory
habit (including nonmigratory populationsor complex patterns at least as suggestiveof malleability in this regard) occursin severalfiighted species-complexes
of Rallidae (Porphyrio porphyrio-group, Rallus longirostris-group, Laterallus jarnaicensis-group,Gallinula chloropus-group),of which at least the R. longirostris

complex also is allegedto includepolymorphismof plumage(Ripley 1977; P. B.
Taylor 1996, 1998; Olson 1997). Together with a propensityfor migratory gregariousness,
indicatedby mortality of migrantflocksof rails (Tordoff andMengel
1956; Pulich 1961; Stoddard 1962; Thompsonand Ely 1989), the variable vagrancy of rails (e.g., Olson 1972; Crawford et al. 1983) qualifiesthem as potential
insular

colonists

of the first order.

Insular colonizationand interspecificvariation in flight capacityin the Rallidae
is at leastconsistentwith polymorphismof dispersalhabit. Many rallids combine
migratoryhabit and exploitationof ephemeral,early-successional
habitatssuchas
meadows, marshes,and ecotones(Ripley 1977; P. B. Taylor 1996, 1998). This
associationwith transienthabitatsis sharedby someinsectsalso showingdispersal
polymorphism,including variation in flight capacity (E. S. Brown 1951; Southwood 1962; Roff 1994b; Denno et al. 1996), in some taxa conjoined with polymorphism in the flight apparatus(Veps'fil'fiinen1974; J'•vinen and Veps•l•inen
1976; Harrison 1980; Roff 1986a-c; Kaitala 1988). Moreover, for migration to
succeedat evolutionary timescales,it would have to be sufficiently plastic (in
direction,distance,and durationof staysat either or both breedingand nonbreeding areas)to accommodatethe inevitable climatic dynamicsrelated to glaciations,
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tectonicmovements,and catastrophicevents (e.g., cyclonic storms[Wiedenfeld
and Wiedenfeld 1993]).
PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY

AND EVOLUTIONARY

CHANGE

Threshold traits. Grant (1998d:312-315) posed four major questions concerning the evolution of vertebrateson islands: Why do some taxa undergo extensiveradiationsand othersdo not?; Does the temporal diversificationof species
within a radiation approacha uniform rate?; Is evolution on islands especially
rapid?; and How are these adaptationsto be interpreted?With respectto insular
rails, answersto at least some of these seem to be close at hand. The foregoing
discussionspropose that a polymorphism of dispersal capacity characterizesat
least a critical minority of the Rallidae, by which critical genetic diversity is
maintained(at least in part) by stronglypartitioned,metapopulationaldemographics. Furthermore,rails were shownto possessunusualcapacitiesfor dispersaland
colonization, leading to an analogy of the Rallidae as including many "weedy"
species.The likening of rails to invasive, adaptable,and phenotypicallyplastic
plants may be especially fortuitous in that plasticity of habit and form in rails
may be the capacity critical to the successof the Rallidae as colonists subsequently prone to flightlessness.
Variation not directly attributable to genotype has been demonstratedincreasingly in diverse taxa (e.g., Blanckenhorn 1998; Losos et al. 2000). Variation of
this kind elevatedthe conceptof phenotypicplasticity from the statusof nuisance
variance to one of several key environmentallyinteractive, potentially adaptive,
evolutionaryfactorsinfluencingphenotype(de Jong 1995). Other factorsinvolved
in mapping genotypesinto rangesof phenotypesinclude epigenetics,pleiotropy,
epistasis, and constraint (Bull 1987; Scheiner 1993a, 1998; Gotthard and Nylin
1995; Hodin 2000; Pigliucci 2001). It is emphasizedthat a selectiverole for such
plasticity does not invoke a neo-Lamarckian evolutionary mechanism(seebelow),
but rather a means by which selectively conditioned ontogeny can accelerateadvantageous,phenotypic responseto novel circumstances,which in turn can con-

tribute to directionalshifts and (perhaps)play a role in incipient speciation(Pigliucci 2001).

Although many familiar examplesof avian polymorphismconform with strictly
Mendelian modes of inheritance,some casesare consistentwith polygenicdetermination, including continuousvariation that is constrainedto two (rarely more)
discretestates;permanentor delayed changein individuals (i.e., are distinctfrom
seasonalpolyphenism [Shapiro 1976]); involve a morphological component;and
are subjectto environmentalinduction. Such polymorphismsare likely to represent threshold traits (Roff 1996; Roff et al. 1997). Although some examples of
thresholdtraitshave shownMendelianpatternsof inheritance,many arepolygenic
and amenable to quantitative genetics (Roff 1986a-c, 1990b, 1994c, d; Falconer
1989; Roff and Shannon 1993), and examples include protective, trophic, lifecycle, or mating polymorphisms.The phenonenonprovidesfor the maintenance
of temporally varying morphswithin populationsand sexes(i.e., is not equivalent
to variably expressedsexual dimorphism), and conditional inductability consistent
with dynamic selectiveoptima, the details of which often are mediatedby ontogenetic mechanisms (Roff 1992, 1996). Importantly, threshold traits constrain
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continuous genetic variation into discrete phenotypes, principally through environmental

induction.

Developmentalreaction norms.-•Recently, thresholdtraits were seento be but
one of a larger arsenalof means enabling environmentalmodification of phenotypes (Bradshaw 1973; Smith-Gill 1983; Via and Lande 1985; Stearns 1989c;
Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998). An important basis for this recognition was the
theory by Baldwin (1896), subsequentlydubbedthe "Baldwin effect" (Simpson
1953b). Phenotypicevolution currently emphasizesthe integrationof traits within
phenotypes(Schlichting and Pigliucci 1995, 1998), quantitative expressionof
traits determined by multiple genes (Barton and Turelli 1989; Pigliucci and
Schlichting 1997), potential advantagesof developmental"instability" (Markow
1994), existence of plasticity (environmentally induced variation) in allometry
among morphological parts (Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998), and influence of
environmental cues (as constrainedby ecology, mechanics,and development)on
the mediation of genotypicinformation through ontogeny (West-Eberhard1989;
Bradshaw 1991; Raft et al. 1991; Scheiner 1993a; Nager et al. 2000). This perspective returned appropriateattention to the nongeneticcomponentof phenotypes, a conceptualizationof long, if underrated standing (van Tienderen and de
Jong 1994; Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998).
Although most intensively studiedin plants, where environmental influence on
phenotype was amenable to readily quantified variates (e.g., Bradshaw 1965,
1973), eventuallythis complex of evolutionarymechanismswas extendedto other
taxa, including vertebrates(Blouin 1992; Van Buskirk and McCollurn 1997; Losos
et al. 2000). Geographicvariation per se has received much ornithologicalattention (e.g., Gould and Johnston 1972; Niles 1973; Campbell and Saunders 1976;
Hamilton and Johnston 1978; Johnson 1980; Handford 1983; Schnell et al. 1985;

Rising 1987; Johnston 1992a, b; Engelmoer and Roselaar 1998), notably for recently introducedor colonist populations(Baker and Moeed 1979, 1980; Ross
and Baker 1982), but the potential importance of environmentalparameterson
the ontogeneticbasesof suchpatternsremainslargely unexplored(but seeJames
1970, 1983). Although environmental influence on development--in utero, after
egg-laying or parturition, and during postnataldevelopment--has receivedgreatest attention in nonavian reptiles and mammals, typically under the rubric of
"maternal effects" (e.g., Janzen and Paukstis 1991; Janzen 1994, 1995; Rossiter
1996; Mousseau and Fox 1998; Robert and Thompson 2001), the possibility that
environmentalconditionsmay play a role in ontogeny is not without precedent
in birds (James 1983; James and NeSmith 1989). Could developmentalreaction
norms (DRNs) provide an insight into the apparentfacility with which the members of the Rallidae undergo suitesof anatomicaland physiologicalchanges(including flightlessness)after the colonization of oceanic islands?
The combined roles of genotypic and environmental parametersacting during
ontogeny to produce genetically delimited plasticity led to a conceptualformalization in terms of DRNs (de Jong 1990; Gomulkiewicz and Kirkpatrick 1992;
van Tienderen and Koelewijn 1994; Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998). This view
holds that many speciesconfrontedby spatiotemporalvariation in resourcesand
conditionspossessselectivelymaintainedcapacityfor mediationof the expression
of key characters(Arnold and Peterson 2002; Day and Rowe 2002). Such variation in statescomprisesthe reaction norm of the species(Hedrick et al. 1976;
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Hedrick 1986; Lively 1986a; Via and Lande 1987; van Tienderen 1991; Brown
and Pavlovic 1992; Zhirvotovsky et al. 1996), and examples so endowed include
speciespossessedof high-dispersalmodes or migratory habit (Fairbairn and Yadlowski 1997) or subject to peripheral isolation (Levin 1970).
Phenotypic plasticity can vary in magnitude, pattern, rate, ontogeneticinterval
of inductability, or reversibility (Gavrilets and Scheiner 1993; de Jong 1999; Pigliucci 2001; Day and Rowe 2002), and has been considered to be subject to

selectionand related to evolvability of systems(Via and Lande 1985; Via 1987;
Alberch 1991; Scheiner 1993b, 1998; Wagner and Altenberg 1996). These dimensionsraise the possibility that speciesfor which such environmental cues are
comparatively informative may possess"plasticity genes" that promote ontogenetic responsiveness(Padilla and Adolph 1996; Wagner 1996; Whitlock 1996;
Pigliucci 1998, 2001; but see Via 1993a, b, 1994; Kaplan and Pigliucci 2001),
and regulatory genes such as the Hox group may serve in this capacity (Raft et
al. 1991; Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998).
Clearly, the magnitude of phenotypic plasticity shown by birds (in which
growth is limited to a very short period) is far less than that displayed by plants
(in which growth is protracted if not indefinite) or insects (in which environmental
effects on ontogeny are better documented and generation times are relatively
short). Even the limited variation in birds is unlikely to be entirely heritable and
environmentally inducible, although most is likely to be subject to trade-offs between risks of adaptation to local conditions, specialization, and plasticity (Kisdi
2002; Sultan and Spencer 2002; Vfizquez and Simberloff 2002). Nevertheless,
several speciesor complexes thereof possessa combination of charactersthat are
at least consistentwith the conditions of DRNs, namely, complex morphological
variation, especially in traits having trophic implications (e.g., bill shape); environmental diversity confronted either through migratory movements, ecotonal
conditions, or ephemeral habitats; and limited or undetectablegenetic differentiation among morphotypes. Environmental influence on the expression of genes
has been documented in the Collared Flycatcher (Muscicapidae: Ficedula albicoilis) in several morphometrictraits (Meril[i 1997; Meril[i et al. 1994; Meril[i and
Bj6rklund 1999). Notable additional candidatesamong birds are the Red Crossbill
superspecies(Carduelinae: Loxia curvirostra and L. scotica) and the closely related Parrot Crossbill (L. pytyopsittacus), which manifest a range of continental
and insular populations differing in vocalizations and bill type, the latter uniquely
associated with foraging food resources (Parchman and Benkman 2002), but
among which genetic differences are often negligible and in some casesnot congruent with morphotypes(Lack 1944; Pulliainen 1972; Knox 1976, 1990; Massa
1987; Groth 1988, 1993; Benkman 1990; Benkman and Lindholm 1991; Piertney
et al. 2001). Other taxa showing promise in this regard are the Black-bellied
Seedcracker(Estrildidae: Pyrenestesostrinus), which shows spatiotemporalvariation in geographically restricted morphotypes,especially ecotones(T. B. Smith
1990a-c, 1991, 1993, 1997; Smith et al. 1997; Smith and Girman 2000); ecotypes
of the Swamp Sparrow (Melospiza georgiana) manifesting morphological but no
genetic differentiation (Greenberg et al. 1998); and the ground-finches of the
Galfipagos(Geospizinae: Geospiza), which have been shown to undergoextremely rapid phenotypic shifts (notably bill shape) with changesin temperature, humidity, food resourcesin responseto E1 Nifio events (Grant 1992).
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TABLE85. Environmental (direct) parameters(means and variances) qualifying
as potential triggers for shifts in developmental reaction norms (DRNs) serving
in colonization of oceanic islands. Direct changes comprise environmental and
ecologicaltriggers for DRNs or thresholdtraits (Pigliucci 2001) that are not conditional on evolutionary changes in parents in generations subsequentto initial
colonization.
Parametersubject
to change
with insularity

Likely phenotypic
attrlbu•s to
be affected

Intensity of predation

Changesconducive
to arian
flightlessness

Body form, scheduleof None obvious
reproduction

References

Lively 1986b, c; Bronmark and Miner

1992; Tollrian 1995;
DeWitt

Air temperature

Incubation,growth rate, Changesin definitive
allometry

body mass (especially increase)

Sex of progeny

Air temperature

Males typically more
massive, inclined to
flightlessness

1998

James 1983; James and
NeSmith
Janzen

1989

and Paukstis

1991; Jansen 1994,
1995; Robert and

Thompson 2001
Relative humidity

Evaporationfrom eggs Shortenincubationperiod, favor paedo-

Abundance

Egg size, growth rates
Egg size, growth rates

morphosis
Modify size and shape Rossiter 1996
Modify size and shape

Scheduleof reproduc-

Timing of growth stage

of food

Nutritional quality of
food

Seasonality

tion

Diel photoperiodism
Environmental

stress

Timing of reproduction, Timing of growth stage Shimizu and Masaki
1993
growth
Bradshaw and Harwick
Body mass,reproduc- Muscular atrophy
tion

Population density

1989; Ward 1994

Body mass, reproduc-

Modify size and shape Rossiter 1996

tion

An

extreme

consistent

with

the cumulative

results

of reaction-norm

shifts is

the eventual loss of migratory habit through the evolution of flightlessness,an
interpretationbolsteredby the qualification of flightlessnessas a thresholdtrait in
insects on isolated oceanic islands (Dingle et al. 1980; Roff 1996) and the loss
of migratory habit in some fishes(Roff 1988). Also, examinationof preliminary
data suggestsa plausiblerelationshipbetween the taxonomicprevalenceof wing
dimorphisms among continental insectsand the frequenciesof permanent flightlessnessor winglessnessin insular endemics (Shimizu and Masaki 1993). However, even if the greater selective risks of permanent traits in longer-lived organisms stemmingfrom DRNs limit their frequencyin birds, the phenomenonholds
promise as an additional, environmentallyreactive means for acceleratingshifts
among morphs within speciesor metapopulationalsubdivisionsthereof. This likelihood also is fortified by the importance of reaction norms in groups prone to
paedomorphosis(Denver 1997) or under stressfulor novel environments(Bradshaw and Hardwick 1989; Ward 1994).

Environmentallyplastic componentsof the phenotypethat are related to colonizational successin rails deserve first considerationas potential DRNs critical to
the evolution of flightlessness.Colonists of oceanic islands deriving from long-
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distancemigrants would encountera wide range of environmentsthat might serve
directly or indirectly as triggers of genetically bracketedshifts in ontogenetic
trajectoriesin subsequentgenerations.Environmentalheterogeneityfor polymorphism and contributionsby DRNs (Kawecki and Stearns 1993) hold promise for
heretofore unexplored insights into changes in flightless rails and other insular
tetrapods(Table 85).
The suite of phenotypic changesthat characterizesflightlessrails--including
changes in morphology, migratory habit, ecology of feeding and reproduction,
and metabolism--may derive from a highly developed,multifacetedontogenetic
plasticity that frees a given genotypeto expressdifferent ecotypesunder different
environmentalcircumstances.The applicabilityof selection-basedplasticityto the
problem of paedomorphosisand flightlessnessin rails seemsespeciallypromising
in light of the progressalready made with respectto the larger problem of reaction
norms in body size and age at maturity (e.g., Lloyd 1987; Steams and Koella

1986). This view of the shift from flighted, "normally" conformed, migratory
speciesto insular,paedomorphic,sedentaryendemicincludesa suiteof behavioral
and morphological characteristicsin one or more variably complex reaction
norms, each triggered by changesin environmental conditionsexperiencedby the
progeny of the colonists.Effectively, changesin form and habitusare subsumed
by a shift between continental and insular phenotypes.Even if this extreme, inclusive implementation of the reaction norm to insular endemism of rails is unrealistic to some degree, to the extent that environmental plasticity plays a role
in these shifts (e.g., general body size, pectoralpaedomorphosis,pelvic peramorphosis, or migratory habit), the efficacy of natural selection to reduce genetic
variation in these lineageswould be diminished accordingly (Schlichting and Pigliucci 1998).
AvIAN

FLIGHTLESSNESS AS EVOLUTIONARY

PHENOIVIENON

[They] had no call for practising or endeavoring to effect that hardest and most
strenuousmode of locomotion to obtain sustenanceor fulfill any of the conditions
of preservation of the individual or of the species;they were never scared into the
violent volant exercise.--Owen (1879, appendix 3:5; in reference to Pezophaps)
There is no doubt but that the avian [taxonomic] series is in general an ascending

one.--Cope (1885:345)
It is therefore evident that the comparisonof Atlantisia with other forms presents
considerabledifficulties. This very difficulty, taken with the fact that the almost
wholly black coloration characteristicof the chicks of the Ralline family is apparently retained for a much longer time than is usual in immature examples, would
seem to suggestthat Atlantisia is a generalisedand so presumably a near representative of some more primitive type.--Lowe (1928a:105)
FLIGHT

AS LOCOMOTORY

BLESS•G

OR ENERGETIC

BURDEN

Pennycuick(1987) listed four usesto which seabirdsput flight: foraging, commuting to feeding areas,accessto nest sites,and migration (Swingland and Greenwood 1983; Alerstam 1990). Flightlessnesspresumably influenced all of these
activities in the Rallidae, throughrestrictionof home ranges,augmentedcapacity
for fasting associatedwith increasedbody size and redirection of energy formerly
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allocated to flight, improved diving capacity associatedwith a lifting of flightimposed maximum for body mass (in Fulica), severe constraintson commuting
distances,limitation of escapebehaviors, strict dependenceon availability of accessiblenest sites,and appreciablelimitations or impossibilityof migration.Most
of these dimensionsof life history evidently also underwent similar changesin
other flightlesscarinates(Humphrey and Livezey 1982; Livezey and Humphrey
1982, 1986; Livezey 1988, 1989a-e, 1990, 1992a, b, 1993a-c, 1995a), especially
those exclusive of wing-propelled diving birds.
The letter by Darwin (1860) to Lyell (quoted above, p. 423) raised the philosophicalmerit of speculationsconcerningthe absenceof examplesof flightlessness in insular bats. Lull (1935) deemed flightless bats to be evolutionarily proscribedbecauseof the involvement of both pectoral and pelvic limbs in the chiropteranwing (see also Maina 1998), whereasthe possessionof dual locomotory
modules in birds liberated of one of the limb pairs from flight function (Gatesy
and Dial 1996a). These speculationsprompt a considerationof those groups of
birds for which flightlessnessis unthinkable, examples of which would include
widely foraging forms such terns and gulls or aerial foragers such as swifts and
hummingbirds.A sacrifice of flight capacity appearsto hold dire consequences
for the majority of avian taxa endemic to oceanic islands (e.g., raptors, parrots,
kingfishers,and passefines),whereas some groups that remained righted (e.g.,
someground-feedingGeospizain which interislanddispersalis unimportant)conceivably could have survived the loss (cf. Emberiza from the Canary Islands
[Rando et al. 1999]).

The capacityof rails to exploit diverseand innovativefood resourcescomports
with a view of rallids as presenting the "profile of an insular colonizer"--a
coupling of a plesiomorphiccapacity for long-distancemovementswith an apomorphic,contextuallyeconomical,(onto)geneticfaculty for lossof flight. A return
through the threshold of flightlessness,a verified example of reversal to flight

capacity,has yet to be confirmed,and the data requiredto documentsuchwould
appearto be unlikely to be recovered.The most enlighteningsubstitutesfor the
latter may be extant speciesthat closely approachthe threshold--Laterallus spilonotus and Fulica gigantea--taxa that represent functional analogs to several
taxa in the Anatidae (Tachyerespatachonicus and Anas chlorotis [Humphrey and
Livezey 1982; Livezey and Humphrey 1986; Livezey 1990]).
FLIGHTLESSNESS AS DEGENERATION

VERSUS DEVELOPMENTAL

ECONOMY

The functionally diminishedpectoralapparatusof someflightlessbirds, notably
ratites, prompteda view in which avian flightlessness
assumedthe role of evolutionary metaphor for "degeneration" (Lankester 1880; Duerden 1920). This
antiquated perception in some respectshas been reincarnated to be consistentin
the hypothesisof the selectivelyneutral loss of "useless" structuresthroughmutational stochasticity(Brace 1963; Kosswig 1963; Prout 1964; Peters and Peters
1968; Regal 1977; Peters 1988; Fong et al. 1995), invoked most frequently in the
context of cavernicolous organisms (e.g., Eigenmann 1909; Culver 1982; Langecker et al. 1993; Culver et al. 1995) and subterranean(fossorial) mammals
(Nevo 1999). These comparativelynegativeconnotationswere at leastcompatible
with the early view of avian flightlessnessas a defenseagainstvirtually hopeless
attempts at dispersalfrom islands into the open sea (i.e., making the best of a
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bad situation), a notion deriving largely from studies of insular plants in which
dispersalof progeny is limited to disseminationof propagulesas seeds(Carlquist
1965, 1966, 1974).

An opposingview, in which "specializations" (such as appendicularmodifications)are consideredas plausibleas thresholdsof opportunitiesas "dead ends,"
was articulated by others (Amadon 1943c; Holmes 1977). Wake (1992) regarded
the "regressive" evolution of sensoryorgansin caeciliansas innovative, and the
pectoral reduction in flightless birds on islands can be considered as a means for
substantial "somatic savings" rendered permissibleby a lack of terrestrial predators (Wiglesworth 1900; Lowe 1928a; Olson 1973a; Halliday 1978a; M. Williamson 1981; James and Olson 1983), an example of economic trade-offs among
anatomical structureshaving selective values conditioned by environmental circumstance (Perrin and Sibly 1993). This interpretation is consistent with the
"economy principle" of evolutionary maintenance(Curio 1969), and castsflightlessnessas the selectiveredirection of energy from the pectoral apparatusto other
demands, for example, caloric reserves (body fat), strengthenedpelvic musculature, and augmentedcapacitiesfor reproduction(Olson 1973a, b; Feduccia 1980;
Livezey 1989b, d, 1990, 1992a, b). Emerson (1986) regarded pectoral paedomorphosisas functionally important in the saltatory capacity of frogs (Amphibia:
Anura); others consideredpaedomorphosisin other amphibiansas comparableto
any other developmentally mediated change with respect to fitness (Alberch and
Alberch 1981; Alberch and Gale 1983, 1985; Alberch 1987).

Viewed properly, avian flightlessnessis a striking example of functional tradeoffs, comparableto others not striking at the heart of the popular notion of things
avian, for example, foraging behavior (e.g., Amadon 1950; Richards and Bock
1973; Pimm and Pimm 1982; James and Olson 1991), reproductive strategies
(e.g., Lack 1968b; King 1973; Murton and Westwood 1977; Brown 1987; Koenig
and Stacey 1990; Ligon 1999), and parameters of growth (e.g., Ricklefs 1968,
1973, 1983a; O'Connor

1984; Reiss 1989; Starck 1993; Starck and Ricklefs

1998a-c). The evolutionary trade-off representedby pectoral modifications in
flightless, wing-propelled diving birds such as Mancalla, the Great Auk (Pinguinus irnpennis), and penguins is comparatively intuitive (Wiglesworth 1900;
Storer 1960a, 1971a; Livezey 1988, 1989c; Raikow et al. 1988; Kooyman 1989;
Cubo and Casinos 1997). As a result, the alcids and (especially) spheniscidsare
known at least as much for their rapid and energetically efficient submarinemovement (Stonehouse1967; Kooyman 1975; Hui 1983; Pennycuick 1987), and complementary structural and physiological changes(e.g., Andersen 1966; Walton et
al. 1998), as for being aerially flightless. Similar considerationsextend to other
flightlessdiving birds--Galapagos Cormorant (Livezey 1992a), Auckland Islands
Merganser (Mergus australis [Livezey 1989b]), and steamer-ducks(Livezey and
Humphrey 1986).
The view of reductive evolution, exemplified by avian flightlessness,suggests
that the morphological revolution of flightless rails is the facility with which
members of the family ontogenetically implement a suite of phenotypic alternafives to the continental, righted, often migratory norm to exploit insular environments. Relative magnitudesof this "reduction" differ significantly among species
(Tables 71-75), contrary to the notion that the lossof flight in rallids is universally
rapid, resulting in two distinct states (e.g., Olson 1973a; Feduccia 1980). In ad-
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dition, speculationsconcerningthe rapidity of the evolution of flightlessnessbased
on the geological ages of occupiedislandsin hot-spot archipelagosmay be misleading in that ancestral colonists may have originated on older islands in the
archipelago(including islandsno longer emergent)permitting substantiallylonger
evolutionary intervals (Sirekin 1984; Carson and Clague 1995).
PRECONDITIONS,
CAUSES,CURRENCIES,AND CONVERGENCE
OF CHANGE

At the outset, it is important to distinguishbetween preconditions (conditions
permitting evolution of flightlessess)from selectiveadvantages(selectivedifferentials promoting flightlessness).Among the preconditionsor primitive states,
exclusive of taxonomic affiliation, that characterizedthe minority of insular avian
endemicsthat eventually evolved flighfiessin situ were severalecological or functional attributes: foraging was principally or completely nonarboreal and nonaerial; nestingwas terrestrialor semiterrestrialand for which accesswas not problematic in the absenceof flight; and year-round survival was feasible in the absence of migration and repeated, short-term, long-distance movements from the
island. Penguins and flightless alcids clearly representexceptionsto the last condition (Livezey 1988, 1989c), although it is unlikely that strictly insular taxa of
penguins evolved flightlessnessin situ. For example, the Galapagos Penguin
(Spheniscusmendiculus),although accommodatinglife on a tropical archipelago
(Boersma 1975, 1976), derives from a taxonomic order known to have been flightless from at least the early Cenozoic and principally distributedat the highest
latitudes of Gondwanaland(Simpson 1946, 1975; Stonehouse1975; Livezey
1989c; Williams 1995).

The analogy of insular colonizationby wayward migrantsas a permanentstopover provides a useful premise from which to reconstructthe evolution of avian
flighfiessnesson oceanic islands. After initial colonization, isolated lineages possessedof the requisite life-historical qualities and (epi)geneticopportunitieswill
undergo, to varying extents,changesin morphologicaland ecophysiologicalparametersduring subsequentgenerationsunder the new selectionregime, the more
speculative issues of evolutionary rates and irreversibility aside (see above).
Whether islands are consideredenvironmentspermitting phenotypesotherwise
selectively "forbidden" (sensuVermeij 1987)--for example, by reduced risks of
predation--or environmentsconducive to stressesand acceleratedevolutionary
change (sensuParsons 1993b, 1996)--for example, through limitations of habitable areas and deme size•insular habitats clearly are central to flightlessnessin
rails and of greater evolutionary importance per unit area than are comparable
continentalareas.The widespreadcolonizationof a wide diversity of insularcommunities has fostered in rails a rich diversity of form shown by flightless endemics•both in size and shape (Tables 7, 11, 13-23, 30-33, 40-42, 46-54, 68-75;
Figs. 15, 20, 22-32, 42-44, 48-60, 111-115)---but the group remains less tractable with respectto geological,ecological,morphological,and phylogeneticdiversity than the comparativelyheavily studiedcasessuch as the Galfipagos(Darwin's) finches(Geospizinae[Lack 1947a; Bowman 1961, 1963; Grant 1986]) and
Hawaiian honeycreepers(Drepanididae lAmadon 1950; Bock 1970; Dobzhansky
1977; Pimm and Pimm 1982; James and Olson 1991]).

Long-term "success" of flightless speciesin insular habitats is governed, as
for any phylogeneticlineage, by the successof evolutionary accommodationto
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advantages
of flightlessness
underpristineconditions(Fig. 127). Of these,advan-
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FIG. 128. Diagram of the environmentaland selectiveparametersimpinging on the attributesof
Rallidae leadingto the evolutionof flightiessness.
Acronymsincluded(see text for details)are BMR
(basal metabolicrate), ESC (evolutionarily stableconfiguration),and ESS (evolutionarilystablestrategy).

tages related to defense against predators (e.g., protection and concealment of
nests and young) or combat with conspecificsare least likely to pertain to flightless rails; both were critical for morphologicalchangesassociatedwith flightlessness in steamer-ducks(Livezey and Humphrey 1986). Given the multitude of
benefits that can accrue to the sacrifice of flight (Fig. 127), the suite of plausible
mechanismsthat perpetuatea capacity among rails to redirect the allocation of
resourcestypically directed to flight toward other faculties of advantage under
novel, insular conditions (Fig. 128), and the diversity of taxonomic groups in
which flightless members have evolved (Table 4), it may be legitimate to seek
the environmental circumstancesand ontogenetic mechanismsresponsiblefor the
scarcityof avian flightlessnessas opposedto the consistentview of this specialization as an evolutionary oddity or exception.
Macroevolutionary trends in phylogenetic lineages have received special attention since the paradigm proposed by Darwin (1859) assumed a central role in
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biology. Issuespertaining to the diversificationand extinction of lineages, morphological evolution, and functional trends dominated subsequentliterature (cf.
Huxley 1943, 1953; Simpson 1944, 1953a; Bock 1970, 1979; Salthe 1975; Stanley
1979; Charlesworth and Lande 1982; Gould 1982; Levinton 1983, 1988; Benton
1987; Lemen and Freeman 1989; Baum and Larson 1991; Howarth 1991; Hansen

and Martins 1996; Jablonski 1996, 2000). McShea (1998) listed eight large-scale
trends or "live hypotheses"exemplified by modem organisms-•entropy,energy
intensiveness,evolutionary versatility, developmental depth, structural depth,
adaptedness,size, and complexity. Some of these are comparativelyesoteric,and
severalare validated by flightlessrails beyondwhat is typical (if not unavoidable)
for other organisms, especially tetrapods. Energy intensiveness,after Vermeij
(1987), is expressedamong rails in the morphologicaltrade-offs involving locomotion favored under insular conditions. Evolutionary versatility is of special
significanceto flightless rails in that the ontogeneticplasticity that permits the
sacrificeof the pectoral apparatusfor other ecomorphologicalrefinementsis one
aspect of this concept. Developmental depth, although inescapablygermane to
flightlessrails in its emphasison the hierarchical structureof ontogeny and the
decreasein admissablevariation that characterizesprogressively earlier, generatively entrenchedstages(Wimsatt 1986), merits special attention given the influence of differentially conservativeheterochronyin the morphologyof flightlessness. Adaptednessis problematic in currencies and timescales, in that flightless
rails are successful in terms of taxonomic richness and distribution, but limited

in ecological dominanceby small occupiedareasand recent extinctions.Finally,
size and increasesthereof (sensuCope's role) are clearly relevant to most flightless
lineages of rails, although neither the selective advantage(s)of these convergent
changes, rates of change, nor the sequence of events (e.g., whether increase in
size precededor led to flightlessness)is known in most instances.
This literaturerevealsbody size to be focusof studyin mostmacroevolutionary
studies (e.g., Newell 1949; LaBarbera 1986; Bonner 1988; McKinney 1988b;
Jablonski 1996; Kozlowski 1996). Apomophies of flightless rails, including increasedbody size (where inferred), are consistentin some respectswith the traditional view that macroevolutionis the cumulativeoutcomeof microevolutionary
processes,in that all degreesof intermediacyare evident in the family and within
severalgenera(Figs. 32, 59, 60). This perspectivewas articulatedclearly by (Bock
1970:712, emphasisin original): "If the sequenceof events in a major evolutionary change is outlined properly, then the known mechanismsof microevolution
will provide a complete explanationfor the macroevolutionarychange." It is
likely that this correspondencecan be approximatedfor the comparativelyrecent
transitionsreflected by flightless rails, in which a comparative wealth of intermediate forms sharecritical aspectswith the Hawaiian honeycreepersexamined
by Bock (1970). Imperfections of the fossil record and the likelihood that resultant
artifactual discontinuitiesthat appear to contradict this view have been cited as
potential flaws in prominent counter-reductionisthypothesesof this kind. An excellent example of these debatesis the critique by Dennett (1995) of the reliance
on fossil transitions in the context of speciation, the hypothesis of punctuated
equilibria (Eldredge and Gould 1972; Gould and Eldredge 1977). These longstandingconcernshave returned attentionto the possibly misleadingartifacts of
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paleontologicallacunae in a series of evolutionary topics (e.g., Donovan 1989;
Wheeler 1992; Kemp 1999).
Large body size is not the only apomorphysharedby many flightlesscadnates
(Table 78). Large body size compromisedthe capacityfor dispersalin theselineages-one of several, typically K-selected correlates of insularity shared by
flightlessrails and raphids,among others--but may have bestoweda numberof
correlated, selective advantages.Most notable among the latter is the growing
substantiationof reduced BMR that attendsthe loss of flight capacity and its
physiological demands,documentedin Atlantisia rogersi and several other rallids
and flightless carinates (Ryan et al. 1989; McNab 1994a, unpubl. data). Other
advantages accruing with the loss of flight may include lower (resting) body
temperature(Wetmore 1921; McNab 1983) and likely enhancedcapacityfor fasting (Livezey 1993b; McNab 2000). Perhapsin part a corollary of increasedbody
size, sexual size dimorphism was exceptionally great in some flightless rallids
(e.g., Diaphorapteryx hawkinsi, Aphanapteryx bonasia, and perhapsincipient in
Cabalus modestus)and involved differencesin body size and changesin proportions possiblyrelated to foraging. Other apomorphiesrelated to the loss of flight
in at least some rails and members of other neognathousfamilies include losses
of remiges;peramorphosis
of the skull, trunk, and pelvic limb; and comparatively
great seasonalvariation in depositionof body fat (Livezey and Humphrey 1982,
1986; Livezey 1993b, 1995a).
Appendicularreductionsin other taxonomic groups of tetrapods,especially
thoseentailing functional sacrifice,revealedthat comparisonswith flightlessbirds
fail increasinglywith detail (Table 78). Pectoral reductionin some reptiles (e.g.,
snakes),for which the evolutionary reductionand loss of limbs is comparatively
well manifested in the fossil record (Caldwell and Lee 1997; Greene and Cundall

2000; Tchernov et al. 2000), was hinderedby the plesiomorphicabsenceof both
pectoral and pelvic appendagesin entire higher taxonomicgroupsand the typical
association of limblessnesswith corporal elongation and fossorial locomotion
(Lande 1978; Carroll 1997), a deficiency overcome ultimately by classicalcomparative anatomy (Gressitt 1956; Gans 1975; Presch 1975) and increasinglyexplicit phylogeneticstudies(Caputoet al. 1995; Lee 1998; Zaher and Rieppel 1999;
Wiens and Slingluff 2001). Anatomical changesassociatedwith avian flightlessness are minor, in part related to the plesiomorphy of reduction in the avian
forelimb, exclusive of simple elongationin some segments(Chiappe 1995a; Padian and Chiappe 1998).
Extreme examplesof convergencewere provided by invertebratetaxa, primarily the Insecta (e.g., Jackson 1928; Holloway 1963; Hackman 1964, 1966; Otte
1979; Harrison 1980; Roff 1986a-c, 1990a, 1991, 1994a-c, 1995; Barbosa and
Krischik 1989; Sattier 1991; Zera and Mole 1994; Finston and Peck 1995; Hunter

1995; Marden and Kramer 1995; Zera and Denno 1997). Flightlessnessamong
insects was instrumental in the extension of conceptsof metapopulationsand
thresholdtraits to the evolutionary realm of vertebrates,despitethe nonhomology
of the affectedstructuresand issuesof comparabilityof birdsand insects,deriving
from small body sizes,ectothermy,and shortlife spansof the invertebrates.
MODERN PERSPECTIVES:REGRESSIVE,PROGRESSIVE,AND NEUTRAL

The evolutionaryinnovationof the Rallidae embodiedby the colonizationof
oceanicislandscombinesdispersal,perhapslargely expressedby immaturesdur-
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ing inauguralmigratory passages,married to an ontogeneticcapacityto convert
the "anatomical assets" of the flight apparatusinto resourcesnecessaryfor successif flocks stray to insular environments.The first componentis a change in
migratory habit having profoundimplicationsfor energybudgets,annual schedules of activities, and physiologicalcycles. The secondcomponentin this "marriage of capabilities" turns on ontogeneticvariation in morphology,in which an
ontogeneticfacility to engageheterochronygives rise to a unique bifurcationof
development, that is, a capacity to substantially alter investment in a flight apparatus that is consistentwith an ESC (i.e., sensuWagner and Schwenk [2000])
in most avian lineages.Conservativevestigesof avian developmentalschedules
preclude conversionof the entire pectoral limb to effect this trade-off, although
moas (Dinornithiformes) most closely approachedthis level of completeness
(Owen 1879; Forbes 1892f; Archey 1941; A. Anderson 1989). Nonetheless,the
variable, lesserexchangesrealized by flightlessrails evidently were of sufficient
advantageto effect a distributional revolution in the family.
The tendencyof flightlessrallids to shift toward larger size (Table 71; Appendix
1) and K-type reproductiveparameters(Table 84) appearsto have contributedto
the vulnerability of flightiess rails to anthropogenicagencies, in that large size
(throughincreasedselectionas prey) and diminishedreproductivepotential(thereby reducing ability to recover) carry penaltiesfor many avian taxa in the face of
increasedpredation (Balouet and Olson 1987; Holdaway and Jacomb 2000). The
observationthat the largest,most reproductivelyconservativespeciesof flightless
rail were among the first to be extirpated (Table 2) lends credenceto this hypothesis.This generalizationfails for someinsularrallids, as speciessufferedfrom
assaultsof variable intensities,design, and time frames, including unconscious
destructionof many speciesthrough "siege" by commensals,"collateral damage" incurred through destructionof habitat (many species),as well as all-out
"Blitzkrieg" (sensuHoldaway and Jacomb2000) with focusedintent (e.g., Gallirallus wakensisand Cabalus modestus).In addition, if a given locomotory capacity is acceptedas an "escalative" stratagem,then flightlessnessrepresentsthe
exchange between two potential avenuesfor realization of proximal benefit; that
is, flightlessnessof rails may qualify as an example of "nonescalative" macroevolutionary change (sensuVermeij 1987). Taken as a whole, thesecircumstances
favored "opportunistic" (short-term) qualities as opposedto refinement of attributes of colonists for the long-term, including such unforeseen eventualities as
human immigration (Berry 1992).
Paedomorphosisis potentially importantfor evolutionaryinnovation, a process
by which "overspecialization" may be avoided and new potentialsfor cladogenesis attained (de Beer 1951; Hardy 1954; Godfrey 1985; Ayala 1988; Levinton
1988; Ruse 1992, 1996). Goldschmidt (1940), in reference to the flightlessGalapagosCormorant, noted such apomorphyas leading to an example of a "hopeful
monster." Clearly favorable in original intent, this characterizationwas to foster
escalatingderisionby a numberof prominentevolutionarybiologists;for example, Hull (1988) attributed to E. Mayr the derogation "hopeless monsters" in
referenceto the hypothesisof Goldschmidt(1940). However, in a review of heterochrony as mechanism of evolutionary change, McKinney et al. (1990:279)
extendedthis apellationto "More-than-hopefulMonsters" to renew recognition
of the evolutionarypotentialof ontogeneticchange.Within this perspective,such
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"monstrosities" often representphenomenaconsideredanomalies under conventional paradigms,natural "outliers" poised to foment scientific advancement(A1berch 1989; Lightman and Gingerich 1991). Also during recent years, circumstancesand classesof "monstrosity" conducive to establishmentof these divergent phenotypeshave been hypothesized (Alberch 1982a; Arthur 1984; Werner
and Gilliam 1984; Pimm 1986; McKinney 1988b).
Interpretation of avian flightlessnessas degenerative or deviant in that it represents a departure from a natural or essentialist norm appears to have roots in
an ideal of naturalism (Mayr 1982), and the pervasiv% essentially religious of
view of the earth in decay (Chambers 1844; Davies 1969; Bowler 1976, 1983;
Levinton 1983). In time, such evolutionary outliers came to be viewed with restrained optimism. Grant (1998d), citing the swarms of flightless coleopteran
(Roff 1994a, b; Finston and Peck 1995) and orthopteran(K. L. Shaw 1995) insects
on islands, admitted that flightlessnessis related to sedentariness,geographical
isolation, and small demes. This led Grant (1998d) to acknowledge that flightlessnessin these casesmay have been key to phylogenetic diversification,but he
questionedwhether or not flightlessnessqualified as a "key innovation."
Is it fair to single out extinct, flightlessbirds as "over-specialized?" Are other
species,when denied essential requirements (e.g., suitable habitat) or presented
with new, deadly threats (e.g., viruses), and driven to extinction, so judged? Insular endemicswere numerous,but human-relatedchange was so pervasive on
oceanic islands as to render a repeatedly evolved, formerly successfulspecialization a literal "dead end." It may be more logical to considerthe latter term as
an evolutionary pathway (perhaps strongly favored in the short-term) having few
options (e.g., selectively attainable bifurcations), deemed a posteriori as having a
low probability of success.
Many flightless rallids are peramorphic in all but the pectoral appendage,but
are probably most properly consideredfunctionally paedomorphic(given the importanceof pectoralpaedomorphsisfor flightlessnessand extinction), and as such
offer little support for the notion that paedomorphstend to succeedas ancestors.
Heterochronicallygeneratedevolutionary change, strongly evidencedin several
flightlessrails, may be critical in the origin of evolutionarynovelties(Mayr 1960),
the rate of such changes(Simpson 1944), and their phylogenetic patterns (Cracraft
1984, 1985, 1990; Miiller and Wagner 1991). Furthermore, at least some of the
flightless rails represent(ed)highly specialized members of insular environments
that were characterizedby extreme morphological and (probably) physiological
changes.Before the arrival of humans, some may have been dominant consumers
in their respective,if geographicallylimited, ecologicalcommunities(e.g., pristine
densitiesdocumentedfor Porzana palmeri). However, in light of the difficulties
of delimiting the anatomical changesenabling avian flight as a discreteinnovation
(Cracraft 1990), in many respectsthe characterization of flightlessnessas innovation is similarly problematic.
The endangered statusand extirpation of many birds (flighted and flightless),
as well the formerly global distribution and diversity of flightless rails, present a
confusing array of successin the sense of perseverancein the face of human
devastation.Even if one adoptsthe extreme view that virtually all habitable oceanic islands at one time supportedat least one endemic flightless rail (Steadman
1995), the global ecological impact of these small populationsand the area oc-
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cupied would have been vanishingly small. Even if limitations of timescales and
evidence of intermediates are put aside, flightless birds do not permit an easy
assessmentin terms of "evolutionary progress" as conceptualized (or rejected)
by most scholars(Simpson 1949, 1953a; Huxley 1953; Rensch 1959; Dobzhansky
1970; K'tihne 1972; Ayala 1974; Fisher 1986; Benton 1987; Gould 1988b, c;
Nitecki 1988; Rosenzweig and McCord 1991; Ruse 1996). That is, flightless lin-

eages conform to a widespreadview that a sustainedtrend is prerequisitefor a
considerationof "progressive" change, flightless lineages have descendantsthat
have both gained or lost capacitiesor functions in the process,and the difficulty
or impossibility of a relative valuation of these trade-offs precludesthe prejudicially loaded attribution of "improvement," "increase," or "betterment" on the
overall trend in most or all instances (including among the Rallidae).
Brock (2000) considered that anagenetic changes can be considered "progressive" in the evolutionary sense, a perspective that does not necessarilyinclude
assessmentsof adaptive properties normally implicit in the broader concept of
"progress" as an emergent property of entire evolutionary systems.By this criterion, the multiple convergent transitions shown by flightless rails (and other
neognaths) could be classified as progressive. Extinctions of insular avifaunas
seem random or "wanton" with respectto the affected taxa or their habit. Wellunderstood exceptions to the ecoevolutionary indiscrimination typical of insular
extirpations include the decreased extinction rates of high-elevational birds in
Hawaii that reflect the failure of disease-carryingmosquitoesto live in mountainous habitats (Scott et al. 1986). However, to the extent that "chance" (i.e.,

changesin parametersnot subjectto predictability or selection) has played a role
in the extinction of flightless birds, the insights to be gained from the standpoint
of evolutionary "progress" or "success" are diminished (Eble 1999).
A related and more intensively contestedissue surroundsthe conceptof "adaptation," principally in terms of the implications of the term with respect to
selection inferred to have acted on historical sequencesof events (Gould and
Lewontin 1979; Gould and Vrba 1982) and the hierarchical level at which the

underlying selection operates (Williams 1966, 1992; Lewontin 1970; Maynard
Smith 1976; Alexander and Borgia 1978; Wade 1978; Wilson 1980, 1983, 1997;
Dawkins 1982; Endler 1986). One of the counterproductivephilosophical outcomes from the successof neo-Darwinism in the 20th century was the ascension
of the concept of "adaptation" to a status tantamount to noumenon--an idea not
amenableto empirical testingbut consideredessentiallyomnipotent.In the present
work, selective advantage(s)of flightlessnessare framed in terms of the individuals expressing the trait in question (i.e., individual selection, as extended via
inclusive fitness to kin selection), as opposed to benefits gained by a collection
of unrelated individuals (i.e., group selection [Wade 1978]). This perspectivedoes
not proscribe the collective effects of individual selection on the differential success of lineages. This emergent corollary at the level of species is sometimes
referred to as "species selection" or "lineage sorting" (Brock 2000), and marks
a conceptual distinction critical to the paradigm of metapopulations (Olivieri and
Gouyon 1997; see above).
A focal point of debatesregarding "adaptation" is the relative importanceof
original and current function (Gould and Lewontin 1979; Gould and Vrba 1982).
Amundson and Lauder (1994) classified the philosophical interpretations of
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"function" in terms of the history of natural selection undergone by ancestral
lineages, current causal properties, and the "selected effects" of a character.
Amundson and Lauder (1994) also acknowledgedthe challengesand value of
historical reconstructionsof selection regimes and past function, and cited the
issue of wing size and flightlessnessof some insects in a comparison of these
competing approaches.The current consensusminimally requires the phylogenetically based exclusion of plesiomorphy and demonstrationof selective advantage of the feature in question for "adaptation" to be inferred (Eldredge and
Cracraft 1980; West-Eberhard 1986; Taylor 1987; Lemen and Freeman 1989;
Eldredge 1993; Leroi et al. 1994; Losos and Miles 1994; Vermeij 1994, 1996).
Accordingly, flightlessnessis properly consideredan indirect adaptationor "aptation," in the strict sense,in that no selective advantage(whether involved in its
origin or simply acting post facto) strictly attends the loss of flight (Frazzetta
1975; Brandon 1978; Bock 1980; Clutton-Brock and Harvey 1984; Coddington
1988, 1994; Hailman 1988; Amold 1989; Baum and Larson 1991; Reeve and
Sherman 1993; Amundson 1996; Larson and Losos 1996). Instead, the economic
implications of the sacrifice, that is, the gains realized by the redirection of resources formerly allocated to the flight apparatus and its employment, are the
features of selective advantage.That selectiontoward optimization among essential dimensions of life histories, changes in body size, or refinements of metabolism to succeedon oceanic islandsleads toward changesthat reasonablywould
be considered "adaptive" seemsinescapable.The critical point is not to mistake
the aspectssacrificedin theseshiftsas the "adaptations"achieved.Unfortunately,
the repeatedly affirmed evolutionary strategy involving the sacrifice of flight for
other faculties, in a manner comparable to insular giantism of uncountedinsular
Mammalia, was rendereda Pyrrhic victory with the biotic calamity wrought during and sincethe age of human exploration.
FLIGHTLESS BIRDS AND CONSERVATION
OPPORTUNITIES LOST AND INVESTIGATIONAL

ON ISLANDS

PRIORITIES

If there really are lost species, it can doubtless only be among the large animals
which live on the dry parts of the earth; where man exercisesabsolutesway, and
has cornpassedthe destructionof all the individuals of some specieswhich he has
not wished to preserve or domesticate.--Lamarck(1809, vol. 1:76; translatedby
Elliot 1984:44)

Unfortunately, the optimism of Lamarck (1809) was to prove misplaced,and
the admonition (quotation below) by Mayr (1967) came centuries too late for
many taxa, avian and otherwise, and continues to be ignored for many more to
the present.Islandsunquestionablyhold uniquepotentialfor evolutionaryinsights
(Berry 1992), but as a result of the numerousextirpationsof flightlessrails and
other insular endemicsaroundthe world, many important opportunitiesfor ornithological researchhave been lost irrevocably. Oceanic islands simultaneously
embody fragments of uniquely varying resourceunits, presentingnatural settings
for evolutionary "experiments." Perhapsto a degree attainedby no other avian
family, the family Rallidae has participatedin theseuncountedevolutionary trials,
through which an unlikely proclivity for dispersalmay have endowed virtually
all habitable land fragments with one or more variably enduring colonizations
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(Steadman 1995). But for the fortunate preservationof subfossilelementsof some
of these extraordinary species,any synthesisof flightless rails would be reduced
to little more than a jeremiad of the destroyed faunas and lost evolutionary insights. These lost subjectsof study include some of the most remarkable and
derived flightlessrails, for example, Diaphorapteryx, Aphanapteryx,Erythromachus, Capellirallus, and Hawaiian Porzana (a flightlessanalog of Darwin's finches). However, a number of key questionsstill can be addressedthrough study of
the remaining minority of flightless rails, taxa that fortunately representmost of
the cladesthat formerly included flightlessmembers.
Among the general hypotheseshaving componentsuniquely accessibleunder
insular conditionsinvolve the degreesto which taxonomic diversity of avian communities may be structuredby an avoidance of nest predatorsthrough increased
diversity of nest sites (T. E. Martin 1981, 1987, 1988a-c, 1992, 1995, 1998;
Martin and Clobert 1996); magnitude of sexual dichromatism may be related to
intensity of nest predation (Martin and Badyaev 1996); "apparent competition"
contributes to interspecific patterns of distribution (Holt 1977; Holt and Kotler
1987; Schmitt 1987; Holt et al. 1994); evolutionary changesin insular birds correspondin genetic and ontogeneticdimensionswith thoseof troglomorphsin the
subterraneanisolation of caves (Culver et al. 1995); generalitiesof r- and Kselection characterize endemic species, subspecificpopulations, and recent immigrants (Murray 2001); and polymorphismsof dispersalboth within and among
speciesare maintained genetically and asynchronoustemporal fluctuationsin resources, induced as threshold traits, or evolved de novo (Johnson and Gaines
1990; Mathias et al. 2001), proposals that were made in preliminary form for
rails by Ripley (1977) and Diamond (1977b).
Some investigatorshave judged that flightlessnessevolves rapidly in rails and
other insular birds (e.g., Olson 1973b), an intuitively appealingview epitomized
by the suggestionby Olson (1999:13) that introduction of Porzana pusilla on
Laysan Island would provide "an extremely interesting experiment to determine
how rapidly such a species would adapt behaviorally and morphologically to
insular conditions." It seemsunlikely that such an experiment, which would require at least decadesto document incipient trends, could reach a satisfactory
conclusion in the face of human accidents and natural disasters. Nevertheless, the

importance of experimental study of avian flightlessnessis substantialand growing. Some such experimentsmay involve detailed study of insular radiationsof
focal species (e.g., Porphyrio porphyrio-group, Gallirallus philippensis-group,
Habropteryx torquatus-group,Porzana tabuensis,and Gallinula chloropus-group)

within a phylogeneticcontext.With respectto this enterprise,the midpointof the
20th century saw the conclusion of the anecdotal phase of study, and the time
has come to move from the descriptiveto the experimental and theoreticalframes.
A number of field experimentsare viable, and include assessmentsof differences
between flighted and flightlesscongenersin metabolic rates, avoidancebehavior,
mating systems, parental care, ontogeny, diet, time-energy budgets (including
molt), foragingbehavior,and vigilance. Also, testsfor interislanddispersalwithin
the Galfipagos by Laterallus spilonotus during periods of environmental stress
(e.g., effects of E1 Nifio events), as a possible sourceof episodic selectionagainst
complete loss of flight (possiblyanalogousto the situationin some marine pop-
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ulations of Tachyerespatachonicus), would provide a critical insight into the
dynamics of change at the very threshold of flightlessness.
Of special relevance to the prevalence of flightlessnessin rails and of particular
theoretical interest in a broader context would be studiesof possibleenviromnental influence on avian ontogeny, initially by using logistically practical and empirically compelling examples from other families (e.g., Loxia and Pyrenestes),
and followed (if confirmed) by parallel studiesof key speciesof Rallidae. Most
critical would be investigationsof the most likely candidatesfor involvement in
DRNs that are related to the morphological shifts associatedwith flightlessin rails
(Table 85), some of which could be designedunder controlled conditions,thereby
circumventing interruptionsby external agencies.The seminal work by James
(1983) providesthe basic framework for a suite of variably sophisticatedmanipulations that would require samplesof only the most common rallids (e.g., Porphyrio porphyrio-group, Rallus aquaticus, Porzana carolina, Gallinula chloropus-group, and Fulica americana-group) that would shed light on the possible
importance of DRNs. In addition, a new standardof intensity and sophistication
in the quantificationof reproduction,selectionintensity,and dispersal---including
aspectsgermane to possible bet-hedging and dispersalpolymorphism--would be
particularly strategic for ornithology in general and the study of avian flightlessness in particular.
Many detailed phylogenetic overlays will be possible with refined reconstructions of phylogeny,especiallyfor Porzana and Gallirallus (Livezey 1998), which
will permit incorporationof morphometric trends in phylogenetic contexts (cf.
Wake and Larson 1987). The most plausible candidatesfor such synthesesamong
flightless rails are Porphyrio hochstetteri,Habroptila wallaciL Dryolimnas aldabranus, Gallirallus owstonœG. australis, Tricholimnas sylvestris,Habropteryx
okinawae, Atlantisia rogersL Porzana atra, Amaurornis ineptus, Gallinula comeri, and Tribonyx mortierii. Studiesinvolving thesespeciesshouldbe undertaken
as soon as feasible, becausesome pose substantiallogistical challenges(e.g., H.
wallacii and A. ineptus) and most others are already threatened or endangered
(e.g., P. hochstetteri,G. owstoni, and H. okinawae). Obviously, comparativeassessmentsof metabolic rates, ontogeny, and molt would require comparatively
frequent accessto live birds (B. McNab, pers. comm.). The latter would be most
feasible for those taxa currently having captive-rearing programs, which with
foresight may provide the critically neededskeletal and fluid-preservedspecimens
(through unavoidable mortality of captives and releasedbirds) and developmental
series that are not currently available in adequatenumbers for most members of
the Rallidae (e.g., Eason and Williams 2001).
ANTHROPOGENIC IMPACTS AND CONSERVATIONAL IMPERATIVES

Islands are an enormouslyimportant source of information and an unparalleled
testing ground for various scientific theories. But this very importance imposes an
obligation on us. Their biota is vulnerable and precious.We must protect it. We have
an obligation to hand over these unique faunas and floras with a minimum of loss
from generationto generation.What is once lost is lost forever becauseso much of
the island biota is unique. Island faunas offer us a great deal scientificallyand aesthetically. Let us do our share to live up to our obligations for their permanent
preservation.--Mayr (1967:374)
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Critical losses,historical and ongoing.--Extirpation of insular endemics,either
directly by humans or indirectly through predation by commensalsof humans or
alteration of habitat (Martin and Colbert 1996), is an unfortunate and widespread
legacy of recent centuries(Cassels1984; Olson and James 1984; Simberloff 1986;
Olson 1989; Steadman 1989a, b; Newton 1993; Carnutt and Pimm 2001), and

human-causedmortality looms large among the agenciesthat limit populationsof
birds (Newton 1998). Risk of extinction of island birds can be exacerbatedby a
combination of the demographiccharacteristicsof small populations and the destructive impacts of human colonists (Lande 1999), and it is becoming increasingly evident that comparatively specialized insular endemics are especially vulnerable to incursions by the latter (Freed 1999).
Vulnerability to extinction is especially intensefor flightlessrails simply on the
grounds of minimal spatial requirements within limited land areas, small deme
sizes, possibly lower densites of populations, and (for flighted species)the risks
of diminished or terminated immigration (MacArthur and Wilson 1963, 1967;
Diamond 1970b, 1984b; MacArthur et al. 1973; Simberloff 1974; M. Williamson
1981, 1989; Pimm et al. 1988; Tilman and Lehman 1997; Hanski 1999). These

genetic characteristics,in combination with small population sizes, demographic
fluctuations(e.g., negative impacts of tropical stormsand tsunamis),destruction
of habitat, illegal hunting, and introducedpredatorsand diseasecontinueto jeopardize most insular species of Anas and many rails (Diamond 1984a, b; Ralph
and van Riper 1985; Simberloff 1986; Loope and Mueller-Dombois 1989). In
combinationwith the failure of birds to meet the attributesdiscernedby Murphy
et al. (1990) for achieving metapopulational characteristicsfor survival under
fragmentation of requisite, specialized habitats--small body size (e.g., Insecta),
high reproductive rates, and abbreviated generation intervals (Hanski 1999)many insular birds (including large flightless rails) match the profile of species
posing special challenges for conservation (Dennis et al. 1991; Calder 2000; Harte
2000). A recent comparison of successfor introductionsof birds and mammals
to New Zealand indicatesthat the former possessa lower potential for introduction
to new regions, itself a conservational tool of last resort (Forsyth and Duncan
2001).

Extinctions of many flightless birds (e.g., Dinornithiformes, Apteryx spp., Raphus cucullatus, Pezophaps solitaria, and Gallirallus wakensis) are directly at-

tributableto the negativeimpactsof humansand associatedintroductionsof predators and competitors (e.g., Strickland and Melville 1848; Owen 1866a, 1879;
Diamond 1989b; Jolly 1989; Livezey 1993b; Holdaway and Jacomb 2000). Fortunately, threats to flightless rails by introgression(hybridization) with flighted
relatives (Rhymer and Simberloff 1996), a means of genetic extinction frequent
among small, recently isolated populations of insular Anas (Livezey 1991, 1993a),
evidently are minimal or lacking becauseof a lack of heterosisin hybridsbetween
flightless rallids and flighted immigrants (e.g., heterozygousadvantagesin viability, growth rates, or fecundity [Roff 1992]).
Insular futures both bleak and promising.-•The importance of vocalizationsof
the rails as one of the earliest and most enduring familial characteristicsleads
naturally to a metaphor regarding likely futures. In countlessand diverse marshes,
meadows, and forests on islandsworldwide, the matutinal or crepuscularchoruses
of flightlessrails, testimony to the repeatedevolutionary successof the sacrifice
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of flight, have been silenced forever. The scope of this phenomenonnever will
be known with precision, but the evidence at hand demonstratesthat avian flightlessnesson oceanic islands representsone of the most dramatic and redundantly
manifested evolutionary compromisesdocumented among vertebrates, a history
wrought in defiance of recurrent, natural disastersof volcanoes, tsunamis, and
earthquakes.This repeatedpattern of radical functional change challengedsuch
prevalent paradigms as scripturaldecay of creation, essentialism,and typology,
but affirmed the fundamental principles of natural selection and the interrelated
roles of ontogeny, phylogeny, and ecological circumstancein the evolution of
anatomical form and habitus. Surrenderof the air under the special ecological
circumstancesof islands clearly conferred substantialadvantagesin reproduction,
resilience to environmental variation, and proficiency in foraging and holding
territories. In short,these specialistsof isolation shedor easedthe burden of costly
contrivance in exchange for other advantages,only to be all but obliterated by
the vast, unforeseenchangesin habitat and adaptive landscapeswrought by human
immigrants.
It may be less troubling to view the losses of the Dodo and Great Auk as
failures of evolution, instead of acknowledging them as victims of unrestrained
human destructiveness.Tragically, as it is in all species that ultimately succumb(ed) to extinction, the total population of any doomed species ultimately
declined to a single bird. These terminal chaptersof evolution, rarely recordedin
nature (but see Cokinos 2000), document that each of the innumerable extinct
rallids entailed the demise of an "omega" individual for example, a young bird
driven from a remnant of woodland by fire to a reception by club or noose, a
lone female expiring from exposureon its charred nest in a devastatedlandscape,
or an old survivor slipping into oblivion in the comparativepeace of lonely senility. Appreciation of this sober reality is a critical dimension of the specieslevel implicationsof extinction,and a motivation to mobilize all possibleresources to reduce this carnage.
Steadman (1995) judged that insular rallids, especially flightlessendemicsof
oceanic islands, representone of the most spectacularof avian radiations. The
record of loss augurs poorly for those that remain, however, and the time for a
substantiveprogram of recovery and conservationof most of these renmant species lapseddecadesago. In a remarkably shortperiod of time, most of the earthbound swamphens,rails, crakes, moorhens,and coots that haunted innumerable
islands were extinguished. Those few that remain face growing threats despite
intensiveprogramsof conservation,and it appearsall but assuredthat wild populations of most flightlessrails will not survive to be studiedin natural settings
by future generationsof ornithologists.
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APPENDIX 2. Statistical

details and sources of data.

P•,•cm^L COMPON•TS A•^L¾SIS (PCA)
FUNDAMENTALS OF STANDARD R-MODE PCA

Assumptionsand goals.•PCA is commonly used to display sampleson synthetic,mutually orthogonal axes distilled from largely redundantsuites of associatedmeasurements.Less frequently,
more explicit testsof hypothesesrelated to PCA are employed,all of which at leastassumemultivariate
normality, including those for equality of all or a subsetof the included eigenvalues(sphericity),
equality of separatecovariancematricesof includedgroups,proportionalityof covariancematrices,
eigenvaluesbeing significantly greater than zero, and comparisonswith hypothetical eigenvectors
(Borg and Lingoes 1987; Flury 1988). Although many of the analytical contexts describedherein
meet the requisiteassumptions,suchtestswere used sparingly.Eigenvaluesreflect the varianceassociatedwith the correspondingeigenvectors,that is, the variance of the points projected onto the
eigenvectors.Given the mutual orthogonalityof eigenvectors,the total variance of the associated
dispersionmatricesare given by the following positive definite matrices:
total variance of S = Tr(S)

= • hi

(for
orthogonalized
covariance
matrix
S),

and

total variance of R = Tr(R)

= • hi=p (for
orthogonalized
correlation
matrix
R).
Accordingly,for the standardizedeigenstmcturaldispersionmatrix the sum of the eigenvaluesof a
dispersion matrix equals the total variance of the data set (under a given transformationalscheme).
Therefore, the proportion of the total variance summarized by the kth eigenvector is given by (expressedas a percentageand given in tablesherein):
--

x

100%.

For the standardizeddispersionmatrix of full rank (R), wherein all off-diagonalelementsare unitary
and all diagonal elements are zero, the sum of eigenvalues(hi) is:

•hi =P= rank
(R)= rank
(S).
Where moderate difI•rences in scale of variables were considered informative, PCAs were based
on covariance matrices (S) of lOge-transformedvariables. Where disparities in magnitudes of measurementswere considereduninformative or misleading (e.g., lengths of remiges) or for O-mode
applications(see below), correlation matrices (R) were employed. Where p (number of variables)

exceededn - 1 (the numberof specimensminusone) analyzedin a PCA, the dispersion(covariance
or correlation) matrix was singular,necessitatinga singular-valuedecompositionor pseudo-inverse
(Gnanadesikan 1977; Anderson 198,•; Dixon 1992). Colinearity among the p variables (reducing the
rank throughredundancyof two or more groupsof the original variables)alsomay resultin singularity
where simple dimensionalitymight indicate otherwise.Where pseudo-inverses
of dispersionmatrices
were used, testsof hypothesesregardingeigenstructureare not possible,and the componentsderived
were used to derive a comparativelysmaller number of syntheticaxes.
Unless multivariate normality and other distributionalassumptionsare met (M. E. Johnson1987),
permitting formal tests for nonzero eigenvalues,the number of PCs consideredto account for significant proportionsof the total dispersionis generally somewhat subjectiveor decided by heuristicrules
adopteda priori (Jackson1993). The intention to restrict attentionto c PCs (c --<p original variates)
incorporating significant or interpretable variance (i.e., a empirical reduction in dimensionality) is
formalizedthroughpartialPCs (Flury 1988), an extensionnot implementedherein that the hypothesis
tests and distributional assumptionstypical of the method were not applicable. The practice of using
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the residualsfrom the first principal component(PC-I; varianceattributedto subsequentcomponents)
as "size-corrected" dimensions of shape in other multivariate assessments(e.g., Smith and Patton
1988) preservesthe variance associatedwith the componentsof smallesteigenvalueas a component
of the residuals

to be modeled.

Interpretation of standardcomponents.--In morphometriccontexts,PC-I typically is dominatedby
stronglycovarying variation in size of elements.It is customaryto interpret such componentsas
"general size," with the subsequentcomponents(PC-II and beyond) to be mutually orthogonal, sizeindependentdimensions of "shape" (Reyment et al. 1984; Rising and Somers 1989; Marcus 1990).
Such quantitativepartitioning of "size" from "shape" can be comparativelystraightforward(Bookstein 1989), especiallywhere ontogenetic"size" in taxa showingprotractedor indeterminategrowth
is of primary interest (Burnaby 1966; Mosimann and James 1979; Darroch and Mosimann 1985;
Sampson and Siegel 1985; James and McCulloch 1990). However, such methods possesssubtly different properties(Reist 1985, 1986; Rohlf and Bookstein 1987), "correct" for different metrics of
"size" (e.g., within speciesor amongspecies),and may createotherinterpretafionaldifficulties(Packard and Boardman 1987). In the presentstudy, a practical distinctionbetween "size" and various
dimensionsof "shape" seemedjustified and resilient with respectto a suite of approaches(Rising
and Somers 1989), in part because "size" was not considered a nuisance variable but instead an
importantdimensionof morphologicalchange.That is, in the presentstudy,definition of the first
componentas essentiallyindicative of "size" was straightforward,and the criticality of interpreting
differencesin "shape" in juxtapositionwith "size" (insteadof in isolation)wasforemost.Accordingly,
an element-wise "correction'" for size through division by body mass and log-transformation,as
advocatedby Mosimann (1970, 1975a, b) and Mosimann and James (1979), was not pursued.
The correspondenceamong various metrics of multivariate "size" was performedbasedon quantitative comparisonsof correlationsamong the PC-Is of dispersionmatricesof external and skeletal
variables partitioned into three primary components:total covariance (ST), among-taxon covariance
(SA),and pooledwithin-taxon covariance(Sw), wherein Sw (•) SA = ST-AS adjunctto the quantification
of "size" included in multivariate axes, the numerical relationshipbetween mean body massesand
mean scores of species on multivariate axes (both PCA and canonical analysis) was calculated and
shown as a vector in multivariate plots. In such applications,the vector for "mass" indicatesthe
approximatedirectionof variationin body massesin the multivariateplane.Specifically,in a bivariate
plot of PCi (i • 1, 2), the direction of the vector Mass is defined as the sum, weightedby the square
roots of the proportionof the total dispersion(E hi) given by respectiveeigenvaluesof (•) of PC-I
and PC-II, of the angles of direction (0t) of mass with each eigenvector((•). The latter are directly
estimable as the arccosinesof the correlation coefficientsrelating log-transformedmean body masses
with the respectiveaxes.Symbolically,the directionof vectorMass relative to PC-I ((•) is specified
by direction 0,•ass:

0....: •kl/(•
•ki)'0,
+•k2/(•
•kl)'(02
+•r/2'
+ •-: • •-i

ß{arccos[r(mass,
6:)] + xc/2},

giventhat,by orthogonality
of eigenvectors
((i I (j, •' i, j = 1.....

p; i • j), PC-I is perpendicular

to PC-II (i.e., angle of translationis ;r/2), and therefore the vector sum given above amountsto the
hypotenuseof the right triangle of the two vectors of correlation. Vectors relating body massesto
mean values on canonical variates were derived similarly.
ALTERNATIVE R-MoDE

PARTITIONING OF "SIZE"

AND "SHAPE"

Other analytical perspectiveson "size" and "shape" have been advanced(e.g., Corruccini 1987;
Piersma and Davidson 1991). In some comparisons,with a strong associationbetween extremesin
size with marked,flightlessness-related
apomorphyin shape(e.g., only the largesttaxon showssignificant pectoral reduction), special measureshave been taken to preservethe approximateorthogonality between the componentsreflecting "size" (e.g., that paralleled by body mass) and "shape"
(includingpectoralreductionand other morphometricdeparturesunrelatedto body mass).One approach is to impose multivariate isometry on the first component(Somers 1986, 1989; Sundberg1989),
wherein the vector loadings for PC-I (1•)are set a priori to be:
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lli.....

/lp) = (P 1/2
.....

p-l/2),

Vi = 1.....

p.

All subsequentcomponents(which are mutually orthogonalbut each oblique with respectto the first,
isometriccomponent)are derived from the remainingvariance.Althoughthis methodoffers the advantageof a simple, a priori definitionof "size," it has been usedonly infrequentlybecauseof the
limited applicability of this narrow notion of "size" and the typically nontrivial correlationsof subsequentaxes with this first dimension.
A more conservative method, intended specifically to partition "size" (representedby the first
component) from fiightlessness-related"shape" (reserved for one or more subsequentcomponents),
was accomplishedfor selectedtaxonomicgroupsby defining the first component(PC-I*) with the
flightlessspecieshaving zero weights; this avoids the tendencyfor outliers at either extreme of the
first componentto influencethe total eigenstructureof a matrix (Critchley 1985). The vectorsfor
flightlessspecies-sexgroupswere projectedonto this axis a posteriori.All subsequent
components
were defined by weighting all species-sexgroups equally, and were based on residualsfrom PC-I*
summarizedby the correspondingpartial covariancematrix (Cochranand Cox 1957; Shedecorand
Cochran 1980). This method offers advantagesfor displaying multivariate variation related to avian
fiightlessness(Livezey 1988, 1992a, b). A more radical approachfor the definition of multivariate
skeletal "size," where some of the included taxa showed extreme reduction of pectoral elements,
basedthe first modified componentsolely on the nonpectoraldimensionsof fiighted species(Livezey
1992a, 1993c). Derivation of PC-I based on a subsetof the taxa used for subsequentcomponents(PCI*), however,typically resultsin partial colinearity (i.e., non-zerocorrelations)betweenPC-I* and the
subsequent(mutually orthogonal)axes (PC-II*, and so on). The latter characteristicis sharedby factors
obtained by oblique rotations; however, most methods of factor rotation (whether orthogonal or
oblique) optimize other qualities of axes (e.g., heterogeneityof loadingswithin factors) that are not
pertinent here (Harman 1967; Reyment and J6reskog 1993; Basilevsky 1994).
Symbolically, for a total of Sr vectors of p mean measurementscomprising SF righted and SN
flightless species(Sv (• SN = St), PC-I* is the first PC (correspondingto eigenvectors(iv, with
eigenvalueXlV, for Dv having rank rnin[nF - 1, p]) for the Sv righted species.Subsequentprincipal
components(PC-II*, PC-III* .... , PC-t*; t = rank of dispersionmatrix Dr) are derived for residuals
from PC-I* for all Sr species;this variation is defined by eigenvectors(it for Dv/(•v, that is, the
eigenspaceorthogonalto that spannedby PC-I*, or (PC-I*) c, with respectiveeigenvaluesX•r(PC-I*) c.
Nonorthogonalitybetween PC-I* and the set {PC-II*, PC-III*, ..., PC-t*}, stemmingfrom the exclusion of the SNflightlessspeciesfrom the definition of PC-I*, is proportionalto the magnitudeof
noncolinearityof PC-I (all Sr species)and PC-I* (only SF species),which in turn reflectsthe angles
between (iv and the set {(•r (PC-I*)C} ß Correlation coefficientsfor PC-I* and subsequent,mutually
orthogonalcomponentsPC-II*, throughPC-T* are given by the correlationmatrix R*:

R* =

r•2

1

0

...

r•3

0

1

...

.

r:•r0 0 0
Off-diagonal elements in either the first row or the first column are measuresof variance shared
betweenthe obliquecomponents.That is, elementsof the matrix R* are:

ri• = 1,
rij=0,

V i = j;

- 1 < ril = rlj < 1,

V i, j;

and

V i, j • 1 and i • j.

In the presentstudy,the diversityof sizeexhibitedby both righted and flightlessspeciesof Rallidae
renderedsuchrefinementsof negligible advantageover standardPCAs in analysesof studyskinsand
skeletons;therefore,only resultsof the traditionalPCAs were presentedfor thesedata sets.However,
the asymmetricaldistributionof body sizesbetweenflighted and flightlesstaxa dissectedfor myological analyses(with flightlessPorphyrio hochstetteribeing more than twice as massiveas any flighted
speciessampled)promptedthe use of the fiighted-onlyPC-I* to define "size," with subsequent
shape
axes being basedon residualsof all taxa from this narrowly definedfirst componentas adjunct to
traditional techniquesin the myological comparisons.In addition, log•-transformedmean body mass
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was used to define "size" for the myological data set, with PCs of residuals from body mass

(PCll loge[mass];
i = 1.....

rninInr - 1, p]), that is, the PCsof the partialcovariance
matrixfor

measurementscorrectedfor mean body masses,defininga suiteof mutually orthogonal"shape" axes.
In the latter approach,all taxa were treatedequally, regardlessof flight capacity.
Q-MoDE PCA

Applications of PCA described above are of the typical form in which relationshipsamong n
observations(taxa in the presentcontext) are examinedin a multivariatespacespannedbyp variables;
this classof applicationsare examplesof R-analysis(Reyment et al. 1984). An alternativeapproach,
termed Q-analysis,implementsan inverse assessmentof p variates in a spacedefined by n observations, and is intendedto reveal multivariate commonalitiesamong variablesbasedon the correlation
structuremanifestedin the sample (Okamoto 1972; Jackson1991). This approachis related to multidimensionalscaling(Davison 1983) and especiallyto the variable-analyticaspectof correspondence
analysis(Hill 1974; Greenacre 1984; Lebart et al. 1984; Palmer 1993). In this study, Q-analysiswas
used as a supplementarymethod of assessingdifferencesbetween flighted and flightlessrails in correlation structuresin extemal and skeletal measurements,accomplishedby PCAs of correlation matrices for speciesmeans of flighted and flightlessrails separately.Where the covariancematrix was
singularor the number of observations(n, here equal to the number of taxa having completedata) is
lessthan the number of variables considered,a singular-valuedecompositionwas required to calculate
the latent roots and vectors.

Correlation

matrices

in this context

were of dimension

n x n and rank

was rnin(n - 1, p), and wherep < n the matrix is by definition singular(Jackson1991). In this study,
n for external data was 68 and 28 for flighted and flightlessspecies,respectively,and n for skeletal
data was 39 and 23 for flighted and flighted species,respectively.The number of variablesp was 6
and 36 for external and included skeletal dimensions,respectively.
LINEAR MODELS AND ORTHOGONAL CONTRASTS

GENERAL LnqE•

MODELS AND ANOVA

Most applicationsin this study were based on predefinedgroups subdividedby both speciesand
sex. Relative contributionsof interspecificdifferences,sexualdimorphism,and species-sexinteractions
in multivariate distancesamong groups were assessedby using stepwise multivariate analysis of
variance(MANOVA) targetingtheseeffects(on all canonicalvariates)and two-way ANOVA of scores
of specimenson canonical variates. Methodological details of these techniqueswere describedin
previouspapers(Livezey 1989b•1, 1990). For purposesof simplicity and following most other comparableinvestigations,
MANOVAs were limited to linear modelspartitionedinto relevantmain, twoway, and (rarely) three-way interaction(random) effectsfor a given multivariatecomparisonof means
acrosstaxon-sex groups.That is, the additive model for a vector of overall meansofp variablesfrom
populationk could be partitionedinto the following componentsof interest:

gk = m (overallmean)+ gi (genuseffect)+ tj (specieseffect)+ d• (sexeffect)
+ fm(flight effect)+ gttj (genus-species
interactioneffect)

+ tid/(taxon-sexinteraction
effect)+ t•fm(species-flight
interaction
effect)
+ dtf m(sex-flight interactioneffect) + ßßß.
Interaction effects of presumably lesser or negligible magnitude and only marginal interest (e.g.,
genus-sex interaction effects and three-way interactions), most of which circumvent an implicit hi-

erarchy of effects consonantwith phylogeneticstructure,are not shown but are signifiedby the terminal ellipses. The vector of values for an individual multivariate observation (i.e., specimen s in
population k) correspondsto the model for mean measurements(above) appendedby independent
random error term e• - N (0, t•).
CANONICAL

CONTRASTS BETWEEN GROUPS

The lineareffectsof eachMANOVA were specifiedby usingvectorsof integersdefiningorthogonal
contrasts(c) of group means. Customarily required to compriseintegersfor which the sum is zero,
contrastsusedherein are as follows (s, taxa, two sexes;g, total taxon-sex groupshaving samplesizes
greater than one; hi, specimensin the ith group, with a total of n specimenssummedacrossg groups):
(a) varianceattributableto fiightlessessacrosss taxa, that is, a contrastbetweenfiighted (males and
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females of taxa 1 through k) versusflightless(males and females of taxa k + 1 through s), given by
the orthogonalcontrastc = [c•], having lengthIIcll:

Ilcll = [2(k +

(b) varianceattributableto sexualdimorphismacrosstaxa, that is, males(first entry in eachspecies
couplet)versusfemales(secondin each couplet)acrossspecies,given by the orthogonalcontrastc:

Ilcll = [2(k + s)V•;

(c) varianceattributableto differencesamongspecies(regardlessof flight status),that is, simple
specieseffects (s speciessequencedby zero-sumintegersregardlessof flight status,and sexeswithin
specieshavingthe sameelements);where s is even, given by the contrastc:

(s - 3), (s - 3), (s - 1), (s - 1)1;

and where s is odd, given by the contrastc:
c = [-1/2(s - 1), -1/2(s - 1), -1/2(s - 3), -1/2(s - 3) .....

(d) varianceattributableto interspecificdifferencesin sexualdimorphism(species-sexinteraction
effects),that is, the element-wiseproductof the contrastbetweenthe sexeswithin each of the s taxa
(b) and the precedingorthogonalcontrastfor interspecificeffects;for example,for the casewhere s
is even, is given by the contrastc:

-(s - 3), (s - 3), -(s - 1), (s - 1)];

(e) varianceattributableto differencesbetweenk flightedand s - k flightlessspeciesin sexual
dimorphism,that is, flightlessness-sex
interactions,
givenby the orthogonalcontrastc:

Ilcll = [2(k +
Those contrastsinvolving binary elements--that is, only zeros and ones(regardlessof sign)•can be

usedto definemutuallyorthogonalinteractiontermsthroughelement-wisemultiplication.However,
those combinationsinvolving two or more taxon effects (i.e., vectorshaving elementswith absolute

valuesgreaterthanone) generallyare not orthogonal,thatis, thesesharesomecomponents
of variance
with their constituentmain effects.Suchobliquecontrastsare characterized
by nonzeroinnerproducts,
and the sharedcomponentsof variancereflect the hierarchicallynestednature of the effectsunder
consideration(e.g., interspecificand intergenericeffects).In algebraicterms,for vectorsof contrastv
and w having dimension k:

vT'w
= wT'v
• [Wl,
..., Wk]T'[Vl,
..., Vk]
= • WiV
i =0• V_L
w.
CATEGORICAL DATA FOR CORRESPONDENCE ANALYSIS

Categoriesfor ecomorphological
variableswere partitionedas follows: changein body masscompared to flighted relative (decrease,-75-0%; small increase,1-100%; large increase,101-326%);
decreasein wing length, measuredas residualat given body massfrom regressionline for flighted
rails (-75 to 51, -50 to 26, -25-0); MahalanobisD from flightedrelativein skin measurements
(11.99, 2.00-4.10); MahalanobisD from flighted relative in skeletalmeasurements(0-0.99, 1.00-1.99,
2.00-3.70); island area (k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, where k is exponentin expression,area (km2) of island =
2-10•); latitude(tropical,0-23øC; warm temperate,23-33øC;cool temperate,34øCor more);minimal
distance(km) to continent(small, 0-1,000; medium, 1,001-2,000; large, 2,001 or more).
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SOURCES OF MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION
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MacGillivray 1926; Heinroth and Heinroth 1928; Mayr 1933; Conover 1934; Chapin 1939; Stresemann1941; Piveteau 1945; Sharland 1945, 1973; Strophlet 1946; Baldwin 1947; Baker 1951; Mayr
and Gilliard 1954; Ripley 1954, 1957a, b; Macworth-Praed and Grant 1957, 1962, 1970; Behn and
Millie 1959; Dickerman and Warner 1961; Watson 1962; Russell 1964; Moreau 1966; Falla 1967;

Harrison and Parker 1967; Bang 1968, 1971; Dickerman 1968a, b; Ali and Ripley 1969; Diamond
1969, 1972; Britton 1970; Keith et al. 1970; Glutz von Blotzheim et al. 1973; Goodwin 1974; Hav-

erschmidt 1974; McFarlane 1975; Vuilleumier and Gochfeld 1976; Blake 1977; Greig-Smith and
Davidson 1977; Mees 1977, 1982; Wagstaffe 1978; Contreras 1979; Roe and Rees 1979; Sick 1979;
Voisin 1979; Cramp and Simmons 1980; Dowsett and Dowsett-Lemaire 1980; Warham 1980; Fisher
1981; Fjeldsfi 1981, 1983a, b; M. E Harris 1981; Storer 1981, 1989; Fullagar et al. 1982; Rosseret
al. 1982; Schulenberg and Remsen 1982; Carey 1983; Watling 1983; Dickinson 1994; Byrd et al.
1985; Clancey 1985; Coates 1985; Robertsonand Beauchamp1985; Keith 1986; Teixeira et al. 1986,
1989; White and Bruce 1986; Fjeldsfi und Krabbe 1988; Herholdt 1988; McAllan and Bruce 1988;
Ross 1988; Binford 1989; Goodman and Gonzales 1989; Jackson1989; Frith and Frith 1990; Langrand
1990; Elliott et al. 1991; Webb 1992; Dunning 1993; Marchant and Higgins 1993; Erritzoe 1995;
Gibbs 1996; Rasmussen et al. 1996; Zimmerman et al. 1996.
BODY MASSES AND WING LENGTHS OF NoN-RALLIED

POWER FLIERS

Schorger1966; Blake 1977; Cramp and Simmons 1977, 1980; Brown et al. 1982; JohnsBard1983,
1988, 1991, 1999; Urban et al. 1986; Marchant and Higgins 1990, 1993; Kuz'mina 1992; Joneset al.
1995.
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Symbols used in mathematical expressions.

Name

Meaning(s) in present study

alpha
beta

Initial evolutionary(plesiomorphic)or ontogeneticstate
Intermediateevolutionaryor ontogeneticstate

gamma

Relative onset or offset parameter

delta
epsilon

Change in evolutionaryor ontogeneticstate
Evolutionary transitionor vector of transitions
Factor of changein ontogenyof body massassociatedwith flight
Hypotheticalavian colonistof island susceptibleto flightlessness
Angle or degreeof evolutionaryor ontogeneticdivergencein form
Interval of geologicaltime after colonization
Key evolutionaryor ontogeneticevent or innovation
Body massof an evolutionary lineage at a given stage
Vector comprisingontogeneticfactorsof change• and q•
Ontogeneticor evolutionarycorrelationmatrix for morphology
Threshold of flightlessness
Morphological stateof insular lineage
Flight status
Factor of changein ontogenyof pectoralapparatusassociatedwith flight
Terminal evolutionary (apomorphic) or ontogeneticstate

zeta
eta
theta

iota

kappa
mu

pi
rho
tau

upsilon
phi
psi
omega
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APPENDIX5. Solution of morphological trajectory.
Defining total body size as M and size of pectoralapparatus(e.g., wing area) as P, with associated
first derivativeswith respectto evolutionarytime (t) beingM' and P', one reasonablemodelof change
is given by specifyingchangein M as being logisticwith asymptoteof optimal mass(IX),and change
in P as doublyretardedby the logisticchangein M anda logisticapproachto thresholdof flightlessness
(,) given by intraspecificallometry (Fig. 118).
Defining M' = dM/dt and P' = dP/dt with respectto optimal body size (IX) and functional
thresholdof flightlessness
(,) as M' = a(1 - M/ix), and P' = •(1 - M/IX)[1 - M/,P)], whereinctand
• are scalingparameters.Dividing theseexplicit differential equationsyields:

M'

a(1 - M/IX)

'

a modelimplicit with respectto time (t). Substitutionof scalingparameters• = •/ct andrearrangement
of terms yields:

dP
P.•-•-•,P
+ •-M=0,
T

which implies

a homogeneous
differentialequalion.Substitutionof variable Y = P/M, and rearrangementof terms
yields:
dP

dY

dM

dM

Therefore, one can write:

which imphes
M

dY _ •YdM

Separationof variablesyields:

•/• - y2
Y
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Y

dM

'yY-'y/"r
- Y2dY-M'
which implies

(2r- •) + • ar = -2aM.

y2 _ •y + •/'r

M

Integration yields:

which implies

•
Of interestis •e li•t

of this expressionas mass(•

•i•+inM=Y=- •Y+

•

ß•c•n

-

of zero is approached:

-•c•n

+ (1/•- •/4)

=lira•(p2
_•PM
+•M2/•)
+ •

•

- C

- •/4)J

.•ctan[2•--- C

=hJP=l
+ 1/•- y/4)

1/•- y/4)

Solving for P yields:

lim(P)= expC-

•0 +

(1/•

•/4)

•e last expression•d •e li•t for M were used recursivelyto obtain the points and estimatesof
ch•ge in •e phaseplane. •e latter was estimable• •ny regionsof interest,in that •e systemis
continuous,defined, bounded,•d meets •e c•tefia of Lipschitz (Wilson 1971) for points ne• •e
line P = M/x •d values of M < •. That is, the last condition requires of the systemf •at for some

constantk, •M•, P•) - •M:, P:)l • kl(M•, Pl) -- (M2,P2)]-However,at M = •, an entireline of
critical pointsexists,rende•g direct analysisimpracticalat or beyond•is critical bound•y.
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